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FOREWORD
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VOLUME 11: PHYSIOLOGICAL MECHANISMS
'Physiological Mechanisms' deals with synthesis and transversion of organic
material, regulation, evolution and population genetics, and orientation t o environmental components in spa.ce and time. It is subdivided into 2 parts which'contain
the following chapters :
Pa.rt 1
Chapter
Chapter
Chepter
Chapter
Cha.pter
Chapter

1 : Introduction t o Volume I1
2 : Mechanisms of Chemo-autotrophy

3 : illecha~nisnisof Heterotrophy
4 : Mechanisms of Thermoregulation
5 : Mechanisms of Ion and Osmoregulation
6 : Blechanisms of Evolution and Population Genetics

Part 2
Chapter 7 : Orientation in Space : Plants
Chapter 8 : Orientation in Space: Animals
8.0 General Introduction
8.1 Invertebrates
8.2 Fishes
8.3 Mammals
Chapter 9 : Orientation in Time : Endogenous Clocks
Why a volume on Physiological Mechanisms in a treatise on Marine Ecology?
Because ecology comprises more than the description of ~rga~nisrnic
a,sseinblages
and food-chain interrelationships. Because studies on functions and structures of
living systems and their relation t o the environment are based on knowledge of the
e~sent~ial
mechanisms effective a t the individual level. Because proper synthesis
requires pertinent anaJytica1 detail. We cannot assess, comprehend and forecast the
ecological dynamics of life in oceans and coastal waters without taking into account
the physiological mechanisms involved in biotrailsformation of energy and matter,
in metabolic regulation, in population genetics and in orientational behaviour.
The term 'ecology' has been coined by the German biologist E. HAECKEL,
a.nd
defined as the science investigating the natural relationships of organisms, both to
their inorga,nic and organic environment. HAECKEL'S
original definition has
subsequently been enla.rged t o encompass life as a whole and practically all ea.rth
sciences ('Gesamthaushalt der Natur'), and it has been reduced, e.g. to population
dyna.mics, community structure, biogeogra,phy, or to flow charts of energy and
mahter through living systems. Between these extremes, a variety of definitions
has been offered, based on prevailing concepts and perspectives in different
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countries, schools of thought a.nd individual investigators. We adhere to the original
definition : ecology comprises studies of organisms in relation to their environment,
abiotic and biotic.
Based on many disciplines, ecology is a.primarily synthetical science. Ultimately,
ecology attempts nothing less than to provide the key for comprehending history,
present and future of life-environment correlations. Present-day organisms a,nd
ecosystems are the result of thousands or millions of years of interaction between
living systems and their environment. There is every reason to assume that comparable interrelations will also control and determine the future of such systems.
Can there be anything more important on this earth than to know and t o apply the
principles which support and maintain healthy communities of life? Can there be a
better rationale for man's existence than t o preserve and t o sustain, rather than t o
misuse and degrade life on earth?
The difficulties involved in organizing and completing the Treatise on Marine
Ecology are formida.ble-more so than we have anticipated. The seemingly
inexhaustible body of information available increases exponentially, sometimes
competing acutely with the reviewer's 'digestion rate'. There is progressive
specialization in the three basic areas of marine ecology-microbiology, botany and
zoology-and new subfields with na.rrow perspectives and specific terminology
develop like grain in the summer sun after a. warm ra,in. While such specialization
affords advantages, it also leads to fragmentation and loss of synthetic potential.
Insufficient integration and lack of comprehensive, critical assessments of the
'state of the art' begin to hinder effective scientific Progress and often lead to endless
repetitions of studies, ultimately insufficient for comprehending the functions and
structures of complex living systems. We have experienced these difficulties in
numerous discussions concerning volume scope and detailed chapter outlines.
Fortunately, encoura,ging support has come from many sources : all contributors,
numerous colleagues and several institutions. Most of the work concerning organization and editorial preparation of Volumes I1 and I11 was completed while on a
'Senior Foreign Scientist FellowshipJ-supported by the National Science Foundation of the United States of America-at the Department of Zoology of Arizona
State University, Tempe, Arizona. It is with great pleasure that I gratefully
acknowledge this assistance, and the help and kindness received from the Chairman
Dr. S. D. GERKINO and the members of the Department of Zoology, as well as fiom
my assistants Valerie CLARKand Helga WITT. Among the colleagues who offered
advice and criticism regarding Volume 11, the following deserve special mention:
Drs. H.-P. BULNHEIM,
M. S. GORDON,
K. H. LÜNINQ,M. M. MULLIN,D. SIEBERS.
Assistance regarding individual chapters is acknowledged a t the end of the respective chapter.
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SIOLOGICAL MECHANISMS

7. ORIENTATION IN SPACE: PLANTS
K.

SEITZ

(1) Introduction
Introduction
(1)

(a) General
General Principles
Principles of
of Spatial
Spatial Orientation
Orientation in
in Plants
Plants
(a)
Spatial orientation
orientation of
of plants
plants is
is controlled
controlled by
by environmental
environmental factors
factors (Volume
(Volume I).
I).
Spatial
Orientation responses
responses can
can be
be brought
brought about
about by
by locornotion,
locomotion, by
by changes
ch:mges in
in growth
growth
Orientation
direction or
or by
by induction
induction of
of polarity
polarity in
in germinating
germinating cells.
cells. IIn
addition, there
there are
are
direction
n addition,
intracellular orientation
orientation movements
movements of
of cell
cell organelles
organelles (i.e.
(i.e. plastids).
plastids). Accordingly,
Accordingly,
intracellular
depending upon
upon the
the plant,
plant, four
four response
response types
types can
can be
be distinguished
distinguished which
which result
result in
in
depending
orientation relative
relative tto
the environmental
environmental stimulus
stimulus::
orientation
o the
(i) IIn
freely moving
moving plants,
plants, such
such as
as planktonic
planktonic flagellates
flagellates and
and algae
algae which
which glide
glide
(i)
n freely
on the
the ground
ground (blue-greens,
(blue-greens, diatoms
diatoms and
and desmids),
desmids), orientation
orientation involves
involves locomotion
locomotion
on
towards or
or away
away from
from the
the stimulus.
stimulus. Such
Such orientation
orientation responses
responses are
are known
known as
as
towards
taxis or
or tactic
tactic responses;
responses; with
with light
light as
as orienting
orienting stimulus
stimulus the
the process
process is
is called
called
taxis
phototaxis (pp.
(pp. 458,
458, 465).
465).
phototaxis
terrestrial plants
plants and
and attached
attached benthic
benthic marine
marine algae,
algae, orientation
orientation responses
responses
(ii) IIn
(ii)
n terrestrial
involve aa change
change in
in growth
growth direction.
direction. This
This type
type of
oforientation
orientation is
is kno~vn
known as
as tropism,
tropism,
involve
i.e. phototropism
phototropism (stimulus
(stimulus:: light)
light) or
or geotropism
geotropism (stimulus
(stimulus:: gravity
gravity;; p.
p. 476).
476).
i.e.
(iii) IIn
originally apolar
apolar germinating
germinating cells
cells (spores
(spores or
or zygotes)
zygote') which
whi h do
do not
not move
move
(iii)
n originally
freely and
and have
have not
not begun
begun to
to grow,
grow, the
the polarity
polarity direction
direction of
of future
future development
dev I pment
freely
can be
be determined
determined by
by directional
directional environmental
environmental stimuli
stimuli (induction
(induction of
of polarity,
polarity,
can
p.480).
P.
480).
(iv) Intracellular
Intracellular orientation
orientation movement
movement of
of chloroplasts
chloroplasts occurs
occurs between
between different
different
(iv)
wall of
of the
the'
a aa function
function of
of light
li ht conditions
conditions (p.
(p. 483).
483).
walls
cell11 as
movement will
",rill not
not be
be discussed
dis u sed here,
here, since
since their
their directive
directive components
components
Na.stic movements
Nastic
are determined
determined by
by the
th anatomy
anatomy of
of the
the plant
plant Organ
organ concerned
concerned and
and bear
bear no
n direct
direct
are
relationship to
to the
the inducing
inducing environmental
environmental factors.
factors.
relationship
AU orientation
orienta ion responses
responses of
of plants
plants are
are initiated
initiated by
by an
an external
external stimulus,
stimulu , which
which
All
must be
be perceived
perceived by
by tlie
the cell.
cell. The
The stimulus
stimulus induces
induce. aa reaction
action sequence
seguen of
of biobiomust
and physiological
physiological processes
processes which
which bring
bring about
about the
the response.
response. Accordingly,
Accordingly,
chemical and
chemical
we can
can distinguish
di tingui h several
several elemeilts
elemellt~ in
in an
an orientation
orientation response:
response: (i)
(i) The
The effective
effective
we
stimulu ;; (ii)
(ii) the
the perception
perception of
of this
thi stiinulus
timulus;; (iii)
(iii) the
the perception
p rcep 'ion of
of the
the direction
direction of
of
stimulus
th stimulus;
timul ; (iv)
(iv) the
the primary
primary molecular
molecular and
and secondary
oondary physiological
hysiological processes
processes
the
of the
'he action
action mechanism;
mechani m; (V)
(\-) the
the orientation
orientation response
re pon. itself.
itself. In
In addition
addi ion tto
this
of
o this
reaction sequence
sequence there
there nre
are (vi),
(\'i), the
the tonic
tonic processes
proces e controlling
ontr !ling amount
amount·andd direcdirecreaction
tion of
of the
the response
response (HAUPT,
(HAUPT, 1965a).
1965a). The
The orientation
orient.atiol response
rosponse may
ro, y bee directed
elir cted
tion
toward the
the source
source of
of the
the.stimulus
timulu (positive
(posi ive response);
re ponso); or
or it
it may
may be
be directed
direc d away
a,way
tomards
from the
the stimulus
timulu (negative
(negative response).
re pon e).
from

I n tliis review only well-analysed responses are described iil detail. These are
maiiily positive responses. M'lierever possible, marine or freshwater plants 1ia.ve
been selected as examples. Since plant physiologists have devoted, thus far, little
a,ttention. to orientation of inarine plants the responses inust bc described and
discussed mainly on the basis of available knowledge from limnic and terrestrial
forms. It is hoped, however, that this chapter urill stimulate the investigation of
orientation responses aiid their ecological significance in marine plants.
(b) Effective Stiniuli

Practically all physical or chemical parameters of the environment can be
effective as orieiiting stimuli if they act in a unilateral direction upon the plant.
The best investigated and apparently rnost important stimulus is light; i t controls
phototaxis, phototropism, inductioil of polarity and orientation movement of
chloroplasts. Consequently, the elements of orientation responses will be discussed
in greater detail for light.
Water movement, chemical gradients (ions or other dissolved substances) and
gravity are also effective stimuli, controlling rheo-, chemo- or georesponses. Much
less is known about the importance of tomperature, pressure, electric or magnetic
fields, and mechanical contact (thigmoresponses) as orientation stimuli.
Most of these factors act not only as inducing and orienting stimuli ;they are also
effective via tonic processes, which eontrol the disposition of the plant t o respond
t o an orienting stimulus. Tonic effects operate via a different reaction sequence
and interact with the orientation responses.
Light especially can influence orientation responses ;this is known from geo- and
phototropism (AUDUS,1969; CURRY,1969) and also from phototaxis of flagellates
(NULTSCH,
1970; FEINLEIB
and CURRY,1971a). Light is effective in these cases
mainly by photomorphogenic responses through the phytochrome system or by
supplying energy or Substrates for the response via photosynthetic processes.
(C) Perception of Light as Orientation Stimulus
Incident light quanta are absorbed by a photoreceptor. This is a pigment molecule
or chromophoric group, usually bound to a protein in vivo. The chemical nature of
the photoreceptor can be determined from an action spectrum of the response,
since only light absorbed by the photoreceptor can induce the response (SHROPSHIRE, 1972). Action spectra generally agree in their form with the absorption
spectruin of the responsible photoreceptor pigmeiit (e.g. Figs 7-9 and 7-15). This
agreement can be disturbed by the presence of shadowing pigments or by interference of other light-dependent reactions. As a consequence, action spectra sometimes
yield no information about the photoreceptor (e.g. Nitzschia, Fig. 7-6). Some
variations in action spectra may also be caused by differences in experimental
conditions (e.g. Fig. 7-9) and by use of different objects (e.g. Fig. 7- 15).
Effective photoreceptors in plant orientation are chloropliylls, biliproteins,
phytochrome, and riboflaviri. Chlorophylls and biliproteins can supply energy,
redox equivalents or carbohydrates via photosynthetic processes. Phytochrome
is the red--far-red reversible piginent system controlling photo-morphogenesis
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of plants (BF~IGGS
and RICE, 1972; MOHR,1972). Instead of riboflavin, carotinoids
are often considered as photoreceptor in the responses induced by blue light. Such
alternative is still an Open question (THIMANN,1967; BEROMAN
and CO-authors,
1969; CURRY,1969). Photochemical datcz are, perhaps, more in support of flavin as
photoreceptor.
Light is radiant energy in the form of electromagnetic waves (Volume I : JERLOV,
1970); in linearly polarizrd light, the vibration is restricted to one plane. Polarized
light can be ~lbsorbedonly if the vibra'tional direction of its electric vector is oriented
parallel t o the direction of the electron transition moment in the photoreceptor.
Accordingly, experiments with polarized light can provide informa.tion about the
orientation and, indirectly, about the location of a photoreceptor in the cell. From
such experiments, which reveal an action dichroism of linearly polarized light, i t is
known that the photoreceptor is often localized in the peripheral, non-moving
cytoplasm in or near the plasmalemma and oriented preferentially parallel to the
cell surface.
With increasing irradiance more photoreceptors are excited and thus a higher
rate of primary reactions is induced. This conveys to the plant a measure of the
intensity of the incident light. I n addition to the absorption of light and the registration of its intensity, the perception of its direction is essential for an orientation
response.
(d) Perception of Light Directiou
The basis for the perception of light direction is unequal absorption of light in
relation to its direction a t different sites of the plant. Such absorption gradient can
be realised by different mechanisms or principles in a plant cell or Organ, depending upon the specific anatomical structure (HAUPT,1966b ; HAUPT
and SCH~NBOIIM,
1970; FEINLEIB
and CURRY,1971a).
The first of these mechanisms is the shadow principle (Fig. 7-1). As light passes
through the cell, i t is attenuated by absorption; for instance, in a shadow pigment.
I n a multicellular plant, scattering a t cell walls can also effect an attenuation. Due
t o attenuation, a reduced irradiance is transmitted t o the rear part: less light is
absorbed by the photoreceptor in the rear than in the front, resulting in a front-rear
gradient of effective light absorption. This gradient provides the plant with information on the light direction.
Two other principles-the lens principle and the by-passing principle-are based
on light refraction. I n the case of the lens principle, the plant cell functions as a
converging lens, concentrating the light in a focus a t the rear of the cell (Fig. 7-1).
This makes i t possible for more light t o be effectively absorbed in the photoreceptor
at the rear part of the cell than in the front. Thus a gradient of light absorption is
established. The direction of this gradient relative to the external light direction
is inverse in comparison to that established by the shadow principle. The lens
principle can be demonstrated experimentally by placing the cell in a medium with
a refractive index higher than that of the cell (e.g. paraffin oil, n = 1.67). The cell
then functions as a diverging lens and the direction of the orientation response is
reversed. As a wnsequence of the converging light path caiised by the refraction
of light, there is a range a t the flanks, where no direct light reaches the peripheral
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Fig. 7-1 : Principles effective in the perception of light direction in plants. Schematic illustration of light path and
resulting absorption gradient in cells. Dots or dashes:
photoreceptor molecules. Heavy arrows: absorption
gradients (pointing from low to high absorption). A:
absorption; t: time. (After HAUPT1965b and HAUPT
and SCH~NBOHM
1970; modified; reproduced by permission of John Wiley & Sons Ltd., London a.nd
Wissenschaftliche Verlagsgesellschaft, Stuttgart.)

cytoplasm. This peripheral by-passed Zone receives no light, except that scattered
from other cell parts. Hence the flanks receive much less light than the front and rear
parts of the cell. So this by-passing principle establishes an absorption grsdient
between front or rear parts and the flanks of the cell (Fig. 7-1).
One prerequisite for these two principles is that the cells must be sufficiently
transparent so that no antagonistic shadow gradient is established. Another
prerequisite is that there must be a sufficiently great difference in the refract'ive
index bet~veeiicell interior and ambient medium. Since the refractive index of the
cell is on average about 1.4, the difference will be greatest in air (n = 1.0) and much
reduced in fresh water (n = 1-33) or sea water (n= 1.34).

PERCEPTION OF LIGHT DIRECTION

Besides shading and light refraction, a fourth mechanism can be effective in the
perception of light direction : the dichroic principle. This principle is based upon the
differential action of linearly polarized light. The photoreceptor must be oriented
parallel to the cell surface in the peripheral cytoplasm ; then polarized light, vibrating with its electrical vector parallel to the cell surface, will be absorbed. Light
vibrating perpendicularly to the cell wall will not be absorbed. In-between orientations can be divided vectorially into two components, oriented either parallel or
perpendicular. I n a more or less transparent cell, polarized light oriented parallel
to the longitudinal direction of the cell will be absorbed equally a t all sites on the
cell's cross-section. Heiice there will be no gradient of absorption. Light vibrating
perpendicularly to the cell axis, on the other hand, will be absorbed only a t the front
and rear side ~f the cell-not a t the flanks. Thus an absorption gradient results
betweenfront orrear partsaiid the flanks of the cell (Fig. 7-1). I n the natural environment, usually only unpolarized light is effective. Yet this unpolarized light can be
thought to consist of one half polarized parallel and the other half normal to the
longitudinal cell axis. The portion vibrating parallel will again be absorbed equally
well all around the cell. The part oriented normal to the cell axis, on the other hand,
will be absorbed only a t the front and rear walls of the cell. Thus also uiipolarizetl
light can establish an absorption gradieiit by the dichroic principle.
I n many cases, more than one of these principles is effective in tlie perceptioii of
light direction. The dichroic principle, especially, may be involved in most cases,
since the photoreceptors (except photosyiithetic pigments and carotinoids) are
located in the peripheral cytoplasm or in the plüsmalemma. in a surface-parallel
orientation.
I n all four principles described above, the plant is not moving. Heiice there is a
constant spatial relationship between the cell and the light soiirce during the perception of light direction.
I n freely moving plants, with continuously chaiigiiig spatial orientatioii, the
direction of light cannot easily be detected by such a spatial absorption gradient
in the cell. A different mechanism can be effective her-the
dynamic principle of
periodic shading. In this principle, the light direction is not measured instantaneously by a spatial intensity gradient in the cell, but serially by comparing the
change of light absorption in the photoreceptor in two different positions of the
cell during the movement. I n unicellular plants which rotate during locomotion,
the photoreceptor can be located inside the cell. I n unilateral light a shading device
(stigma), located on one side of the cell, then casts its shadow once per rotatioii
upon the photoreceptor. This periodic shading causes a periodic change of absorption by the photoreceptor and thus provides the cell with information on the
direction of light in relation to its longitudinal axis (Fig. 7-1). If the plant is oriented
symmetrically t o the light source (light coming from the front or the rear) rio
periodic shading will occur.
(e) Physiological Mechanisms of the Orientation Response
The first step in the reaction chain leading to a light-induced response is the
absorption of a quantum (photon) which results in excitatioii of the photoreceptor.
The photoreceptor then initiates a photocliemical reaction. This primary photochemical process can be a redox reaction (electron transfer) or a conformational

change in a protein. The latter may be an enzyme or a structural protein in a membrane. So the primary effect can be a change in the activity of an enzjme or in the
permeability of a membrane. Analogous primary effects can be considered for other
Stimuli. I n many cases, the stimulus is perceived in the cell membrane (plasmalemma) which transforms the external signal into intracellular processes. Details
about the molecular mechanism of the primary processes are not yet available for
most of the orientation responses t o be described. Some speculative considerations
are presented to stimulate further investigations.
Regarding the physiological mechanism of orientation responses, no general
concept can be offered ; the reactions involved will be described individually in the
different sections. I n each case the ~rienta~tion
response depends upon the metabolism of the cell. This inay involve mainly the energy supply in case of movements;
or the availability of substrates and the rate of protein- or cell-wall synthesis in case
of growth reactions. Changes in metabolism often document themselves as tonic
effects.
(f) Orientation as a Cybernetic Control Mechanism
The ecological significance of orientation responses lies primsrily in keeping the
plant in an environment optimal for growth and reproduction. Since homeostatic
mechanisms are involved in these responses, control of orientation can be compared
with a cybernetic control system (Fig. 7-2). ~ h effective
e
external stimulus acts as
a signal, turning cellular processes on or off, usually without supplying the energy
or motive force for the response. The deviation of the direction of the signal from
the desired optimal orientation (the set point) is measured (perception of direction)
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Fig. 7-2: Reaction sclieme for control of spatial orientation in plants. (Original.)
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and is effective as an error signal. The orientation response is then initiated as a
regulating mechanism, which proceeds nntil the optimal orientation is attained
again.
The optimal orientation may be variable, that is, it may be set to different values
due t o tonic effects, depending upon metabolic and environmental conditions. In
some cases the control system can be effective only during a short period of sensitivity ; for instance, in the induction of polarity. If orientation responses of plants
operate like a cybernetic control system, it should be possible to entrain oscillations
of the response under special conditions. This has indeed been observed in the
geotropism of Helianthus nnnuus (ANDERSEN
and JOHNSSON,
1972).
Orientat,ion responses of plants are, like those of animals (Chapter S), controlled
by a complex interaction of various processes. The stimulus light, for instance, can
be effective in the control of orientation in 3 different w a y s Light can act as
inducing stimulus; i t can tonically control the amount and direction of the response ;
and i t can supply energy or substrates via photosynthetic reactions.

(2) Orientation via Locomotion
(a) General Aspects

Orientation of freely moving plants to light involves 3 different light-dependent
movement responses or photomotions: phototaxis, photophobic response and
photokinesis (NULTSCH,
1970).
Phot)otaxis,or phototopotaxis, is a directed movement towards (positive phototaxis), or away from (negative phototaxis), the light source. It is related strictly to
the direction of the incident light.
The photophobic response, also called photophobotaxis (for definitions consult
HAND
and DAVENPORT,
1970; CHECCUCCI,
1973; NULTSCH,1973), is a brief change
of movement, usually a sudden stop and resumption of movement combined with
a change in the direction (reversal response). The photophobic response is induced
by sudden temporal changes in the intensity of light. It is independent of the direction of incident light The phobic response can be easily deinonstrated in a light
trap-a bright light field surrounded by a field of reduced light intensity. I n a light
trap, phobic responses can occur upon crossing of the border. Such crossing, being
a movement through a steep gradient of irradiance, causes a sudden change in
irradiance perceived by the organism. A positive phobic response, which is induced
by a suddeil decrease in irradiance, results in aggregation of freely moving plants
in the light trap.
A negative photophobic response, urhich is induced by a sudden increase in
irradiance, results in a depletion of the light tra.p. Experimental errors can be caused
by the fact that, besides the phobic response, also phototaxis and photokinesis
can be involved in the aggregation of organisms in a light trap (NULTSCH,
1970).
Photokinesis is an effect of light on the speed of movement leading to a steady
level in dependence upon irradiance In positive photokinesis the speed of the
movement is increased in comparison to the dark rate; in negative photokinesis jt is
decreased.

Photophobic response and photokinesis do not depend upon the direction of light;
but these responses can interact with, and contribute to phototaxis. I n some cases
(Euglena gracilis and Volvox aureus), the photophobic response constitutes an
essential part of the phototactic orientation mechanism ; in other cases (species of
Phormidium), it has no obvious relation to orientation.
Positive or negative responses generally occur within a certain range of irradiance.
Positive photophobic response and positive phototaxis are usually observed under
medium irradiance, and nega.tive phobic response and phototaxis under high
irradiance. Since the direction of the response depends upon tonic conditions (P.
451), the response ca,n be positive or negative under identical irradiance, depending
upon the experiinental conditions, and i t can change quickly from olle direction to
the other. This variability in the response complicates the experimenta.1 investigation of photomotions. Another complication can arise from interactions of chemotaxis with the photomotion responses.
Photomotions have been observed in bacteria, flagellates, gliding algae and
motile, propagative forms (gametes or zoospores) of sessile algae and fungi. Reviews
on these responses have becn provided by HAUPT(1969, 1966), BENDIX(1960),
HALLDAL
(1962) and NTLTSCH(1970). Methods and problems regarding the
measurement of photomotions have been reviewed by HANDand DAVENPORT
(1973).
(1970) a.nd by CHECCUCCI
(b) Phototaxis in Flagellates

Phototaxis of Volvox aureus
General characteristics
I n the mu1ticellula.r colonies of Volvoxaureus, the cells areloca.t,ed a t the periphery
of a hollow sphere. Each cell has two flagella. The active beat of these flagella is
directed obliquely baclswards in a constant relaltion to the main axis of the colony.
Tliis results in forward movement and rotation of the whole colony around its main
axis. About 8 secs are required for 1 rotation around the axis and the speed of forward movement is about 1 mm sec-' (HUTH,1970). V. aureus colonies normally
exhibit positive phototaxis ; but negative phototaxis can also be observed. About
photokinesis of the colony movement no details are known.
I n the induction of positive phototaxis in species of Volvox, blue light is most
effective, with a maxirnum in the action spectrum around 490 nm. Hence a yellow
pigment is the photoreceptor, the chemical nature of which is still unknown. Since
a movement response of the V. aureus colony depends upon reactions of the single
cells, the analysis of the colony's orientation must begin with an investigation of
the photomotion response of the single cells.
The photophobic respme
I n a single cell of Volvox aureus, a sudden increase in illuminance induces a
stop response of the flagella in the range of medium illuminance (about 1500 luxconsidered to be 100% in this section). This stop response is a typical phobic
response ; since it occurs upon an increase in light intensity, i t is a negative photo-
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Fig. 7 - 3 : Euglena gracilis. Schematic cross-section tl~rough
front end. (Original.)

Studies with mutants showed tliat f'or normal positive phototaxis the stigma, the
paraflagellar swelling and the chloroplasts are necessary.
The flagellurn curves ventrally backwards. The motive force of the flagellar
undulations is generated by contractile, ATP-coilsuming filaments. The forward
movement of the cell is combined with a rotation around its longitudinal axis. The
speed ofthe forward movement is about 0-15mm sec-', and the cell rotates 1 to 2 times
and BOVEE,1968). The photomotions induced by light comprise,
per sec (JAHN
besides photokinesis, a photophobic response and phototaxis. The responses are
elicited by blue light and are intimately interrelated, as in Volvox aureus.

The phtophobic response
I n the range of medium irradiance, Euglenu gracilis responds with positive
phototaxis; upon sudden reduction of such irradiance falling upon a swimming
E . gracilis, a phobic response is induced. I n this response the flagellum reacts in
a specific way with one Single beat to the ventral side. Due to this side stroke, the
front end of the cell is turned towards the dorsal side. As soon as the cell is adapted
to the new incident irradiance, the flagellum resumes normal beating and E. gracilis
swims in a different direction. As a result of such positive phobic responses to a
sudden decrease in irradiance, E . gracilis individuals accumulate in a light trap.
The light-sensitive region lies in the front of the cell: only here can a flagellar
response be induced. This agrees well with the assumption that the photoreceptor
is most probably located in the paraflagellar swelling. The extent to which details
of the phobic response of Euglena gracilis can be compared with t h e stop response
in Volcox aurem remains to be analysed. The physiological mechanism in the
flagellum may be similar (p. 459) even if Volvox responds t o an increase and Euglena
to a decrease of irradiance in the medium intensity range.
Phototaxis
Because of tlhe rotational inovement in a unilaterally irradiated Euglena gracilis,
the stigma casts its shadow on the photoreceptor once every turn. This induces a
brief phobic response, i.e. beat of the flagellum to the ventral side. Hence, once per
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rotation the cell's movement is changed towards the stigma on the dorsal side, i.e.
towards the light source. This phobic response is re-induced every turn until the cell
is oriented towards the light source in such a way that there is no further periodic
shading of the photoreceptor caused by the stigma (HAUPT,1959, 1966; FEINLEIB
asd CURRY,1971a). Accordingly, the phototactic orientation of E. gracilis is caused
b y a series of photophobic responses, and the direction of light is perceived by the
principle of periodic shading.
Under high irradiance, which induces negative phototaxis, the phobic response
must be assumed, in analogy to the above, to be induced by irradiance increase.
The response should be elicited when the shadow of the stigma moves away froni
the photoreceptor.
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Fig. 7-4: Euqlena gmcilia and Chlrrrnydamoms reinhardi. Action
spectra of positive phototaxis. (After DIEHN,
1969a, and
NULTSCH
and CO-authors,
1971 ; modified; reproduced by permission of Elsevier Publishing Co., Amsterdam and SpringerVerlag, Heidelberg.)

Action spectra of phototaxis have peaks in the blue range of the spectrum,
mainly a t about 375 and 475 nm (Fig. 7-4). This indicates that a yellow pigment,
most probably a flavin, absorbs the light (DIEHN,1969a).Action spectra from other
investigations show peaks around 490 and 420 nm (HAUPT,
1959); in one case also
red light has been found to be effective (WOLKEN
and SHIN,1958).In the phototaxis
of Euglena gracilis the effective range of irradiance is broad. The threshold for
phototactic responses lies around 0.5 erg cm-2 sec-' of blue light (DIEHN and
TOLLIN,1966).The transition from positive to negative phototaxis occurs at about
104to 105erg ~ m sec-'
- ~ in white light (DIEHN,1969b); but dose-response curves
covering the whole range of effective intensities have not been published so far.

Very high intensities (> 3.105 erg
sec) of blue light suppress all phototactic
movement (TOLLINand ROBINSON,
1969).

Photokinesis
Positive photokinesis has been observed in Euglena gracilis. Light increases the
speed of movement by about 50%. The effect reaches this maximal level a t an
illuminance of about 300 lux. Blue (465nm) and red (630 nm) light are most effective
(WOLKEN
and SHIN,1968).
Mechanism of light action
Experiments with inhibitors yielded the following results : Uncouplers of oxida,tive phosphorylation, such as 2,4 dinitrophenol or azide, inhibit motility and phototaxis in Euglena gracilis. On the other hand, DCRIU (3-[3,4-Dichloropher-iyl]l-1dimethyl urea), which inhibits photosynthetic electron flow, inhibits only phototaxis
without affecting cell motility. This indicates that the photosj,nthetic electron flow
and/or the accompanying photophosphorylation are essential for the orientation
response. Such assumption agrees with the observation that only cells which contain
chlorophyll are capable of a positive phototactic response.
I n one hypothetical mechanism suggcsted, light controls the supply of ATP
from photosynthetic phosphorylation. A sudden change in the imadiance is assumed
t o induce a pulse of ATP, which would then cause the flagellar reaction in the
phobic response (DIEHNand TOLLIN,1966; TOLLIN,1969 ; FEINLEIB
and CURRY,
1971a). Further speculation about this mechanism is presented on p. 492. Some
difficulty in this model arises from the question how pulses in ATP supply can be
transmitted fast enough from the chloroplast t o the flagellum to elicit the phobic
response and from the fact that most of the action spectra do not imply chlorophylls as effective photoreceptors.
I n another suggested mechanism, light induces a change in electric membrane
potential, which, being propagated as an action potential, could control flagellar
activity in the photophobic response. The change in membrane potential could be
induced either by a sudden change in the photosynthetic electron flow (NULTSCH,
1970, 1973) or, more directly, by the photoreceptor in the paraflagellar swelling
(JAHN
and BOVEE,1968; BOVEEand JAHN,
1972).
Phototaxis in Chlamydomonas reinhardi und Gyrodinium dorsum
Two other flagellates, Chlamydomonm reinhardi and Gyrodinium dorsum, differ
in some respects from Euglena gracilis. G . dorsum has no stigma which could serve
as a specific shading organelle, and in C. reinhardi the stigma is located far from the
flagellar basis in the chloroplast (FEINLEIB
and CURRY,1971a). But the plastids
could function as a shading device, a t least in G . dorsum. Both organisms have two
flagella. G . dorsum rotates around its axis during the movement like E. gracilis. But
C. reinhardi probably moves without rotation (NCLTSCHand CO-authors, 1971);
hence there can be no periodic shading of the flagellar basis, which in this flagellate
even bears no structure comparable to the paraflagellar swelling in E . gracilis.
Accordingly, both flagellates probably differ from E. gracilis in the mechanism of
perception of light direction and in the reaction leading to phototactic orientation.
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Qyrodinium dorsum responds to increase in irradiance, for instance to a transition
from dark to blue light of medium irradiance, by cessation of locomotory movement :
i t turns and resumes swimming in the direction towards the light source. This
reaction takes only about 0.5 sec. Hence in the sequence of events there is first a
phobic stop response, then phototactic orientation. G. dorsum must perceive the
direction of light by a spatial gradient of absorption in the cell; a mechanism of
orientation based on repetitive shading and phobic responses, as in Euglenu gracilis,
would require much more time (HAND,1970).
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Fig. 7-5: Chlamydomonas reinhardi.Dose-response curves of phototaxis. 1-, 2-, and 3-day-old cultures. Irradiation with broad
and CURRY,1971b;
band blue-green light. (After FEISLEIB
modified ; reproduced by permission of Scandinavian Society
for Plant Physiology, Copenhagen.)

I n Ghlamydomonas reinhardi, the onset of light also induces a stop response
within 0.1 sec. The cells remain motionless for a short time, then they resume
swimming in a new direction. If the direction of unilateral light is changed, the
cells swim in the new direction after a lag period of about 0.2 to 0.5 sec only. I n
C. reinhardi orientation can also be induced by very short light flashes in the psec
range (FEINLEIB,1972). Such flashes are too brief to allow a change in position of
the organism whilst the light is On.
According to these experimental results, the principle of periodic shading cannot
be effective in the perception of light direction, neither in Chlamydomonas reinhardi
nor in Gyrodinium dorsum. Among unicellular flagellates, Euglena gracilis is
appareiitly rather unique with its stigma and with the periodic shading of the
photoreceptor. However, also in E. gracilis an orientation response (in this case

measured as density change of the population in a light trap) can be induced
by light flashes of only 0.001 sec duration. This effect was explained on the basis of
phobic responses (DIEHN,196913).
I n Chlamydomonas reinhardi and Gyrodiniumdorsum the effective intensity ranges
and the wavelength dependence of photomotions are very similar t o those in
Euglena gracilis. Dose-response curves for phototaxis in C. reinhardi are presented
in Fig. 7-5. The negative response of tlie 3-day culture a t low irradiance-if significant-may
be of interest for further researcli. Action spectra reveal highest
effectiveness in the blue region (Fig. 7-4), but give no specific information regarding
the photoreceptor. I n G. dorsum, also the phytochrome System is involved in the
~01ltr01of phototaxis (FORWARD
and DAVENPORT,
1968).

Control of Phototactic Sensitivity und Transition from Positive to Negative Response
Most pla,nts tested exhibit positive phototaxis a t low to medium, and negative
phototaxis a t high, irradiance. But tlze tendeiicy for the plant t o respond positively
or negatively a t a given irradiaiice is not only a functioii of this irradiance. The
phototactic sensitivity and the direction of the respoiise are controlled by internal
aiid external fa,ctors via tonic processes (HAUPT,1966; NULTSCH,1970).
Interna1 factors are the age of tlze individual or culture and diurnal changes in
motility or iiz phototactic sensitivity. Young cultures of Chlamydomonas reinhardi
respond negatively, older ones positively t o the Same range of irradiance (Fig. 7-5 ;
FEINLEIB
and CURRY,1971b). Diurnal rhythms in movement and in sensitivity
t o light are known from many organisms (see also Chapter 9). I n Euglena gracilis
general motility of cells is high during the day and low during the night (BRINKMANN,1966). I n Gyrodinium dorsum and in E . gracilis, phototactic sensitivity is
high during the day-with maximum response early in the morning-and low
during the night (DIEHNand TOLLIN,1966; FORWARD
and DAVENPORT,
1970).
Environmental factors which control phototacLic responses are light, temperature, CO, supply, and ionic composition of the medium. For example, phototaxis
depends strongly upon the light conditions effective during pretreatment and upon
the relative ~oncent~rations
of Mg++ and Ca++ (HAUPT,1959; HALLDAL,1962;
NULTSCH,1970).
The control of ph~t~otactic
sensitivity by all these factors is rather complex and
this niay be the cause of some contradictory results reported in tlie literature. The
degree of response variability due to eiivironmental factors and age can be reduced
bj7 standardized pretreatment coizditions and by the use of homocontinuous
cultures (NULTSCH
and CO-autlzors,1971 ; see also Volunle 111, Chapter 4).

Ecological Signijicance of Phototaxis in Planktonic Flagellates
Pliotota,xis may be involved in diurnal vertical migrations of marine planktoiiic
flagellates (Chapter 9). Many of thesg organisms move up towards the surface
during the day and sink dotvnwards a t night. The migrations can be related t o the
diurnal rhythm of phototactic sensitivity (FORWARD
and DAVENPORT,
1970). I n
the vertical migration of the phytoplankton, 3 components are effective: active
movement of the organisms, changes in their buoyancy, and turbulence of the
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surrounding water. Non-moving organisms, like centric diatoms, can migrate only
by changing their density and thus their buoyancy relative to that of the water, for
instance by accumulation of oil. Such 'passive' movement can also be present in
motile organisms. The rate of sedimentation of actively moving unicellular phytoplankters is dependent upon their general motility and upon phototactic migration
(BRINKMBNN,
1966; FORWARD
and DAVENPORT,
1970). The main question is
whether the active phototactic movement is sufficient to bring about effective
vertical migration. The speed of phototactic organisms such as Chlamy&omonas
reinhardi, Euglena gracilis and Gyrodiniz~mdorsurn is 0.1 to 0.3 mm sec-', which
makes about 0.7 m hr-' if the movement proceeds alongastraightline. Accordingly,
the cells could Cover a considerable distance during the day and could thus compensate their daily sedimentation.
The irradiance is highest a t the water surface, and the flagellates respond here with
negative phototaxis ; they move dowmwards and leave the brightest zone; by doing
this, they may possibly avoid photochemical dama.ge. With increasing depth,
irradiance decreases and the range is approaclied a t which the phototactic response
changes from negative to positive. The flagellates then begin to move upwards
again. Ultimately, they will tend to aggregate in a depth Zone of medium irradiance
with optimum conditions of irradiation for photosynthetic CO, fixation. The actual
depth of this Zone naturally depends upon environmental factors such as temperature, salinity, CO, supply and brightness of the sky. Presumably, the Zone of
medium irradiance coincides with the Zone of maximum organic-matter production
(STEEMANN
NJELSEN,1960). I n great depths with prevailing blue and blue-green
light, the high phototactic sensitivity of flagella,testo blue light appears to facilitate
survival.
(C)

Phototaxis in Gliding Algae (Blue-Greens, Diatoms and Desmids)

Phototaxis in Phormidium species
Characteristics of the movement
Species of the filamentous blue-green alga genus Phormidium (Oscillatoriaceae)
glide on solid ground. I n the movement, continuous secretion of mucilage results
in the formation of a sheath, which surrounds the filament and a!ssuresgood contact t o the ground. Contractional waves on the cell surface, passing along the
filament from end to end and acting upon the sheath, are considered t o generate the
motive force. The fila.ments thus glide in their sheath, displacing it backwards;
associated with the movement is a rota,tion of the filament a.round its longitudinal
axis (DREWSand NULTSCH,1962; HALFENand CASTENHOLZ,
1970). Due to this
locomotory mechanism, movement and changes in direction are rather slow in
comparison to the flagellates. The actual speed of forward movement is about 0.1
mm min-I.
Normally, under conditions of diffuse light, the direction of the movement
changes autonomously ; the filaments move a t intervals of about 10 mins, alternating
directions. There is no morphologic polarity in the filaments; both ends are equivalent, and the reversal of the direction in this Shuttle movement occurs without a

preference for one direction. Photomotions of blue-green algae have been investigated mainly by NULTSCH
(1970, 1973).

The photophobic response
As response to a sudden decrease in irradiance, a decrease in inovement rate and
movenient stop are induced (positive photophobic response). After a brief rest, the
movenient is resumed in the opposite direction. Under special conditions, a negative
photophobic response can also be induced, i.e. response to increase in irradiance.
The most sensitive region is the momentary front region, but all cells can respond
independently. This implies some CO-ordinativemechanism in the response.
The photophobic response has been investigated in Phormidium uncinatu?n. I n
white light, the threshold of the positive phobic response is near 1 to 20 lux. An
optimum in the response is reached a t 5000 lux; still higher illuminance again
reduces the accumulation of individuals in the light trap. P. uncinatum filaments
are very sensitive to changes in intensity ; the discrimination threshold is reached
1970).
a t an intensity change of 5% (NULTSCH,
Action spectra of the positive photophobic response show peaks a t 550-560,
610 and 670-680 nm ; this suggests that the photosynthetic pigments phycocyanin,
phycoerythrin and chlorophyll a i e v e n if there is only a small response in blue light
-are effective as photoreceptors. The action spectrum closely parallels the action
spectrurn of CO, fixation.
The photophobic response can be suppressed by inhibitors of the photosynthetic
electron flow. This indicates that a change in the rate of photosynthetic electron
flow causes the phobic response. Changes in the pliotosynthetic electron flow could
be effective as chariges in the redox state of the cell; and this, in turn may cause a
change in a membrane potential. But, as in Euglena yracilis, changes in the rate
of ATP supply from non-cyclic photophosphorylation-which is coupled to the
electron flow-have also been discussed as possible action mechanism in the photophobic response (NULTSCH,
1970).
Phototazis
I n unilateral light, a phototactic movement of Phornzidium sp. filaments towards
the light source can be observed. This p h o t ~ t ~ a xisi sbased on the following mechanism of orientation : There is no active steering; orientation is brought about by a
trial and error system. Unilateral light changes the rhythm of the autonomous
Shuttle movemeiit by controlliiig the reversal system. I n fiiaments, which by Chance
are oriented more or less parallel to the direction of the incident light, reversal is
retarded when moving towards the light source, and when moving away from the
light, reversal is promoted. Filaments oriented perpendicularly to the light direction
are not affected by the light. But they are bound to change the direction of their
movement accidentally due to unevenness of the ground, and thus will orient
parallel to the light direction.
The perception of light direction is presumably caused by an absorption gradient
in the cells. I n the filament the momentary front region is most sensitive, but all
cells can respond to the light. Consequently, there must be some coordination
between perception of light and movement direction (HAUPT,1966; TOLLLN,
1969).
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Fig. 7-6: Action spectra. of positive photota.xis in gliding algae. The curves are shifted along
1961, 1962; reproduced by perthe ordinate. (Phormidium autzwnnale; after NULTSCH,
mission of John Wiley & Sons Ltd.; Nitzschia mmmunb; after NULTSCH,1971 ; reproduced by permission of Microforms International Ma.rketing Corporation; Micrcrsterias
denticulata; after NEUSCHELER,
1967; reproduced by permission of G. Fischer, Stuttgart.)

I n white light, the illuminance threshold of positive phototaxis of Phormidium
autumnale and P. uncinatum lies a t about 5 lux. The response reaches an optimal
level around 200 lux; i t then decreases until, a t 104 lux, no phototactic movement
can be induced. Other species of Phormidium show negative phototaxis a t an
illuminance above 104 lux. Action spectra of positive phototaxis have maxima in
the near-U.V.range a t 380, in the blue a t 490, and in the green a t 560 to 570 nm
(Fig. 7-6). This indicates that a flavin and the biliprotein phycoerythrin are the
photoreceptors.
I n blue-green algae, the relation between phototaxis and the phobic response
is not as clear as in Euglena gracilis or J'olvos a.rueus. Both positive responses are
simila,r as far as movement towards the direction of the more illuminated half of the
filament is favoured. This could suggest a similar mechanism ; but the different peaks
of the action spectra contradict this possibility.

Photokinesis
I n Phormidium autumnale and P. u?~cinntum,
photokinesis has been investigated
as the rate of spreading of filaments from a spot of inoculation. This rate is about
3 to 4 mm hr-' . Filaments of P. autumnale and P. uncinatum are mobile in darkness.
Irradiation changes the rate of movement. The threshold for the inerease in rate

(positive kinesis) is a t about 0.02 lux. The speed of movement then increases with
illuminance and reaches a maximum a t 2000 lux. At l~igherilluminance, the rate of
inovement decreases again, until a t about 30,000 lux the moven~entis retarded by
light in coinparison to the dark rate.
The action spectrum of positive photokinesis has peaks in the blue a t 430 t o
440 nm and in the red a t 670 to 680 nm and shows good effectiveness a t still longer
wavelengths. These peaks suggest chlorophyll as photoreceptor. Accordingly, light
is effective in photokinesis most probably by supplying additional ATP from
photophosphorylation (NULTSCH,
1970).

Phototaxis in Anabaena variabilis
I n the blue-green alga Anabaena variabilis (Nostocaceae), the mechanism of
phototactic orientation is different from that in Phorrnidium species. I n A. variabilis,
orientation is achieved by active chaiige in movernent direction. I n unilateral light,
the filaments form a U. The bent portion of the U is oriented towards the light source,
and its branches are symmetrically oriented parallel to the light beam. Both halves
of the U glide at the Same speed. The filament does not rotate around its axis during
the movement. Upon a change in light direction, bending occurs towards the light
until the U is again oriented symmetrically to the light. The bending is caused by
a different behaviour of the lighted and shaded side. During bending, the lighted
side is retarded in its movemei~t(NULTSCH,
1970).
The action spectrum of photokinesis shows only one broad peak in the red range
(600-670 nm) ;this corresponds to the absorption of phycocyanin and chlorophyll a.
Blue light has no effect here ;this is in contrast t o results obtained from Phormidium,
but i t agrees with the action spectra of photosynthesis in these algae (NULTSCH
and
HELLMAN,
1972). Action spectra of phototaxis and of the photophobic response
have, so far, not been investigated in Anabaena variabilis.

Phototaxis in Nitzschia communis
Diatoms of the order Pennales exhibit gliding movement due t o secretion of
mucilage and a motive shearing force generated along the raphe (DREWSand
NULTSCH,
1962).As in the blue-green alga genus Phorrnidium there is no morphologically defiiied polar differentiation into front and rear end of the cell. The diatoms
also perform autonomous reversals in the direction of their movement. Orientation
is achieved by a mechanism similar to the trial and error method employed by
Phmmidium species. The rate of movement is about 10 Pm sec-'.
Photomotions have been investigated in greater detail in the earth-living diatom
Nitzschia wmmunis, but they are also known from marine diatoms. I n N. m m u n i s
positive phototaxis occurs in white light between 2 and 10,000 lux, with a maximum
in the response a t 200 lux. Action spectra of phototaxis and of the photophobic
response show one broad maximum near U.V.or blue range with peaks a t 380 (Fig.
7-6) or 450 nm, respectively. Conclusions regarding the photoreceptor cannot be
derived from these spectra. I n contrast, the action spectrum of photokinesis has
maxima in the blue (at 430 nm) and in the red (at 680 nm) ; this suggests chlorophyll
to be the photoreceptor (NULTSCH,
1971).
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Phototaxis in Micrasterias denticulata
Desmids like Micrasterias denticulata glide on the ground. The locomotory
mechanism secretes mucilage from two pores a t the rear end of the cell. Orientation
of the movement is effected by an active mechanism : differential rates of mucilage
secretion from the right or left pore force the cell to turn into a new direction. The
speed of movement amounts to only 1 to 2 mm hr-l.
I n white light, positive phototaxis has a.n extremely low threshold illurninance of
about 10-4 lux ;over a broad intensity range it extends to 10) lux. Higher illuminance
elicits a negative response. The action spectrum has peaks in the blue ( a t 450 nm)
and red (at 660 n m ; Fig. 7-6).These peaks are attributed to different photoreceptors,
which may also induce different primary processes (NEUSCHELER,
1967).
I n Micrasterias denticulata, photokinesis exhibits an interesting dose response
curve. I n blue and red light, the threshold of the positive response is around 0.1 erg
cmP2 sec-' ; positive photokinesis reaches a first maximum a t 30 erg cmP2 sec-'.
At higher irradiances, the response decreases again, until a t 103 t o 104 erg ~ m - ~
sec-' a minimum (under specia.1 conditions also a negative response) is reached;
a t still higher irradiance a second increase of positive response is caused. The
minimum in the dose-response curve of photokinesis occurs in that intensity range,
where in phototaxis the transition from positive to negative response is observed.
As in Euglena gracilis, photosynthetic inhibitors block phototactic orientation
but do not reduce motility of M. denticulata cells ( N E U S C H E L E1967).
R,
(3) Orientation via Growth Processes
(a) Phototropism

General Aspects
Phototropism is a differential growth response of sessile plants and their Organs
t o light. Phototropism results in the well-known orientation of the main shoot axis
towards the light (positive phototropism) and of the roots away from the light
(negative phototropism). The leaves, on the other hand, are brought into a position
oriented perpendicularly to the direction of light. Phototropism has been investigated mainly in the coleoptile of Avena sativa (THIMANN,
1967 ;CURRY,1969)and in
the transparent cell of the Phycomyces sporangiophore (BERGMAN
and CO-authors,
1969). But phototropic responses can also be observed in the protonema of mosses
and ferns, and in algae.

Phototropism i n the Avena sativa Colecytile
Perception of light
The phototropic response of the coleoptile is a curvature in the direction of light
(Fig. 7-7). It can be induced by short irradiations; the curvature begins to develop
about 15 mins thereafter. The threshold intensity of the response lies, in white light,
a t an illuminance of about 1 to 10 lux. The dose-response curve shows a characteristic

Avena sativa

Mougeotia sp.

Fig. 7-7: Phototropic response in a higher plant Organ (coleoptile of A u e w
satiua), a cryptogamic protonema (Dryopterk jiliz mas), and a filamentous
alga (Mougeotia sp.). Arrows indicate the direction of incident light. (D.Jüiz
mas and M . sp. schematized after MOHR, 1956 and NEUSCHELER-WIRTH,
1970 ;
reproduced by permission of Springer-Verlag, Heidelberg and G. Fischer,
Stuttgart.)

-2
Radiant e n e r g y (arg cm 1

Fig. 7-8 : Auem satiwa. Dose-response curve of coleoptile phototropism, obtainad after irradiation with 3 different irradiance levels of blue light (430-480 nm) ; 100 corresponds to about
50 erg
sec-'. (After E V E R Eand
~ THIMANN,
1968; modified according to data from
BLAAUW
and BLAAUW-JANSEX,
1970, and CURRY, 1969; reproduced by permission of
American Society of Plant Physiologists.)
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Course. Upon short irradiation (up to about 2 mins) there occurs first a positive
response, then a range of negative response and a t high irradiance, again, a second
range of positive response (Pig. 7-8). The dose-response curve is even more complex,
since a second depression to a minimum and a third increase in the response can be
observed a t high irradiance levels (BLAAUMT
and BLAAUMT-JANSEN,
1970). This
intensity dependence of the phototropic curvature, involving first positive, negative
and second positive responses, indicates that there are a t least 2 different primary
processes effective in the control of the response. With increasing irradiation time,
a t constant energy, there is a shift of the range of second positive curvature in the
dose-response curve to lourer energy values. Due to this shift, the negative response
and the minimum in the curve disappear until, a t an irradiance time longer than
about 3 mins, only positiveresponses can be induced (EVERETT
and T H I ~ N N
1968).
,
Such long-lasting irradiation is comparable to the conditions usually effective in
the natural environment.

Fig. 7 - 9 : Avena saliva. Action spectra of phototropism in the coleoptile. The absorption
spectnim of riboflavin is presented for comparison . The curves are shifted along the ordinate.
(a: After SHROPSHIREa.nd WITHROW,
1G58 ; reproducod by permission of Amorican Society
of Plant Physiologists. b: After CURRY, 1969; reproduced by permission of McGraw-Hill
Book Company (UK) Ltd.)

Action spectra of phototropism have been investigated mainly in the range of
the first positive response (Fig. 7-9). They have peaks in the near ultra-violet a t
370 nm and in the blue a t 450 nm, with shoulders a t 425 and 475 nm. Two spectra
from different investigations are given in Fig. 7-9 as an example for variations in
action spectra of the same response in one object. The spectra agree very urell, except
in the relative height of the U.V.peak. This difference may be caused by small
variations in pla,nt material or experimental procedures. Red light has no effect.
The general form of the action spectrum parallels the absorption spectrum of riboflavin. The fine structure in the blue peak could be caused by a location of the
flavin photoreceptor in a hydrophobic intramolecular environment ( T E ~ A N N ,
1967). But the shoulders a t 425 and 475 nm can also be taken as an indication of a
carotinoid as photoreceptor. The negative phototropic response is also induced
most effectively by blue light, but an action spectrum has not been determined
so far.
The coleoptile tip is the region most sensitive t o light. The absorption gradient
across the coleoptile for the perception of light direction is most probably caused
by the shadow principle. But the response can be inverted if the coleoptile is
submerged in paraffin oil. This indicates that the principles of light refraction may
also be involved, if the inversion is not caused by secondary metabolic processes or
by a membraile effect (MEYER,
1969).

Physiological mechanisrn of light action
I n the coleoptile the growth (cell enlargement) is controlled by auxin (IAA),
which is transported polarly through the coleoptile cells from the apex t o the basal
region. The active process is a preferential secretioii of IAA a t the basal end of the
cells. I n positive phototropic responses, irradiation from the side induces a lateral
transport of IAA from the lighted to the shaded side of the coleoptile. Hence more
auxin is available on this side and less on the lighted side. Since the growth rate
is limited by the available concentration of IAA, the result is an increa.sed rate
of growth on the shaded side and a decreased rate on the lighted side. This difference
in growth rate on the two sides of the coleoptile leads t o the phototropic curvature.
The curvature proceeds until the axis of the coleoptile is directed tomards the light
source, i.e. until equilibrium in light absorption between the two flanks a t the tip
is attained. I n the case of negative c~rvat~ures,
the situation is inverse-IAA is
transported laterally to the lighted side.
The primary process which causes the lateral secretion of IAA is still unknown.
I n positive curvatures, the IAA secretion through the plasmalemma could be
inhibited on the lighted side or it could be activated on the shaded side of the cells.
I n both cases, the result is an asymrnetric transport of IAA towards the shaded side ;
this is schematically illustrated in Fig. 7-10. The asymmetric IAA-transport
activity of the cells may be caused by photo-oxidation products of IAA, which
would be formed t o a higher extent on the lighted side and which can inhibit the
IAA-transport system of the cell membrane on this side (HAGER
and SCHMIDT,
1968).
A more plausible cause of asymmetric transport of IAA is the intracellular lightinduced orientation movement of cytoplasm and chloroplasts (p. 483 ; CURRY,1969);
this is indicated in Fig. 7-10. The rate of transport indeed depends strongly upon
the amount of cytoplasm present a t the respective basal side of the cell (GOLDSMITH
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The growth of the chloronema is restricted to a narrow region of the tip. I n this
apical growth Zone also the higliest sensitivity to light is located. A change in the
direction of unilateral light induces a phototropic curvature of the chloronema tip.
I n this response, a new growth centre is formed a t the site of highest light absorption
in the growing region of the tip. The result of this sliift of the growth centreis a very
sharp curvature a t the chloronema tip (F'ig. 7-7).This response is quite different
from the curvature in the Avena coleoptile, where the cause is a differente in the rate
of intercalary growth a t the two sides of the organ.
The intensity dependence and the action spectrum of the response have been
analysed mainly in polarotropism, which is the phototropic response t o polarized
light.

Polarotropism
For the investigation of polarotropism the protonema of Dryopteris are grown
in agar under a glass plate. This method prohibits phototropic curvature towards
the light and keeps the chloronema in the plane of the glass plate. When irradiated
with polarized light, the chloronema grow perpendicularly t o the vibration plane
of the electric vector. The rhizoids, on the other hand, grow parallel to this direction.
This observation can be extended to a more general rule : an Organ with positively
phototropic response grows perpendicular, but a negatively phototropic organ
parallel to the direction of the electric vector of polarized light ( B ~ N N I Nand
G
ETZOLD,1958). Polarotropism as such is more or less a laboratory response; i t
cannot be observed in the natural environment. But the results obtained are important for an understanding of the mechanism of phototropism in the chloronema.
Upon a change in the orientation of the vibration plane of polarized light the
chloronema grows perpendicularly to the new direction of the electric vector. I n the
case of phototropism, a new growth centre forms a t the site of highest light absorption. Polarized light can be absorbed only if its electric vector vibrafes parallel t o the
photoreceptor. Hence the photoreceptor must be oriented parallel t o the cell surface
in the peripheral part of the chloronema. If the electric vector is oriented perpendicularly t o the chloronema, maximum absorption and growth activity occiir in the
very tip. Accordingly, the perception of light direction in the phototropic response
is mediated by the dichroic and shadow principle in the tip of the chloronema,
which is full of dense cytoplasm and chloroplasts.
The dose-response c m e of the polarotropic response has a complex and variable
form which depends upon irradiation time, wavelength and temperature (STEINER,
1969). If a rather short irradiation time is used (15 mim) the dose-response curve
has two maxima and in between a minimum, but no negative response can be
observed. I n the case of a long irradiation time (240 mins), only one increase in the
response occurs, which leads to a level of Saturation. Hence the general character
of the dose-response curve is similar t o that in the phototropism of the Avena
coleoptile. Tlie complex dependence of the response upon time and intensity of
irradiation indicates that more than one photoreceptor is involved in the primary
process induced by light. This can also be deduced from the action spectra. Both
in blue and in red light chloronema grow perpendicularly to the plane of the electric
vector. Blue light is about 100 times moie effective tl-ian red. The action spectra of
polarotropisnl in chloronemata of Dryopteris shon~peaks around 370, 450 and
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660 nm. I n the blue and near-ultra-violet, a flavin could be the photoreceptor. I n
the red, which is partly reversible by far-red, the phytochrome system is effectively absorbing the light (ETZOLD,
1965 ; STEINER,1969).

Phototropism in the Alga Mougeotia sp.
Phototropic responses of algae are known from species of Acet&ularia, Bryopsis,
Spirogyra and other algae (BANBURY,
1969). In algae growing attached to the subStratum, usually the thallus responds positively phototropic towards, and the rhizoid negatively away from, the light.
Phototropism has been investigated in more detail in the filamentous alga
Mougeotia sp. (NEUSCHELER-WLRTH,
1970). The growth of Jlougeotia filaments can
be restricted to one plane, if they a~recultivated on a wet agar surfa,ce.The filaments
then respond phototropically in a different way to red and blue light.
In unilateral red light of about 1600 erg cm-= sec-' the end cells of filaments, as
well as single cells, respond to a change in light direction with a sharp curvature of
the tip towards the light (Pig. 7-7). Unilateral light induces the formation of a new
growth centre as in the chloronema of Dryopteris. I n long filaments, in addition, a
differente in the growth rate between the two sides of the filament is caused. The
cells grow more actively on their lighted side. This results in a curvature of the filaments towards the light (Pig. 7-7).Under polarized redlight apolarotropicgrowth of
fiiaments perpendicular to the direction of the electric vector is induced as in chloronema of Dryopteris.
I n unilateral blue and white light (intensity 1000 erg ~ r n sec-'
- ~ or 2000 lux),
on the other hand, there is no sharp curvature of the end cells towards the light. Here
only a bending of the filaments due to increased growth a,long the whole length of
the lighted side of the cells is observed. This leads to a U-like curvature of the filaments with the end cells directed away from the light (Fig. 7-7). Under polarized
blue or white light, growth of cells parallel to the electric vector is promoted, the
flaments thus grow preferentially in this direction-unlike the chloronemata of
Dryopteris.
These characteristic differences in the responses to blue and red light in photoand polarotropism of iMougeotia filaments indicate that two different photoreceptors
(possibly flavin and phytochrome) are effective, which may also induce different
secondary processes. Both photoreceptors apparently are located in a dichroic
orientation parallel to the surface of the cell.

Ecological SZgni$cance of Phototropism
Phototropism is of great ecological significance in sessile, rigid land plants,
where it brings about sgmmetrical orientation towards the light and thus enables
even illumina,t,ionof all plant Organs, especially leaves. This is essential for optimal
utilization of the light available for 1.1hotosynthetic processes. Phototropism is
also of ecological significance in sessile, more or less rigid algae, such as species of
Acetabularia and Bryopsis. But in flexible algae, which float in the turbulence of
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the surrounding water, phototropism can hardly be of any ecological importance.
Here, the only effect may be an orientation of rhizoid growth.

(b) Geotropism
General Aspects
Geotropism comprises oriented growth movements relative to the earth's
gravitational field. I n general, plant shoots grow in an upward direction by bending
away from the centre of gravity (negative geotropic resyonse). Roots and rhizoids
grow downwards towards the centre of gravity (positive geotropic response). This
pertains to the main axis of shoots and roots, but the lateral branches often grow
transverse t o the direction of gravity (AUDUS,1969).
Together with phototropism, geotropism controls the direction of shoot growth
and, together with an endogenous downward growth tendency (epinasty), the
orientation of the branches and leaves in terrestrial plants. Geotropism is less
important in flexible, buoyant marine algae. Here its only significance seems to
be the directional control of rhizoid growth which in addition may also be in£iuenced
by chemotropism. Geot,ropism has been investigated mainly in the coleoptiles of
Avena sativa and in rhizoids of Chara foetidu.
I n geotropism the mechanism of perception of the stimulus direction is different
from the principles effective in light-induced responses. Since there is no attenuation of gravity in the organism, gravity is equally effective at all sites in the cell
or the Organ. Hence there is no gradient of the effectiveness of t h e stimulus in
relation to its direction. The direction of gravity can be perceived by a change in
the position of a cell organelle under the influence of gravity, if this organelie is
heavier-or lighter-than
the surrounding cytoplasm. Such organelles are the
statoliths.

Geotropisrn in the Rhizoid of Chara foetida
The geotropic response of Clmra foetidu rhizoids has been analysed by SIEVERS
and S C H R ~ T E(1971).
R
The rhizoids grow a t their tip. Cell-wall expansion growth
in the tip is supported by polysaccharide-containing golgi vesicles, which are transported along the cell's periphery from a more basal region t o the tip. J u s t behind the
apical growth Zone in the tip are the statoliths-highly refractive and heavy bodies
of unknoun chemical composition. They are gathered in a plate-like arrangement
in the centre of the rhizoid's cross section (Fig. 7-11). As long as the rhizoid is
oriented vertically, the statoliths do not inhibit the transport of golgi vesicles.
Hence the golgi vesicles can reach the tip a t all sites of the cell's cross section equally
well, and the tip grows symmetrically. If the rhizoid is placed in a horizontal position,
the statoliths, following gravity, are displaced in about 3 to 6 mins to the lower side.
Here they block the path of golgi vesicles to the tip (Fig. 7-11). So less vesicles can
reach the lower part of the tip and more will be diverted to the upper part. Thus
more golgi vesicles can be incorporated into the growing wall here. This leads to a n
increase in growth rate a t the upper side and t o a decrease a t the lower side in the
subapical growth region of the tip. Consequently, about 10 to 1 5 mins following
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system could be activated. This would result in increased IAA secretion towards
the lower cell side (FILNER
and CO-authors,1970).Accordingly, the statoliths induce
secondary processes and are not effective just by their presence as in the Chara
rhizoid.
(4) Orientation via Induction of Polarity
(a) General Aspects
During its growth, a plant develops from an apparently apolar germ cell (egg or
spore) to the adult Stage, which is grossly differentiated into shoot and root in the
case of higher plants, or into thallus and rhizoid in the case of most algae. The axis
of this polar differentiation can be determined by external stimuli. The process of
orientation of the polarity axis in a previously apolar cell is called induction of
polarity. It documents itself in propagative cells of lower plants usually by the
direction of the germination of the rhizoid. A fundamental question here is : does the
external stimulus induce polarity or does i t only re-orient an already existing,
endogenous polarity axis? I n the a.bsence of an external orienting stimulus, the
rhizoid forms a t a site determined by some endogenous factor or by a developmental
circumstance, like the orientation of the spore in the sporangium (e.g. species of
Equisetum) or the site of entry of the sperm (e.g.fucacean eggs). These facts seem to
indicate that the external stimuli only orient a pre-existing but labile axis of polarity
(HAUPT,1962).
The polarity axis can be oriented by light, gravity, electric fields and concentration gradients of chemical substances (established either by local diffusion or by
a flow in the medium). The most prominent and best investigated of these facfors
is light. Light has been shown to orient polarity in germ cells of species of Fucus and
Pelvetia (JAFFE,1969), and of Ceramium, Codium, Polysiphonia and other marine
algae (WEBER,1969). Light is also effective on Spores of other cryptogams such as
Botrytis, Equisetum, Funaria and Osmunda (HAUPT,1962; JAFFE
and ETZOLD,
1965). The induction of polarity has been investigated most
1965 ; VON WETTSTEIN,
thoroughly in zygotes of the brown algae Fucus furcatus. F. serratus, P. vesiculosus
and Pelvetia fastigiata; hence the responses of fucacean zygotes will be discussed
in more detail.
(b) Induction of Polarity in Zygotes of Fucus species by Light

Time Course of Photopolarizability
Soon after fertilization, the Fucus zygote begins t o secrete an adhesive wall
mucilage, by which it becomes £irmly stuck to the ground. About 12 krs after fertilization, germination begins: the rhizoid emerges. Before or after this, depending
upon the environmental conditions, there is a polar, unequal division of the zygote,
resulting in a rhizoid and a thallus cell (HAUPT,1962).
During developnient from the fertilized egg to the embryo with its stabile axis of
polarity, there is a phase in which the pre-existing endogenous polarity is still labile.
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This is the sensitive phase of the cell during which an external stimu1u.s can determine polarity; that is, the external stimulus can re-orient the pre-existing labile
polarity axis of the cell. During the phase of polarizability, the sensitivity (per cent
response to a given stimulus) increases to a maximum and then decreases again.
Photopolarizebility reaches its highest value 12 hrs after fertilization (Fig. 7-13);
a second maximum a t about 15 hrs has also been observed (BENTRUP,
1968;
FEUCHT
and BEXTRUP,
1972). Following the maximum, the sensitivity decreases
again.

The Response to Light
The rhizoid of the Fucus zygote germinates a t the site of lowest irradiation, i.e.
the site of lowest absorption in the photoreceptor. I n unilateral light this is the
shaded side pointing away fronl the light source (Fig. 7-12a). Under unilateral

Fig. 7-12: Fucus sp. Iriduction of polarity by light
in the zygote. Formation of rhizoid in unilateral
(a)and linear polarized light (b). (Original.)

polarized light, the rhizoid germinates in the direction of the electric vector, a t one
of the two sides of the cell, where the cell's surface is oriented normal to the electric
vector (Fig. 7-12b). Usually, the response is slightly subequatorial (in a direction
poiriting about 110" away from the light source) and in some Fucus species twin
1958). A sub-equatorial response
forms with two rhizoids are induced (JAFFE,
can also be observed in unilateral unpolarized light a t lower irradiance. The effect
of polarized light, together with the subequatorial response, indicates that the
photoreceptor must be localized in the periphery of the cell, oriented in a dichroic
way parallel to the surfa.ce. Hence the photoreceptor is possibly localized in the
plasmalemma. According to these results, dichroic, shading and by-passing principles must be involved in the perception of light direction.
A few seconds of irradiation are sufficient to induce the response, which is
measured a,s percent orientation of rhizoids away froin the light. I n blue light, the
energy threshold of the response in Fucus serralus lies a t about 5000 erg ~ m - The
~ .
dose-response curve for the orientation of polarity by light shows a. first increase
to a maximum then a decrease to a minimum and, finally, a, second increase. Similar
to the phototropic curvature of the Avena sativa coleoptile (p. 477) with increasing
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time but eqiial irradiation energy, the second increase in the dose-response curve
shifts towards the f i s t increase (until it coincides with it) so that the minimum in
the curve disappears. I n contrast to the Avenaphototropism, however, the minimum
does not extend into the range of negative responses-i.e. in F. serratus: rhizoid
orientation towards the ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ( B E N1963).
TRuP,
The dose-response curve with its two peaks, separated by a minimum, indicates
that two photoreceptors are involved. The action spectrum of the first increase in
the dose-response curve has a maximum a t 455 nm ; it is flanked by a sharp decrease
towards 530 nm, a minimum a t 380 nm and, towards shorter wavelengths, by a
continuous increase in effectiveness until 250 nm. A photoreceptor with a comparable absorption spectrum is not known ; possibly, i t may be a carotene, bound in a
special chromoprotein complex. The action spectrum of the second increase has
maxima a t 370 and 440 nm, which are separated by a minimum a t 400 nm ; here
a flavin could be the effective photoreceptor (BENTRUP,1963).
Mechanism of Light Action
The f i s t effect of light in the induction of polarity is a labile gradient in the cell;
this can be demonstrated experimentally by a second antagonizing irradiation,
which, during the period of photopolarizability, can easily re-orient the polarity
axis induced by the f i s t irradiation. The labile polar gradient in the cell, the nature
of which is not knowiz, is then stabilized to a structura.lly h e d polarity which must
be located in the peripheral stationary cytoplasm of the cell (HAUPT,1962).
Light is absorbed in the periphery of the cell, the photoreceptor probably being
located in the plasmalemma. Hence the priniary effect of light must be localized
here as well. Via a conformational change in proteins light. could alter the permeabilitypattern of thepla~mamembra~neand
thus could effect a change in the electric
potential a t the plasmalemma. This in turn would result in an electric gradient
across the cell, determining the polarity axis. Such an assumption is supported by
the effect of chemical Stimuli as well a.s by the following experimental finding:
After induction of polarity by light, in serially aligned zygotes an electric potential
can be measured along the cell axis, the rhizoid end becoming negative. This potential increases parallel to the germination process and continues t o increase thereafter parallel to the germling's growth rate (JAFFE,
1966). The electric potential
may be a consequence or a cause of the rhizoid's growth (SCOTT,1967 ;JAPFE,
1969).
It can certainly help to stabilize the cell's polarity by an electrophoretic redistribution of molecules in the cell.
(C) Induction of Polarity in Fucus by Chemical Substances and Related Stimuli

Inductim by Imic Gradients
If a steady concentration gradient of potassium ions is established across FUCU
furcatus zygotes the rhizoid will be oriented in dependence upon the potassium
concentration. At concentration differences higher than about 7 mM a.cross the
zygote, the rhizoid forms towards the higher potassium concentration reaching
35% orientation a t a concentration difference of 20 to 40 mM. The average concen-
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tration (i.e. mean of low and high) of potassium outside the cell in these experiments
was between 20 and 80 mM. Exposure to concentretion differentes of 5 mM and
lower across the zygote, a t an average outside concentration of 5 to 10 mM, induces
rhizoid formation towards the lower potassium concentration. I n a hydrogen-ion
gradient the rhizoid forms towards the higher H + concentration, i.e., towards the
acid end. I n the case of the potassium and the hydrogen ion gradient the percent
orientation is directly proportional to the percent difference in concentration across
the cell. The ionic gradients probably induce the orientation of the polarity axis
of the cell by a transcytoplasmic electric gradient across the cell, which may be
cansed by a differential depolarisation of the membrane potential a t the 2 sides
of the cell (BENTRUP
and CO-authors,1967).

Induction by Electric Fields
External electric fields, applied across the zygote of Fucus serratus, also induce
polarity. The rhizoid forms either towards the anode or towards the cathode. The
direction of rhizoid orientation depends npon the potassium-ion concentration of
the surrounding medium. I n normal sea water, with a poti~ssium-ionconcentration
of about 10 mM, the response is towards the cathode. The percent orientation is
proportional to the strength of the electric field in the range from 0.1 to 2 V cm-l,
which corresponds to a transcellular potential difference of about 1 to 20 mV.
The response t o a constant electric potential is proportional to the potassium-ion
concentration. I n low potassium concentrations, the rhizoids orjent strongly
towards the cathode. This orientation decreases linearly with increasing potassiumion concentration, and a t concentrations above about 20 mM the rhizoids orient
towards the anode.
As an action mechanism, the external electric field could, like ionic gradients,
induce a differential change in the cell membrane potential ; this, in turn, might lead
to orientation of the polarity axis: the rhizoid germinating on that side of the cell
where the membrane potential is shifted farthest off its normal value (BENTRUP,
1968).

lnduction By Water Movement und the Group Effect
Orientation of the polarity axis by a flow in the surrounding medium (water
movement) is referred to as rheotropic response. The response depends upon pH
and speed of the movement. At p H 6.5, rhizoids form in downstream direction a t
flow speeds between 0.01 and 10 pm sec-'. The percent orientation increases
proportionally to the speed of water movement, reaching an optimum between
1 and 10 pm sec-'. At higl~errates the percent orientation decreases again. At about
100 pm sec-', rhizoids grow in the opposite (upward) direction. At pH 8, rio downstream orientation can be observed; the rhizoids grow upstream a t flow speeds
exceeding 1 pm sec-' (BENTRUP
and JAFFE,
1968).
If Fucus eggs are located close together in groups or pairs, the distance from egg
to egg not exceeding 3 egg diameters, the polarity axis orjents in such a may that
the rhizoids germinate to~srardsor away from the neighbouring cell. Such groupeffect orientation occurs also towards eggs and pieces of other algae and towards

non-living diffusion barriers. The response in P. furcatus depends upon the pH of
the ambient sea water : At low pH values around pH 6, rhizoids form towards the
neighbouring cell ; a t higher pH values above pH 7.5, rhizoids form away from each
other.
The conditions causing orientation of the polarity axis in the group effect are
similar to those in the rheotropic response. Movement of water establishes in the
rheotropic response a concentration gradient of diffusible substances across the
cell, which is established by local diffusion in case of the group effect. The group
effect is thus related to the rheotropic response. I n both responses, diffusible substances are involved which are emitted by the egg and which are locally effective
in it or in neighbouring eggs. One of these substances is the hypothetical rhizin, a
labile, small molecular substailce, which stimulates the formation of rhizoids
(JAFFEand NEUSCHELER,
1969).
(d) Comparison of the Different Responses

I n the action mechanism of all stimuli which induce pola.rity in the Fucus zygote,
perception of the stimulus and response occur a t the periphery of the cell, probably
in the plasmalemma. I n all cases a change in the electric potential a t the plasmalemma may be involved (BENTRUP,1968; JAFFE, 1969). The cell's sensitivity to
different Stimuli changes during its development (Fig. 7-13). About 2 hrs after
fertilization, the rheotropic r e s p o n s e a n d presumably also the group e f f e c t i s
most sensitive. After 6 hrs, electropolarizability reaches its peak of sensitivity.
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Polarizability by these stimuli then decreases in a parallel manner, probably
depending upon the Same cellular processes. After about 12 hrs, photopolarizability
attains maximum values; photopolarizability decreases again in correspondence
to the beginning germination, which signals stabilization of the polarity axis
(BENTRUP,1968 ; FEUCHT
and BENTRUP,1972).
The different time course of polarizability by the different stimuli indicates
differences in the primary physiological mechanisms of the responses. The time
course also indicates that, under natural conditions, light is the most important
stimulus in the orientation of the polarity axis. Since light is the last in the time
sequence of effectiveness, i t can re-orient a polarity gradient induced by any of the
other stimuli. Photopolarizability is effective until the h a l structural stabilization
of the polarity axis and the germination of the rhizoid begins.
The intracellular parameters controlling polarizability by the different stimuli
are unknown. An interesting correlation in the time course of polarizability is the
fact that, during the phase of electropolarizability, a maximum in the activity
of RNA synthesis has been observed, whereas, during the phase of photopolarizability, a maximum in the rate of protein synthesis has been found in F u c w vesiculosus (QUATRANO,
1968; FEUCHT
and BENTRUP,
1972).
(5) Intraceiiular Orientation Responses
(a) Orientation Movement of Chloroplasts

General Aspects
The intracellular arrangement of the chloroplasts of most plants depends upon
environmental light conditions (see reviews by HAUPT,1968; HAUPTand SCHÖNBORM,1970). Light-induced orientation movements of chloroplasts have been
investigated in a variety of freshwater plants and algae (species of Elodea, Lemna,
Hormidium, Mougeotia, Vallisneria and Vaz~heria)
and in terrestrial plants (species
of Funuria, Selaginella), but they can also be observed in the plastids of marine
algae, such as Dictyota dichotorna and red algae.
I n darkness (i.e. in absence of an orienting light stimulus) the chloroplasts are
usually more or less evenly distributed over all walls of the cell in a random position.
At low or medium light intensity, the chioroplasts move to the pericline walls in
cells of leaves and thalli or t o the front and rear parts of cells in filamentous algae
(Fig. 7-14). At high intensity, the chloroplasts move t o the anticline walls in leaf
cells or t o the flanks in cells of filamentous algae (Fig. 7- 14). I n the filamentous alga
Mougeotia sp., the single plate-like chioroplast turns inside the cell, exposing its
face towards the light under low intensity and turning to profile position under high
intensity (Fig. 7- 14).
The orientation movement of chloroplasts into the high intensity arrangement
represents the high-intensity movement, and in analogy the movement into the
low-intensity arrangement, represents the low-intensity movement. Originally,
orientation movements of chloroplasts were described as phototaxis of chloroplasts,
the low-intensity movement being the positive and the high-intensity movement
the negative phototactic response. But chloroplasts are transported passively by
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the cytoplasm, and the perception of light and the active mechanism are located
in the cytoplasm. Hence analogy to the phototaxis of free-moving organisms is not
1965a).
fully justified (HAUPT,
Other light-dependent movement responses of chloroplasts are cyclosis and the
passive mobility in a centrifuge. Though these responses are not oriented by Light,
they are intimately related to the orientation movement and hence must also be
considered here.

The Perception of Light
Action spectra of light-induced orientation movements of chloroplasts have peaks
in the blue around 450 nm and in the near-ultra-violet region a t 370 nm. This
suggests a flavoprotein as active photoreceptor. The action spectra are very similar
in different plants and they agree also in regard to the induction of low and high
intensity movements (Fig. 7-15). This indicates that both responses are mediated
by the same photoreceptor system and, possibly, by the same primary process.
I n Mougeotia sp. and Selaginella martensii the position of the peak in the blue
range is shifted to longer wavelengths (ca. 470 nin) ;this may be caused by a modified
chromoprotein configuration in the photoreceptor. I n addition, for Mougeotia sp.
an action spectrum of the high-intensity movement in polarized light is presented
in Fig. 7-15. This spectrum reveals a peak a t 370 nm comparable to the spectra of
the other plants. The difference in the action spectrum between unpolarized and
polarized light indicates complications, which may be caused by interaction of
several photoreceptors or by differences in the dichroic orientation in the two
absorption bands of the photoreceptor (SCH~NBOHN,
1971). I n the orientation
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Wavalangth (nm

Fig.7-15:V a z ~ h e r i sessilis,
a
Lenalua trisulca and Mougeotia sp. Action spectra of orientation movement of chloroplasts. Dotted lines : low-intensity movement ; solid lines :
high-intensity movement; broken lines: high-intensity movement in linearly
polarized light, i.e. electric vector perpendicular to cell axis. The curves are shifted
1963 ;redrawn; reproduced
along the ordinate. (After H a r n , 1964, and SCH~NBOHM,
by permission of Deutsche Botanische Gesellschaft, Göttingen and G. Fischer,
Stuttgart.)
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movernent of the Mougeotia chloroplast, only the action spectrum of the highintensity movement has a form conlparable to the other objects with a maximum
in the blue range. I n contrast t o this, the low-intensity movement is induced most
effectively by red light (660 nm). This effect of red can be reversed by far-red
(730 nm) ; hence in the low-intensity movement of the chloroplast the phytochrome
system is operating.
I n the high-intensity rnovement of Lemna trisulca, Selaginella martensii, Vallisneria spiralis torta, and some other plants also red light is effective; but in comparison to blue light, red-light effectiveness is only about one tenth. The action
peak a t 680 nm indicates that chlorophyll absorbs the light (Fig. 7-17). Accordingly,
in the primary process of chloroplast orientation movements two photoreceptor
systems are involved (HAUPT,1964; SEITZ,1967), a flavoprotein and phytochrome
in Mougeotia and a flavoprotein and chlorophyll in the other plants.
The localization of the photoreceptor in the cell can be derived from microbeam
irradiations and from the effect of polarized light. Polarized light is most effective if
its electric vector is oriented parallel t o the plane of the cell wall. This is the case
for the high- and low-irradiance effect of blue light in all plants investigated and
also for the phytochrome-mediated effect of red light in Mougeotia sp. These
experiments indicate that the flavin-photoreceptor as well as the red-absorbing
form of phytochrome in Mozqeotia sp. are localized in the cytoplasm and are
oriented preferentially parallel fo the cell wall. The latter fact implies t h a t these
photoreceptors must be localized in the non-nloving peripheral ectoplasm or in the
plasmalemma (HAUPTand SCH~NBOHM,
1970).
The direction of light is perceived in most cases by the by-passing principle. Light
refiaction leads to a much-reduced intensity a t the anticline walls of cells in leaves
(e.g. of Lemma tvisulca or Vallisneria spiralis torta) or a t the flanks of mamentous
algae, such as Vaucheria sessilis and Hormidium flaccidum (ZURZYCKI,1962). I n
the Mougeotia cell, the principle of dichroic orientation of the photoreceptor is used
to establish a gradient of light absorption between front and rear and flanks of the
ceIl (Figs 7-1, 7-14 ; HAUPTand SCH~NBOHM,
1970). The dichroic principle may,
in part, also be effective in the other plants ;this is indicated by the effect of polarized
light.

Physiological Mechanism of Light-induced Movernent
During their movement in the cell, the chloroplasts are transported passively
by cytoplasmic streaming. Hence the orientation movement of chloroplasts is
accompanied by a re-arrangement of portions of cytoplasm and cytoplasmic
organelies including the nucleus (ZURZYCKI,1962; HAUPTand SCH~NBOHM,
1970).
The motive mechanism of cytoplasmic streaming is localized at the boundary
between the stationary peripheral ectoplasm and the moving endoplasm containing
the chloroplasts. I n the generation of the motive force contractile protein filaments
are involved which generate a gliding movement of the endoplasm along the
ectoplasm (KAMIYA,1962). The activity of these contractile elements depends, like
the actomyosin system of muscle cells, upon the availability of ATP as energy
source.

CHLOROPLAST MOVEMENT

Experimental data for the relation betureen cytoplasmic streaming and chloroplast movement come from an investigation of the light-induced increase in rate
of cytoplasmic streaming and induction of cyclosis of chloroplasts in Elodeu
canadeneis.Hi.gh irradiance first induces, in about 1 to 5 mins, an increase in the rate
of rotational cytoplasmic streaming. Chloroplasts then start to move and to participate in the cyclosis of cytoplasm as soon as the rate of cytoplasmic streaming has
reached its maximal level (SEITZ,1964). Accordingly, chloroplast movement in
cyclosis is initiated by light as a consequence of an activation of cytoplasmic
streaming. This permits the further conclusion that the start of chloroplast orientation movements is also induced via activation of cytoplasmic streaming.
For the orientation movement a gradient between the anticline and the pericline
wall of the cell is necessary. Hence there must be a difference in chloroplast mobility
between these walls. A rneasure for the mobility of chloroplasts is their centrifugability. The centrifugability depends upon the strength of the 'anchoring bonds' in
the contact layer between chloroplasts and ectoplasm a t the site where the motive
mechnnism of cytoplasmic streaming is located (ZURZYCKI,
1962). An increase in
centrifugability corresponds to increased mobility of the chloroplasts and can be
taken as a parameter for the activity of cytoplasmic streaming and for the start of
chloroplast movement (SEITZ,
1971).
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Fig. 7 - 1 7 : V a l l d r i c r spzi-dis torta. Action spectra of light-induced movement responses of
chloroplasts. Ordinate: reciprocal of the quanta
sec-' required for a 10% response.
Irradiation time 20 mins. (After SEITZ,1967; modified; reproduced by permission of
G. Fischer, Stuttgart.)

The irradiance dependence of the light effect upon chloroplast centrifugability
shows a characteristic pattern. For cells of V a l l i m r i a spiralis torta, the doseresponse curve for blue-light irradiation is given in Fig. 7-16. It shows a separate
evaluation of centrifugability a t the anticline and pericline cell walls. I n comparison
to an ~ n i r r a d i a t ~dark
d
control, low irradiance induces a t the pericline wall an
increase, medium irradiance a decrease, and high irradiance again an increase in
centrifugability. Accordingly, the dose-response curve exhibits a sequence of h s t
positive, negative, and second positive responses. At the anticline wall, tfhe curve
shifts towards values of higher irradiance, due to the lower incident irradiance a t this
Wall. The results indicate that the ratio of incident irradiance between pericline
and anticline wall is between 10 :1 and 100:1.
As can be seeri in Fig. 7-16, high irradiance induces increased centrifugability of
chloroplasts a t the pericline walls and decreased centrifugability at the anticline
walls. The resulting gradient in chloroplast mobility controls the high-intensity
movement. Medium irradiance, on the other l-iand,induces increased centrifugability
a t the anticline wall and decreased centrifugability a t the pericline wall. Following
this gradient, the chloroplasts exhibit low-intensity movement.
For Vallisneria spiralis torta the action spectra of the light-induced increase in
centrifugability in the high-irradiance range and for the induction of cyclosis of
chloroplasts are shown in Fig. 7-17, together with the action spectrum of the highintensity orientation movement. These spectra agree very well with the spectra of
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low aiid high-intensity movement in other plants (Fig. 7-15). Location of peaks
and amount of incident quanta necessary to induce the responses agree in the spectra
of Fig. 7-17. This indicates that light induces the three movement responses of
chloroplasts by means of the Same photoreceptor system and the Same primary
reaction which comprises, most probably, activation of the motive mechanism of
cytoplasmic streaming (SEITZ,1971).

The Primary Process of Light Action
From experiments with metabolic inhibitors i t is known that inhibitors of photosynthesis reduce the effect of red light. Uncouplers of oxidative phosphorylation
inhibit the increase in centrifugability and the movement reactions of chloroplasts
induced by blue and near-ultra-violet light. This indicates that these responses
are dependent upon an unimpaired supply of ATP from oxidative phosphorylation. The importance of ATP for the movement reactions of chloroplasts
is stressed, furthermore, by the fact that also exogenous ATP can induce or sustain
movement reactions of chloroplasts (HAUPTand S C H ~ N B O H1970;
M , SEITZ,1971).
On the basis of such experimental evidence, the following a.ction mechanism of
light has been suggested for chloroplast movement in Vallisneria spiralis (SEITZ,
1971): Light could control the intracellular availability of ATP for the motion
responses of chloroplasts via two different processes ; in this control, the two photoreceptor systems-flavin and chlorophylls-would be effective.
A response which may cause an increase in ATP availability is the light-induced
increase in the rate of oxygen uptake. This effect is known from species of Chlorella
(KOWALLIK,
1969); it has been found also in Lemna trisulca, where it is related to
the orientation movement of chloroplasts (ZURZYCKI,
1970). The increase in the
rate of oxygen uptake is induced by low irradiance. The action spectrum of this
response agrees with the spectra of chloroplast movement reactions and suggests a
flavin as active photoreceptor. The light-induced increase in the rate of oxygen
uptake corresponds t o an increased rate of respiration (KOWALLIK,
1970) and,
presumably, also to an increase in the rate of oxidative phosphorylation.
Accordingly, irradiation with blue light may cause an increase in the availability
of ATP from oxidative phosphorylation. This ATP could induce, via the motive
mechanism of cytoplasmic streaming, the increase in centrifugability of chloroplasts
in the range of low and high irradiance.
The decrease in centrifugability of chloroplasts, induced by medium irradiance,
depends upon a different primary process. I t is induced by blue and red light with
a similar rela.tive effectiveness as in photosynthesis, and it can be inhibited by
DCMU (SEITZ,1974). This demonstrates that the photosynthetic electron flow is
essential for this response.
I n addition to photosynthetic electron flow and concurrent non-cyclic photophosphorylation, cyclic or pseudocyclic photophosphorylation can be activated by
light in photosynthesis. The relative activity of the two systems competing for
electrons may be controlled by the svailability of NADP (nicotinamide adenine
dinucleotide phosphate) as a function of irradiance (METZNER,
1967; AVRONand
NEUMANN,
1968; HEBER,1973).In the range of medium irradiance, electrons of the
photosynthetic electron-transport chain will flow preferentially to NADP because
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CONCLUSIONS

of contact with the ectoplasm and reducing their cross-section and mechanical resistance to cytoplasmic streaming. The flattening of chloroplasts (shrinkage response)
is intimately connected with photosynthetic processes (PACKER
and DEAMER,
1968).
Greater roundness and contraction, on the other hand, is indiiced by blue light,
most probably via a flavin photoreceptor (ZURZYCKI,
1966).
I n the chloroplast of Mougeotia sp., the dose-response curve of light-induced
changes in chloroplast shape has been investigated over a wider irradiance range
(SCHORER-MÖRTEL,
1972). Blue light of high and low intensity induces chloroplast
contraction (corresponding t o greater roundness in normal chloroplasts) ; medium
intensity induces flattening of the chloroplast. The dose-response curve of the
changes in chloroplast shape has thus a similar form to that of centrifugability of
chloroplasts (Fig. 7-16), with two ranges of 'positive' response separated by ii.
range of 'negative' response.
(6) Conclusions

In the ecology of plants, spatial orientation to light is of basic importance. Most
orientation responses are controlled by blue light; action spectra are generally
similar in form and suggest that a flavin acts as photoreceptor. Some hypothetical
considerations regarding the primary process of these blue-light-induced responses
are discussed below.
The dose-response curve of blue-light-induced responses often has a characteristic form with two peaks separated by a minimum (which may extend to negative
responses in some cases). Such dose-response curves are known from phototropism
in Avena sativa coleoptiles (Fig. 7-8), polarity induction in Fz~cu.sserratus, centrifugability of chloroplasts in Vallisneria spiralis torta (Fig. 7-16), change of chloroplast shape in Mougeotia sp., photokinesis in Micrasterias denticulata and, less
pronounced, also from polarotropism of DryopterisJilix mas chloronenia.
The great similarity in the action spectra and in the form of the dose-response
curves in this group of responses indicates that light may be effective in nll cases
via the Same photoreceptor and the Same primary processes. Two other response
groups, in which either positive and negative or only positive reactions can be
distinguished (e.g. phototaxis of algae or phototropism of the Phycomyces blakesEeeanus sporangiophore), may be special forms of the first group.
If the environmental factor light is effective via the same primary action mechanism in all the responses, the question arises: which physiological processes are
involved? A dose-response curve with two peaks of response, separated by a minimum, can be explained on the basis of a t least two primary processes, which are
independent and antagonistic in their effects. Models involving more than two
processes have been suggested as well (CURRY,
1969). It is also possible to assume
one primary process, which induces, and a second reczction, which tonically controls
the direction (positive or nega,tive) or the level of adaptation of the orientation
response (FEINLEIBa.nd CURRY,197la, b ; SCH~NBOHM,
1971).
Let us consider a model with two independent and antagonistic primary processes. This comprises the mechanism described in detail for the orientation movement of chloroplasts (p. 493). A blue-light-dependent response which could be
involved in the primary process is the light-induced increase in the rate of oxygen

uptake. By a still unknown mechanism, light induces here an increase in the rate
of Substrate supply to the respiratory chain or renders new Substrates available for
respiration (KOWALLE,1970). An increased respiratory rate could result in increased ATP availability or in a change of the redox state of the cell. As alternative
mechanism one could also consider a light-induced change in the rate of some other
process consuming ATP and thus stimulating respiration.
The primary process of orientation responses will be discussed on the basis of one
of these mechanisms, assuming that the blue-light-induced increase in oxygen
uptake causes an increase in ATP availability. This increase is induced by blue light
of low irradiance in the case of continuous irradiation. It can also be induced by
short light flashes (5 secs) of higher irradiance; in a subsequent dark period the
effect resches a maximum after about 6 mins and then slowly decreases again
( K o w a m , 1970).
The other photoresponse, which could antagonize the increase in ATP availability in blue light is photosynthetic CO, fixation. Under medium irradiance,
photosynthesis can, via CO,-fixation, cause a shortage of ATP (p. 490). At high
irradiance, on the other hand, photosynthetic phosphorylation can supply a
surplus of ATP. Accordingly, light could control the availability of ATP for cellular
processes as a function of irradiance. In this control, light would be effective via
increase in respiration and via photosynthetic processes. The two Systems are
mutually interrelated via cell metabolism and they dilTer in the kinetic dependence
upon irradiation. Oxygen uptake increases rather slowly to its higher level in light
and slowly decreases again in darkness, thus showing an after-effect in darkness.
Photosynthetic phosphorylation, on the other hand, responds rather fast to changes
in light and shows no longlasting after-effect in darkness. Due to these cliaracteristics a change in irradiance may result in temporary pulsatory change of ATP
supply (LEWENSTEIN
and BACHOFEN,
1972) aiid in a change in the steady level of
ATP availability. The expected dependence of ATP availability in relation to
respiration and photosynthesis is schematically summarized in Fig. 7-18. Instead
of ATP, changes in redox state or other parameters could also be considered. The
general form of the curve agrees with the dose-response curves of blue light responses
(e-g. Figs 7-8, 7-16). Comparable experimental data for the irradiance dependence
of oxygen uptake and oxygen production are known from leaves of Lemna trisulca
(ZURZYCKI,
1970).
Irradiance-dependent control of ATP availability haa been proposed as the
mechanism involved in photophobic responses of flagellates, which can be induced
either by a sudden increase or by a decrease in irradiance. The photophobic response
may be caused by a sudden change in ATP supply (TOLLIN,1969; NULTSCH,
1970 ;
FEINLEIB
and CURRY,1971a). In the range of medium irradiance (Fig. 7-18) an
increase in irradiance would result in a decrease of ATP availability, and a decrease
in irradiance would cause an increase in ATP. In the range of low and high irradiance,
in contrast, increase in irradiance would cause an increase in ATP availability.
In the case of Euglenu gracilis, the equilibrium intensity between positive and
negative photophobic response-and phototaxis-is close to the saturation intensity of photosynthesis (DIEHN,1969b). This intensity range agrees with the
minimum in the ATP curve in Fig. 7-18. A phobic shock response is induced only
if the direction of the intensity change is away from the equilibrium intensity,
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corresponding to increased ATP availability in Fig. 7- 18. A comparable correlation
apparently is also present in the photomotions of Micrasterias denticulata. Here a
minimum of photokinesis occurs a t the transition intensity from positive to negative
phototaxis.
Of Course, these considerations are highly speculative and require experimental
verification. Whether they can be applied to all plant groups and to all responses
is Open to debate. I n agreement with the above considerations is that in all responses
of the fbst group photosynthetically active plastids are present. However, red light
exerts only a small or no effect. This ineffectiveness of red light seems to exclude a
participation of photosynthetic processes (NULTSCH, 1971). Nevertheless, experiments with inhibitors Support the view that photosynthetic processes are involved
in several responses. An explanation for the low effectiveness of red light could
be that the physiological response is initiated only by CO-operationof the bliie-light
System with photosynthetic processes. Such CO-operation,resulting in a gradient
of light action inside the cell, can only be effective in blue light.
The functions and structures involved in the perception of environmental stimuli
are of great importance for ecological considerations. The numerous unsolved
basic problems regarding the physiological mechanisms of plant orientation deserve
concerted attention.
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8. ORIENTATION IN SPACE: ANIMALS
8.0 GENERAL INTRODUCTION

(1) General Aspects

(a) What is Orientation?
'To orient oneself' means to place oneself into a particul.ar relation to known
facts (or principles). For example, lions orient their hunting behaviour to the daily
schedules of their prey animals; or an attacking lion orients his run with respect to
the location of his target, e.g. a buffalo; or the lion orients his final attack with
respect to the size and strength of the buffalo. These three examples refer to (i)
temporal, (ii) spatial and (iii) physical (intrinsic) properties, which represent the
three basic attributes of matter.
We shall be concerned primarily with the second form of orientation phenomena,
spatial orientation or orientation in space. This, however, is often coupled with the
h a t , orientation in time (p. 547, Chapter 9). Such coupling may, for exaniple, consist
of modulation of the spatia.1 orientation by a daily periodicity: orientation may
begin a t certain times of the day, or direction may change according to the time of
day (e.g. sun-compass orientation, p. 548). Spatial orientation is also related to
the third form of orientation, involving physical characteristics of the object such
as size, shape, colour, etc. That is, an animal 'recognizes' the orientation stimulus
by these objective properties (p. 506).
Of the many mechanisms of spatial orientahion which an organism may employ,
only orientations involving behaviour are discussed. 'Behaviour' is taken to comprise all active and externally visible, i.e. overt, movements of the animal. Orientation processes within the organism, such as internal tra.nsport of substances, are
not covered here. The term 'spadjial orientation' thus refers to the ability of animals
(and man) to relate position nnd positional changes of body or body parts (or other
objects, p. 500) to spatia,l cues ( S C H ~ N1973a).
E,
This definition refers to the motor
performance of orientation movements (niotoric orientation). It also includes the
oriented state, characterized by sensory control of the spatial situation (perceptive
orientation, cf. BISCHOF,1966a).Correspondingly, spatial orientation mechanisms
may be defined as functions or structures which facilitate active a,rra,ngements
of behavioural events in space.
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(b) Environment, Behaviour and Orientation

Orientation is of paramount importance in ecology and comprises an indispensable part of behaviour. For example, animals turn towards their partners or away
from their enemies; they find and capture food; they migrate t o their breeding
grounds.
LORENZ
and TINBERQEN
(1938) consider behaviour to be composed of a specific
movement pattern of basically constant form ('fixed action pattern'), and of
orientation or 'taxis' components. The orientation components link the movements to the spatial demands of external and internal circumstances.
The apparatus and mechanisms used by an animal for orientation are adapted
t o the structure of its specific environment. Orienting stimuli of importance t o
plankters are different from those used by coral fishes, or whelks on the substrate,
or worms in the mud.
Different orientations interlaced with, or replacing, one another are frequently
required for the performance of complex action patterns (p. 543). Young salmon
migrating towards the ocean orient by the suii compass as well as by the direction
of the water current ; they also position with respect to the vertical by reference t o
gravity and light.
(C) Terminology
First of all, the object of orientation rnay be considered: What is oriented?
Secondly, events and arrangements rnay be described in terms of the geometric
relations of movements with respect to space and to spatial cues; the orientation
meclianisms will be related t o these geometrical aspects. Thirdly, orientation
terms rnay be classified by means of functional and other characteristics. Functional characteristics refer to the function in the biologic-ecological context.

Object of Orientation
Orientation is often considered only in terms of the whole animal. The animal
is orienting itself, i t is the object of orientation (i). But an animal rnay only move
parts of its body in an oriented manner, i.e. in relation to spatial cues. I n this case
the body parts are the objects (ii). Finally, an animal rnay orient other objects,
distinct from its body (iii).
As already discussed, orientation might be restricted t o mere registration of
spatial relations. This holds especially for type (iii). Animals (as well as humans)
are capable, for instance, of evaluating the orientation of visually perceived objects
with respect to the direction of gravity. Birds fly preferentially t o horizontal
branches ; fishes, octopuses and bees can be trained not t o take food unless a vertically oriented figure is presented next to them (WELLS,1962 ; WEHNER,1967 ;
INGLE,1971). A human being can judge whether a picture is hanging 'straight'
(Fig. 8-17).
Type (iii) can be linked to type (ii). We can, for instance, orient an arm with
respect to gravity : we st,retch it upwards in a vertical position. This can be compared
to the orientation of other objects: instead of the arm we rnay adjust the picture
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on the wall to the vertical position. I n both cases the objects have been oriented
in regard t o exogenous spatial cues. But they may also be oriented with respect t o
the (main) body ; orientation refers t o endogenous spatial cues. These orientation
forms may be distinguished as body related versus space related (for the relevant
spatial cues See p. 506).

Geometry of Orientation
All spatial movements consist of one or both of two basic components, as has
(1970): rotation and translation. A rotatory (or
been discussed also by JANDER
angular) movement changes the position (viz. direction) of the axes of the body with
respect to (surrounding) space. It can be quantitatively d e h e d in terms of angular
measures. A translatory movement changes the locus (locality) of the body in
space. It transfers the body from one place to another. The translation can be
represented by the parameters of a CO-ordinatesystem. The locus of the body may
change for instance from point X , , Y, to point X„ Y,. The CO-ordinatesystem must
be three dimensional (X, Y, 2 )if the spatial alteration can be described only with
respect to the three planes of space.
A translatory change may be expressed also in terms of distance and direction
(polar CO-ordinatesystem). The transfer of the body produces distances. Furthermore, the transfer is directed in space, i.e., it has a rotatory component.
According t o these geometrical considerations different orientation types can
be classified as follows (Fig. 8-1): Orientation of a rotatory movement is called
rotatory orientation or angle orientation or directional orientation. Orientation of
a transfer from one point t o another may be named CO-ordinateorientation. If an

Space
rafarence

Fig. 8-1: Geometry of orientation. (a) R,ota.tory, directional or angle orientation. ( b ) Translatory orientation referring to directional nnd distance parnmeters, presented in an (animalfixed) polar-CO-ordinatesystem. ( C ) Translatory orientation, referring to bi-CO-ordinate
and directional cues ('map and compass'), presented in a (space-fked)cartesian CO-ordinate
system. (Oripnal.)
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Light incidence

Fig. 8-2: Course orientation. (a) Coincident body orientation (a3= a l ;
a2 = 0) ; (b) space-const.ant body orientation ( a l = const. ; a3 = a2
- al). (Original.)

orienting mechanism refers only to the distance of a translatory movement one
may call it distance orientation. If, on the other hand, only the directional component is concerned, the term course orientation may be used, i.e. the object
follows a course in space.
Directional orientations of translations and/or body axes are also called compass
orientations, if the direction of the orienting object is related t o exogenous spatial
cues such as gravity or (sun) light.
Course orientations can be of two types, which differ with respect t o the rotatory
behaviour of the body axes (Fig. 8-2): (a) The body axes alter in coincidence with
the changes of the course. The animal rotates its body in order to acliieve a new
course of locomotion. Tliis type may be called course orientation with coincident
body orientation. Insects seem to orient only according to this type. (b) The animal
shows space constancy of body orientation, notwithstanding alterations of its
locomotory course. This type involves course orientation with space-constant body
orientation; it is knourn from crabs which may run forward, sideways or backwards
without changing thoir body axes with respect to the reference direction (e.g. sun
direction). The control of the course, houlever, depends on the sensory input about
the sun direction, although this input remains constant (p. 543).

.
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Translatory orientation as determined by distance and direction may be called
also vector orientation because these parameters constitute the definition points of
a vector.
In CO-ordinateorientation the animal may represent the centre for measuring
t h e spatia(1cues and for controlling the spatial changes. A bee, for instance, flying
towards a distant food source controls its travel with respect t o two spatial parameters: (i) the angle between flight direction (i.e. body axis) and the sun, and (ii)
the distance, in terms of energy consumption ( V O N FRISCH,1965). I n all ca,ses, the
measures refer to the position of the anima,l.That is, the animal represents the origin
of the CO-ordinatelattice which, consequently, moves with the translation of the
animal.
I n contrast to this, navigation refers to another type of CO-ordinateorientation :
The CO-ordinatesystem is fixed in space and the animal is capable of localizinp
its position in this system by determining characteristics of the locus, for insta.nce
by recording X y-va.lues (bico-ordinate orientation). This information and a direction
reference is needed to steer a particular Course in order to find another locus in tjhe
CO-ordinatesystem, the destination point of the orientation ma.noeuvre. A model
of the navigation system of migrating birds assumes the intemction of a mechanism
of bico-ordinate control of the geographica,l position and a compass mechanism
('map and compass' hypothesis of KRAMER,19.57). For the determination of the
compass direction, a sun-compass mechanism is present in birds. Orientation by
means of the earth's magnetic Geld has also been detected (KEETON,1971 ; WILTSCHKO and WILTSCHKO,
1972; Chapters 8.1, 8.2). Almost nothing is known about
t h e mechanism delivering information about the geographica.1 position.
I n classifications of mechanisms of homing and migration in birds (GRIFFIN,
1952; SCHMIDT-KÖNIG,
1965), directional (and distance) control by mea.ns of
reference t o landmarks is called piloting (orieiita.tion type I); compa,ss orientation
and navigation constitutes types I1 a.nd 111,respectively.

Functional and Other Aspects
Animals occupy a normal or preference position in space. Often their body is
maintained with its dorsal side up, a<ndthe orientation inechanism obtains its
reference from gravity and/or light incidence. I n many cases, the reference basis
for the normal position is the substratum, the positiona.1 data being mediated by
tactile cues. For instance, walking a.nd creeping anima.1~
orient their ventral side
towards the substratum. Regarded from the geometrical point of view these are
rotatory orientations.
The normal position will be maintained a,lsowhen the a.nima,lperforms orientation
movements in other pla,nes. Thus, diiring orierited traiislations along horizontal
paths many anima,ls tend to keep their dorso-ventra,l body axis vertical. FRAF:NKEL
and GCXN(1961) have termed normal-position orientation prirnary orientation;
superimposed orientation forms of trarislations, secondary orientation.
A special type of normal-position orientation is equilibriiirn orientation. This
orientation serves t o ina,intain the physica.1 stat'e of body equilibrium with respect
t o the force of gravity, ~r-liichcontiniiously acts oii the body mass a2ndendangers
posture stability. Eyuilibrium orient.ation is of particular significance in animals
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which carry the body high above a relatively small-standing base on the substratum, e.g. long-legged land dwellers. An important reference cue for this mechanism is gravity itself. However, visual cues may also play a role; t h s has been
demonstrated in humans : apart from gravity, the equilibrium mechanism depends
on the 'visual vertical'. This reference direction may be defhed as the resultant
computed in the visual system from the main directions of (all) elongated figures
of the visual surroundings (see BISCHOF,1966a).
A large group of orientation types is characterized by the common feature of
aiming a t a particular area, place or object: goal, target or object orientation. If
the goal is a t a distance able to be bridged by sense Organs, the orientation mechanism may use cues released from the target: direct ('unmittelbare') orientation of
BRUN(1914), proximate orientation of WATSON
and LASHLEY(in:CHMURZINSKI,
1964). If the goal is reached by means of other 'intervening' cues, for instance landmarks or celestial cues (sun compass), the terms indirect ('mittelbare') orientation
or distant orientation have been employed by the respective authors. The 'interrening' cues must be known to the system as leading to the goal, i.e. often they have
t o be experienced Grst.
Many beach-dwelling animals, such as species of Talitrus, orient by means of the
sun compass. By this means they find their way back, if placed outside of their
habitat Zone on the beach (PARDI
and GRASSI,1955). Here the goal is a n area,
characterized by a main elongation in one direction. Planktonic forms orient
towards a particular zone, elongating in two (horizontal) directions which is
defined by the vertical distance from the sea-level (e.g. vertical migration into
a particular depth). The mechanism depends on cues of gravity and light as well
as of hydrostatic pressure (p. 547).
The goal areas can be circumscribed locally, for instance in the orienting system of
salmon which head towards their upstream breeding areas. At fall or spring migration, birds aim a t their winter areas or a t their homeplaces, respectively.
Target size can be even more restricted, for instance, t o the entrance of a nest,
a hole, or a particular hiding place. This may be called locus orientation. The name
immediate orientation has been proposed by CHIKURZINSKI (1964) as a specScation
of proximate orientation which defines the finding of thenest surroundings in landmark orientation.
All orientation types mentioned involve more or less extended locomotory
activities in order to bridge the distance from start t o goal. The situation is different
in orientations controlling object hitting : object orientation. The animal reaches and
hits its target in a single motoric action. Type (1) involves striking a t the target with
body appendages. Toads, frogs, and chameleons make use of their tongue; crabs,
mantids, and primates grasp with claws, legs or arms; birds peck with their bill.
Type (2) comprises throwing the whole body a t the object in a quick jump, e.g.
fishes and camivores jump a t their prey object.

(2) Physiology of Orientation
(a) Presuppositions Regarding the Orientation Process
Orientation movements are components of complex behavioural events. The
very first step is the initiation of the oriented behaviour, the release. The releasing
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factors are to be distinguished from the orienting cues, i.e. the cues needed for
spatial arrangements of the behaviour (TINBERGEN,
1969, p. 81). A perch resting
b y the entrance of its hole, or a lobster loitering about in search of food, is alarmed
b y a shadow. The animals flee into their respective hiding places. The shadow
releases the flight, the characteristics of the hiding place direct it.
Irrespective of release, orientation depends not only on spatial cues, but also on
other (endogenous and/or exogenous) presuppositions as determined by the
behavioural context. These factors affect the endogenous disposition ( S C H ~ N E ,
197313). The resulting specific disposition is responsible for the particular value
of the orientation t o be performed. Cybernetic terms for this 'prefixed' or 'preset'
value are set point or index value. From the ethological point of v i e 'specific
~
disposition' has a meaning similar t o the terms 'motivation', 'readiness t o react', and
'mood'.
An example of the effect of external factors on the central disposition is demonstrated by crustacean plankton. Anima18 which swim towards a light source, will
change their direction and swim away if irradiance intensity increases (MAST,1911 ;
PARDI
and PAPI,
1961). The direction of the light and the overall irradiance can be
considered as independent stimulus variables. Overall irradiance intensity affects
the index value of orientation ; light direction serves as the reference base for the
orienting process.
Endogenous control of the specific disposition prevails in caterpillars. The course
with respect to light changes as the individuals grow : The first stages move towards
the light source. Later on, when the caterpillars approach the pupal Stage, they
move away from light. This reversal is related to an increase in the concentration
of ecdyson in their body fluid (BEETSMA
and CO-authors,1962).
The larvae of dytiscid waterbeetles (Dytiscus rnarginalis, Acilius sulcatw) also
alter their swimming course 'spontaneously' with respect to light direction when
submerged for a certain time. They turn upwards from the horizontal path, towards
the light (Fig. 8-16). At the surface, they expose the caudal end of their bodywhich bears the stigmatrt-to the air and exchange respiratory gases. Thus the index
value of the swimming course is controlled by a mechanism linked t o the physiology
of respiration.
The last event of the orientation process involves interaction with spatial cues, i.e.
the reaction to the stimulus. This may be defined as the motor action by which the
input data about spatial cues are changed until they fit the index values of the
central disposition.
Thus orientation presupposes (i) the specific endogenous disposition and (ii) the
relevant spatial cues.
Orientation reactions in general have been extensively analysed in terms of the
concepts of tropisms and taxes (p. 526). These concepts do not refer to the alternations of orientation caused by a change in specific disposition. Orientation
changes of this kind, however, have been taken into account in the conceptual
models of the re-afference principle, the related considerations of 'corollary discharges', and in the cybernetic approach (PP. 530, 534).
(b) Information About Spatial Cues
The procedure of orientation is based on information about the spatial cues. The
acquisition of this information may be called 'localization'.
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Spatial Cues
With respect to the geometrical aspect of orientation, three types of spatial cues
mag be distinguished: (i) directions in space, (ii) distances, (iii) relations between
different directions which may concern different modalities (p. 540).
Another characteristic for classifying spatial cues concerns their origin. The
information may stem from external sources, such as light, gravity or chemical
stimuli. Orientation based on this type of spatial information is called allothetic
( ~ T T E L S T A E D Tand MITTELSTAEDT,
1973). The information is mediated along the
sensory path, i.e. by means of stimulation of sense Organs.
On the other hand, information which-in the last analysis-is produced by the
organism itself is called idiothetic. This group includes (i) proprioceptive cues not
dependent on external fa,ctors, (ii) cues relevant for 'correcting behaviour', e.g.
of a milliped whch returns to its former moving direction after a forced turn ; (iii)
(other) cues responsible for 'kinaesthetic' orientation. I n types (ii) and (iii) of
idiothetic orientation, information of a non-sensory origin may be of importance.
Information regarding directional changes of motor activity is already existent in
central nervous activities initiating and steering the motor processes in question.
This information might be stored and used later for repeating or reversing the orientation, or for changing it in another way.
External spatial cues can be subdivided further on the basis of their physical
and spatial structure into three types: (i) Practically parallel stimulating agents
(sunlight, gravity, earth's magnetic field), (ii) gradient structures, and (iii) stimuli
emanating from locally restricted sources, such as landmarks. Parallel agents are
used, for instance, as reference directions for rotatory orientation; tlie source isfrom the viewpoint of ecological significance-not directly relevant for the orientation (it is never the goal of an orientation). Orientation in gradients (e.g. chemical)
leads the animal towards the origin or away from it. Landmarks assign a particular
spot in space as a reference mark for 'direct' orientation. A trail comprises marks
which are arranged in a line, one mark closely following the other ; the orienting
animal follows this trail.
I n general, spatial cues are characterized by two kinds of properties (p. 499) : (i)
physical parameters used for identification of the cues, and (ii) spatial parameters
used for their localization.

Idenlijication und Localizution of Spatial Cues
A bee may head for a yellow flower. The flower is the orientation mark ;its yellow
colour constitutes the specSc sign. Irrespective of this, i t is the spatial data of this
mark regarding location and directional cues which are required for the orienting
procedure itself.
Not only complex cues, such as landmarks, must be identified. Rather 'simple'
spatial references as, for instance, directed light may be used in different orientation
systems. Consequently, the sources must be distinguished by identification characteristics. Many animals show compass orientation with respect to directed light
under normal daylight conditions. I n the dark, however, animals head towards a
bright light source, a behaviour which is exploited for catching fishes and other
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aquatic animals. This 'trapping effect' (VERHEIJEN,1958) of light demonstrates
the importance of identification mechanisms. Another example : Males of minnows
recognize and locate conspecific females by their sounds (DELCOin: ERULKAR,
1972).
Identification parameters of an orientation stimulus have been determined
quantitatively in experiments on prey orientation of toads (EWERT,1970, 1973).
Objects of various sizes, configurations, etc., were moved around a toad, which
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followed with an orienting turn, stopped, and turned again. The number of turns
performed cha.nged as a function of the input variable (Fig. 8-3).A round disc, for
instance, elicited a maximum turning ra.te if subtending a visual angle of about
5". When the disc size was increased above 1 6 O , the toad tended to turn away from
the model. These data indicate that the identification mechanism operates not in
an 'all or nothing' fashion, but according to continuous scales of stimulus parameters. The experiments indicate also, that localization is a different process:
independent of the rate of turns, every turn ended with fixation of the object.
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Differentiation into identification and localization is not merely a terininological
play. I n many cases it has been shown that the central nervous mechanisms corresponding t o these capabilities are different (p. 549).
Thus orientation cues are characterized by two kinds of properties, physical
(identiiication) and spatial (localization): The cues which release a behaviour
(releasing stimuli) are defined only by physical properties ( S C H ~ N1973b).
E,

Stimulus und Receptor
The term 'stimulus' may be considered from two aspects: i t refers (i) to the
stimulating agent, originating a t the stimulus source; (ii) t o the effect on the
receptor, i.e. the production of excitation. Excitation which proceeds centrally
from tlie receptor is called afference, that which flows from the centre to the periphery, efference.
A stimulating agent may have properties which may be altered independently
(independent variables, parameters). I n regard t o orientation, properties are
significant which allom the determination of spatial characteristics. Such properties
are, for example, direction and velocity of propagation of the agent and intensity
gradient .
The properties of receptors especially suited t o localization are (i) sensitivity to
intensity, (ii) sensitivity t o time differentes, (iii) directional sensitivity, and (iv)
'local sign'.
With regard to sensitivity to intensity of a stimulus agent, excitation is a function
of the 'quantity' of the stimulating agent (irradiance intensity, sound loudness,
concentration of chemical substance, magnitude of gravity). Sensitivity t o differences in arrival time of stimuli requires receptors and CNS mechanisms which can
record and evaluate temporal intervals.
Directional sensitivity involves changes in the amount of excitation in proportion
to the angle of stimulus incidence. The quantity of the afference (for instance, nerve
impulses sec-') is a function of stimulus direction. This is often achieved by means
of sliielding or absorbing structures which modulate the stimulus intensity according t o incidence direction, e.g. in eyes or ears.
Labelling according to the 'local sign' of the receptor on the body is a property
inherent in the structure of the sensory-CNS connections. It relates sensory data
on spatial cues to the body and thus provides means for locomotor-orienting body
activity. I n animals with two symmetrically arranged chemoreceptors, for example,
the central mechanism is organized in such a way t h a t the spatial information
extracted from the System of right and left receptors results in appropriately
directed orientation reactions. Here the local body sign refers to the topographical
site of the receptor (right versus left). I n directionally sensitive receptors, however,
the 'local sign' links the directional response characteristics of the receptor t o body
reference axes; i t is to be understood as 'body directional sign' (see p. 543). For
details of sensory-central structures see GAZE(1970).

Localization of Directional Cues
This section classifies mechanisms which ascertain data regarding directional
cues. The information required often results from sensory-central activity alone.
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I n some cases, however, interaction with the motor system occurs, e.g. in sequential
sampling of stimulations in agradient or in scanning methods. Thus localization rnay
be the result of sensory-motor interactions. I n that case it cannot be regarded as an
event separated from the orientation process as such.
The following classification is based mainly on the type of input depending on
the above-mentioned receptor characteristics. An 'input unit' comprises receptors
which transfer the stimulus quantity (or quantity changes) according t o the Same
direction-excitation f~inction.Thus the input unit rnay consist of several receptors
mediating the same information. The conformity rnay be based on the equality of
structure and of local sign of the receptors.
With respect to the number of input units involved in localization of direction,
we shall distinguish three types : systems with (i)one input unit, (ii)two input unifs,
and (iii) multiple input units (rasters; Fig. 8-6).
With respect to receptor sensitivities the types rnay be characterized as operating
on the basis of (a) sensitivity (only) to intensity, (b) sensitivity t o time differences
and (C)sensitivity to stimulus direction.
(i) One-input unit systems rnay be subdivided into systems reacting only to
intensities (ia) and systems responding to incidence direction of stimulus (ic).Type
(ia) can be further differentiated : (ia,), rea.ctions to instantaneously recorded stimulus change; (ia,), reactions t o differences of sequentially sampled intensity data,
which assumes storage of data. The systems will be discussed below, except type
(ia, ). This type includes, for instance, 'kinesis' mechanisms (p. 527) and phobotactic
'trial and error' methods (p 526). The excitation of the input system affects the
quantity of locomotor activity, by changing velocity of locomotion or number or
magnitude of turns; this results in orientation with respect to a gradient.
(ii) I n two-input unit systems the data of two, often 'antagonistically' arranged,
inputs are compared. These systems rnay be of three kinds : (a) Comparison of data
of two stimulus intensities as recorded by the two inputs. (b) Recording and
evaluating the differences in stimulation time of two inputs (delay time) dependent
on propagation velocity of the agent. (C) Comparison of the excitation of two
direction-sensitive inputs.
(iii) Multiple-input unit systems, rmters, are composed of directional sensitive
units; they are used for determining incidence direction t o the stimulus.
Those of the systems (i, ii, iii) which are based on sensitivity to intensity (a) are
employed preferably in determination of gradients, those sensitive to time difference or incidence direction (b, C) in determination of incidence direction of Stimuli.
Determination of gradient direction involves measurement of the stimulus magnitude at different positions along the gradient. The method comprises differential
measuring based on comparison of measurements a t two points in space, recorded
a t one point or a t two points in time. That is, the stimulus magnitudes are recorded
either with one unit (ia,) by sequential sampling or with two units (iia) operating
simultaneously. The gradient direction is determined from data on the intensity
differences and on the relative positions of the measurement sites.
An example for (iia) js given first: A bee might sense two odour intensities
simultaneously with the chemoreceptors on its two trntennae. Providing the odour
has attractive qualities, the bee turns to the right, if the right antennal receptors
are excited more strongly (local sign). Information regarding the djrection of the
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gradieiit, is gained froni the difference in excitation between right and left receptors.
If both sides are excited equally, the bee moves straight ahead; i t is adjusted to
the gradieiit direction, i.e. the system has localized the direction of the gradient.
This kind of gradient registra.tion presupposes certain characteristics of the
gradient and certain properties of the receptor system. The gradient must be steep
enough so that the receptors are excited differentially. This, in turn, depends firstly
upon the sensitivity of each receptor to intensity differences (discrimination
threshold), and secondly upon the spatial separation of the two receptors. The more
sensitive the receptors are a.nd the greater the distance between them, the higher is
their capacity for detecting gradients by simultaneous measurement.
If the gradient is too slight to be determined by simultaneous sampling, a sequential sampling method is used (ia,). Measurements are taken a t various sites along
the graclient-at
points more distant from one another than can be spanned
simultaneously by the animal's two receptor systems. Measurements follow each
other. The animal moves between two measurements, and data concerning this
change of location must be taken into account by the mechanism, as must the local
signs of the receptors in the simultaneous procedure.
These types of orientation involve detection and tracing of graded intensities. It
implies that the animal can only find a stimulus source which lies along the line of
the gradient. Gradients, however, could be oriented transverse to incidence. A light
gradient, for instance, might be caused by translucent substances of graded
absorbency, arrayed across a light beam. By means of type (a) systems a n animal
can find, of Course, only the region of greatest brightness or darkness across the
beam ; it is not capable of orienting with respect to the light beam, since it cannot
detect the direction of light radiation.
Direction finding by evaIuation of delay time (iib). Asin the previously described
systems, delay-time measurement requires stimulation at multiple sites. The
mechanism, however, analyses differences in arrival time, not differences in intensity. If, for instance, a man is oriented with his right ear towards a sound source,
the distance source to his right ear is smaller than that to his left ear; the sound thus
reaches the left ear later. From this time difference (delay-time) the central mechanism calculates the directional cue of the sound source. This calculation is based
upon the (inherent) knowledge of two constants : propagation velocity of the stimulating a,gent and spatial disparity of the receptor locations, both of which affect
delay-time.
Direction finding with one or two direction sensitive input units (ic, iic). The
remaining methods of determination of incidence direction have one attribute
in common : the directional sensitivity of the input units (C).Each unit is excited
differentially by stimuli from different directions. The directional response characteristics can be represented diagrammatically by a plot of response magnitude
versus incidence angle of the stimulus (Figs 8-4,8-5). A change in stimulus direction
causes a change in response of the unit.
Type (ic)systems rely on sequential measurement of input data. Present measurements are compared with previous ones stored. Considerations of this kind have been
put forward by KRAMER(personal communication). Klinotactic mechanisms
(p. 527) may be included here.
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Fig. 8-4: Pyrrhula ewropaea. Direction cha.racteristics of the right bullfmch ear representing
an input unit. Cochlea potentials (% of maximum) as a function of sound direction with
respect to head a t two frequencies of sound. (After SCHWARTZKOPFF,
1962; modified;
reproduced by permission of Springer-Verlag, Berlin.)

Systems operating with two units (iic)-arranged symmetrically or in another
topological order (e.g. front versus back sites)-a.re capable of determining stimulus
direction simultaneously. A change in stimulus direction alters the excitation of
each unit according to its characteristics. Because (per definition) the local signs
of two units are different, their excitations change differentially. It is this difference,
the ratio of the excitation quantities of the two units, which forms the basis for
the directional information in this type of System.
Comparison between type (iic) and type (iia, e.g. in gradient measurement)
reveals a simila.rity : in both, the excitation difference of two units is important.
However, in (iia)i t is caused by external differences in stimulus intensity (gradient),
whereas in (iic) it is a function of incidence direction of tbe agent.
Two-input unit systems may also employ the method (ic) of consecutive
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Fig. 8-6: Models of localization of stimulus direction with different numbers of input units.
Upper: Front part of body with opening sectors of units. Lower: Direction characteristics
of input units. Excitation (E) as afunction of ß; ß: angle of stimulus incidence; A, B, . . . :
input units. (After SCHÖNE, 1973a; reproduced by perrnission of G. Fischer Verlag, StuttPd.)
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sampling, eva.luating the difference of actually to previously recorded excitations.
Thus the direction of the strongest excitation may be determined by means of
scanning movements. These may involve the whole body or the receptor Organ, or
only the shielding structures (e.g. the pinnae of the ears).
Direction finding with rasters (iii). A raster is composed of many directionsensitive input units. I n (ic) or (iic)systems each unit is capable of receiving stimuli
from a rather large sector, in some cases over 360'. Atwo-unitsystem (iic)operateson
only two local signs; accurate determination of a stimulus direction depends on
the difference of the excitations of the units. Each unit of a raster, however, is
Open to a relatively small sector of stimulus directions. The whole field is divided
into (many)sectors. The signals produced are assessed in relation to a local body sign
(i.e. a directional label), which is based on the local signs of the units. It is the local
sign, i.e. the site of the response, which provides the main cue t o stimulus direction.
But, of Course, also in rasters the topographical relations of the units are of importance; they provide the basis for calculating the site of maximal excitation.
Determination of stimulus direction, however, is a matter of localizing the peak
of excitation (local sign of maximum), not of evaluating the differences of two
excitatory quantities. Directional information supplied by a raster may thus be
said t o be coded in terms of quality (local sign); that supplied by two units, in
terms of quantity. As demonstrated in Fig. 8-6, these two types are, in principle,
not different; they might be considered extremes of a range of possibilities.
Raster Organs frequently possess fixation areas (foveae). The animal turns in
such a way that the stimulus strikes this spot and then maintains this position,
fixating the stimulus. I n the foveal region the density of the units is often rather
high.
When different stimuli strike different units of a raster simultaneously, image
formation becomes possible. For exarnple, compound eyes have retinae, the units
of which can respond independently to simultaneously arriving stimuli. Thus a
pattern of stimuli may be recorded. I n other kinds of rasters, this is not possible :
A t any given time, gravity-sensing systems of the raster type are excited only a.t
one site in the raster, since there is only one stimulus. Several forces, e.g. gravity and
centrifugal force, act as vector quantities, acting on the Statolith masses which
transmit the resultant force (only one force) to the receptor.
Raster mechanisms are often correlated with particular central nervous structures. I n centres associated with visual rasters, areas are found which represent
the spatial arrangement of the units of the retina in a topological array ; they form
a point-to-point projection of the visual field (p. 550; for insects consult BRAITENBERG, 1972; WEHNER1973). A kind of mould of the visual surroundings perrilits
localization of a point stimulus as well as detection of stimuli configurations
(pattern recognition). This template of sensory representation forrns the basis for
exact spatial control of motor activity.
The mechanisms of central representation of space directions in two-unit systems
are hardly known. Possibly, there exists a kind of spatially ordered representatioii
of the auditory space field in the auditory centres of higher vertebrates (JEFFRESS,
1948; COLEMAN,
1959; ERULKAR,
1972, p. 344). This would imply that directional
cues, expressed in terms of ratio values from two units, may be transformed centrally into an array with space characteristics.
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Determ.ination.of Distance
Distance determination is of importance in many mechanisms of goal or object
localization. The quick jump of a prey-catching fish must take into account the
distance ; while prey animals, on the other hand, must pay careful attention t o the
striking range of potential attackers. Taking into consideration the modality of
distance determination, sensory and non-sensory mechanisms can be distinguished.
An example of the non-sensory mechanism is found in bees. Collecting bees
begin to fly in 'search' circles as soon as they have reached the distance from the
hive at which they had found food previously, even in cases in mhich the food
source was removed and placed a t a greater distance from the hive. This mechanism
refers t o the amount of energy expended during the preceding flight, thus predicting
the location of the food source (VONFRISCH,1965). This procedure may be classified
under idiothetic orientation because the spatial cue stenls from an endogenous
source. It represents a third type of idiothetic information in addition to the
proprioceptive and the efference copy types, discussed on p. 506.
Most mechanisms of distance determination are based upon sensory processes.
We will consider 7 types:
(i) Measurement of stimulus direction from two loci. Both directions converge
a t the stimulus source. The two measurements, therefore, allow the calculation of
the convergence angle and thus of the distance to the source. Measurements may
be performed simultaneously with two receptor Organs, as in the visual system of
many predatory fishes, carnivores and primates, as ~vellas of predatory insects,
e.g. dragonflies and their larvae, or the praying mantids. Successive determinations
of direction with considerable distances between loci (e.g. scanning), give a
greater angle of convergence allowing more precise evaluation of distance.
(ii) Visual mechanisms using dioptric properties as parameters; e.g., focal
distance as controlied by accommodation of lenses or by variation of lens-retina
distance.
(iii) Visual mechanisms employing the deviation of the retinal image from
corresponding points on the two retinae (lateral disparity, 'Querdisparation').
An object located in the plane of focus is perceived as one object, although i t stimulates two retinal sites, i.e. one in each eye. These sites are called 'corresponding
loci'. Objects deviating from the focal plane stimulate loci distinct ('disparate')
from the corresponding loci. Disparity increases with object distance from the
focal plane.
(iv) Displacements of the retinal iinage. Lateral dislocation of the object results
in a shift of the image on the retina. The shift is a function of distance : shift magnitude increases as the distance to the object decreases. Another displacement phenomenon corresponds to the relative dislocation of the object with respect t o the
overall (visual) background. This also helps t o evaluate distance cues.
(V) Mechanisms of stereoscopic vision. The difference between the images
recorded by two eyes is distance-dependent. Objects seen a t a great distance offer
alinost the sanle aspect to both eyes, urhereas in nearer objects, differences are inore
pronounced.
(vi) Acoustic mechanisms of distance evaluation in bats and delphinids involve
the echo rebounds of self-produced sound pulses. The active-biosonar system
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determines the time elapsed between emittance and reception of sound pulses (e.g.
1972, P. 295; Chapter 8.3).
SIMMONS,1971 ; ERULKAR,
(vii) Distance evaluation based on the intensity of the received stimulus presupposes that the determining mechanism is informed about stimulus intensity
a t the source. For instance, we can estimate our distance from a running motor
vehicle if we know how much noise its engine produces.

Peculiarities of Moddity
I n addition to the general aspects of spatial cue determination, the diverse
modalities show specific characteristics corresponding, for instance, t o physicochemical specialities of the agents, or t o usefulness for the species. As far as acoustical events and chemical agents are concerned, the propagation velocity is a quantity
which is accessible t o organisms; in regard t o light and gravity this parameter is
beyond organismic capabilities.

Mechanisms depending on allothetic cues (p. 506)
Visual cues are often analysed by means of rasters capable of image formation
(lens eyes of vertebrates, cephalopods, spiders; compound eyes of arthropods;
pit eyes of snails). Many protozoans (flagellates) with eye spots (stigmata) can be
classified under system (ic) (p. 509; See also Cha.pter 7). Attached to one side of the
light-sensitive area is a 'shield' of pigment granules constituting directional sensitivity of the unit (MAST,1911; HANDand DAVENPORT,
1970). Control of direction
depends on successive registrations of directional data. Some flagellates, e.g. species
of Gyrodinium (HANDand DAVENPORT,
1970), are suspected of simultaneous
orientation by a two-unit system (iic). Type (iic) comprises also systems of two
primitive eyes (ocelli) of multicellular animals, such as planarians and larvae
of Arenicola marina (MAST,1911). I n planarians, reactions of type (ia,) have been
and GUNN,1961).
reported (FRAENKEL
Thermal cues serve to find sites, e.g. water bodies of preferred temperature, and
to locate heat-radiating prey animals. Snakes of the family Crotalidae rewive
thermal cues with their pit organs. These thermoreceptive sensors respond to the
rather weak infra-red radiation emitted by small warm-blooded animals such tts
mice (BULLOCK
and DIECKE,1956). The morphological and topographical features
of the pit organs are suited for operating on the two-unit principle or on the raster
principle (iic, iii, p. 509). The known physiological and behavioural data, however,
are insufficient for adequate description of this localization mechanism.
Electrical cues play the major role in the orientation mechanism of electric
fishes (particularly of the famiiies Gyrnnotidae and Mormyridae) some of which
live in the very turbid waters of African rivers (BENNETT,
1971a, b ; SZABO,1973).
These fishes have organs urhich produce electric pulses a t short intervals (up to
several hundreds sec-'). An oscillating electrostatic field is built up around the fish
between its rostral and caudal end. Objects with a conductivity differing from that
of the water alter the pattern of the field lines. Shis is recorded by the electroreceptors distributed all over the body. The response pattern of the electroreceptors
delivers the cues for locating the object.
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Non-electric fishes, such as sharks or Petrornyzon marinus, are reported to react
to electrical stimuli produced by muscular activity (for instance of the heart or
respiratory basket) of prey animals (DIJKGRAAFand KALMIJN,1966; KLEEREKOPER, 1969, p. 136).
The electroreceptors of electric fishes, distributed over the body, form a raster.
A topographically ordered 'map' of this raster has been found in the torus region
(inferior colliculus) of the midbrain (SCHEICHand BULLOCK,
1973).
The electric Organs of some strongly electric fishes, for instance the electric eel
Electroplwrus electricus, are probably not involved in orientation. The system is
capable of producing discharges of high voltage (several hundred volts), which are
used to anaesthetize and kill prey.
Many aquatic animals respond t o strong artificial electric currents. Their neuromuscular system is forced by the current to adjust t o its direction. Biological function and ecological significance of this phenomenon are Open to debate.
Magnetic cues. Magnetic fields may affect light orientation of invertebrates.
This has been documented in planarians and snails (Nassariw obsoletus; BROWN
and co~authors,1959; BROWN,1962; See also Chapter 8.1). Orientation of migrating
robins is affected by the horizontal component a.s well as by the inclination and
by the intensity of the magnetic field (WILTSCHEO
and W~LTSCHKO,
1972). Homing
pigeons may use a sun compass as well as the magnet compass which is based on the
magnetic field of the earth (KEETON,1971). Nothing is known about receptor
mechanisms.
Chemical cues. I n a stationary medium a chemical agent disperses only by the
rather slow process of diffusion, forming a circular gradient around the source.
The gradient is transformed into an elongated field if the medium moves into one
direction. The gradient direction is often localized by one- or two-unit mechanisms
(ia, iia, p. 509). Porcellio scaber orients in humidity gradients on the basis of type
and GUNN,1961).
(ia,) (orthokinesis ; FRAENKEL
Bees sample intensities simultaneously or successively (iia,, ia,; LINDAUER
and MARTIN,1963). Fishes may orient in chemical gradients on the basis of simultaneous measurements with two units or of sequential sampling with one unit
(KLEEREKOPER,
1969, p. 148; HARA,1971).
I n the presence of w a h r movement, chemoreception is often integrttted with
current reception in a composite mechanism of goal orientation. Potentially, there
are two ways of detecting an odour source by this combined mechanism. (i) Odour
marks the current, and the animal orients with respect to this current. Direction
finding depends upon receptors responding t o the mechanical stimuli of the current,
whilst chemosensors operate 'only' as releasers which activate current orientation,
e.g. in Bplodus sargus (KLEEREKOPER,
1969, p. 154). Experiments on bees
(KRAMER,
personal communication) may also be interpreted in this way. (ii) Chemoreceptors serve as direction Sensors, either in combination with current receptors
or without. The direction of incidence of the chemical substance is detected by the
chemoreceptor system which, of Course, nlust be direction sensitive.
Chemical cues may also be important as landmarks. Some territorial animals
mark their areas by urinating or deposing specific odour substances (e.g. EIBLEIBESFELDT,1967).
Bees of the genus Meliponini mark paths leading t o food sources by secreting a
substance which they deposit along the path a t short intervals (LINDAUER,
1963).
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They thus lay a trail which is followed by companions from the nest. Trail orientation is very common in ants and termites, but is also a well-known element of prey
pursuit in vertebrates, e.g. in snakes and dogs. This orientation mechanism rnay
be included under direction determination of type ia, or iia (p. 509).
A trail consists of a line of maximal odour concentration attenuating a t both
sides. Snakes take samples with their forked tongue and test the adhering substance
with the chemoreceptors of Jacobson's Organ. Dogs, by sniffing, sample odour
successively. Snakes and dogs both aim for maximum odour concentration. However, the characteristic of trail orientation is that the animals do not remain a t the
f i s t point of maximum concentration reached, but continue to follow the line of
highest concentration.
Employing a similar mechanism, sharks follow the three-dimensional scent trail
produced in water, for instance, by a prey animal losing blood.
Humans lateralize an odour source by means of the time delay in reception a t
the two nostrils (type iib on p. 509; VON BEKESY,1964).
Gravitational cues are involved in equilibrium orientation, compass orientation,
orientation of normal position, and directional orientation of body parts as well
cts of other objects.
Gravity receptors of some mussels and snails are of the raster type (iii, p. 509)
(DIJKQRAAFand HESSELS,1969; WOLFF,1970, 1973). The walls of the statocysts
are covered with sensory hairs. The Statolith stimulates maximally those sensory
cells that are located a t the lowest part of the cyst. The directional ciies are
evaluated on the ba.sis of the local signs of these cells : the locus of maximal excitation is the decisive cue.
Crustacean statocysts are discussed in some more detail because they appear
t o comprise a combination of two types of localization. The experimental data
obtained have been interpreted as follows (Fig. 8-7; SCHÖNE, 1971, 1973a; STEIN,
1974): Directional cues are analysed by a combination of type (iic) and (iii), i.e. two
input units and raster. I n Fig. 8-7c the crayfish rolls (e.g. is inclined towards right
side), the hairs of one statocyst can be regarded as one input unit, since the amount
of excitation from all hairs alters proportionally. The difference between the two
statocysts thus is changed. I n Fig. 8-7d the animal pitches, inclining with head
down: the difTerences between caudal and rostral groups of hairs is changed. The
crustacean, however, may alter from a roll position directly into a pitch position,
without going back t o normal positioning, i.e. the plane of tilt changes. A positional
change of this kind is demonstrated by a crayfish which walks on a vertically
oriented plane and alters its walking direction with respect to gravity. It changes
its posture from roll tilt to pitch tilt or vice versa (Pig. 8-7e); the site of maximal
stimulation in the groups of sensory hairs is altered. With respect to this change,
the maculae resemble a raster. I n the cra,yfish, therefore, alterations of the planes
of tilt are differentiated on the basis of the raster principle, whereas the degree of
tilt (in a given plane) is evaluated by means of the two-unit principle.
I n vertebrates, a similar combined mechanism opera,tes; this can be concluded
from morphological and physiological findings (VON HOLST,1950a; TRINCKER,
1962; FLOCK,1964; FLUUR
and MELLSTROM,
1970). The sensory hairs of the macula
of the utriculi show a fan-like pattern in their direction of polarisation (i.e. direction
of ma.ximal response), thus forming a raster which is capable of discriminating
between tilt planes (Fig. 8-8). If, on the other hand, an animal stays in one plane
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(b)

Fig. 8-7: Model of gravity localization in a decapod crustacean. (a) Body axes; LA: longitudinal, TA: transversal, DV: dorsoventral. (b) Dorsal aspect with statocyst syrnbols;
arrows correspond to directions of polarimtion, i.e. of maximum stimulation of sensory
hairs; a-b : section plane of (C),c 4 : section plane of (d)(schematic, in reality statocysts are
in antennules). ( C ) to (e) Excitation of sensory hairs as a function of positional change
around different body aues. ( C ) Roll around horizontal LA; magnitudes of excitation
(symbolized by arrow thickness) of right and left sensory hairs change. (d) Pitch around
horizontal TA; excitation of front and back sensory hairs changes. (e) Movement around
horizontal DV (yaw in vertical plane); location of maximally stimulated sensory hairs
changes. G : gravity direction, St : statolith, SH: group of sensory hairs similarly stimulated.
(After SCHÖNE, 1973a; reproduced by permission of G. Fischer Verlag, Stuttgart.)

and inclines more and inore, for instance, rolling to one side, the information regarding gravity direction depends upon the difference between the right and left
receptor groups.
I n octopus the maculae of the statocysts show a radial array of sensory hairs
(BARBER,
1968),again representing a kind of raster. Gravity direction is determined
1970).
by analysing the response pattern of the raster units (BUDELMANN,
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Fig. 8-8: L o h vulgaris. Pattern of morphological
polarization of (groups of) sensory elements on
right macula utriculi. (After FLOCK,
1964; reproduced by permission of Rockefeller University
Press.)

Some water insects (species of Nepa, Ranatra) make use of the lifting effect of
in: VON BUDDENBROCK,
air, which adheres to their seta-covered body (BAUNACKE
1952, p. 276). Sensory hairs attached to the air bolsters are stimulated differentially
as a function of body position in relation to gravity. In the genus Ranalra, rightand
left groups of hairs seem to CO-operatein a tnro-unit fa,shion in side tilting, frontback groups in forward-backward tilting.
Land insects do not have special gravity receptors. Patches of sensory hairs,
located a t the joints of appendages or movable body parts are stimulated by
positional changes which correspond to alterations in the animal's position with
1971). Experiments on Dixippus
respect to gravity (MARKL,1963,1971 ; WENDLER,
moromw (WENDLER,1972) revealed that position may be evaluated also by the
muscular effort neaded to mainta,in the body posture against the force of gravity.
Appropriate receptors could be the sensillae campaniformes of the cuticle, but the
mechanism recording force a.nd direction of muscu1a.r activity is not yet known.
Auditory cues require mention of the difference between orientation towa,rds
sounds produced by external sources and echo-orienta.tion. An owl finds a mouse
by locating the mouse's rustling sounds. Bats and odontocete cetaceans detect
prey with their active biosonar (Cha.pter 8.3). They emit high frequency calls itnd
analyse the pammeters of the echo. This mechanism is also used in landmark
orientation: the animals orient with respect to an object or a configuration of
objects, thus taking auditory 'pictures' of their surroundings.
Blind people may use echo-orientution in a siniilar way, a.nalysingreverberation
para.nieters produced by the sound of their own steps or movemeilts (e.g C o ~ z i ~
and DALLENBACH,
1950; ERULKAR,
1972, p. 246).
I n mosquitoes the locating mechanism can be classified as raster mechaiiisiii
for iiistance of wing movemeiits
(type iii ;p. 509). The oscilla.tions of the sound \r7a*ves,

of flying females, displace the antennae. The direction of displacement is analysed
by means of Johnston's Organ, a circular arrangement of scolopidial receptors in
the antennae. Excitation attains a maximum a t receptors of the circle located in the
direction of antennal displacement (SCHWARTZKOPFP,
1962 ; ERULKAR,1972).
Males of Aedes have been shown to be capable of locating females even if one antenna
has been removed (ERULKAR,
1972, p. 272).
I n fishes, the experimental results obtained may be interpreted in terms of
location mechanism type (ia) (p. 509: one unit, only intensity sensitive). Minnows
follow apparent gradients of sound intensity (ERULKAR,
1972, p. 275). Frequency
and size of turns seem to be affected by intensity changes (ia,, 'klinokinesis'). It
has been suggested that the swimbladder of teleost-smight be involved in direction
finding of pressure waves (ERULKAR,
1972, p. 277). Sharks can discriminate between two sound sources which are 10 degrees apart from each other (NELSON,
1967). It has been suggested, that the lateral-line System may be involved in the
process of directional analysis of sound in fishes (DIJKGRAAF1963c, 1967). For a
detailed account of spatial orientation in fishes consult Chapter 8.2.
The ears of birds and mammals respond t o frequency and intensity (pressure)
of sound. Each ear may be regarded as a direction-sensitive input unit. The central
mechanism evaluates differences in time (delay time) and intensity between the
units (types iib and iic); i t also includes aspects of frequency analysis. Low frequencies are refracted around the head t o a greater extent than are higher ones.
Therefore, the ear nearer a sound source receives a higher percentage of highfrequency components than does the averted one. Hence there is a differente in
pitch. Monaural (and binaural) localization with directional sensitive systems
rnay be based also on scanning, i.e. on sequential measuring (type ic; ERULKAR,
1972, pp. 284, 307).
Mechanical cues. This category comprises also gravity and auditory cues which
have already been discussed separately. There is no sharp borderline between
auditory and vibratory cues froin a physical point of view. Auditory stimuli are
characterized by relatively high frequencies and the fact that they stimulate
specialized sense organs (ears). Vibratory stimuli are of low frequency. Fishes,
amphibians (e.g. the aquatic toad Xenopus laevis; ERULKAR
1972, p. 274), as well
as some aquatic insects (e.g. Notonecta glauca; MARKLand WIESE, 1969) and crustaR , are capable of locating objects which produce
ceans (Cyclops sp. ; S C H R ~ D E1960)
vibratory stimuli, or which reflect the oscillations emitted by the rnovements of the
locating animal itself.
I n fishes and amphibians, low frequency oscillations, i.e. near water displacements are received supposedly by the lateral line organs (&AMER, 1933; DIJKQRAAF,1967; ERULKAR,
1972, p. 274). Their distribution over the body seems to
be well suited t o localize a source of low-frequency sound ; analysis is based on the
pattern of stimulus intensities or on time differences in the array (raster type).
Tactile cues recorded with antennae or bristles are often used t o orient with
respect to edges, surfaces or crevices. Some dragonfly larvae catch prey which
they have localized with respect t o direction and distance by touching with the tips
of both antennae (BUCHHOLTZ,
1962).
Current cues. Two types of current, e.g. water movement relative t o the animal,
can be distinguished: (i) the animal propels itself through the medium and thus

causes it to stream along its body. Current receptors respond t o the flow of the
medium and serve t o control locomotory parameters, e.g. speed and direction of
locomotion with respect t o medium. (ii)A medium moves with respect to a reference
basis (e.g. bed or banks of a river, geographical marks in ocean currents). This
movement can be related to an animal only if the animal is part of the reference, i.e.
if i t is connected in some way to the reference. This obviously is the case in animals
which are in physical contact with a solid Substrate (reference). An animal, however, may also have connection t o the reference by distance, e.g. visually. As has
been shown, the reaction to currents depends on the relative movement of the
(visual) background (HARDEN-JONES,
1963). The mechanism of current perception
employs an optomotor System which records the apparent visual movement of the
reference pattern.
Thus in free-floating animals, orientation with respect to current direction requires two types of spatial information: (i) Data about the spatial relation to the
reference. I n a homogenously flowing water body, no animal can perceive the
movement of the medium if it is without this information, simply because the
movement of the medium (i.e. current) exists only with respect to the reference
base. Neither fishes in the ocean nor birds high up in the air can orient with respect
t o the direction of the respective currents (ocean current, wind), if they lack relation
t o the reference, in birds, for example, visual contact t o the ground. If spatial
relation to the reference is available, the animal can detect information (ii): i.e. i t
can relate its body or its Course to the current direction. The situation might be
different in turbulent zones of a current. Theoretically, turbulentes might contain
information about the direction of the current, but little is known about mechanisms
detecting and using this information in swimming or flying animals. Blinded
minnows Phoxinus laevis, for instance, drift helplessly with the strea.ming water
(DIJKGRAAP,1967).
Current receptors of fishes and amphibians are assumed t o be represented by the
free end-organs of the lateral line System (neuromasts). The mechanism of current
detection is not yet known, but the topographical arrangement of the receptors
indicates a raster-like function.
Wind receptors, which record the wind direction in walking insects, are situated
in the antennae (LINSENMAIR,1969, 1973). They consist of circularly arranged
scolopidia (Johnston's organ) in the pedicellus, and are stimulated by the flagellum,
which moves with respect t o the scolopidia circle. The site of maximally responding
scolopidia in the circular raster seems t o mediate the directional cues.

Mechanisms depending on idiothetic cues
Idiothetic cues (p. 506) participate in a variety of orientation mechanisms.
Sensory cues are involved in mechanisms of directional stabilization which are
based on cues originating in the semicircular canals and in other Organs responding
in a similar way to inertial forces. An example of t'he last is the 'pendulating' head
of dragonflies (MITTELSTAEDT,
1950), the thread hairs in crab statocysts (DIJKORAAF, 1956b), and the cristae in the octopus stat0cySt (DIKJQRAAF,
1961).Proprioceptive inforrna.tion might be involved in orientation of appendages or parts of
body with respect to other parts (p. 502).
But this orientation may also depend on non-sensory cues, corresponding, for
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example, to correlates of efferent commands (efference copy cues; p. 530). This
may be regarded as a direct source of information about the spatial structure of
the own movement. Comparatively, the proprioceptive way seems a 'detour'.
The term 'kinesthesia' (movement sensation) applies t o the perception of one's
own movements. Kinesthetic cues may be of both types, proprioceptive or efference
copy. I n kinesthetic orientation the cues must have been experienced first. During
primary movement events, cues are collected, ordered and stored. The subsequent
orientation process depends upon repetition of the sequence of movements (or
their inverse) by reference to memory-stored spatia.1data.
Distance orientation may depend upon non-sensory cues, e.g. in bees (p. 514);
migratory birds a.re another example. Experiments with Phylloscopus species
(GWINNER,197Sb) evidenced that the end of the migration is determined by the
end of the migratory restlessness ('Zugunruhe'). The distances covered by the birds
are the product of the velocity of migration and of the duration of restlessness, both
of which are species-specific parameters. Time and length of migratory restlessness
seeni to be controlled by an endogenous rhythm with a periodicity of about one
year (circannual rhythm) ; this fact justifies classification as an idiothetic clue.
(C) Orientation as Reaction
Orientation reaction has been defined as a motor action released by spatial cues
which do not fit the central disposition (p. 505). The motor action changes the
position of the animal (with respect t o the cues) until the cue values coincide with
the index value of the central disposition. The action is a.n expression of the mechanism's tendency to attain this coincidence. Consequently, the tendency arises only
if spatial-cue values deviate from the index value of the central disposition.
Since we are dealing mainly with rotatory orientation, the terms 'rotatory'
or 'turning movement' and 'turning tendency' are used.

Orientation as a Function of Stimulus Paranzeters
The turning tendency can be related quantita.tively to the spatial cues, e.g.
to the values of the reference stimuli. Shrimp Palaemonetes varians were forced t o
deviate from their preferred orientation (index value), i.e. back towards the light.
The tendency to return was measured directly in terms of the torque which a
Shrimp produced by its swimmerets in its effort to turn against the tension of a
spiral spring (Fig. 8-9). The tendency wa.s found to be a function of the sine of the
shrimp's angle to the direction of light incidence ; it changed also in proportion t o
the logarithm of irradia,nce intensity (within a limited range of intensities).
If more than one reference stimulus is involved the respective turning tendencies
may interact. The animal adopts an intermediate position between the stimuli
directions. The quantitative relationships may be demonstrated by vector diagrams
(Fig. 8-10a). If, for instance, two light sources interfere, the vector directions
represent the two light directions impinging on the animal; the vector lengths
correspond to the irradiance intensities, the resultant t o the orientation of the
animal. The representation in terms of vector diagrams implies t h a t directional
responses occur corresponding to functions of sine or cosine of stimulus angle.
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Fig. 8-9 : Pahemonetes vnrians. Measurement of turning tendency. (a) Shrimp attached to glass
tube (G) connected to spiral spring (S) is capable of rotating around axis ( A ) . ( b ) Shrimp
from above: doviating by ß from light incidence (L); shrimp produces torque of spring (T).
(C) Torque values as f~inctionof ß; data from 5 individuals. ( d )Moximal torque (1.e. torque
at ß = 90') as function of irradiance inten.sity L, data from 5 individuals. (Original.)

That is, the turning tendencies alter in proportion to the sine of the angle of light
incidence.
I n a number of animals, e.g. in shrimp Palaemonetes varians, larvae of the waterunpublished), the
beetle Acilius sulcalus, larvae of Calliplwra sp. (SCH~NE,
copepod Phyllothalestris mysis (FRAENKEL
and GUNN,1961), it has been found,
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Fig. 8-10: Orientation with respect to two lights in shrimp Palaemonetea & W , larvae of
water beetle Acilizls b-uhztus, flies Erklalis i e r m m d f%li Gymnocorhymbus ternetzii.
Tangent of ß is plotted as function of the proportion of irradiance intensities I J I , (insets).
(a) Linearly, (b) logarithmically plotted light values. I , :irradiance of standard intensity ;
I , :irradiance of reduced intensity (in parts of I,);ß: angle between direction of animal and
I , ; vertical delimitations indicate 3-fold standard deviation. (Data for &h, shrimp itnd
beetle larvae, original; for E. telzaz from DOLLEY
and WIERDA,1929, reproduced by permission of the Wistar Institute.)

that a vector diagram matches the data best if the vector length is in linear proportion to irradiance intensity (Fig. 8-10a). The Same has been discovered in craflsh
Astacusfiuviatilis,which has been exposed to two lights of varying intensities and
intersection angles (60' to 150' ;SCHÖNE
and SEYDEL,
unpublished). This orientation
behaviour, called 'resultant law' (FRAENKEL
and GUNN,1961), implies that the
two lights are evaluated in linear proportion to their intensities. This is in contrast
to findings that the response to irradiance intensities, successively presented, is a
function of the logarithm of the intensity, even in the Same animals. In other cases,
two-light experiments revealed that the responses may correspond to the vector
resultant as calculated on the basis of the logarithms of the two intensities (Fig.
8-lob), e.g. in the fly Eristalis t e n u x (DOLLEY
and WIERDA,1929) and the fish
Gymnocorhyrnbus ternetzii (WELLER,
1973).
Many animals orient simultaneously to stimuli of different modalities, for instance, to gravity and light. This orientation can also be expressed in terms of vector
calculations and vector diagrams, as has been shown in fishes (VON HOLST,1950a).
The vector relations have been exemplified by the model of a mechanical balance
(Fig. 8-11). The relations, i.e. the behaviour of the fish, are represented by the
function :

F

X

sin a = L

X

sin ß*

(1)

where F = gravitational force (magnitude), L = light (irradiance intensity), a =
angle of fish to gravity direction, /3 = angle of fish to light direction. The terms

* For the sake of clarity, proportionality constants have been omitted from thisandthefollowing
equst.ions.
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n a and L X sin ,B represent the turning tendencies initiated by the gravity
ght Stimuli, respectively. In the resultant orientation the two turning tens are in balance (Equation 1).If one of the four variables is altered, the fish
ts orientation, i.e. its position between light and gravity, in order to attain
e again. Equation (1) may be transformed into
Fxsina

.

L x sin B='

li' sin ß
-L sin a

Fig. 8-11: Orientation to
gravity and light in a
fish. Fish position corresponds to resultant of
vector diagram as calculated from direction (a)
and magnitude (P) of
gravity stimulus, and
direction (ß) and irradiance intensity (L) of
light stimulus. If g
(intersecting angle of
gravity and light), or F
or L are changed, the
fish responds according
to F X sin a = L X sin ß.
(Original.)

(2)
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The relationship is called 'proportion of response t o light and gravity' or 'proportion
of evaluation' of light and gravity ; its quantity, 'number of static-optic response
proportion'. As Equation (3) indicates, the static-optic proportion number is a
function of F and L. Regarding L (irradiance inagnitude), it changes according t o
a logarithmic proportion for a certain range of intensities (BRAEMER, 1957).
The proportion number depends also on the fish's central disposition. It may
alter, i.e. the fish may change its orientation, without any (preceding) changes in
light and gravity. Increase of hydrostatic pressure, for instance, may cause the
fish to turn more towards the gravity direction. On the other hand, the fish inclines
more towards the light direction, if exposed t o strong water movements which
affect its position. As demonstrated by VON HOLST(1960b) the static-optic proportion number in fishes is also affected by internal states such as appetite.
A response proportion of two stimuli has also been investigated in mechanisms
of successive responses to different stimuli, e.g. in the transposition of light orientation into gravity orientation in bees (VON FRISCH, 1965). The angle of the sun
compass is translated into an angle of the Same quantity with respect to gravity,
which implies a proportion of 1 : 1.
Sine-like functions of turning tendency curves have beeil found also in light
orientation of swimming insect larvae (Fig. 8-16), and in lightlgravity orientation of
walking insects (JANDER, 1963). Evidence is increasing, however, that the mathematical descriptions of the turning tendency curves do not correspond to true sine
functions in all cases. The maxima of the curves are found a t angular positions
between 0" and 90" instead of exactly a t 90° (EDRICH,personal communication).
Experiments on insects walking on oblique planes and responding simultaneously
t o light and gravity revealed different effects of stimulus magnitude. The direction
of the walking Course was either affected by changes of light intensity or inclination
of plane respectively ('prophoto-' or 'progeotaxis', JANDER, 1963) or the animals
did not react to changes of stimulus magnitude ('metaphoto-' or 'metageotaxis').
Tropisms, Tax@ und Kineses
Early terminology
Orientation movements have been investigated formerly mainly with respect
t o the relationship between stimulus and reaction. The underlying physiological
mechanisms have been described in terms of conceptual models of tropisms, taxes
and kineses; they refer to rotatory orientations. I n analogy t o the term 'taxis'
used for description of rota.tory orientation reactions, the specification 'elasis' has
been proposed for distance orientation (CHMURZINSKIin : JANDER, 1970).
The terms 'tropism' and 'taxis' were coined by PFEFFER
(1888) who investigated,
on a broad experimental basis, the locomotory behaviour of unicells, such as protozoans and gametes of primitive plants, as a function of the physico-chemical
properties of the medium.
LOEB(1900, 1913) developed an elaborate concept, the tropism theory. H e
applied the terin 'tropism' t o the orienting behaviour of inotile organisms, when
these respond t o stimuli with a sequence of physico-chemical events in sense Organs
and CNS which result in a distinct motor action. The basic property of this system
is a tendency t o balance physico-chemical states and events on the right and left
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body sides. The essence of LOEB'Sconcept is the 'tonus hypothesis' : The morphological plane of symmetry corresponds to a plane of symmetry with respect t o
physiology and dynamics of function. That is, the chemical constitution, and the
velocity of chemical reaction are equal in the symmetrical sense Organs, as is the
tension of symmetrical muscular systems. Light stimulation from one side accelerates the velocity of chemo-rea,ctionsin the exposed eye, the tonus of the connected
CNS side increeses, the physiological symmetry of the two sides and, consequently,
of the symmetrical muscles is disturbed. The muscular tension of the more stimulated side increases, thus causing a stronger reaction of the muscles which turns
head and body towards the light source.
KÜHN'S(1919) conception is based on LOEB'S(1900,1913) ideas : The orientation
reactions (taxes) of multicellular animals are 'reflex movements. The reaction
depends upon the linking of pa.rticular sites of stimiilus reception to particular
elements of the motor apparatus by the nervous system (KÜRN, 1919, P. 9).
KÜHN'S classification system is summarized in Table 8-1. The term 'tropisrn'
designates the directed response only of sessile forms, including plants (Chapter 7),
while 'taxis' refers to directed behaviour of motile organisms.
and
KÜHN'S(1919) conception has been elaborated and modified by FRAENKEL
GUNN(1961), based on a wide range of analytical investigations of orientation
(Table 8-2).
Some of the terms used in these classifications are phenomenological; they
refer to exterior characteristics of the orientation : light-compass reaction, dorsal
or ventral light or gravity reaction ; prefixes of modality : photo-, geo-, chemo- ; or
directional notations: positive, negative, tra.nsversa1. The basic terms, however,
refer to physiological properties of the mechanism involved. Kinesis and phobotaxis
correspond to rnechanisms of response to stimulus intensity, not t o stimulus direction. The direction of a stimulus constitutes the reference cha.racteristic of tropo-,
telo- and menotaxes.
Table 8-1
Orientation reactions classified in a.ccordance with KÜHN ( 1919 ; reproduced by
permission of Dover Publications, Inc.)
1 Tropism: stimulus-directed reaction of sessile organisms
2 Taxis: orientation reaction of motile organisms; photo-, geo-, chemo-, gali,anotaxis.
2.1 Phobotaxis: undirectecl fright reaction following a chan.ge of stimulus intensity; final
orientation is t h e result of 'trial a n d error' (e.g. protozoans).

2.2 Topotaxis: directed orientation with respect t o stimulus direction.
2.2.1 Tropotaxis: turning a s a result of unequal stimulation of right a n d left Sensors,
until oc1ua.l excita.tion ('balancc') is achieved. corresponding t o symrnetrical
orientation with rospect t o t h e stimulus.
2.2.2 Telotaxis: stimulation of a site in the scnsory area ralcascs a t u r n , rciiilting in
'fixation' of t h e stimulus.
2 . 2 . 3 Menotaxis: t h e anirnal maintains an. 'accidental' Pattern of cxcitatioiis, corresponding t o a s y ~ n m e t r i c a orientation
l
with respect t o t h e stirnulus.
2.2.4 Mnemotaxis: orientation from memory, i.e. according to previoiisly learned arid
memory-stored values of direction.

Table 8-2
Orientation reactions classified in accordance with FRAENKEL
and GUNN(1961 ;
reproduced by permission of Dover Publications, Inc.)
1 Kineses: reactions to changes in intensity of stimulus without relation to stimulus direction
but with orientation effect.

1.1 Orthokinesis: change in speed or amount of movement; e.g. woodlice congregate in
places because activity is reduced in high humidity.
1.2 Klinokinesis: change in the frequency of turning or in size of angles turned; e.g., a n
animal moves away from a stimulus which increases turning frequency, because movements directed away from the stimulus contain fewer turns and thus bring t h e animal
away faster.
2 Taxes: reactions to stimulus direction; orientation of t h e longitudinal body axis (and of
movement) in, or against, the direction of stimulus incidence.
2.1 Klinotaxis: indirect orieritation; each turn of an alternating right-left sequence results
in receptor stimulation; the excitation affects the turning angle (successive comparison
of stimuli); e.g. maggots crawl away from a light, ~vhilstturning the front part of the
body from side to side.
2.2 Tropotaxis: direct orientation; turning a s a result of unequal stirnulation on right and
left Sensors, until balance of excitations is achieved (simultaneous comparison of
stimuli).
2.3 Telotaxis: turning as a result of stimulation of a sensory location until t h e stimulus is
received a.t the k a t i o n area.
3 Transverse orientation reactions: orientation of t h e longitudinal body axis is transverse or
oblique to the stimulus direction.
3.1 Light compass reaction: adoption of a n asymmetrical orientation with respect t o
stimulus; mechanism similar to telotactic fkation.
3.2 Dorsal- (ventral-) light reaction: orienta.tio11 transverse to light direction; a telotactic
mechanism is suggested in orientation about the transverse body axis, a tropotactic
one in orientation about t h e longitudinal axis.
3.3 Ventral-gravity reaction: orientation transverse t o gravity direction; a telotactic
mechanism is suggested in orientation about t h e transverse body axis, a tropotactic
one in orientation about the longitudinal axis.

I n a telotactic mechanism, the receptor elements first stimulated elicit a turning
movement, which orients the animal so that a particular, frontal site of the receptor
Organ will be exposed to the stimulus, the 'fixation area'.
A tropotactic mechanism, on the other hand, resembles the tropism apparatus
of LOEB.Differences in excitation of receptors and corresponding centres of right
and left body side induce asymmetrical motor actions, i.e. turning movements,
until both sides are equally affected and a state of symmetry is reached. KÜHN(191 9)
included turning reactions around other body axes. For instance, rostral and caudal
receptors may interact tropotactically as a pair in orientation about the transverse
axis. Thus the tropotactic reaction is the result of the integration of excitations of
all sensory elements of antagonistically paired receptors. The symmetry state has
been designated by KÜHNas 'balance of excitations'. Orientation symmetrical to
the stimulus field is an expression of a symmetry of excitations in the nervous
System and thus of a symmetrical tension of musculature (KÜHN,1919, p. 13).

ORIENTATION RESPONSES

The symmetry state must be maintained actively: Equal excitations are continuously fed into the CNS, where they preserve the balance. This process has been
compared by KÜHNwith controlling a team of horses by means of two reins kept
under tension.
The interlacing of orientation elements with the basic pattern of a CO-ordinated
movement has been studied by LORENZ
and TINBERGEN
(1938) who analysed the
egg-rolling behaviour of the graylag goose. When a brooding goose perceives an
egg outside the nest, i t extends its neck, lowers head and bill beyond the egg, and
retracts them smoothly, thus rolling the egg back into the nest. The egg is balanced
with its centre of mass just behind the ventral edge of the bill by means of adjusting
lateral movements. These adjustments can be regarded as orienting reactions
(taxes) which are elicited by tactile stimuli from the egg. The basic movement
pattern of neck-head retraction is, therefore, adjusted to the demands of environmental factors (e-g. the particular movement of the egg).
Orientation has been defined by LORENZ
and TINBERGEN
(1938) as a taxis in the
sense of KÜHN (1919). According to TINBERGEN
(1969) and KOEHLER(1950),
taxis comprises only the turning action-for instance of a frog which aims at, i.e.
turns toward, a fly. This concept of taxis does not include the oriented state: the
frog fixating its prey. Thus it narrows KÜB.N'sdefinition, who included the oriented
state, as illustrated by his example of controlling a horse team with tense reins.
From the causal, i.e. physiological, definitions of tropotaxis and telotaxis
(interaction of excitations of two antagonistical groups of receptors versus fixation
of the stimulus), operational characteristics have been developed. One criterion
for tropotaxis was : the animal orients into the resultant direction of two impinging
stimuli; another, it shows circular locomotion after 'switching off' one of the two
Organs. The respective alternatives indicating telotaxis are: decision for one of the
two stimuli, no circular movements, but almost straight orientation.

Critical evaluation of early terminology
Close examination of sensory mechanisms reveals difficulties in applying the
early terminology. If, in fishes or decapod crustaceans, one statocyst has been
removed, tnheanimals first rotate. Later on, however, they demonstrate almost
normal orientation with respect to gravity, thus fulfilling the operational criteria
for both tropo- and telotaxis.
According to electrophysiological and behavioural analyses, gravity receptors
produce 'basic' excitations ('resting discharge') without specific stimulation
(VONHOLST,19508; SCHÖNE,1954; COHEN,1955).The basic excitation of one organ
releases a turning reaction, if the other has been disconnected. Turning tendencies
resulting from unilateral removal of receptors have been interpreted as an effect of
loss of balance of stimulus-induced central states of excitation, i.e. t r ~ p o t ~ a x i s
(KÜHN,1919). Basic excitation, however, is not the result of stimulation. It is only
modified by the gravity stimulus as mediated by the statoliths. It is these modifications, i.e. the variations of the basic excitations, which correspond to the directional cues. They are produced also if one organ has been put out of function. It
is Open to deba.te, if a t this state of affairs the discussion tropo- versus telotaxis
contributes very much to a better unclerstanding of the physiological mechanism
involved.
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Similar difficulties of interpretation may arise with respect t o the second operational criterion. If, for instance, an animal changes its direction between two light
sources quickly in short sequences, this results in an almost straight path coinciding with the vector resultant: Telo- or tropotaxis?
It is questionable, if in 'good' tropotactic systems the illustrative metaphors of
'balance of excitations', and 'team reins under tension' are suited for characterizing
the central nervous events involved. Unfortunately, we do not know very much
about the neurophysiological macliinery. Some of the most important elementary
processes governing the evaluation and transformation of nervous excitation in
neurophysiological systems are facilitation, iiil-iibition and lateral inhibition. A
model describing 'tropotactic' reactions using these elementary processes cannot
easily be described in terms of the metaphors mentioned.
Central mechanisms which may be compatible ~ 6 t hthe concept of telotaxis
mechanisms will be discussed later (p. 649).
I n considering the relations of taxis mechanisms to the types of localization as
discussed above (p. 509), one may postulate that telotaxis deniands asensoryapparatus of the raster type. For a tropotaxis, on the other hand, a two-unit system
would be sufficient. It does not appear very likely that raster systems operate on
the basis of central balancing in tlie sense of K Ü H N (1919).
I n conclusion, the early taxis terminology has been found insufficient for a detailed
description of mechanisms which have been thoroughly analysed. This is one of
the reasons why the taxis terms still used today are mostly eniployed in a phenomenological sense, describing the overt form of the response, e.g. a positive phototactic or chemotactic reaction. Taxis specifications are seldom intended to indicate
characteristics of tlie physiological causation.
There is, however, one more fundamental objection which is as old as LOEB'S
(1913) basic conception. I n postulating his 'tropism theory', LOEBneglected the
knowledge of his time regarding the complexity and plasticity of the CNS as,
for instance, formulat.ed by MAST(1911, p. 287):

' . . . all reactions are directly controlled by internal factors which are in turn
influenced by external factors, . . .we may have movements and changes of
movements without immediate changes in the environment.'
The concepts of tropisms and taxes refer only t o those aspects of orientation which
deal with its dependence on the reference stimuli (reactions). The orientation
mechanisms have been regarded as a complicated automaton which transfers
input data into output data (MITTELSTAEDT,
1971).

(d) Taxis and Re-afference Principle (Orientation as 'Action')
The aspect of the specific central disposition has already been taken into consideration by KÜHN (1919). Each taxis presupposes a defined central-nervous state
(mood). Consequently, if the animal alters a taxis direction, one can a,ssumetha,t the
central disposition has altered. The 'changeable' geotaxis of a ctenophore, for
(1965),
instance, has been interpreted as reflex reversal; according to HORRIDGE
this 'Change of mood' can be relea.sed by vibration stiniuli : the ctenophore turns
from an upnrard directed Course into a downward one.
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The specific disposition predisposes a specific value for the orientation, the index
value or set point (p. 536). I n this terminology reflex reversal would be called
change of index value. It is unlikely that, during the change, the sensory contact
with the stimulus is inhibited or interrupted. Many investigations indicate a
continuous sensory control of active orientation changes (re-orientation). I n
larvae of the waterbeetle Acilius sulcdus, for instance, re-orientation is performed
1962).
,
by means of continuous visual monitoring of the light direction ( S C H ~ N E
I f the light impinges from below instead of from above, the larvae reverse their
orientation behaviour, swimming again up or down or horizontally, but related t o
the new light incidence, i.e. upside down and with reference to the floor instead of
to the water surfnce. These positions must be actively maintained because the
stable buoyancy position is the normal, i.e. dorsal-side-up position.
MITTELSTAEDT
(1949) conducted the first experiments on optomotor behaviour
of flies t o support the hypothesis of sensory control of active changes in orientation.

(a)
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Fig. 8-12 : Graphical description of oricntation processes. (a) Orientation reaction. (b) Re-orientation. (C) Re-afferente principlc; note that ( C ) can
and MITTELSTAEDT,
1950; reprobe derived from (b). (After VON HOLST
duced by permission of Springer-VerLg, Berlin.)
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The results indicated that the optomotor mechanism operates not only when the
animal reacts to changes in its visual surroundings, i.e. to optomotor stimulation,
but also when it initiates a movement and by this movement causes optomotor
Stimulation (re-orientation).I n this case, the sensory input controls the movement.
The two Situations, reaction and re-orientation, are illustrated in Fig. 8-12: (a)
represents a reaction, (b) an active change of orientation (re-orientation). I n (a),
the stimulation ( l ) , caused, for instance, by alteration of stimulus direction,
affects the sensory apparatus (sens); the afference (2) releases in the centre (2)
an efference (3), which initiates the motor apparatus (mot) t o perform the reaction
(4). This in turn changes the animal's position with respect to the stimulus, thus
compensating for the sti~nulation( 5 ) . I n (b) the same graph is used to illustrate
re-orientation, by adding an input to (z). This input represents the effect of the
change of the specific central disposition ( l ) ,initiating an efference (2),which causes
the following events: motor action (3), change of position to stimulus, i.e. stimulation (4). The resulting afference (5), however, does not initiate a (new) efference in
the centre and thus a reaction, in contrast to the normal reaction procedure.
This discrepancy attracted the attention of VON HOLST and M~~TELSTAEDT
(1950). They attempted an explanation called the re-afference principle. MITTELSTAEDT'S (1949) findings in the flies were one of the argurnents in favour of putting
forward this principle. The authors postulated a causal linkage between the initial
alteration of the central state and the lack of efficacy of the afference. The central
change causing the efference remains effective, and compensates for the returning
afference, thus preventing the reaction. The linka<geof the central state and the
afference has been conceptualized by VON HOLSTand WTTELSTAEDT
(1950) as a
branching-off component of the efferent motor command, named 'efference copy'.
The graphical illustra.tion of this System (Fig. 8- 12c ) can be linked t o t h e graph
in Fig. 8-12b. The components (sens) and (mot) are combined and presented as a
functional unit. A change in state of a superior centre (z,) releases in (2)an efference,
which via motlsens causes an afference. This afference 'meets' the efference copy,
a relict or branched-off part of the efference. By this the afference is blocked, its
reaction-releasing effect is prevented.
VONHOLSTand MITTELSTAEDT(1950) called this type of afference 're-afference7,
because i t is caused by the animal's movements and thus can be regarded as a
retro-action. Simultaneously with the re-afference principle, a similar concept was
published by SPERRY(1950) who had experimented with fish. After operative
change of eye position, the fish exhibited disturbances in orientation, comparable
to those shown by &IITTELSTAEDT'S
flies. SPERRYconcluded that from the central
excitation patterns, causing the muscular actions of a moveinent, 'corollary
discharges' branch off into the visual centres where they compensate for retinal
excitations caused by the shift of visual Stimuli as induced by the movement's.
Recently, neurons have been detected in the central visual pathways (tectal
commissures) of fish, which are interpreted as efference copy neurons (JOHNSTONE
and MARK,1969, 1971).
The concepts of tropisms and taxes regarded the CNS from two rather contrasting
viewpoints : (i)as a simple link between sense organs and motor organs, transforming
the sensory excitation more or less directly into muscular excitations; (ii) as a
complex Organ affecting, in a rather unpredictable manner, the behavioural
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Fig. 8-13 : Re-afference principle. (a)
Modern presentation of re-afference
diagram (see also Fig. 8-12c). (b)
Efference copy version of (a). ( C )
Feedback-loop version of (a). (After
MITTELSTAEDT,1970 ; modified; reproduced by permission of SpringerVerlag, Rerlin.)

(orientational) events. VON HOLSTand MITTELSTAEDT(1950) as well as SPERRY
(1950) treated the particu1a.r central processes involved in re-orienta.tion as a
variable quantity intervening in the causal chain of the orientation mechanism
which connects sensory inputs and motor outputs.
JANDER
(1957) developed a 'compensation theory' of orientation. He presented
a model of a central taxis mechanism, rolated to the re-afferente principle. The
model hypothesizes a ba.sicstate of tropotactic symmetry of excitations, responsible

for the 'basic orientation' and corresponding t o a symmetrical orientation of the
animal with respect to the stimulus. Non-symmetrical stimuli, i.e. deviations from
the basic orientation, cause afferences and thus central excitations, which are called
'turning excitations' ('Dreherregungen'), 'because they induce reactions turning
the animal back to the basic orientation. R>e-orientationon the other hand is caused
by a 'turning command' ('Drehkommando'), which rnay be understood as a central
excitation compensating for the turning excitation. JANDER'S
hypothesis relates
and restricts the general considera.tions of the re-afference principle to the syinmetry mechanism of KÜHN'S(1919) tropotaxis concept.
The efference copy hypothesis is only one of the possible mechanisms of afference
compensation included within the re-afference principle (Fig. 8-13a-C). As
MITTELSTAEDT
(1971) explains, another type is the regulating or feedback-loop
hypothesis. The afference is linked directly to the efferent command. This process
rnay be explained best in terms of control engineering or cybernetics.
(e) Systems Analysis of Orientation (Cybernetics)
This aspect refers only to operational relations of a (functional) system (MITTELSTAEDT,1958, 1961; HASSENSTEIN,1966). It does not take into consideration
details of function and morphological construction, such as sensory structures,
nervous connections, sensory centres, or motor apparatus.
I n cybernetics, the operational connections within the organism and via outside
linka,ges are investigated. Inside, for inst,ance, the sensory apparatus affects
central links and these act on the motor apparatus. The motor apparatus, in turn,
affects the animal's relation t o environmental factors and this, in turn, influences
tlie sensory system.
The functional relations of a system rnay be depicted in block diagrams. These are
composed of blocks or black boxes connected by arrowed lines. A line indicates
that an effect (i.e. a quantity), e.g. the angular relations of stimulus direction t o
a body axis, is conveyed to a box or from one box t o another. The line represents the
transmission of variations in the quantity ; i t thus represents a variable quantity
(in short, a variable). The block represents the transformation froin one variable
(input variable) into another (output variable). If, for instance, the angle of stimulus
direction is transformed into (corresponding) nervous information, a block rnay
represent the sensory apparatus, which is stimulated by the angular change (input)
and responds with nervous excitation (output). The mathematical function, with
respect to which the transformation occurs, rnay be written in the block. The
function 0 = sinl, for example, indicates, that the output variable 0 alters in
proportion to the sine of the angle of the input variable I.
Variables rnay interact without transformation. If, for instance, the interaction
consists of a simple superimposition, corresponding t o an addition (or subtraction),
a circle is drawn a t the junction of the lines with a diagonal Cross inside. Blackening
of one of the sectors indicates subtraction, i.e. reversal of sign of the variable
connected to this sector. One variable rnay effect more than one other variable,
i.e. enter more than one box. The line bifurcates, the branches running t o the
diverse boxes.

SYSTEMS ANALYSIS

Fig. 8-14: Basic system procssses. (a)
Chain ; (b) mesh ; ( C ) (feedback) loop.
(After MITTELSTAEDT,
1964 ; reproduced by permission of Society for
Experimental Biology.)

It is possible to analyse one variable according to several components. For
instance, the angle of a fish's swimming direction with respect to the sun may be
regarded from three points of view : The first concerns, for instance, what the fish
does, i.e. the output of a locomotor box contributing to compass angle; the second
is related to possible effects on the compass angle from outside, e.g. disturbing
water movements; the third, what the fish's eyes perceive, i.e. the input into a
sense box. These three aspects may be regarded as three variables, two of them
(motor output and disturbance) adding up and resulting in the third (sensory
input), as will be discussed in the following.
The aims of system analysis are (i) to reveal the network of linkages between
the variables involved, (ii) to determine the transformation functions. This is
accomplished experimentally by varying the input quantities and measuring the
output quantities.
We may distinguish three types of basic control patterns : chain, mesh (or feedforward loop) and (feedback) loop (Fig. 8-14; MITTELSTAEDT,
1964). The control
pattern chain may be exemplified by a toad (EWERT,1969) or a jumping spider
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(LAND,1972) turning a t prey objects, or by males and females of fireflies responding
to the flashes of females or males, respectively (MAST,1912). If the stimulus has
been localized the system releases an orienting motor action, which then runs
'blindly', i.e. without any further visual control, without feedback. The feedback
loop will be considered in more detail.

Feedback Control Systenzs

A feedback control mechanism regulates a defined variable state of a system,
the controlled condition (corresponding t o X in Fig. 8-13c). The controlled
condition may be, for instance, the compass Course which a fish maintains with
respect to the sun. It is affected by the output of the system, the turning movement changing the fish's direction (regulating variable Y). The actual state
(X) of the controlled condition is recorded by the Sensors (input into the box
sens). This constitutes a feedback which serves to maintain the controlled condition a t a certain value. This is done by checking the controlled condition: The
visual afference A of the actual value X , as recorded by (sens), is compared to
the value of a reference quantity (controlling variable). This reference value is
called index value or set point (K), i t coincides with the index value or set point as
predetermined by the central disposition. The comparison of the sensed actual
value A and the index value K may correspond to a simple addition (with reversal
of sign, i.e. subtraction), the result corresponding t o the deviation of the actual
value from the index value, called error (R). This variable is fed into the box
(mot), and transformed into a motor action, the regulating variable Y. This action
changes the fish's position (X),i t reduces the difference K-A and thus the error R.
When A coincides with K the error is Zero and the system maintains the respective
value X of controlled condition.
Errors, i.e. deviations of A from K, may arise from either of two sources: (i)
The actual value of the controlled condition, i.e. A , is changed by a disturbance
(2).A force, for instance, affecting the system from outside, may alter the fish's
direction with respect to the sun. (ii)The index value (K) of the controlling variable
is altered, corresponding t o a change in central disposition. I n both cases the
mechanism reduces the deviation K - A by means of changing A and adjusting i t
t o K . This means that either the system compensates for the 2-induced change
and thus re-establishes the old X of controlled condition (i) or t h a t i t adjusts X
to the new K (ii),this being a process of re-orientation.
Obviously, this mechanism depends upon the process of subtraction of A from K ,
which implies a reversal of sign somewhere in the loop. A shrimp, for instance, may
swim in an oblique path from the surface downwa,rds, e.g. -20". A local disturbing
w a h r movement causes a deviation further down, e.g. -25". The deviation of -5" is
corrected by an upward turn of +5" resulting in the old direction -20". The reversal
of sign characterizes these systems as loops with negative feedback.
Taxes and control systems. The term taxis nlay be applied t o non-regulatable
orientation processes, such as chains, as well a,s t o feedback systems. I n feedback
orientation, the term taxis (or orientation reaction) corresponds t o the correction
of errors of both originations : (i) To call a correction of a disturbance (Z), i.e. of a
forced stimulus change, 'taxis' is in accordance with the usual meaningof t h a t term.
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(ii) However, also the compensation of an error caused by a change in the index
value (K) deserves the name 'taxis'. As KUHN'S (1919) conception of taxis
presupposes a specific central disposition, a new taxis is regarded as the effect of
an alteration of the central disposition, resulting in a reaction t o a previously
ineffective stimulus.
I n conclusion, a taxis is not a function of the stimulus, i.e. of the stimulus afference
as such, but of the divergente of the afference from the specific central disposition.

Introductzon of Index Value, Re-orientation
The following analysis is not concerned with the circumstances producing the
disposition for a n index value (K), but with the way the controlling varia.ble (and
thus K ) is introduced into a control system of orientation. Hence we do not a.sk 'why'
does the system change a direction, but 'how'. This is a matter of the integration of
the controlling variable, i.e. of the mechanism of re-orientation.
The error (R) may be regarded as equivalent t o the turning tendency ( T = R). A
change of K implies a change of the functional relations of turning tendency t o
stimulus direction. Several ways of modelling this relation by K have been proposed.
One model (Fig. 8-15a) corresponds to the simple feedback loop described in the

T = sin ß + k

(b)

T = s i n (ß+k)
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k )=
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Fig. 8-15: Models of re-orientcttion : Varhtions of inti.oducing the controlling va.riable
(k) into a feedback loop of orientation. Each model is represented by formula, by
plot of turning tendency ( T )as function of incidence angle of stimulus (ß) and by
block diagram. (a)Addition of k to sin ß: change of k results in vertical shift of T curve (solid curve with respcct to dotted curve, which refers to k corresponding to
ß = 0"). (b) Addition of k to ß, transformation of thc sum into sine: change of k
results in horizonta.1 shift of T-curve. (Original.)
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previous section, where T is a function of the differente between A and K ( T =
K-A). As has been discussed already (Fig. 8-9) the turning tendency T is very
often a function of the sine of the angle of stimulus incidence, which shall be called
ß (X = B). According t o model A, introduction of K results in T = (-) sin ß + K.
That is, a change of K remodels the relation between T and sin ß in such a way that
all T-values change by the Same amount, i.e. the amount of the K-change. This
alteration corresponds to a vertical shift of the turning tendency sine curve.
This model matches the experimental results obtained on vertical light-compass
orientation in larvae of the dytiscids Acilius sulcatus and Dytiscus rnarginalis
(SCH~NE
1962).
,
The turning tendency has been measured a t different angles of
light incidence (ß) and a t different index values of direction.
By a special technique of blinding, ß was fixed with respect to the animal, i.e.
the larva received light only from one incidence direction, irrespective of its movements. The incidence direction could be changed between experiments. Several
kinds of reactions could be obsemed in one experimental situation depending on
the central disposition (index value). A larva receiving light only from dorsorostral, for instance, swam (i) straight ahead, or (ii) in somersault-like circles (with
its ventral side towards the centre). A straight path resulted if the central disposition was t o swim forward-upwards dfu) towards the surface (Fig. 8-16, ß = ca. 45'
in lower curve, andin right illustration). If the larvae intended, however, t o steer its
course downwards (d), circles appeared (ß = Ca. 45' in upper curve).
The central disposition could be manipulated : preventing a larva from reaching
the surface for some time resulted in upwards, i.e. 'towards light' intention.
Frightening a lama away from the surface caused the intention downwards ('away
from light'). Only in the fkst case did the intention ('towards light') correspond to
the incidence direction of light (dorso-rostral) forced upon the larva, resulting in
maintenance of swimming direction, i.e. in straight course. I n the second experiment (frightened, i.e. downward-tending larva), however, the incidence direction
of light diverged constantly from the larva's intention, resulting in a constant
turning tendency .
I n these experiments the feedback loop has been opened by interrupting the line
Y (Fig. 8-13c). That is, the motor output (regulating variable Y) could no longer
affect the controlled condition X, i.e. the input into (sens). Thus the deviation
A - K was not corrected, as in the normal situation. Consequently, the turning
tendency R persisted, and was thus available for measurement. It was measured
in terms of the diameters of the circles. Measurements along the whole range of
incidence directions resulted in sine-like curves of R, if arranged according to central disposition, i.e. to downward or upward intention, respectively (Fig. 8-16).
One curve is shifted with respect to the other in vertical direction, thus matching
model a.
Swimming Courses forxvards-downwards (d) and ba,ckwards-upwards (bu) have
almost identical orientations with respect to light, and consequently the Same index
values (Fig. 8-16, right). This is an example of (change of) course orientation with
space-constant body orientations (p. 502).
This model of addition of the index value t o the sine of ß has a drawback. The
sine curve has two crossing points (L, S) with the T-zero-line (Fig. 8-15a). Point
S refers t o the stable orientation, i.e. orientation according t o index value. All
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Fig. 8-16: Acilius sulcattu. Light-compass orientation in 1a.rvae. Diagrams of turning tendency
(T)as function of light incidence ß, corresponding to the directional intentions indicated
(right). Upper: Data from larvae intending a downward (d) or a backward-upward (bu)
swimming course. Lower: Data from larvae intending a forward-upmard (fu) course. The
arbitrary units of T correspond to diameter of circles, which experimental animals swam
with ventral side towa,rds centre (+), or dorsal side towards centre (-); r : ß range of normal
larvae swimming up- or downwards under normal light conditions. (After SCHÖNE,1962;
modified; reproduced by permission of Springer-Verlag. Berlin.)

corrections (turning tendencies) intend to reach this orientation. The other point
(L),called labile point, corresponds to the stimulus direction of labile orientation.
That is the one stimulus direction of no-turning, where the turning tendency to the
one side changes into the opposite turning tendency. All tendencies turn the
animal away from this direction and towards the stable orientation. The vertical
shift of the T-curve, corresponding t o increase of index value from ß = 0" to ß = 90°,
results in approaching S and L. This im.plies loss of stability of the orientation
process, since slight disturbances of stable orientation may displace the animal
beyond the labile direction, which would release a full turn of the animal.
Three other models avoid this problem. The second one is a derivate of model A .
It assumes a reversa.1 of sign a t angles of ß = 90". The effect is, that the vertical
shift corresponding to a change in th.e index value is opposite in the ranges of
ß = 0"-90" and ß = 90"-180". The result is thnt stable and labile points remain
a t equal distance. Corresponding models have been proposed by BUTENANDT
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(1968) and LINSENMALR
(1973).The model may be applied also to JANDER'S
(1957)
results on sun-compass orientatioii in ants.
I n the two last models, integration of the controlling varia.ble results in a horizontal shift of the T-curve if the index value changes. This is accomplished by
adding the index value not to the sine of the angle ß, but to a quantity of input
which is a linear function of the angle ß. That is, ß and K are added first, followed
by transformation into the sine. Model b is the simplest kind of this cornputation,
T = sin (13 + K) (Fig. 8-15b). Another version postulates a. transformation of the
term sin (ß + K) into sin ß X cos K t cos ß X sin K. This implies that each of the
two variables ß and K is transformed in the first step into a sine and a cosine value.
The components are multiplied crosswise and the products added. The resulting
T - c ~ u v is
e identical with that of model b. On account of its two main components,
this model has been named by its author (MITTELSTAEDT,
1958,1961) 'bicomponent
model'. Some experimental results can be interpreted according t o this model.
Other data do not fit, e.g. those on Shrimp orientation with respect t o gravity
( S C H ~ N 1971)
E , and the above-mentioned results on dytiscid larvae.
These models should not be related to specific conceptions of central nervous
mechanisms, such as tropotaxis-like central shifting of excitation blocks. They
may be applied t o all kinds of mechanisms including, for example, raster
mechanisms.
(f) Mechanisms of Space Constancy

Change of orientation implies an alteration of the spatial relations between the
orienting subject and the reference cues. What does the subject perceive? Does it
perceive (i) stimulus directioii as moving with respect t o itself; (ii) itself turning,
but the stimulus direction remaining stationary ; (iii) only a relative change of the
angle between stimulus and itself?
Re-orientation, i.e. active cliange of orientation, will be discussed f i s t . The
stimulus direction changes with respect t o the animal, but the animal does not
react. Provided that 'normally' a change in stimulus direction releases a reaction,
alternative (ii) appears most likely: The animal perceives the cues as stationary
entities in space; it perceives space constancy of reference stimuli. Tliis must be
related t o the preceeding change of central disposition, which compensa.tes for the
stimulus shift (p. 532). A forced change of orientation, however, may also result in
perception type (ii), if additional information regarding the stimulus shift is available for compensation. (For adetailed discussion of tlie concepts of constancy phenomena See BISCHOF,1966a.)
The perception of space constancy presupposes a system t(1iat compensates for
the relative shift of stimuli. The mechanisms of compensation may be grouped in
two classes: (i) The relative shift of stimuli is recorded by the receptors, but the
information about this shift is nullified in the CNS by means of additional information about the subject's movement ('nervous' compensation). (ii) The shift is
not recorded, since the receptors themselves are moved in counteraction t o compensate physically for the change of stimulus directioii ('physical' compensation).
As in (i), additional information is needed regarding the moving action in order to
control the countermovement of the receptor.

SPACE CONSTANCY

(i) Nervous comyensation. One model of the nervous compensa.tion mechanisms
corresponds t o the efference copy hypothesis (VONHOLSTand MITTELSTAEDT,
1950; TEUBER,1960, p. 1648; BISCHOF,1966a, p. 404). Fig. 8-13b may be applied,
for instance, to the perception of space constancy of visual surroundings in man.
When turning our eyes we do not perceive movement of visual configurations,
although the image on the retina shifts. However, if the same retina stimulation is
caused by actual movement of the visual surroundings, we perceive this as a movement phenomenon; an optomotor reaction of the eyes may occur as a consequence.
The efference-copy explanation implies the following : From the efferent commaand
K, which causes the eye turning ( Y) via the eye muscle system (mot), the efference
copy E branches off (via box C). E is united with the retinal afference A . If both
correspond to each other, full compensation occurs, resulting in a inessage M that
indicates space constancy of visual objects. If, however, M indicates a difference
between E and A , a movement of the surroundings is perceived. This might be
caused by (i) a change in A without change in E, or (ii) change in E without change
in A . I n (i), A-changes may be caused by real dislocation of surroundings or by
forced movements of the eyeball (little pushes with the fingertips on the side of the
eyeball). I n the latter case, the surroundings appear to 'jump' in accordance with
the pushes. A crucial experiment attempted to initia.te an efference Ii, and thus a
copy E , but to prevent the motor action of the eye Y, for instance, by anaesthetizing
the eye muscles ( K O R N M ~ L Lin:
E RBISCHOF,1966a, p. 404). Every time the test
Person intended t o 'look around', he reported an apparent shift of the surroundings.
I n terms of the model, E ha.d been changed because of the eye-moving intentions;
the change of Y, however, wa.s blocked and thus A remained constant. Hence M
changed and an apparent dislocation of the surroundings was perceived (loss of
space constancy ).
Another method employed for gaining additional informa.tion a.bout the subjects
turning uses a (second) sensory system, for instance in perception of other objects
with respect t o vertical orientation. If a subject changes position with respect to the
vertical (Fig. 8-17), two position variables are affected: (i) relation t o gravity
(angle U,) and (ii) relation to the visual objects (angle U,). Thus both sensory
systems are stimulated, the gravity sensors (sens U,) and the visual Sensor (sens a , ) .
The output of the sensors, i.0. the afferent informations, Sa, and Sa,, are integrated
t o result in Sa,, which corresponds t o the message on object to gravity relation (U,).
This message indicates the state of space constancy, i.e. constancy of visual objects
with respect t o gravity. If Sa, and Sa, indicate equality of positional changes to
gravity (U,) and t o the object (a,), respectively, they compensate fully, i.e. the
resulting- Sn,- indicates constancy.*
This, however, is not the case when the transformations in sens a , and sens a,
(Fig. 8-17) follow different functions. If, for instance, a human subject surpasses
the positions of the normal range of about 30" from the upright position, the gravity
sensors indicate inclinations smaller tlian the true positional changes, i.e. Sa,
increases a t a lower rate than a,. Informa,tion a, appears to be transformed into
Sa, according t o a non-linear function (SCHÖNEand UDO DE HAAS,1971). Information Sn,, however, i.e. that of the visually perceived relation object-body, seems

* For further discussion of the block diagram consult next section.
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Fig. 8-17 :Perception by man of orientation of a.figure with respect to gravity. Sensory data on
a2 (angle subject-gravity) and a l (angle figure-subject) are integrated in a message about
a3 (angle fiere-gravitjr), xvhich is not accessible by direct sensory input.. For further
explanation See Fig. 8-18. (Original.)

to coincide with the actual change in a , (linear transformation function). The
resulting discrepancy between Sa, and Sa, corresponds t o a change in Sa,. The
subject perceives a positional change of the object in space, although in reality the
object's position does not change. A phenomenon of this kind nlay be experienced,
for instance, if olle looks a t a hanging lamp or a t the edges of a window, and inclines
head and body sideways: the object appears t o deviate from the vertical. These
perceptual phenomena of deviation of the perceived from the true vertical are known
in psychoIogy as Aubert, and Müller phenomenon, respectively (TEUBER,1960;
BISCHOF,1966a, b). A similar System is involved in tactile-kinesthetic perception
of horizontality of objects (FITGER,personal communication).
I n neurophysiological experiments witli decapod crustaceans 'space-constancy
1971).
neurons' have been found (WIERSMA,1967; WIERSMAand YANAOISAWA,
The neurons responded only to visual Stimuli if the corresponding retinal area was
'up' with respect to gravity; the effect appeared to be a function of the statocyst
input. From units in the visual Cortex of cats, recept,ive fields have been recorded
which changed their orientation in opposite direction to tilt of the animal (HORN
and CO-authors,1972).
(ii) Physical compensation. The second class of mechanisms maintaining the
stimulus perception constant in space employs physical compensation, for instance
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compensatory or counteracting movements of the sense Organs or of the sensorcarrying body appendages.
I n many animals (crustaceans, cephalopods, vertebmtes), the eyes or the head
show compensatory movements when the body is tilted with respect to gravity.
These movements are released by the gravity Sensors. They act to maintain the
visual field constant. Another example refers to bees; hovering in front of a visual
target, bees have been found t o maintain the head position stable with respect t o
horizontal reference, whereas trunk position varied (WEHNER,1972, 1973). The
stabilizing mechanism is not yet known.
Physical compensation mechanisms also include the systems of course orientation
with space-constant body orientation (p. 502, Fig. 8 - 2 ) : The visual i.nput is maintained constant, whereas the course direction, i.e. the locomotory direction of the
legs may vary. Leg action is linked t o the visual input by means of idiothetic cues.
Both types of data, i.e. visual and idiothetic, result in the information rega.rding
the course of the leg action with respect to a visual reference.
Mechanisms of visual-field stabilization expressed in nystagmus movements of
eyes are well known. The sensory input controlling the compensatory eye movement
may be the semicircular canals or the visual system itself. Movements of the head
stimulate, for instance, the canals; this releases nysta,gmic eye movements, i.e.
back-and-forth oscillations of the eyeballs. The single movement consists of a slow
phase, which compensates for the head movement, and a quick returning flick.
There is evidence t h a t some animals are capable of maintaining their auditory
field stable in space. Rabbits demonstrate ear nystagmus which depends on semiand CO-authors,1971).
circular canal or optomotor stimulation (SCHAEFER
(g) Composed Systenis
Comyosed systems may be defined as systems combining several inputs or data
records of spatial (or temporal) cues, as for instance some space constancy s ~ s t e m s
(p. 540). The first of the following systems rnay be rega.rded also from t,he viewpoint
of space constancy.
I n spiny lobsters, the compensatory eye moveinent is a function of gravity input
on the one hand and of n proprioceptive input on the other. The statocysts are
located in the antennules. These can be moved a.ctively in all directions, including
up-down, e.g during chemoreceptive exploration of the environment. Although
the statocystv a.re stimulated by these movements, no gravity rea.ctions occur, e.g.
no compensatory eye movements can be observed. They are 'counteracted' by
the input from a proprioceptor in the basal joint of the antennules which ha.s been
found in Panulirus argus (SCRÖNE, 1.971 ) .
The functioning of this system may be presented by a. block dia,grarn (central
portion of Fig. 8-18; See also Fig. 8-19a). Two input variables a , (a,ngle statocystgra-vity) and a, (angle antennules-trunk) enter the boxes Sens a, (statocysts) and
Variable a , is the result of the addition of
Sens a, (stretch receptor), respe~t~ively.
U, and a„ i.e. angle antennules-trunk is superimposed on angle trunk-gravity
resulting in angle antennules-gravity. The input variables U ,and n, are transformed
in the sens-boxes into t h e variables Sa, a'nd Sau respectively. These are integrated
t o provide the message Sn, on the position of trunk t o gravity. By this coinputation
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Fig. 8-18 : Model of operational systems : Orientation related to gravity in man and spiny
lobsters (see also Figs 8-17 and 8-19).Central part: recording of a2 and a l by sensory inputs
sens a2 and Sens a l respectively, resulting in sensory data Sa2 and Sal, which are integrated
in Sa3. R.ight : Sa3 is used in a feedbacl; loop to r e y l a t e a3, via actions of a motor apparatris
(mot a.3).Left : A branch of Sa2 is fed into a loop reylating a2, via a motor link (mot a2).
CV and DV refer to controlling and disturbing variables respectively. (Original.)

Fig. 8-19: Composed orientations. (a) Gravity orientation in spiny lobsters; a l : angle antennules-gravity, recorded by statocysts; a2: angle antennules-trunk, recorded by proprioceptors; a.3: angle trunk-gra.vity. (b) Chemocurrent orientation in crabs; a l : angle
food direction-'replacing current' ; a2 : angle 'replacing current'-body ; a3 : angle food
direction-body. (Original.)
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the system gains information regarding U, which is not directly available to it. This
information is fed into the motor system of the eyestalks and thus controls the
compensatory eye movements (not shown in the block-diagram), which serve to
stabilize the visual field (space constancy).
This system contains a mesh (p. 535). The variable a, bifurcates and affects
both sens-boxes, Sens a, and Sens a,. The outgoing variables Sa, and Sa, join again
in the link box, thus completing the mesh.
The diagram is extended t o a model enclosing two feedback loops, one controlling
trunk position with respect to gra.vity (right side of Fig. 8-18),the other controlling
antennule position with respect t o trunk (left side). As for the f r s t loop, Sa, is fed
into the motor system of the legs. A controlling variable (CV U,) is added t o this,
introducing the index value of gravity position into the loop. The output from the
motor system affects, in addition to the disturbance variable (DV U,), the position
of the animal to gravjty (U,, controlled condition). This, in turn, influences the
input a , , as already discussed.
The control of antennule position (left loop) may be carried out by a branch of
Sa, which is also combined with a controlling variable (CV U,) The resulting
variable acts on the muscular system (mot U,) changing the position of the antennules (U,) ; this, in turn, is fed back t o Sens a, and thus completes the loop.
A system similar t o that of the central and right side part of the diagram is found
in gravity-position control of higher vertebrates which have a movable head containing the gravity receptors.
I n general (irrespective of the aspect of space constancy), systems of this kind are
often found where a sense Organ is not firmly fixed to the body but is attached to a
movable appendage. The position of the appendage is recorded idiothetically.
This information, regarding the local sign (p. 508), is used to relate the spatial data
recorded by the mobile Sensor to the body.
The Same model (Fig. 8-18) may be applied to the system of orientation (or
perception) of other objects in space, which has been discussed already from the
viewpoint of space constancy (p. 542). The central portion of the model (which is
identical with the diagraqmof Fig. 8-17) represents the mesh of the computation
of the two sensory inputs a, (visually recorded angle between subject and object's
position) and a, (angle between subject's position and gravity) resulting in the
message Sa, on the position of the object with respect to gravity (U,). a, changes
if a, is changed as well as if a, is altered, i.e. i t results from the physical addition of
U, and a,(see left drawing of Fig. 8-17). Two feedback loops may also be attached
here. The loop on the right-hand side (Fig. 8-18) permits the system to regulate the
position of the object (U,),the left side loop to control the position of the body with
respect to gravity (U,).
The common characteristic of all of these systems is tlie gaining of information
(Sa,) on spatial cues which cannot be recorded directly, but is computed from (two)
other input data (second order information). This seems to be valid also for the
orientation system of brachyurans and hermit crabs towards food by means of
chemical and current Stimuli. These crustaceans investigate their surroundings by
drawing fingers of current towards them (BROCK,
1930). The water jets leaving the
frontal openings of the branchial chambers can be deflected by quick flicking
movements of the maxilliped flagellae. The water dragged along with the exhalent
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current is replaced hy water coming from the opposite direction (replacing current).
The crab orients its antennules towards the replacing current (Fig. 8-19b). It
can change the direction of the replacing-current finger by altering the flagellae
movements. The angle between food direction and current finger a, is minimized
by searching manoeuvres with the current finger, which are controlled by the
chemoreceptors on the antennules. The direction of the current finger (i.e. of
maxillae movement) with respect to walking direction (angle U,) is known to the
system in terms of idiothetical cues. The dat,a on a , and a, are integrated to result
in data on a„ the angle between food direction and walking direction which is
brought to Zero, i.e. the crab moves in that direction and thus approaches the food.
Similar components seem t o be involved in the food finding mechanism of marine
gastropods (BROCKin : TINBERGEN,
1969, p. 23). The gastropod 'inhales' water
via a siphon into the branchial chamber. The siphon is movable and can thus scan
the surrounding environment. The dirsction of maximal food-odour intake can be
found this way. When the gastropod is in a current, the direction opposite to the
current flow is the direction of maximum stimulation.
The orientation Systems of vertical migration are of particular importance for
plankters. Blany planktonic animals rnaintain themselves a t a specific depth below
the water surface, or migrate vertically in the water column, exhibiting a diurnal
rhythm: they move down during the day and up a t night. Three sensory inputs
appear to be involved: stimulation by light, gravity and hydrostatic pressure.
Other inputs, for instance temperature and water chemistry, nlay also affect the
system.
Many plankton forms, such as mysids, decapod larvae, small molluscs and fish
larvae respond to changes of hydrostatic pressure (RICE, 1961, 1964; Volume I,
Chapter 8). The plankters move upwards if pressure increases, and downnrards if
it decreases. Experiments in which light and gravity inputs mrere altered indicate
that the vertical movements are oriented with respect to gravity and to light
direction, i.e. by means of statocysts and eyes. It may be assumed that the pressure
gradient is not used as an orientation stimulus, in the strict sense of directing the
upwards and downwards locomotions, because the gradient is rather small with
respect to body dimensions. Even a pressure sensitivity equivalent t o a few centimetres of depth would imply a trial-and-error mechanism, which appears unlikely.
Fig. 8-20 proposes a hypothetical model of the operational system controlling
the orientation of vertical migration. Ths two central boxes mot a and mot V
represent the motor system controlling the two parameters of locomotion, (i) the
angle of inclination of body axis, i.e. of locomotory Course with respect t o surface
(U), and (ii) the velocity of locomotion (V). These two can vary independently;
therefore, the motor system is split into two boxes. Both variables contribute t o
vertical displacement and lience to the change in pressure. The pressure change (p)
is a function of the product of the sine of a and the velocity ( p = V X sin U ) . p is
a.dded to the disturbance variable of p ( D Vp), to give the total amount of pressure
change.. D V p changes, for instance, if the animal is carried up or down by currents ;
p is recorded by the pressure sensor (sensp) and there transformed into the information Sp, which is fed back to the motor system, after being combined with the
controlling variables C V p , CT'u and CVV.These are postulated since other environmental and physiological factors may intervene and alter the index values of

TEMPORAL CONTROL

Fig. 8-20: Model of opera,tional system: Vertical 'migration' of plankton animals responding
to gravity and light direction (a), and hydrostatic pressure (P).Pressure (depth) varies as a
function of swimming velocity ( V ) times sin a. Sens stat and sens vis: sensors of gravity and
light direction (U),respectively ; for further explanation consult text. (Original.)

swimming direction, veloci.ty and pressure, respectively. For example, the depth
preference, i.e. the CVp index value, may be altered; or food requirements, overcast weather conditions, temperature, and th.e presence of predators may
influen.ce the response of the system via the index values of CVa and CVV.
The locomotory direction (U)is monitored by the feedback loop on the left side
containing the boxes sens vis and sens stat (visual and gravity sensors, respectively).
The whole system is elaborately integrated : the regulation of depth by means of
pressure sensitivity (Fig. 5-20, right) cannot function normally without interaction
with t h e systems control1in.g direction in space. This model, if subjected to experimental investigation, ri~ayhave to be altered or supplemented. Eventual.ly further
variables may be integrated, for instance, irrad.iance intensity or water properties
(e.g., CO,-content).
I n systems of vertical migration i t is likely t h a t timing mechanisms are also
involved, for instance in control of onset or end of migration by manipulation of
CVa, CVVand CVp.
(h) Temporal Control of Orientation

Many orientation procedures occur with temporal regularity and rnay be
described in terms of biological rhythms (Chapter 9). I n thesun-compassorient at'ion
the cornpass direction of the animal is a function of the time of the day. The index
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value is altered continuously by about 15" hr-I (counter-clockwise in the northern
hemisphere), thus compensating for the azimuth component of the sun's apparent
motion. 15' hr-', however, is the mean over the whole day. Around noon, for
instance, when the sun moves a.longthe zenith region, its azimuth relocity is faster
than earlier or later in the day, the difference being a function of the latitude. I n
some fishes, the shift of the index value of compass direction follows these variations
exactly (Fig. 8-21 ; BRAEMER
and SCHWASSI~ANN,
1963).

Correct com~~nsation

Local tim^ (hrs)
Fig. 8-21: CienEcEchla samtilis. Sun compass orientation in a cichlid a t a location close to the
equator. The f%h had been trained to find a cover after swimming in southern direction;
they were tested without cover. Swimming direction, with respect to sun's azimuth direction, is plotted as a fuilction of local time of day. Dashed straight line refers to mean compensation of the sun's motion (15" hr-l) ; dotted and solid curves refer to correct compensation as calculated from the real azimuth motion of sun on the days indicated (da& from
astronomical tables). Experimental time: May 31 to July 7, 1962. Vertical delimitations
and SCHWASSMANN,
1963 ; modiiied; reproindicate Standard deviation. (After BRAEMER
duced by permission of Springer-Verlag, Berlin.)

The time compensation is based on an endogenous timing mechanism, often
called internal clock (HOFFMANN,
1972). Best known is the diurnal clock. If a n
animal is kept under constant light conditions, i.e. without the time indications
of natural day (dark-light change), in many cases the biological activities show
cycles of a period not exactly of 24 hrs, but close to i t (circadian rhythms). The
internal clock, however, is sensitive t o environmental cycles, e.g. t o the dark-light
change corresponding to the daily da,wn and dusk periods. These influences act as
'Zeitgeber' (pacemakers), adjusting the internal rhythm t o the 24-lir day
(Chapter 9).
I n some animals, time controls of orientation of longer than daily periods have
been found, e.g. circalunar, circatidal rhythin (Chapter 9). Cycle ranges of a year
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seem t o be involved in the orientation system of young salmon migrating downstream to the ocean and in migrating birds. The salmon on the one hand change suncompass direction daily in the normal way. I n addition, they show an alteration of
the overall orientation which corresponds to the geographical directions of the
river's course (GROOT,
1965). Experiments indicate that these changes are a function
also of time. Some salmon were caught and kept in tanks. Exposed t o the natural
light conditions they showed a shifting of direction preference with time which was
in accordance with the locomotory direction of their normal migrating conspecifics,
as was observed in samples caught a t consecutive stations down the river a t the
respective time intervals.
The migratory restlessness of the warblers Phylloscopus trochilus, P. collybita,
Sylwia borin, and S. atricapilla appears to be a function of an internally controlled
circannual rhythm (GWINNER19728, b ; Chapter 9). Experimental results support
the hypothesis t h a t during the migratory course the index values of direction
change as a function of this timing mechanism (GWINNER
and WILTSCHKO,
personal
communication). As has already been mentioned, a,lso distance determination
depends on this clock system (p. 514).
(i) Neurophysiological Mechanisms

Orientation procedure is the result of interaction of many parts of the neurophysiological coniplex. The components such as sensory reception, identification,
localization and control of motor system can often be distinguished experimentally.
The neurophysiological basis of the input side of the system shall be exemplified
on the basis of vertebrate vision ( G R ~ S S Eand
R GRÜSSER-CORNEHLS,
1969; EWERT,
1973 ; STONEand FREEMAN,
1973).
The functional pathway begins a t the sensory elements of the retina; it continues
via Corpus geniculatum to the thalamus, pretectum, tectum of the midbrain, and,
in higher vertebrates, to the visual cortex. The retinal elements (rods and cones)
are arranged in groups converging in higher order neurons, first a t the ganglionic
cells of the retina,. The neurons of these cells have been grouped in classes corresponding to the response capability with respect to stimulus parameters, such as
size of stimulus, contrast, or angular velocity.
The superficial layers of the tectum represent topologically ordered projection
areas of the visual field ;this has been established in mapping experiments :localized
stimuli in the visual field cause excitation of a corresponding site of the tectal
'map', detectable by electrophysiological recording (Fig. 8-22; for fish see
SCHWASSMANN
and KRUGER,1965).
A similar organization has been found in the visual area of the cortex (area 1 7 ) .
I n addition t o this large-scale representation of the visual field, cortex cells respond
t o specific configurations of stimuli, e.g. lines of a particular orientation with
respect t o body axes. Other cells are stimulated by simple shapes or by moving
figures.
The tectum area seems to play an essential role in the process of space-direction
localization (BERLUCCHI
and CO-authors,1973; EWERS,1973). Application of electric stimuli t o tectal loci effected toads t o turn towards the fictitious visual stimulus
(EWERT,
1967, 1973). Stimulation of a site in the projection area of the lower left
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Fig. 8-22: Bufo bufo. Stimuli at loci in the left visual field (a)of a toad release maximal excitation in corresponding loci of the right tectunl ( C ) . (b) Brain from dorsal; F: forebrain; D :
diencephalon ; M : midbrain (upper layers : tectum), T : telencephalon. (a,C after EWERT
and BORCHERS,
1971 ; reproduced by permission of Springer-Verla,g,Berlin.)

visual field, for instance, caused a toad t o turn to the lower left and to 'look' at an
imaginary object. From these findings i t can be concluded that turning is accomplished on the basis of preprogrammed patterns of CO-ordinatedmotor actions,
released in the tectal sites. This implies that the performance of the action, once
started, needs no further visual control. This corresponds to some observations
that toads finish an orienting turn even if the stimulating object had been removed
in the meantime.
Evidence is increasing that the visual process of identification differs from the
localization mechanism. I n golden hamsters the two processes seem t o take place

LEARNING

a t different loci of the brain. The visual cortex is essential for identification, the
tectum for localization (SCHNEIDER,
1969). After removal of the visual cortex the
hamsters could still orient with respect to moving objects, but they were unable to
differentiate between different visual patterns. If, on the other hand, the tectum
had been eliminated, no visual orientation could be observed. Visual patterns,
however, could still be distinguished by the hamsters. Similar conclusions on the
function of visual cortex and tectum in identification and localization of objects
have been drawn from experiments on monkeys (TREVARTHEN,
1967 ; HUMPHREY,
1970).
Investigations on the auditory System of cetaceans inclicate that different central
structures a.re involved in discrimination (of social sounds) a.nd localization (of
echo sounds). For further details consult BULLOCK
and RIDGWAY
(1972)and Chapter
8.3.

(3) Orientation and Learning (Influence of Experience)
A hamster orienting in a choice box learns, on the one hand, the identification
marlis characterizing 'right' a.nd 'wrong' alleys, and on the other, 'where' these
ma,rks are to be found (SCHNEIDER,
1967). These two aspects refer to learning on
the input side of the orientation. Other questions are concerned with the effect of
experience on CO-ordinationbetween internal components of the mechanism, such
as the linkage between timing mechanism and setting of the orientation-index
value, or the integration of input information and motor output.
I n general, the necessary extent of potential experience is adapted to the requirements, which are biological and ecological characteristics of the species
(a) Acquisition of Identification Parameters of Reference Stimuli
Identification of the characteristics of fundamental reference stimuli, such as
light or gravity, seem to be genetically fixed; this may be concluded, for example,
from light and gravity reactions of newly hatched fish larvae and nauplii of crustaceans. I n stellar orientation of birds, however, experience plays a role in recognition
of the reference pattern (WALLRAFF,1972).
If orientation concerns environmenta.1 cues of not very permanent existence, the
importance of learning is obvious. Thus experience is necessary in territorial
orientation, e.g. of coral fish, lobster or octopus.
I n object or goal orientation, e.g. finding of food or home places, the characteristics also often vary; t h a t is, the signs have to be learned. This has been demonstrated in young toa.ds (EIBL-EIBESFELDT,1967), chickens (HESS, 1964), and
goslings (W~RDINGER,
1974). Cephalopods ma.y be trained to a.ssociate new visual
or tactile parameters with the stimulus complex marking the target of its orientation (WELLS,1962).
I n landmark orientation, digger urasps show 'locality studies' (TINBERGEN,
1969,
p. 147). I n Bembex rostrata the characteristics of the nest spot are acquired during
a short circling orienting flight of the wasp before leaving the nest site. The duration
of this 'pre-leaving' flight is a function of the discrepancy between the sign pattern
and V A N DEN
expected and tha4tactually seen when the wasp did return ( V A N IERSEL
ASSEM,1965).
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Many examples rnay be found among 'releasing mechanisms' of ethology referring
to orientation processes. The red spot a t the tip of a gull's beak, for instance
(TINBERGEN,
1969, p. 76), or the sexual attractant scent of the female silkworm
( K ~ s s ~ m197
a , 1 ; PRIESSNER,1973) are reference signs for object orientation of
the gull chick and the male silkworm, respectively. As is often found in social
behaviour, in which orientation in relation to conspecifics is observed, the identification of the reference signs (releaaing stimuli) has a genetically fixed basis. However, experience rnay also play a role, e.g. in cases of individual recognition of the
conspecifics, which has been demonstrated even in invertebrates, e.g. in the rank
order behaviour of crayfish (BOVBJERQ
and LOWEi n : SCHÖNE,1965).
A genetic basis rnay also be expected in orientation of species adapted to a rather
extraordinary habitat. Thus, the Shrimp Tuleariocaris sansibarica or the fish
Xiphanzia perrnutata living on and between the spines of the sea-urchins Diaderna
setosum swim back in a straight line to specific configurations of spines, if they have
been dislocated (FRICKE
and HENTSCHEL,
1971 ;FRICKE,1973).Avoidanceof vertical
depth (visual cliff) has been found in unexperienced rats and cats a t f i s t exposure
(TEUBER,1960, p. 1633). The reaction is based on visual perception of a perspective
pattern .
(b) Learning of Spatial Parameters of Reference Stimuli

Bees orienting their foraging flights with respect to the sun rnay have acquired
the values of flight direction from other workers during the waggle dance in the hive
(VON FRISCH,1965). BRAEMER
and SCHWASSMANN
(1963) trained fishes t o swim in a
particular sun-compass direction by presenting a refuge in that direction during
training .
Amphipods (Talitrus saltatw), however, do not seem to be Open t o experience
with respect t o sun-compass orientation (PARDI, 1960). These intertidal sandhoppers live in the wet Zone of beaches. If displaced they return in a direction
perpendicular t o the water's edge of their home beach, irrespective of the true
beach orientation. If placed close to a strange beach, they move in the compass
direction corresponding to their home beach orientatioil. PARDIhatched young
sandhoppers in the laboratory froin mothers collected from different beaches.
\Yhen the juveniles were exposed to sunlight they preferred directions corresponding to their respective mother's home beach.
(C) Experience and Interna1 Linkage of Components
The mechanism of time compensation of the sun's motion rnay be influenced
by experience. The sun's apparent motion is opposite in the northern and southern
hemisphere. BRAEMER
and SCHWASSMANN
(1963) have shown that some tropical
fishes can learn to compensate according to both alternatives, but that sonle
northern hemisphere fishes cannot.
Sensory-motor integration. Very often reactions to light, gravity and other
stimuli are performed in the 'correct' way a t the very first exposure t o the stimuli.
This implies that the functional system froni Sensors to effectors is linked together
in a genetically determined manner. This linkage rnay be examined experimentally.
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Fishes and amphibians with artificially inverted eyes suffered persistent disturbance
of orientation. Experience had no effect on performance (SPERRY,1960; TEUBER,
1960, p. 1647). Similarly, chickens looking through prism spectacles did not learn
to peck correctly a t grains (HESS,1956). They missed consistently by the disparity
corresponding to the prism's refraction. Improvement with time was related only
to the scattering of the pecks. As in normal chickens, the group of pecks of a trial
was less scattered after practice, the disparity of aiming, however, did not change.
Monkeys and man, on the other hand, seem to be able to compensate for the
inverting and distorting effects of prisms on vision by experience. The orientation
of subjects wearing a prism is first grossly disorganized, but after some weeks the
system adapts, the central CO-ordinationbeing re-arranged, perception and orientation appear to return almost to normal (KOHLER
in : TEUBER,1960, pp. 1634,1647).
I n this context the findings of HELD(1967) in cats and man are of importance. The
experience of the visual feedback in (self-produced) movements is necessary for
establishing the correct sensory-motor interaction of visually guided behaviour.
Experimental cha.nges have also been made to examine the role of experience
on the motor side. The insertions of flexor and extensor muscles of a rat's lirnb were
exchanged. The animals did not learn t o orient the limb correctly (SPERRY,
1958).
A small improvement uras observed, however, in monkeys on which similar operations were performed: The tendons of antagonistic muscles of one arm were rearranged. After a great deal of experience and with visual control of the arm's
movements, the monkeys increased their capability to reach for food.

ORIENTATION

SPACE: ANIMALS

8.1 INVERTEBRATES

(1) Introduction

There can be little doubt t h a t l o c o m o t o r ~activity
~
is one of the most chara.cteristic
features of a.nima1 life. However, i t is not easy to assess the ecological significance
of a specific locomotion pattern. This requires identification and comparison of
different locomotion patterns and analysis of the physiological mechanisms involved
in spatial orientation.
I n its normal everyday life an animal continually exhibits locomotory a,ctivities
- e . g . exploratory movements, feeding excursions, courtship behaviour, escape
reactions and withdrawal t o shelter-which require a n ability to respond adequately
t o certain stimuli from t h e outside world for maintaining proper orientation. Other
locomotory movements involve habitat selection. These movements bring or keep
t h e animal within a particular environnient whose physical, chemical and biological
conditions suit its morphological and physiological characteristics. Since both
physiological state and environmental conditions are subject t o changes, migratory
movements are in many cases basic t o existence. I n a number of species, on the
other hand, a fixed position somewhere in the environment, a so-called 'home', provides the animal with a more or less permanent setting to which it may show
habituation and which promotes its survival.
There is a considerable diversity among locornotory and positioning responses
of organisms to environmental stimuli. Several workers have endeavoured to
rationalize them into a single systein of classification. The classic scheme of
orientakion reactions was advanced by KÜHN(1919) and modified by GUNNand
and GUNY (1940, 1961). Their classification
co-authors (1937) and FRAENKEL
in terms of kineses and taxes is based on the rnechanisms of orientation processes.
This concept has been considered critically in Chapter 8.0. The present chapter
concentrates on physiological and ecological aspects of orientation. Orienta'tion
responses of invertebrates depend largely upon the nature of the stiniuli and the
functional and structural ability of the corresponding sense Organs. I n the following
pages orientation processes, including migration and homing, in marine invertebrates will be discussed on th.e basis of the various stimulus modalit,ies.
(a) Migratory Movements

I n terms of active lorig-distance displacement, migratory movements iri marine
invertebrates are not very specta.cular, although there are a few examples of longrange movement,~reminiscent of tvhat is known of bird and fish migrations. For
example, several lobsters (species OS Panulirus, Homarus, J a s u s ) and crabs
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(Callinectes)migrate over distances of 8 to 50 km or even more (BAINBRIDOE,
1961).
Apart from well-established migrations to deep water in winter and from moulting
or feeding movements to favourable area.s, occasionally observed migrations
against the prevailing currents by mature females are tentatively interpreted as a
mechanism enabling the young t o return with the aid of the current t o the adult
habitat (GRAHAM,
1949). This principle, comparable with the spawning migration
of plaice Pleuronectes platessa in the North Sea (see also HARDEN-JONES,
1968),
deserves further study because of its paran~ountecological significance.
Striking underwater observations off the west coast of Bimini, Bahamas, have
been made on the manner in which the autumnal mass migrations of the spiny
lobster P a n u l i r z ~argw take place (HERRNKIND
and CU~~MINGS,
1964). The lobsters
were Seen moving in southerly directions in single file queues of 3 to 30 individuals
walking in physical contact with each other. Separate queues moved in parallel
directions a t an estimated speed of 40 to 50 cm sec-'. HERRNKIND
(1969) has
questioned whether these mass migrations have a reproductive function. Attempts
to clarify the mechanism whereby directionality is maintained suggest that the
orientation is based on multiple cues (HERRNKIND
and MCLEAN,1971).
Other examples of extensive migratioils are found in cephalopods. The squid
Loliyo vulgaris (TINBERQEN
and VERWEY,1945) and the cuttlefish Sepia oflcinulis
(VERWEY,1949a) are reported to migrate in spring and summer-presumably
through the Straits of Dover-from the eastern Atlantic Ocean into the North
Sea, where they spawn, and t o leave the North Sea again in autumn and winter.
Numerous parallels with bird migration are emphasized by the authors. Comparable
long-range migrations are mentioned by SUMMERS
(1969) for Loligo peulei in the
Western Atla.ntic Ocean off the American coast, where the northernmost range limit
of t,hisspecies in winter is reported to be 600 km south of the range limit in summer.
L. pealei is assumed t o avoid water temperatures below 8" C. By means of a tagging
Programme in the Sea of Japan, TASHIROand CO-authors(1972) demonstrated
migratory movements of the squid Todarodes pcccijicw over distances of more than
and CO-authors,1973).
1000 k m (see also MURATA
Apart from these long-distance migrations, passive transport of planktonic
organisms, including larvae of benthic invertebrates, by ocean currents is a wellknown feature in the marine environment. The extent of the dispersal of larvae
of bottom-dwelling animals is largely determined by the duration of the planktonic
phase, which may range from a few hours to several nionths. SCHELTEMA
(1971,
1972) reports tra.ns-Atlantic transport of larvae of the invertebrate shelf fauna,
which apparently facilitates reciprocal trans-oceanic genetic exchange.
MThile the horizontal displacement of planktonic organisms must be regarded
as a passive process, the duration, and in some cases also the direction, of the
transport is controlled by biological processes and adaptive responses. I n other
words, vertical movements through different water layers urhich may move in
different directions or withdrawal froin the moving water masses (e.g. by settlement)
are closely related to the physiological state of the animals and dependent on a
va.riety of responses t o environmental factors. A considerable body of information
on this subject is available. Some orientational aspects are treated in the following
pages. For more information on the inechanisrns involved in the vertical migration
of planktonic invertebrates consult Volume I : SEGAL(1970, e.g. pp. 169, 194).
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Another very important category of migratory movements is the on-shore and
off-shore movements of coastal and intertidal animals, which either may be induced
by the tides or will be the result of a variety of activities such as feeding, reproduction and seasonal migration. Essential characteristics of any coast, where the
ecological conditions vary basically only in directions transverse to the shore line,
are reflected in a variety of adaptive responses that guide the animals in directions
perpendicular to the coast line and which are responsible for the shift or maintenance of certain zonation patterns. For extensive information on the ecological
implications, the recently revised book of NEWELL(1972) On the biology of intertidal animals should be consulted.
Somewhat more complex are the conditions in estuarine areas whose inhabitants,
like shrimps and crabs, migrate inward and outward according to the seasons and
in which temperature and salinity gradients and tidal currents play a dominant
role. Problems concerning the ecology of animals living in this type of environment,
especially in the Waddensea, have been treated by VERWEY(1949b, 1960,1966).
(b) Homing
I n several cases 'homing' has been reported in marine invertebrates. I n molluscs
homing behaviour is known in the intertidal naked pulmonate Onchidiumjoridanum
and some species of Chiton ; most work has been done on limpets (review by THORPE,
1956, pp. 186 ff). Limpets live on rocks in shallow depressions into which they fit
exactly and which are caused by the wearing effect of their shell. After feeding
excursions, the limpets return t o their scars. Recent attempts to clarify the return
mechanism have led to the hypothesis that retracing of mucous trails which the
limpets have laid previously is involved in home finding by Patella vulgata, P.
depressa and P. aspera (COOKand CO-authors,1969) and the pulmonate limpet
Siphonaria alternata (COOK,1971). The results of these experiments have ruled out
several alternative hypothesized cues such as orientation to gravity or the sunas established in the feeding excursions of Littorina littorea (NEWELL,
1958a, b ) or
a form of orientation based on mernory of past movements (kinaesthetic memory),
which apparently is involved in the homing of fiddler crabs Uca tangeri (ALTEVOOT
and VON HAUEN,1964) and Uca rapax (VON HAGEN,1967a).
I n recent years, with sonic tracking techniques, good evidence of homing behaviour has been obtained in the spiny lobster Panulirus argus. Out of 10 individuals
released about 200 m from the capture site, 8 returned to within 30 m of their 'home'
even when blinded ; but there is little information on the mechanism of directional
orientation (HERRNKIND
and MCLEAN,1971).
(C)

Releasing Factors

I n studies concerning oriented movements of animals, a clear differentiation of
releasing and orienting stimuli should be made, as pointed out for instance by
STIEVE(1961) and VERWEY(1966). The particular condition searched for in its
migratory movements is not necessarily the factor to which the animal responds
for orientation. For instance, when the sandhopper Talitrus saltator is placed on
dry sand, low humidity merely releases migration, but celestial cues are utilized

in directing it to wetter areas of the beach (PARDI
and PAPI,1953). On the other
hand, the effect of releasing factors alone may be sufficient to cause a displacement
towards areas with more favourable conditions. This type of migration is found in
cases where selective transport by currents is involved. When, for instance, in an
estuarine area during ebb the salinity drops too far, the crab Macropipus holsatus
responds by swimming, which automatically carries i t on the ebb tide to more Saline
areas (VENEMA
and CREUTZBERG,
1973).
I n general, non-directional stiniuli like temperature, salinity, hydrostatic
pressure (Volume I, Chapters 3, 4, 8), aiid chemical stimuli act as releasing factors,
while directional stimuli such as light (Volume I, Chapter 2), gravity, water movement (Volume I , Chapter 6 ) and presumably vibrations can be utilized by marine
invertebrates as orientation cues. Light and sound or vibrations are also found t o
act as releasing stimuli. I n several cases the interaction between releasing and orienting stiniuli is extremely close. The frequently used term 'chemotaxis' (orientation
to chemical stimuli), for example, should in most cases be read as 'orientation t o
currents released by chemical stimuli'.
It is a common observation that environmental changes, as well as changes of the
physiological state of the animal, can induce reversals of the sign of orientation.
This highly adaptive mechanism was already recognized by LOEB(1893), who
demonstrated that planktonic animals respond photonegatively (or geopositively )
to temperature increase or salinity decrease and vice versa. ROSE(1925)found the
same effect and emphasized its biological significance in relation to the stratification
of water in terms of temperature and salinity. Salinity discontinuity layers-such
as occur frequently in estuaries-indeed appear to act as a barrier to a number of
copepod species and the larvae of a decapod crustacean atterilpting to swim to the
surface in an experimental water column (LANCE,
1962 ; see also Volume I : KINNE,
1971, p. 969). I n diurnal vertical migration of plankters, however, changes in
irradiance are considered to be the primary initiating factor in controlling the sign
of orientation (Volume I : SEGAL,1970, p. 194).
The influence of the physiological state of planktonic animals on the sign of
and CO-authors
phototaxis has been demonstrated, for instance, by SINGARAJAH
(1967), who found that more ilauplii of Balanus balanoides and Elminius moclestus
become photonegative when fed than when starved. Well-fed nauplii apparently
leave the surface water rich in phytoplankton for darker regions wliere, presumably,
they are less exposed to visually directed predation.
The development of benthic ani~nalst h o u g h various pelagic larval stages yields
numerous examples of ada,ptive-sign reversals in vertical orientation. The early
stages generally move upward, which promotes dispersal by currents, whereas
just before metamorphosis and Settlement the larvae move downward. This
general principle finds expressioii in a wide variety of specially adapted modifications. For extensive information, the review of THORSON
(1964) should be consulted
(see also Volume I : SEQAL,1970, p. 169).
( 2 ) Light

The visual environment of an animal may be regarded as a complex of interrelated properties of light (Volume I, Chapter 2 ) . I n alrnost all natural conditions
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the sun alone acts as the primary source of radiant energy. During the night, the
moon (as a reflector of sunlight) provides a secondary irradiance source of much
lower intensity. I n addition the stars and bioluminescence (see review by TETTand
KELLY,1973) function as natural light sources.
For a proper analysis and understanding of the responses of organisms to photic
stimuli, the fundamental aspects of light have to be taken into account :
(i) The rectilinear propa.gation of light determines its definitely directional
character.
(ii) The intensity of irradiance is a rather complicated aspect. I n the first pla.ce
it is related t o the strength of the light source. The important physical principle
that irradiance decreases proportionally with the Square of the distance from the
light source does not apply to the practically parallel rays of sun or moon, but only
t o the divergent rays of a nearby light source. Under natural conditions, reflecting
objects or entrances of caves through which scattered light penetrates are, in this
respect, comparable with artificial light sources. Another factor which produces a
gradual decrease (gradient) of irradiance is the a,bsorbing and scattering properties
of the aquatic media.
(iii) The spectral composition of light does not seem t o havereceived much attention in problems related t o the orientation of marine invertebrates.
(iv) Another fundamental property of light is polarization. Direct sunlight is
not polarized. Polarization, however, occurs as the result of scattering by particles
in the atmosphere as well as in water. According to WATERMAN
(1955),polarization
is a permanent aspect of underwater illumination.
The photic environment of a marine animal, however, is determined not only by
the properties of light. Any differentiation between biotopes according t o irradiance
distribution will be based on the physical properties of the biotopes. Two extreme
cases of irradiance distribution, for instance, are represented by the simple and
regular conditions in the Open sea as opposed to the complex conditions in shallou~
parts along rocky coasts and coral reefs.
(a) Photokinesis

Kineses as opposed to taxes or oriented movements a.redefined as non-directional
changes in random movements due t o changes in the intensity of the stimulus, not
t o its direction. The responses may involve a change of the velocity or frequency of
locomotory movements (orthokinesis) or a change of the rate of random turning
(klinokinesis). Animals commonly show a combination of the two reactions in their
activities. I n normal conditions these responses are maximal to unfavourable
stimuli, resulting in a longer stay in areas with more favourable conditions. Thus if
the locomotor activity of a photonegative organism within an irradiance gradient
is increased by light and diminished in darkness, the individuals will aggregate
in the shaded region.
It appears far from easy, however, to produce clear evidenee of the occurrence
of purely photokinetic responses since under almost any conditions the directiorial
character of light can play a role in orientation.
Since the latter part of the 19th century it has been a controversial issue whether
animals are guided by the directional properties of light or by successive changes 111

irradiance perceived during the Course of their random movements. I n the early
years a dominat'ing position was occupied by LOEB(1890, 1905), who propounded
a very mechanical theory of light orientation. According to this theory, an anima.1 is
impelled to inove either towards or auray froin a light source through compensatory
movements which continuously correct any deviation from equal stimulation by
light on bot11 sides of its symmetrical plane. By means of certain experiment,al
arrangements, LOEB demonstra.ted t h a t photopositive organisms move towards
the light source even when this reactioii takes them into a da.rker region and t h a t
the reverse applies t o photonegative organisms. Arnong LOEB'Sopponents, a
number of aut,hors attempted to deinonstrate t h a t aggregations occur in aii
'optimal zone' of a light gradient through the action of non-oriented kinetic
responses (older terms: phobotactic or photopathic responses)

Plur~ktonicInvertebrates
Planktonic orgailisms would appear t o be our prime interest in this context
because they live in an environment in which the spatial relatioiis are dominated
by a vertical irradiance gradient. There are, however, surprisingly few workers
who claim t o have demonstrated non-oriented kinetic responses in planktonic
animals. YERKES(1899) and DITLEVSEN(1907) worked with freshwater crustaceans
(Cladocera and Copepoda). GOLDSMITH (1921) used a number of marine planktonic
crustaceans such as Mysis chamaelaeon, Centropages hamatus, Acartia clausi,
nauplii of Balanus species and zoeae of Maja s q u i d o . These authors introduced
their animals into an irradiance gradient crossing the path of the light rays. The
gradients were produced, for instance, by triangular glass dishes filled with a n
absorbing liquid (e.g. indian ink solution) or some kind of graded filter (smoked
glass). From aggregation of the invertebrates in a particular area of t h e irradiance
gradient they concluded t h a t they are guided by the intensity, not t h e direction,
of irradiance.
The 'intensity theory', however, has been criticized by several authors. With
reference t o YERKES'(1899) work, TOWLE(1900) made a remark which is worth
recalling because of its general applicability. YERKESused a long and narrow experimental trough set a t right angles t o the direction of the light source, thus preventing
the ailimals from moving towards the light. B y means of a n indian ink prism placed
in front of the trough a n intensity gradient was produced in its long axis. TOWLE,
however, comments t h a t t o an individual animal placed in a darker p a r t of the
trough (in the conditions created by YERKES)the lighter part of the gradient
actually acts as the light source. I n other words, locomotory movements in so-called
'non-directional gradients of light' may still be oriented movements.
The problem of phototaxis (oriented moveinents towards or away from a light
source) as opposed t o photokinesis (aggregations in regions of a particular illumination intensity) has been studied b y a number of workers on marine zooplankton.
GROOMand LOEB(l890), using the classic 'window-arrangement', concluded t h a t
nauplii of Balanus perforatus orient by the direction of the light rays. I n this
arrangement a long trough or test tube is placed perpendicularly t o t h e plane of
a window. The room side of the trough is illuminated by direct sunlight, while the
window side is illuminated by more or less diffuse light from the sky by means of
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screens. Positively 'heliotropic' (= phototactic) nauplii moved straight to the
window side even when this reaction took them into a darker region. Negatively
heliotropic nauplii moved away from the window and accumulated in the brightest
part of the trough. Although LOEB(1893, 1905) recognized the possible existence
of photokinetic responses ('Unterschiedsempfindlichkeit') in freshwater Planaria,
he never found photokinesis in the marine planktonic organisms studied by him :
larvae of the horseshoe crab Limulus polyphemus, larvae of the archiannelid
Polygordius sp., copepods, and larvae of cnistaceans, worms and molluscs.
LOEB(1890) was the first to apply convergent light to demonstrate that photopositive invertebrates swim towards the light source instead of acciimulating a t
the point of highest irradiance, the focus. This type of experiment with convergent
and divergent light has been carried out by other authors as well. MOORE(1909),
working with nauplii of Balanus species, used focused light in cylindrical museum
jars. According to his description, photopositive nauplii, introduced within the
divergent part of the light field, move through the focal point (region of highest
irradiance) towards the source of light (region of lower irmdiance). Photonegative
nauplii move away from the source of light towards the focal point and on to the
distal part of the jar. I n photonegative larvae of the polycha.ete Subellariu spinulosu
KALMUS(1931), using a convergent beam and a light gradient produced by a
wedge-shaped filter, found oriented movements away from the light source towards
the brightest region.
I n an extensive study, SPOONER
(1933) reviewed the problem of the 'directioiiintensity controversy' in marine planktonic invertebrates and carried out detailed
experiments. He paid special attention to the angular-radiance distribution in
different light-gradient devices used by some previous workers and carefully
observed the paths followed by individuals. Like TOWLE(1900) and HOLT and L E E
(1901), he concluded that irradiance coming from all directions has to be taken into
account in any interpretation of this kind of experiment. A wide variety of planktonic animals were tested such as copepods, Sagitta, larvae of Balanus, annelids,
molluscs and fishes. The results of his experiments showed that in no case did
photopositive animals aggregate in the brightest region when this was auray from
the light source. The animals tested were able to maintain their normal movement
in the direction of the incidence of the light, whatever changes in total irradiance
were encountered during their Progress. The reverse situation obtained with photonegative animals. According to SPOONER,
the phototactic response of an invertebrate is explicable on the basis of the specialized distribution of light sensitivity
over its surface, which, however, makes the invertebra.te lose the ability to record
the changes of irradiance that occur in its surroundings, unless it is capable of
allowing for its direction of orientation. This, he comments, by no means implies
that changes in irradiance have no influence a,t all. They may activate or inhihit
the locomotory movements. They are, however, of no significance for the pathways
followed by a wide range of plankters which are able to orient to the direction of
the incident light.
Regarding the responses of the trachymedusa Gonionemus murbachi, YERKES
(1903,1906),MORSE(1906,1907)and MURBACH(1909)a.greethat illumination elicits
swimming activity; in shaded regions the medusae slow down and settle on the
bottom. According to Y E R K Ehowever,
S,
G. murbachi is oriented by the directional

property of the incident light. I n his view, this is accomplished by the earlier and
more forceful contraction of that side of the bell farthest away from the shade.
This conclusion has been criticized by MURBACH.Comparable results were obtained
by ROSE(1925) with the hydromedusa Phialidium hemisphericum and the ctenophore Pleurobrachia pileus. Under tlie influence of direct sunlight dark-adapted
individuals start swimming in all directions without any sign of orientation t o
photic stimuli. ROSEdid not, however, investigate the mechanism of aggregation
in any particular area of irradiance. Observations made by HYMAN
(1940) on
the medusae Aeqwrea aequorea, Halistaura cellularia, Phialidium gregarium,
Stomotoca atra and Sarsia mirabilia did not provide any indication of a response
when the medusae moved from a sunlit region into the shadow of the dock, nor was
any tendency Seen towards accursulation in either shaded or sunlit areas.
I n general it may be concluded that, apart from a not yet clarified photic orientation mechanism in medusae and ctenophores, a proper photokinetic mechanism
of aggregation in certain areas of irradiance, i.e. random exploratory movements,
has not yet been clearly demonstrated in plankton invertebrates. Nevertheless,
a photokinetic component may be incorporated in phototactic responses in the
sense that locomotory activity is initiated (released) by 'unfavourable' changes
of irradiance, resulting in oriented movements towards more 'favokrable' conditions.
I n free-swimming larvae of the ascidian Diplosom listerianurn, CRISP and
GHOBASHY
(197 1) found positive phototactic behaviour in a parallel light beam.
I n a light gradient perpendicular to the light path, on the other hand, the swimming
larvae were more or less evenly distributed along the experimental trough with
no obvious preference for high or low illumination, which is in agreement with the
results mentioned before. Metamorphosing larvae, however, showed a totally different behaviour. They respond negative-phototactically to a parallel light beam
but when introduced into a light gradient, they clearly aggregate in the less illuminated sections of the trough, having a preferendum of the order of 300 lux. Apparently, the metamorphosing larvae show photokinetic responses a t settlement. B u t
they are then no longer planktonic.

Littoral and Benthic Invertebrates
As has been pointed out before (p. 559), littoral and benthic invertebrates live in
optic fields far more complex and irregular than do their planktonic rtnd pelagic
counterparts. Apart from the neritic invertebrates swimming close t o the sandy
bottom or among rocks, corals and seaweed, most of them are restricted in their
movements to crawling about on these more or less irregular surfaces. This biotope
is predoininantly characterized by dark-light boundaries.
For several littoral, benthic and neritic animals a photokinetic behaviour
(orthokinesis as ~ e l as
l klinokinesis) has been described in the literature. The
klinokinetic component, however, needs some attention here. Originally klinokinesis was defined by KPHN(1919) as phobotaxis (other terms: avoiding reaction,
trial-and-error reaction, 'Schreckreaktion', 'Unterschiedsempfindlichkeit'). This
concept derived from observations of animals turning azvay a t abrupt intensity
boundaries. The question is whether these responses involve directionality (which
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is expressed in the word 'taxis') or may be regarded as random turning movements.
ULLYOTT
(1936) worked on light responses of the limnic planarian Dendrocoelum
lacteum, and investigated the problem of 'phobotaxis'. Using a uniform, nondirectional light field, he claimed to have demonstrated the relationship between
the rate of random turning or the 'rate of change of direction' and irradiance.
I n the dark, the rate of random turning is low. When light is switched on, it increases immediately. Under constant stimulation, however, the rate of turning
decreases considerably owing to sensory adaptation. I n a horizontal smooth light
gradient (illumination from above through graded filter), the combined effect
of intensity changes and adaptation-according to ULLYOTT-leads presumably
to aggregation in regions of lower intensity. This has been theoretically confirmed
by ROHLFand DAVENPORT
(1969) in simulating experiments with a mathematica.1
model using a digital computer.
I n order t o stress the non-oriented character of this type of response, GUNNand
CO-authors(1937) decided to classify it as kinesis; they proposed t o divide kineses
into (i) orthokinesis (variations in linear velocity), and (ii) klinokinesis (variations
in angular velocity). Further, they designated the classical avoiding reaction
(phobotaxis) as a special cme of klinokinesis.
PRECHT
(1942), however, criticized ULLYOTT'S(1936) interpretation of the
and BURSELL
(1950) objected to all 'shock'
mechanism of aggregation, and EWER
reactions being designa.ted as an extreme case of klinokinesis. They adduced
observations of animals stopping a t a boundary, making some exploratory movements and then taking a new Course, not random but spatially related to the stimulus. Similar 'shock' reactions have been described by HARDEN-JONES
(1971) in
Dend?*ocoelumlacteum exposed to high intensities of illumination. A comparable
type of reaction is frequently shown by ~vire-worms(Coleoptera) in steep humidity
gradients, which LEES(1943) interpreted as a directed reaction of the 'klinotaxis'
type of behaviour (p. 566).
I n a recent study STASKO
and SULL~VAN
(1971) have questioned the validity of
the klinokinesis concept, which actually was based solely on ULLYOTT'S(1936)
hypothesis about the possible mechanism of accumulation a t the darkest end of
a light gradient by planarians, but ahich has so far not been supported by experimental evidente. I n an extensive series of experiments with planarians, STASKO
and SULL~VAN
did not find any indication of klinokinesis being operative in the
selection of dark areas; rather, their observations suggested that the planarians
were in fact oriented by scattered lateral light.
A common feature in littoral, benthic and neritic invertebrates is their movements along tortuous pathways, which give the impression of being completely
random and are thus likely to be explained in terms of kinesis. An interesting case
was described by BLUM(1934a, 1954) concerning the responses to light of tide-poolinhabiting littoral copepods Harpacticus fulvw. When placed in a rectangular dish
in direct sunlight, the copepods, racing about in all directions, assembled a t the
end away from the sun. Every time the dish was reversed, the entire flock 'drifted'
rapidly away from the sun. Their individual movements were seemingly not
oriented a t all but gave the impression of being purely kinetic. I n fact, the parallel
rays of the sun illuminated the entire dish evenly, so that there was no light gradient
and the aggregation could not, therefore, be explained in terms of photokinesis.

According t o BLUM,the copepods were subject t o the directive influence of the
light, but changed their pathways so frequently that this orientation was effectively
masked.
Actually, kinetic movements are very difficult to evaluate properly when related
t o photic stimuli. I n many cases of reported photokinesis tlie animal in question is
perfectly capable of orienting to the directional property of the light. However,
photokinetic responses on the basis of irradiance may be responses to releasing
stimuli within the mechanism of photic orientation as a whole. Several publications
on photokinetic behaviour should be considered froin this point of view.
FRANZ
(1911b) analysed the characteristic t o and fro movements of the underwater-cave inhabiting mysid Hemimysis larmomae. He found an inverse relationship between the frequency of turning and the distance from the light source, the
movements, however, being directed in relation t o the light source. The locomotory activity of the polychaete Nereis diversiwlor is stimulated by illumination,
which results in an aggregation of individuals in shaded areas, where they come
to rest. The orientational capacities of these polychaetes are fairly well developed
(HERTER,1926; AMELN,1930). I n the polychaete Nephtys cirrosa photo-orthokinetic behaviour seems to be more distinct. The frequency of locomotion tends
t o increase linearly with irradiance, resulting in a marked accumulation in dark
areas (CLARK,1956).
Another case where photo-orthokinesis appears to play an important role was
demonstrated by EVANS(1951). At low tide the intertidal chitoil Lepidochitona
cinereus is almost invariably found on the undersurfaces of stones. If such a stone
is overturned in sunlight, the chitons on top of the stone will be observed to begin
moving and to aggregate again on its new lower surface. Under tliese coiiditioris
the chitons have been shown to orient t o the force of gravity; but photokinetic
responses appear to contribute to tlie rapid finding of the sheltered areas. Fron]
experiments in shallow dishes it was clearly demonstrated that the velocity of the
randomly moving chitons increased with irradiance. I n half-shaded dishes the
chitons moved randomly along tortuous pathways within the illuminated part
and slowed down and finally came to rest in the shaded area.
OHBA (1957) studied the photo-orthokinetic activity of the photo-negative
littoral snail Monodonta labio, which he expressed as the percentage of moving
aninials. I n dark-adapted snails he found a linear correlation with the logarithm
of irradiance. M'ith exposure to constant stimulation the activity decreased
considerably due t o sensory adaptation. The removal of the stalked eyes has no
influence on the photokinetic activity nor on the process of light adaptation.
NEWELL(1958a, b) reports an increase of the rate of crawling in Littorina
littorea with increasing irradiance. He suggests t h a t this 'orthokinetic' response
may have some importance in stimulating the snails t o crawl and feed. Broadly
similar results were obtained by NEWELL(1962) with the gastropod Peringia
ulvae. It is doubtful, however, whether these two cases can properly be interpreted
in terms of photo-ortliokinesis.
I n his study of the behaviour of the interstitial archiannelid Trilobodrilus
(1963) nlade a short note on the influence of light. When archianheideri, BOADEN
nelids were placed in a half-shaded dish, they gradually accumulated in the shaded
area following extremely convoluted pathways. Once an individual had moved

Light

Shade

Fig. 8-23: Tribboclrilus heideri. Orientational response to light. Movement trace
of a n individua.1 to illustrate reaction to a light/shade boundary. Barbs
indicate half-minute intervals. Graticule in 1 cm Squares. (After BOADEN,
1963 ;reproduced by permission of Marine Biological Association of the U.K.)

into the shaded part, it turned sharply back into the shade whenever it encountered
the light-dark boundary aga,in. However, judging from the movement trace of an
individual (Fig. 8-23), neither the linear nor the angular velocity shows any differences between the illuminated and the shaded areas. The aggregation of T. heideri
in shaded areas seems to be effected purely by 'shock' reactions a t the light-dark
boundary .
The ho1othuria.n Opheodesoma spectabilis in daytime normally lives in aggregations in beds of the brown alga Sargassurn echinocarpus, where it finds protection
against sunlight (BERRILL,
1966). When placed on a sand flat, the holothurians
move rapidly away from the direction of the sun until they encounter a bed of
S. echinocarpus, where they come to rest. They show no orientation in relation t o
the position of the alga. When released under an overcast sky, their movements not
only are slower, but also lack any orientation. They show a relatively high rate of
random turning. When 0. spectabilis in which the 15 pairs of ocelli have been removed are pla.ced on a sand flat in sunlight, their behaviour is fairly similar to that
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to be photoklinotactic. The larvae follow a spiral course, either towards or away from
the light source by means of ciliary movements. FRAENKEL
and GUNN(1940, 1961)
also include the behaviour of the swimming post-trochophore larvae of Arenicola,
described by MAST (1938), among photoklinotactic responses, although they are
provided with two symmetrical photoreceptors. I n this stage the larvae are highly
photopositive; locomotion is the result of ciliary action, while orientation is brought
about by muscular contraction. When swimming, the larvae rotate longitudinally
so that, on lateral illumination, each eye is alternately illuminated a.nd shaded.
The muscles on the side where illumination increa.ses contract violently, forcing
the head towards the light. This process occurs twice during each rotation, thus
effecting rapid orientation.
The other type of photoklinotaxis, in which the invertebrate, when crawling,
turns alternately to the right and to the left, has been observed in the mobile
bivalve Lasaea rubra by MORTON
(1960). By comparing successively the irradiance
on either side of its path, the mollusc presumably finds small crevices or other places
of refuge.

Phototropotaxis
Phototropotaxis, as opposed to phototelotaxis, is based on simultaneous comparison of intensities on both sides of the body.
This mechanism of orientation is the starting point of LOEB'S'tropism theory',
which he considered t o be the basis of all orientation processes in animals. According
t o LOEB(l890), the bilaterally symmetrical structure of animals underlies the
principle of balance of processes in the two body sides. The processes inducing
locomotion are equal in both halves of the central nervous system, causing an equal
'tension' of the symmetrical muscles so long as the animal moves straight towards
or away from a light source, and the photochemical processes in the photoreceptors
are equal. If, however, the animal deviates from its course, the illumination of the
photoreceptors and the photochemical processes will be different, the physiological
symmetry no longer exists and the muscles will no longer produce an equal response.
As a consequence the animal will, in a 'forced movement', c o ~ ~ eits
c t course until
the symmetrical stimulation is re-established.
An important criterion for defining a reaction as phototropotaxis is the behaviour
of the invertebrate in a light field illuminated from two different directions. The
strength of the light sources may be either equal or different. I n phototropotactic
behaviour, which is based on equal stimulation of the photoreceptors on both sides,
the pathways followed by the invertebrate a t each point in the light field will be
determined by the proportional intensity of the light sources or, in other words,
by the resultant as given by the triangle of forces rule. This principle has been
elaborated for various marine invertebrates by LOEBand NORTHROP(1917) in
photopositive barnacle larvae ; by NORTHROP
and LOEB(1923) in the photonegative
horseshoe crab (Limulus) ; and by FRAENKET,
(1927a) in the copepod Phyllothalestris
mysis, the amphipod Corophium longicwne, the polychaetes Nereis dumerili and
Polyvphtalmus pictus, and caprelids. In their experiments on orientation in animals
showing a tropotactic response in a 'two light' situation, these authors also conkmed
the validity of Bunsen and Roscoe's photochemical law, which says that the

photochemical effect is proportional to the product of the intensity and the duration
of illumination. They effected variations in the duration of the illumination by
placing a rapidly rotating opaque disc between one of the light sources and the
aquarium, with a greater or smaller sector cut out of the disc. I n the case, for
instance, that a sector of 180" had been removed the duration of illumination was
reduced to one half. From pathways followed by the invertebrates under these
circumstances it could be concluded that the effect of a light source reduced in
duration of illumination is equivalent to that of a light source which, to the Same
degree, is reduced in intensity.
Another frequently employed nlethod for testing whether the mechanism of
orientation employed is phototropotactic, comprises unilateral blinding of an
animal, either by painting over or by removal of one of its eyes. If one eye is rendered
unfunctional, the balance of stimulation is disturbed. Witli lateral illumination,
photopositive animals tend to deviate towards their intact side. I n uniform or
overhead illumination, they perform circus movements. Photonegative animals
deviate towards the blinded side.
The behaviour of unilaterally blinded horseshoe crabs (Limulus) has, for instance,
been studied by COLE (1923). I n his experiments clear circus movements were
observed, with the crabs turning towards the side of their functional eye. Furthermore, it was found that the rate of turning depends on the intensity of the illumination. The diameter of the circles decreases with increasing photic stimulation, a t
a rate inversely proportional to the logarithm of the illumination intensity. COLE
considered these results as satisfactorily explained by the tropism theory of LOEB.
I n Limulus polyphemus the lateral eyes as well as the dorsal ocelli mediate positive
phototaxis, the latter, however, responding only to near-U.V. light (LALLand
CHAPMAN,
1973).
For circus movements by unilaterally blinded animals to be adopted as a criterion
for a phototropotactic mechanism, however, some difficulties exist, which are
and GUNN(1940,1961). Especially in overhead
extensively discussed by FRAENKEL
or uniform illumination, animals which behave telotactically likewise perform
circus movements when unilaterally blinded. One of the reasons is the absence of a
light source which can be fixed and used as a guide, so that telotaxis cannot come
into action.
Phototelotaxis
Phototelotaxis comprises direct orientation towards (or away from) a light source
without a balance of stimulation of the two sides of a bilaterally symmetrical body.
I n this mechanism it is essential that the eyes (or single eye) have a number of
separate receptor elements, each of which can be stimulated from a particular
direction. These elements may be retina cells acting in conjunctioil with a lens or
ommatidia of a compound eye. Essential, also, is a central nervous organization
which can inhibit all Stimuli except those from one direction. This enables animals
to move straight in the direction of a source of stimulation towards which these
particular elements of the eye, forming a fixation region, are directed, other light
sources being disregarded. This process can be demonstrated in two-light experiments. When the animals are placed in front of two lights they move directly
towards one of them, ignoring the other. It may occur, however, that during their
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progress they switch over to the other light or even follow a zig-zag Course, alternately moving towards each of the two light sources before making a final decision.
This type of reaction in marine invertebrates has been demonstrated clearly by
VON BUDDENBROCK
(1923) in the decapod crustaceans Eupagurus bernhardus,
Carcinus maenas and Galathea intermedia, the mysid crustacean Mysis ornata, the
gastropod Buccinum undntum and the nemertine Oerstedia dorsalis, and to a certain
degree also in the gastropod Nmsa incrassata, the opisthobranch Aeolis landsburgi,
the cephalopod Allotheutis subulata and the echinoderm Asterias rubens; by
ALVERDES(1930) in the decapod Eupagurus bernhardus; by FRAENKEL
(1931) in
(1931) in the copepods Catanus helgolandicus
the isopod Aega sp. ; and by FRIEDRICH
and Corycaeus anglicus. As a striking example of telotactic behaviour, FRAENKEL
and GUNN( 1 940) advanced the observations made by FRANZ
(1 9 1I b) and FRAENKEL
(1931) on Hemimysis lamornei. When a number of these mysids are placed in an
aquarium and illuminated laterally, they continually swim towards and away fronl
the light source, always keeping in line with the light beam. After each turn of 180"
they Cover a distance of about 10 Cm. If a second light source is placed a t right angles
to the first, some of the mysids persist in their characteristic movements, keeping in
line with the first light beam, but others start moving in line with the second beam,
ignoring the first light source; this results in two crossing streatmsof mysids.
Another method frequently used to demonstrate phototelotactic behaviour, a.s
opposed to phototropotaxis, is unilateral blinding (p. 568). Because of the complex
structure of the eyes, with several photosensitive elements pointing in different
directions, each of the two eyes is supposed to be endowed with directional sensitivity. Unilateral blinding then should hardly affect the telotactic orienting ability
of the animals, and since symm.etrica1 balance of stim~ilationis not consistent witli
telotaxis, unilateral deviations or circus movements should not occur. In marine
invertebrates, results of this kind have been obtained by ALVERDES
(1930) in the
decapod crustaceans Eupagurus bernhardus and Carcinus maenas. In his experiments, however, photonegative unilaterally blinded crabs would sometimes spontaneously shift to tropotactic behaviour either by deviating towards the blinded
side (E. bernhardus, C. rnuenas) or by performing circus movements (E.bernhardus).
Unilaterally blinded shrimps (Leander xiphias and Processa canaliculata), in a
nnmber of cases, also show locomotion straight towards or a,way from a light source
(ALVERDES,1926). Differences in muscle tonus resulting from unilateral blinding,
however, appear to interfere in such a way that generally a devia,tion towards the
blinded side occurs in photonegative as well as in photopositive shrimps. I n phototropotaxis a deviation towards the blinded side is only observed in photonegative
individuals.
The distinction between phototropotaxis and phototelotaxis on the basis of twolight experiments and unilateral blinding has given rise to a good deal of contro:
versy. The point a t issue is not so much the occurrence of phototelotaxis but rather
whether a pure phototropotactic mechanism of orientation occurs. Extreme
positions have been taken by VON BUDDENBROCK
(1915a., 1923), who criticized the
(1927a), who
'resultant law' and 'balance of stimulation' theories, and FRAENKEL
based his analysis of the tracks of a number of marine invertebrates on the 'resultant
law' theory and concluded that, apart from telotaxis, tropotaxis exists as an
effective mechanism .
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The contradictory results obtained by several other workers in this field have
(1923), JUST
(1927) concluded
hardly settled the issue. Unlike VON BUDDENBROCK
from his two-light experiments that the sea-star Asterias rubens behaves phototropotactically, while DIEBSCHLAG
(1938) observed an entirely different behaviour
in the Same species. The phototropotactic behaviour of Littori?za rudis-described
by BOHN(1904a, 1909) in experiments showing an orientation towards darkness
(skototaxis, p. 575)-has been denied by BIERENSDE HAAN(1921), while CHARLES
(1966) observed both kinds of reactions toward black screens. I n experiments with
(195813)found in LZttorina littorea a behaviour suggesting phototwo lights, NEWELL
(1962) with the littoral gastrotelotaxis. Similar results were obtained by NEWELL
pod Peringia ulvae. I n experiments using either two lights or unilateral blinding,
HERTER(1926) found phototropotactic orientation in the polychaete Nereis
diversicolor, in which only the posterior eyes were reported t o be involved. AMELN
(1930) came t o approximately the Same conclusion, but found that the anterior
as well as the posterior eyes play a role. Working with the Same species, BRAND
(1933), however, obtained results more readily interpretable in terms of phototelotaxis. With decapod larvae in two-light experiments, VON BUDDENBROCK
(1923) as well as WOJTUSIAK
(1931) obtained results explicable either way.
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Fig. 8-24: Nauplius eye. Scheme of typical arrangernent of 3 pigrnent cups containing the
retina cells. Top : frontal view; bottom : frontal cross-section (left) and parasagittal
1965; reprocross-section (right) in the planes marked in top figure. (After JANDER,
duced by permission of Akademische Verlagsgesellschaft Geest & Portig, Leipzig.)
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Fig. 8-25: Arternia salinu, metanauplius. Scheme of rotation responses about dorso-ventral
and transverse axes in positive (left) and negative (right) phototaxis. (After JANDER,
1965; reproduced by permission of Akademische Verlagsgesellschaft Geest & Portig,
Leipzig.)

Much attention has been paid t o the general problem by FRAENKEL
and GUNN
JANDER
(1965). To a certain extent these authors agree
t h a t both phototropotaxis and phototelotaxis may be functional mechanisms in
different species, within one species or even in a single individual. According to
circumstances, one of the mechanisms will dominate. Undoubtedly, photonegatively reacting animals will, when exposed t o one or more light sources, find
themselves in a fundamentally different situation than do photopositively reacting
animals (PRECHT, 1942). I n the former Gase there is no target which can be fixed
during progression, and tropotaxis will most probably come into action.
Interesting phylogenetic considerations with regard t o phototropotaxis, phototelotaxis and transversal orientation in relation to the anatomy of the single
nauplius eye and the compound eye in~crustaceansare found in JANDER
(1965).
The median eye of nauplii consists of one ventro-media,n and two dorso-lateral
pigment cups containing retina cells exposed in corresponding directions (Fig.
8-24). This triangular configuration enables the nauplii to respond phototropotactically in two planes by turning along the dorso-ventral axis as well as along the
transverse axis (Fig. 8-25). The same primitive mechanism is found in adult planktonic copepods (e.g.species of Calanus).According to JANDER,
this mechanism and
the absence of compound eyes in recent as opposed to fossil copepods are a secondary
adaptation t o open-sea conditions dominated by vertical light incidence.
(1940), PRECHT
(1942) and

(C) Spatial Orieritation and Direction of Locomotion
The normal mode of locomotion in most animals is forward, the longitudinal axis
being kept in line with the direction of locomotion. I n phototropotaxis (symrnetrical
bslance of stimulation) this type of movement is regarded as axiomatic. I n phototelotactically reacting animals it has likewise been shown that, in a number of
cases, locomotion in line with the longitudinal axis is closely related to the functional
differentiation in the structured eye where, for instance, a specialized fixation
region is only operative in the forward direction. I n general terms, in the majority of
animals the spatial orientation of the body axes and the direction of locomotion
show a more or less constant geometrical relation.
I n some groups of marine invertebrates (e.g. echinoderms and crustaceans),
however, there seems t o be no stable relation between the animal's spatial orientation and the direction of locomotion. 1s there a morphological or a functional
anterior end in echinoderms? Except in holothurians and irregular echinoids there
seems to be, broadly speaking, no preference as to which pa,rt of the body moves in
advance during locomotion. A pertinent review has been given by REESE (1966,
p. 168); YOSEUDA
(1966) has reviewed photosensitivity in echinoderms. The most
detailed information exists in the Literature on asteroids. These echinoderms can
move with any arm foremost, the particular arm which at any given moment is
forward being defked as the 'leadiiig arm'. It may also occur that two a.rms (or an
interradius) are leading. A commoil observation is that when an asteroid reverses
its direction of locomotion it does so without changing the orientation of the body
axes. That is, in its new Course the asteroid moves with another arm foremost
(JUST,1927 : Asterias rubens ; KALMUS,1929 : Astenna gibbosa).
Locomotion in asteroids is accomplished by the tube feet of all five arms. The
tube feet perform CO-ordinatedstepping movements in the line of progression. In the
leading arm, these movements are directed towards its distal end. The works of
HOPKINS(1926), DIEBSCHLAG
(1938), S ~ T (1
H945, 1960) and KERKUT(1954, 1955)
suggest that the central nervous CO-ordinationof the unidirectional stepping of the
tube feet of the five arms is controlled by the dominant activity of one of the five
neuron systems, each of which is situated at a junction of the radial nerve cord and
the circum-oral nerve ring. A change of direction of locomotion is brought about
when the dominant role of one of these ceiltres is taken over by another. The case of
an interradius (or two arms) moving in advance is explained by SMITH (1950) as the
resultailt of the activity of two adjacent centres. YOSECIDAand OHTSUKI(1968)
made an attempt t o find a relation between the part played by these centres and
phototaxis. Working with photopositive sea-stars Asterim amurensis, they found
that an illurninated arm (while the othws are shaded) takes the 'leadership' in
locomotion. An extensive series of experimental conibinations, however, also
revealed that an individual with ocelli removed from 2, 3 or 4 arms and totally
shaded, moves in a direction away from the intact side. Apart from the positive
effect of light on a.n intact arm as described in the former experiment, the authors
conclude tentatively from the latter experiments that, in addition, an intact arm
can actively perceive shading; information is conducted t o the eyeless arrns uith
the result that their tube feet step in a direction opposite to that of the 'seeing'
arm when shaded. According to YOSHIDAand OHSSUKI,their results can only be
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explained if the neuron-system dorninance theory is somehow reconciled with the
idea of an organisation based on CO-ordinatedinteraction of the five arms.
Comparable problems arise when the locomotion of certain crustaceans is considered. The most remarka.ble movements are performed by crabs. HOLMES
(1908),
discussing the side-wise locomotion of the photopositive fiddler crab Uca pugnaz
towards a light source, pointed out the inconsistency of this lateral orientation
with the tropism theory of LOEB(1890, 1905), a t the time regarded as the only
possible orientation mechanism. The same arguments were advanced by VON
BUDDENBROCK
(1915a) with respect t o the locomotion of the crab Carcinus maenas.
VONBUDDENBROCK
(1923) and ALVERDES
(1930) clearly demon.strated phototelotaxis in Galathea intermedia, Eupagurus bernhardus and Carcinus maenas ; this
implies that these crabs must be able to fix an object (e.g. a light source) towards
which they move. While in Progress, however, the crabs sometimes change the
orientation of their body axis without altering the general direction of locomotion
or, on the other hand, change the direction of locomotion without altering the
orientation of the body. This behaviour does not fit readily into the scheme described
for some insects that have eyes with differentiated fixing regions. Apparently a.ny
part of the crab's eye can act as a fixing region (FRAENKEL
and GUNN,1940, 1961.).
In Eupagurus bernhardus and Carcinus maenas there is, according to ALVERDES
(1930), a close connection between the direction in which th.e antennules (known
as chemoreceptors) are pointed and the direction of locomotion (see also BROCK,
1930). The locomotory direction may even be predictable from the position of the
antennules. I n the uncommon cases where a crab moves in a direction exactly
between two lights (apparently tropotactically) the antennules have been observed
pointing alternately to each of the lights; from this ALVERDESconcluded that
the lights were continually perceived and central nervously registered a*stwo
separate sources of stimulation.
The concept of a crab's flexible fixing region, however, needs to be qualified: it,
must be assumed that once an area of the crab's eye is acting as a fixing region
i t will persist in doing so for a longer or shorter period. This may be deduced from
the ability of crabs t o turn their eyestalks in following moving objects (optokinetic
responses), or even from the 'optokinetic memory' displayed by the correcting
movement of the eyes after the visual field ha,s moved a little during a short period
of dsrkness (HORRIDQE,1966a). Striking observations were made by WOLTER
(1936, p. 591) in Carcinus rnuenas which, during locomotion in the presence of a
stationary light source, keeps its eyestalks a t a constant angle to the light source,
apparently fixing this object with a particular group of om.matidia. Wh.en, however,
the crab has progressed so far that the eyestalks touch the edge of the orbita, i t
performs a nystagmys, with the result that the light source is now fixed with a new
group of ommat,idia and the compensatory eyestalk movements ca,n be continued.
Some a.uthors have paid attention to the relation between body posture and
direction of locomotion in crustacean larvae (LYON,1906,la.rva.eof Palaemonetes;
F o x o ~1934,
,
larvae of Caridea, Astacura, Anomura, Thalassinidea and Brachyura ;
BLUM,1934b, larvae of Homarus oulgaris). JANDER
(1965) considered phyl.ogenetic
aspects. More recently, JANDER
(1970) has proposed a basic distinction between
two types of redirection of oriented progrcssion : (i) R.esetting of the afferent system
or change of taxis; this is the common type of progression, where dire~tiona~l

changes of locomotion are accomplished by aligning the longitudinal body axis t o
the new pathway. (ii) Resetting of the efferent system or change of kinesis; in
this case the locomotory direction can change without any change in body orientation.
(d) Non-natural Aspects of Phototaxis

For years phototaxis has dominated the field of photo-orientation as a supposedly
fundamental aspect of animal behaviour. However, under non-natural conditions
(e.g. in experiments with artificial light sources) positive phototaxis is an extremely
common feature, wluch, in many animals, is far froin consistent with their normal
behaviour in nature. LOEB (1905, p. 267) was probably already aware of this
problem when he noticed that in his experiments animals were rarely negatively
heliotropic (= phototactic)-much more rarely than he had formerly assumed.
FRANZ
(1913) made a special study of the biological significance of phototaxis for
free-living animals. While working with planktonic larvae of benthic invertebrates,
he wa.s struck by the inherence of their phototactic responses, which he considered
a valuable asset for these larvae enabling them to stay in Open water after hatching.
This view is supported by observations of GIESBRECHT(1910) on the p h o t ~ t a c t ~ i c
behaviour of stomatopod larvae (Squilla mantis, Ly~iosquillaeusebia) ; directly
after hatching, these larvae pass through two bottom-dwelling stages in which they
show photonegative responses; thereafter they start a planktonic life and correspondingly become positive phototactic. Similar observations mere made by
DINGLE(1969) in the stomatopod Gonodactylus bredini.
I n general, however, PRANZ
(1911a, 1913) regarded positive phototaxis in experimental devices as an attempt t o escape from unusual conditions. H e demonstrated, for example, that with lateral illumination several species (e.g. tsdpoles of
Amphibia and shrimps of the genera Leander and Palaemon) become positive
phototactic if they are c o n h e d in a small glass dish, whereas these animals move
about a t random when kept in a large container. Likewise, he explained negative
phototaxis as an escape reaction of animals usually finding protection in burrows,
in crevices or under stones. The phototaxis concept has also been sharply criticized
by RUSSELL
(1934, p. 35):
'bright and localized sources of light are practically unknown in nature and the
apparently forced phototaxis which many nocturnal insects exhibit towards
a bright lamp has something abnormal, meaningless and pathological about it. '
This, of Course, would also apply t o the aggregation of marine invertebrates and
fislies (Chapter 8.2) around an underwater lamp. Further, RUSSELLstresses t h a t
tropisms (= phototaxis) represent 'in fact very largely laboratory products-the
outcome of exposure to artificial and unnatural stimuli.'
SCHALLEK
(1942, 1943) paid attention t o the phenomenon-reported by several
authors-that planktonic organisms which, under natural illumination, show a
photonegative response beconle positive phototactic when an artificial light source
is used. I n his experiments the copepod Acartia tonsa, under highly directional
illumination, moved towards the light but did not when the illumination was more
diffuse. SCHALLEK
explained this result as the effect of an abnormal angular light
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distribution with a n extreme 'concentration' in the direction of the light source
in relation to other directions. This problem has been studied extensively by
VERHEIJEN(1958), who bases his discussion on nocturnal insects flying towards
bright lamps, birds crashing against lighthouse lanterns and marine invertebrates
and fishes gathering a t night around light sources placed either above or below the
water surface. Like SCHALLEE,
VERHEIJENcame to the conclusion that an unnatural
angular light distribution is responsible for this 'trapping' effect. Apart from lamps,
the light distribution in a room with windows may be an abnormal condition too.
On the basis of an extensive literature review and his own experiments, VERHEIJEN
deals a t length with the physiological mechanism of disorientation in animals
under these conditions. His study casts serious doubts on the prolific literature on
phototaxis, especially where lamps in dark surroundings are involved. One even
begins to question the va.lidity of the phototaxis concept as a natural process.
However, according t o VERHEIJEN,not aII animals are subject to the trapping
effect of artificial light. Animals from environments dominated by distinct lightdark boundaries (e.g. rocky coasts) are frequently reported t o move away from a
lamp in laboratory experiments. As has been mentioned on p. 559, in this environment sun-reflecting objects in shadowed surroundings or cave entrances are comparable t o artificial light sources in regard to angular light distribution.
Undoubtedly, non-natural trapping effects under artificial conditions will frequently have led to misinterpretations of experimental results. However, there is
no ground for dropping phototaxis as a useful concept in evaluating some natural
forms of photo-orientation. For instance, all investigated forrns of nauplii have
only two possible responses to illumination, either towards or away from the
light (JANDER,
1965); together they constitute 'longitudinal phototaxis' (as
opposed to 'transversal phototaxis'). No other t j pes of photo-orientation have
been observed in these plankters. Because of the predominantly vertical
direction of incident light in the Open sea, a.11 orientation of pelagic nauplii
in natural conditions is supposedly along the vertical, either upward or, head
first, downward. Upward orientation (towards the light) has been observed far
more frequently ; JANDER
explains this as a compensation of downward sinking.
For a large number of copepod species equipped with nauplius eyes the Same
also crustaceans with two eyes will,
principles hold; but, according t o JANDER,
under natural conditions, be capable of longitudinal phototaxis besides other types
of photo-orienta.tion. It has t o be borne in mind that in the Open sea environmental
factors such as light, temperature, salinity, and food availability va.ry mainly in
the vertical plane; in this plane, light incidence and gravity (p. 642) provide the
only directional cues.
(e) Skototaxis and Contour-related Orientation (Form Vision)
Only negative phototaxis has been mentioned thus fa,r as the reverse of positive
phototaxis. However, several photonegative animals move towards black a.reas,
objects or screens, even if they have to deviate from their Course away from the
light source. The term skototaxis (orientation towards darkness) has been introduced by ALVERDES
(1930).Most work on skototaxis has been carried out on terrestrial animals, especially insects (JANDER,196.5). The ecological significance of

skototaxis is commonly recognized as an orientation towards a hiding-place. I n
marine invertebrates skototaxis has been observed in littoral gastropods of the
genus Littorina (BOHN,1905; BIERENSDE HAAR,1921), the polychaete Nereis
diversicolor (AMELN,1930; BRAND,1933), the crab Carcinw m e n a s (ALVERDES,
~,
The results of
1930) and the stomatopod Gonohctylus glabrous ( B O L W I 1954).
ALVERDES
(1930) deserve special attention. They show a distinct telotactic orientation towards black screens by photonegative crabs (Carcinus maenas). A characteristic case is illustrated in Pig. 8-26, which demonstrates the interplay between
negative phototaxis and 'p~sit~ive
skototaxis'.
Some authors doubt whether skototaxis is a separate form of photo-orientation.
I n regard t o orientation towards black s u r f a c e s . U ~ (1936,
~ ~ o ~p.~254) argues
'the correct interpretation is almost certainly that the diffused light from the
rest of the surroundings is acting as an orienting stimulus'.
B lac k

Fig. 8-26 : Carcinus maenas. Experiment with one light source
and one black screen. a : interplay of negative
and
positive skototaxis (barbs represent position of antennules),
b: negative phototaxis, C : positive skototaxis, d : zig-zag
Course resulting from alternating negative phototaxis and
positive skototaxis. (After ALVERDES,1930; modified; reproduced by permission of Akademische Verlagsgesellschaft
Geest & Portig, Leipzig.)

This means that he regards skototaxis as a form of negative phototaxis. FRAENKEL
and GUNN(1940, 1961) raise the question whether the absence of any photic
stimulus (darkness) can act as a stimulus. The answer might be found in research
conducted by HARTLINE(1938): Oscillographic records of action potentials of
separate optic fibres in the eyes of the scallop Pecten irradians revealed t h a t part
of the fibres discharge impulses only a t cessation of the illumination or upon a
reduction of its intensity. This so-called 'off reaction' is supposed to be responsible
for the vigorous 'shadow reactions' exhibited by several benthic and littoral
invertebrates. Frorn the interesting study by LAND(1968)it may even be concluded
that scallops can perceive ambient moving dark objects via the 'off '-reaction system .
Work in this field, however, has not yet advanced sufficiently t o allow comparison
between this mechanism and skototaxis.
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Can skototaxis be distinguished from the mechanism of contrast perception or
form vision? This question was raised by FRAENKEL
a.nd GUNN(1940) and may
yield the most acceptable interpretation of the phenomenon 'skototaxis'. MICHIELI
(1963)worked with 50 different species of arthropods a-ndshowed that, for example,
in Carcinus maenas in many cases of so-called skotota.xis, orientation was ma,inly
directed towards the edges of the black screens-a behaviour already known from
insects. Similar observations were made by HORRIDGE
(196613)in his studies on the
optokinetic responses of C. maenas in a striped drum. Depending on experimental
conditions, the crabs See either edges or areas of black and white stripes. According
t o these results, perception of contours a.nd shapes may play an important role
in the orientation of invertebrates with adequately developed eyes. WILLIAMSON
(1951b, 1954) investigated th.e movenlents of the sandhopper Ta1itru.s saltator and
found indications that landward orientation is directed towards objects beyond
the high-water mark, probably to some feature of the skyline; this implies some
degree of form vision in T. saltator. Laboratory experiments support this assumption. T. saltator were released in front of a screen on which various shapes and
configurations, pa.inted on la,ntern slides, were projected; the sandhoppers react
very distinctly to slopes projected with 1igh.tabove and dark below, always moving
towards the foot of the incline; if the slope was projected as dark over light, they
did not show any directional orientation (WILLIAMSON,
1954).
Comparable results were obtained by EVANS(1961) with Littorina punctata on
the Ghana coast. These littoral gastropods orientate not only to the sun and to
gravity but, when moving shoreward, also to terrestrial beacons. I n laboratory
experiments EVANS(1965) found that L. saxatilis and L%lelarapha(= Littorina)
neritoides, which live above high-water neaps, are never, when moving upward,
tra.pped by half-tide rocks; he tentatively suggested that the snails 'see' t,he xvater
surface from below. A morph.ologica1study of the eye of L. littorea by NEWELL
(1965)
provides good evidence that these littoral gastropods are capable of a certain degree
of form vision. Through the converging system of Cornea and lens, sharp images of
distant objects can be focused on the retina when the snail is above the water.
The acuity, however, is limited by the spacing of the cones of the visual cells subtending an a,ngle of about 7' a t the centre of the lens. Below the water, on the other
hand, distant objects form sharp images behind the retina. It seems, therefore,
t h a t in water acuity is limited by the dioptrics ra.ther tha,n by the structure of th.e
retinal mosa.ic. However, a system of accommodation may possibly exist (NEWELL,
1965).

Fiddler crabs, which inhabit sandy or muddy intertidal flats, show clear directional seaward and landward orientation based on celestial cues (menotaxis, p. 582).
I n Uca pugilator, however, HERRNKIND(1968) demonstrated that orientation
towards prominent landmarks (e.g. mangroves or rows of beach grass) Comes into
action under conditions such as dense overcast or disorientation resulting from
transportation to another shore. HERRNKIND
emphasizes the adaptive value of
modifiability of responsiveness to different visual guidance cues, since neither
celestial stimuli alone nor landmarks alone (e.g. underwater or amidst shore grass)
al.ways provide appropriate directional information.
A rema,rkableform of orientation to contrasts is exhibited by vertically migrating
Daphnia magna. The same principle may also be applicable to vertical orientation

in a number of marine planktonic animals. Due t o refraction, any organism underwater receives light through the water surface only within an inverted cone of rays
with an angle of 49" to the perpendicular (Fig. 8-27; HARRIS,1953). Rays falling
on the eye outside this cone are reflected a t the water surface and originate froni
deeper water layers with much lower irradiance. An aquatic animal, t'herefore, will
'see' the surface aa a brilliantly lit circle right overhead, contrasting with a dark
background. Irrespective of depth, the circle will always subtend an angle of 98",
and the exa,ct overhead position is independent of the sun's altitude and azimuth.
I n a marine environment, where the water surface is mostly disturbed, the boundary
of the circle will be broken up by irregularly moving light and dark patches but the
contour will still be recognizable and serve as a means of orienta.tion. I n an inter-

Fig. 8-27 : Daphnia*.
Critical cone of illumination in relation to eye. Rays entering
eye at an angle greater than 49' to the vertical (indicated by dashes) are reflected
at water surface and originate from deeper water layers. (After HARRIS,1953;
reproduced by permission of Company of Biologists Ltd.)

esting series of experiments, RINGELBERG
(1964) was able to demonstrate that
photopositive D. magna orient to the light-dark boundary of the circle rather than
to the light area overhead. His experiinental device consisted of a srnall circular
perspex box placed in the centre of a circular fluorescent tube. A D. rnagna was
pinned down through its broodpouch in the centre of the box, allowing free niovement round the pin as the animal's transverse axis. The fluorescent tube provided
homogeneous illumination in the animal's median plane. Screening off a sector of
270" left a contrasting light sector of 90°, simulating-in the median plane onlythe bright overhead circle in the pelagic environment (Fig. 8-28). With a few beats
of the antennae, D. rnugna is immediately oriented under these circumstances.
Using a binocular microscope the orientation of body axis and eye axis were
1964; SIEBECKand RINGIELBERQ,
1969)
measured. The results (RINGELBERG,
showed that usually the body axis is directed more or less t o the centre of the light
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Fig. 8 - 2 8 : Daphnia magnu. Orientation experiment. The test individua.1 is
pinned through its broodpouch in the centre of a box, allowing free movement about t h e pin acting as transverse axis. An illuminated sector of
90' simulates-in the median plane only-the bright overhend area in the
1964 ; modified ; reproduced
peiagic environment. (After RINQELBERO,
by permission of Netherlands Institute for Sea Research.)

area. The eye axis, being rather mobile, is mostly kept a t a constant angle of about
70" to the body axis in the ventral direction. The actual orienting cue was found
by shifting the dark-light boundaries of the light sector. I n most cases only corresponding corrections were performed when the dorsally situated edge was moved
(e.g. through 30°) either clockwise or anticlockwise. Shifting of the ventrally
situated contrast did not affect body-axis orientation. This implies that in most
cases onlv the dorsal ommatidia of the compound eye are concerned in fixing the
dorsally situated boundary of the light circle. A number of observations were
related to photonegative individuals. Their body axis pitched forward a t an angle
of about 140" to the vertical. I n this position apparently the opposite boundary
(the ventrally situated contrast) is fixed and again with the dorsa.1 ommatidia of
the eye.
Important for contrast perception are spontaneous tremor-like eye movements
causing a constant shifting of the ima.ge projected on the retina. Using a special

device, DITCHBURN
(1963) demonstrated in experiinents with man that if an image
on the retina does not niove, the contrasts fade auray within a few seconds and the
visual field becoines grey. This effect is attributed to rapid sensory adaptation of
the photoreceptive cells. HARRIS (1953) reported tremor-like niovements of the
eye of Daphnia pulex and suggested that their function is scanning in form vision
by eyes of low visual acuity. RINQELBERG
(1964) likewise pointed out tlie significance of these niovements in contrast perception. An extraordinary scanning
and co-authors, 1964). I n this
mechanism exists in Copilia quadrata (GREGORY
copepod, which has paired eyes, the lenses are rigidly fixed a t the anterior edge of
the carapace. Behind these lenses a long 'crystalline cone', a second pair of lenses
and the photosensitive elements are suspended in a dynamic system of ligaments
and muscles producing osciilatory movements, apparently across the image plane
of the anterior lenses.
Interesting observations on tremor-like eye movements in Carcinus maenas
have been made by HORRIDGE
(1966b).A crab was clamped down within a striped
drum. During a short period of darkness (e.g. 15 secs or 1 min) the drum is moved
through a small angle. On re-illuniination the eye stalks perform a correcting
movement in the same direction ('optokinetic memory'). If, however, the movenient
of the drum has gone beyond a half period of black and white stripes, the correction
on re-illumination is the reverse, as if the drum had been moved in the opposite
direction; this suggests that the crab 'sees' the areas of the black and white stripes.
I n a number of cases, however, reversed corrections have been observed a t about
&, 4 and 3 period, which suggests that the crab only 'sees' the edges of the black and
white stripes. The differente between the two types of response can be accentuated
artificially by coiitrolling the tremor of the eye. When the right eye is clamped t o
the carapace in order to prevent tremor and the left eye is painted over a n d allowed
to move freely and to perforni the above-mentioned corrections (open loop condition), the responses suggest that the crab 'sees' the stripes as black and white areas.
Wheil in the saine arrangement a controlled amount of tremor is imposed on the
seeing eye by oscillation of the drum the perception of the edges is enhanced.
Aiiother physiological adaptation promoting contrast perception was demonstrated by HARTLINEand CO-authors(1956) in the lateral compound eyes of the
horseshoe crab Limulus polyphemuu. This inechanism is based on lateral inhibition
of photoreceptive units. When a receptor unit is excited it inhibits its neighbours
and, in turn, is inhibited by them. The strength of the inhbitior, depends on the
level of excitation of the interacting units and the distance between them. As a
result, differences in illumination of receptor units are experienced as being larger ;
thus contrast vision is enhanced. VON CAMPENHAUSEN
(1967) demonstrated in
L. polyphemus the existence of an optokinetic response to a striped drum, but the
reaction is very weak. It seeins likely that in the horseshoe crab perception of forms
or motion is poorly developed.
The ability of marine invertelsrates with well-developed eyes to distinguish
shapes makes possible a vast range of ecologically significant activities in which both
intra- and interspecific orientation is involved. Newly hatched predating cuttlefish
Sepia are exceptionally selective and will only attack moving objects closely
resembling small crustaceans (Mysis)on which they normally feed (WELLS,1958).
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(For a detailed study of visual-attack orientation in Sepia oficinalis consult
MESSENQER,
1968.) Untrained, full-grown Octopus vulgaris, which mainly feed on
crabs, preferably attack elongate objects moving along their longitudinal axes
(SUTHERLAND
and MUNTZ,1959). Working with the Same species, YOUNG(1959)
found that responses to crabs are particularly difficult to eliminate by unrewarded
training. During courtship, male Sepia ofiinalis normally show a 'zebra' pattern,
mhich is intensified when approaching, or being approached by, another cuttlefish
(TINBERGEN,1939). I n addition, the male displays the brightly striped lateral
surface of the fourth arm extended towards the other individual. This action
probably serves to identify the Sex of the cuttlefish approached, since males return
the display and females do not. A compa,rable display of a striped pattern has been
reported by YouNa (1962) during the courtship of the reef octopus 0. horridus.
A large amount of information on the physiology and organization of form vision
and learning in cephalopods has been summarized by WELLS(1966).
According to VON HAGEN(1962), form vision plays a role in sex discrimination
by the male fiddler crab Uca tangeri. The white claw of another male elicits threatening responses whereas certain leg patterns (e.g. an M-shaped model) release courtship waving. I n U. puynax and U . pugilator, ASPEY (1971) found interspecific
sexua,l discrimination mediated by visual cues. HAZLETT(1972) analysed the
essential visual characteristics of models eliciting agonistic display when presented
t o specimens of the hermit crab Calcinus tibicen. A comparable study has been
(1972) with Carcinus rnaenas.
carried out by JENSEN
A striking case of visual recognition of its specific habitat by the shrimp
Tuleariocaris sansibarica was demonstrated by FRICKE
and HENTSCHEL
(1971).
The shrimps (recently discovered) ai-ö usually observed in head-down vertical
position among the black spines of the sea-urchin Diadema setosunz. When released
in front of a D. setosum they immedia,tely swim towards the spines. In a series of
experiments, the authors determined the crucisl features of the optical stimulus
provided by the sea-urchin. Primarily, a 'skototactic' orientation towards any
dark object or area was observed. Habitat selection, however, appeared to be more
complex: When the shrimps were presented with alternatives, they selected dark
as aga,inst light spines, vertical as against oblique or horizontal spines and many
spines as against few. The most effective configuration appeared to consist of many
da,rk and vertical spines.
The possibility of visual cues being involved in the recognition of the giant red
franciscanus by its homochromous commensal shrimp
sea-urchin Strongylocentrotz~s
Betaeus mayinitieae has been studied by ACHEa.nd DAVENPORT
(1972).

(f) Transverse Orientation
So far, only mechanisms of orientation towards or away from a source of stimiilation (e.g. light source or object) have been discussed. I n addition, several animais
are able to orient a t an angle to the source of stimulation or, in other words, to use
a. source of stimulation as a reference point either for positioning their body axes
in space (dorsal light reaction) or for maintaining a straight Course (light-compass
reaction).

Light-Compass Reaction

or

Menotaxis

The original discovery of light-compass orientation and the inost advanced
results have been obtained in terrestrial animals. Orientation in relation to the
sun's azimuth was first described by SANTSCHI
(1911)in migrating ants. VONFRISCH
(1948, 1949) was the first to recognize the role of the polarization pattern of the
blue sky in the orientation of honey bees, while KRAMER(1950, 1952) initiated
the vast amount of work done on time-compensated sun-compass orientation in
birds.
I n marine invertebrates, light-compass orientation likewise seems t o be a widespread phenomenon; i t was first described by FRAENKEL
(1927d) in the Mediterranean opisthobranch Elysia viridis. I n a dark room with horizontal light incidence,
the mollusc appears to crawl along a more or less straight course, maintaining a
constant angle to the parallel rays of the light source (in these experiments the light
incidence was artificially kept parallel by moving the light source d o n g with the
animal's progress). When the light is shifted t o another position, a new course is
taken up, but a t the same angle t o the light rays as before. When illuminated from
above, the course becomes irregular. If the light source is stationary and near by,
the path is curved. Orientation a t an angle of nearly 90" t o the light source results in
a crawling movement in regular circles around the light source. If the orientation
angle is smaller or greater than 90°, the path is a spiral respectively towards or
away from the light source. Remarkably, in E . viridis the observed orientation
angles appeared to be restricted to a range between 45" and 136" to the long axis of
the snail, on both sides, with a prevalent value of about 90'. This feature is attributed
to the anatomy of the eyes, in which light can only enter from an angle between
35" and 130" to the long axis. The snail cannot see directly ahead or behind. Apparently, the compass reaction can only be inediated by either one of the eyes. As in
telotaxis, central inhibition in menotactic orientation has likewise been observed.
I n two-light exposure, oidy one light is used as reference point irrespective of
differentes in irradiance.
Another case of orientation with a light source for reference point was described
by ALVERDES(1930). I n his experiments on skototactic responses of Carcinus
maenas the crabs were presented with a configuration of one or more light sources
and black screens; the latter represent the preferred target. After some training,
the target screen was removed. The crabs, however, maintained their course toward
the place where the screen had been, the light-source configuration most probably
serving as reference. This case involves no constant orientation angle t o the light
source(s), but landmark orientation in which the lights act as beacons in the
neighbourhood of the object searched for.
A puzzling question has arisen through the work of WOLTER(1936), who studied
menotaxis in Carcinus maenas. The pathways of the crabs were observed on a
square platform (120 X 120 cm2) on which 12 X 12 plots had been marked. I n
total darkness the paths were irregularly curved ; in diffuse light, however, they
were straight or slightly curved in all directions. I n lateral illumination the paths
likewise were straight or slightly curved in all directions, but the crabs always
kept facing the light source with the eyestalks oriented towards the lamp. If t h e
lamp was switched 180°, the crabs also turned their bodies through 180°, with t h e
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result that the light source was retained a t the same angle to the eyes as before.
Remarkably, however, the crabs maintained their original direction of locomotion.
It is clear that C. maenas, although continuously fixing the light source, took their
bearing from something else (the checkered pattern?) for maintaining their locomotory direction. WOLTER'Sconclusion that he had demonstrated light-compass
orientation in C. maenas, therefore, does not seem justified.
Light-compass orientation has also been reported by AMELN(1930) in Nereis
diversicolor on the basis of observed circular movements around a light source. I n
this process only the posterior eyes are reportedly involved. Field experiments
carried out by NEWELL(1958a, b) showed that the littoral gastropod Littorina
littorea, when cratvling on wet sand, takes its bearing from the sun for maintaining
its course. An analysis of the tracks revealed that they are roughly U-shaped and
can often be Seen t o radiate out from, and back to, stones on which the snails have
settled. At h a t , the direction of crawling is mainly towards the sun, but later,
mainly away from i t a l t h o u g h there is a good deal of variation. These looping
movements are considered as feeding excursions ending with a return, approximately, to the starting point. The supposition that the sun acts as a visual cue
during Progress has been tested by shading these winkles from the sun. If the sun
was then reflected from the opposite direction by means of a mirror, the snails
responded by changing their direction and crawling back on a track parallel to their
original course. Experiments by EVANS(1961) on a shore in Ghana provide strong
indications that L. punctata likewise makes use of the sun as an orientation cue. I n
NEWELL'Sextensive study (1962) on the ecology of the small prosobranch Peringia
(= Hyd~obia)ulvae, living on rnud flats, the same type of loop-shaped tracks as
made by L. littorea are described. Similar observations have been reported by
BRAFIELD
and NEWELL(1961) in the bivalve Mctcoma balthica. This mollusc, usually
living below the surface of mud flats, is known to be a deposit feeder using its long
inhalant siphon as a kind of vacuum cleaner. Several times these molluscs have
been observed t o move about on the flats. According to BRAFIELDand NEWELL,
these movements are t o be considered feeding excursions. They describe U-shaped
tracks which are oriented in relation to the sun's position. SWENNEN
(1969), however, found that macomas crawling on the surface of the flats are without exception
infected by the sporocysts of a trematode of the farnily Gymnophallidae. Crawling
during air exposure in M. balthica, therefore, should rather be considered a pathological response, which exposes the host of the parasite to the risk of predation by
birds, this being an essential condition for the life cycle of the parasite. I n the mud
snail Nassarius obsoletus, CRISP (1969) reported the existence of a light-compass
reaction, which may account for the persistence of orientation when other stimuli
seem inconstant or lacking. For a possible solar orientation in the littoral snail
Nerita plicata see WARBURTON
(1973).
The most detailed results on light-compass orientation in marine invertebrates
have been obtained with littoral amphipods by PARDIand PAPI(1952, 1953) and
PAPIand PARDI(1963). The littoral amphipods studied are obligate inhabitants of
the intertidal region of sandy beaches, where environmental conditions varjT
predominantly in directions a t right angles to the shore line. Orientation in this
seaward-landward direction, therefore, is a basic ecological prerequisite for their
existence. The sandhopper Talitrus saltator immediately returns to the wet sand

of the beach when transported landward and released in dry sand. It moves a t
approximately right angles to the shore line. I n an experimental dry glass jar the
sandhoppers tend to escape in the same direction, directly seaward. When released
in water they move landward. By shading the sandhoppers from the sun, and
reflecting the sun from other directions, corresponding changes of orientation can
be obtained. T . saltator from the Tyrrhenian Sea shore, released on dry sand on an
Adriatic beach, move landward to the west. The polarizatioil pattern of the blue sky
is used in orientation when the sun is not visible. Under completely overcast conditions the sandhoppers are deprived of orientation cues and teiid to turn towards
the brighter parts of the sky. Since T . saltator show a correct orientation by the
sun a t any time of the day, even after a period of captivity, a time-compensating
mechanism-to allow for the sun's motion-lias to be assumed (Chapter 9). Nighttime observations suggest the existence of lunar orientation. When the moon is not
visible, even though the sky is clear, directional orientation fails.
I n later years, sun-compass orientation has been reported for several other species
and GRASSI,1955), T .
of sand-beach amphipods: Talorchestia deshayesei (PARDI
megalophthalrna and T . lonyiwrnis (MENAKER,1958), Orchestia mediterranea
(PARDI,1960),Orchestoidea mniculata and Orchestoidea benedicti (ENRIGHT,1961a),
T . nzartensii (ERCOLINI,1964),Orchestiaplatensis (JANKOWSKY,
1969) and the sandbeach isopod Tylos latreillii (PARDI,1954).
A time-compensatiilg mechanism in sand-beach ainphipods, essential for celestial
orientation, has been established (Chapter 9). PAPI(1955) transported Tulitrus
saltator through 71" to a different longitude and demonstrated that the angle of
orientation to the sun a t the new site was based on an 'internal clock' regulated
in synchrony with the hour prevailing in the place froni which they came. PARDI
and GRASSI(1955) subjected T . saltator and Talorchestia deshayesei for several days
to an artificial day-night rhythm retarded by 6 hrs with respect to the normal day
(illumination from noon to midnight). Wheil next exposed to the sun, the orientation
of these beach amphipods was found shifted through 90". They inoved to the north
instead of facing the sea in the west. Apparently, the endogenous rhythm can easily
be adapted to a new situation; this implies that the 'internal clock' can be adjusted
from day to day to the natural rhythm. Furthermore, there are indications that the
'internal clock' is influenced by temperature. Iildividuals kept a t high temperatures
(35"-37" C) for 18 hrs preceding the experiment orient a t an angle t o the sun in
and GRASSI,1955).
a way which would be correct some hours later (PARDI
JANKOWSKY
(1969) demonstrated in Orchestia platensis that temperature affects
the 'internal clock' after sudden transitions. However, 0.platensis is able to compensate teinperature-induced variations of the endogenous clock ; however, this is
apparently not controlled by metabolic acclimation. BREGAZZI
aiid NAYLOR(1972)
found comparable effects of teinperature in T a l i t r w saltator (see also Chapter 9).
Unlike the rather flexible 'internal clock', the geographic direction of orientation
seems to be more or less fixed, presumably genetically. I n experiments with laboratory-reared individuals of Talitrus saltator and Talorchestia deshayesei, kept under
(1960) found
artificial day and night conditions (they never saw the sun), PARDI
that tlieir orientational behaviour to a certain extent corresponds with the natural
direction of orientation of the different populations from which they originate.
Evidently, there exists an innate direction-finding tendency tjhat differs from poputhis does not rule out the possilation to population ; however, according to PARDI,
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bility of a n acquired sense of escape direction, superimposed on the innate 'sense'
of direction.
Lunar orientation in sand-beach amphipods and isopods is still a controversial
(1959) and PAPI(1960) confimed their earlier statement
issue. PAPIand PARDI
(PAPIand PARDI,1953) tha.t a t night Talitrus saltator is able t o orient 'correctly'
b y means of a time-compensated lunar-compass mechanism. Persistence of the
appropriate orientation was even observed after the amphipods had been kept in
darkness for a prolonged period. The authors tentatively advanced the hypothesis
t h a t two independently operating physiological rhythms are responsible for the
(1961a)
T
investigated the lunar orientation
solar and t h e lunar orientation. E N R I ~ H
of another sandbeach amphipod, Orchestoidea corniculata. H e likewise demonstrated
t h a t the moon's azimuth is the dominant orienting cue for this species under
experimental conditions. However, if the amphipods are kept in constant darkness
until just prior t o observation they tend to maintain a fixed angle relative to the
moon without any compensation for the changes of the moon's azimuth. This result
does not support t h e hypothesis of a continuously operating lunar physiological
rhythm as is claimed for T . saltator. If, on the other hand, the amphipods were
exposed t o sunset and moonrise on t h e night of observations, results were obtained
t h a t indicate the existence of time-compensated lunar orientation (Chapter 9).
ENRIGHT(1961a) suggests t h a t lunar orientation is based on re-phasing of the
compensation mechanisms each night, initiated by appropriate stimuli. PAPIand
PARDI(1963) confirmed their own sta,tement on the basis of new experiments and
suggested t h a t the discrepancies may be caused either by species differences or by
the fact t h a t ENRIGHTmade no special provisions regarding the humidity in his
only extremely dry conditions
observation chamber. According to PAPIa.nd PARDI,
release a correct lunar orientation. CRAIG(197 1) has recently repea.ted the experiand ENRIGHT.
H e used 0. corniculata and followed the
ments of PAPIand PARDI
(e.g. humidity control) closely. The results
procedures used by PAPIand PARDI
obtained did not support any form of lunar-orientation theory (see CRAIG,1973).
For 1una.r and semilunar rhythms consult Chapter 9.
Discussing the 'dubious ecological value' of this type of orientation for Orchestoidea corniculata, CRMQ suggested that other orientation mechanisms may be
involved under natural conditions. Experiments with the nocturnal sand-beach
and CO-authors(1968).
isopod Tylos punctatz~shave been carried out by HAMNER
This species is closely related to T . latreillii, which is known to be able to orient
b y the sun and the moon (PARDI, 1954). The authors, however, were unable to
show a n y consistent celestial orientation in T. punctatus On the other hand, it
could be clearly demonstrated t h a t this isopod ca.n orient to slopes as small as 1"
It moves uphill when the Substrate is wet, downhill when it is dry.
and CO-a.uthors(1967) investigated the orientation of Talitrus
VAND E N BERCKEN
saltator and con.firm.ed the existence of astronomical orientation. I n addition,
however, they found indications of a residual noil-visual orienta.tion mechanisni
directing the sandhoppers either seaward or landward depending on humidit'y,
even in complete darkness and despite almost total elimination of the terrestria,l
magnetic field. ERCOLINIand SCAPIN~
(1972) repeated these experiments with the
Same species and with Talorchestia martensii (SCAPINIand ERCOLINII. 97 3 ) bu t
did not find any directional orientation in complete darkness.
ERCOLINI
(1964) and PARDI
and ERCOLINI
(1965, 1966) investigated the orienting

ability of the intertropical beach amphipod Talorchestia martensii, which, periodically, is subjected to southern (clockwise) and northern (counterclockwise)
culmination of the sun. I n both periods the amphipods mostly show a correct timecompensated solar orientation. I n an attempt t o explain their ability to maintain
a correct direction of orientation to quite different angular values according to
~vhetherthe sun culminates north or south, the authors refer to the postulation of
HORRIDGE
(1966c, d ) that crustaceans (Carcinus maenas) may directly perceive
the apparent motion of sun and moon (see also BARNESand HORRIDGE,
1969).
HORRIDGE
demonstrated that a crab follows with its eyes a slowly moving light
source with angular velocities in the range of 10 to 20' hr-I as well as the movement
of the sun itself. A hypothesis of celestial orientation-based on the perception of
(1960)
the rate of change in so1a.r or lunar altitude-as outlined by PENNVCUICK
for birds, would in HORRIDGE'S
view prove a rewarding subject for further investigation. The rate of rise or descent of celestial bodies is directly related to the azimuth,
a.nd the directional orientation would be independent of an 'internal clock'. Regarding HORRIDGE'S
work, however, i t still remains doubtful whether the cra.b, though
following the sun's movement with its eyes, really perceives the sun's motion
as such.
Like littoral amphipods, a number of semiterrestrial decapod crustaceans are
confined to the intertidal region. A variety of typical activities, such as feeding
behaviour, flight responses and releasing of zoeae in the sea by females, require
directional orientation perpendicular to the shoreline (HERRNKIND,
1968). Some
workers were able to demonstrate the existente of a time-compensated solar
orientation seaward or laizdward in littoral crabs such as the mangrove crab
Goniopsis ~ruentata( S C H ~ N E
1963),
,
the fiddler crab Uca tangeri (ALTEVOGT
and
VON HAGEN,1964; ALTEVOGT,
1965) and U. pqilator (HERRNKIND,
1968). I n
comparison to the sand-beach amphipods, these crabs exhibit a great modifiability
of responsiveness to guidance cues, which may be related to their more extensive
wandering. The landward compass bearing of fleeing movements, for instance, can
rapidly be modified by learning, while landinark orientation Comes into action if
celestial cues do not provide appropriate clirectional information. Like Talitrus
saltator, these decapods show menotactic orientation to the polarization pattern
of the blue sky when the sun is not visible. I n S C H ~ N E(1963)
'S
experiments, the
cra.bs were found t o change their orientation t o a.n artificial pattern of polarized
light throughout the 24-hr day by amounts roughly compensating for the sun's
azimuth changes. An artificial light source, acting as experimental 'sun', did not
release menotactic responses.
I n training experiments, the ghost-cra.b Ocypode ceratophthalmus (belonging t o
the same family as the fiddler crabs) showed menotactic orientation toward its
l-iome, presumably guided by the polarization pattern of the blue sky (DAUIVIER
and CO-authors,1963).
A detailed review on orientation of shore-living arthropods has recently beeil
presented by HERRNKIND
(1972).
Sensitivity to Pola~izedLight
The ability to perceive the polariza.tion plane of light (the so-called P-vector)
seems to be widespread in terrestrial as well as in marine a.rthropods. It has also
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been reported in a number of cephalopods and marine gastropods (Table 8-3).
Polarization is a fundamental property of light ; it occurs as the result of sca.ttering
by particles in the atmosphere a.s well as in water. The blue sky provides polarized
light; underwater light, down to any depth, is polarized; also certain types of light
reflections are polarized. Basic information on this point and on the perception
of polarized light in general has been provided by WATERMAN
(1964, 1966, 1961)
and STOCKHAMMER
(1959).
Table 8-3
Occurrence of polarized-light sensitivity in marine invertebrates. Studies supporting or demonstrating intra-ocular perception are indicated by an asterisk.
(Compiled from the sources indicated)
Taxonolnic group

Species

Author

Cmstacea

Anostraca
Copepoda

Mysidacea
Isopoda
Amphipoda
Decapoda

STOCKHAMMER
(1959)
*UMMINGER
(1968)
* U ~ N C E(1968)
R
*UMMINCER (1968)
*UMMINGER
(1968)
* U ~ I N G E( 1968)
R
BAINBRIDGE
and WATERMAN
(1957, 1958),
*WATERU (1960), * JANDER
and WATERMAN
(1960)
Tylos latreillii
PARDI(1954)
T a l i t n ~ saltator
s
PARDIAND PAPI(1953)
* S C H ~ Nand
E SCHÖNE
(1961)
Ocypode q d r a t a
Ocypode cera.Lophthalrnus *DAUMER
and CO-suthor;(1963)
Uca p u g i l d o r
HERRNKIND
(1968)
ALTEVOGT
and VON HAGEN
(1964), ALTEVOGT
Uca tangeri
(1965)
Qoniopsis cruenlala
* S C H ~ N(1963)
E
Carcinus maenua
*SHAW
(1966), *HORRIDGE
(1967)
Cardwomu sp.
*WATERMAN
and HORCH
(1966)
Libinia emarginuiu
*EGUCHI
and WATERMA~T
( 1968)
KERZ(1950)
Eupagurus bernhardus
BAINBRIDGE
a,nd WATERMAN
(1957 )
Palaemon northropi

Arlemia salina
Labidocera aesLiva
Pontella naeadzi
Centropages hanaatus
Tiabe furcata
Caligua rapax
Mysidium gracile

Chelicerata

Xiphosura

Limulus polyphemw

Mollusca

Cephalopoda

(= obtusata)
Lillorinu litlorea
Liltorina neritoides
Littorina s a d i l i a

*MOODY
and PARRISS
(1960, 1961)
*MOODY
(1962)
*ROWELL
and WELLS(1961)
*TASAKI
and KARITA
(1966)
*JANDER
and CO-authors(1963)
*JAXDER
and CO-authors(1963)
BURDON-JONES
and CHARLES
(1958)
CHARLES
(196la, b, C )
CHARLES
(1961a, C )
CHARLES
(l96la, C )
CHARLES
(1961a, C)
BAYLOR
(1959)

The physiological mechanisms involved in polarized-light perception present
interesting problems. Detection of the plane of polarization requires a secoild
polarizer, a so-called analyser. Where is this analyser located? Orientation t o
polarized light is not necessarily dependent upon the ability of the animal's eye t o
analyse the polarized light but may be due t o brightness patterns in the environment. When light is reflected by a substrate or scattered in water by suspended
particles, i t becomes polarized. When incident light is already pola,rized (e.g. from
the blue sky), the reflecting and scattering process may operate as ail 'extraocular' analyser causing iiltensity patterns with quadrants of maximal and minimal
brightness, the position of which depends on the direction of the e-vector. On this
basis, BAYLOR(1959) explained the oriented responses t o polarized light of the
marine gastropod Nassa obsoleta, which were only observed when the snail was
allowed to see the substrate. Comparable arguments were advanced by BAINBRIDQE
and WATERMAN
(1958) t o explain the ~rieilt~ation
of the marine mysid Mysidiu.m
gracile in turbid water, illuminated by polarized light.
I n the experiments of C H A R L E(1961a,
~
b, C ) with different species of Littwina,
the polarized-light orientation most likely seems t o depend on differential refractionl
reflection phenoinena a t the eye surface according to the plane of vibration of the
incident light as defined by Fresnel's laws (Fig. 8-29). Light vibrating parallel t o

Fig. 8-29: Littorina sp. Anterior views of transverse sections of laft side of a winkle
head, showing the left optic cup. P o : Vertical ray of plane-polarized light incident
upon lens aperture. (a) TVinkle is crawling parallel with t,he plane of vibration of
incident light; less light is refracted on to the retina. ( b )Winkle is crawling a t right
angles to the plane of vibration of the incident light, more light 1s refracted on to
the retina. (After CHARLES,19618,; modified; reproduced by permission of
Company of Biolopists Ltd )
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the reflecting surface tends to be reflected while light vibrating a t right angles
to the surface tends to be transmitted.
There is no evidence yet that snails perceive polarized light as such. I n arthropods
and cepha.lopods, however, evidence of intra-ocu1a.r percuption of polarized light
has grown considerably.
Can the dioptric system in arth.ropods act a,s a.nalyser? This question ha,s been
(1969). Since the structures which compose the
discussed by STOCKHAMMER
dioptric apparatus of the ommatidia do not reveal any polarizing effect, the analysing
ability of the eye must be located in the photoreceptive cells themselves ; this would
be in accordance with the hypothesis of AUTRCMand STCMPF(1950). Several
studies on marine invertebrates support the view of direct intra,-ocular perception
of polarized light independent of any irradiance-intensity cues that may be present.
I n Ta.ble 8-3 these studies are marked by an asterisk.
I n the a.rthropoc1.eye, the ability to perceive the plane of vibration is supposed
t o be correlated to the fine structure of the rhabdomeres of the retinula cells.
Cephalopod eyes, although anatomically very different, show a striking similarity
to arthropod eyes a t the cellular and microstructure levels, through the occurrence
in both, of regularly arranged retinula cells with similar rhabdom-like structures.
The subject has been discussed by JANDERand W'ATERB~AN(1960), MOODYand
PARRISS(1960, 1961), JANDERand CO-authors(1963) and UMMINGER
(1968).
Arthropods as well as cephalopods frequently show preferent,ial orientation in
4 basic directions a t angles of 0°, 4S0, 90° and 135' to the e-vector. This raises the
question as to whether there is some relation between this behaviour pattern and
the (sub)microstructures in the receptor layers. The ecological significance of four
preferential directions of orientation in polarized light is not yet completely
and WATERMAN
(1960),they may be basic
understood either. According t o JANDER
reference directions from which menotactic orientation can be derived.
I n an electrophysiological study, SHAW(1966),using intracellular micro-electrode
techniques, demonstrated in the eye of Curcinus maenas the existence of two groiips
of retinula cells with maximal polarization sensitivities a t right angles to one
another. Comparable results were obtained by TASAKI
and KARITA(1966) in the
cephalopod Octopus vt~lgarisby a slightly different method. Electroretinograms
revealed a selective adaptation to polarized light only in the vertical and the
horizontal direction. No such adaptation effect was observed when the e-vector
of the light was a t 45' or 135O. Likewise, these results provide evidence that in the
octopus retina there are two types of analyser operating a.t right angles to one
another.
and HORCH(1966) with the crab Cardisoma sp.,
Further research by WATERMAN
by E ~ U C Hand
I WATERMAN
(1968) with the spider crab Libinia ernarginata, and
and FERNANDEZ
(1970) with the crayfish Procambarus clarkii has
by WATERMAN
provided strong evidence for the existence of two intraretinal analysers, differentially sensitive to polarized light in directions perpendicular to each other and bot'h
occurring in each ommatidium. The analysing mecha,nism appears to be localized
in the rhabdomeres and to be closely associated with their fine-structural organization, consisting of closely packed parallel microvilli, which are oriented perpendicular t o each other in alternate layers.
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8.1. ORIENTATION-INVERTEBRATES (F. CREUTZBERG)

Dorsal-light Reaction
Locomotion-associated orientation,
orientation, with
with which
which we
we have
ha,ve been concerned
concerned so
so far,
far,
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involves turning movements
movemeiits along
along the
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axis. However,
However, in
in
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general, an
an animal
animal maintains
maintains aa certain
certain position in
in space,
space, which
which requires continuous
continuous
correction
correction along
along the
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longitudinal and
and transverse
transverse axes.
axes. Most
Most animals
animals hold the
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uppermost, and
and frequently
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maintain this
this position by
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surface
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the visual
visual environment,
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to move unhampered along a striped pattern do not show compensatory eye movements. Incidentally, a similar principlo finds a.pplication in nautical practice where
the relative shift of two beacons provides information 011 the lateral displacement
of the ship, for instance, by water current's.
A case of disturbance of'visual feedback has been described b~ HORRIDGE
(1966s).
I n his 'optokinet'ic rnemory' experiments with Cnrcinus maenas, in which immobilizod crabs were exposed to a shift of the striped drum during a short period of
total darkness, the eyes, on re-illumination, responded with angular corrections of
maximally 70% relative to the angular sh.ift of the pattern. If the right eye was
clamped to the carapax and the left eye painted over, the latter ( t h ~blinded
.
eye)
performed correcting movements in response to a shift of the pattern perceived
by the right (clamped) eye (open loop condition). I n these conditions, the response
of the blinded eye is surprisingly large-in the range from 12"to 20' with drum movements in the region of 0.125" to 1.0"-thus reflecting a situation in which the visual
System is prevented from perceiving the effect of its own correcting movements.
How are, in 'voluntary' movements of either one of the eyecups, the effects of
the visual feedba.ck overcome? I n order to answer this question HORRIDGE
a.nd
BURROWS
(1968)placed aCarcinus maenns with. one seeing eye and the other painted
over in a striped drum which performed oscillating movements. Since both eyes
respond to the oscillations of the drum, the blinded eye apparently responds to
the movements registered by the seeing eye. A forced movement imposed on the
seeing eye by pushing it with a srnall probe either tolvards or away from the cra.b's
midline, thereby causing a movement of the visual field in the opposite direct.ion
across the seeing eye, results in a movement of the blinded eye opposite to that of
the seeing eye. If, however, the seeing eye moves voluntarily, the blinded eye does
not respond, although a similar movement of the visual field across the seeing eye
takes place. Since likewise no response of the blinded eye is observed when the
're-afferent' stimuli are suppressed either by mechanically preventing voluntary
eyecup movements or by blinding the seeing eye, H O ~ R I D Gand
E BURROWS
urere
not able t o fit these results into a single simple model ba,sed upon the action of a
central 'efferent copy'. Proprioception was assumed not to be involved.
A totally different response to a moving striped pattern has been reported
by DAVISand AYERS(1972), e.g., in the lobster Homnrus americanzcs. Specimens
were restrained in place a,nd exposed to a striped pattern moving backward, from
which the lobster was separated by a transparent platform, through which it could
see the moving stripes but not feel any movement of the surface mechanically.
This visual movement of the striped pattern from front to rear appeared to induce
forward locomotory movements in H. nmericanus, which DAVISand AYERSconsidered a 'new class of optokinetic responses' controlled by 'positive visua,l feedback'. They discuss the stabiliza.tion of such positive-feedback control systems,
which are inherently unstable.

(3) Temperature
I n the marine environment, temperature changes primarily refiect seasonal
fluctuations; they control a variety of physiological, ecological and bchavioural
aspects. Seasonal migratory movements, as reported for a number of marine

invertebrates, may be regarded as a conspicuous example of such cyclic processes.
However, the question whether these movements are primarily temperature controlled has, in many cases, still not been definitely answered. A number of other
environmental factors such as illumination, day length, food availability, rainfall
and river discharges, vary either parallel with, or inversely to, the seasonal temperature changes; endogenous cycles, entrained by one or a cornplex of these factors,
play a part in the causal relations. Por an extensive review of the functional and
structural responses of aquatic invertebrates to temperature variations consult
Volume I : KINNE(1970b; in that review distribution and migration are dealt with
on pp. 502-51 1).
I n coastal and estuarine environments the circumstance that air-temperature
fluctuations are far more pronounced than water-temperature fluctuations willa t extreme temperatures-generally induce migratory movements from exposed
areas (e.g. rock fa.ces, mudflats, shallow wa.ters) to areas with more stabilized
thermal conditions (e.g. Open sea or deep waters). Whether temperature gradients
act as orientation cues under natural conditions is questionable. When Convoluta
roscofSeensis are placed in a trough filled with water, which is gradually heated a t
one end, the turbella,rians tend to escape to the cooler part only a t temperatures
as high as 36" C, but many individuals die before they succeed in escaping from the
heated end (GAMBLE
and KEEBLE,1903). Aggregation in areas of a particular
temperature in special types of alternative chainber apparatus was more pronounced in the interstitial archiannelid Protodrilus symbiot.icus (GRAY,1965), in
and WULFF,1966) and the cladoceran
the harpactoid Nitocra spinipes (GANNING
Podon polyphemoides (ACKEFORS
arid ROSEN,1970).
I n general, however, there are strong indications that temperature changes
merely induce orientational behaviour to other cues such as gravity, water currents
and light, which guide the invertebrates t o more favourable conditions. Littorina
obtusata, when placed on a ve,rticaI plane under water, usually move upward
(negative geotaxis), but become positive geotactic when the temperature drops
1960).WERNER(1956) reported mass emigration of Are?zicola
below 2" C (JANSSEN,
marina from tidal flats during severe cold. The lugworms apparently emerged
from the tidal flat to be transported on the tide t o deeper water once the temperature dropped below a critical value.
Carcinus maenm exhibits migrations up and down the intertidal Zone, in which
the majority of the larger individuals take part, and which appear to be controlled
by seasonal temperature variations (EDWARDS,
1968; CROTHERS,1968). These
onshore and offshore movements have been studied extensively by NAYLOR(1962)
(1973) throughout the year. These authors sampled
and ATKINSON
and PARSONS
between the tide marks and related their findings to seasonal changes in spontaneous
tidal locomotor rhythmicity. Their main conclusions may be summarized as
follows: During the coldest winter months (January, February) crabs of morc than
30 to 35 mm carapace width rema.in below the intertidal Zone all the time and do
not migrate onshore, not even a t high tide. I n the laboratory, such crabs do not
show spontaileous tidal locomotor rhythmicity. Before the onset of spring (March),
these crabs start moviilg up and down the intertida,l Zone with the tide, but still
do not display endogenous rhythmicity ; this suggests that their tidal migrations
are controlled by exogenous factors. I n late spring and summer, with rising temperatures, increasing nuinbers of crabs remain onshore a t low tide, while an endogenous
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rhythmic pattern of locomotor activity (maximum activity with high tide and
with hours of darkness) becomes apparent. Presumably, this rhythmicity enables
C. maenas, which forages a t high tide, to return to sheltered places before the ebb.
With the onset of winter (November, December) a gradually increasing number of
individuals lose their rhythmicity ; they move offshore a t low tide, at first returning
onshore with high tide until, in the coldest months, they again remain offshore all
the time. Migration, as well a,sonset of tidal rhythmicity, appear to be temperature
controlled, the lower threshold being about 8" C. The juveniles (less than 30-35 mm
carapace width) and the oldest crabs do not take part in these tidal and seasonal
migrations. The former remain onshore throughout the year and display endogenous
tidal rhythmicity during the warmer months ; in winter they merely show circadian
rhythmicity with nightly activities. The oldest crabs, on the other hand, remain
offshore throughout the year and shour no spontaneous tidal locomotor rhythmicity.
The tidal activity rhythm of Carcinus maenas is, apparently, entrained by a
combination of tidal variables. Tidal temperature changes combined with immersion/emersion cycles and hydrostatic-pressure changes appear to act as synchronizers, being additive in effect (WILLIAMSand WAYLOR, 1969; NAYJ~OR
and
ATKINSON,1972).
Onshore and offshore migrations on intertidal flats-in summer-have also been
reported for the shrimp Crnngon crangon (HARTSUYKER,
1966). Unlike Cnrcinus
rnuenm, however, virtually the entire population leaves the tidal flats a t low tide,
except for a niimber of the smallest specimens, which have penetrated too far into
the intertidal zone and which survive in stagnant pools left behind by the receding
tide (BEUKEIVIA,
personal communication). I n winter, the shrimp remain in the
subtidal areas and even show a marked seaward migration, followed by a return in
spring. These seasona.1 migrations, extensively described by H A V I N ~(1930)
A
and
LLOYDand YONGE(1947), are performed by both males and females, young as well
as old, with differences of degree in their respective migratory patterns. For a
review ELSwell as for comparisons with migratory movements of other shrimp species
consult ALLEN(196 6).
According to HAVINGA(1930), the migratory movements of Crangoncrangonmay
be initiated by the reversa.1 of the temperature difference between inshore and
offshore waters, since in late autumn as well as in spring the shrimp move from
colder to relatively warmer water. For a possible interaction between temperature
and salinity in shrimp migration consult p. 596. Temperature-dependent offshore
migrations a t the onset of cold waves have been reported for juvenile pink shrimp
Penaeus duorarum (TABBand CO-authors,1962).
Temperature sensitivity in marine invertebrates appears to be mediated through
responsiveness of the nervous tissue as, for instance, demonstrated in Carcinus
maenas and Maja syuinado (DORAIRAJand MURRAY,
1962). No specific thermoreceptors are known so far (LAVERACK,
1968).
(4) Salinity
(a) General Aspects

Functional and structural responses of aquatic invertebrates to variations in
salinity have been reviewed in Volume I : KINNE(197 1). The responses of inverte-
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brates to adverse salinities may be classified as (i) escape, (ii) reduction of contact,
(iii) regulation, and (iv) adaptation (KINNE, 1964a, b, 1966). I n this chapter,
category (i), escape, wliich involves migratory movements to more suitable conditions, will be our main concern; category (ii), reduction of contact, comprises a
number of responses which may reveal some additional sensory aspects. Orientational responses of invertebrates to salinity variations are largely restricted to
coastal forms. We shall consider the intertidal residents and coastal migrators.

(b) Intertidal Residents
Intertidal residents are alternately submerged by sea water and exposed t o air.
During air exposure they face extreme temperatures in summer and winter,
desiccation, sun irradiance, and rainfall.
A number of intertidal gastropods display differential responses to salinity.
ARXOLD(1957, 1959) studied the behaviour of the limpet Patella vulgata which, at
low tide, is exposed to air. When splashed with sea water, the limpet exhibits a
positive response : it lifts the front edge of its shell, advances its head and extenda the
cephalic tentacles. Splashing with fresh water results in withdrawal of the head and
clamping down of the shell (negative response). Different dilutions of sea water
elicit graded responses, while an isotonic NaCl Solution produces a reaction equivalent t o that caused by sea water, apparently due to the concentration of chloride
ions. Local stiinulation revealed that mantle fringe and cephalic tentacles (the
most exposed body parts) are responsible for salinity perception; foot and body
wall appear to be insensitive.
Comparable results were obtained in the littorinid Nodolittorinu granularis
(OHSAWA
and TSUKUDA,
1955). Salinity perception seems t o be mediated through
chemoreception rather than osmoreception, since solutions of non-electrolytes
failed t o elicit a response a t any tonicity.
Remarkable observations were niade by KRISTENSEN
(1965)regarding the zonation of the intertidal Caribbean littorinids Echininus nodulosus, Nodolittmina
tuberculata and Tectarius muricatus. E. nodulosus inhabits a Zone within the reach of
fine sea-water spray; N . tuberculata lives somewhat lower down and T . muricatus
occurs higher up beyond the reach of the mist of spray. Under dry conditions none
of the three snails leave their locations; but upon rainfall or when splashed with
fresh water, they iiiove about and browse. When sprayed with sea water in the form
of f h e mist, N . tuberculata and E . nodulosus browse, but T . muricalus move to an
even higher point. When, however, sea water is splashed on them, E. nodulosus
also move upward. On a coast exposed t o heavy surf, E. nodulosus will be found
8 m above sea level, whereas on sheltered coasts i t lives 0.5 m above the water.
The distribution of intertidal and semiterre~t~rial
crustaceans is likewise determined by behavioural responses to salinity. The semiterrestrial crab Pachygrapsus crassipes, which spends approximately half its time in sea water, in the
laboratory shows a clear preference for 100% sea water over 50%, 75%, 125% o r
1500 0 sea water ( G ~ o s s1957).
,
Through this response the crab will avoid brackish
or h.ypersaline areas even though it possesses a strong osmoregulatory capacity.
BARWES
(1967) investigated the effect of salinity upon five Australian grapsoid
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crabs exhibiting differential penetmtion into an estuakine System. Additional
examples have been reviewed in Volume I : KINNE(1971, p. 925).
Escape responses are less obvious in highly potent osmoregulators. The harpactoid crustacean Nitocra spinipes, for example, inhabits Baltic Sea rock pools with
salinities ranging from 3%, to 35%„ and survives and reproduces in the laboratory
well beyond this range (WULFF, 1972). I n salinity-preference experiments, the
harpactoid responds only to considerable salinity differences in the order of 9.574,
S or
t o 18.5%,. When offered the choice between 11.5%,and 7 ~ 5 %
~ 7.5%, and 3.5%, S
(difference = 4%,) N. spinipes reveals no preference.
(C) Coastal Migrators
Coastal areas are characterized by tidal currents and augmented fliictuations of
temperature and salinity. Salinity variations are primarily caused by tidal movements; the isohalines shift regularly in and out of the estua.ry. Salinity differences
also result from different degrees of rainfall and river discharge according t o seasons
and wet and dry years. Since inshore and shallow water follow the changes of air
temperature more closely than Open waters, there is a parallel correlation between
temperature and salinity in periods of cooling (late autumn and winter) and an
1954,
inverse correlation in periods of warming (iate spring and summer ; POST~TA,
P. 420).
Several species of penaeid shrimp exhibit extensive migratory movements in the
Course of their life cycle. The larval and postlarval stages move from offshore
spawning sites t o inshore nursery areas; here they remain until they return to
offshore waters as juveniles or subadults. These migrations have been shown to be
facilitated by selective use of the tidal currents as transporting media ( p 600).
Arriving postlarvae of Penaez~sduorarum (TABB
and CO-aiithors,1962) and P.
aztecus (ST.AMANT
and CO-authors,1966)are predominantly found in samples taken
during night flood tides, while the juveniles of P. duorarum, returning to the offshore
waters, are taken on the night ebb tides. In laboratory experiments HUGHES(1969a)
demonstrated that salinity decrease during ebb induces the pelagic postlarvae of
P. duorarum t o sink to the bottom where they withstand transport back to the sea.
The juveniles, on the other hand, are positively rheotactic in a current of sea water ;
but they reverse the sign of rheotaxis or are passively transported towards the sea
urhen the salinity decreases during ebb. According t o HUGHES,offshore migrations
would be facilitated by an increased freshwater runoff, whereas TABBand coauthors (1962) recorded large juvenile P. dwvrarum remaining in inshore waters
when the salinity rose up to 30%,.
The shore crab Carcinus maenas, a characteristic inhabitant of shallow coastal
and estuarine waters, is found in a wide range of salinities varying from 31%, down
1936). BROEKHUYSEN,
as well
to 10%, or, occasionally, even lower (BROEKHUYSEN,
as CROTHERS
(1969), believes that C. mctenas is restricted to shallow coastal and inshore waters due to its preference for slightly reduced salinities (below 31%,)
rather than by depth preferences. The salinities near the upper limit of occurrence
appea.r to be the most favourable for egg development, especially when water
temperaatures are low (BROEKHUYSEN,
1936); apparently, this is in line with
RASMUSSEN'S
(1959) observation that berried females tend to migrate to deep and

more saline w a h r until the larvae hatch. Sacculinu-infested crabs-females as well
as males-display the Same behaviour in this respect. I n the upper estuaries of
the rivers Rhine, Meuse and Scheldt (Delta area, Netherlands), where the 10%, S
isohaline shifts seasonally with the larger or smaller discharges of the rivers,
WOLFFand SANDEE(1971) observed corresponding migratory movements of C.
maenas. Apart from these salinity-dependent migrations, C. m a e n a s also exhibits
temperature-controlled movements up and down the intertidal Zone (p. 592).
BROEKHUYSEN'S
(1936) finding that egg development in the shore crab Carcinus
muenas requires a minimum salinity of 20%, a t a temperature of 16" C as against a
salinity of a t least 26%, a t 8' C raised the question whether, in general, interaction
between ternperature and salinity is involved in seasonal migrations. I n experi(1941), in which
ments initiated by CAUDRI(1937) and continued by BROEKEMA
Crangon crangon were subjected to different combinations of temperature and
salinity, indications were obtained that survival a t low temperatures (about 4" C)
is better in higher salinities (30%'-35%,), while survival a t high temperatures
(19"-22' C) is supported in lower salinities (25%,-30%,). I n 1-year-old shrimp, which
usually penetrate farther into the estuaries in summer, the optimal survival a t
high temperatures (about 20" C) was found to range as low as between 15%, and
20%, S. These results seem to bear out the hypothesis that a t the onset of low winter
temperatures the shrimp need higher salinities and move offshore. This view may
find additional support in MEREDITH'S
(1962) observations in the Dee River estuary
(near Liverpool, England), with high salinities throughout the year, that C. crangon
does not leave the estua.ry under the influence of low temperatures. However,
survival experiments by FLÜGEL (1960) with C . crangon from the Baltic Sea, and by
HAEFNER(1969) with C. septemspinosa from the American west coast, revealed
no such temperature-salinity interaction. Their results suggest tliat, a t lower
temperatures (5"-15" C for C. crangm and 10"-14" C for C. septemspinosu), the
shrimp are able to tolerate a wider range of salinities than a t higher temperatures.
For further details on the combined effects of temperature and salinity on tolerance
and on metabolism and activity consult WEBERand SPAARQAREN
(1970),Volume I:
KINNE(1971), ALDERDICE
(1972). Although a general functional relationship between the osmoregulatory pattern of different estuarine crustaceans and their
migratory behaviour is recognized, it is not known whether these physiological
conditions play a role in migratory activities and spatial orientation.
(d) Responses to Changed Ion Ratios
Spatial orientation of aquatic invertebrates may also be affected by changes in
the composition or ratio of inorganic solutes. Of particular importance seem t o be
changes in ion ratios. Unfortunately, the information available to date is exceedingly scanty.
Critical disturbances of ionic ratios may have detrimental consequences (Volume
I, Cha.pter 4). Whether behavioural responses to such disturbances occur under
natural conditions is not known. I n laboratory experiments responses of invertebrates to a wide variety of acids, bases and salts have been recorded. KOHN(1961)
has summarized the pertinent information available on gastropods. Apart from
varying threshold values specific to different cations and anions, also qualitatively
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different effects have been found. I n the littorinid Nodolittorina granularis-which,
on being splashed with sea water, protrudes its head-salinity perception seems
t o be based on the detection of NaCl MgC12, where Mgf+ ions presumably act
as the primary stimulus (OHSAWA
and TSUKUDA,
1955). NH,Cl and KC1 were ineffective or even inhibitory when supplied in combination with MgC1, and NaCl ;
CaC1, caused a negative response (withdrawal into the shell). Likewise, the littoral
isopod Ligia baudiniana can apparently distinguish isotonic solutions of CaC1,
from NaCl urhen allowed to walk across filter Papers soaked in the test solutions
(BARNES,1939, 1940). The I-iolothurian Cazdina chilensis exhibits contraction
of its body wall a t specific threshold values which vary for different cations (YAMANOUCHI,1929a). Comparable responses to ionic ra.tios have been reported from
numerous other aquatic invertebrates. The information available is, however,
insufficient for critical assessment and does not allow conclusions regarding possible
orientation mechanisms (see also Voliime I, Chapter 4).

+

(5) Atmospheric Humidity (Desiccation)
Semiterrestrial amphipods such as sandhoppers are poorly adapted to low
humidities. I n laboratory experiments, survival times of Tulitrus sdtator, Orchestin
gammarella and Talorchestia deshayesii range betureen 9 and 16 llrs a t a relative
humidity of 95%, decreasing to 1 to 12 hrs a t 36% relative humidity (\YILLI~I>ISO?\T,
1951a). R,emarkably, survival times greatly increase when the sandhoppers feed
on wrack. The wrack (moist food) eaten is likely to meet the amphipod's water
rather than energy requirements, since the faeces are rather dry. I n an experimental
humidity gradient all sandhopper species tested spent most of their time in moist
air, orienting by means of kinesis. I n very steep humidity gradients, the talitrids
occasionally stop when moving into the dry air ; they then move backward a little
and turn-a process which WILLIADISO~~.
(after FRAENKEL
and GUNN,1940) defined
as 'klinokinesis'. A similar type of response shown by wiremorm.sin steep humidity
gradients has been interpreted as a directed reaction and therefore classified as
1951a, see also p. 562 and p. 618). Attempts
'klinotanis' (LEESin : WILLIAMSON,
t o locate specialized humidity receptors in talitrids have not been successful. They
are, therefore, thought to respond to differences in rates of evaporation.
Comparable investigations have been carried out with th.e isopods Asellus
aquaticus a.nd Idotea baltica; both occur in the Baltic Sea but the former inhabits
also fresh water (LAGERSPETZ
and LEHTONEN,
1961). While I. baltica did not show
definite reactioils to humidity, Asellus aquaticus exhibited responses simi1a.r to
those observed in talitrids by WILLIAMSON
(1951a.).I n subsequent experiments with
(1963) found tha.t Gam~narusduebeni and G .
aquatic amphipods LAGERSPETZ
oceanicus a.re able t o select the higher of two different air humidities. On tlie other
hand, Pontoporeia affinis, which is never exposed to air, does not respond to
differences in atmospheric humidity.
The terrestrial hermit crabs Coenobita clgpeatus, which normally live in sheltered
places in the daytime, likewise aggregate in areas of highest air humiclity when
placed in an experimen.ta1atmospheric hurnidity gradient ( D E WILDE,1973).Similar
responses are known from other semiterrestrial crabs. They are able to select

suitable humidities and to aid osmoregulation by specific behavioural pa.tterns
which have been reviewed in Volume I : KINNE(1971, p. 925, See also pp. 846-862).
(6) Water Movement

(a) General Aspects
Marine invertebrates cannot exist without water movement (Volume I, Chapter
5). I n a sense, a marine invertebrate's basic environment can be differentiated into
a fluid medium (the water) and a solid medium (tlie substrate). These two media
are continually shifting tlieir spatial relation to one another. While an invertebrate
settled on the substrate perceives these shifts as water movements, a free-swimming
specimen experiences water movement only if it has contact (visual, tactile) with
the substrate : Apart froni suggestions that fishes may orient to weak electric fields
caused by water currents (Chapter 8.2), no evidence is available so far that aquatic
animals are equipped with a mechanism by which they can detect their displacement by water currents when swimming freely as purely pelagic organisms.
Any discussion of the role of water movement in the life of marine invertebrates
must take into account both benthic and planktonic forms, as well as intermediate
cases in which benthic or semi-benthc animals selectively utilize water currents for
transport .
(b) Intertidal and Benthic Invertebrates
A number of free-swimming invertebrates live close to the sea bottom and stay in
certain places for some time. Schools of mysids, for instance, swimming among particular rocks or corals, would inevitably be swept away if they did not respond
rheotactically. I n these cases, however, it is not thft current as such which is perceived, but tlie shift of the visual field, which tlie mysids compensate for by locomotory activity, comparable to optokinetic responses. Experiments with the
1906), mysids (FRAENKEL
and GUNN,1961,
lobster H m r u s americanus (HADLEY,
1971), in which rheotaxis
p. 253) and Daphnia longispina (SIEBECKand FARWICK,
is controlled by experimental sliifts of the visual field, support this view.

Perception of Water Movement
Invertebrates which live in close contact with the substrate and in some way
resist transport by water movement are subjected directly to the forces exerted
by the current. Little work has been done so far on the mechanism of water-movement detection, but judging from the commonly reported current-oriented movements, such a mechanism must be of widespread occurrence in marine invertebrates.
Discussing the positive rheotaxis displayed by tlie snail Urosalpinx cinerea,
FEDERIGHI
(1929) suggested that unequal tension on the parietal muscles produced
by the pul1 of the shell-which tends to straighten in a water c u r r e n t b r i n g s about
orientation. In more recent werk, comparable interpretations have been suggested
(NEALE,1965; DUCH,1971). CROZIER
and AREY(1919) found that the nudibranch
Chromodoris zebra, which usually responds negative-rheotactically, is disoriented
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after removal of the rhinophores, while upon Stimulation of the rhinophores with
a localized current the nudibranch orients within 3 to 5 mins. BROCK(1930)
demonstrated that outer and inner flagella of the antennules of the shore crab
Carcinus maenas are sensitive to water movement. Probably, proprioception is
involved (LAVERACK,
1964). However, according to BROCK,even after elimination
of antennae and eyestalks, the crab respond-to
a certain e x t e n G t o fairly strong
currents, suggesting that a 'general body sensitivity' is responsible.
LUTHERand MAIER (1963) found that rheotactic orientation in the decapod
crustaceans Carcinus rnaenas, Clibanurius misanthrqus and Crangon crangon
abruptly disappears upon antennule removal; but in the American freshwater
crayfish Cambarus afinis rheotaxis persists after such an operation, suggesting
that its water-movement receptors are not restricted to the antennules. Eupagz~rus
bernhrdus, Palaemon serratus and P . xiphias did not respond rheotactically in the
experimental current channel.
I n the lobster H m r u s vulgaris, LAVERACK
( 1 962a) described cuticular sense
organs, widely distributed over the anterior part of the body, the so-called 'hairpeg organs', which respond to deflections caused by water currents as small as
0.30 cm sec-'. Unlike the rapidly adapting hair-fan organs, mentioned on p. 652 as
vibrat,ion receptors, the hair-peg organs ada.pt slowly, thus facilitating continuous
monitoring of the water current. Hair-peg organs likewise ha,ve greater freedom of
movement in one plane than in another, and the large number of such units,
variously oriented, may make possible-through central integration-detection
of the ciirrent's direction.
The ses-star Asterias rubens can perceive a minimum current velocity in the
order of 0.15 cm sec-' (CASTILLA
and CRISP,1973). Calculations of the forces acting
on the sea-star justify the assumption that water-movement receptors are involved
rather than proprioceptors detecting the lateral pul1 of the individual as a w h o l e
as demonstrated in geota.xis by KALMUS(1929; see p. 646).

Functional Responses

A great variety of sedentary and semi-sedentary invertebrates depend on water
currents for food supply (Volume I : RIEDL,1971). The orientation of growth forms
or food collecting appendages is frequently related to prevailing water movements.
I n addition to the review by RIEDL(1971), the following pertinent Papers may be
consulted: CRISP and STUBBINGS(1957) and BOWERS(1968) on orientation of
barnacles ; ZIEGELMEIER(1969) on tube construction by the polychaete Lanice
conchilega; EMIG and BECHERINI(1970) on lophophore orientation in the phoronid
Phoronis psammophila,; REES (1972) on growth forms of the octocoral Telesto
riisei; VELIMIROV(1973) on orientation of the sea fan Eunicella cavolinii; VELIMIROV (1974) on the oriented growth of Millepora dichotoma. I n his study on orientation and growth fornls of fan-shaped gorgonians (Muriceacalifwnica, 1W.fruticosa,
Adelogorgia phyllosclera and Eugorgia rubens),G R I ~ (1972)
G
considered fan orientation-at right angles to the dominant current direction-a useful indicator of the
prevailing direction of local water movements.
To mobile benthic invertebrates water currents are important for several reasons,
not the lea.st because they provide information on distant ecologica.1 conditions.
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Invertebrates living in tidal areas may derive information over several kilometres
-reaching them with alternating tides from two opposite directions. Responses to
temperature, salinity and chemical stimuli are, therefore, commonly associated
with orientation to water movement.
The most readily observable behaviour is upstream movement (positive rheotaxis) in the presence of attractive dissolved substances. Positive rheotaxis in feeding
behaviour has been reported, for instance, in the gastropods Nassarius obsoletus
(COPELAND,
1918, CRISP, 1969), N. fossatus (MACGINITIEand MACGINITIE,1968,
368)
and
B m i n u m undatum (BROCK,1933); in the iiudibranchs Aeolidia
p.
papillosa and Trinchesia aurantia (VANHAAFTENand VERWEY,1960); in the
decapod Carcinus rnaenas (LUTHER,1930; LUTHERand MAIER,1963); and in the
and CRISP, 1970).Chemical stimuli associated
echinoderm Asterias rubens (CASTILLA
with a preferred substrate elicit positive rheotaxis in the mud snail N. obsoletus.
When exposed to flowing urater which has been in contact with muddy deposits
the snails move upstream. This effect can be cancelled by filtering the water through
charcoal or by boiling the mud (CRISP, 1969). Symbiotic invertebrates may exhibit
host-oriented behaviour, based on the perception of specific substances, presumably
involving positive rheotaxis. An example has been provided by ACHEand DAVENPORT (1972) in a study on host recognition by the shrimp Betaeus harfmdi which
lives in symbiosis with abalones of the genus Haliotes.
There are few examples of active downstream movements (negative rheotaxis).
LUTHERand MAIER (1963) demonstrated that frightened Carcinus maenas and
Clibanarius misanthropus escape downstream; removal of their antennules, which
act as current detectors, causes disorientation. CRISP(1969) found negative rheotaxis in Nassarius obsoletus in clean sea water (apparently deprived of ecologically
significant substances); the upstreaming response to olfactory stimuli can be
abolished when unfavourable stimuli such as hypo- and hypersalinity are present
simultaneously. CASTLLLAand CRISP (1970, 1973) found reversal of the normal
positive rheotactic response in Asterias rubens to be normally associafed with
unfavourable conditions. I n experiments, the sea-stars moved downstream in the
presence of their predator Solaster papposus, of damaged prey, or of lowered
salinity, oxygen tension, and pH.
I n general, it may be concluded that the most effective response of an invertebrate
to a chemical stimulus is either positive or negative current orientation. For more
detailed information on the mechanisms involved in orientation to chemical stimuli
consult p. 618.
While positive rheotaxis may guide an invertebrate to favourable conditions,
and negative rheotaxis is involved in avoidance reactions, the situation is entirely
different when large-scale currents and seasonal migrations (encountered in
extensive tidal areas) are considered. The tidal streams in these areas are commonly
so strong that effective upstream movements can hardly be accomplished. Positive
rheotaxis then takes the form of swimming to resist transport, often changing to
clinging to the bottom or burrouing ; downstream movements, on the other hand,
often give way to passive drifting.
These processes have been exemplified by TABBand CO-authors(1962) and
HUGHES(1969a, b, C, 1972): The pink shrimp Penaeus dwrarum hatch in the Open
sea and as postlarvae (approximately 1 cm long) move into estuarine areas (i.e. the
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Everglades in Florida, USA). After a stay of 4 to 7 months in inshore nursery areas
the juveniles (6-10 cm long) again move out into deeper waters where they will
eventually spawn. Experimental evidence has been obtained that the postlarvae
move inshore on the flood and respond to a decrease in salinity during ebb by dropping to the substrate; this prevents them from being transported back to the sea.
When the salinity increases again during flood they swim and are transported
further inshore. The juveniles, on the other hand, are positive rheotactic in sea water
(flood tide), b ~ i when
t
the salinity decreases (ebb tide) they swim downstream or
let themselves be passively transported. I n addition to external stimuli, an endogenous rhythm may control the tide-associated movements, although in HUGHES'
experiments (1972) proper phasing with tidal cycles was not very clear. Undoubtedly, endogenous tidal and lunar rhythms (Chapter 9) will be involved in
m m y other cases of tidal migration as, for example, in the swimming rhythm of the
intertidal isopod Eurydice pulchra (FISHand FISH,1972).
Selective use of tidal currents by marine invertebrates was already recognized
by PETERS
and PANNING
(1933). They suggested that megalopa of the Chinese crab
Eriocheir sinensis move inshore on the flood and stay on the bottom during ebb tide
t o avoid being carried back towards the sea. When adult E. sinensis return down
the rivers to their spawning areas in the sea and encounter the estuary again, they
supposedly burrow during flood and continue their journey on the ebb tide (PETERS,
1933).
A similar mechanism has beeil post~ilatedby VERWEY(194913, 1958, 1960, 1966)
for estuarine invertebrates such as the shrimp Crangon craqon and the surimming
crab Macropipus holsatus. The extent to which M. holsatus penetrates into brackish
areas appears to be controlled by decreasing salinity. It has been demonstrated
experimentally that when during ebb the salinity drops too far, the crabs begin
to swim and thus are automatically carried on the ebb tide towards the sea (VENEMA
and CREUTZBERQ,
1973). These responses permit avoidance of adverse salinity
conditions as soon as they occur. Comparable reactions have been observed in
semi-sedentary invertebrates such as A~enicolamarinu : WERNER(1956) reported
mass emigration from tidal flats during severe cold. The lug worms apparently
emerged from the flats to be transported to deeper water when the temperature
dropped below a critical value.
Emigration from Waddensea flats has recently been discovered by BEUKEMA
(1973) in the bivalve M a c o m balthica. Spatfall in summer concentrates in the
highest, muddiest and most sheltered parts of the flats. I n the ensuing winter and
early spring, however, the bivalves (4-8 mm long) emerge from the substrate and
are transported in great numbers on the ebb current towards the sea. I n spring
a secondary spatfall occurs on the more exposed sandy tidal flats and subtidal areas
in the North Sea whero they reach their final habitat.
Transport by tides towa.rds the highest parts of mud flats has also been reported
for the small prosobranch Peringia ( = Hydrobia) ulvae (NEWELL,
1962). When these
snails become submerged by the incoming tide, they launch themselves afloat
upside down on the surface film of the water They are then swept shoreward and,
later, offshore again by the ebb; finally, they are redeposited on the mud. In an
estuary, floating H. ulvae have also been observed by ANDERSON
(1971). He considered whether the snails, floating on the tides, may drift either too far into the

estuary or to the Open sea. Laboratory experiments, indicating that the snails do
not float when the salinity decreases below a certain value (See also NEWELL,1964),
led ANDERSON
to suggest that their distribution is limited towards the sea as well
as upstream by a salinity-controlled floating responsiveness. I n the interstitial
archiannelid Trilobodrilus heideri, loss of positive rheotaxis in lowered salinities
has been suggested as the mechanism which keeps the worms within a restricted
beach Zone (BOADEN,
1963).
Selective transport of invertebrates by the uprush or backwash on surf-swept
beaches, effecting a proper zonation, has been found to be controlled by pressure
changes (amphipods, p. 606) or by vibrations due to breakers (bivalves, p. 650).

(C)

Planktonic Invertebrates

Oceanic plankton organisms which do not perform vertical migration will be
transported along in the one water mass they happen to be in (HARDY,1935).
However, their counterparts which conduct vertical movements undergo horizontal
displacements differing in direction and Speed, dependent on the water layers
they inhabit a t different times of the day (See also HARDY,1956).
Vertical migration has significant ecological consequences in estuaries with
respect to the dispersal of planktonic larvae of the benthic fauna. I n his extensive
and thorough study on the occurrence of barnacles in an estuary, BOUSFIELD
(1956)
stressed the precarious existence of estuarine bottom invertebrates with their
pla.nktonic larval stages (lasting froin 1 to 6 weeks) being rapidly dispersed by tidal
currents resulting in a residual flow towards the sea. Thus in the Miramichi estuary
(New Brunswick, Canada), the tidal exchange of water masses over a period of 18
days (the estimaked duration of the larval stage of Balanus improvisus) would
deplete the population below the level necessary to maintain the estuarine adult
population if the larvae displayed a uniform vertical distribution throughout the
period. However, BOUSFIELDestimated the actual retention of B. improvisus
larvae a t 10% ; this is sufficient to maintain the observed estuarine population.
The mechanism by which the larvae are retained is in the main attributed to a
changing vertical distribution of the larvae a t their successive stages and the net
circulation of the water in a stratified estuary, superimposed on the tidal movements. The residual drift transports the early larval stages (found near the surface)
to the mouth of the estuary, whereas the later stages swimming near the bottom
are carried back to, or even beyond, the original spawning sites. This mechanism
is presumably re-inforced by the response to tidal currents of the cyprids, which
swim higher during flood than during ebb.
A comparable retention mechanism in the two-layered circulation System of the
Chesapeake Bay has been reported as-to some extent-responsible for retaining
populations of the marine cladoceran Pcdon polyphenwides within the estuary
( B o s c ~and TAYLOR,1973). Through diurnal vertical migration the cladocerans
are alternately transported seaward and landward by the two opposing residual
flows.
There is an extensive literature on tlie horizontal transport associated with the
vertical migration of larvae of bivalves and barnacles in estuarine areas. For
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references and discussions consult KORRINCA(1941, 1952), VERWEY(1966),
CARRJKER(1967), WOODand HARGIS(1971), and DE WOLF(1973).Apart from the
irregular, patchy occurrence of barnacle larvae (DE WOLF, 1973), a variety of
environmental factors such as light, salinity, water movement, turbidity, and
pressure are supposed to control the vertical distribution during the tidal cycles;
most of the assumptions, however, are rather speculative. The question has even
been raised whether the process is controlled by selective swimming through
particular responses to environmental factors or whether the purely mechanical
forces of strong currents and turbulences a t the mid tides keep the invertebrates in
suspension. WOODand HARQIS(1971) compared transport rates of the lamm of
the bivalve C'rassostrea virginica during the tides with transport rates of coal
particles; the particles were present in nearly all their samples and had a density
almost identical t o that of the larvae. WOODand HARGISfound a different temporal
pattern in the concentration maxima, and concluded that selective swimmirig must
be involved. DE WOLF (1973), on the other hand, believes that the retention of
barnacle larvae in estuaries can be explained purely mechanically along the Same
lines as demonstrated for suspended material by POSTMA
(1961). I n his proposed
model the larvae are swirled up by strong currents and turbulences during both
tides, followed by sinking during slack tide. The rate of sinking increases with larval
age, resulting in a vertical distribution in which early stages are found higher than
cyprids. The residual drift of the water near the bottom presumably promotes an
inward transport of the larvae approaching settlement.

(7) Pressure
(a)

General Aspects

Changes in hydrostatic pressiire may significantly affect life in oceans and coastal
waters (Volume I, Chapter 8). This environmental factor shares with gravity its
permanent presence and constancy, but acts in all directions with the same intensity. It changes linearly with water depth, thereby providing reliable information
on the distance between animal and water surface.
Not so long ago, pressure sensitivity was supposed to occur oiily in animals with
gas-filled body spaces such as fishes (swim bladders) and some aquatic insects.
Pressure sensitivity in marine invertebrates without gas-filled Organs has been
discovered surprisingly late. Field experiments with CalanusJinmarchicus, lowered
in vertical cylinders to various sea depths, demonstrated that the copepods increasingly tended to move upward with depth but irrespective of illumination
intensity (HARDYand PATON,
1947). The experimenters postulated a 'sense of
depth' supposedly based on pressure sensitivity. A few years later, laboratory
experiments demonstrated definitely that decapod larvae (zoea and megalopa
stages of Portt~nwssp. and Carcinus sp.) respond to increases in pressure of 500 to
2000 mb (equivalent to depths of 5 to 20 m) with upward movements (HARDY
and
BAIXBRIDGE,
1951). Subsequent work proved that pressure sensitivity is a common
and widespread feature in plankters (KNIGHT-JOYES
and QASIBZ,1955; MOORE
and CORUFIN,1956; RICE, 1961, 1962, 1964; BAYNE,1963; SINGARAJAH,
1966;

LINCOLN,1971) as well as in intertidal and benthic invertebrates (ENRIGHT,
1961b, 1962; MOULTON,1962; MORGANand CO-authors, 1964; MORGAN,1965,
1969a; See also Volume I: FLÜQEL,1972).
I n these two invertebrate groups, pressure changes are perceived under two
basically different ecological conditions. On the one hand, free-swimming invertebrates can-under natural conditions-only be exposed to pressure changes as the
result of their own, either active or passive, vertical movements. Intertidal and
benthic invertebrates, on the other hand, are exposed t o pressure changes by tides
and wave action. The orientational aspects involved in these two cases are briefly
reviewed below. Detailed reviews on the responses t o pressure by marine invertebrates and the possible mechanisms of pressure perception have been presented
by KNIQHT-JONES
and MORGAN
(1966),FLÜGEL (1972), KINNE(1972) and MORGAN
(1972).
(b) Free-swimming Invertebrates
Hydrostatic pressure manifests itself as a vertical intensity gradient of a
marked constancy. Hence plankters may, a t least theoretically, derive solely
pressure-based orientation from non-directional random locomotory movements,
i.e. through a mechanism which may be called barokinesis. This possibility, however,
which VERWEY
(1966) did not wish to rule out, hardly finds support in the literature.
Although increased locomotory activity is commo~~ly
observed with experimental
pressure increase, and passive sinking with pressure reduction ('high barokinesis'),
or the reverse ('low barokinesis'), as for instance in Pleurobrachia pileus which is
usually buoyant when inactive (KNICKT-JONES
and QASIM,1955), responses to
pressure changes are in almost all cases linked to gravity or light-oriented inovements. In other words, pressure changes actually induce geotaxis or phototaxis.
These responses have been studied by RICE (1961, 1962, 1964). Mysids, for instance, move geotactically upward (in vertical light above or below) when pressure
increases; but in horizontal light they move horizontally toward the light source.
After statocyst removal, orientation under pressure changes is almost purely phototactic (RICE, 1961). Pressure changes trigger purely phototactic responses in the
copepod Calanus Jinmarchicus; in illumination from below it swims downward
when pressure is increased, thus actually moving towards still higher pressures
(RICE, 1962).
Of a total of 53 planktonic marine invertebrates-coelenterates, ctenophores,
larvae of cephalopods and crustaceans-41 respond to pressure changes (RICE,
1964). Three main types of responses can be distinguished: Type I : Orientation
entirely with respect to gravity (ephyrae of Aurelia aurita, ctenophores, megalopae
of Carcinus m n a s and larvae of Loligo forbesi). lSrpe I1: Orientation to gravity and
(secondarily) light (mysids). Type 111: Orientation entirely to light. I n this last
type pressure decrease leads to (i) passive sinking (e.g. zoea larvae), (ii) active
photonegative swimming (e.g. nauplii of Balanw species), and (iii) either sinking
or photonegative orientation (copepods). The ecological significance of these pressure-change induced movements is compensatory depth regulation. Such regulation
may prevent plankters from sinking too deep and keep them within a certain depth
range.
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The threshold values, which in some cases are as low as 10 mb (megalopae of
Carcinus maenas, and comparable stage of Galathea sp.; KNIGHT-JONES
and
QASIM,1965) have been listed by KNIQHT-JONES
and MORGAN
(1966) and FLÜGEL
(1972) for different taxonomic groups. BAYLOR
and SMITH(1957) recorded compensating vertical movements of planktonic animals equivalent to the apparent
displacement by a pressure change of 15 mb (15 cm depth) while, on the other hand,
KNIQHT-JONES
and QASIM(1967) found that the parasitic planktonic copepod
Caligus rapax and megalopae of Carcinus maenas subjected to pressure increases of
700 t o 800 mb (7-8 m) in a 6-m long glass tube compensate to a far less extent.
Similar differences of behaviour can also be observed between successive planktonic larval stages of some decapod crustaceans. Depth-regulatory responsiveness
t o pressure changes is most obvious in young zoea stages but weakens with age.
The last zoea stage of the xanthid crab Leptodius floridanus hardly responds to
pressure changes in the order of 1 atm (SULKIN,1973). I n Homarus gammarus t h e
megalopa stage is still responsive but this is no longer the case with the first juvenile
stage (ENNIS,1973).
Since under natural conditions pressure changes will only be experienced by invertebrates when they move vertically, they are not likely to initiate vertical migration.
Diurnal changes in submarine illumination are undoubtedly the main factor releasing diurnal vertical migrations. Pressure changes during such migrations are
presumably largely disregarded ; but they may limit vertical movements (MORGAN,
1972). Presumably rapid accommodation to great increases or decreases of pressure
plays a part in vertical migrations, allowing the invertebrates to occupy widely
different depth levels in response to changes in daylight (KNIGHT-JONES
and
1970,1971).The experiMOROAN,
1966; KWIOHT-JONES
and QASIM,1967 ; LIKCOLN,
mental evidence presently available is insufficient for an adequate understanding of
the compensatory depth regulation mechanism .
(C)

Intertidal arid Benthic Invertebrates

The conditions under which intertidal and benthic invertebrates live are basically different from those obtaining for free-swimming orga.nisms. Intertidal and
benthic species are subjected to pressure cycles of tidal amplitude and frequencg
as well as to rapid pressure changes associated with wave action.
The tropical intertidal gastropod Cerithium, sp. clusters a t low tide and disperses
upon submersion a t high t i d e a response which has been considered an adaptation
to desiccation (MOULTON,
1962). Field observations and experiments in which a
cluster of Cerithium sp., pla.ced in a shallow pan, was lowered into a pool of sea water
indicate that these snails respond to increase in hydrostatic pressure by the gradual
breaking up of the cluster for feeding excursions; pressure decrease induces reaggregation, presumably to withstand desiccation.
Inhabitants of tidal flats, such as Nereis diversicolor and Hydrobia ulvae, respond
t o experimental fluctuations of the water level by vertical movements in the
sediment or by leaving their burrows (VADER,1964). It is not known whether
pressure sensitivity is involved.
I n recent years attention has increasingly been devoted to pressure-related
behaviour of invertebrates that spend most of their time close to the sea bottom
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or burrow in the sediment, but which periodically emerge for excursions in the
overlying water ('hyperbenthic exploration and navigation' ; KNIGHT-JONESand
MORGAN,
1966). According to RICE (1961), Schistomysis spiritus respond to stepwise pressure changes at an overall rate similar t o tidal changes ; RICE pointed out
that by day (many are planktonic a t night) the mysids spend most of their time close
t o the bottom and presumably respond t o the rise and fall of the tides. Referring
to evidence produced by earlier workers that the mysids perform shoreward
migrations with the incoming tide, he suggested that both pressure and irradiance
intensity may control activity and distribution of mysids.
It should be borne in mind that burrowing intertidal invertobrates, on leaving
the sediment, are usually subjected to horizontal transport by tidal currents or b y
waves up and down surf-swept beaches. Since these horizontal w a h r movements
are associated with hydrostatic-pressure changes, the ecological significance of
proper swimming-activity timing controlled by pressure sensitivity is evident.
Strikingresults have been obtained ~ ~ E N R I G(196lb,
H T 1962),whostudied responses
to slow and rapid pressure changes in the intertidal beach amphipod Syncheltdturn
n.sp. Sharp activity bursts, lasting a few seconds, occurred as the result of either
increase or decrease in pressure, the response to increased pressure being more
clearly marked. The response threshold lies between 5 and 15 mb with rapid
changes, and between 25 and 50 mb with slow pressure increa.ses (2.8 rnb sec-l).
The activity consists of fast scrambling and occasionally of upward swimming over
a distance of only 2 to 4 Cm, regardless of the extent of the pressure increase. This
indicates that the responses involve no depth regulation. Activity bursts last 5 to
10 secs during flood and 15 t o 25 secs during ebb; they vary with the degree of
pressure change and the phase of tide. According t o E N R I ~ H(1962),
T
the brief
response during rising tide probably results in landward transport by the advancing
wave front in the uprush Zone of the beach ; the amphipods burrow a t about the peak
of uprush. The prolonged duration of activity during falling tide will-after the
uprush-allow the amphipods to follow the backwash and to re-burrow a t a lower
level; in this way they avoid becoming stranded during the receding tide (See also
Chapter 9).
I n the pycnogoriid Nymphon gracile and the amphipod CaprelEa acunthifera RICE
(1964) found a response opposite in sense t o that usually associated with depth
compensation; both species are active and swim upward with rapid pressure
decrease. Apart from reactions to rapid changes, N. gracile also responds t o cyclical
pressure changes of approximately tidal range (8 m) and tidal frequency by swimming during artificial ebb (MORQANand co-authors, 1964). Swimming activity
alternates with visits to the bottom, apparently to monitor and analyse (by comparison with a time sense) the extreme slow pressure changes encountered (KNIQHTJONES
and MORGAN,1966). This mechanism, seemingly not controlled by an
endogenous rhythm, would promote seaward transport on the ebb tide.
A similar ebb-transport response to pressure changes of tidal amplitude and
frequency occurs in intertidal Corophiurn volutator, opposite in sense to depth
compensation, whereas C . volutator collected from non-tidal pools show responses
consistent with the depth-regulating mechanism ( M o ~ A N1965).
,
According t o
field observations, more individuals swim during the ebb tide than during flood
tide.
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Additional attempts have been made in recent years t o secure experimental
evidence in support of pressure-change induced activities whieh subject invertebrates t o properly timed horizontal tidal transport or wave transport. The response
of Macropipus holsatus to rapid pressure changes (50 mb) within the range of tidal
pressure changes led MORGAN(1967) to suppose that this swimming crab may be
able to differentiate between ebb and flood tide during its tidal migrations (see also
p. 601). The responses of the polychaete Nephtys incisa to changes in pressure
(MORGAN,
1969a) are reminiscent of the responses of the beach amphipod Synchelidium n.sp. described by ENRIGHT (1962); but the ecological significance is difficult
t o evaluate since there is little information available on the behaviour of N. incisa
under natural conditions.
Several studies of pressure sensitivity in intertidal invertebrates like the amphipod Synchelidium n.sp. (ENRIGHT, 1963), the shore crab Carcinus m e n a s
(WILLIAMS
and NAYLOR,
1969)and the isopod Eurydicepulchra (JONESand NAYLOR,
1970; FISHand F'ISH, 1972) deal with endogenous rhythms in which pressure
fluctuations seem t o operate as synchronizers. For details consult Chapter 9. I n
general, it may be postulated that hydrostatic pressure as such does not provide
orientation cues for intertidal and benthic invertebrates ; but pressure is apparently
important in triggering mechanisms controlling adequate transport by tidal currents
and wave action.
Mechanisms of pressure sensitivity in invertebrates without gas-filled Organs
are still obscure and exceed the scope of the present chapter. The interested reader
is referred to DIGBY(1961, 1967), ENRIQHT(1962), KNIQHT-JONES
and MORCJAN
(1966), MORGAN
(1969b, 1972), SOMMER
(1972) and Volume I, Chapter 8.
(8) Dissolved Gases

Orientation of aquatic invertebrates to changes in, or gradients of, dissolved
gases has received little attention. While a number of Papers indicate the ability
of various invertebrates to perceive critical levels in oxygen and carbon dioxide
concentration, the mechanisms of perception and directional evaluation are largely
unknown. The same holds for hydrogen sulphide and other natural, as well as
pollution-induced gases. For general functional and structural responses of marine
organisms to dissolved gases consult Volume I, Chapter 9.
The ability of some marine invertebrates to avoid anoxic environments has been
studied by means of preference experiments. Gammarus oceanicus actively avoids
de-oxygenated water and spends more time on the aerated side of the experimental
apparatus (COOKand BOYD,1965).GAMBLE
(1971)found a significant preference for
oxygenated water in Gorophium arenarium, whereas C . volutalor appeared to be
indifferent. This different behaviour may be correlated to the different oxygen
regimes in the habitats. C. arenarium occupies areas with higher oxygen levels (see
also p. 612). Gammarus oceanicus and C arenarium exhibited orthokinesis in the
dissolved-oxygen gradients offt-red. The investigators suggest that the responses
were mediated through a chemoreceptor or an oxygen-receptor Organ.
The ostracod Heterocypris salinus inhabits Baltic rockpools, which are subject to
extreme oxygen fluctuations. According to GANNING
(1967), they survive better in
hypo-oxygenated than in hyperoxygenated or 100% saturated waters. However,

the ostracods did not reveal a particular preference when offered a choice between
hypo- and hyper-saturated water.
Avoidance of lowered oxygen tension (below 4-18 ml O,1-I) by means of negative
and CRISP,
rheotaxis has been reported for the sea-star Asterias rubens (CASTILLA
1973). The interstitial archiannelid Protodrilus symbioticus was found to move to
interstitial water with the highest oxygen tension, which under natural conditions
will keep the worm a t the sand surface (GRAY,1966a). High temperatures, dry sand,
and strong irradiance, however, force P . symbioticus to move deeper into the sand.
Under conditions of hypoxia, the burrowing shrimps Cdlianassa californiemis
and C. aginis exhibit pronounced ventilative activity of their pleopods; FARLEY
and CASE(1968) suggested that these shrimps may be useful objects for studying
oxygen-sensing mechanisms. PAGE
(1973) identified the external sites of oxygen
sensitivity in the horseshoe crab Limulus plyphemus.
(9) Organic Substances
(a) General Aspects

The ecological significance of organic substances in oceans and coastal waters
has been reviewed in Volume I, Chapter 10. General information on chemoreception
in marine invertebrates, including structural and physiological aspects of the
chemoreceptors, has been presented by BARBER(1961) for crustaceans, KOHN
(1961) for gastropods, CHARLES
(1966) for gastropods and bivalves and LAVERACK
(1968) for marine invertebretes in general. LAVERACK'S
review provides good
evidence that the location, structure and physiology of the widely different
chemoreceptors found in various marine invertebrates constitute a vast field of
study about which increasing information has become available in recent years.
A distinction between taste or gustation and smell or olfaction is not easy tro
substantiate where chemoreceptors of marine invertebrates are involved. Although
there are no absolute criteria, a distinction is usually made on the basis of receptor
sensitivity. I n general, two kinds of chemoreceptors are distinguished (KOHN,1961 ;
LAVERACK,1968): (i) distance chemoreceptors with a low threshold (p. 618), (ii)
contact chemoreceptors with a high threshold (p. 622).
(b) Rehavioural Responses
A great variety of behavioural activities-such as food detection, sexual relationships, avoidance of enemies, spatial relations in symbiosis and parasitisin, substrate
selection and gregariousness-are
mediated through chemoreception, almost
invariably involving organic substances.

Food Detectwn
Scavengers, predatory carnivores and herbivores respond to specific organic
substances associated with their habitual food. Carrion-eating snails like Nassarius
obsoletus move upstream in a current which has passed over dead fish (COPELAND,
1918). The predatory oyster-drill Urosalpinx cinerea, on the other hand, is more
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1935). Strong indicaresponsive to living than to freshly killed oysters (FEDERIQHI,
tions that metabolic products secreted by the oysters mediate the predator's
choice have been found by BLAKE(1960).For an extensive study of prey selection
by U. cinerea consult WOOD(1968). Predatory sea-stars Asterias rubens exhibit
positive responses to living Mytilus edulis in a Y-maze choice apparatus; but they
avoid organic substances associated with carrion such as homogenates of their
prey, solutions of bacteriological peptone and a number of selected amino-acid
combinations (CASTILLA,
197213). The responses of A. rubens to living M . edulis
appeared to be fairly selective, since the sea-stars used in the experiments did not
move upstream towards Spat of the oyster Ostrea edulis unless they had beeil conditioned to oysters for about a month (CASTILLA,
1972a).
Such species-specific selectivity in food preference has also been demoiistra,ted in
the nudibranch Aeolidia papillosa, which feeds on the sea anemones JIetridiumsenile
and Actiniu equina, and in the nudibranch Cratena azrruntia, which lives on the
hydroids Tubularia larynx and T . indivisa. The slugs select flowing water that had
been in contact with their favourite prey. They are not responsive to each other's
habitual prey nor (or to a lesser extent) to other sea anemones or hydroids tested
(STEHOUWER,
1952 ; BRAAMS
and GEELEN,1953). Comparable results have been
obtained by COOK(1962) in a study on food detection in two opisthobranchs,
Rostanga pzclchra and Archidoris montereyensis, each of which feeds on a. different
sponge.
Food selectivity ha,s also been documented in herbivores that feed on specific
algae, for instance, in Aplysia juliana, which responded to water to which fresh (not
decaying) Ulva lactuca had been added (FRINCSand FRINCS,1966) and in Littorina
obtusata, which showed different levels of response to different species of Pucus
and Ascophyllz~m.I n the latter case, however, it could not be definitely established
whether the selective responses were based on the quality or the quantity of the
emanating substances ( V A N DONGEN,
1956 ; BAKKER,
1959).
I n feeding responses contact chemoreception also is involved, especially in cases
where this form of chemoreception merely acts as a 'confirmatory' sense in invertebrates that predominantly use other means (e.g. visual stimuli or mechanical
disturbances) for detecting and capturing food (LAVERACK,
1968; Chapter 3).

S a w l Relationships
The degree of species-specificity in regard to chemically mediated responses will
iindoubtediy be the most pronounced in sexual relationships. Responsiveness t o
organic substances acting as sexual chemical stimuli is ecologically significant
for (i) synchronizing gamete release, e.g. in sea-stars (CHAET,1966), and (ii)
attraction of sexual partners when copulation is involved.
Substances effecting sexual attraction have been reported for the hermaphroditic
nudibra.nch Chromodoris zebra (CROZIER
and AREY, 1919) and the slipper limpets
Crepidula nivea and C . ~cilliumsi(COE,1953).I n the latter case they control settlement of sexless juveniles on adult females, upon which they develop into functional
males. I n these two closely related species the juveniles a.re a,ttracted only to the
adult females of their own species. I n the gastropod Fmciolaria tulipa, copulation,
as well as intraspecific predation (cannibalism) and escape responses, may be

elicited by the odour of conspecifics. Apparently, the intensity of the chemical
stimulus-which depends on the size of the stimulating snail-determines whether
the responding snail will attack (or copulate when meeting a sexual partner) or
escape (SNYDER
a.nd SNYDER,1971). For the possible occurrence of (sex?) attracting substances in uittorina littorea See DINTERand MANOS(1972).
I n recent years sex attractants (pheromones) have also been demonstrated in
decapod crustaceans such as Portunus sac.nguinolentus (RYAN,1966), Homarus
1971) and Pachygrapsus
americanus (MCLEESE,1970; ATEMAand ENQSTROM,
crmsipes, Cancer antennarZus and C . anthonyi (KITTREDQE
and CO-authors,1971).
The occurrence of pheromones appears to be associated with the moulting processes
in the females. The moulting hormone (crustecdysone)of female P. crassipes releases
pre-copulatory behaviour in males of the Same species, a t higher thresholds also
in males of C. antennurius and C. anthonyi. Additional information on chemically
mediated social communication in the lobster Homarus americant~is to be found in
MCLEESE(1973a).
Evidence for the occurrence of Sex pheromones in planktonic copepods
Eurytemora aflinis, E. herdmani and Psewlodiaptomus coronatus has been presented
by KATONA
( 1973).

Avoidance of Enemies
Chemoreception is also involved in escape reactions from predatory enemies.
When sea-stars Pismter brewispinus, which feed on sand dollars Denciraster excentricus, are placed in a sand bed occupied by its prey, the latter-within a radius of
a t least 60 cm-immediately burrow into the sand (MÄCG~NITIE
and ~XACGINITIE,
1968, p. 226). Apparently, the escape response is induced by a substance emanating
from the sea-star, since burrowing occurs predomina.ntly downstream (TINBERQEN,
1969, p. 163).Asterias rubens, which usually moves upstream, reverses its rheotactic
sign in the presence of its predator Xolaster papposus (CASTILLA
and CRISP, 1970).
Most of the information available on the importance of chemical stimuli for
spatia.1 relationships between predator and prey pertains t o sea-star-mollusc
interactions. Many cases of violent escapes by gastropods and bivalves, when
touched by a sea-star, have been documented. They are not based on the sucking
effect of the tube feet, as suggested by WEBER(1924),but rather on contact chemoreception, as demonstrated by HOFFMANN
(1930) in Nussa mutabilis and by
BULLOCK
(1953) in various gastropods brought into contact with different species
of asteroids. Although actual conta.ct between the tube feet and gastropod is usually
necessary t o relea.se a.n escape reaction, responses have also been observed when the
sea-star was still a t some distance (a few mm up to some cm).Mechanical Stimulation
with a glass rod is effective only if the rod has previously been rubbed against a
sea-star.
There exists a considerable body of literature on these avoidance reactions,
extensively reviewed by KOHN(1961), FEDER
and CHRISTENSEN
(1966) and ANSELL
(1969). I n recent studies, R ~ C K I Eand CO-authors (1968) and MACKIE (1970)
identified t,he substances operative in extracts from the sea-stars Asterias rubens
and Marthmterias glacialis-which in very low concentrations induce escape rea.ctions in the gastropod Ruccinum undatum-as steroid glycosides with surfaceactive properties. Simi1a.r responses have been demonstrated when synthetic
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non-ionic surface-active agents (detergents !) were applied in equally low concentrations. For additional information consult MACKIE(1972).
THOMASand GRUFFYDD(1971), like earlier workers quoted by them, found a
correlation between the feeding habits of the sea-stars and the intensity of the escape
responses they provoke in molluscs. The bivalve Pecten rnazimus exhibits the most
intense responses t o Asterias rubens, Astropecten irregularis and Marthaster&
glacialis, which are all known t o feed on molluscs. Less violent escape reactions were
observed upon contact with Luidia ciliaris and Solaster papposus, which are
carnivorous only on other echinoderms; the non-predatory sea-star Pmania
pulvillus induced the least marked reactions in Pecten muximzu. There are also
records of gastropods (genus Acmaea) responding only to those predatory sea-stars
which they normally encounter in their natural habitat ~MÄRQOLIN,
1964).
The release of escape reactions through contact chemoreception is not restricted
to predatory asteroids. Carnivorous gastropods, too, may induce violent avoidance
reactions in herbivorous gastropods and bivalves. CLARK (1958) observed rapid
flight reactions of several herbivorous gastropods away from carnivorous gastropods
as soon as contact was made between the soft parts. Mutual contact between two
herbivorous or two carnivorous snails, however, did not induce escape reactions.
Escape responses have also been reported in Nassarius l u t e o s t o ~ l i c i t e dby
Natica unifasciata (GONOR,1965)-and in the Indo-Pacific strombid gastropods
Strombua gibberulus, S . 1uhuanu.s and Lambis lambis-provoked by the carnivorous
gastropods Conw mrmoreus and Aulica vespertilio (GONOR,1966). The responses,
ho-cirever, were mediated not only through contact chemoreception but also by
water which had been in contact with the carnivorous gastropods.
A remarkable form of escape reaction has been reported by LAWSand LAWS
(1972) in the bivalve Donacilla ungusta, which pops out of the Sand immediately
ahead of an approaching burrowing predatory naticid Polinices coniczrs, ploughing
along 1 cm below the Sand surface. The authors refrain from discussing the possible
mechanism of predator detection, but their description and drawing suggest not so
much chemoreception as some other cue, for instance vibration (p. 650) of the
substrate caused by the oncoming naticid.
Symbiosis
There are numerous examples of symbiotic relationships among marine invertebrates (DALES,1966). Chemical Stimuli play an important part in mediating such
associations, and chemoreceptive specificity will be of great significance. DAVENPORT (1966) reviewed several types of chemically mediated host-oriented behaviour.
Host detection may be brought about either by distance chemoreception as in the
polynoid Arctonoe fragilis responding to water in which its host, the sea-star
Evasterias troschelii, had been placed, or by contact chemoreception as for instance
in the scale worm Achloe asteriwh associated with the sea-star Astropecten
imegularis.
Apparently, responses of symbiotic invertebrates may be iduenced by the
physical condition of the host : Arctonoefragilis, for example, does not respond to,
or may even be repelled by, water which has been in contact with damaged sea-stars
Evmterius troschelii. Species-specific responses may conceivably be based on the
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I n addition to burrowing cumaceans and amphipods which occs~sionallyemerge
from the substrate, also permanently burrowing invertebrates, like the interstitial
archiannelid Protodrilus symbioticus (a species without planktonic larval Stage)
are capable of substrate selection ; the worms respond to surface films on sand grains
formed by micro-organisms (GRAY,1966b).Comparable results have been obtained
in the polychaeta Scolelepis fuliginosa (GRAY,1971). Acid-cleaned Sand is highly
unattractive but inoculation of naturally occurring sand bacteria readily restores
attractiveness. Remarkably, the presence of Protodriloides symbioticus itself may
render the sand in which it lives unattractive to other interstitial inhabitants,
such as the gastrotrich Turbanella hyalinu, by producing a heat-labile substance.
Even when P . symbioticus and T . hyalina are abundant on the Same beach, the two
species have rarely been taken in the Same sample (BOADEN
and ERWIN,1971).
The afore-mentioned studies were concerned with substrate selection by adults
capable of making a new choice a t any time (see also MEADOWS,
1967).Ecologically,
substrate selection by pla,nktonic larvae during settlement may be of even greater
significance since most of them make an irrevocable choice. The planktonic larvae
of most benthic and sedentary marine invertebrates are able to delay metamorphosis
until a suitable substrate is encountered. This phenomenon was f i s t reported by
MORTENSEN
(1921, pp. 105-106) in larvae of the echinoid Mellita sexies-perforata,
which appeared t o metamorphose only in the presence of their natural sandy
substrate. I n subsequent studies it became clear that postponement of metamorphosis in the absence of a suitable substrate is of widespread occurrence (DAYand
WILSON,1934 ; WILSON,1937 ; THORSON,
1946). An extreme case of long postponement of metamorphosis (over one year) has been reported in the sea-star Mediaster
a e q d i s by BIRKELA~TD
and CO-authors(1971). The properties which influence the
choice of a siibstrate by settling larvae-summarized by WILLIAMS
( 1 964)-ma.y be
of a physical nature such as texture or light3-reflectingproperties of the surfnce, but
chemical or biotic factors have also been shown to play an important role. &GERSTEN (1940)demonstrated that the planktonic larvae of the interstitial archiannelid
Protodrilus rubropharyngeus do not metamorphose until they are placed in a dish
containing the na.tural substrate or water which had been in contact with this
~ubst~rate.
JÄQERSTEN believed that the metamorphosis-inducing substance is of
a n inorganic nature because of its resistance to chemico-physical destruction.
Other properties, however, appear hardly compatible with an inorganic nature of
the substance, and this led GRAY(1966b) to suggest that the work n.eeds repea,ting
(See also GRAY,1967).
Larvae of the shipworm Teredo norvegica were, a'ccordingto HARRINQTON
(1921),
attracted by a substance, presumably malic acid, extracted from wood. WILSON
(1962)showed that meta,morphosisof the shipworm only takes place in the presence
of wood. Metamorphosis a.nd settlement of the anthozoan Alcyonium coralloüh is
promoted in the presence of a water-soluble substance originating especially from
gorgonids and the periostra.cum of Mytilus galloprovincialis, on which this
anthozoan normally settles (BOURDILLON,
I 954).
Postponement of metamorphosis and prolonged exploration or transport of
larvae by currents in the absence of appropriate chemical or biotic Stimuli has been
demonstrated also in several other cases. The factor inducing maximum settlement
of larvae of the polychaete Ophelia bicmnis i~ the presence of Sand grains coated
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severe physical and chemical treatments-a feature also observed by COOKand
CO-authors(1969), who found that homing limpets (p. 557) were able to follow trails
they had previously laid down on the rocks, even after various chemico-physical
treatments.
CRISP and MEADOWS
(1962, 1963) advanced the hypothesis that, during exploration of the surfa,ces with its antennular attachment disc, the balanid cyprid must
respond-through a 'tactile chemical sense'-to a specific molecular configuration
of a sclerotized form of the protein 'a,rthropodin', which occurs in the cuticle of
arthropods. Since the amino-acid composition of different arthropodins is slightly
different, a specific recognition of the molecular arrangement, as also presented
towards the surrounding water by the outer surface of barnacles, might be possible.
The results obta.ined cannot be explained as due to a response to outward diffusion
of dissolved protein from the substrate (see also CRISP, 1965). I n recent studies on
t h e fine structure of the antennular attachment disc of Balanus balanoides, by
means of scanning electron microscopy, however, NOTT (1969) and NOTT and
FOSTER
(1969) found structures (e.g. of the axial sense organ) which, they think,
function as normal chemoreceptors for the detection of soluble organic compounds.
These compounds (e.g. amino acids derived from the integument of adult barnacles)
may be relea.sed by enzymatic action of the attachment disc-a suggestion already
advanced by KNICHT-JONES
(1953).For a detailed survey of attachment and settlement in barnacle cyprids the recent review by BARNES(1970) should be consul.ted.
Gregariousness induced by chemical stimuli has also been reported by CRISP
(1967a) in settling oysters Crassostrea virginica and by BAYNE(1969) in Ostrea
edulis. I n almost every detail BAYNE'Sfindings parallel the processes described for
barnacles by CRISP a,nd MEADOWS
(1962, 1963) and CRISP (1965). The question as
t o whether enzymatic action mediates the perception of the adsorbed-apparently
species-specific-protein layers had not been raised a t the time, but BAYNE(1969)
demonstrated that an extract of settlement-promoting protein from Ostrea edulis,
while resistant to diverse chemical and physical treatments, is inactiva.ted by
treating it with pronase, a pr~t~eolytic
enzyme.
WILSON (1968) described gregarious behaviour in the polychaete Sabellaria
alveola.ta. After their pelagic stage the larvae crawl actively over solid surfaces and
postpone metamorphosis for weeks if no suitable substrate is encountered.
Physical factors a.nd bacterial films seem to be of only minor influence. Contact
with the sand tubes of adults of the same species, however, is a strong stimulus for
metamorphosis and settlement. Metamorphosis is induced by cement secreted by
adults for the construction of their sand tubes. The cement differs from the quinonetanned protein of barnacles in that i t is not resistant to severe chemical treatment ;
a t the same time i t is not very species-specific, since the larvae of S.alveolata hardly,
if a t all, discriminate between tubes of their own species and those of S . spinulosa.
However, la.rvae of 8. spinulosa almost unfailingly distinguish the cement of conspecifics from that of 8. alveolata (WILSON,1.970).I n settling la,rvae of Spirorbis
spirorbis (= S . borealiss)the mechanical detection of temporary attachment threads
left on a surfa.ce by other larvae may stimulate gregarious settlement (NOTT,1973).
Chemically mediated gregariousness has also been reported in the interstitial
archiannelid Protodrilus rubropharyngeus (GRAY,1967), the interstitial gastrotrich
Turbanella hyalina (BOADENand ERIVIN, 1971), and the polychaete Swlelepis
fuliginosa (GRAY,197 1) .
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Gregariousness is mitigated by a mechanism which prevents overcrowding.
When, for instance, in barnacles a heavy Settlement has taken place, spatial distribution reveals some regular pattern: the distance between individuals is more or
less uniform (e.g. 2 mm). This 'spacing out' mechanism has beeil studied by CRISP
(1961) in barnacles and reviewed for some additional groups of invertebrates by
KNIGHT-JONES
and MOYSE(1961).

(C) Chemical Basis of Orientational Responses to Organic Substances
The dissolved orga,nic compounds resulting from excretion, secretion and decomposition processes unendingly going on in the sea, would seem t o make the marine
environment a baffling, continuously and randomly changing complex of countless
chemical substances. However, the invertebrates moving through this environment
respond specifically only to those chemical signals which have some bearing on
conditions related to their own ecological requirements. Attempts to analyse the
chemical basis of orientational and behavioural responses have led to a number of
investigations-mostly related to feeding behaviour (I,II\TDSTEDT,
1971a;Chapter 3)
-in which known extracts and Single compounds have been tested for their ability
to evoke characteristic responses. KOHN(1961) summarized the responses of
gastropods to a variety of organic compounds. CASEand GWILLIAM(1963) gave a
survey of marine invertebrates known to be sensitive to amino acids. CARR(1967a, b)
identified and measured the stimulatory capacity of individual compounds in
shrimp-tissue extract wliich induces feeding behaviour in the gastropod Nassarius
obsoletus. CRISP(196713) studied feeding responses of the cirripede Lepas anatifera
to a variety of amino acids, and ~ I A N G
and
UM
Cox (197 1) conducted parallel
investigations on the polychaete Diopatra cuprea. I n asteroids, comparable work
has been done with Asterias t~ulgaris(ZAFIRIOU,1972; ZAFIRIOUand CO-authors,
1972),A . rubens (CASTILLA,
1972b),and Marthasterias glacialis (VALENTINEIO,
1973).
Remarkably, the results obtained on the closely related species (often considered
to be conspecifics) Asterias vulgaris from Woods Hole (USA) and A. rubens from
British waters are totally different: the former exhibits scavenger behaviour by
approaching tissue homogenates of bivalves (ZAFIRIOUand CO-authors,1972); the
latter avoids substances associated with damaged prey or carrion (CAST~LLA,
197213).
A number of compounds-mainly amino acids-have been found effective in
controlling feeding behaviour in the sea anemone Dkdumene luciae (WILLIAMS,
and PORTER,1973)
1972), in the reef-building coral Montastrea cavernosa (LEHMAN
1973). Possibly
and in polyps of Chrysaora quinquecirrha (LOEBand BLANQUET,
these coelenterates possess several types of chemoreceptor sensitive t o different
groups of compounds.
These behavioural studies have proved a number of compounds to be effective
stimulants, viz. lactic acid, Urea, succin'ic acid, betaine trimethylamine oxide and,
especially, a number of amino acids like glutamic acid, ornithine, proline, valine,
cysteine, taurine, etc. Reactiveness to these compounds varies widely, depending
on the species.
Sensitivity to a variety of these compounds has also been demonstrated with
electro-physiological techniques in chemoreceptors on legs of crabs and lobsters
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1963; CASE,1964) and on the antennules of
(CASEand GWILLIAM,1961;LAVERACK,
Panulirw argus (LAVERACK,
1964) and Homarus americanus (ACHE,1972). It has
been shown that some chemoreceptive units respond specifically to one substance
or one class of substances whereas others are non-specific, responding to a number
of substances (see also LAVERACK,
1968).
GASE (1964) found that the dactyl chemoreceptors of Cancer antennarius and
C. productus are not sensitive to peptides and proteins. He argues that in feeding
responses of virtually omnivorous crabs there is no particular advantage in perceiving proteins because-unlike amino-acid perception-that
would introduce an
'unwarranted' species-specificity in the gustatory sense of the crabs.
To what extent are omnivorous invertebrates able to distinguish between the
quality of different kinds of food? I n the lobster Homarus gammarus, MACKIEand
SHELTON
(1972) found a definite preference for squid mantle tissue (Loligo vulgaris)
over cod myotome tissue (Gadus morhua). The specific composition of mixtures of
amino acids emanating from different types of food may for instance account for a
certain degree of specificity. I n recent years, remarkable results have been obtained
when specially prepared mixtures of amino acids were presented to experimental
animals. Studying the feeding behaviour in ~Vassariusobsolefus, CARR(1967b)
tested the response-inducing capacity of a combination of 12 compounds occurring
in shrimp extracts. To the effective compounds glycine and 1acta.te less active
substances as betaine, alanine, asparagine, aspartic acid, glutamic acid, gluta.mine,
proline, serine, taurine and threonine were added. The stimulatory capacity of this
mixture was found to be greater than could be attributed to the effectiveness
of the individual compounds. The mixture of these isolated substances, however,
did not attain the stimulatory capacity of the original shrimp extract (see also
Chapter 3 and Volume 111: KINNE,in press a, b).
I n feeding responses of Homaru.s americanus, MCLEESE(1970) found indications
that amino acids in a number of mixtures potentiated each other, whereas in others
the effectiveness was less than expected on the strength of their individual stimulatory capacity, suggesting a possible antagonism. None of the mixtures, homever,
was as effective as the original cod extra,ct. Such a synergistic effect has also been
demonstrated by SHELTON
and MACKIE(1971) in the crab Carcinus maenus. An
entirely synthetic mixture of chemicals based on the composition of the clam
Tapes japonica is more attractive than any one of its major components. Homnrus
gammarus shows clear feeding responses to an extract of squid mantle tissue
(Loligo vulgaris). After fractionation of this extract into amphoteric and basic
components, on the one hand, and neutral and acid components, on the other, the
Single components were found to be less attractive to the lobster than the whole
extract; but recombination of the components yielded a solution which was as
attractive as the original extract (MACKIE
and SHELTON,
1972).A synthetic m i x t u ~ e
of chemicals based on the composition of squid-muscle extract is far more a.ttractive
t o H . gamnxarus than any of the components (MACKIE,1973). The authors
suggested that initiation of feeding responses in decapod crustaceans requires
simultaneous stimulation of different classes of chemoreceptor cell which, as said
before, may specifically respond to different substances. NACKXE
and SHELTON,
however, do not rule out the possibility of some interaction a t the membrane of
individual cells. I n addition, it has been found that substitution of D-aminoacids

for na.tura1 L-forms reduces attractiveness, which indicates astereospecificity of the
receptors (MACKIE,1973). A synergistic effect has also been found in the feeding
responses of the zoanthid Palythoa psammophilia t o combinations, in particular
proportions, of the tripeptide glutathione and the cr-imino acid proline (REIMER,
1971, 1972). LINDSTEDT(1971b) demonstrated that in the different phases of
feeding behaviour of the sea anemone Anthopleura elegantissima contraction and
beiiding of the tentacles is controlled by asparagine, while reduced glutathione
controls ingestion once the food has contacted the mouth. The induction of successive feeding motions by different amino acids has likewise been demonstrated
by NAGAIand N A ~ A(1973)
I
in A . midorii. I n these sea anemones, performa.nce of
the entire feeding sequence apparently requires stimulation by a mixture of substances.
I n negative responses to amino acids-as shown by CA~TILLA
(1972b) in Astemas
rubens which apparently avoids substances associated with carrion-synergism
likewise appears to play a role. If L-glutamic acid, the most effective repellant
among the amino acids, is mixed with one or more of 9 other amino acids used in the
experiments, its effectiveness is sigiiificaiitly increased.
The general view that substances of low molecular weight such as amino acids,
betaines and amines-either single or synergistically potentiated in mixtures-are
esse,ntial in (discriminatory) chemoreception still requires critical consideration.
I n a recent study, GURINand CARR(1971) have found that Nassarius obsoletus show
strong feeding responses to proteins occurring in human plasma and oyster tissue
(Crassostrea virginica). They demonstrated that, after ultrafiltration of samples
through membranes retaining substances of ~iiolecularweight greater than 10,000
or 1000 respectively, the major stimulatory activity of these fluids resided in the
macromolecular fraction. I n human plasma, purified Serum albumin was found
highly active; in oyster fluid, a glycoprotein with a molecular weight of approximately 120,000 accounted for almost all of the stimulatory effe~t~iveness.
Other
proteins were found t o be stimulatory only a t relatively high concentrations.
There is an obvious need here for further work to clarify the true significance
in chemoreception of either specsc stimulatory proteins or certain mjxtures of
substances of low molecular weight. For a review of feeding mechanisms in marine
animals consiilt Chapter 3.

Distance Orientation to Substances Dissolved in the Aquatic Medium
Dissolved substances have no immediate directional properties but usually
constitute gradients. Unlike irradiance and pressure gradients, chemical gradients
are subject to changes by diffusion or drift. Under natural conditions, static
gradients of chemical substances seem next to impossible, since they are easily
modified or destroyed by the slightest convexion. Consequently, orientation to
chemical stimuli by means of random locomotory movements hardly appears to
be an effective mechanism.
I n some experimental studies, however, food or host finding by means of kinetic
movements has been described. I n an attempt to determine the effect of chemical
gradients in the liost-oriented behaviour of symbiotic invertebrates DAVENPORT
a.nd CO-authors(1960; See also DAVENPORT,
1966) devised a trough olfactometer in
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which the test animals are presented with 3 streams moving slowly a t the Same rate,
the central one of which could be host-labelled. The very convoluted tracks of the
polychaete Podarke pugettensis-living in symbiosis with the sea-star PatZria
miniata-(Fig. 8-30) were analysed and de6ned as 'tropotactic' as well as 'orthokinetic' .
The 'orthokinetic' designation was based on the fact that as soon as the polychaete
enters the labelled stream i t markedly increases its locomotory velocity. According
t o the definition of orthokinesis given by FRAENEEL
and GUNN (1940, p. l l ) ,

Fig. 8-30: Podarke puqetternis. Trecks in the trough olfactometer. (a.) A free-living worm,
central area containing host-labelled water and fluorescein; (b) commensal worm, fluorescein only; ( C ) commensal worm, host-labelled water with fluorescein. (After DAVENPORT
and CO-authors,1960; reproduced by permission of kociation for the Study of Anima1
Behaviour.)

however, the polychaetes would on the contrary accumulate in the unlabelled
water, which was not the case in the experiments. FRAENKEL
and GUNN themselves (1940, p. 273) elsewhere argued that 'the occurrence of an "excited" condition is typical of reactions t o chemical stimuli; it represents an ortho-kinetic
response'. If in such cases the movements were really non-directional-a premise
in orthokinesis-the organisms would not reach the bait, but would, according to
the forrner interpretstion, accumulate in areas where reduced locomotory velocity
preva.ils (see also K E N N E D Y , 1945). It has frequently been observed, however, that
the test animals, in spite of their tortuous pathways, do reach the bait or host, which
implies that either some directional mechanism is involved or that the orthokinetic

processes a.re not yet fully understood. An a t t e n ~ p to
t analyse kinetic and tropotactic mechanisms has been undertaken by ROFLLFand D A V E ~ O R(1969)
T
in
simulating experiments with a mathematical model using a digital computer.
Hypothetical organisms were submitted to different systems of arbitrary rules
simulating orthokinesis, klinokinesis, tropotaxis, sensory adaptation and combinations of them. One of the surprising outcomes was that 'orthokinesis' combined
with 'sensory adaptation' dra.stica.11~
shifts the mean distribution of the organisms
towards areas where increased locomotory velocity prevails.
Klinotaxis in some form or other (successive sampling of the environment) combined with rheotaxis in the form of a weak response to the very slow current may
provide an equally, if not more, plausible explanation for the polychaete being
'physiologically trapped' in the host-factor stream and 'climbing up' towards the
source. The conditions of the experimental design, however, do not permit definite
conclusions.
The concept of 'k1inokinesis'-whether or not constituting an effective mechanism
(p. 562)-may likewise give rise to confusion. A questionable interpretation of the
terni-comparable to that of orthokinesis mentioned a b o v e i s observed in the
use of 'klinokinesis' by DAVENPORT
and CO-authors(1960) in their study on the
behaviour of the commensal crab Pinnixia chuetopterana collected from the tubes
of the polychaete Chaetqterus pergamentmus, and by MORTON(1962) in the hostfinding behaviour of the mobile bivalve ~Montacutaferruginosa, which lives in
symbiosis with Echinocardium cordutum.
It has to be borne in mind that, in general, an odour-bearing fluid emanating
from food or other objects will not immediately be diluted in the ambient water,
but will rather move along uGth the stream as a clearly delimited flow whose concentration gradients are steeper transversely than longitudinally. An invertebrate
encountering such a flow will undoubtedly be activated, but mere acceleration of
random locomotory movements would rapidly result in loss of contact with the
odour-bearing flow.
I n several marine invertebrates a behavioural mechanism is found which is based
on successive sampling within the environment with a Single chemoreceptor or a
group of chemoreceptors-a mechanism which FRAENKELarid GUNN (1940)
defined as klinotaxis. The classic description originates from COPELAND(1918)
in the channeled whelk Busym canaliculatum. While crawling along, this gastropod
performs swinging movernents to right and left with its long siphon, a tube-shaped
extrusion of the mantle edge through which water is conducted t o the gills and the
olfactory receptor, the osphradium. The significance for orientation to chemical
stimuli of these siphon movements has been demonstrated by COPELAND:
when
the siphon enters odour-bearing water the position of the siphon a t that moment
determines the direction of the whelk's subsequent locomotory rnovement. Comparable observations have been inade by BROCK(1933) in the whelk Buccinum
undatum. I n stagnant water the whelk has been found able to reach, by a tortuous
pathway, a piece of fish a t a distance of 21 cm.
I n general, however, distance orientation to chemical stimuli is most effective
when currents lend directionality to the Stimulus. JVhile in stagnant water, for
exainple, Nassa reticulata was not able, in HENSCHEL'S
(1932) experiments, t o find
its food if located farther than 20 cm away, MACGINITIEand MACGINITIE(1968,
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p. 369) reported that Nassurius fossatus moved upcurrent in a flow of water which
(1971), in his
had passed over a dead fish lying a t least 30 m upstream. LAXTON
experiments on the feeding behaviour of cymatiid gastropods, found that prey
location by means of chemoreception is effective only when the stimulus is carried
by a current. For the significance of currents in chemoreception see also p. 600.
I n a current of pure sea water the whelk Buccinumundatum points its siphon upstream (BROCK,
1933); as soon as an odour-bearing current is encountered, the whole
body follows the direction of the siphon. BROCKdoes not say whether the whelk
waves its siphon when crawling upstream in the presence of a current-borne odour.
CARR (1967a), however, briefly mentions siphon-waving in Nassarius obsoletus
during upcurrent locomotion in the presence of substances leached from freshly
killed crabs, fish, oysters and other animals. This behaviour must be of importance
for the gastropods in maintaining contact with the odour-bearing flow. Scanning
of the concentration gradient (klinotaxis) across the current, by waving the head
from side to side, is also mentioned briefly by DAVENPORT
(1950),who studied the
commensal polynoid Arctonoe fragilis swimming upcurrent in host-labelled water
in a Y-maze choice apparatus. MORTON(1962) likewise reported side-to-side
deflections of the whole body as well as the siphon in the commensal bivalve
Montmuta femuginosa moving upstream in the presence of its host.
GA~E
(1966), working with Montacuta ferruginosa and M . stcbstriatn, both
commensals with spatangoid echinoids, also recognized this phenomenon and called
it 'rheoklinotaxis'. However, like DAVENPORT
and CO-authors(1960) and MORTON
(1962), GAGEused the term 'chemokinesis' in cases where the animals increased
their locomotory activity, in the presence of the host factor, along seemingly
random, tortuous pathways. As argued before, that might precisely cause the
bivalves to aggregate outside the host-labelled flow. I n the experiments of the
above-mentioned workers the current velocities are very low, probably far lower
than those usually occurring in a normal marine environment. The suggestion is
advanced here that what has been defined as 'chernokinesis' in these cases actually
represents a poor reflection of 'rheoklinotaxis'-amounting to virtual disorientation-due to the deficient impact of directional cues in the experimental flow whose
velocity is a fraction of the current velocities encountered in nature, even in the
most sheltered places.
Invertebrates with paired chemoreceptors or a number of chemoreceptors
located some distance apart may be capable of orienting chemotropotactically;
sampling and comparing simultaneously different places across the current. Such
a mechanism is thought by DAVENPORT
(1960) to guide the polynoid Arctonoe
fragilis a t the point-of-choice in a P-maze apparatus (Fig. 8-31). CASTILLAand
CRISP (1970) likewise suggest that Asterias rztbens, moving upcurrent to its prey, is
able t o respond to a gradient between two currents of a Y-maze and to orient to
the odour-bearing stream .
The exclusive role of w a h r currents in lending directionality to chemical stimuli
(1970). I n the sea-urcliin Diadema
has been questioned by SNYDERand SNYDRR
antillarum they observed alarm responses to juices emanating from damilged
conspecifics-a behavioural adaptation to predation Individuals located downstream of a crushed conspecific were seen moving rapidly further downstream. In
stagnant water, however, they moved in any direction taking them away from a

Fig. 8-31: ArctomG fraqilis. Commensal polynoid in a Y-maze
apparstus. Flow characteristics as indicated by borax carmine, showing asynlmetricsl stimulstion of tentacles a t
1950; reproduced by
point of choice. (After DAVENPORT,
permission of BiologicQ2Bulletin.)

damaged specimen. When, in a current, D. antillarurn were stimulated on their
downcurrent side with intraspecific juice, they even moved upcurrent away from
the stimulated side. Comparable doubts about the dominant orienting role of
currents have been expressed by MCLEESE(1973b) in a study on chemo-orientation
of the lobster Homarus americunus.
Apart from upcurrent attack by Iarge individuals and downcurrent escape by
small individuals in the cannibalistic gastropod Fasciolaria tulipa, SNYDER
and
SNYDER
(1971) speculated on the possible ecological significance of cross-current
locomotory movements. I n a foraging individual cross-current orientation might
seem an efficient way of encountering a maximum number of odour areas of
potential prey per unit of time. For a smaller individual, however, i t would increase
its vulnerability by advertising its presence to other odour-responding predators
(especially larger conspecifics).
(1926)
Another mechanism of chemical orientation has been suggested by BROCK
in the hermit crab Pagurus arrosor. Through the action of its respiratory plates
(scaphognathites) the crab may attract respiratory water from some distance
(up to 40 Cm), thus creating a very slow water movement directed towards its body.
If this flow is odour bearing, the crab will be able to locate its food. No evidence is
available so far of whether this kind of mechanism is effective under natural
conditions.

Orientatim Through Contact Cheweception
Unlike perception of dissolved substances, contact chemoreception may, under
certain conditions, provide invertebrates with immediate directional information.
In the chemically mediated escape responses of herbivorous gastropods coming into
contact with a cmnivorous gastropod, the most common reaction is an abrupt
turning away from the point of stiinulation, followed by rapid crawling away from
the carnivore. When stimulated on the right side they turn left, and vice versa
(CLUK, 1958). Although rarely inentioned explicitly, directional responses of this
kind will undoubtedly be of common occurrence in many prey-predator relationships, e.g. between gastropods and predatory asteroids (p. 610). Contact chemoreception in Octopus vulgaris has been studied by WELLS(196313).
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Contact chemoreception also enables invertebrates to follow trails la,id down on
the substrate. BROCK(1933) described a case in which Buccinum undatum, scanning
the substrate with its tentacles, readily followed a scent trail laid down with a piece
of meat. The opisthobranch Navanax inermis locates other opisthobranchs, on
which it feeds, by following their mucus-impregnated trails in the sand (PAINE,
and SEAPY,1972). Appa.rently, N. inermis ignores trails laid down by
1963; BLA~R
prosobranchs. During pursuit two so-called 'inner folds' of the head shield-presumably the chemoreceptors-are kept in contact with the mucous trail; if one of
these Organs loses contact, appropriate corrections are made (tropotaxis). When N.
inermis encounters a new trail, however, it is just as likely to follow the trail away
from its prey as towards it. I n general, no successful corrections are made and contact with the prey may eventually be lost. A similar pursuit by the predatory
gastropod Natica unifmciata, when coming upon the mucous trail of Nassarius
luteostoma, bas been reported by GONOR(1965).
I n more recent studies it has been shown that a mucous trail laid down by a snail
may provide information on the direction in which tlie snail has been moving.
When a Nmsarius obsoletus is placed in a glass dish filled with sea water, i t crawls
t o the edge and moves round i t in a clockwise or a,nticlockwise direction. When a
number of N . obsoletus (2-10) are placed in the dish simultaneously, they all move
in the Same direction, displaying schooling behaviour. After remova.1 of these snails
and the introduction of a single individual into the dish, the latter will, upon arrival
a t the edge, mostly move in the sa.ine direction as the 'convoy' did previously ; this
indicates that the mucous trails laid down by the group are polarized in some way
(CRISP, 1969). The freshwater pulmonate Physa acuta likewise not only responds
to its own trail and that of other individuals, but is able to determine tlie direction
in which the trail-laying snail has been moving (WELLSand BUCKLEY,
1972). The
polarized trail of P. acuta appears to persist for a.bout 30 mins. This trail-following
behaviour is most likely of widespread occurrence in gastropods. I t has, for insta,nce,
also been demonstrated in the marine gastropods Littorina snxatilis and Monodonla
lin-eata (WELLSand BUCKLEY,
1972), and L. irrorata (HALL,1973). Presumably,
the same principle is operative in homing limpets, which a.re supposed to retrace
the mucous trails they have left previously (COOKand CO-authors,1969; COOK,
1971).
There are also situations in which orientation through contact chemoreception is
mediated by no more than random search or orthokinesis. Substrate selection by
Corophium volutator and C. arenarium, for instance, greatly depends on the presence
of sand grains coated with organic material (MEADOWS,
1'964). The amphipods
show no sign of being attracted from a distance by some dissolved substance but
rather, after alighting, explore the substrate by manipulating particles on its surface.
They will then either burrow or swim off, depending on the nature of the substrate.
Through this mechanism, already observed by WIESER (1956) in the burrowing
cumacean Cumella vulgaris, aggregations will occnr in suitable substrate areas.
This orthokinetic mechanism undoubtedly constitutes a dominant factor in the
settlernent of planktonic larvae of sedentary invertebrates. Extensive pertinent
information is ava.ilable from the gregarious settlement of barnacles (p. 614). The
cyprids are thought to encounter suitable surfaces for settlement merely as a matter
of chance. After alighting they explore the surface a.nd may eith.er metarnorphose
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or not, depending on the presence of an adsorbed layer of protein, arthropodin,
deposited by previously settled conspecifics (CRISP and MEADOWS,1962, 1963).
Arthropodin, extracted from freshly moulted crustaceans or living barnacles, does
not induce settlement when offered in a low concentration in the ambient water.
CRI~Pand MEADOWStherefore suggested a 'tactile chemical sense' responding
through the antennular attachment disc to the molecular arrangement of the
adsorbed and sclerotized proteins. The suggestion of NOTT(1969) and NOTTand
FOSTER
(1969) that the attachment disc may, through enzymatic action, release
amino acids from the adsorbed protein layer and perceive them as dissolved
substances, does not fundamentally affect the principle of orthokinetic orientation
mediated through contact chemoreception. The products released from the protein
film will be present in high concentration between the disc and the surface. The
absence of a response to protein dissolved in the surrounding water can be explained
in that the products of any enzyme activity would become too diluted and rapidly
disperse away from the chemoreceptors.
I n contrast to increased locomotory activity upon detection of an attractive
substance emanating, for instance, from host or carrion, these examples of substrate
selection mediated through contact chemoreception-as well as the experiments
with oxygen or huinidity gradients (p. 607 and p. 597)-can justifiably be labelled as
involving orthokinesis, since in these cases unattractive conditions-which may
comprise either presence or absence of a stimulus-promote purely random locomotion, resulting in aggregations in areas with favourable conditions, where the
invertebrates settle or come to rest (KENNEDY,
1945).
(10) Gravity

The earth's gravity provides an orientation cue that is the most permanent and
stable of all known stimuli. It is always present, it has definite vertical directionality
and its intensity is almost invariable. There are two basically different types of
orientation to the gravitational force: (i) Maintenance of spatial positioning, or
equilibrium and (ii) oriented locomotory movements along the vertical, either
towards the centre of the earth (positive geotaxis) or away from i t (negative
geotaxis). I n a sense, orientation to the earth's gravity may be regarded as menotaxis or compass orientation in the vertical plane, with positive and negative
geotaxis representing special-frequently occurring-cases.
(a) Maintenance of Spatial Positioning
General Aspects
For most ariimals the force of gravity is the basic frame of reference for the maintenance of a positional equilibrium. For a large number of invertebrates, however,
light distribution provides additional information enabling the animal t o distinguish up from down. This was already recognized by DELAGE(1887) in crustaceans
(species of Mysis and Palaemon), which continue to maintain their position in
spite of the removal of either the statocysts alone or the eyes alone. Further, pro-
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prioception and contact Stimulation are reported by several authors to have a share
in equilibrium reactions.
Thus a variety of mechanisms exist for position maintenance. The actual gravity
receptors, however, in almost all taxonomic groups, are based on the Same principle.
An object, the statolith (e.g. loosely cemented Sand grains or a solid structure of
relatively high specific gravity, produced by the invertebrate itself) is enclosed in a
fluid-filled cavity, the statocyst, which generally is an ectodermal invagination.
The statolith is supported by the ciliated sensory epithelium with which the inner
surface of the statocyst is lined. A change of the invertebrate's position will alter
the shearing force or pressure exerted by the statolith on the sensory hairs, thereby
providing information for readjustment of the body position.
In former times the statocyst was called otocyst, because in vertebrates this
Organ is located in the ear, while HENSEN(1863) associated statocysts with sound
perception in some crustaceans. Subsequently, through the work of DELAGE
(1887) on 'otocysts' in the genera Mysis, Palaernon and Octqus, i t became clear
that these Organs are involved in equilibrium orientation. Regarding the physiological mechanism, DELAGEmade a comparison with the mechanism of the semicircular canals of vertebrates and tentatively suggested that the movements of
either the statocyst fluid or the statolith releases compensatory movements during
locomotion.
The important role of the statolith in gravity detection was conclusively demonstrated by KREIDL(1893) in his famous 'iron-filings' experiment. He offered newly
moulted shrimps Palaemon xiphios and P . squilla iron-filings, instead of the Sand
grains which the shrimps normally introduce into their statocysts. The shrimps
were then subjected to a magnetic field with the result that they became oriented to
the resultant of both gravitational and magnetic forces.
Gravity perception by meam of statocysts and statoliths appears to be widespread in the different taxonomic groups of marine invertebrates. It has been
reported in Scyphomedusae (FRAENKEL,
1926; BOZLER,1926a, b ; HORSTMANN,
1934a, b), in ctenophores (VERWORN,
1891; BAUER, 1910), in turbellarians
1912, 1913), within the
(FRAENKEL,
1929), in polychaetes ( V O N BUDDENBROCK,
class Crustacea only in the Malacostraca, especially in decapods and mysids (see
COHENand DIJKGRAAF,1961), in gastropods and bivalve molluscs (see CHARLES,
1966), in cephalopods (See WELLS,1966) and within the phylum of Echinodermata
i n holothurians and supposedly in some groups of echinoids (See REESE,1966).

Positioning by Means of Statocysts
Normally the mechanism of equilibrium orientation aims a t keeping the longitudinal and transverse body axes horizontal, that is perpendicular to the force of
gravity. PRAENKEL
and GUNN(1940) therefore used the term transverse gravity
orientation. There are, however, a number of radia.lly synimetrical planktonic
organisms like ctenophores and medusae which usually keep their axis of symmetry
vertical and which, accordingly, move either upward or downward. As a consequence of their terminology FRAENKEL
and GUNNpreferred to classify this type
of equilibrium movements as 'geotaxis'.

I n ctenophores there is a single statocyst located at the aboral pole. Eight rows
of beating comb-plates, arranged in meridian lines, accomplish their locomotion.
The mouth is located a t the opposite (oral) pole. Within the statocyst the statolith
is supported by four pillars of fused cilia. The statocyst's role as a balance-organ in
ctenophores was suggested by E N ~ E L M A (1
N887)
N and demonstrated experimentaliy
by VERWORN
(1891) in Beroe ovata. When the ctenophore is tilted, the statolith
exerts an unequal pressure on the fused cilia, which causes a differential propulsory
effectivity of the rows of beating comb-plates, thus restoring the individual to its
original position. The normal vertical position of B. ovata will-dependiilg on ecological conditions-be with the oral pole either upward (resting position) or downward
(excited stage). When the ctenophore is tilted from the former position, the statocyst
supposedly inhibits the beat of the upper rows of comb-plates, while the lower
rows continue to beat normally, thereby restoring the individual to its oral-pole-up
position. If the ctenophore is tilted from the excited position (oral-pole downward),
readjustment is achieved by the upper rows beating more vigorously than the lower
(BAUER,1910). According t o FRAENKEL
and GUNN(1940) and VON BUDDENBROCK
(1952),comparable results have been obtained with Pleurobrachiapileus, confirming
the role of the single aboral statocyst in ctenophores as an equilibrium Organ.
Detailed studies of the mechanism of neural transmission and comb-plate coordination in ctenophores can be found in, for instance, DE CECCATTY
and HERNANDEZ (1965), HORRIDQE
(1965) and TAMM(1973).
I n scyphomedusae there are 8 statocysts arranged around the margin of t h e
umbrella. The representative studied by FRAENKEL
(1925), Cotylorhizu tuberculata,
normally keeps its axis of symmetry vertical. Locomotion is achieved by alternating
contraction and relaxation of the umbrella, comparable with the pulsation of the
heart. If the scyphomedusa is tilted over to one side, the uppermost statocyst
apparently releases a greater excitation with the result that the upper part of the
umbrella is contracted for a longer time and relaxes only to a certain extent.
Consequently, the beat of the lower side becomes more effective; this restores t h e
individual to its normal position. I n siibsequent detailed studies dealing with the
organization of the pulsory movements of scyphomedusae, BOZLER(1926a, b), who
worked on species of Cotylorhiza and Pelagia, and HORSTMANN
(1934a, b), who
worked on species of Aurelia and Cyanea, confirmed the equilibrium function of
the statocysts in scyphomedusae. The ecological significance of orientation and
locomotion in vertical migration of scyphomedusae was discussed by VERWEY
(1942) in his extensive study of these organisms.
I n bivalve molluscs an asyinmetrical type of equilibrium reaction has been
described for Chlamys opercularis (VON BUDDENBROCK,
1911, 1915b). Characteristically, this mollusc swiins by vigorously flapping its shell valves, which produces
propulsory ejections of water, controlled by the position of the mantle curtains.
C. opercularis mostly move obliquely upward with the free edge of their shell in
front. If the mollusc is suspended from a thread in a symmetrical position with the
hinge either upward or downward, i t veers away from either position until i t is
oriented obliquely upward and then swims away (Fig. 8-32). VONBUDDENBROCK
found strong indications that this oriented position is mediated by gravity perception. Chlamys species have asymmetrical statocysts, the left one being well developed whereas the right one is less differentiated. Elimination of the left statocyst
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Pig. 8-32:Chlamys opercuhris. Scheme of oblique upwerd movement of individual suspendd from a thread, with the hinge
either downward (a) or upward (b). (After VON BUDDENBROCK, 1911; reproduced by permission of Heidelberger
Akademie der Wissenschaften.)

upsets orientation, whereas elimination of the less-developed right statocyst does
not affect the swimming posture.
I n most invertebrates the statocysts are symmetrically paired organs. This raises
the question whether each of the two organs responds to angular displacements
along the longitudinal axis in either direction (two-way action) or whether bilaterally
symmetrical Stimulation of the receptors is required for equilibrium maintenance
(one-way action of the statocysts). This problem is somewhat reminiscent of the
telotaxis-tropotaxis problem in visual orientation (p. 569), but there are fundamental differentes (FRAENKEL
and GUNN, 1961).
Earlier work in this field yielded some conflicting results. Examples are the statocysts of the heteropod prosobranch Pterotrachea mutica, a predaceous planktonic
mollusc, which normally swims with its morphological ventral side uppermost,
using its foot as a h.
TSCHACHOTIN
(1908) extensively described the statocysts
and demonstrated their role as equilibrium Organ. After removal of one of the two
statocysts he reported a persistent rolling about the longitudinal axis, providing
a n example of one-way action of statocysts. FRIEDRICH
(1932), working on the
Same prosobranch, homever, came to the conclusion that rolling after removal of one
of the statocysts is merely a n immediate effect of the operation and that in time
(e.g. 5 mins) an operated individual regains its original ability to maintain its balance.
Through unilateral section of the statocyst nerve, DIJKGRAAF
and HESSELS(1969)
likewise demonstrated two-way action in the statocysts of Aplysia limacinu. Upon
further analysis they found indications of neural transmission from each of the
statocysts to the locomotory systems of both sides of the body. For details on the
structure of mollusc statocysts consult the review by BARBER
(1968).
I n the literature on Crustacea, a group on which the most detailed information
is available (consult COHENand DIJKGRAAF,1961), it is generally assumed that the

statocysts show two-way action and that one of them is sufficient to control equilibrium. The action of the two statocysts is regarded as mutually reinforcing rather
than counteracting. DELAGE(1887) already recognized t h s principle. He demonstrated in Mysis sp. and Palaemon sp. that in blinded individuals a perfect equilibrium orientation persists after removal of one of the statocysts. Other workers in
this field (e.g. PRENTISS,1901 ; VON BUDDENBROCK,
1914; ALVERDES,1926) came
t o the Same conclusion.
A remarkable exception to this generally assumed mechanism has been reported
by KUHN(1914) in the freshwater crayflsh Aslacus $uviatilis. After removal of
one of the statocysts, this crayfish persistently exhibits compensatory movements
independently of its position. These compensatory movements consist of eyestalk
deflections towards the operated side, while the legs on the intact side make rowing
movements, and the legs on the operated side are held up. These movements are
identical to those made by an intact individual which is rotated along its longitudinal
axis towards the side corresponding with the intact side of an operated crayfhh.
I n his extensive studies on equilibrium orientation in decapod cmtaceans
SCHÖNE(1961a) used the compensatory movements to obtain specific measures
of the gravitational stimulus under experimental conditions. His work greatly
contributed to a better understanding of the functional mechanism of the statocysts.
The main results may be summarized as follows.
I n Astacus $uviatilis with both statoliths removed from the intact statocysts,
compensatory movements can be released by directly deflecting the sensory hairs
of one statocyst with a fine jet of water (Fig. 8-33). Depending on the direction of
the deflection in this one statocyst-either laterally or medially-the crayfish
exhibits compensatory movements either to the right side or to the left side, which

Fig. 8-33 : Astacusfluviutilis.After Statolith removal compensatory movements of eyestalks and limbs can be evoked
by deflecting statocyst hairs laterally '(a) or medially (b)
with a fine water jet. (After SCHÖNE, 1951a; reproduced
by permission of Akademische Verlagsgesellschaft Geest
& Portig, Leipzig.)
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Fig. 8-34: Palaemonetes varkzm. Compensa.tory egestalk movements (measured as
angle betwecn shrimp's dorso-ventral axis and the line bisecting angle between
eyestalks; see top symbol on the left) of blinded individual rotated about its longitudinal axis. (a) Norma.1 shrimp, (b) unilaterally deprived of statolith (left and
right respectively) and the sum of the, responses (dashed line) reproducing the
original curve of normal shrimp. (After SCHÖNE,1954; modified; reproduced by
permission of Springer-Verlag, Berlin.)

provides definite evidence for a two-way action of each statocyst in A. Jluviatilis
( S C H ~ N E ,1951a).Comparable results were obtained with Cra,ngon c r a q o n , Homnrz~s
E,
vulgaris and Palaemonetes varians ( S C H ~ N1964).
When intact decapods (species of Aslacus, Crangm, P a l a e m e t e s and Hornarus)
are rotated"360° about their longitudinal axis, the eyestalks exhibit compensatory
deviations which are maximal a t an angular displa.cement of 90" to the left side and
the right side, while no deflection is observed in the resting position (0")or when the
animal is held upside do'wn (180") (Fig. 8-34a). This, apparently, reflects maximal
and minimal shearing forces exerted by the Statoliths on the statocyst hairs. The
response curve, however, is a composite produced by the effects of each of the two
statocysts separately. ~ a l a e m m e t e svarinns, unilaterally deprived of the statolith,
showed approximately the Same curve when rotated, but the resting position shifted
about 30" toward the operated side. The Same shift occurred in the maximal
response, now found a t 120° to the operated side and a t 60' to the intact side

(Fig. 8-34b). According to SCHÖNE (1964), this reactivity of a n individual with a
single statocyst is closely related to the fact that the stafocyst floor shows a lateral
inclination of about 30" (Fig. 8-36). I n the resting position, which is inclined 30"
towards the operated side (Fig. 8-36d), the floor of the intact statocyst is horizontal
while a t 120" t o the operated side and at 60" to the intact side the floor is vertical,
the shearing force of the statolith then being maximal. The response curves are
sinusoidal; this indicates that the rate of deviation of the eyestalks is linearly
related to the shearing force of the statolith. When the curves of the left and right
statocysts are summed, they reproduce the original curve found in the intact individual in which, when in balance, the two statocysts work against each other t o a
certain extent (30" t o each side; Fig. 8-36f). When the inclination exceeds this
value, the statocysts work in the same direction (Fig. 8-36g).
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Fig. 8-35: A 8 t a . c ~fluvial4zS. Front view with cross-section
through basal antemular segments showing lateral inclination of statocyst floor by about 30" from horizontal. (After
SCHÖNE, 1951a; modified; reproduced by permission of
Akademische Verlagsgesellschaft Geest & Portig, Leipzig.)

Further investigations by SCHÖNE (1951a,1954) provided strong indications t h a t
the sensory epithelium of the statocysts continuously generates impulses which
cause a turning tendency to the contralateral side (Fig. 8-36a). If in an individual
deprived of both statoliths one of the empty statocysts is removed,.the animal
exhibits rotation toward the operated side, which, through the lack of gravitational
stimuli (absence of statoliths), is persistent and independent of the animal's position
(Fig. 8-3613). The presence of statoliths, which bend the sensory hairs in either
direction, causes impulses which pronlote proper coinpensatory responses and
which are superimposed on the spontaneous activity of the sensory cells. This view,
based on behavioural results, has been confirmed by COHENand CO-authors(1953)
and COHEN (1955), mho, by means of action potential recordings from primary
afferent neurons in the statocysts of Panulirus interruptus and H m r u s americanus,
found continuous discharge of pulses in the resting position. When the statolith
hairs are bent in either direction, the impulse frequency will increase or decrease;

-
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Fig. 8-36: Decapod crustaceans. Rotational tendancies about longitudinal
axis (heavy arrows a t top on b, C, e and g) caused by spontaneous antagonistic activity of statocyst hair recsptor cells (small lower arrows in
a-g) and by lateral or medial pul1 of statoliths (dashed arrows in C-g).
(After SCHÖNE, 1951a; reproduced by permission of Akademische
Verlagsgesellschaft Geest 8: Portig, Leipzig.)

this is consistent with the mechanism of bi-directionality of sensory hairs first
established by LOWENSTEIN
and SAND(1936) in electrophysiological experiments
on the elasmobranch labyrinth.
Adaptational processes have also been described by SCHÖNE. If an animal is
subjected to asymmetrical conditions-for instance by unilateral removal of the
statolith or statocyst-the oblique posture or the compensatory movements do not
persist a t the Same level for long. They may even disappear in the Course of some
days. If an asymmetric decapod, for example with one statolith, is made symmetrical again by removal of the other statolith, it even performs compensatory
movements in the opposite direction ( S C H ~ N E 1961a,
,
1964). This restoration to

normal postures is due to central nervous compensation and may be regarded as
biologically significant especially to those decapods nrhose statoliths, being made
up of sand grains, are rarely balanced exactly.
I n SCHÖNE'S(1954)experiments Carcinus m a e m showed the Same behaviour in
almost every detail; but the question arohe as to how to interpret the mechanism in
a crab which was known to be completely devoid of statoliths. A few years later,
DLJKGRABF
(1956b) discovered in adult Carcinus maenas and Maja verrucosa a
typical cluster of very small statoliths (small sand grains) in the ventrocaudal
Corner of the statocyst.
The principles of the statocyst function in decapod crustaceans rotating about
their longitudinal axis, as revealed by SCHÖNE,
appear to apply equally to angular
displacement about the transverse axis (pitch). This has been demonstrated in
free-swimming shrimps (Crangon vulgarz's and Palaemonetes varians) which, after
being released at the water surface of an aquarium, swim obliquely downward at
a fairly constant angle (SCH~NE,
1957). This is an obvious example of compass
orientation in the vertical plane. When the gavitational force ( g ) is increased
artificially in a large centrifuge-comprising the aquarium and the obserVer-the
pathway of the downward-swimming shrimp is less steep. The shearing force (8)
exerted by the statoliths, however, appears to be maintained a t a constant level
according to
S = g . sin a = constant,

where a represents the angle between the water surface and the long axis of the
statocyst floor. If, on the other hand, the joint effect of the statoliths is reduced by
removing one of them, the pathway is much steeper (SCHÖNE, 1954).The mechanism
by which a certain inclined position is maintained during downward swimming
has been interpreted by SCHÖNE
in the light of the 're-afferente principle' advanced
by VON HOLSTand MITTELSTAEDT
(1950; see also p. 590).
If the spiny lobster Panulirus argus is rotated about its transverse axis (pit>ch),
the eyestalks exhibit compensatory movements in the dorso-ventral plane. When,
however, the antennules-which in their basic segment contain the s t a t o c y s e
move in the dorso-ventral plane, no such compensatory eyestalk movements take
place, although the statoliths will effect similar changes of the shearing force on the
sensory epithelium of tlie statocysts. SCHÖNE
and SCHÖNE
(1967; See also SCHÖNE,
1971) demonstrated that an antennular proprioceptor, located in the joint between
the basic segment and the trunk of the lobster, is involved, acting antagonistically
to the stimulus of the statocysts. Experiments in which either statocysts alone
or the antennular proprioceptors alone were operative provided good evidence that
the statocysts and proprioceptors are integrated in a system responsible for the
maintenance of equilibrium of the main body of the lobster. This mechanism must
be considered essential to invertebrates, such aa decapod crustaceans, which have
their gravity receptors located in movable appendages.
Recently, equilibrium orientation has also been analysed in O c t q u s vulgaris by
BUDELMANN
(1970)and SCHÖNE
and BUDELMANN
(1970). In the normal body position the sensory epithelium (macula) of the statocysts of the octopus is oriented
vertically, while the macula planes of the left and right statocysts subtend an
angle of 90" Open to the front (Fig. 8-37a). Compensatory eye movements were
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Fig. 8-37 : Odolpus d g a r i s . Compensatory cyclorotational eye movements (measured as
angle between octopus' longitudinal axis and pupil slit) as a function of body position.
Arrows refer to direction of tilt. (a) Normal individua.1rotated about transverse axis;
(b) individual unilaterally deprived of Statolith, rotated about transverse axis; ( C )
ditto, rotated about axis parallel to intact macula plane; (d) ditto, rotated about axis
1970 ; modified ;reproduced
perpendicular to intact macula plane. (After BUDELMANN,
by permission of Springer-Verlag, Berlin.)
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recorded during rotation of the octopus about its transverse and longitudinal
body axes. Remarkably, the extent of the compensatory eye movements, as well
as the body position a t which a maximal deviation occurred, appeared to be dependent on the direction fiom which a particular position was approached, in the sense
of a delayed responsiveness or 'hysteresis effect' (Fig. 8-37).A comparable hysteresis
effect has been demonstrated in the crayfish Procarnbarus clarkii by HISADAand
CO-authors(1969).
Unlike decapod crustaceans, 0ctopu.s vulgaris-in whatever body positionappeared not to respond to an increase in gravitational force in a centrifuge.
Absence of compensatory eye movements haa also been found when an octopus,
unilaterally deprived of the statolith, is rotated about an axis parallel to the macula
plane of the intact statocyst (Fig. 8-37 C ) . In normal position the shearing force of
the statolith is directed vertically; during this rotation the shearing force merely
decreases and then increases again, but it does not change its direction relative to
the macula. If, however, the octopus is rotated about the axis perpendicular to the
macula plane, the direction of the shearing force moves relative to the macula like
the hands of a clock (Fig. 8-37d). During this rotation alrnost normal compensatory eye movements-compared with the situation illustrated in Fig. 8-37b
-are observed. Angular changes, rather than quantitative changes, of the shearing
force exerted by the statoliths on the sensory epithelium apparently control
equilibrium orientation in 0. vulgaris (BUDELMANN,
1970; SCHÖNEand BUDELMANN,
1970). For statocyst function in terrestrial pulmonate gastropods consult
WOLFB(1970).
In a detailed electro-physiological study of the hair-receptors of the statocyst
in the lobster H m r w americanus, COHEN(1955) found differentiated abilities
and functions of individual receptors. He distinguished two main types: Type I
position receptor shows a non-adapting specific discharge frequency for each
position about the transverse axis, being maximal a t about 90' and minimal a t
about 0' and 180"degrees of inclination. The frequency is (more or less) independent
of the direction from which a given position is approached. Since the response
curve is dome-shaped, the information derived from a single receptor is ambiguous
in that it does not discriminate between two comparable positions on either side
of the maximum response. The presence of various receptors with slightly different
response curves, however, provides the CNS with a composite input pattern
characteristic of each position. Tliis type of position receptor is found to respond
only to positional changes about the transverse axis. Type I1 position receptor
responds to angular displacements either about the transverse axis or about the
longitudinal axis, but any individual receptor never responds in both planes.
Type I1 likewise signals absolute positions by specific discharge frequencies, but in
addition supplies information on the direction from which a cert'ain position is
approached. During movements towards a position of higher discharge frequency
an excessive frequency increase takes place, whereas movements away from such
a position are accompanied by a markedly abrupt decrease of the discharge frequency. Within an adaptation period of a very few seconds the frequency levels
out to a value specific for a given position and no longer dependent on the direction
of approach.
In recent electrophysiological urork, WOODand BAUMQARTEN
(1972) have found
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in statocysts of the opistobranch gastropod Pleurobranchaea califomica only one
type of receptor cell, functionally resembling the lobster's Type I1position receptor.

Rotation Perception
Apart from a purely static function of the statocyst and its ability to respond to
the direction from which a certain position is approached, the decapod's statocyst
also appears to be sensitive to angular acceleration or deceleration about the
vertical, transverse and longitudinal body axes. The work of COHEN(1953, 1955)
on Homarus americanus and DIJKGRAAF(196Sb, 1956b) on Carcinus m a e m and
Maja verrucosa provides good evidence that the response to angular accelerations
or decelerations is due to the flow of the statocyst fluid deflecting rows of implanted
long thread hairs which extend freely into the cyst fluid (see also the review by
COHENand DLTIIQRAAF,
1961).
A blinded crab exposed to rotation exhibits compensatory eyestalk movements in
the opposite direction, mostly alternating with nystagmus movements. Continuous
rotation a t constant velocity causes the eyestalks to return to their symmetrical
position. Upon abrupt cessation of the rotation, the crab shows after-effects
consisting of eyestalk deviation in the direction of the previously imposed rotation
and after-nystagmus. These effects are closely related to the deflections of the
thread hairs. If the latter are bilaterally eliminated by denervation or cauterization,
rotation sensitivity is abolished. Elimination of the thread hairs, however, does not
affect equilibrium orientation, whereas elimination of the statolith function alone
does not affect the crab's reactions to angular acceleration or deceleration. After
unilateral elimination of the thread hairs both eyes still respond to angular acceleration, though to a somewhat reduced extent.
Besides statolith hairs and thread hairs also free hook hairs and group hairs
have been described. The free hook hairs are shaped like statolith hairs but do not
have contact with the statolith. They are supposed to be auxiliary rotation receptors
but with higher threshold values. The function of the group hairs is unknown.
The sensitivity of thread hairs, like that of statolith hairs, is based on a continuous
impulse discharge which either decreases or increases depending on the direction
of the deflection (COHEN,
1966).I n the absence of specific grouping of the hairs this
mechanism does not supply selective information on rotations about the different
body axes. Nevertheless it has been demonstrated that crabs respond seledively
to angular accelerations about any of the body axes (vertical, longitudinal or transverse). This mechanism has always been associated with the characteristically
vertebrate arrangement of three semi-circular canals perpendicular to each other,
in contrast to the open-structure statocysts of invertebrates. Recently, however,
SANDEMAN
and OKAJIMA
(1972) have published a description of the statocyst of the
Australian mud crab Scylla serrata in which a horizontally oriented canal and a
vertical one can be distinguished. In the horizontal canal the fluid flow results from
rotations about the vertical axis. The circumference of the vertical canal, however,
does not lie in the plane of the longitudinal axis nor in that of the transverse axis,
but in an intermediate position a t an angle of about 45"; this is important for the
sensitivity of the system with respect to all three body axes. In addition, two groups
of thread hairs-an upper one and a lower one-and a group of free hook hairs are
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Fig. 8-38: Scylla serrata. Scheme of right statocyst showing its orientation ta vertical and
horizontal body axes and resultant fluid movements upon rotation about these axes.
Heavy arrows indicate dominant direction of flow. THa: upper groups of long thread hairs,
THb : lower groups of long thread hairs, FR,freehook hairs. In this case the right stabcyst
cannot separate head-down rotation from right-side-down rotation. I n the left statocyst,
however, the fluid moves in the opposite direction during right-side-down rotation and in
the Same direction in head-down rotation. 'Right side down' and 'head up' cannot be
and OKAJIMA,1972; reproduced by
separated by the left statocyst. (After SANDEMAN
permission of Company of Biologists Ltd.)

involved in the receptory system. On the basis of records of impulse frequency and
of observed fluid movements in the statocysts, SANDEMAN
and O u m have
advanced a model of a receptor system which, through a composite input pattern,
is able to discriminate between angular rotations about all the body axes, but in
which Signals fiom both statocysts are required for separating rotations about the
two horizontal axes (Fig. 8-38). For additional information consult SANDEMAN
and
O U J ~(1973a, b).
Sensitivity to rotation has also been found in cephalopods. DIJKGRAAF
(1961)
demonstrated compensatory reflexes of Octopus vulyaris on a horizontal turntable
and their disappearance after removal of the statocysts, while MATURANAand
SPERLING
(1963) presented electrophysiological evidente. The presence of three
crista sections with hairs embedded in 'cupulae' arranged in three planes a t right
angle-reminiscent
of the vertebrate semicircular canals-suggests that each
statocyst is sensitive to angular acceleration in any direction (YOUNG,
1960). This
has recently been connmed by BUDELMANN
and WOLFF(1973), using electrophysiological techniques. In addition, BUDELMANN
and WOLPF
demonstrated
that the angular acceleration recaptors (cristae) are also sensitive to gravity.
In the receptor system of 0. vulquris, rotated about its longitudinal axis, they found

(i) different responses t o identical angular acceleration (deceleration) stimuli
dependent on the system's position with respect to gravity a t the time of acceleration (deceleration) onset, (ii)different resting discharge rates dependent on position
with respect t o gravity and (iii) changes of discharge rate during constant velocity
rotation. Sensitivity t o acceleration has likewise been demonstrated in Sepia
officinalis (DIJKGRAAF,
1963a ; COLLEWIJN,
1970; MESSENGER,
1970). For details
on the structure of maculae and cristae of the statocysts of 0. vulgaris, S. officinalis
and Loligo vulgaris, BUDELMANN
and CO-authors(1973) should be consulted.
Gravity und Dorsal Light Reaction
Apart from statocysts, other mechanisms are instrumental in body position
maintenance. The role played by visual stimuli in equilibrium orientation was
already reported by DELAGE
(1887) in the crustacean genera Mysis and Palaemon
and subsequently confirmed by several workers in this field. In Hemimysis l a w n a e
and several other crustaceans, VON BUDDENBROCK
(1914) demonstrated that after
bilateral statocyst removal the animals invariably swirn with their dorsal surface
towards the light independently of their position relative to the gravitational field.
H e introduced the terrn dorsal light reaction ('Lichtrückenreflex') but pointed
out that some crustaceans which usually swim upside down, like Penaeus sp. larvae
and Euphausia sp., show ventral light reaction. Ventral light reaction is also found
in the brine shrimp Artemia salinu, which has been extensively studied by SEIFERT
(1932). The extent to which either the gravitational force or dorsal light reaction
participates in equilibrium orientation of decapod crustaceans varies considerably
from one species to another. The shrimp Penaeus membranaceus, for instance, does
not respond t o light a t all and is completely disoriented after bilateral statocyst
removal, whereas decapods without statocysts (e.g. species of Virbius and Hippolyte) show the Same reactions to light as Hemimysis lamrnae from which the
statocysts have been removed. Brachyuran zoeae respond to light; but megalopae
with developed statocysts maintain their body position independently of light
incidence.
I n marine invertebrates positioning by means of ptiotic stimuli occurs in several
groups; it is sometimes very obvious in animals without statocysts. Positioning
by photic stimuli has been reported in the hydromedusae Leuckartiara sp. and
Churybdaea sp. (FRAENKEL,
1931),in thepelagic polychaetes Tomopteris sp. (FRAENKEL, 1931) and Alciope sp. (VONBUDDENBROCK,
cf. 1952), in the heteropods
Pterotrmhea mutica and P . cormuta through interaction with statocysts (FRIEDRICH, 1932), in the echinoderms Asterias rubens, species of the genus Astropecten,
and Psammechintts miliaris (DIEBSCHLAG,
1938) and, as mentioned before, in
several crustaceans (VON BUDDENBROCK,
1914). VON BUDDENBROCK
suggested
that dorsal light reaction prevails in pelagic animals whereas in benthic animals
equilibrium orientation by means of statocysts dominates.
Extensive studies on the interaction between the statocysts and the eyes in
equilibrium orientation in decapod crustaceans have been carried out by ALVERDES
(1926, 1928) and SCHONE
(1952,1959).ALVERDES
worked with the shrimps Leander
xiphim, which has statocysts, and Processa c m l i c u l a t a , which has no statocysts.
I n L. xiphias the action of the statocysts dominates over the dorsal light reaction.
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Intact individuals exposed to unilateral illumination only react with eyestalk deviation. I n P. canaliculata equilibrium orientation is based entirely on dorsal light
reaction as is the case in L. xiphias after statocyst removal. Regarding the question
of whether the dorsal light reaction is based on balanced stimulation of the two
eyes, conflicting results have been obtained. Unilateral blinding by removal of one
of the eyes may produce different effects. L. xiphias (deprived of statocysts)
exhibits compensatory movements about the longitudinal axis toward the operated
side until it finds a new resting position in which i t is tilted over at a n angle of
about 45". P. canaliculata, on the other hand, behaves like an intact individual.
SCHÖNE(1952) likewise found after operative elimination (by cutting through the
optical ganglion) of one of the two eyes in Palaemonetes varians (deprived of statocysts) a tendency to rotate towards the blinded side. Remarkably, the rotation is
more intensive in complete darkness than in an illuminated environment. Unilateral
blinding by covering one of the eyes, however, results in a rotation towards the .
seeing side. The physiological mechanism has not yet been clarified (SCH~NE,
1959).
When Paluerium,etes varians is exposed t o two lights 90' apart, of either equal
or different intensity, the shrimp orient according to the triangle of forces rule
(SCH~NE,
1959). This indicates balanced stimulation of the two eyes, comparable
to phototropotaxis.
An interesting aspect of dorsal light reaction is the angular displaccment about
the transverse axis (pitching) where no balance of stimulation mechanism of the
two eyes can be involved. SCHÖNE(1952), however, demonstrated that blackening
the posterior or anterior Zone of the two eyes causes Palaemonetes variam (deprived
of statocysts) t o somersault in the ventral or dorsal direction, respectively. These
results are reminiscent of observations by SCHÖNE(1951b) on aquatic beetle larvae
-possessing 6 ocelli on each side of the head-which exhibit a balanced action between anterior and posterior visual receptors.
To what extent does light contribute to equilibrium orientation in different
angular positions? The actual extent appears t o vary with the shearing force exerted
by the statoliths (SCH~NE,
1961). Palaemonetes var2am with one statolith removed
were exposed to unilateral illumination a t a constant angle to the eye. When the
floor of the intact statocyst is horizontal (statolith not exerting any shearing force),
eyestalk deviation is maximal ; but when the statocyst floor is vertical (maximal
shearing force), eyestalk deviation is minimal. The differente between the two
extremes of eyestalk deviation becomes more accentuated when the shearing force
of the statolith is increased in a centrifuge.
Comparatively little atkntion has been paid t o the interaction between eyes and
statocysts in mysids. Foxow (1940) described dorsal light reaction in Hernimysis
l a m ~ ~ n with
u e the Statoliths removed. He found that dorsal light reaction coincides
with either negative or positive phototaxis; these cause, irrespective of the direction
of the incident light, a movement away from the light source with the ventral surface
foremost or a movement towards the light source with the dorsal surface forwards.
JANDER
(1962) pointed out that Mysidium gracile usually swim in a horizontal
plane, performing extensive spontaneous turnings to the right and t o the left about
the vertical a.xis, but that rotations about the longitudinal and transverse axes are
restricted. The equilibrium orientation appears to be the result of the joint action
of responsiveness to gravity and dorsal light reaction. When free-swimming intact
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individuals are subjected t o horizontal illumination they swim in a slanted position
reflecting a compromise between two conflicting stimuli. The dorsal light reaction
component increases with irradiance, causing a more pronounced tilt. The effect of
light is greater in rotations about the transverse axis than about the longitudinal
axis. JANDER
(1965) reviewed phylogenetic aspects of the dorsal light reaction in
arthropods and listed extensive references.
There is clear evidence of a close interaction between gravitational and photic
receptors in many invertebrates. A compa.rison of the physical properties of the
stimuli involved reveals some interesting aspects. Light (intensity of radiant energy,
directionality, contrast) provides the invertebrate witl-i a multitude of sensory
tools for orientation in space. Gravity, on the other hand, is characterized by its
invariabjlity ; it provides the invertebrate with the most reliable plane of reference.
There are several instances of stabilization of the visual field on the basis of gravity
in invertebrates that can move their eyes, e.g. in a number of crustaceans and cephalopods. This is discussed by MILNEand MILNE (1965),who argue that these animals
'move their eyes in relation to the body to prevent their eyes from moving in space'
(p. 285). Electrophysiological evidence for the relationship between eyes and statocysts in crustaceans has been provided by WIERSMAand OBEWAT(1968), WIERSMA
and FOIRE
( 1 971) and YORKand CO-authors(1972).
A striking example is the shrimp Tzdearioca.ris snnsiburica, which usunlly
maintains a head-down vertical position on the long vertical spines of the sea-urchin
Diademn setosum (FRICKE
and HENTSCHEL,
1971).When released in a vertical position in front of vertical and horizontal spines, the shrimps invariably swim towards
the vertical spines. When released in a horizontal position, most individuals (76%)
a t first approach the horizontal spines, but after about 3 secs move towards the
vertical spines. Apparently, the shrimps primsrily orient their long body axis to the
visual field, but then re-adjust their position to bring it in line with the gravitational
field.
Control of the visual field by g~avitationalforce is displayed by 0cto;nus vz~lgnris;
as appears from the constant horizontal position of the slit pupil irrespective of the
body position, they keep their eyes stabilized by cyclorotational correction. This
ability disappears upon statocyst removal. Furthermore, a trained octopus loses
its ability to discriminate between horizontal and vertical objects when its statocysts are removed ; but i t continues t o discriminate successfully between, for instance, a black and a white disc (WELLS,1960).
On the other hand, the statocyst system may be controlled by visual stimuli.
I n central-nervous compensation of an equilibrium-receptor system whose balance
has been upset (e.g. by removal of one statolith in a decapod crustacean) visual or
proprioceptive frames of reference will undoubtedly be involved.

Other Mechanism Controlling Positiming
Body orientation may be controlled by systems other than statocyst action and/or
dorsal light reaction alone.
(1914), who found that after
This was first reported by von BUDDENBROCK
statocyst removal invertebrates like Leptomysis mediterrnnea, Hemimysis lamorme
and Palaemon serratus are still sensitive to gravity, as is Squilla mant,is, which
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has no statocysts a t all. He named this phenomenon 'general position reflex'
('allgemeiner Lagereflex') and suggested that this orientation mechanism results
from gravitational force acting upon kternal organs supported by mesenteries.
RICE (1961) likewise carne to the conclusion that swimming mysids lacking statocysts are able, even in complete darkness, to orient in relation to gravity-presumably through the 'general position reflex', the actual operation of which is still
not understood. The idea of internal organs hanging from mesenteries and acting
as gravity receptors in righting reactions of asteroids was also advanced by WOLF
(1926), who worked with Asterina gibbosa, Astropecten auramiacus and Marthasterias glacialis.
As the result of equilibrium studies on the heteropod prosobranchs Pterotrachea
mutica and P . coronata, FRIEDRICH
(1932) suggested that, apart from statocysts
and eyes, also paired organs described as skin projections ('Hauthügel') contribute
to equilibrium orientation. The mechanism, however, is not known.
Far more conspicuous are the responses evoked by tactile and proprioceptive
stimuli. K W N (1914) experimented with the freshwater crayfish Astacusfluwiatilis.
A n intact individual was suspended in a slanted position. It performed compensatory movements to right itself, immediately rotating in the opposite direction
(towards a more tilted position) when the legs on its elevated side toiiched a solid
substrate. The same response occurs in an asymmetrical individual (one statocyst
removed) performing compensatory movements towards ttheoperated side. As soon
as the legs on the operated side come into contact with the substrate, the crayfish
exhibits compensatory movements towards the intact side. The marked difference between the behaviour of suspended shrimps Leander xiphias and Processa
canaliculata and of shrimps allowed t o rest freely on a substrate emphasizes the
importance of a symmetrical contact stimulus and proprioception in the legs
(ALVERDES,1926). Completely disoriented, statocystless and blinded lobsters
Palinurus vulgaris regain their oriented posture as soon as the legs make contact
with a solid substrate (DIJKQRAAF,
1956a). Apparently, this reaction is superimposed on the statoc~st-evokedresponses; this would seem understandable in
view of the natural positioning of crabs, lobsters and shrimps in a rocky environment. Irrespective of the inclination of the substrate, the crustaceans tend to
keep their dorso-ventral axis perpendicular to the plane of the substrate. I n Astmus
N SCHÖNE( 1972) demonstrated that the effect of leg c o n t a c t
leptodactylus S T E ~and
recorded quantitatively from compensatory eyestalk movements-is stronger after
statolith removal; conversely, compensatory eyestalk moveinents-caused
by
imposed rotation of a crafish about its longitudinal axis-are reduced when the
legs are in contact with the base plane.
There is a n extensive Literature on the positioning of echinoderms, especially
aateroids, comprehensively reviewed by REESE (1966). Most authors agree that,
after overturning, righting is generally released by absence of podia contact; in
upside-down position, stimulation of the podia is reported to prevent righting.
The Same holds true for marine gastropods in which absence of contact stimulation
of the foot releases righting reactions initiated by search movements of the foot
(WEBER,1926). I n rock-dwelling gastropods (e.g. species of HalZotes and Trochus),
the direction of search movements is not related to gravity; but in gastropods
which live on sand (e.g. species of Nassa, Natica, Conus, Murex and Chenopus),
search movements are gravity oriented.

GEOTAXIS

The integrative orientation mechanisms of Octqus d g a r i s have been discussed
by WELLS(1963a). Surprisingly, interactions between contact receptors and proprioception on the one hand, and positioning on the other, are poorly developed;
WELLSregards this as a consequence of the pelagic ancestry of the Octopoda.

(b) Geotaxis

The term geotaxis refers to locomotory movements with a vertical componeiit
controlled by gravity perception. Movements toward the earth's centre are called
positive geotaxis; those away from i t , negative geotaxis.

Burrowing Invertebrates
Statocysts are involved in geotactical responses in a number of cases. Especially
in b m w i n g marine invertebrates gravity appears to be of paramount significance
(1912,
and to represent the most important frame of reference. VONBUDDENBROCK
1913) studied the two burrowing polychaetes Arenicola grubei and Branchiomma
vesiculosum. He observed the worms in sand-filled glass jars or dishes which could
be tilted. A. grubei burrows head-first vertically downward. When the container is
tilted 90" or 180°, the worm changes its direction in the sand by 90" or 180" respectively, continuing to burrow straight downward. Upon removal of the paired
statocysts (located in the head region), positive geotaxis is completely abolished
and the worms move in any direction. A worm with one statocyst removed behaves
like an intact individual.
Branchiomma vesiculosum has its statocysts also in the Iiead region, but it burrows
tail first. When the container is tilted, directional changes are initiated by the tail,
while the head region (containing the statocysts) inevitably remains in the tilted
position until it reaches the new vertical section of the burrow initiated by the tail.
(1913)demoiistrated that
I n an extensive series of experiments VON BUDDENBROCK
irrespective of the position of the head, and regardless of the curves of the intermediate part of the body, the tail invariably points downward. Removal of one
statocyst does not affect this behaviour but removal of both statocysts causes
complete disorientation. The remote control of the tail in response to the angular
displacements of the statocysts in the head region has been explained by VON
BUDDENBROCK
as due to an integrated proprioceptive system which tends to keep
the tail parallel to the position the head attempts to attain. Remarkably, the
upward movements of these invertebrates to the surface do not seem to be coiitrolled by the statocysts, a feature which has also been reported by JÄOER (1932)
in the sand-dwelling turbellarian Otoplanu sp.
Statocyst-controlled movements of burrowing invertebrates are foiind in different
taxonomic groups. They may be regarded as an ecological adaptation to a habitat
which provides no visual cues. Burrowing bivalve molluscs (e.g. species of Solen,
Cardium and Venus) have statocysts in that part of their foot which leads the
1962 ; CHARLES,1966). I n a rotating
burrowing movements (VON BUDDENBROCK,
trough filled with wet sand Solen ensis burrows in a direction which corresponds to
the resultant of the centrifugal and gravitational forces (FRAENKEL,
1927~).
Statocyst extirpation in burrowing bivalves has not yet been performed.
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The burrowing turbeilarian Convoluta roscoffewis, when placed on a rotating
vertical glass plate (covered with gelatine to provide a foothold), likewise moves
accordiilg to the resultant of the centrifugal and gravitational forces (FRAENKEL,
1929). C. roscoffensis has a Single statocyst, located in its brain and inaccessible to
operation. Occasionally, however, GAMBLE
and KEEBLE(1903) found individuals
which lacked the statocyst ; these individuals did not respond geotactically.
The holothurian Sgnapta digitata normally burrows vertically, head first ; it hau
5 statocysts close t o its nerve-ring (VONBUDDENBROCK,
1912). I n the burrowing
holothurian Caudina chilensis, the 5 pairs of statocysts located close t o the nervering may likewise account for the positive geotactic response of the oral end but,
remarkably, not for the negative geotaxis of its anal end. The tail end persists in
responding negative-geotactically, even when isolated from the nerve-ring
(YAMANOUCHI,
1929a, b). The burrowing isopod Cyathura carinata also possesses
statocysts; after statocyst extirpation it is no longer able to dig burrows effectively
(LANQENBUCH,
1928). The statocysts do not seem to be involved in upward movements towards the surface.
Burrowing invertebrates, while orienting to gravity, need not necessarily move
vertically. The fidcller crab Uca pugilator, for instance, digs burrows in different
directions, vertical as well as slanted. Biirrowing U. pugilator were observed by
DEMBOWSKI
(1926) in a sand-filled container consisting of two glass plates 2 cm
apart. When the container is tilted 90°, the crabs change the direction of their
burrows by 90" irrespective of the initial direction of the burrow but maintain
a constant angle relative to the direction of gravity ( S C H ~ N E
1961).
,
This example
again fits in well with the interpretation of orientation t o gravity as c o m p w
orientation in the vertical plane.

Vertical Migrations of Zooplankton
Vertical movements of planktonic invertebrates sometimes extend over several
hundred metres (e.g. RUSSELL,1927; CUSHINQ,1951; BAYLOR
and SMITH,1957;
BAINBRIDGE, 1961 ; BANSE,1964; RINOELBERG,
1964; THORSON,
1964; VERWEY,
1966; Volume I: KINNE, 1970b, 1971, and SEGAL,1970). While effects of light,
temperature, salinity, pressure and gravity have been reported, or suggested, t o
affect vertical zooplankton migrations, the main orientation mechanisms seem t o
be related t o light distribution. Orientational responses t o light (phototaxis) are
fairly well established; but notwithstanding the prolific literature, orientation
based on gravity perception (first mentioned by PARKER,
1902) is still a debatable
issue.
I n surprisingly few cmes has gravity perception by statocysts been shown t o be
involved in vertical migrations of zooplankters. I n scyphomedusae and ctenophores
(P. 625) statocyst action controls the positioning of the symmetry axis in a vertical
direction and determines vertical locomotory inovements (cf. FRAENKEL
and GUNN,
1961).In mysids, vertical migration controlled by statocysts has been dernonstrated
by F o x o ~(1940) and RICE (1961); in intact individuals gravity dominates over
light, but after statocyst removal the influence of light increases. Strong indications
for statocyst-controlled vertical movements have also beeii obtained in the ephyrae
of Aurelia aurita, the ctenophores Pleurobrachia pileus and Bolinopsis infundi-
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bulum, the megalopae of Carcinus rnaenas and larvae of the cephalopod Loligo
f&b& (RICE, 1964).
I n a large number of plankters (e.g. various nauplii end zoeae, copepods, cladoCerans, euphausiids, anthomedusae, and a variety of larvae of benthic invertebrates)
special gravity receptors have not been found. VERWEY(1966) postulated gravitycontrolled vertical migration as of widespread occurrence in planktonic organisms
on the basis of numerous literature references. However, actual use of gravity aa
a plane of reference has, he argued, never been proved conclusively. The usual
method of demonstrating geotaxis in vertical movements is to eliminate the
influence of light, but this only proves that light is not involved. VERWEY(1966)
did not rule out a n alternative mechanism acting on the hydrostatic-pressure
gradient.
By and large, the mechanism controlling vertical orientation without the aid of
statocysts and light perception is still obscure. The demonstration by RICE(1961)
that mysids deprived of statocysts are still able to perform oriented vertical movements in complete darkness indicates that such a mechanism is likely to exist. The
'general position reflex' suggested by VON BUDDENBROCK
(1914), or the functioning
of the antennae suggested by BIDDER(1929) as auxiliary gravity receptor systems,
deserve consideration in this context.
'
Some authors have advanced the idea that a specific mechanism of gravity
orientation is not necessarily required if stable equilibrium is achieved through the
position of the centre of gravity. Supposedly, the invertebrate then only needs to
swim or sink in order to performvertical movements (EWALD,
1910,in Daphnia sp.).
I n gastropod larvae the weight of the shell determines the vertical position, while
locomotion is linked to feeding since the apparatus used for both activities (the
velum) is the same (RICHTER,1973).
Another remarkable feature of vertical movements of planktonic invertebrates
is the close interaction between phototaxis and geotaxis (whether or not mediated
by statocysts). I n some invertebrates, like larvae of the horseshoe crab Limulus
polyphemus, larvae of the polychaete Polygordiw and larvae of Loligo sp., LOEB
(1893) observed in photopositive specimens a tendency to move upward, while
photonegative individuals tended to move downward or to crawl along the bottom.
I n other words, positive phototaxis seems t o be associated with negative geotaxis,
and negative phototaxis with positive geotaxis. Further, LOEBfound that the
reversal of the signs of phototaxis and geotaxis can be induced by the same conditions. For a critical discussion of this linkage of taxes consult K ~ ~ n l u
(1931).
s
The Same type of interaction between phototaxis and geotaxis was found by
CLARKE(1930) in Daphnia magna and D. pulex. Reversals of the signs of phototaxis
as well as geotaxis were induced by changes in irradiance intensity. The phenomenon
seems to be rather widespread and may be considered a complex of two mechanisms
reinforcing each other in keeping the invertebrates in the proper water layers, also
during the night.
The linkage of positive phototaxis to negative geotaxis and vice versa, however,
appea.rs not to be so strict in all cases. The phototaxis-geotaxis interaction may
show adaptive modifications according to the prevailing conditions. RAYNE:(1964)
demonstra,ted in the larvae of the bivalve Mytilus edulis a variety of geotaxisphototaxis combinations, dependent upon the particular larval stage and environ-

mental conditions. During the greater part of their pelagic life, the larvae do not
respond to light but show strong negative geotaxis. Once the eye spots develop, the
larvae become photopositive and geonegative; but a t the time of settlement the
signs of both taxes are reversed. I n the subsequent phase, when they crawl about
on the substrate, they remaiii photonegative but become geonegative; this apparently facilitates selection of a more elevated position for final attachment.
A comparable process has been described by CRISP and GHOBASHY
(1971) in
larvae of the ascidian Diplosoma listerianum, which in the swimming stage are
photopositive and geonegative. However, when the larvae approach settlement
they become photonegative but remain geonegative, apparently t o prevent settlement in a fully illuminated region while precluding descent to excessive depths.
Under natural conditions the larvae preferably settle on the shaded underside of
objects like overhanging rocks.
Crawling Invertebrates on Sloping or Vwtical Substrates
The locomotory movements of crawling invertebrates, unlike those of burrowing
and free-swimming organisms, are confined to a two-dimensional plane which need
not be flat or horizontal. Several workers have paid special attention to the ecology
and behaviour of intertidal invertebrates crawling on inclined or vertical substrates
(6.g. rock faces); the ecological implications have been extensively reviewed in
NEWELL
(1972). Most work concerning the mechanism wntrolling vertical movements has been done on 1itt.orinids. Negative geotaxis and negative phototaxis
appear to dominate over positive geotaxis and positive phototaxis. This would
facilitate finding darker rock areas for resettlement after displacement,, e.g. by
wave action. Cessation of climbing towards the upper level of zonation is reported
t o be caused by dryness of substrate, as observed in IRttorina1ittoP.m (KANDA,1916;
1927b) and L.
GOWANLOCH
and HAYES,1926), in L. neritoides (FRAENKEL,
littoralis (= obtusata) (BAELKMAN,
1955). There are further indications that the
upward movement of L. littoralis is halted by the occurrence of fucoid seaweeds,
among which they preferably settle (BARKMAN,
1955;).According t o KANDA( 1916),
downward movement in L. littorm is the result of strong solar illumination or
(1927b), however, never observed active downward crawling
desiccation. FRAENKEL
in L. neritoides. Under adverse conditions like desiccation or strong overhead
illumination the snails, after closing their shells, attach themselves firmly to the
substrate or drop down. According to BARKMAN
(1955), L. littoralis, upon fiiiding
itself too high in the tidal Zone, likewise attaches itself firmly or moves downward.
A marked reversal of negative geotaxis into positive geotaxis in L. littoralis
(= obtusata,) as the result of severe cold (below 2' C) was observed by JANSSEN
(1960).
An interesting interpretation of the complex phototactic-geotactical reactions of
immersed littorinids climbing a rock face with crevices has been presented by BOHN
(1904b, 1905) and BAENKEL
(1927b). Being geonegative, the snails crawl up the
rock. When they encounter a crevice, they crawl into i t more or less horizontally
as the result of nega.tive phototaxis, until they reach the far end of the crevice where,
being geonegative, they move upward to the ceiling. When a snail finds itself in an
upside-down position on the ceiling it becomes photopositive. Due to this reversal
of the sign of phototaxis the snail moves out again. A littorinid, therefore, will not
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Fig. 8-39: L i i d o n ' n a neritoides. Oriented movements are detennined by
negative. phototaxis while on the floor of container, by negative geotaxis while on the vertical wall and by positive phototaxis while
hanging on the ceiling in upside down position. (After FRAEWKEL,
1972b ; reproduced by per~nissionof Springer-Verlag, ßerlin.)

be trapped in an immersed rock crevice (Fig. 8-39). This process continues until the
snail encounters a crevice which is not immersed; here it will settle since, in air, its
reaction is photonegative even in an upside-down position.
I n his extensive ecological study on Littorina liltorea, NEWELL(195Sa, b) has
given an account of the widely different habitats in which these periwinkles occur
and the great variety of adaptive behavioural responses which cannot be adequately
explained in terms of simple taxes. I n feeding excursions, winkles settled on vertical
or sloping surfaces will as a rule first move downward, then horizontally and then
up again, to regain approximately their original position. Further, NEWELL
demonstrated t h a G f o r a period varying from a few hours to 10 days-snails collected from horizontal surfaces are, as a result of habituation, indifferent to gravitational Stimuli; this effect gradually diminishes when the snails are presentsd with
vertical surfaces.
There are some other intertidal molluscs living on rocky coasts, in which, as in
littorinids, adaptive responses to gravity hnve been demonstrated. The mobile
bivalve Lusaea rubra, which can crawl about as freely as a gastropod, normally lives
attached by temporary byssus threads, nestling in small crevices (e.g. empty shells
of the barnacle Chthatamus stellatus) in the upper tidal Zone. MORTON(1960)demonstrated that these bivalves, when removed from their site, exhibit primarily
negative geotaxis. At the same time, their negative photoklinotaxis eiiables them
t o find darker crevices or refuges in which, finally, lateral contact (thigmotaxis)
gives the bivalves an increasing precision in securing shelter against urave: actioii,
sunlight and desiccation.
The chiton Lepidochitm cinereus, on the other hand, when uilcovered during
low tide, is found on the underside of stones. If such a stone is overturned, the chitons
start moving downward: they aggregate again under tlie new lower surface of the
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stone. L. cinereus are very sensitive t o desiccation. I n laboratory experiments
EVANS
(1951) showed that the chitons exhibit strong positive geotaxis when in air;
but when in water they are indifferent to gravity. The effect of the positivegeotaxis
is reinforced by photokinesis, which induces faster movernent when illuminated.
1s gravity perception involved in the vertical migration of Littorina meritoides?
This question has been investigated by FRAENKEL
(1927b). When placed on ,z
horizontal rotating dish, the snails, being negatively geotactic, inove towards
the axis of rotation. Referring to KANDA
(1916)-who considered the gravitational
pull of the lieavy shell or the action of statocysts as releasers of upward crawling
-FRAENKEL
demonstrated that when an upward pull was exerted oii the shell of
an immersed individual (by affixing a piece of wax of very low specific gravity)
negative geotaxis persisted. This experiment indicates that the well-developsd
statocysts may be involved in gravity perception, as already suggested by KANDA
;
because of the small size of littorinids FRAENKEL
refrained from operating. I n the
freshwater snail Lym.naea stagnalis, GEUZE(1968) succeeded in rcmoving the
statocysts. While intact snails, when placed in air, move straight downward oii a
plane inclined by 30" or 15", and straight upward when immersed in oxygen-poor
water, operated individuals are disoriented. Unilateral removal of the statocyst
causes deviat,ion towards the intsct side when the snail is geopositive, and towards
the operated side when it is geonegative.
Several invertebrates without statocysts have been reported to respond t o gravity
on inclined or vertical substrates. OTTAWAY
and THOMAS
(1971) studied t h e intertidal anemone Actinia tenebrosa. Zonation a t midtide level is brought about by
negative geotaxis when A . tenebrosa are submerged for a prolonged period; positive
geotaxis can be induced by a period of prolonged emergence. It is suggested that the
differential muscle tensions due to gravity in air and under %Vatermight represent
the effective stimulus. Several pertinent studies have been conducted on echinoderins (cf. REESE,1966).The strong negative geotaxis of the long-spined sea urchin
Centrechinus (= Diadema) antillarum has been discussed by PARKER
(1922), who
suggested that the pull of the spines, with their relatively high specific gravity, may
be perceived a t their supports. According to WOLF(1926), the weight of the gut,
suspended by mesenteries, is perceived by asteroids and ophiuroids. He introduced
iron-filings into the gut and demonstrated that natural righting reactions can be
interfered with by means of a magnet. I n the holothurian Thyone briareus the
negative gravity response is supposed to be controlled by the seiisitivity of the body
wall to displacements (STIER,1933).
I n an extensive study KALMUS
(1929) demonstrated that the pull of the body on
the podia-when oii a vertical surfaceinduces Asterina gibbosa to move upward.
If an upward pull is exerted on A. gibbosa (by attaching a cork float by a thread to
its dorsal side) the echinoderm moves downward. On a horizontal plane a lateral
pull evokes locomotion in the opposite direction. These result,~
have been confirmed
by CROZIER(1935) in the Same species.
The twenties and thirties witnessed a debate on a theory advanced by CROZIER
and his associates concerning the orientation of animals, including some marine
invertebrates, on an inclined plane (Fig. 8-40). On a slanted surface, the angle (B) of
ascent or descent relative to a horizontal in that plane is related to the slope of the
plane (U).When the plane slopes steeply (over 70" relative to the horizontal), the
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Fig. 8-40: Asterina gibbosa. Oriented movements of test animal on slanted surface. nl:
line of progression a t angle 0 relative to the horizontal in the pla.ne, f : effective gravitationa.1 pull, n : lateral piill, a : inclination of the plano. (After CROZIER,1935;
modified; reproduced by permission of the Rockefeller University Press, New
York.)

anima,ls move a,long t h e steepest way ( 0 = about 90°), but when the plane is less
steep they tend t o move more horizontally. This 'geotactic orientation' (0) has been
expressed mathematically as a l~ga~rithrnic,
rectilinear or other function of sin or,
while the mechanism is seen a.s controlled by the differerice-due to the tilt-in
muscle tension ('muscle tension theory') of the limbs on either side of the body,
which should not exceed a certain critical value. For rneriile invertebrates such
behaviour has been demonstra.ted in the fiddler crah Uca pugnax (KR,OPPand
1935).
CROZIER,1925) a.nd in the sea-star Asterinu gibbosa (CROZIER,
J Ä G E R (1932) carried out a series of experiments with invertebmtes-including
some marine representatives, such as the polychaete A ~ e n i c o l nmarina, the turbellarian Otopla,nn sp. and the echinoderm Asterins rubens--arid critically surveyed
the problems encountered on an inclined surface. J Ä G E R found two types of
response : (i)Invertebrates which, a t any inclination of the surface, take the shortest
a,nd steepest way upward or downward; an example is Areniwla marina which Iias
statocysts and exhibits genuine positive geotactic orienta,tion. (ii) Invertebratss
which more or less obey the principle advanced by CROZIER;i.e., where the angle
of ascent increases or decreaies with the slope of tlie inclined pla,ne. An exarnple
of the second type is Asterias rubens, which shows little variation in clirection when
t h e slope is steep, but a great variety of locomotory directions on a. less steep slope,
indica,ting t h a t the sea.-stars do not respond geotactically a t all, but actua,lly tend
to move in any direction except t h a t along whic,h the la.tera1 pull or the amouiit of
rolling exceeds a certain value. I n other words, thc steeper the surface, tho less
freeclom the sea-star has to inove horizontally. CROZIER'S
principle is more accuiWately reflected by invertebrates whicll attenlpt to move as horizontall,~as possible
b u t are prevented from doing so due to increasing surface inclination.

An extreme type of orientation on an inclined surface has been reported by
HAMNER
and CO-authors(1968)for the nocturnal sandbeach isopod Tylos punctatus.
Like the sandhopper Talitrus sdtator the isopod moves up and down the beach; but
instead of using solar-compass orientation it appears to be sensitive to the inclination of the beach, responding t o slopes as small as 1". It is not known whether
gravity perception or geotaxis is involved.
(11) Sound and Vibration

Very little is known yet of the role played by sound and vibration in the orientation of marine invertebrates. Unlike visual cues, however, conditions for transmission of acoustic energy and other mechanical waves through water are better than
in air and may be utilized far more effectively for long-range detection of the source
of stimulation than light (PUMPHREY,1950; HORRIDGE,1966e; Chapter 8.3).
While in marine fishes (Chapter 8.2) and especially in odontocete cetaceans
(Chapter 8.3) information on sound perception is increasing rapidly, knowledge
regarding perception of acoustic energy by marine invertebrates is still fragmentary
and largely speculative. I n his review FRINGS
(1964) emphasized the technical
problems in marine acoustic research and stressed the present lack of uniform
terminology. While PUMPHREY
(1950) defines hearing as the reception of vibratory
stimuli of any nature, provided the source of stimulation is not in contact with the
body of the perceiving animal, VON BUDDENBROCK
(1952) maintains that hearing
comprises the functioning of a specialized hearing organ, which, as far as we know,
would confine this sensory ability largely to insects and vertebrates. According to
COHENand DIJKGRAAF
(1961),heariiig occurs only in animals which (i)are sensitive
to air-borne or water-borne sound and (ii) detect these stimuli with specialized
sound receptors. If the second condition is not fulfdled, these authors speak of
sound reception, whereas perception of sound or vibrations transinitted through a
solid substrate (e.g. vibrations caused by tapping an aquarium wall) is called
vibration reception. Since so little is known yet of the mechanism of sound or
vibration sensitivity in marine invertebrates, FRINGS
and F'RINGS (1967) suggested
that the term phonoreception be used for reception of sound irrespective of the
nature of the stimulation a.nd regardless of the medium through which it is
transmitted.
Although at one time the otocyst (= statocyst) was supposed to act as an auditory
organ in crushceans (HENSEN,1863), no evidence is so far available for the existence
of specialized phonoreceptors in marine invertebrates. From observations by
PRENTISS
(1901) in crustaceans (Pal-aemonetes vulgaris) i t appeared that the
perception of water-borne vibrations is most likely mediated through tactile
receptors, while COHENand CO-authors(1953)and COHEN(1955,1960)demonstrated
in Panulirus interruptus and Homarus americanus, by means of action-potential
recordings, that the statocyst nerve does not respond to water-borne or air-borne
pressure uraves but only t o vibra.tions conducted through the solid substrate. The
1a.tter stimulus appears to be received by the same receptors (threa,d hairs) which
respond to accelerations, but apparently with a different input pattern.
Even Octopus vulgaris, which has well-developed statocysts (YOUNG,1960),
did not respond-in training experiments-to hydrodynamic sound waves (HUB-
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BARD,1960; DIJKGRAAF,1963b); but it appeared to be sensitive to very lowfrequency vibrations when the side of the aquarium was jarred (WELLS,1966).
I n DIJKGRAAF'Sexperiments, however, Sepia oflcinalis responded to strong
underwater sounds of 180 Hz.
While the existence of hearing in the commonly accepted usage of the term has
hitherto been doubted in marine invertebrates, responsiveness to solid-borne or
water-borne vibrations has frequently been reported. I n field observations PRENTISS
(1901) showed that a variety of air-borne sounds did not affect the feeding behaviour
of fiddler crabs Uca pugilator but, on the ground being struck with a heavy stone,
all crabs within a radius of 4 m appeared startled. Apart from waving displays and
sound production, observed in their natural courtship behaviour, several fiddler
crabs of the genus Uca have been found to produce signals via solid-borne vibrations
by rapping on the ground with their cheliped or by vibratory movements of their
and STOUT,1962 ;
ambulatory legs (CRANE,1943 ; VON HAGEN,1961, 1962 ; SALMON
SALMON,1965, 1967; SALMON
and ATSAIDES,1968; WALKER,1972; SALMON
and
HORCH,1973). This behaviour, characteristic of many burrow-inhabiting semiterrestrial crabs, is not restricted to fiddler crabs. It has also been reported for other
ocypodid crabs like Dotilla sp. and Ocypode quudrata, in grapsid crabs like Sesarma
curacaoensis and S . rectum (VON HAGEN,1967b), and in the almost terrestrial crab
Gecarcinus lateralis (KLAASZEN,
1973). The male of S . rectum has been Seen rapping
its own cheliped-laid down on the substrate as an anvil-with the other cheliped,
acting as a hammer (VON HAGEN,196710).Gecarcinus laleralis, which has specialized
stridulatory Organs, has been observed inducing vibrations in the substrate, by
pressing its body to the ground during stridulation (KLAASZEN,
1973).
I n experiments with Ucapugilator the results of sound play backs-recorded with
a microphone sensitive to substrate vibrations and relatively insensitive to airborne sounds-have shown that conspecific males, as well as females, respond to
and ATSAIDES,1969).
these signals (SALMON,
1965; SALMON
Most experiments carried out with fiddler crabs strongly suggest that the
acoustic energy transmitted through the substrate is the primary stimulus in
sound reception. I n some fiddler crabs, however, such as Uca rapaz, U . mordax and
U . pugnax, the sound-producing mechanism, operating through vibratory movements of the ambulatories rather than by rapping the chelipeds against the substrate, suggests that the air-borne component of the acoustic energy may be of
importance in sound reception, but no experimental evidence is available yet
(SALMON,
1967). Only in the ghost crabs Ocypode ceratophthalmus and 0. q d r a t a
has the perception of air-borne sounds, in the order of 1 to 2 kHz, been demonstrated neurophysiologically (HORCH,
1971) . These crabs are sensitive to substrate
vibrations as well. The sensitivity to high-frequency substrate vibrations and airborne sounds has been localized in the myochordotonal organ (Barth's organ) in the
merus of each walking leg. According to HORCH'S
hypothesis, hearing in Ocypode
species involves the induction of vibrations in the exoskeleton of the merus and
the transmission of these vibrations to Barth's organ; this implies that the crabs
cannot distinguish sounds from substrate vibration.
I n the field, females of Uca pugilator have been observed to orient and move
towards rapping males a t night from distances of up to 25 Cm, but nothing is known
about the orientation mechanism involved (SALMON
and ATSAIDES,
1969). Discuss-
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ing vibration sensitivity in Ocypode ceratophthalmus, HORCH(197 1)-ai~d in Um
m i m , SALMON
and HORCH(1973)-speculated on how the sensory system might
enable female crabs to localize sound-producing males. Theoretically, differential
arrival times a t different legs of sound pulses caused bg rapping on the one hand,
and phasic comparison of more prolonged vibratory Sounds on the other hand, may
provide adequate clues. Detailed information on acoustic behaviour in semi-terrest,rial crabs has been presented by SALMON
and HORCH(1972).
Sensitivity to substrate vibration has also been reported to be operative in the
symbiotic relationship between the commensal polychaete Nereis fucata and the
hermit crab Eupagurus bernharclus (GILPIN-BROWN,
1969). When a hernlit crab
was introduced in a finger bowl containing young N. fucata,the worms protruded
from their tubes about two-thirds of their body length and made searching movements. These specific sweeping responses have beeil found to be init'iated by vibrations in the substrate caused by the host's shell when i t is dragged along the sandy
substrate. Similar responses could be evoked when an empty shell was made to
bounce gently on the bottom. These results have been confirmed by GOERKE(1971)
in adult N. fucata.
A striking adaptive response to vibrations transmitted through the substrate
has been described in the tidal migration of different beach clams of the genus
Dcrnax (MORI,1938, 1950 in: TURNERand BELDINC-,1957 ; LOESCH,1957 ; WADE,
1967 ; ANSELLand TREVALLION,
1969; TIFFANY,1971). These clams live in the sand
of the water-saturated part of the wash Zone of beaches and move u p and down the
beach with the tidal shift of the saturated Zone by surf transport; this is made
possible by the strong mobility of their siphons and foot. When, with the rising tide,
the environment becomes too wet, they react to the acoustic shock of the breakers
by jumping up in advance of the uprushing water and, after being transported,
dig in-within a few seconds-at a higher level of t,he beach. The clams can be made
to jump if the observer generates shocks with his foot (TURNERand BELDINQ,
1957) or by running a jeep about 20 m from the population (LOESCH,1957). When
the Zone in which the beach clams burrow becomes unsaturated during the receding
tide, they no longer respond to the acoustic shock and finally emerge t o be carried
bg bacliwash to the saturated areas again. TIFFANY(1971) believes that clanzs in
unsaturated sand fail to react to the acoustic shock of breakers, because interstitial
water is a,bsent and hence cannot carry the shock waves t o the clams. In Donax
gouldii, which apprently maintains a preferred position on the beach through the
tides, no such jumping response t o the breakers has been observed (IRWIN,
1973).
Apart from these a,daptive responses t o solid-borne vibrations, fright reactions
of aquatic invertebrates are well known, for instaiice, when the aquarium wall is
tapped.
On the basis of experiments and an extensive literature study FRINGS
(1964)
and FRINGS
and FRINQS
(1967) attempted to analyse the possible sensory bases of
underwater sound receptions in which tactile Stimuli, pressure changes, microcurrents or gross movements of the medium may bc involved. They paid much
a,ttention to the possibls role of innerva~tedprojections of the body wall such as
cilia, setae, bristles and hairs, or appendages with associated proprioceptors and
other mechanoreceptors, which may a.11 be potential phonoreceptors. Detailecl
analyses of the functional significailce of proprioceptors in crusta,cean lirnbs for
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detecting solid-borne disturba.nces have been presented by RVRKE(1951) for
Carcinus maenas and by ALEXANDER
(1970) for Ligia ocea.nica.
I n recent years, some evidence has been obtained for the existente of orientatioii
to acoustic stimuli in marine invertebrates. HORRIDGE
(1966e)listed some examples
of adaptive responses and pointed out the possible sensory mcchanism involved:
tiny non-motile cilia sprouting from sensory cells iii the body wall. I n some cases,
phonoreception seems to be involved in avoiding adverse disturbances of the \Vater
surface. The ctenophore Pleurobrachiu pileus, for instance, conimoiily swims
upward, but when the water surface is disturbed it responds by turiling over and
swimming downward. Tlie first sign of the response is n contraction of the two lonp
tentacles. This contraction ca.n also be induced in either of the tentacles separate13
by means of a vibrating needle-attached to a loiid-speaker diaphragm -brought
close t o it. Presumably the non-motile cilia described by early workers are involve<l
in the perception. HORRIDGE
postulates that the statocyst cannot be very effective
as a vibration receptor.
A comparable avoidance of siirface ripples has beeil dernonstrated in the hydromedusa Eutonia indicans; it can likewise be elicitod by a vibrating needle. The
medusae turn over iil a direction away from the stimulus.
I n other cases the vibration sense is used for locating prey. JOSEPHSON
(1961)
demonstrated that polyps of the hydroid Syncoryne mirabilis bend rapidly towards
a nearby vibrating object. The response threshold justifies the assumption that a
small copepod moving a few millimetres from the polyp creates sufficient disturbance to evoke the reaction. The ctenophore Leucolhea multicornis locates its prey
acoustically. If, for instance, a copepod swims in its immediate vicinity, L. n ~ u l t i cornis shoots out finger-like organs towards the prey. The effective sense organs
have been identified as non-motile cilia responding t o vibrations of 10 cycles
sec-' (HORRIDGE,
19668).
Comparable studies have been carried out on acoustic prey detection in the
benthic chaetognath Spadella cephaloptera (HORRIDGE,1966e; HORRIDGEand
BOULTON,
1967). When the tip of a wire is vibrated within a distance of 1 to 3 mm
from a hungry specimen, it performs an oriented attack. The attack only takes
place when the vibration of the wire tip has a certain amplitude (10&500 p ) and
a frequency ranging between 9 and 20 Hz, with maximal responsiveness a t about
12 Hz. Other vibrations and disturbances of the surrounding water have no effect
or induce an escape response. This narrow range of effective frequencies provoking
an attack in S. cephaloptera led NEWBURY
(1972) to suppose that the chaetognath
selects specific copepods by the vibration rates which their appendages producc:
during filter feeding and swimming. Hence S. cephaloptera would be specialized
on Calanusfinrnarchicus, whose vibration rate is estimated a t 10 Hz (up to 20 Hz).
Attempts to elicit attacks in the planktonic chaetognath Sagitta elegans in similar
experiments have not been successf~il(FRASER,1969).
There are strong indications that the receptors for minor disturbances (small
movements rather than pressure changes) in Spadella cephaloptera consist of fanshaped groups of stiff, non-motile cilia borne by sensory nerve cells arranged around
the body's margin, alternating with tufts of setae which presiimably have no
receptor function (HORRIDGE,1966e; HORRIDGEand BOULTON,
1967). The fanshaped tufts of cilia are oriented in various directions in different parts of the chaeto-

gnath, and as stimulation of a single cilia group does not evoke feeding responses, tlie
integrated action of several groups is believed t o be essential for the specific oriented
response.
For the lobster Homarus americanus, LAVERACK
(196213) has described comparable fan-shaped and variously oriented structures, distributed over the anterior
part of the body, which likewise may provide information concerning the location
of disturbances. These hair-fan organs are presumed to detect disturbances since
they adapt rapidly to steady water currents (see also p. 599), bitt show a continuous
discharge of pulses when the water nearby is agitated.
Although it may be concluded that orientation to acoustic stimuli is part of the
sensory equipment of marine invertebrates, the exainples mentioned here relate to
cases in which disturbances are detected from close by. Tlie detection of sounds a t
somewhat longer ra.nges and the orientation t o these stimuli are still tewa incognita.
A great variety of underwater sounds, produced by marine invertebrates, is
known (FISH,
1964). A number of decapod crustaceans even appear to have specialized structures (stridulation organs) to produce specific sounds ; this suggests that
these sounds may have some ecological significance (for references consult FRINQS,
1964 and FRINGS
and FRINas, 1967). However, indications that these specific
noises are actually perceived by conspecifics are still rare. Intraspecific respoilses
to stridulation have been observed in the spiny lobster Panulirus interruptzrs, but
only when the stridulating and the responding individuals are within a range of
60 cm (LINDBERG,
19%). On olle occasion, intraspecific responses to stridulation
were also observed in Palinurus wulgaris; but the possibility of tactile perception
of the vibrations could not be ruled out (DIJKGRAAP,
1955a). Evidence that crabs
respond 'phonotactically', since they can be lured by underwater sounds in the
range of 700 t o 900 Hz, has been claimed by Krnr and YANQ(1970). A technique
which may be rewarding in investigating sound perception by c r u s t a m is
~ that
of conditioning the heart rate, by a.pplyiug, for instance sound combined with an
unconditional stimulus such as AC current. Using this technique, OFFUTT(1970)
demonstrated sensitivity t o wahr-borne sound in Homarus amRricanus with lowest
threshold for pressure (about -13 dB) a t 37.5 Hz and for particle velocity (about
19 dB) a t 75 Hz.

(12) Electrical and Magnetic Fields
(a) Electrical Fields

I n the marine environment weak electrical fields are generated by flowing w a h r
masses which, as conductors, move in the earth's magnetic field. No attempts t o
establish whether these weak electrical fields are possibly utilized by marine invertebrates in orientation to ocean currents-as recently suggested in regard to the
orientation of pelagic fishes (Chapter 8 . 2 F h a v e come to the reviewer's attention.
Responses to stronger electrical fields, however, have engaged several early
workers. An extensive review on 'galvanotropism' of unicellular organisms, invertebrates, fishes and amphibians has been presented by ROSE(1929). Animals rnay be
directed either to the cathode or the anode, or exhibit transverse orientation.
Although the strong electrical fields employed in these experiments have no
immediate relevance to the conditions prevailing in oceans and coastal waters, i t
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is evident that the locomotory system is affected in some way. The receptive physiological mechanism involved is still unknown.
Possible application of electrical fields in shrimp fisheries has been investigated
by HIGMAN(1956). I n an experimental tank, the best results with pink shrimp
Penaeus duorarum were obtained with a current density of 23 milliamps DC ~ m - ~ ,
a pulse rate of about 6 sec-' and a current onloff ratio of 1 :2. The shrimp moved
t o the anode either head foremost propelled by their swimmerettes or rapidly backward by contractions of their telson. HICMANconsidered the amount of power
required for this type of electro-fishing too large for practical use in commercial
shrimp fisheries. Substantial improvement of catchea by meam of electrified &hing
gear appears to result mainiy from hopping responaes of the shrimp ahead of the
oncoming net (KESSLER,1965; KLIMA, 1968). Commercial fishing of Penaeus
dwvrarum and P. aztecz~s,which f ~ r a g ea t night and burrow during daylight, is
normally restricted to night trawling; daytime application of an electro-shrimp
trawl yields results similar to night-time non-electric catches (PEASEand SEIDEL,
1967).
When Penaeus duorarum face the negative electrode, the threshold volta,ges for
hopping are twice as high as when they face the positive electrode (KESSLER,1965).
H e also demonstrated that threshold voltages depend on the size of the shrimp, i.e.
larger shrimp respond t o lower voltages than smaller shrimp. This feature may be
essential for improvement of the ratio commercial-sizedlunder-sized shrimp in
catches. I n experimental Crangm crangm beam-trawl fishing, electrified gear
yielded 116% more commercia,l-sized shrimp and 81% more under-sized shrimp
(BOONSTRA
a ~ i dDE GROOT,1974). Attempts to apply electro-fishing have also been
reported for Nephrqs norvegicus (STEWART,1972) and krill Euphatcsia superba
(STASENKO,
1967 ; PETUSHKO,
1969). Since the conditions created by these artificial
electrical fields do not occur in the marine environment, this discussion must remain
restricted t o the few examples provided.

(b) Magnetic Fields
Recent attempts to establish and analyse effects on orientation of electromagnetic forces in the order of magnitude which invertebrates actually encounter
in their natural environment deserve more attention than hitherto received. Apart
from a large number of well-esta,blished cases of orientation to generally accepted
stimuli such as light, gravity and organic substances, which. are perceived by
recognizable receptor areas, invertebrates are apparently also able to perceive and
to use such subtle stimuli aa the earth's magnetic field, electrostatic fields and
gamma radiation (Volume I , Chapter 11) for identifying geographical directions.
They appear to be sensitive to geophysical cycles as well.
I n an extensive sories of publications (only a few are mentioned here) BROWN
and
his colleagues, working with species of Paramecium, Volvos, Drosophila and especially with the freshwater planarian Dugesia dorotocephala and the marine gastropod
Nassarius obsoletus, developed a complex picture of these effects, which-.wit.h particular reference t o N. obsoletus-will be briefly summarized below. More detailed
inforrnation is found in the reviews by BARNWELL
and BROWN(1964) and BROWN
(1971); for some interesting comments LAVERACK
(1968, p. 315) shoiild be confZlllt&?d.
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Fig. 8-41 : Nassarius obsoletus. Orientation apparatus viewed from above.
Snails arr allowed to emerge from an aluminiurn 'corral' and orientation
is quantilied by means of a broadly calibrated arc. (After B a o m and COauthors, 1960a ; modified ; reproduced by permission of Bwbgical
BdEelin.)

In a basically simple devicc (Fig. 8-41) Nassarius obsoletus were allowed t o leave
an aluminium 'corral' through a narrow corridor (BROWNand CO-authors,1960a).
The spontaneous orientatioil responses-in symmetrical illumination-upon emergence from the comdor were quantified by means of a broadly calibrated arc. The
enperiments were carried out either in the natural magnetic field (0.17 Gauss) or in
an imposed magnetic field varying from 0.04 to 10.0 Gauss. Although there may be
some doubt as t o the precision of the measurements of the snails' pathways relative
to the small total effects (BROWN,1971, p. 241), there appear t o be grounds for
concluding that the snails are sensitive to the geographical direction in whicii the
experimental apparatus is placed (BROWN
and CO-authors,1964b).
Further experiments demonstrated that differing imposed magnetic fields, either
parallel or transverse to the natural field, produced different deviations from the
mean pathway. To determine the optimum effective strength of the magnetic field
in inducing these deviations, a series of S strengths (0.04, 0.1, 0.2, 0.4, 0.8, 2.0, 4.0,
and CO-authors,1964a). Remarkably, the
and 10.0 Gauss) was presented (BROWN
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strength of 0-2 Gauss, which is closest to the natural magnetic field strength
(0-17 Gauss), appeared t o be the most effective. The orientational responses of the
mud snails apparently also fluctuated with the diurnal cycle (BROWNand coauthors, 1960b), the lunar cycle (BROWN
and WEBB,1960), and the seasons (WEBB
and BROWN,1962).
Weak electrostatic fields and gamma radiation, of the order of strength occurring
in the natural environment, have been shown to affect orientation in the planarian
Dugesia dorotocephala (BROWN,1971). Orientational responses to electrostatic
fields and t o gamma radiation appeared to be influenced by the geographic orientation of the experimental apparatus, i.e. its orientation with respect to the earth's
magnetic field. Also, the influence of the electrostatic field seemed to vary with
the time of day, while the effect of gamma radiation was apparantly dependent on
the phasa of the moon and the time of year. Pinally, the strength of the various fields
imposed also appeared to effect deviations from the mean paths in planarians and
mud snails, and in some cases even to bring about reversals (BROMST,
1971).
We are still a long way from understanding adequately the nature and the
ecological significance of these electromagnetic effects on invertebrate orientation.
The multiplicity, and apparent interdependence, of the variables involved underScore the need for caution in interpreting the results of future work in this field of
research.
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8.2 FISHES

(1) Introduction
(a) General Aspects

Fishes orient in space and time. This subchapter is concerned with spatial
orientation; orientation in time (temporal orientahion) is covered in Chapter 9. I n
fishes, long-distance orientation, e.g. long-range migration, seems to require more
complex mechanisms than short-distance orientation. Hence long-distance orientation is of major concern to the ecologist and ethologist. However, current ltnowledge on long-distance orientation is scarce. In this subchapter it is necessary,
therefore, to allocate much attention to experiments and observations on short-range
movements. The restricted amount of information available on spatial orientation
in marine fishes requires, furthermore, inclusion of knowledge on freshwater fishes.
The difficulties to investigate mechanisms of orientation in marine fishes are
formidable With a few exceptions, proper recording of fish migration in oceans and
coastal waters has been practically impossible. Thc primary method of gaining
information has been conventional tagging of fishes. But this method yields, in
essence, only indirect eviclence. Moreover, tagging experiments have been mostly
restricted to commercially valuable fish species, and hence to shore areas.
While tagging has its methodological shortcomings, both number and extent
of the tagging studies conducted are considerable. Far more informa.tion is available
on tagging of fishes than on tagging of birds. A substantial number of fish-tagging
operations have contributed to our present knowledge on the orientation mechanism
involved. I n addition, large-scale investigations on the ecology and distribution
of adult and, especially, juvenile commercial fishes has yielded a wealth of data on
migratory activities and possible orientation cues. For this reason, the last section
of this chapter is devoted to reviewing, assessing and interpreting the results
obtained from such investigations.
L a b o r a t o r ~experiments on orientation of marine fishes are difficult. Most oceanic
fishes cannot yet be cultivated (Volume 111: KINNE,in press, a, b). I n fact, it is
difficult t o imagine that fishes such as the herring Clupea h r e n g u s will ever lend
themselves t o laboratory experiments on orientation. How could we provide adequate laboratory conditions for deep-sea fishes, which are of particular interest to
the student of orientation mechanisms? No doubt, laboratory experiments on
orientation of marine fishes will remain restricted to a small number of species.
The Same is true of a new method of field experiments on fish orientation : telemetric
tracking. While this technique Opens up nen possibilities for research on orientation

mechanisms, it requires the capture or cultivation of fishes exhibiting normal
vitality. It confines the experiments to individuals of a suitable size, usually
excluding small juvenile Stages, and does not always allow control or manipulation
of important environmental factors.
(b) Prerequisites for Orientation and Migration

Fishes require a stimulus not only for the directional control of their movement,
but also for initiation and continuation of movement. The stirnulus which initiates
migration, the so-called releasing factor (Chapter 8.0), is provided by endogenous
and/or exogenous conditions. For example, the drive to feed, which is endogenously
released, causes the fish to move in order to find food; the resulting locomotory
activity becomes oriented via a directional stimulus. A certain maturity stage of the
gonads acts as internal releaser for the onset of the spawning migration which, in
turn, needs another stimulus in order to direct the fish to the spawning site. High
irradiance as external releaser may stimulate the fish to move downward, with
directional cues provided by the vertical irradiance gradient and gravity. Seasonal
migration may be initiated by the onset of winter (reduced temperatures and/or
daylengths). Reduced temperatures may stimulate the fish to leave shallow areas
and t o migrate to warmer deep waters. Temperature gradients provide also directional cues, as do gradients in salinity and hydrostatic pressure. I n fact, all environmental factors which act as releasing stimuli can also be used by fishes as directional
stimuli for short- and long-range orientation.
I n many cases, several releasing factors may act in concert. This is especially
true for initial spawning-place migrations. When a certain temperature is reached,
the herring Clupea harengus begins to migrate toward its spawning area. Important
prerequisites for such migration are, in addition t o the external releaser temperature, developmental characteristics such as the state of pituitary gland and of
gonads. Similarly, the eel Anguilla anguilla begins its migration towards the
Sargasso Sea in the autumn, when the temperature falls to about 14" C. But only
ripe individuals-the so-caJled silver eels with advanced gonadotropic pituitary
cells, silvery pigmentation, long pectoral fins and enlarged eyes-are seen to move
seaward. Releasing of orientational responses may be induced by temperature; it
is a function of growth stage and body size. On the other hand, even ontogenetic
condition does not act as releasing factor a t temperatures below about 6" C (TESCH.
1972, 1974).At 14" C eels may not start to migrate until their body has attained the
migratory stage. This might be the case later and a t still lower temperatures. However, if the temperature drops t o 6' C, the eel interrupts its migration for the whole
winter .
I n addition to the releasing factors which initiate migration, other releasers are
effective during migration. Knowledge 011 the effectiveness of such mid-migration
factors is essential for planning and interpretation of orientation experiments.
Othemise directional swimming activities could easily be misinterpreted. An example is provided by young Pacific salmon (smolts of Oncorhynchus nerka) which
leave their native lake system, a chain of lakes with different directions in their
longitudinal extension (GROOT,1965). The sinolts pursiie a preference direction in
accordance with the main geographical direction of each individual lake ;this helps t o
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Cross the lake t o its outlet. If the next lake is entered, with a longitudinal direction
different from that of the preceding lake, the smolts change their direction in
accordance with the new longitudinal lake extension. Obviously, this change must
be initiated by areleasing factor. The prevailing swimming direction changes as the
season proceeds and with increasing age of the fish. Hence the release to change
the fish's compass Course seems t o be endogenous. Usually, more than one successive
releasing stimulation is necessary.
Apparently, similar conditions prevail in regard to the spawning migration of the
eel Anguilla anyuilla through North Sea and Atlantic Ocean. To reach the northern
opening of the North Sea, eels from the German Bight must swim northwest
(TESCH,1972, 1974a); to reach their spawning areas in the Sargasso Sea from the
North Atlantic Ocean they must turn southwest. The releasing factor for this cha.nge
in direction is unknown. It might be endogenous, depending on the developmental
stage; but it cou1.d also be an exogenous releaser, based on changing hydrographical
conditions, e.g. increasing light penetration and greater water depth.
I n order to analyze the release as mell as directional changes of migrations,
deportation and homing experiments have often been carried out. The stress
suffered from transplantation (deportation from the home area to a foreign environment) appears to release activities which ultimately result in the return to the home
area. Homing of deported fishes depends far less on natural releasing factors than
normal migration and is not as restricted to brief developmental stages or difficult
to define environmental conditions. Homing migrations are possible through most
months of t h e year.
(2) Light
(a) Constitutiorial Capacities and Environmental Conditions
Punctional and structural responses of aquatic organisms to light have been
reviewed in Volume I, Chapter 2 Even pure wrater attenuates radiant energy to a
considerable degree, more a t higher, less a t shorter uravelengths (Volume I : JERLOV,
1970). Hence, the deeper fishes live in the water column, the more the spectral
sensitivity of their eye changes towards shorter wavelengths (Volume I : BLAXTER,
1970, p. 222; MUNZ,1971). Through the clearest oceanic waters, sunlight of 105
pFJJ cm-2 penetrates only into depths of about 1000 m resulting in a local irradiance
of only 10-9 LW ~ m - in
~ ;comparatively clear coastal waters this penetration
intensity is found in 200 m (CLARKEand DENTON,1962). Sea areas with higher
trophic levels, especially lagoons and estuarine waters, have much higher attenuations. Turbid waters are less penetrable to shorter wavelengths. For these reasons
the suitability of visual Organs for orientat.ion is limited in waters of high turbidity
(Volume I, Chapter 6).
The quantitative and qualitative clifferences of light in waters inliabited by
different species may cause adaptive specialization, i.e. genetic adjustments to
prevailing light conditions (KOBAYASHI,
1962) I n numerous species, different
ontogenetic stages exhibit different spectral sensitivities of their eye. Examples
are the stationary and migratory stages of the eel Anguilla anguilla which live in
quite difforent environments (CARLISLE
and DENTON,1959), and of the salmon
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Diameter of window

Fig. 8-42: Fish-eye perspective of water surface and 'visual window'. (a) Water
surface and visual window as seen from below. (b) Sideview. Light rays
striking the surface within the window are refracted to the eyes of the fish.
Within an angle of 97.6" the fkh Sees out into an asrial hemisphere; but
outside this angle it sees objects on the bottom, reflected a t a silvery surface.
In order to obtain a clear picture, the surface must be completely calrn. (After
WALLS,1963 ; modified; reproduced by permission of Cranbrook Institute
of Science.)

spaming-migration phase (BEATTY,
1966 ; for ontogenetic development of retinal
pigment consult BRIDGESand Y o s ~ m a n f 1970).
~,
I n the guppy Poecilia reticulata,
the ability to perceive colours depends on lunar periodicity (LANG,1969, 1970).
Conceivably, lunar periodicity may also affect the migratory behaviour of the eel
Anguilla anguilla (TESCH,1973).
Apart from the narrow optical range, light refraction above the surface causes
further difficulties. An eye underwater perceives celestial and coastal objects under
a different angle (Fig. 8-42 and Volume I : JERLOV,1970). If the sun is in the zenith
the appa-rentangle is 90°, the Same as from a point in the air. But if the sun is a.t the
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horizon, the apparent angle of altitude perceived underwater is not 0" but 41.5".
When the sun's position is a t a true angle of 20°, underwaterit shines a t analtitude
of 45-5", not very different from tlie actual horizontal position. The relationship is
more favourable if the sun's true altitude is 60" ; it then seems to shine underwater
1925). Except when the sun is in the zenith, it always appears
a t 68" (ANOSTRÖM,
a t a higher elevation underwater than above the water. From this, it follows that
near an underwater altitude of 41.5" all objects appear considerably compressed
and in particular coastal objects near the horizon are distorted. It is still an Open
question whether the acuity (Volume I : BLAXTER,1970, P. 672) of the fish eye
can discriminate shore-line characteristics and use them as orientation cues. JAHN
(1969) took some underwater pictures near the bank of a lake. He writes (p. 1258):
'No land features were visible on underwater pictures taken from depths of
0.5, 1-0 and 2.0 m. . . . Clouds were visible on several of these pictures. Tops of
trees were distinguishable on a few pictures taken from depths of 1.0 and 2.0 m
20-80 m from shore. Clouds and trees were visible only on pictures taken when

the lake surface was very calm.'
With respect t o shape discrimination, the fish eye's abilities are also restricted
1970 ; INOLE,
197 1 ) . I n addition, an increasing
(HERTER,1953 ; Volume I : BLAXTER,
reflection of light, which amounts to 35% a t an altitude of 10" and to 100% a t 0°,
diminishes the visibility of objects above the water surface.
This not only limits measurements of altitude but also of the azimuth. The
perception of the azimuth becomes even more difficult as the fish swims deeper
1970). Underwater, the apparent direction of the sun moves
(Volume I : BLAXTER,
towards the zenith with increasing water depth. Hence, the apparent altitude of the
sun increases as the fish enters greater depths, and simultaneously, the amount of
information obtainable from irradiance distribution decreases. I n addition, the
radiance distribution depends on the optical properties of the water. The radiance
distribution in the Sargasso Sea and in the Baltic Sea is illustrated in Fig. 2-4 of
Volume I . Theoretically, information on altitude and azimuth of the sun can no
longer be obtained in 400 m depth in the Sargasso Sea and in 100 m in the Baltic Sea.
Since the accuracy of angle discrimination in fishes may be 10" or less, the actual
limiting depth might be far less: in the Sargasso Sea below 200 m, and in the
Baltic Sea below 50 m.
As just mentioned, even in smaller depths wave action reduces the capacity for
directional discrimination of the sun. I n the North Atlantic and North Pacific
Oceans storms are quite common (not to speak of long periods of overcast skies
in these regions: p. 701). However, fishes such as the eel Anguilla anguilla and
salmonids are known to conduct long-range migrations in these oceans. Indeed,
the difficulties of exact location of the sun and other celestial bodies, as well as of
landmarks, are enormous and there is no reason to assume marine fishes could make
much use of them as orientation cues. GROOT'S(1965) assumption that polarized
light may be of importance for spatial orientation of fishes has been supported
and CO-authors,1972 ; WATERBTAN
by experimental evidence (DLLL,197 1 ; FORWARD
1972). The surface-living teleost Zenarchopterus dispar exhibits
and FORWARD,
menotactic azimuth preference under experimental conditions and responses to
natural polarized light may be involved also in normal direction finding. Whether
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polarized underwater light or other light sources could be of ecological significance
to 2. dispar is still uncertain. It should be taken into consideration that the
degree of polarization in horizontal lines of sight is maximal near the surface and
&9O0 from the bearing of the sun. All factors which decrease the directionality
of underwater light also decrease the percentage of polarization. Consequently,
the proportion of polarized underwater light diminishes as a function of cloudiness
of the sky, turbidity of the water, depth and, t o some extent, also wavelength of
greatest penetration (WATERMAN,
1959).
I n addition to qualitative aspects, quantitative capacities of light perception are
of importance. I n Volume I, Tables 2-17 and 2-18, and Fig. 2-31 provide a measure
of the brightness increment discernible by fishes. The most insensitive fishes are the
dogfish Mustelus manazo, Trachurus japonicus and the loach Misgurnw anguillicaudatw. More sensitive are the cod Gadus morhwl, the coalfish Pollachius wirens
and, especially, t,he capelin Mallotus villosus. The table reveals also that one of the
best known migratory fish, the eel Anguilla anguilla, is rather insensitive t o underwater light. But the values presented might have been obtained from non-migratory
stages. Additional evidence of the limited optical efficiency of the eel was provided
by investigations on its ability t o perceive moving objects. Comparing Salmo
gairdnerii, a t h u m i d fish and Anguilla sp. (modified flicker-ERG), the highest
values a t a given temperature and irradiance were exhibited by trout, the lowest
values by eel (YONEZAWA
and TAMURA,1971). A further criterion for optical
abilities is the size of the nucleus of the nervus oculon~otorius(KIRSCHE,1966).
Here again, the eel exhibits one of the lowest values, comparable to that of other
bottom fishes like the burbot Lota lota ; the highest values wore shown again by the
rainbow trout Salmo gairdnerii and by the piscivorous freshwater fishes such as Esox
lucius, Lucioperca Eucioperca and Perca$uvZatilis.
A comparison of the total sense a.rea of retina and olfactory organ in different
fishes is provided in Fig. 8-43. This illustration underliiles theiniportance of thesense
of vision for migratory or semi-migratory fishes like Salmo irideus and Casterosteus
aculeatus. On the other hand, the small extension of the retinal area of the tnigratory
Anguilla anyuilla and Lota Eota is remarkable. The different optical abilities of
fishes regarded as migratory indicates that vision might not be used for orientation
in long-range migrations, but for short-distance inovements involving, for example,
search for food, avoida,nce of obst,acles or social contact.
Are fishes assisted by other photosensitive Organs in directional orientation
towards light? With the exception of larvae of lamprey and of eyeless fishes, the
photosensitivity of the pineal organ is of restricted importance. Experiments with
blinded and with pinealectomized goldfishes Carmsius auratus showed that phototactic responses depend only in part upon the presence of the pineal organ. I n any
case, photic information received by the pineal cannot be translated into a directional response (PENWICK,
1970). Also from other investigations, especially on
migratory salmonids (HOAR, 1955; HAFEEZand QUAY,1970), photosensitive
control of the pineal is known but other light-sensitive parts of the fish body are
even less competent for spatial orientation. However, upon light exposure the
migratory eel Anguilla anguilla exhibits phobic reactions not only when the pineal
region is stimulated but also when the anal part of its body is illuminated (MOTTE,
1963, 1964; see also Volume I : BLAXTER,
1970, pp. 21 7-21 8).
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Fig. 8-43: Total sense areas of retina. (hatched) and olfactory mucosa (white) in various fishes.
1955; modified; reproduced by permission of Springer-Verlag, Heidel(After TEICHMANN,
berg. )

(b) Vertical Migration

Vertical rnovements of shore and deep-sea fishes have been discussed exteilsively
in Volume I (BLAXTER,
1970). Nearly all marine animals perform vertical migrntions, mainly correlated with the diurnal light cycle or with seasonal temperature
changes. Para.lle1 changes between irradiance and resident depth of deep-sea,fishes
were observed by CLARKEand B A C K U
(1964),
~
CLARKE(1966), and BODEN
and
KAMPA(1967). Light-dependent vertical movements of clupeids follow a preferendum or are triggered by sudden changes in irradiance. These in silu observations
have been supported by field experiments employing artificial light (BLAXTER
and
CURRIE, 1967). Aquaria experiments with freshwater fishes provided evidence that
light, not pressure, acts as orienting stimulus for vertical movements (GIRSA, 1971).
However, pressure perception may stop the downward movement during vertical
m.igration over several hundred metres. I n greater depths, differences in irradiance
are no longer perceived, and herzce pressure effects may override light effects.
Pressure effects receive detailed attention on p. 676. The integratiilg mechanism
effective during vertical migration-coinprising visual, pressure and gravitational
inputs-is considered oll p. 688.
As in invertebrates (Volume I : SEGAL,
1970),light acts a,smain orientiilg stimulus
in the vertical migration of many fishes. The ecological significance of vertical
migration appears to be : more variety in food supply, protection against predators
during night feedin.g in most trophic zones in the surface layer and shelter during

daytirne in the darker depths, reduction of interspecific competition. In some cases,
vertical migration might facilitate more effective horizontal migration (VERWEY,
1966).Thus it is known that the elvers of Anguilla anguilla inaintain higher positions
in the water column during night-time than during daylight. The negative phototactic elvers use the night for drifting with the higher-speed tidal current in the
1961). Restriction to greater
upper water layers (DEELDER,I960 ; CREUTZBERQ,
depth and lower current velocity during the day may also reduce losses due to
predation. Adult eels may benefit from vertical migration during their spawning
migration. Although this is still speculative, it seems that light forces the eel to avoid
the upper oceanic layers and to swim a t depths greater than those in the turbid,
light-absorbing coastal waters. I n this way, the American eel Anguilla rostrata,
for example, urould travel below the maximum speed of the Gulf Stream (RICHARDSON and KNAUSS,1971; for further literature consult TESCH,1973). The Sole
Xolea solea swims near the surface during the night (DE VEEN, 1967); this negative
phototactic and bottom-living flatfish may make use of the strongest tidal current
for faster movement a t the surface during the night if the current is directed
towards its spawning grounds. The plaice Pleuronectes platessa exhibits movements
in upper water layers during the night which seem to have an ecological significance
similar to that mentioned for S. solm (WALKERand CO-authors,1971).
(C)Short-Distance Horizontal Migration

Detection of Food
Most short-distance horizontal migrations of fishes are initiated by search for
food, more suitable hydrographic conditions (e.g. temperature, salinity, water
movement), shelter, or spawning places. Very common in fishes are visually directed
short-range horizontal migrations for obta,iningfood. They are often combined with
vertical migrations a.nd frequently assisted by chemical cues. The importa.nce of
optica.1abilities in sea,rching for and taking up food is evident from the influence of
1970, pp. 233-238). Out of 20 fish
light on feeding activity (Voluine I : BLAXTER,
species, only 5 fed in darkness. G I R ~ A
(1962),who studied salt andfreshwater fishes,
reports that of 7 predatory species 4 fed in darkness (Volume I, Fig. 2- WUNDER
(1936) compared 12 fresh- and brackish-water fishes in regard to the importance of
different sense organs for food finding. His table revesls that the eye is the most
important Organ for detecting food: 6 species employ definitely, and 4 probably,
(1965) investigated the food-detecting abilities of 5
their visual sense. ARONOV
Black Sea, fishes by impairing different sense organs. In 3 species the visua.1 sense
proved to be the most important one. That vision is necessary for most shore fishes
to detect food has also been proved by bait offered in water of different light transinittance. MURPHY
(1959)demonstrated, by trolling, in water of different turbidity,
that the success of capturing thunnid fishes increa.sed with decreasing turbidity.
Visual food acquisition prevails not only in fishes with good optical capabilities ;
the visual sense may induce feeding also in fishes with pronounced olfactory
capacities. While sharks of the fainily Carcharhinidae employ olfaction as the most
effective sense in long-range prey detection, the final approach towards a motionless
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prey is normally guided by vision, even though acuity and discrimination ability
are low (HOBSOTT,1963).

Detection of Obstacles
Careful analysis of the physiological mechanisms which allow fishes t o avoid a
net has provided important information for developing more effective fishing gear.
The interest of commercial fisheries in gear avoidance has prompted a large number
of studies on visibility and responses t o fishing gear (Volume I, Table 2-20). The
investigations show that (i) transparent monofilament gill nets capture more
effectively than multifilament nets ; (ii) nets are less effective in clear water than in
turbid water; (iii) nylon nets catch more successfully (are less transparent) than
cotton nets ; (iv) the effectiveness of nets as guidance barriers decreases in the order
red > yellow > green.
More recently, experiments have been carried out with ultrasonic tagged bream
Abramis b r a m and pike Esox lucius to explore the behaviour of fishes encountering
a net (MALININ,1970b). During the day, the fishes perceived the net a t a distance
of 1 m. During the night, the nets were detected only upon contact. Similar experiments with the American shad Alosa sapidissima gave less unequivocal results
(LEQGETT,
1971): During the day the shad also perceived the gill net a t a distance
of 1 to 2 m ; however, a number of avoidance reactions were observed when light
intensities were inadequate to allow visual detection ; mechanical sense mechanisms
such as the lateral line may have been involved. From L E G ~ E T Texperiments
'S
it is
obvious that in daylight obstacles in rivers and lakes can be detected a t a distance
of a t least 1 m. I n clear coastal waters this distance may be greater. For this reason,
gill-net efficiency is hgher in rivers than in the sea during the day, and about the
Same in both habitats a t night.
I n most fishes the major Organ for detection of obstacles is the eye. Some experiments demonstrate that also other sense Organs may be involved. Pronounced light
gradients can act as barriers (Volume I : BLAXTER,
1970, pp. 242-243). But the
effects of such light curtains can be substantially enforced by combination with,
e.g., air bubbles, mechanical chains, cables or Sounds; that means mechanical
Stimuli such as water movement, sound or contact are involved.
I n commercial fisheries and experimental ecology light curtains are installed for
fishes with negative phototactic behaviour. Pure light barriers ending in a trap net
for registration have been used t o catch migrating silver eels Anguilla anguilla
(LOWE,1952; BRÄUTIGAM,
1961a, b, 1962; FROST,1961; HÖLKE,1964; SWIERZOWSKI,1964; consult TESCH,1973 for a detailed review). Unfortunately, none
of these papers provide information on irradiance. The papers do contain important
information on orientation behaviour however: (i) On their nightly spawning
migration silver eels, in rivers and in the sea, are repulsed by sudden high irra,diance
(to prevent high irradiance during the day, they normally seek deeper water; in
the waters examined they do not migrate in da.ylight). (ii) Non-migrating yellow
eels are not disturbed by nightly light curtains. (iii) Fishes like herring Clupea
h r e n g w , roach Rutilus rutilus, pike Esox lucius, perch Perca $uviatilis, and
zander Lucioperca lucioperca, react positively phototactically ; they swim toward
the light and aggregate near the light curtain. (iv) If attempts to detour the bright
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( e ) Long-Distance Horizontal Migration

Orientation t o cues above t h e water is difficult and more complicated than t o
underwater cues. Two major categories of directional stimuli may be received from
above t h e water : landmarks, and celestial cues. Orientation to landmarks is either
direct (telotaxis), or involves compass-course stimuli (menotaxis). Orientation fo
celestial cues always involves a compass Course.

Orientation to Landmarks
Gobies Bathygobius soporator exhibit topographic memory (ARONSON,1951);
they can jump out of their tide pool in such a way t h a t they always land in a neighbouring pool or in the Open water. Such memory of the local topog-raphy can be
retained for at least two weeks. Laboratory tests on Phoxinus luevis revealed that
directional stimuli for finding food \irere obtained from small marks on wall and
floor of the experimenta.1 tank (HASLER,1956). To the reviewer's knowledge, these
experiments are t h e only ones which prove the existence of landmark orientation
in fishes. The term 'landmark' is often used in the literature. It conveys the connotation of long-distance Courses which are maintained or re-inforced by topographical
features, such as coastal mountains, trees or coastlines. The studies cited were
conducted in small water bodies (pools of about 20 m diameter and experimental
tanks of 1.2 m ) . I n the Open ocean and in large lakes, landmark orientation seems
far more difficult and, if present, restricted to special cases. The observations
(1969), cited on p 661, suggest possibilities to discriminate
reported by JAHN
optical stimuli of special shape characteristics above the water
Landmark orientation via visible bottom characteristics seems less difficult
and more likely to be employed by fishes. Immature parrot fishes, for example,
obtain directional cues from bottom landmarks; adult stages, however, use the
sun as reference point (see below). B u t the bottom marks can hardly deliver guideposts for far-distant orientation.

Orientation to Celestial Cues
I n fishes, capacities for compass-course orientation by the sun seem to be restricted (p. 659). Field experiments suggest t h a t they are limited to areas along the
coast and to small lakes. However, they are necessary to provide hints for the
existence of, or evidence for, the ecological significance of laboratory results on
celestial orientation. I n the niarine environment, the most convincing experiment
has been conducted by WINNa,ncl CO-authors(1964) who worked on the shores of
Rermuda on two perciform fishes, Scarus gwccamaia and S . coelestiwus. These
parrot fishes live in offshore caves a t night and feed during the day along the. shore
line. Caught over their feeding grourids, deported and released again, adult individuals always attempt to escape in a southeasterly direction, pointing towards their
home caves. They maintain this direction regardless of bottom topography and
hydrographic conditions. Tracking of the parrot fishes was possible by marking
them with small floats. Orientation is lost under cloud Cover, in darkness during the
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Fig. 8-44: Smrw guammaiu and S. coelestinw. Paths of adult parrotfishes released during the afternoon (July/August) in Bailey's Bay
(Bermuda). (a) Seven individuals during brigkit sunshine. (b) Three
individuals (upper release point) under complete cloud cover, one
individual (lower release point ; dotted line) under cloud cover
during release. As the circled point was attained the sun came into
full view and the 6sh oriented imrndiately southeasterly. (After
WINN and CO-authors,1964; modified ; reproduced by permission
of Verlag Prtul Parey, Hamburg-Berlin.)
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night, or when the eyes are covered with opaque cups (Fig. 8-44). I n parrot fishes,
in which the daily light cycle was retarded experimentally, orientation to the sun
azimuth shifted 190" clockwise from the southeasterly direction. The experiments
suggest that the fish compensate for actual hourly changes in sun azimuth. Presumably, directional stimuli are obtained directly from the sun's position, not from the
polarization pattern of underwater light. For some time, the observer could see the
sun as an intensely lighted spot through a cumulus cloud; this was accompanied
by a strong polarization pattern; but the fishes appeared disoriented. They were
able t o orient again only after the sun was fully visible. Immature parrot fish do not
orient to the sun; WINNand CO-authors(1964) assumed that the horizontal narrow
water band towards shallow water, end the wide dark band towards deeper water
represent the most likely orientational stimuli to immature individuals.
Further pertinent experiments, both in the field and in the laboratory, have been
performed on freshwater fishes (HASLERand CO-authors, 1958; HASLERand
SCHWASSMANN,
1960; BRAEMERand SCHWASSMANN,
1963) and migratory fishes
during the freshwater phase (JOHNSON
and GROOT,1963; GROOT,1965); an earlier
comprehensive review has been presented by BRAEMER
(1960). These studies have
also been referred to extensively in Volume I by BLAXTER
( 1970).
The information a t hand provides evidence of the ability of fishes to maintain
a compass course :
(i) The movement of the sun can be calculated continuously through 24 hrs.
Compensation is accomplished either as if the sun moved in a clockwise direction
throughout the 24 hrs, or as if it moved only during daytime and between sunset
and sunrise (a.ccompanied by behaviour as if the sun moved counterclockwise).
(ii) The capacity to calculate the sun's azimuth may be innate. Differences in the
innate direction of compensation were found which are related to the different
geographical distributions of the fishes tested.
(iii) Quantitative computation of the sun's movement is effected by the length of
the day in which the fish lives and by the sun's altitude, or by a correlated factor.
(iv) Displacement along the same degree of latitude, simulated by shifting the
phase of the light-dark cycle, resets the internal clock involved in direction h d i n g
in a predictable way.
Subsequent experiments confirmed the earlier results. I n test arenas the
mosquitofish Gambusia afinis move on a compass course perpendicular to its
home shore, provided either the real sun or an artificial sun is visible to them.
Overcast skies, diffuse light, or a preceding 72-hr period of total darkness prevent
orientation. G. afJinis are able to time compensate (GOODYEAR
and FERQUSON,
1969). Similar results were obtained on the starhead-top minnow F d u l u s notti
which uses the sun in small woodland ponds for direction finding of the land-wahr
interface. Underwater, the movement is directed shoreward; but F. notti succeeds
in orienting visually also on land on a compass course: it moves in a direction that
leads i t back to the pond (GOOI)YEAR,
1970). Less unequivocal results are available
on the seaward migration of young salmon Oncorhynchus nerka (GROOT,
1965; see
p. 699). The salmon were probably guided by polarized light. La.boratory investigations onorientationof salmon fry in estuarine waters supported the a.ssumption that
the sun could possibly deliver cues for the seaward migration of juvenile salmonids
(HEALY,1967).

I n field investigations, in a large artificial lake, ABROSIMOVA
and CO-authors(1968)
displaced the cyprinid fish Rutilus ruti1u.s over distances of 15 to 5 km. Captured
fish were tagged with floats, released and tracked. FVhen the sky was blue and tlie
sun visible, 30% hoined; with overcast sky only 10% of the fish were able to find
their home area. Most of the failing individuals swam southward. Field experiments
by MADISONand CO-authom(1972) provided some evidence that in coastal waters,
vision may be significant for homing Oncorhynchus nerka. UItrasonically tracked
salmon exhibited a higher cruising speed during daytime than a t night. The angular
swimming pattern of the salmon revealed diurnal differences which might be
related to visual orientation.
But even these experiments cannot convince that vision plays a major role in the
long distance orientation of Anguillidae, Salmonidae, Thunidae and other migratory
fishes. While earlier laboratory and field experiments by HASLERand CO-authors
(1958) seemed to show that, after deportation, the white bass Roccus chryops used
the sun for homing to its spawning place, more recent and technically more sophisticated experiments (telemetric trackings) on the Same species and in the Same lake
remained inconclusive if water currents, wind-generated surface waves or the sun
could deliver cues to swim towards the spawning places (HASLER
and CO-authors,
1969). Tagging investigations with adult salmon Oncmhynchus keta in coastal areas
of Japan demonstrated that the fish found their home river even when blinded
(HIYAMA
and CO-authors,1967).Lake-bound cutthroat trout S a l m clarkii provide
an excellent example of the possibility to design a model of the orieiztation mechanism which may hold also for other salinonids in the sea. So far, all field experiments
with homing cutthroat trout, which in laboratory experiments employed the
sun as reference point for orientation (JAIIN,
1969),gave no evidence of the presence
of compass orientation directed by celestial stimuli. Other senses had t o participate
(MCCLEAVE,
1967; MCCLEAVE
and HORRALL,1970; MCCLEAVE
and LABAR,1972).
The experiments were carried out on trout displaced from their home stream during
spawning migration over a distance of up t o 22 km. Homing was studied by the
tagging-release-recaptwe method, float-, and ultrasonic-tracking. Only in one
experiment was the number of tagged, blind, trout returned significantly smaller
than in the controls. Apparently, the fish returned t o the home river but, due to
their blindness, did not find the trap. Vision is involved, but only in close-range
orientation.
Tagging of blinded bream Abramis bramu, in a large artificial lake over distances
of up to 135 km resulted in recapture a t the place of their h s t capture (PODDUBNSI,
1966). The fact that yellow eel Anguilla anguilla homed in the North Sea when
displaced 100 km and more can hardly be attributed to visual performance
(DEELDERand TESCH,1970 ; TESCH,1970). The ability of migrat,ing silver eels t o
maintain a surprisingly exact compass Course in turbid North Sea waters, unaffected
by darkness during the night and heavy overcast during the day, again seems to
exclude visual Stimulation as a mechanism responsible for compass-course navigation (TESCH,1972, 1974a).
(3) Temperature

Functional and structural responses of fishes to temperature have been reviewed
in Volume I: BRETT(1970), GARSIDE (1970). Temperature is likely to represent an
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important orienting stimulus. However, pertinent knowledge is very sparse
(MURRAY, 1971). I n fishes, thermoreception seems to be based on cutaneous
segmental innervation, but not on lateral-line Organs. Teleost thermal receptors
are scattered over the whole body surface and depend on spinal nerves. I n the
freshwater fish Rutilus rutilus, mechanoreceptors of the head and spinal nerves
record temperature stimuli provided these are accompanied by simultaneous mechanical stimulation (SPÄTH,1967). Some marine fishes have been shown to respond
to minute temperature changes : in conditioning experiments, species of Blennius,
Centronotus, Cottus, Gadus, Onos, Zoarces, Crenilabrus, Cyclopterus, Gobius, Raniceps, Spinmhia, iierophis, Platichthys and Pleuronectes have revealed threshold
values as low as 0.03 C" to 0.07 Co (BULL,1936). Temperature increase or decrease
of 1 Co has been perceived by freshwa,ter fish.es (DIJKORAAF,
1940).
1s such pronounced therm.osensitivity used for orientation? Preference experiments show that fishes are capable of selecting waters of specific temperatures within
a given water body. The ea.rlier pertinent literature has been reviewed by SULLIVAN
(1964). I n a temperature gradient, moving fishes appear to select a particular
temperature; when fish move through the gradient, the frequency of their niovements is least a t the preferred temperature ; but maximum cruising speed is greatest
a t the selected temperature. Hence the mode of orientation within a temperature
gradient seems to be klinokinetic and not very different from that in a salinity
gradient (p. 672).
HARDEN-JONES
(1968)assumes tha,t a fish with an observed threshold sensitivity
of 0.03" G-or with a sensitivity of 0.001" C if the temperature changes within 1 sec
(BARDACH
and BJORKLAND,
1957)-is able to detect the temperature gradient
between polar and Atlantic water near Ea.st Greenland. I n this area the wahr
temperature falls 4.5" C within a distance of 400 m (0.01" C m-I). I11 that way,
thermal gradients in estuaries could be detected. Comparable information may
also be obtained from a halocline, detected by a similar mechanism, and guide
the fish into a river or from the river to the Open ocean.
Another response initiated through temperature is the release of positive or
negative rheotaxis (NORTHCOTE,
1962). I n recently emerged fry of the rainbow
trout Salmo gairdnerii, low experimental temperatures evoke negative rheotaxis :
in darkness the fry exhibit reduced tactile bottom contact, they lose visual contact
and move downstream. The reverse is the case a t high temperatures: these induce
bottom contact in darkness; a sharp temperature rise leads to 'upstream' movement.
Corresponding movements of 8. gairdnerii have a*lsobeen observed in the natural
environment. Further evidence of downstream movernent during temperature
decrease has been obtained for S. gairdnerii and Salvelinus fontinalis by COOPER
(1953).
Temperature may also act as releaser of upstream migration in certa,in fishes a t
the beginning of their spring migration into brackish water of tidal areas. I n spring,
coastal and inland wa,ter temperatures rise earlier and faster than those of the sea.
hlugilids and related forms presumably depend on thermal stimuli for initia.tion
of positive rheotactical behaviour which leads them into inland waters. I n summer,
open-sea fishes may be stimulated by the warm.erebb water to react rheotactically-similar to the swimming crabs Macropipus holsatus which leave their bottom hiding
places and, on flood tide, enter medium water layers to be transported shoreward
(VENEMA
and CREUTZBERG
1973; Chapter 8.1). Tide-related vertical movements
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Inay be released by changes in salinity and, perhaps, in temperature. Shoreward
movements in spring and seaward migrations in autumn seem t o be stimulated
primarily by temperature.
(4) Salinity

Responses of fishes to salinity have received detailed attention in Volume I
(HOLLIDAY,1971) and in Chapter 5 of the present volume. Gradients in total
salinity and ion composition may provide stimuli for spatial orientation. Unfortunately, detailed critical experiments are largely lacking.
Although fishes possess external chemoreceptors (e.g. TATEDA,
1964) the mechanism of salinity perception is unknown. External receptors such as the 'common
chemical sense' are likely t o be involved in chemotactical movements in salinity
gradients. VERNEY(1949) has suggested the possibility that in higher vertebrates
'osmoreceptors' in the hypothalamus may perceive changes of osrnolarity in blood.
This suggestion has received some support from anatomical and electrophysiological
observations (JOYNT,1966). Still, it is difficult t o irnagine how such information
could provide cues for directional orientation ; it could possibly act as releaser.
Juvenile salmon Oncorhynchus sp. can perceive changes in salinity during their
seaward migration (MCINERNEY,
1964) : with increasing age, representatives of
6 species gradually changed their salinity preferences towards increasing salt concentrations. These changesparallel the salinity gradients typical of estuaries passed
by young salmon on their way t o the ocean : the terminal patterns indicate a preference for open-ocean water. How does the salmon orient within the exceedingly
small local salinity gradients of an estuary (approxirnately 0.0000035%, salinity
cm-')? We do not know. A taxis type of orientation seeins very unlikely.
MCINERNEY
rather assumes that a kinesis might be involved. Successful search for
preferred salinities could result from trial and error movements ; this would involve
klinokinetical orientation. These considerations seem to favour VERNEY'S
(1949)
hypothesis proposing 'osmoreceptors' in the hypothalamus and perception of blood
osmolarity.
The seasonal migrations into, or away from tidal areas have been considered on
p. 67 1 in connection with temperature stimuli and in Chapter 8.1. Salinity preferences of Oncorhynchw sp. and Casterosteus aculeatus have been treated in Volume I
(HOLLIDAY,
197 1 ) .
(5) Water Movement

The ecological irnportance of water moveinent for aquatic organisms has been
reviewed in Volume I, Chapter 5. I n regard t o fishes, stimuli generated by currents
or turbulence are perceived by the lateral-line organ. Accounts on functional,
morphological and neurophysiological aspects of this organ have been provided by
WUNDER(1936) and FLOCK
(1971). WUNDERspeaks of 'Strömungssinn' (sense
of current).
HOFER(1908)presumed that fishes direct their head against the water current and
that the lateral line receives the stimuli responsible for correcting their position in
relation t o the current. If HOFERdirected a weak w a h r jet against the lateral line
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of a resting pike Esox l u c i w the fish responded by a certain change in the positioning of its dorsal h.If the water jet stimulated only one canal Organ, the pike did
not respond ; the Same was true if nerves of the canal organs were eliminated. These
observations were confirmed by electrophysical experiments on spinal dogfishes
Scyliorhinus sp. (ROBERTS,1972). When the part of the body overlying the receptor
was flexed, the electric impulses of the non-active fish were either enhanced or
depressed depending on the direction of water movement. I n swimming spinal
dogfish, sense organs discharge in bursts in a frequency coinciding with the swimming rhytlim. Hence the lateral-line receptors may not only provide information
useful for locomotory coordination, but also perceive minor changes in the movement of ambient water.
(a) Rheotactic Behaviour

Orientational responses to water movement (Volume I, Chapter 5 ) are known as
rheotaxis. Rheotactic reactions require visual, mechanical or, for release, chemical
stimuli. Rheotaxis is not possible if the fish swims in a large drifting water mass
(Chapter 8.0). Without reference stimuli i t cannot perceive the displacement.
Moving-background experiments revealed the following threshold values f'or
evoking rheotactic responses: 3 to 9 cm sec-' in Clupea harengus (BRAWN,
1960);
2 to 5 cm sec-' in Cadus morhwt, Merlangius merlangus, Micromesistius poutmsou
and Clupea harengus (HARDEN-JONES,
1963). Rheotaxis was initiated in young
salmon Onwrhynchus sp. by threshold values of only 0.4 to 0.5 cm sec-'
(GREGORY
and FIELDS,1962).
Rheotactic behaviour has been investigated and discussed by KLEEREKOPER
(1967). Beside other fishes, he investigated sharks, such as Scyliorhinus stellaris,
Mustelus mwtelus, Ginglymostoma cirratum and the sparid fish Diplodus sargus.
KLEEREKOPER
used a circular tank with 16 compartments for directional choice and
introduced odorous substances. Without increasing the water flow in the respective
compartment, introduction of odour changed the locomotory pattern resulting
in smaller or larger turns, compared with the controls, and in a decrease of the radius
of the turns. But the source of the odour could not be located unless the odour was
associated with a differential flow rate from the respective compartment. Presumably, the presence of the odorous attractant releases rheotaxis.
The significance of the stream flow has just been indicated by the experiments
with carcharhinid sharks in the search of odour traces (HOBSON,
1963) and described
on p. 680. KLEEREKOPER'S
(1967) results indicate that a water current may be an
indispensable prerequisite for proper release of directed swimming, and that water
movement is of considerably greater importance for finding a food source than
orientation cues provided in an odour gradient. Such current-based orientation
may also characterize the main orientation mechanism of homing salmon during
their river migration (p. 683). Further evidence for the existence of a currentdependent mechanism of orientation has been provided by CREUTZBERG
(1959,
1961) whose results have been confirmed by MILES(1968a). Elvers of Angz~illasp.,
during inland-water migrations, swim against an experimental water current only
if unfiltered natural inland water is offered. The attractiveness of the fresh water is
due to dissolved and particulate organic ma.tter which is biodegradable, heat stable

and non-volatile. It is suggested that these substances are perceived by the olfactory
organ. A possible stimulation of the gustatory sense is not excluded because the
olfactory abilities of the elvers might be less pronounced tlian those of the adults
(see also LAIBACH,1937). For further examples on the release of rheotaxis See
P. 671.
Displacement is not perceived by olfactory stimuli, but mostly by visual perception of the moving backgrourid. In young eels Anguilla anguilla vision is necessary
for directed swimming movements (SCHIEMENZ,
1952). Some examples of visual
dependence of rheotaxis in marine fishes have been presented in Volume I (BLAXTER,
1970, p. 262). JONES
(1963), who investigated several fish species, concluded that
flatfishes exhibit no rheotactic responses. But ARNOLD(1969) demonstrated
rheotactic behaviour in the first ontogenetic stages of Pleuronectes platessa. As the
larvae metamorphose, rheotactic behaviour mediated through visual stimuli
decreases. Adult flatfishes, such as Solea solea, are known to drift without swimming
a t the surface (DE VEEN, 1967, p. 235): 'they only move and dive when actually
touched by a stick or dip net'. I n migratory Salmonidae visual rheotaxis is released
when they begin to ascend the river during spawning migration perceiving the
odour of their home stream (p. 683). I n the Mugilidae rheotaxis seems t o be released
during feeding migrations in spring, which lead them into brackish waters and into
rivers; the releasing factor and the reference stimuli for rheotactic migration used
by Mugilidae is unknomn. The development of rheotaxis in early stages of some
cyprinids, percids, Atherina mochon and Muyil sp. has been investigated by
PAVLOV
(1966): At early developmental stages, the main mechanism of rheotaxis
in running water is based on visual stimuli and related to the optomotor reaction;
a t later stages, physiomechanical mechanisms of orientation become relevant.
Negative rheotaxis exists in species of Mugil and Anguillu (FROST,1950; MEDCOF,
1966 ; TESCH,1973) during seaward migration t o their spawning grounds, and
in Salmo sp. during migration to the feeding grounds (HASLER,1966). Elvers of
Anguilla sp. may lose visual contact with the bottom during flood phases, during
which they drift into the estuaries. At later ontogenetic stages they may use
bottom contact as reference stimuli for rheotactic migration.
Adult burbot Lota lotu migrate mainly during the night (TESCH,1967) and are
known to seek contact with the bottom substratum which provides reference stimuli
for rheotactic orientation; they have poorly developed optical senses (WUNDER,
1936; K n t s c ~ 1966).
~,
A similar situation prevails during the spawning migration
of the lamprey Lwnpetra juviutilis (RYAPOLOVA,
1964; TESCH,1967; for earlier
references consult TESCH,1960).
(b) Detection of Foocl

I n addition to orientational responses to environnlental factors, food detection
is of vital importance. According to WUNDER(1936), fishes can locate prey via
canal organs in their head region. WUNDERused blinded pikes Esoz luciw, and
offered them dead prey fish. Only if the prey fish's movements were simulated did
the pike snap a.t it. Apparently, the resulting turbulence stimulated t,he canal
organs and thus ena,bled the pike to locate its prey, a t distances less than 5 to 10 Cm.
I n normal pike the lateral organ seems to be unimportant for prey location : visual
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perception dominates food detection. I n the sturgeon, vision is far less important ;
Huso huso in particular sometimes uses the lateral line for food detection (PAVLOV
and CO-authors,1970). I n electric catfish, Malapterurus electricus, which exhibit
high sensitivity to gustatory stimuli (p. 679), prey-capture behaviour is released
also by small water disturbances produced in the vicinity of the head (BAUER,
1968).
(C) Avoidance Reactions
Avoidance reactions of fishes depend mainly on visual stimuli (p. 665) except in
darkness. Avoidance of nets by the shad Alosa sapidissim a t nightestablished
through field observations by ultrasonic tracking-was attributed to the lateralline Organ (LEGGETT,1971). HEMMINGS
(1973) conducted diving studies on the
behaviour of haddock Melanogramrnus aegleJinus during the operation of a seine
net. The haddock kept Station with the moving net, suggesting that optomotor
responses might be involved. Apparently, the moving background delivered the
visual stimuli for a CO-ordinatedrheotactic response.
(d) Social Contact

Social contact of fishes sometimes depends on the perception of hydrodynamical
effects which are produced by a neighbouring fish. CAHN(1972) carried out experiments with tunas Euthynnus afinis on the side-tc-side spacing of schooling specimens. The individuals tested had visual contact with one another, but hydrodynamic contact was blocked by transparent pa.rtitions between them. CAHN
concluded that hydrodynamic contact was apparently essential for typical spacing
and positional orientation and that the lateral line should play a primary role as
pertinent sensory mechanism.
(6) Substratum

Contact with the bottom substrate presumably provides orientation stimuli
for bottom fishes (see also Volume I, Chapter 7 ) . Especially in the search for resting
places, e.g. of flatfishes, gobiids and eels, tactile stimuli are important. Sensory
cells perceiving tactile stimuli are distributed over the whole body; but they are
more concentrated in body parts which usually maintain contact with the bottom,
such as the barbels, ventral and pectoral fins. WUNDER
(1936) quotes investigations
by SCHICHEOn the catfish Ameiurus nebu1os.z~searching for a comfortable place
in an aquarium. I n coinplete darkness, the catfish prefers a sandy botton~to stony
substrates as a resting place. If the substratum is uneven and the light is switched
off, it selects a hollow which provides maximum contact between body and
substrate.
Flatfishes rely on their tactile sense to select proper substrates, suitablefor resting
and protection. On sandy substrates they tend to burrow themselves; on gravel or
solid substrates they rest on the substrate surface. Substrate selection might involve
kinetically oriented movement. Locomotory activity is reduced if contact with
sandy bottom is attained.
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(7) Pressure
Hydrostatic pressure (Volume I , Chapter 8) acts in all directions with the Same
intensity. Hence i t cani~otprovide directional cues, except for vertical gradients.
Pressure is a. continuously acting force a.nd, like sound waves, rnay be perceived
by intervention of the swimbladder. According to WUNDER(1936), pressure
perception might be the most important task of the swimbladder. It is still unknown
which sense Organs of fishes perceive changes in pressure (STEEN,1970). The
siinplest inethod would be transfer of the pressure stimulus by Weber's ossicles
from the swimbladder to the inner ear; but this would be possible only in the
Ostariophysi, a fish group known to possess this mnnecting Organ and which
exhibits the highest capacities for sound perception (p. 689). Since pressure can also
be perceived by non-ostariophysians, e.g. the Gadidae (TYTLERand BLAXTER,
1973), receptors in the swimbladder rnay well be involved (QUTOB,1960; HARDER,
1964). Other groups without Weber apparatus, like Cichlasoma, Macropoclus, two
Percidae and Esox, have also been shown to be sensitive t o pressure changes. They
perceive differences in water-column height of 0.4 to 2.0 cm a t a pressure-change
speed of 10 cm water column per second (TSVETKOV,
1969). This threshold value
is similar to that recorded for the ostariophysian Misgur?zusfossilis which is sensitive to a change in water-column height of 4 to 14 mm a t 10 mm min-I (TSVETKOV,
1972).
These experiments document a high sensitivity of fishes t o pressure changes.
Fishes are even capable of perceiving pressure changes of atmospheric origin
(TSVETKOV,
1972); this conveys to them the ability t o avoid detrimental weather
conditions, and rnay provide orientationa.1 cues. Minor topographical changes
involving water-depth changes of only a few centimetres can possibly also be
perceived by certain fishes. I n fishes travelling on, or close to the bottom, this
ability rnay facilitate tlie perception of shorelines or of tidal channels. However, no
proof is available as yet for the dependence on the pressure sense during migration
in shallow shelf areas. KUHNEand STROTKOETTER
(1967) conducted training
experiments with Cyprinidae, Siluridae and Cyprinodontiformes in order to examine
their pressure sensitivity. If displaced, the experimental fishes were able t o locate
a distinct place in their aquarium without assistance of optical and chemical senses.
KUHNEand STROTKOETTER
presume that distance estimation and in some cases
also pressure perception are significant for locating the places.
I n the Baltic Sea, migrating eels Anguilla anguilla exhibit a westward trend
(TESCH,1973). When encountering the Swedish or Danish shorelines, they change
their course. It seems difficult t o imagine that they perceive these coasts by vision,
especially since migration continues also a t night. Possibly, course corrections are
induced by stimulation of their pressure sense or by turbulence. Decreasing water
depth rnay release a change in swimming direction and subsequent direction
finding rnay depend on trial and error. Possibly, turbulence due to upwelling w a h r
rnay support orientation. Field experiments with ultrasonically tracked eels in
coastal waters of the North Sea revealed that silver eels during their spawning
migration did not leave deep channels in areas with water depths less than 6 m
(TESCH,1972).Similarly silver eels, marked by surface floats, exhibited movenlents
along the 4.5 t o 5 m isobath in Kursk' lagoon (USSR) of the Baltic Sea (OVCHTNNI-
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KOV, 1971). I n areas with very gentle bottom slopes, free from obvious tactile or

visual orientation cues, the fish may have to rely on their pressure sense. An example of such a Situation is the Kursk' lagoon which has no steep bottom gradients
and provides no or little turbulente cue.
Control of the vertical position depends not only oli pressure stimuli. Irradiance
may assist in depth-preference orientation (p. 663). Depth-preference movements
involving changes in body positioning require integration of pressure and gravity
perception (p. 688). For integration of different types of orientation stimuli consult
Chapter 8.0.
(8) Dissolved Gases

Dissolved gases (Volume I, Chapter 9), especially oxygen, exert pronouiicecl
effects on physiochemical processes in fishes and-similar to temperature and salinity-can evoke behavioural and orientational responses. It is unknown whether
dissolved gases stimulate a fish via direct influences on its receptors.
Investigations on postlarvae of the flounder Paralichthys lethostirma indicate
that escape from water of low oxygen is not accomplished by random movement.
No flounder remained in the region of de-oxygenated water longer than :3 secs.
All postlarvae responded by turning and swimming directly upward towards water
areas containing sufficient oxygen (DEUBLER
and POSNER, 1963). Possibly, klinotaxis is involved; this would require a t least two receptors located in different areas
of the body.
Orientational Stimulation due to low oxygen concentration helps to avoid, or
escape from, conditions that may soon cause death and hence are of considerable
ecological significance. Salmon Oncorhynchus tshuwytschu ascending the Sacramento
River system (USA) were tagged by ultraonic transmitters and traced during
upstream migration. Practically no salmon passed barriers characterized by dissolved-oxygen concentrations below 4-5 ppm (HALLOCK
and CO-authors,1970).
However, additional stress due to high temperature may also have been involved.
The salmon may, furthermore, have suffered from dypnoea and thus may have
been physically unable to continue migration. Such behaviour might be considered
a kind of passive orientation (non-sensory) which prevents the fish from entering
dangerous environmental conditions.
(9) Organic Substances

Organic substgnces (Voluine I, Chapter 10) are of considerable importance for
organismic activities in oceans and coastal waters. A number of substances, perceived by various fishes in very low concentrations, serves as guideposts for migration and social contacts. Most fishes have considerable capacities for discriminating
specific organic substances.
(a) Perception of Organic Substances

I n many fishes, perception of organic substances fiinctions more effectively than
visual perception. I n fact, the olfactory and gustatory Organs of many fishes are as

effective as those of land vertebrates (Table 8-4; TEICHMANN,
1962; PFEIFFER,
1969). Since fishes smell and taste in an aquatic medium, distinction between these
two senses is difficult ; definite specialization of the tu70 senses is ofteil doubted.
I n general, the taste organ analyzes gross quality and quantity of organic substances and examines substances which the'olfactory organ has discovered. Early
experiments by STRIECK
(1924)indicate that the olfactory organ of fishes is specialTable 8-4
Sensitivity of olfaction in fishes, amphibians and mammals (After various authors,
compiled by PFE~FFER,1971 ; reproduced by permission of Wissenschaftliche
Verlagsgesellschaft, Stuttgart)

Anima1

Fishes
Phoxinus phoxinw
Salmo sp.
Anguilla sp.
Anguilla sp.
Phoxinus phoxinus
Phozinus phoxinw

Calamokhthys calubncus
Polypterzls sp.
Amphibians
Frog (in water)
Salamander (in air)
Mammals
Rat

Man
Dog

Chernical cue

ß-phenyl-alcohol
ß-phenyl-alcohol
ß-phenyl-alcohol
Extract from T d ~ f e sp.
z
Extract from fiah skin
Extract from heart of
horned cattle
Extract frorn heart of
horned cattle
Extract from heart of
horned cattle

Lower critical concentration
detected
~umber-öf
Dilution
molecules
in 1 cin3
1 : 10'
1 : 1010
1 : 101*
1 : 10"
1 :107
1 : 107

l0l4
10"
10'

1 :10"

-

1: 1014

-

-

ß-phenyl-dcohol
Butyric acid
Isovaierian acid
Mercaptan
Butyric acid

ized t o some degree for perceiving odour. Removal of olfactory lobes in minnows
Phoxinus phoxinus resulted in no decrease in gustatory capacity if typical taste
substances, like sucrose and sodiuin chloride, were offered (KRINNER,
1936; See also
WUNDER,1927).
The olfactory organ of fishes is of special importance for spatial orientation. If
the usually very sensitive olfactory organ is eliminated, dissolved substances can
no longer be located, e.g. in sharks of the genus Scyliorhinus (VON UEXKÜLL,
1895), catfish Ameiurus sp. (PARKER,
1910),dogfish Mustelus cunis (SHELDON,
1911;
PARKER,1914), Polypteridae (PFEIFFER,1969). Investigations on trained goldfish,
Carassius auratus, however, showed that perception of chemicals, such as coumarin
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and amylaceta.te, in operated individuals (cuttirig of filia olfactoria; extirpation of
bulbus olfactorius) is possible if the concentration of the chemical is 6 to 8 times
higher than the critical level detected by intact individuals (ZIPFELand co-authors,
1970). The auth.ors argue that coumarin, which yielded no 'gustatory' response in
ea.rlier experiments, has a pronounced bitter taste; hence some earlier results
(PARKER,1910; STRIECK,1924 ; SANDERS,
1940 ; NEUR.ATH,
1949) are questionable
because gustatory components may have participated.
Additional chemical receptors are located on exposed body surfaces of fishes, the
so-called 'chemical sense' (PARKER,
1912). This sense is assumed to be concerned
in the perception of chemical substances, including some which cause man-made
pollution. I n contrast t o the other chemoreceptors, the chemical sense has free
nerve endings in the epidermis connected to spinal nerves. The common chemical
sense can be stimulated also by odour of prey a(nima1s(SCHARRER,
1935 ; SCHARRER
and co-authors, 1947). But numerous orientation experiments document that the
most important sense for orientation to odorous substance is located in the olfactory
Organ and that the sense of smell primarily or exclusively operates on orienting
stimuli. SUTTERLIN
and SUTTERLIN
(1970) identified external receptors located in
the snout region of S a l m snlar. These receptors do not function as taste buds but
perhaps represent the so called 'naked' type of pit organs. They are sensitive to
several chloride salts as well as mineral and organic acids, but insensitive to neutral
amino acids and simple Sugars. Their ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~1 susceptibility and character of discharge is quite different from that of the taste buds. They are possibly involved in the detection of osmotic gradients in the ambient water (P. 67%).
The gustatory sense of fishes is not restricted to mouth and lips. Taste buds also
occur on gill rakers and gill arches, on fin and barbels, and in some fishes on the
entire body surface. The concentration of taste buds in branchial regions is more
pronounced in. limnic than in marine fishes ( I w n ~ 1964).
,
Catfishes (Siluridae) can
perceive a bitter taste within their mouth, whereas sweet, sour and salty tastes
are perceived outside the mouth (VON LUKOWICZ,
1966).
A comparison of the size of the sense areas devoted to vision and to smell reveals
pronounced differences in Anguilla anguilla (Fig. 8-43) : its sense-of-smell area is
much more developed than t,hat of vision. I n other migratory or semi-migratory
fishes the proportions may be similar or quite different: Lota lota, for example,
has similar-sized olfactory and optic organs; Salmo gairdnerii and Gasterosteus
aculeatus, on the other hand, have far smaller smell than visual organs. Similar
diff'erences exist in regard to the number of folds in the olfactory rosette: G.
aculeatus, a fish with excellent visual capacities, has 2 folds, S . gairdnerii 13 to 15,
Lota lota 30 to 32 and A. anguilla 68 to 93 (TEICHXANN,
1958). I n addition, A .
anguilla has a much larger bulbus olfactorius than most other fishes examined.
Structural differences among sense organs may also exist in different ontogenetical
stages. One would expect, for example, that the leptocephalus stage of A?zguilla
anguilh with only 9 folds in its olfactory rosette (LAIB-~CH,
1937) is iess able to
perceive odorous substances than the adult with 68 to 93 folds. The leptocephalus
is a bathypelagic organism which, like many other pelagic fishes seems to make
little use of its sense of smell, whereas the adult eel during its continental period is
demersal; this requires, in general, stronger olfactory capacities.

(b) Search for Food

Many fishes orient towards a food source primarily by employing the olfactory
sense. Gustatory receptors are presumably used only exceptionally. Electrophysiological investigations on the participation of either sense of smell or sense of
taste by stimulation of the olfactory area in Carmsius carmsius resulted in activities
similar to normally induced feeding behaviour; stimulation of vagal lobes, on the
other hand, produced no feeding activity (GRIMM,1960). This h d i n g indicates that
the peripheral gustatory system normally plays no essential role in the arousal of
feeding activity. Later investigations on young S a l m salar revealed that the relations can be more complicated (SUTTERLINand SUTTERLIN,1970). In addition t o
good olfactory abilities, the salmon also has excellent visual abilities (Fig. 8-43);
after visual food perception and prey seizure, the gustatory sense (but not the sense
of smell) seems to become involved immediately in further stimulation of feeding
behaviour, especially if carriers (simulatory food pellets) with aliphatic acid of
comparatively high chain length as well as with valeric and caproic acids are offered.
Olfactory-inhibited fish are also stimulated. Electrophysiological controls revealed
that the receptors in these experiments are the taste buds on the palatin Organ of
the upper jaw.
The following migratory and sea fishes are known to use their sense of smell in
the search for food: Scyliorhinus mnicula (VONUEXKULL,1896), Mustelus laevis
(SHELDON,1911), Anguilla anguilla (VONHESS, 1913; HARTMANN,1935), Gobius
niger, Platichthys Jlesus, Lota lota, Ctenolabrus suillus, Cadus merlangus, G. wwrhua,
Labrus mixtus, Raja clavata, Raniceps raninus (PIPPING,
1926, 1927); S a l m
trutta, 8. gairdnerii (WUNDER,1927), Blennius pholis, Pleuronectes platessa (VAN
DEN BERQHE,1929). The results concerning Anguilla anguilla have been confkmed
recently (Fig. 8-45) by field experiments off the southern North Sea coast (TESCH,
1970). These investigations were originally designed to ascertain the effect of
impaired olfaction upon the eel's homing ability.
STEVEN(1959) conducted aquaria experiments with two shoaling fishes, Hepsetia,
stipes and Bathystmna rimator, from the coasts of Jamaica and the Western
Atlantic 0cea.n. He found t'hat aqueous extracts of tissues from ferrestrial mammals
and various marine animals, as well as different waters in which live plankton had
been kept, release exploratory feeding activities. I n stimulated fishes, the average
swimming speed was about twice as high as in their unactivated counterparts.
Blinded B. rinzator respond t o extracts of Arm zebra muscle and are able t o locate
the food pieces.
I n addition to the sharks, others also mentioned, e.g. the Carcharhinidae, are
guided by their sense of smell (HOBSON,
1963). They can detect by olfaction both
injured and uninjured fish in a state of stress. The prey can be detected over a
considerable distance, providing the olfactory stimulus has had sufficient time and
means for dispersal, e.g. an olfactory trail has been drawn out by a current or the
source of the olfactory stimulus is moving. When the gustatory stimulus has been
perceived and the substance detected does not permit acceptable stimulation,
Carchurhinus menisorrah rejects the potential food. I n other sharks-Negaprion sp.,
Sphyrna sp. and Gi?qlyrnostoma sp.-electrical potentials urere recorded from the
olfactory sac in the presence of extracts from crabs and tuna. Both amplitude and
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Unimpared nares

I

I

Plugged nares

Tra pping
without bait

Trapping
with bait

Fig. 8-45: Anguilla anguilla. Percentage of trap recaptures
yielding yellow eels with unimpaired or plugged nares.
Traps without bait :&ke nets with wings blocking up the
entrance of a sluice in the dyke of the Isle of Föhr (North
Sea); traps with bait (mostly smelt); baskets placed in
the Elbe estuary east of Cuxhaven. (Based on findings by
TESCH,1970; origina,l.)

freyuency of the potentials clearly increased during stimulation (GILBERTand COauthors, 1964). ARONOV(1965) investigated the significance of the different sensory
organs in 5 species from the Black Sea and presumed that several fish species of this
area find their food by their olfactory sense.
The sturgeons Acipenser baeri, A . güldenstadti and Huso Huso provide examples
of food search aided by taste organs (PAVLOV
and CO-authors,1970). The juveniles
of these species control wide s e a - b ~ t t o mareas with their sense of touch and taste.
Similarly, catfishes of the genus lctalurus locate chemical traces by their tasteorgans
(BARDACH
and CO-authors,1967). They compare organic substances in terms of
concentrations in time and space. Gradients are perceived without assistance of
water currents (p. 673).
BAUER(1968) reports t h a t prey-capturing behaviour is released in the electric
ca.tfish Mnlapterus electricus by stimulation of its gustatory receptors. If a catfish
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HASLERand associates in the early 1950's (for references see HASLER,1966). Since
then, a considerable number of field and iaboratorjr investigations have been
conducted in order to explore the physiological mechanisms involved in salinon
homing. For details consult the reviews by HASLER(1966) and HARA(1970, 1971).
Other fishes also have been found t o depend on the olfactory sense for detecting
their home area. A landlocked population of the alewife Alosa pseudohrengus
was shown to exhibit, like marine populations, upstreain migration t o its spawning
places (THUNBERG
, 1971). In experimeiits, specimens with unimpaired olfactory
sense selected tank compartments filled with home water. A. pseudoharengus which
had their nares plugged by cotton were not able to make such selection, but regained
their ability to recognize the home water upon removal of the cotton.
Another experiment which denionstrated dependence of homing ability on the
olfactory sense was conducted with longear sunfish Lepomis megalotis (GUNNINO,
1959), a non-migratory stream fish with a very limited territory. Specimens with
impaired olfactory sense exhibited reduced homing capacities after displacement.
Blinded sunfishes, as well as controls, however, exhibited good homing abilities.
Involvement of the olfactory sense in homing is also obvious fiom displacements
of intact individuals transported upstream, and compared with those transported
downstream. Downstream-released sunfishes homed more successfully. This
finding is consistent with the hypothesis that the fish home on an odorous substance
carried downstream with the water current.
While most investigators now agree that olfaction is of major iinportance for spatial orientation in salmon, trout and several other fishes during migration from the
estuary t o upstream spawning grounds, the mechanism involved is still being discussed. As pointed out above (p. 673), olfaction alone can hardly account for orientation towards the source of smell. Chemotropotaxis requires the presence of a steep
odour gradient. Considering the long distance between estuary and spawning
grounds, the gradient seems too weak. Hence also 'rheotaxis', released by olfactory
stimuli, appears to be involved. While stimulation of the sense of smell increases
the swimining speed (IDLER
and CO-authors,1961)-a kind of ortho- or klinokinesis
-rheotaxis (p. 683) requires reference stimuli, visual or mechanical, for assessing
movements relative to bottom or banks of the river. I n salmonids, the comparatively
well-developed visual abilities are probably important. I n the sea, visual orientation
fails because of lack of reference points. Odorous cues of the home water seem t o
become perceptible only in the vicinity of the estuary. It is not clear how the f i s t
chemical stimuli perceived in coastal regions facilitate directional orientation.
Pacific Salmonidae of the Fraser River (USA) travel forward in salt water always
on the flood tide, close to the surface, and commonly display their presence by
leaping and breaking the surface of the water. They disappear on ebb tide and their
niovements are unknown. On the return of the flood they re-appear a t the surface,
close to the location where they disappeared, and continue their migration t o the
Fraser River. They passively enter the Fraser River with the flood, but when the
tide ebbs they do not turn with it or disappear from the surface; they continue on
actively upstream (BABCOCK
i n : HARDEN-JONES,
1968). This behaviour is similar
to that of the elvers of A ~ ~ g u i l anguilla
la
on their migration in tidal areas directed
towards inland waters (p. 664). Modern techniques, such a.s have been used for
migrating silver eels A. anguilla in the North Sea (TESCH,1972, 1974a), provide the
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means t o critically test the field observations a t hand. However, investigations
with Oncorhynchus nerka near Dundas Island (British Columbia) did not give
conclusive results, apparently because the home-river destination of the individuals tested was not clear (MADISON
and CO-authors,1972). I n addition, the local
morphology of coastlines and estuaries seemed to be rather complex. Further
tracking results obtained in the vicinity of river outlets support the view that
olfactory mechanisms of orientation are used (SCHOLZ
and CO-authors,1972).
How do elvers (and perhaps also salmon) perceive the end of the flood tide in tidal
areas with no turbulence to indicate the tidal pham? This question has been discussed by CREUTZBERQ
(1961) and TESCH(1965). TESCHsuggested that an internal
rhythm could time the beginning ebb and commencing flood tide. I n areas without
tidal water movement, it should be easier to discover if or how the fish traces the
river w a h r outside the estuary, where open-ocean orientation (p. 699) ends and
where coastal orientation begins to depend on olfactory cues for upstream migration.
I n a more restricted area, investigations have been conducted with a landlocked
salmon, the kokanee Oncorhynchus nerka (LORZand NORTHCOTE,
1965). Salmon
with impaired olfaction were released 160 m off the inlet into the lake of a very
small spawning stream. I n the trap near the stream inlet nearly all the individuals
recaptured were without impairment (controls). This result was confirmed in
threefold repeated experiments. Gill-net catches and echo-sounder traces indicated
that entry into the inlet occurred preferentially on days with strong onshore winds;
i.e. on days during which small odour traces of the little creek were presumably
widely distributed along the shore. On calm days the river's water discharged into
the lake in the form of a small band. Regarding the behaviour of the salmon on calm
days, LORZand NORTHCOTE
write :
'Small groups of Kokanee swimming more or less parallel to the shoreline,
were repeatedly observed t o turn abruptly upon reaching the influence of the
creek and move up i t to the shailow delta a t its mouth where they usually
stopped briefly before entering the creek itself. Occasionally individuals which
veered out of the path of creek water within the lake appeared to circle about
until they hstd relocated its influence' (p. 672).
While LORZand NORTHCOTE
(1965) provide much evidence that, in the vicinity
of the estuary, olfaction enables orientation, sense and cues employed by salmon
farther away from the shoreline are unknown. Results received by ultrasonic or
float tracking and by the marking and recapture method of MCCLEAVE
(1967), JAHN
(1969) and MCCLEAVE
aud LABAR(1972) indicate that far away from the estuary,
olfactory orientation is unimportant. As mentioned above (p. 670), S a l m clarkii,
released up t o 22 km from the river inlet in Yellowstone Lake (USA), exhibited
no distinct deviation if their sense of smell was impaired. However, in some cases the
influence of river water mixed with sea water is stronger, especially in the case of
greater river discharges. That river water spreading in the estuary is likely to provide
cues to homing fishes has been shown by HEUE (1966) who investigated the homing
of pink salmon Oncorhynchus gorbuscha along the coasts of Alaska. HELLEfound
that displaced salmon did not return t o their original spawning area under conditions of extremely low river discharge. However, when the river discharge was
normal or higher, the salmon homed successfully. Japanese investigations on 0.

keta with impaired olfaction revealed that near the river mouth the sense of smell
is important for the homing success (MIYAMAand CO-authors, 1967). Similar
results have been obtained for Salmo salar in the Baltic Sea. At a distance of 36 to
40 km from the estuary S . sular could not locate the mouth of the River Indalsälven
if their nares were closed (BERTMARand TOFT, 1969). Water of the Columbia
River (USA) marked by isotopes originating from effluents of a reactor was identifiable even 115 km seaward of the estuary ( G ~ o s and
s CO-authors,1966). Conceivably, odorous substances, distributed as far as the isotopes, might still be able to
stimulate the olfactory sense of homing salmon.
A question still unsolved is whether anadromous fishes are stimulated by odours
only of their home water or fiom the whole water Passage to their spawning ground.
The h s t possibility would require one odour t o be followed during upstream
migration (single-odour hypothesis). The second possibility would necessitate
continuous learning of the odour sequence encountered during downstream migration (sequential-odour hypothesis).
Social contact (p. 682) seems to be based on pheromones (NORDENO,
1971). A
similar situation may prevail in migrating fishes, i.e. young fish are conditioned
t o attractants of the local resident fish population with which they were associated
before the onset of their seaward migration. This would support the single-odour
hypothesis. While NORDENG'S
(1971) arguments fail to support that hypothesis
convincingly, there are other observations which support i t : OSHIMA and coauthors (1969a) investigated electrical olfactory bulbar responses of salmon. They
placed two adult chinook salmon Onccrrhynchus tshawz/tscha overnight in a small
tank with creek w a h r (non-home water); this water stimulated young chinook
salmon very strongly. Water from the Same creek which was not conditioned by
adult chinook salmon evoked only a weak response. The Same was true if i t was
conditioned by silver salmon, 0. kisutch.
HABDEN-JONES
(1968) and HARA(1970) advanced the hypothesis that odour
imprinting occurs along the whole odour chain from upstream spawning places to
the estuary. This sequential-odour hypothesis requires further qualification (see
also HARA,1971). The main point which led HARDEN-JONES
and RARAto prefer
the sequential hypothesis in favour of other assumptions is the tremenclous dilution
of the home wetter once i t reaches the estuary ;the resulting reduction in the intensity
can hardly be assumed to be perceivable by the salmon. Data presented by IDLER
and CO-authors(1961) suggest that the lower threshold concentration for homestream water recognition is close to 10 ppt. This concentration is far below that in
the estuary of the Fraser River system (mostIy below I part home water per
thousand parts river water).
Another argument in favour of the sequential-odour hypothesis has been presented by UEDAand CO-authors(1967) and OSF~IMA
and CO-authors(1969b). Water
samples downstream of the hoine water evokes electroencephalographic (EEG)
responses of the olfactory bulb of a lower magnitude than home water. These
responses, however, showed no substantial decrease with increasing distance from
the spawning ground. Subsequent samples downstream of the Issaquah home water
showed EEGs of 90%, 93%, 55%, 74%, 74% of the home water response (10O0A),
the last value having been obtained near the estuary of the river. Fig. 8-46 shows
silver salnlon EEGs recorded in home water diluted with different amounts of
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Fig. 8-46: Olaeothynchwr kiautch. Electroencephalogram, recorded from olfactory
bulb, showing effect of infusion of nasal cavity with home water (100%) and
home water diluted to different percentages with distiIIcd nater. Individual 1 :
from a. pond watoring into Lake Washington Canal, USA. (After UEDAand coauthors, 1967 ;modified; reproduced by permission. of Microforms International
Ma.rketing Corp.) Individual 2 : from Soos Creek, near Auburn, USA. (After
OSHIMA and CO-authors,1969b; modified; reproduced by permission of the
Journal o j the Fisheries Research Board of C a W . )

distilled water after the results of two different publications (UEDAand CO-authors,
1967; OSHIMAa,nd CO-authors,196913). Criticism of conclusions drawii from EEG
studies has been presented by COOPERand HASLER(1972)
Whatever the source of odour or the location and mechanism of sceiit imprinting
may be, the period necessary for imprinting the stimulating substance is short
(CARLINin : HASLER,1966 ; SKROCHOWSKA,
1969). EEG techniques revealed that
two-year-old Oncorhynchus tshawytscha acclimated to the odour of a new etlviroiiment within about 70 hrs (OSHIMAand CO-authors, 1969a). I n a field experi~nent

(JENSEN
and DUNCAN,
1971), 36 ta 48 hrs sojourn after transplantation into a
new water was sufficient for causing homing in salmon sinolts 0. kisutch to this
new environment; there was no evidence for return to the old environment, to
which they had been accustomed until the experimental separation.
The short duration of the imprinting process provides no evidence in favour of
or against the two hypotheses proposed. Further analysis requires knowledge of
the chemical composition of the odour substances involved. IYhile such information
is still lacking, some pertinent circumstantial evidence is at hand. FAGERLUND
and
CO-authors (1963) claim that volatile material is important for stimulating
migration. However, IDLER
and CO-authors(1961) and MCBRIDEand CO-authors
(1962) obtained stimulation also by the non-volatile fraction. I ~ ~ L E(1968a)
S
investigated the attractive compounds involved in elver (Anguilla anguilla)
invasion (p. 664) and demonstrated that dissolved and particulate organic substances which are biodegradable, heat stable, and non-volatile act as stimulator.
SUTTERLIN
ancl S UTTERLIN (197 1) measured electrical responses of the olfactoryepithelium of the Atlantic salmon S a l m salmr and compared the effects of different
chemicals. Highly stimulatory compounds were amino acids; in contrast, several
Sugars, n-aliphatic acids, alcohols or amino-substituted alcohols gave only weak or
no reactions. I n Anyuilla anguilta the attractiveness of one of its major food
organisms is mainly produced by synergistic or additive effect of some amino acids
(HASHIMOTO
and CO-authors,1968 ; K o ~ o s uand CO-authors,1968). Investigations
on alarm-substance cells of cyprinids led PFEIFFER
and CO-authors (1971) to
conclude that small molecular proteins excreted by these cells are probably the
organic substances eliciting the responses (p. 683). Hence both the single-odour
hj'pothesis (e.g. involvement of pheromones) and the sequential-odour hypothesis
may be applicable to fish orientation by odour.
(10) Gravity and Inertia

I n fishes, gravity and inertia are perceived by the labyrinth: witliin this Organ
the otolith provides the gravity stimuli. The semicircular canals comprise t h e sense
of inertia and recept stimuli if angular acceleration is involved. Structure and
function of the labyrinth has been described by LOWENSTEIN
(1971).
Gravity is important in many kinds of orientation; proper locomotory performance is possible only if the sense of gravity is integrated. The dependence of positioning in space on gravity and light has been demonstrated by VON HOLST(1950a) and
SCHÖNE(1959) (see also Chapter 8.0, Fig. 8-11). Fig. 8-47 illustrates the position
in space of a guppy Poecilia reticulatw influenced by gravity and light (dorsal light
reaction). The fish's 'upright' position depends on gravity and light; if a light
source above the organism is lowered into a more horizontal position, the fish's
dorso-ventral axis assumes a direction intermediate between the directions of the
two forces, depending on stimulus strength and physiological sensitivity t o light
and gravity .
The importance of inertia and perception of angular acceleration for spatial
orientation is underlined by results of K L E E R E K O ~ E
and
R CO-authors (1969).
Carmsius auratus maintains during thousands of turns of varying magnitude,
direction and sequence, a nearly constant relationship between left and right
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Fig. 8-47: Poecilia ~eliculatus.Dorsal-light reaction. (a) Light entering
from above, (b) from side. F: streng-th and direction of earth-gravity
field; L: irradiance a t light-emitting slit and direction of light rays
entering the swimming cage. a: Depositioning angle of fish, ß: angle
of light rays entering the 6sh' eye; y: angle of light entering the
swimming cage. (After LANG,1967; modfied; reproduced by permission of Springer-Verlag, Heidelberg.)

turns, i.e. the cumulated angles of consecutive left and consecutive right turns are
symmetric. Continuous compensation of angle of turn demonstrates that a direction
of progression, once established, can be maintained by C. auratw in the absence of
directional cues. KLEEREKOPER
and CO-authorssuggest that this ability may be
important in long-range orientation, if the general swimming direction has been
established by other cues. But frequent control of the swimming direction by other
cues seems necessary in order t o avoid deviation from the original compass course.
If, for example, a fish is swimming within an ocean current which has gyral
character or within a frequently changing tidal current, the fish's position and
hence course is altered very slowly. This slow directional change is certainly below
the perception threshold of angular acceleration and soon the fish would be carried
into a different swimming course. Hence e fish, which has perceived stimuli from the
sun to adjust to a compass course, but which cannot obtain such visual cues during
the night or during a subsequent period of prolonged cloud Cover, would be misled
b y its inertial guidance system.
(11) Sound and Vibration

Sound and vibration provide essential cues for orientation in space of fishes,
e.g. for locating the site of breakers on the coast, a rock, or floating obstacles.
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8.2.

ORIENTATION-FISHES

(F.-W. TESCH)

Sounds are also used for social interrelations, for locating individuals of the opposite
Sex or for joining a school. Noise can also elicit avoidance reactions : fishes urithdraw
from specsc sounds of their predators, or from operations of man such as fishing.
The senses involved in sound and vibration perception are the stato-acoustical
Organ and the lateral-line system. Fiinctional and structural properties of these
(1971),LOWENSTEIN
(1971),
Organs have been described by MoaToN (1963),FLOCK
TAVOLCIA(1971), ERULKAR(1972) and others. Fishes with a swimbladder seem to
possess better hearing capabilities ; the swimbladder perceives the pressure waves.
Fishes with a Weber apparatus, the Ostariophysi, exhibit the best acoustic-energy
discrimination capacities; this includes frequency range and auditory threshold.
Frequency discrimination of Ostariophysi (Phoxinus phoxinus and Carassius
auratus) amounts to a quarter tone to a half tone (WOHLFAHRT,
1939; DLJKGRAAF
and TAVOLGA,
1968).Non-Ostariophysi can discrimiand VERHEIJEN,1950; JACOBS
nate only between two tones, octaves or more, depending on the frequency level
(literature i n : TAVOLGA,
1971). I n general, freshwater fishes have the highest
capacities for hearing; sea-water fishes most often rely on Stimuli other than sound
and vibration.
I n fishes without a swimbladder, perception of sound and vibration may be
restricted to the lateral-line system; this causes further restriction in acoustical
abilities. The lateral line responds only to frequencies below 500 Hz (KLEEREKOPER
and ROGGENKAMP,
1959).Many fishes with a swimbladder can perceive frequencies
of 2000 Hz and more. In general, the lateral line perceives water displacements and
is regarded as 'near-field' detector. The inner ear, assisted by the swimbladder, is
considered a 'far-field' detector which perceives pressure waves (for details consult
VAN BERQEIJK,1964).
Since the inner ear of fishes cannot have bipolar receptive capabilities (ERULKAR,
1972), the bipolar, or better raster-like (p. 509), Stimulation may be restricted to
the lateral-line system. This reduces frequency range and discriminatory possibilities for localization of tlie sound source. Perception of sound direction thus might
be restricted to the near field and very short distances (HARRISand VAN BERGEIJK,
1962; VAN BERGEIJK,1964). An effective near field can exist only a t a distance of
about one-sixth of a wavelength. But sharks, which lack a swimbladder, can detect
low-frequency sounds a t a distance of 200 m (NELSONand GRUBER,1963; see also
ENGER,1969). Hence this problem requires further investigation.
Sharks seem to be attracted towards the direction of the sound source; this
indicates possible involvement of bipolar reception. Also the cyprinid fish Serrwtilus,
which has good auditory capabilities, is able to detect the direction of a sound
(KLEEREKOPER
and CHANGON,
1954); however, experimental distance was low
and near-field effects could have been involved. Later investigations revealed that
the carp Cyprinum carpio orients toward the direction of a sound by means of
turning movements indicating klinotaxis (KLEEREKOPER
and MALAR,1968) and
demonstrating that no raster-like receptors are necessary.
MOULTON
(1963) studied sound location in tlie clupeid Brevoortia tyrannus and
the gadid Poronotus tricanthus, which has no linkage between swimbladder and ear.
Both species orient toward the highest sound-intensity source. However, the intensity of the sound was sufficiently high to have activated receptors other than those
of the ear.
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There are more indications that fishes are able to perceive the direction of sound.
Field experiments in a Nonvegian fjord on Labrus bergylta revealed that the
fish can perceive a change in sound direction. The experiments were carried out
a t depths over 3 m with signals of 115 Hz, and the kinetic variables (motion)
exceeded the far-field ratios to the sound pressure in the training (conditioning)
experiments by about 35% ( 3 dB) (SCHUIJFand CO-authors,1972).
Lemon sharks Negalpricm brevirostris were attracted to pulsed broad-band noise
presented from a loudspeaker (BANNER,
1968,1972). The sharks approached as close
as 15 m and, in some cases, actually hit the transducer. Moreover, MYRBERG
and
CO-authors(1969) showed that sharks could locate in the far-field, within seconds,
a sound source, characterized by relatively short wavelengths and low amplitudes.
Pulsed Sounds (WISBYand CO-authors, 1964) or irregular pulsed signals, either
containing harmonics or consisting of octave band of noise (MYRBERQ
and coauthors, 1969), are most attractive to sharks.
Field observations are less conclusive with respect to the possible mechanisnis of
acoustic orientation. PROTASOV
(1965) described the reactions of clupeid schools
influenced by high-intensity sound sources. He established by echo-sounders that
t h e fishes dived. When air-guns were fired, shoals of whiting llferlangius merlangzs
withdrew to greater depth (CHAPMAN
and HAWKINS,1969). If the firing was continued for a longer time they became adapted. It is doubtful whether these movements represent a type of negative acoustical tropota.xis. It could also be negative
orthokinesis, a fright rea,ction which released dowvnward movement controlled by
other stimuli, such as light or gravity.
Investigations into the problem whether sound could be of significance for homing
of salmonids have been carried out by STOBER(1969). Since Salmo clarkii of the
Yellowstone Lake did not provide much evidence that vision or olfaction is essential
t o locate the entrance of a creek into a lake (pp. 67 1,685),STOBER
analyzed the noise
spectrum of the creek and studied the auditory-frequency spectrum of S. clarkii.
H e concluded that the sound source must be audible to the fish, but could not
decide whether this was important for their homing ability.

(12) Electrical and Magnetic Fields

Orientation by means of electric and magnetic stimuli seems not to be as
restricted as supposed until a few years ago. Many skates (Rajidae) and sharks
possess electroreceptors. Perhaps all elasmobranchs have ampullae of Lorenzini,
i.e. tonic electroreceptors (BENNETT,
1971~).
Possibly, also other fishes are sensitive
t o low voltages perceived via their lateral-line system. I n addition to locating
objects by disturbance of their own electric field and sensing low voltages emitted
by other animals (see also Chapter 8.1), navigation or better control of a compass
Course may be involved. Simultaneous perception of geomagnetism could deliver
directional stimuli. Comprehensive treatmen.ts of the function and structure of
electric Organs and of electroreceptors inclu.ding aspects of orientation have been
presented by BENNETT
(1971a, b) ancl SZABO
(1973).A review on the orientation of
animals in the geomagnetic field has been published by NARTINand LINDAUER
(1973).

(a) Active Electrolocation

From experiments of LISSMANN
and MACHIN (1958) we know that Gymnarchus
niloticw can distinguish between externally identical objects which cause a different
degree of distortion of its own electric field in the water; but G. niloticw cannot
distinguish between objects of different structure which similarly distort its electric
field. The mechanism involved is comparable to that of echolocation where the
faint echo returning after a loud sound pulse is evaluated (Chapter 8.3). But there
is some differente: in electrolocation the fish acts as a multiple ohmmeter; i t does
not detect reflected waves. I n other words, tlie fish acts as a dipole generator and its
field decreases as the cube of distance. Therefore, the effect of a disturbance produced by an object, which can in special cases be considered to be an equivalent
dipole, will similarly decrease as the cube of distance. Contrarily, sound can be
beamed when emitted, and only the returning echo will decrease as the Square of
distance. Hence, electrolocation is a comparatively short-range detector (BENNETT,
1971c), serving short-distance orientations (localization of food, predators, schooling individuals), and providing information on the nature of the nearby physical
environment, e.g. sea bottom or obstacles.
Active electroreception comprises the perception of conductance changes for
which electric organ discharge is necessary (BENNETT,
1971b). Many eIectrically
active gymnotids move away from a metal rod that is brought close to them, whereas
they tend to ignore visually similar insulators. More aggressive species attack metal
objects and stimulation is much stronger than to objects of low conductivity.
(b) Passive Electrolocation
Altliough various marine fishes have electric organs (e.g. Torpedo sp. ) there is little
evidence of active electrolocation. Perhaps in sea water it would cost too niuch
energy t o keep the electric organ going all the time; no marine fish continually
emits electric pulses. But also marine fishes with electric organs have a possibility
for spatial orientation by an electric sensory mechanism. I n elasmobranchs such a
mechanism comprises the ampullae of Lorenzini ; these are able to perceive electric
stimuli ; the openings of the receptor canals are distributed over many parts of the
body surface, e.g. of Raja sp. (MURRAY,1962). These receptors are tonic, in contrast
to the phasic receptors of electric freshwater fishes. They are very s e n s i t i v ~ v e n
more so than the tonic receptors of limnic relatives. Their discharge frequency is
perceivably accelerated by stimuli of a few microvolts.
According to KALMIJN(1971) the shark Scyliorhinus canicula and the skate Raja
clavata are extremely sensitive to electrical stimulation. Most marine and limnic
fislies generate electrical discharges without possessing electrical organs (see below).
The flatfish Pleuronectes platessa, for exainple, emits bio-electrical fields into its
surroundings. I n his experiments KALMIJNfound that flatfish buried in the ground
were perceived by preda.tory elasmobranchs (Fig. 8-48). Dead flatfhhes or individuals insulated electrically did not evoke the typical prey-locating behaviour
of sharks or skates. But if the bio-electric field of the flatfish was simulated by a
pair of electrodes buried in the sand, the elasmobranchs reacted positively. This
documents that these predatory marine fishes use their electric sense for food
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Fig. 8-48: Scyliorhinus cunimh. Feeding responses to a : plaice under send ; b :
plaice in agar chamber ;C : pieces of whiting in agar chamber ;d : plaice in agar
chamber covered with plastic film; e : electrodes producing electric dipole
field; f : piece of whiting and electrodes (only 1 electrode shown). Agar
chamber not to scale. Solid arrows: responses of shark; broken arrows: flow
1971 ; modified; reproof sea water through agar chamber. (After KALMIJN,
duced by permission of Company of Biologists Ltd.)

detection. A similar sensitivity mediated by the sinall pit Organs seems to exist
in freshwater fishes such as Ameiurus nebulosus (DIJKGRAAF,1968) and Icta1ur.u~
nebulosus (PETERS
and MEEK,1973).
What is the ecological significance of the electrical discharges recorded in a
and
variety of non-electric fishes (e.g. by BARHAMand CO-authors,1969; IWATA
1969 ; PROTASOV
and CO-authors, 1970, 197 1 ;
CO-authors, 1969 ; PROTASOV,
CHEPURNOV
and CO-authors,1971)?BARHAMand er>-authors (1969) found aniplitudes of 0.01 to 40 ~ L in
V several freshnrater fishes ; while very weak, these amplitudes
are still perceptible by the predatory fishes mentioiied. BARHAMand CO-authors
presume t h a t inany fishes are electric to some degree because all nerve fiings and
and
most muscle contractions produce measurable potentials (see also IWATA
CO-authors, 1969). Presumably, evolutionary intermediates exist between nonelectric and electric fishes.
PROTASOV
(1969) observed weak electric discharges in 13 species of Black Sea
fishes. I n shoals these discharges accumulate and forin a n electric field characteristic
suggests t h a t this electric field facilitates orientation. I n
of a school. PROTASOV
small schools of the freshwater fish Leucmpius delineatus two groups of potentials
could be observed : One, with an amplitude of 5 t o 20 mV is attributed to respiration
and occurs during phases of resting inactivity; the other with an amplitude of
150 mV is connected with inovement. Voltage and frequency increase with excitement. The bio-electrical currents of single individuals are correlated in such a
and
way that breathing movements, for example, become synchronized (PROTASOV
CO-authors,1971).
These findings suggest t h a t electrical perception aids in establishing social contacts and in CO-ordinatingschool activities. Similar conclusions may be derived
and CO-authors,
from observations on young eels Anguilla anguilla (CHEPURNOV
1971). The eels generate pulses of electrical current of 120-msecs duration a t a
frequency of 80 t o 800 Hz; the voltage of one impulse ranges from 0.5 t o 14 mV. I n
schools the voltage increases up to 5 times above the perforrnance of a single individual; i t seems t h a t the electrical activity increases during daylight. The young
eels were 7 to 10 cm long and hence in t h e stage of anadromic migration (TESCH,
1973). During upstream migration they exhibit specific schooling behaviour in
the upper tidal area of the river (TESCH,1966): they form a narrow shoal band
along the river bank during a quite distinct time of the day or of the tide ; this could
b e accounted for by electrical location of the school neighbour and of the bank.
Similar interpretations may be applicable t o behavioural activities of other schooling fishes which have been treated in tlie preceding sections and are priinarily
related t o other senses.
(C)

Compass-Course Movements

The presumptive significance of electrical cues for long-distance migration is
even more speculative than that for short-range orientation. The difficulties of
visual or olfactory orientation in long-range migrations have been discussed under
the respective subheadings. I n the sea, geomagnetic and the dependent electrical
forces are less diminished than light and chemical cues and hence may represent
better reference points for menotactic orientation. The suggestioil t h a t the geo-
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rnagnetic field of the earth could provide reference points for long-range orientation
has received support frorn experiments on birds (MERKELand WILTSCHKO,
1965;
1972).
MERKEL,1971 ; WILTSCHKOand WILTSCHKO,
Experimental evidence t h a t fishes can be guided by forces dependent on the
earth's magnetic field has been provided by BRANO\ER and CO-authors(197 1) and
GLEISER and KHODORKOVSKII
(1971). Anguilla anguilla of 10 to 15 cm length
aligned their movements in a strong artificial magnet,ic field in the direction of the
lines of forces ; in a gradient field they move in the direction of decreasing potentia.1~.
It is hypothesized t h a t the eels recognioe the different electrical potentials and the
electric current generated by their motion in a magnetic field. This would imply
t h a t the perception of the field depends upon magnetohydrodynamic phenomena.
VASILIEVand GLEISER(1973) claim tha.t the level of activity of A . anguilla also
depends upon t h e existence of a magnetic field, especia,lly in increasecl salinities.
Similar a.rguments have been p u t forward by MCCLEAVE
and CO-authors(1971 ;
see also ROMMEL
and MCCLEAVE,
1971) who found, in a n experimental freshwater
tank, t h a t Anguilla rostrnta a.nd Salmo salar cha,nge their heart rate uhen a,n
is applied perpendicularly to their body axis.
electric Geld of 0.167 p a m p
Neither A . rostrata nor S . salar appear to respond when the field is applied parallel
to their body. There was no change in heart rate when the responsiveness to the
magnetic field was tested. It was concluded that A . rostratn and probably alsoS.
salar ca.n detect weak direct-current electric fields of the stiength mentioned, which
corresponds to a potentia,l gradient of about 670 CLVcm-I. This is about one or two
orders of magnitude greater than in the case of the limnic catfish. Perha.ps the
method used did not reveal the lowest possible sensitivity. Hence orientation
assisted by the geoma,gneticfield in n way proposecl by ROYCEand CO-aiithors(1968)
seems practicable. These a.uthors follow an idea originating from DEELDER(1952) :
The intensity and polarity of the comparatively uniform electric fields generated
by water currents could enable migrating fishes to maintain a menotactic Course.
Current speeds of 0.12 m sec-I to 0.5 m sec-', e.g. in the Pacific Ocean, can result in
gradients of 0.06 pV sec-' to 0.25 pV Cm-'. If half the voltage were lost in the watercurrent system and half outside by various return paths, then electric-current
densities between 0.001 and 0.004 p a,mp crnP2 woiild be available to the fishes,
swimming perpendicularly t o the horizontal component of the geomagnetic field. I n
the Gulf Stream near Florida, R~CCLEAVE
a,nd CO-authors(1971) predicted a current
density of up t o a maximum of 0.16 p amp cm-2 a,t the surface. The electric currents
calculated for Pa.cific Ocean and Gulf Stream are only one to two orders of ma,gnitude
smaller tha.n the sensitivities recorded for A . rostkata and S . salar.
The concept advanced by American scientists differs from that of the Russian
authors mentioned: the former ascribe the generation of the electric potential to
the movement of the water current, the latter to that of the fish. There are arguments
for and against both of these hypotheses. BENNETT
(1971a) discusses the possibility
of current-induced electricity with a view on elasmobranchs and apparently Comes
t o a positive conclusion. La,rger fishes should be more sensitive than smaller ones,
and their behavioural threshold may not be far below the strength of the geophysica,l
stimuli expected. B u t although the calculations suggest that electric sensitivity
may suffice for orientational purposes, the noise of swimming due to electromyograms, as well as mechanica.1 effects on the receptors and streaming potentials.

might make orientation more difficult than assumed. Especially in freshwater
fishes, orientation assisted by electrical cues seems, for several reasons, t o be more
problematic; but HATU and CO-authors(1932) report that catfish are infiuenced
by earth currents.
Support for the hypothesis, that the fish's movement generates the electric
potentials seems to come from investigations by TESCHand LELEK(1973a, b). They
studied directional choice in silver, yellow and glass eels (Anguilla anguilla) in a

Elvers

Fig. 8-49: Anguilla anguilla. Directional choices (%) of stationary eels,
migratory eels and elvers. (After TESCHand LELEK,1973b; reproduced by permission of the Bundesforschungsanstalt für Fischerei,
Hamburg.)

circular tank without w a h r currents, light, chemical or other measurable influences. The tank contained sea or brackish water. Glass eels (elvers) obviously
exhibited no directional preferences (Fig. 8-49). However, eels on their spawning
migration (silver eels) prefemed north or northwest directions ; this agrees with the
inain swimming direction in the sea of ultrasonically tracked individuals (Fig.
8-50). Displaced stationary eels (yellow eels) or pre-migratory individuals prefemed
ilortherly and southerly directions. These results are in accordance with behaviour
exhibited by other displaced stationary fishes (e.g. Abramis brama), examined
1965). Of the
during field experiments by the float-tracking method (PODDUBNYI,
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Fig. 8-50: Anguilb anguilh. Northern swimming Course displayed by two silver eels tracked
ultrnsonically in the North Sea north of Helgoland; small arrows indicate current directions, their numbers current speed (knots). The smallest numbers designate water depth.
Triangles in compass circle : swimming direction of eel through the water, calculated every
15 mins; arrow in centre of compass circle: mean compass direction. (After TESCH,1974a;
reproduced by permission of Verlag Paul Parey, Hamburg-Berlin.)

displaced breams 87.5% moved along the magnetic meridian, of the non-displaced
individuals only 50%. Electric and magnetic fields may have been involved as
and LELEK(1973a, b), in which nearly
potential cues in the experiments of TESCH
all other known factors had been excluded from affecting the eels tested. Except
for the eels' own movements there was also no source that could have induced
voltage gradients; but in view of the limited movements, eel-induced voltage
gradients seem also a rather restricted possibility. Perhaps the slight preferences
shown for the directions mentioned could be considered to have been caused by the
low swimming activities. Since it is uncertain whether the locomotory activities of
the eels in the tank were sufficient to cause electrical stimulation due to magnetohydrodynamic effects, stimulation by magnetism cannot be ruled out. TESCH
(1974b) examined directional choices of silver eels (Anguilla anguilln) in the
presence of a compensated or reversed geomagnetic field, using a method similar
t o that mentioned above (TESCHa.nd LELEK,1973b). Experimental changes in the
earth's magnetic field are paralleled by alterations in the directional choices indicated by the test eels. I n view of the apparently rather limited own swimming activity
(as evidenced by photographic controls) it seems unlikely that the movement of

Time (mins)
Fig. 8-51: Acipemer giildemtädti. (a) Traces of 6 passages of sturgeons under a
high-voltage electrotransmission. (b) Swimming speed (m min-') recorded
1969; modified.)
over a period of 6 hrs. (After PODDUBNYI,

experimental eels produced electromagnetic fields. It seems likely, that the Course
inaintained by silver eels during their long-distance migration-at least while on
the continental shelf-relies on stirnuli provided by the geomagnetic field.
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KHOLODOV
(1958) and KHOLODOV
and VEREVKINA(1962) claimed that a homogenous magnetic field can influence fishes of the Black Sea; they used conditioned
reflexes as criteria. However, MALINW(1970a) could not detect any responses to the
magnetic field in juvenile Abramis brama. This finding seems to be in accordance
with the behaviour of juvenile eels (TESCHand LELEK,1973b). Discussing the
manifold physiological influences of weak magnetic fields on fishes, amphibians,
birds and mammals, KHOLODOV
(1965) concluded that the physiological mechanism
of the primary effect of the magnetic field may consist of changes in the chemical
affinity of glial cells. CHAGNEUXand CHALAZONITIS
(1972) studied the anisotropic
responses of cell fragments (external segments) in the rods of the frog eye. Placed
in a physiological suspension these fragments align themselves along the lines of a
constant homogenous magnetic field. This sensitivity of the segments is explained
by magnetic anisotropy of the rhodopsin molecules.
A critical examination of the important question whether or not magnetism can
supply directional cues requires experiments on unconditioned fishes in which
potential electrical forces or magnetic fields must be eliminated or changed. I n
addition, field experiments are necessary in order to test whether electricity or
magnetism are of ecological significance for providing essential cues during migrations. Such experiments Pose many methodological difficulties. However, a chance
(1969) shows that a.n assessment of the ecological
field experiment by PODDUBNYI
meaning of electric or magnetic fields is possible (Fig. 8-51). During his ultrasonic
telemetric trackings, sturgeons Acipenser yülden.stkdti passed along a high-voltage
transmission line which created an electromagnetic field with horizontal strength
of about 0.6 electromagnetic units (Oersted) in the water; 63% of the passages
revealed sharp reflections in swimming direction. I n addition, all sturgeons reduced
their swimming speed when approaching the Passage, and increa.sed it sharply
when passing the overhead wires. Since no other barriers intervened it seems quite
clear that electrical or magnetical forces provided stimuli for this behaviour.
(13) Migratory Cycles as a Function of Environmental Factors

In the preceding sections, we have considered different elements of orientation
such as receptors, stimuli and environmental prerequisites. I n the present section
we shall attempt to analyze the dependence of migration cycles on different environmental factors. This intention restricts the discussion to a few major rnigratory
fishes and to long-distance orientation; a t the Same time, it stresses the fact that
orientation of fishes in their natural environment does not depend on a single cue
but comprises a complex cue hierachy with 'built-in' alternatives.
(a) Salmon

A comparison between the migration rollte of the pink salmon Oncorhynchus
go~buschaas observed by ROYCEand CO-authors(1968) and the North-Pacific
currents is illustrated in Figs 8-51 and 8-53. From coastal areas young salmon enter
the ocean in July to September. They travel rapidly westward along the coast,
following the Alaskan Stream north of the Alaskiln Gyre. Later, by December, they
turn southward-in
accordance with the prevailing current. I n January and
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Fig. 8-52: Oncurhynchw gorbuscha. Oceanic migration cycle of pink-salmon
stocks from southeastern Alaaka and British Colurnbia. 1 : Salmon of 10 to 25
cm length, in July and September; 2 : 20 to 30 cm length, October to December; 3: 25 t o 40 cm length, January and February; 4: 35 to 60 cm length,
March t o A u y s t . (After ROYCEand CO-authors,1968; modified.)

Fig. 8-53: Water currents in the North Pacific Ocean during winter. (After MORSKOIATLAS,
1953 ; modified.)
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February they dissipate widely bizt with a general tendency t o migrate eastward,
proceeding in the direction of the eastward Sub-Arctic Current south of the Alaskan
Gyre. I n spring and summer they finally turn northward and then coastward t o
their respective destination (Canadian a.nd Alaskan estuaries). The northward
movement also seems to be somewhat in the direction of the Gyre of that respective
area.
The most interesting aspect of this migration pattern is that the long-range
movements do not follow a linear but a circular route. The Same is true for other
salmon species and for other areas. Further examples have been provided ~ ~ R O Y C E
and CO-authors(1968); they include the sockeye salmon 0.nerka from the Bristol
Bay which performs not only one but multiple circles (loops). All these gyreconnected migrations are directed 'downstream' and, possibly, primarily due to
passive drifting. Maturing salmon travel on average 46 t o 56 km per day and ocsionally may average more than 83 km daily over long distances. These Speeds
clearly exceed those of the ocean currents carrying the salmon. The captures in
nets of both adults and juveniles also indicate that their migration speed is faster
than that of the current. There can be no doubt : migra.ting mature salmon actively
pursue their course t o a certain degree.
The facts a t hand demonstrate that most parts of the migratory cycle are connected with prevailing water currents. I n river-bound mature migrators, countercurrents, as well as olfactory and/or visual stimuli provide the major reference
points for spatial orientation (pp. 674, 683). I n oceanic migrators currents may also
be involved, but not via induction of positive or negative rheotaxis; this is not conceivable because of the lack of reference stimuli (p. 673). A menotactic course
depending on visual stimuli is not very likely (p. 661), especially not in the North
Pacific Ocean :
'The weather of the Aleutians area is characterized by persistently overcast
skies, highwinds, and violent storms. . . . Even in the milder summer periods,
the sky is obscured by fog, mist, haze, or clouds most of the time. I n the outer
parts of Bristol Bay the average weather in June (tho month when most salmon
are homeward bound) is 44 percent fog, mist or haze and mean cloud cover is
8/10. I n the central Gulf of Alaska the average June weather is 25 percent fog,
mist, or haze; the mean cloud cover is 9/10' (ROYCEand CO-authors,1968,
P. 457).

It should be added here that salmon also migrate during the night.
Other potential stimuli have been discussed (p. 694) which depend on magnetohydrodynamical effects, i.e. on electric potential gradients generated by ocean
currents. Experimental evidence that salmon might be sensitive to these electric
forces has been presenfed by MCCLEAVE
and co-authors (1971). Possibly, an inherited electrical sense, effective during open-sea migration, is involved. Generation
of electrical potentials could a.lsobe due to the fish's own movement ; this phenomeilon may not necessarily exclude the magnetohydrodyna,mical effect of ocean
currents. Dependence on geomagnetism itself is also imaginable (p. 697). But the
last-mentioned two mechanisms are not bound t o be supplied by the ocean current of
the , T e which seems so strikingly connected with the migration cycle of the salmon.
A problem which concerns all types of potential electrical or magnetical cues for
sensing the migration route would be differential polarization within the different
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sections of the cycle. A succession of genetically fixed sensitivit,~patterns, integrated in migration timing, might be a necessary prerequisite.
The presumably current-dependent migration of Pacific salmon finds-according
to present knowledge-no counterpart in the Atlantic salmon, S a l m salar. This
is especially true for the Baltic salmon, because in the Baltic Sea a uniform current
cycle (as in the North Pacific) does not exist. Frequently, changing winds continuously induce changes in current directions (DEUTSCHES
Hydrographisches
Institut, 1967). Only short-distance migrations are connected with these windgenerated currents. This is indicated by salmon catches which often increase
suddenly during one- to two-day periods (THUROW,
1966). A definite, perhaps
current-dependent movement has been observed only in the young salmon (smolts)
which entered the Gulf of Bothnia (Baltic Sea). The smolts seem to follow the
southerly directed currents along the Swedish east coast.
Some North Atlantic salmon migrate nearly as far as the Pacific salmon (THUROW,
1966; recent reports of the International Cornrnission for Exploration of the Sea,
Anadrornous and Catadromous Fish Committee). This concerns especially salrnon
from the Greenland coasts originating frorn European and North Arnerican rivers.
Almost nothing is known on the migration patterns of these stocks.
(b) Eels

Migratory cycles of members of the genus Anguilla first received attention by

SCHRCIDT
(1923). His Papers have been discussed in various reviews (e.g. BERTIN,
1956; BRUUN,1963; TESCH,1973). Eels rnigrate in directions opposite to tliose of
salmon, i.e. they are catadromous. The initial phase of the spawning rnigrations is
well known. It begins in the rivers as a downstream ('catadromous') rnovernent.
While the term 'catadromous' is correct if applied to this migration phase, i t can
hardly be used to characterize movements of eels in coastal regions. The difFerence
between migrational aspects of salmon and eel is that the former spalvns in fresh
water, the latter in the ocean. Adult coastal eels might temporarily perform upstream (anadromous) rnigration if swimming against tidal currents or, later, if
swimming against the Gulf Stream.
The mechanisrn of orientation employed during catadromous migration seeins
quite simple: if ripeness is attained, internal factors release negative rheotaxis
and the eel is carried seaward. But this release does not function if the eel Starts
from the coast or even from an inland lake. I n that case active movernent must be
released and this movement must be directed. Involvement of a. rnenotactic Course
is documented by migration patterns of Anguilla anguilla in the Baltic Sea (Fig.
8-54). All tagged eels were recaptured in a western direction (in the southern Baltic
Sea even northwestern). The barrier of the Swedish coast forces them to swim more
southerly. Pield experiments in the Baltic Sea with eels tracked by the floating
technique (EDELSTAM,1965) have confirmed this westward coinpass-course
swimming. I n the Open North Sea with its even bottom topography the eels swim
northwest (Fig. 8-50; TESCH,1972, 1973, 1974a). As TESCH'Sfield experiment has
shown, the swimming direction remains the Same no matter in which compass
direction the tidal stream was directed. Under these conditions, the often very
strong current (up to 2 km hr-I) could a t most result in sideways drifting. The
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unaffected swimming in no way supports the idea that current-generated potentials
could guide the eels-a mechanism proposed for the salmon (p. 701). Also the laboratory experiments with migratory eels (p. 696) do not favour such a possibility.
Sun-compass orientation appeam entirely impossible because (i) several of the field
experiments were conducted during the night, and (ii) during long periods, heavy
cloud Cover obscured the sun during the day.
Laboratory experiments by MILES (1968b) exploring the directional choice of
Americansilvereels Anguilla rostrata seem doubtful as far as light stimuli of celestial
origin are concerned (TESCHand LELEK,1973b).Similarly doubtful is the possibility
of olfactory orientation (pp. 680,683). Topography or gradients of temperature and
salinity proved insignificant in ultrasonic tracking experiments (TESCH,1974a)
or not strong or linear enough to evoke a straight swimming course.
Results of field and laboratory experiments indicate that influences of the
geomagnetical field may guide the eel. The course maintained during the experiments was northwesterly ; this preferred direction, of course, could only be maintained until the Open Atlantic Ocean was reached. Perhaps a subsequent stimulus
would then release a turn towards a more southerly course. This release could
originate from (i) endogenous factors such as the de,gee of sexual maturity, (ii)
exogenous factors such as reduced turbidity in Open Atlantic areas or increasing
temperature (Gulf Stream). For the final part of the migration, perhaps temperature
gradients could enable the eels to find the high temperature trough in the Sargasso
Sea.
Considering the return of the eel larvae to the continent, SCRMIDT(1923)supposed
that they are carried by the Gulf Stream xvithout the need for active movement.
This assumption has received support from drift calculations (HARDEN-JONES,
1968); however, there are reservations concerning the southern component of the
larval population. Upon metarnorphosis, active movements assist to attain continental waters. Upon entering the estuaries, transportation by tidal currents,
orientation via olfactory stimuli (natural fresh water) and rheotactic behaviour (at
least during ebb tides) guide the young eels (p. 673).
Among the Anguillidae only the migration cycle of the Atlantic eel is known.
Indo-PacSc eel species presumably display simiIar patterns, but very few data
are available. Also other families or species of the Anguilliformes perform longdistance migrations. The North Atlantic deep-sea eel Symphobranchus kaupi seems
t o use the Same migration routes as Anguilla anguilla as far as geographical position
and route to the spawning place are concerned (BRUUN,1937).
(C)

Herring

Perhaps the most intensively investigated migratory fish is the Atlantic herring
Clupea harengus, especially the North Sea populations. But nearly all information
on migratory cycles Comes from synoptical field data such as catch statistics, or
investigations on growth, recruitment and mortality. Detailed studies have been
conducted on differences in meristic characters including vertebral and gill raker
counts (Volume I, Chapters 3 and 4). The most important character for identification of the different spawning communities is the time of spawning, which each year
on any one ground is very regular. Experiments on herring-both in the field and
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in the laboratory-are difficult ; however, some experiments with conventional
tagging have been performed. Consequently, the information a t hand on migration
patterns is hypothetical. Although adults of, for example, the Downs herring
substock appear to return year after year to the same spawning place, it is unknown
whether the fixed spawning areas of other populations are identical with the native
spawning grounds. Reviews on herring migration have been written by C~SEUNG
(1968) and HARDEN-JONES
(1968).
The migration cycle of three North Sea stocks, compared with prevailing currents,
is illustrated in Figs 8-55 and 8-56. The simila.rities between migratory cycle of
adolescent herring and the current System are obvious. Perhaps the cycle is completed once each year. For example, the Downs herring live in the main North Sea
swirl in summer, but in the English Channel in winter. Very similar is the drift

Fig. 8-55 :Clupea horengw. Migration pattern
of three spawning stocks in the North Sea :
Scottish, Dogger Bank and D o m s herring;
dotted areas: spawning placss. (After
CUSHING, 1968; modified; reproduced by
permission of the University of Wisconsin
Press.)

Fig. 8-56: Residual currents of surface water
in the North Sea. (After HARDEN-JONES,
1968; reproduced by permission of H.M.
Stationery Office, Crown Copyright and
Edward Arnold (Publisher) LM.)

of their larvae, although they first drift nearer to the shore and only la.ter enter the
central regions of the North Sea.
The Progress made by inigrating adult herring seems to be rather small, it amounts
t o only 5 km per day. Passive drifting (shown for larvae) of adults cannot be
excluded. Deviations from prevailing current patterns may be induced by the
search for food and, in the vicinity of the spawning grounds, by search for depths
and bottom properties adequate for reproduction. Nevertheless, the overall
congruity of herring niovements and currents resembles the situation reported for
Pacific salmon (p. 699). 'Downstream' movements similar to those shown by the
Downs herring, are exhibited by the Norwegian spring spawning herring, the stock
appears to be contained within the Norwegian Sea gyral. Of the many different
stocks of the Atlantic herring, several may behave similarly.
(d) Other Species

A most striking orientation is performed by tunas Thunnus thynnus: large
specimens of over 125 kg as well as small individuals of 10 kg (2 years) and 16 kg
(3 years of age) migrate 8000 km from the Straits of Florida to Norwegian waters,
or 5500 km from the Long Island area t o the Bay of Biscay (MATHER,1962 ;TIEWS,
1963; MATHERand CO-authors,1967). Some large tunas were free for less than
3 months; the speed of migration amounted to 3 km hr-I, assuming that straight
Courses were follou7ed and the date of recapture was the actual time of arrival; most
likely, the real swimming speed was faster. Random movement can be excluded and
maintenance of a compass course is probable. Visual orientation seems possible a t
least during the southwestern part of the journey which is geilerally favoured by
good weather. But the northeast Atlantic Ocean section rarely offers sufficiently
good weather conditions for a menotactic sun course. The difficulties are similar
to those discussed in regard t o other fishes (pp. 70 1, 704), compass-course orientation, assisted by magnetical or electromagnetical cues, is more probable. Assistance
of ocean currents (hydrodynamical effects) seems unlikely because in the northeastern parts of the Atlantic Ocean, current velocities are very low.
Coinpass-course orientation seems also to be employed by skipjack tuna Katsuwonus pelamis. These fish perform nightly journeys of 25 t o 106 km away from a
bank near Hawaii, returning every morning. This fact has been ascertained by
telemetric ultrasonic tracking (YUEN, 1970). The mechanism of orientation is
unknown. During the night the tunas swim close to the surface which might
facilitate celestial orientation in this area, characterized by good weather conditions.
However, no experimental evidence for celestial orientation has yet been produced,
except for sun-coinpass orientation. Hence in K. pelamis, similar orientation
mechanisms may be involved as in the Thunnus thynnus. Certainly this species
is a favourable subject for field experiments. The obvious dependence of the
migratory cycle of young K. pelamis on hydrographical factors has been discussed
by WILLIAMS(1972).
Several fish species exhibit circular migration cycles similar to those described
for Pacific salmonids (p. 699). An exan-iple is the Arcto-Norwegian cod G'adus
morhua (HARDEN-JONES,
1968).Througl~outits life cycle tl-ie spawning cominunity
seems to be assisted by ocean currents, a t least during part of the journey. Spent
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and feeding fish move essentially downstream, and u~ithoutdoubt eggs, larvae and
juveniles are transported northward over long distances. Current velocities of
0.4 km hr-' carry a young cod about 1000 km in 5: months; this period equals the
duration of the pelagical stage. It is unknown whether certain sections of the migration cycle depend upon active, directed movements. Hence this species provides no
support to the hypothesis that orientational cues may be obtained from oceangenerated electric currents (p. 695). Passive rheotaxis, or rather downstream
drifting, with loss of visual contact seems to be the most probable migration method.
Comparable passive movements are exhibited by another gadid fish, the Lowestoft whiting Merlangius merlangus. The majority of the population follows an anticlockwise cyclic movement in the southern North Sea. M. merlangus returns to
Lowestoft again having circulated within the southern North Sea for a year (ROUT,
1962). A corresponding gyre is knowil for currents in the southern North Sea (Fig.
8-51). The migration patterns of the whiting can be compared with those of the
herring (p. 704).
1968) and the
Migratory cycles in plaice Pleurcmectes platessa (HARDEN-JONES,
sole Solea solea (KOTTHAUS,
1967) seem to be related to water movement in coastal
areas. As in many other species, eggs and larvae are presumably transported by
residual water currents. I n the North Sea, the anticlockwise gyral provides the
means of transportation. After settlement on the sea bottom, the young P. platessa
begin t o migrate shorewards; this migration is later followed by an offshore movement. Considering the small initial size of the young P. platessa, onshore migration
presumably depends on making differential use of tidal currents, rather than on
(continuous) active movements. Perhaps a mechanism is involved similar to that
described for elvers of Anguilla anguilla (p.673) and for swimming crabs M a c r q i p u s
holsatus (p. 671): onshore migration during flood tides and offshore migration
during ebb tides. The stimuli which release upward swimming into the carrying
water Iayers may be related to temperature or salinity variations As P platessa
attain sexual maturity they migrate to their spawning grounds; there is some
indication that they spawn in the parents' spawning area (HARDEN-JONES,
1968).
Statistical evaluations of tagging-recapture data indicate the presence in Pleuronectes platessa of a certain tendency for homing (DE VEEN, 1970). During homing,
apparently both swimming against or with the current may be involved, and even
movements across the current. No information on the possible mechanisms of
orientation during spawning migrations has come to the reviewer's attention. I n
this connection, observations on temporary surface swimming of Solea solea (p.674)
may be of interest. P. platessa lends itself for field and labora-tory experiments and
may prove a valuable test organism for exploring details on near-shore migratory
patterns and on the physiological mechanisms involved in spatial orientation.

8. ORIENTATION IN SPACE: ANIMALS
8.3 MAMMALS

(1) Introduction

Orientation involves active relating to spatial and temporal components of the
environment; it is based on intrinsic properties of the organism concerned. This
subchapter concentrates on spatial and intrinsic aspects. Temporal aspects receive
attention in Chapter 9. Dynamically, orientation involves feedback processes:
environmental cues cause directed responses (e.g. positioning, locomotion) which
tend t o alter the stimulus patterns perceived ; the new stimulus patterns, in turn,
represent the basis for the next orientation response. The drive to orient continues
until a temporary equilibrium is attained during which the stimulus remains
ineffective (Chapter 8.0).
Orientation in space is a multifactorial phenomenon : a variety of different cues
are perceived and interpreted by several different physiological mechanisms.
Marine mammals obtain cues, for example, from light, temperature, salinity, water
movement, substratum, pressure, organic substances, gravity, sound and vibration,
and mechanical stimuli, as well as from nutritive, reproductive and social conditions.
The principal physiological mechanisms involve visual, auditory, tactile and
chemical senses. Exclusive reliance on a single cue type does not seem to
occur, although a certain class of stimuli may predominate: delphinids in muddy
waters or in darkness, for example, rely heavily on acoustic cues.
Studies on spatial orientation of marine mammals encounter considerable
difficulties: (i) Field work, due to methodological problems, is usually below the
standard of field studies conducted on terrestrial mammals. Much of our present
knowledge is based on questionable, incomplete and insufficiently documented
observations. (ii) Laboratory experiments involve considerable costs (test animals,
buildings and maintenance). Until recently, they have been restricted largely to
commercially operated zoos and oceanaria. Since these serve profit purposes, the
suitability of facilities and the design of experiments have often been characterized
by suboptimal compromises. Among the cetaceans, only small odontocetes have
become available for experimentation. (iii) Semi-natural or wholly artificial
environments tend to reduce environmental and social complexity and hence to
falsify performances involved in behavioural orientation. (iv)Some forms, especially
odontocetes, are known for their imitative behaviour (e.g. TAYLERand SAAYMAN,
1973). Both in captivity and a t sea, and without apparent external reinforcement,
complex behavioural sequences (previously unfamiliar phonations or motor
patterns) are performed, both in the presence and in the absence of the stimulus

which originally evoked the imitation. This behaviour complicates the differentiation between 'normal' performance a t sea and secondary modifications due to
imitation and learning. Only in the last few years has i t become possible to improve
the reliability of field work due to radio-tracking techniques used in combination
with aerial observat'ions, and to conduct adequate experiments as a result of the
establishment of Special facilities (e.g. Oceanic Institute, Hawaii ; Marine Mammal
Facility a t Scripps Institution of Oceanography, La Jolla; Navy Marine Mammal
Research Facility, San Diego, USA).
Substandard methodological accuracy a t sea, insufficient accessibility and
potential falsification of performance in laboratory studies: how can we obtain
ecologically meaningful results? This question comprises a unique challenge to any
behavioural ecologist working with these intelligent creatures of the sea. Obviously,
we must rely on well-designed parallel investigatioils a t sea and in experimental
pools, lest we produce data utterly inadequate for the comprehension of life as it
exists in oceans and comtal waters.
The importance of behaviour for solving orientational problems increases with
increasing organismic complexity and differentiation (e.g. KINNE,1957a, b). While
plants (Chapter 7 ) and lower invertebrates (Chapter 8.1) respond primarily via
basic physiological and morphological processes (e.g. changes in metabolic performance, or in directional growth of body parts), 'higher' forms of life tend to
depend increasingly on integrated complex neurophysiological responses. As
evolution proceeds, 'passive' tolerance of environmental Stress becomes accompanied by active search for, and int-erpretation of, information on the environment.
At the Same time, the progressive need to orient actively to environmental components constitutes a major driving force of behavioural evolution, ultimately
providing additional possibilities for effective exploitation of ecological niches and
for avoiding, or counteracting, potentially detrimental conditions.
Active relating to the environment includes communication. I n marine mammals,
communication involves transmission of information between two or more individual~.Some authors have iiiferred intention to such exchange of information.
However, experimental evidence does not Support such a view (BASTIAN,1967;
EVANSand BASTIAN,1969): A male and a female bottle-nosed (or bottlenose)
dolphin Tursiops truncatus (the famous 'Flipper' of television shows) were separated
in two adjacent enclosures with no visual contact between them. The male was
required to press one of two paddles in order for either to receive food; but the
visual Signal indicating which of the two paddles had to be activated was preseilted
only to the female. Hence the female had to communicate this information acoustically to the male in order to obtain food. These two dolphins were successful over
thousands of trials. But when the visual barrier between the dolphins was removed,
and even when the male was removed from his enclosure, the female continued to
emit the acoustic sigilals as usual. Such behaviour does not justify the assumption
of intention :
'This rather complex performance is very much what might have been expected had the female beeil trained by herself to emit signals differentially in the
presence of the different visual signals and if the male had been separately
trained to press his paddles differentially with respect to these acoustic signals'
(EVANS
and BASTIAN,
1969, p. 433).
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This experimental result and comparable information on related species create no
need t o assign a special status t o communications between delphinids. Anthropomorphisms are unjustified.
Odontocete whales, especially the delphinids, exhibit unusual learning and
problem-solving capabilities, and their abilities for spatial orientation are very
high. The brilliant performances of captive Tursiops truncatus have led many
observers to infer a considerable degree of intelligence to these playful and contacteager whales. MCBRIDE and HEBB (1948) suggested that this dolphin surpasses
dogs in motivation and in man-animal communication, and KELLOGG(1961) has
placed T. truncutus above the chimpanzee. Learning efficiency of T. truncatus,
evaluated on the basis of auditory discrimination learning-set tasks, has been
reported t o rival t h a t established for individual rhesus monkeys in visual discrimination learning-set tasks (HERMANand ARBEIT, 1973). Other small odontocetes (Phocoenaphocoena,Delphinus delphis,Stene2lacaeruleoalba)have been claimed
t o rank between the genera Homo and Simia (GIHR and PILLERI, 1969; PILLERI,
1971a; see also: LILLY, 1961, 1964; RIDQWAYand CO-authors, 1966; KRACSand
PILLERI,
1969a, b ; GRUENBERGER,
1970; PILLERI
and GIHR, 1970a, b). I n contrast,
VORONIN(1970) doubts whether T. truncutus and related odontocetes ca.n be placed
on the same high level as the anthropoid monkeys. Of Course, such ranking invites
says-and I agree with
criticism. I n a letter to the reviewer (1973), K. S. SORRIS
him'This lining animals up in hierarchies leaves me cold. Tlzere are many different
varieties of intelligence or mental capability, eacb adaptive to its ourn environment.'
I n cetaceans, size and complexity of neural structures (brain, cortex, higher brain
centres) are extraordinary. The sense Organs are characterized by a Strange mixture
a.nd JAXSEN,1969).
of highly differentiated and greatly reduced structures (JANSEN
The cetacean brain features brachgencephaly and a high degree of telencephalization. The cerebellum is very large and unique in the relative development of its
subdivisions: sm.all anterior lobe, large paramedian lobule, enormous parsflocculus,
rudimentary floccu1onodu1a.r lobe, and extraordinarily developed nuclei (dominating size of posterior interpositus nucleus, very small lateral nucleus). The relative
extension of general surface a.reas of the cortex in the cosnmon dolphin Delphinus
delphis, some other mammals and man reveals both considerable interspecific
differences, and surprising similarities betureen man aiid dolphin (Table 8-5).
No saticfactor? explanation is currently available for the extraordinary development of the delphinid neocortex. Acoustic centres are hypertrophied. I n the river
dolphiiis Pontopo~iu blainvillei, Platanista yangetica and P . indi, considerably
and GIHR, 1971b); the same is true for
iess-developed brains are found (PILLERI
Sirenia, Pinnipedia and Jlysticeti. More datn are requiied on f~inct.ioria1and
structural details ( n u n ~ b e rand distributiori of cortical iieurons, their clericlritic
fields, synapses, etc.), before we ca,iz einba,rk 011 mennirigful, detailed tliscussions
and JANSEN,
1069).
regarcliszg the intellectua,l capacity of rnarinc mnmmals (JAKSEK
General accounts on classification ancl clistribution of rnarinc ma,mmals have beeil
(1943), SCHEFFERancl R.ICE(1963), D E LATTIX(1967) aiid
compiled by ~IATSUURA
RICE and SCHEFFER(1968). Taxonomie and zoogeographical contributions on
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groups of marine mammals have been provided by : KING (1964), RE PENN IN^ and
CO-authors (1969, 1971): seals; SCHEFFER(1958): seals, sea lions and wahuses;
NISHIWAKI (1965): pinnipeds and whales; MATSUURA
(1944), BOURDELLE
and
(1963), HERSHKOVITZ
(1966) and MARCUZZI
GRASSE(1955), NORMAN
and FRASER
and PILLERI(1971): whales; D. W. RICE (1967): synopsis of cetacean families;
(1966): DelSLIJPER (1962), MACKINTOSH(1965, 1966): mysticetes; FRASER
phinoidea.
Marine mammals in restricted areas have been reviewed by TAKASRIMA
(1933):
marine mammals of Japan ; KLEINENBERG
(1956) : mammals of the Black and Azov
Sem ; DAUGHERTY(1965): mammals of California; NISHIWARI (1966, 1967):
mammals of the North Pacific area; WILKE(1954): seals of northern Hokkaido;
KENYON
and SCHEFFER(1955): seals, sea lions and sea otter of the Pacific coast;
KING (1956): seals of the Pacific coast of America; NISHIWAKIand NAGASAKI
(1933): Pacific sirenians; GASKIN
(1960): seals of Japanese waters; HIRASAKA
(1972): whales, dolphins and seals of the New Zealand region; JONSGARD (1966):
a n d S ~(1r 948)
~ ~ : cetaceans
Balaenopteridae in the North Atlantic Ocean ;SCHEFFER
of the west coast of North America; GIBSON-HILL
(1949): cetaceans in Malayan
waters ; GIBSON-HILL(1950): cetaceans in Sarawak waters ; TOMILIN
(1951b, 1957,
1962, 1967): cetaceans of the USSR; TAGO(1922): whales of Japanese waters;
MOORE(1966): beaked whales in North American waters; OGAWA(1937): odontocetes near Japan ; MERCER(1973) : odontocetes in the western North Atlantic;
(1971) has disKLUMOV(1959): commercial dolphins of the Far East. SOKOLOV
cussed taxonomical, distributional and other studies devoted to cetaceans by scientists in the USSR.
This seemingly impressive, long list of papers does not provide very much solid
information. Several papers lack accuracy and thoroughness. Admittedly, definite
information on taxonomy and zoogeography is difficult to come by: work a t sea
and specimen collection is expensive ; occasionally found carcasses often decompose
before they can be examined; the large dimensions of cetaceans defy normal
dissection methods; several marine mammals live in remote areas; close-range
observations and proper tracking experiments require equipment which has only
recently become available; cultivation is still restricted to a few representatives
(Volume I11 : KINNE,in press a).
A recent list of marine mammals of the world (RICE and SCHEFFER,1968)
comprises 118 species, including limnic representatives of predominantly marine
groups. The number of species varies significantly in the five orders of marine
mammals : Carnivora : 1 species, Pinnipedia : 33, Sirenia : 5, Mysticeti : 10, Odontoceti: 69.

(2) Light
(a) General Aspects
I n mammals, the light-perceiving eye tends to be the most effective sense Organ
yielding information on spatial properties of the environment. Simultaneous,
detailed panoramic point-to-point representation of the surroundings, immediate
directionality and distance evaluation over considerable ranges by binocular
stereoscopic vision cannot be matched by any other spatial-orientation mechanism.

However, for marine mammals which live predominant~lyunderwater, optical
cues and the sense of vision often appear to be of soinewhat less importance than
for many of their land-living Counterparts. I n greater water depths, in turbid waters
and a t night, low visibility prevails, and in the Open oceans, visual 'landmarks' are
restricted to the light emitted by sun, möon or stars. While bioluminescence is of
some importance, diving mammals are often forced to employ, additionally or
primarily, non-visual orienta,tion mechanisms. I n particular, they must rely on
auditory cues (p. 792).
Seeing involves (i) focusing, i.e. adjustments of each eye to produce the sharpest
possible retinal image ; (ii) movements relating the two eyes to each other and to the
objects viewed; (iii) image formation on the retina.; (iv) photoreception; (V)neura<l
transmission; (vi) central interpretation. In mammals, 4 types of eye movements
may be distinguished: spontaneous (not looking a t anything in particular), exploratory (searching for something), pursuit (following a moving object, or a static
object during own movements), idle (resting motions). Phylogenetically, the oldest
visual response is rea.ction to object movement. Additional aspects of orientation
seeing involve object location (assessment of direction a.nd distance), object recognition (perception of size, shape and other properties), and visual object memory
(a basic prerequisite for visual re-orientation).
Visual abilities rnay be assessed on the basis of irradiance thresholds for vision,
brightness discrimination, colour vision, acuity, directional perception, and shape
and movement discrimination (Volume I : BLAXTER,
1970).
(b) Terminology

Visual acuity is the power to resolve spatial detail by optical means (e.g. PIRENNE,
1962; RIGGS,1965).
The term emrnetropia characterizes the normal refractive condition of the
(mammal) eye: with relaxed accommodation, parallel light rays are brought
accurately to a focus upon the retina (emmetropic : having normal light refraction).
Non-adjusted lens refraction, changes in the refractive media of the eye, and abnormal length or shortness of the eyeball result in defective vision. The consequences are: short-sightedness (seeing distinctly a t short distances only) or longsightedness (seeing distinctly a t long distances only).
Myopia describes the condition of the eye in wliich the visual images are brought
to a fociis in front of the retina (because of non-adjusted refraction, a defective optical System, or abnormal eyeball length), resulting in defective vision of distant
objects: i.e. short-sightedness (myopic: having abnormal light refraction ; affected
by or exhibiting myopia).
Hypero~ia (hypermetropia) characterizes a condition in which the visual
images come to a focus behind the retina, resulting in defective vision of near
objects (long-sightedness).
Arnetropia and astigmatism refer to a defect of vision (failure of tl-ie light rays
to meet in a single retinal focus pointj.
(C)

Carnivora

Carnivora are represented in marine habitats by only 1 species: the sea otter
Enhydra lutris (Family Mystelidae). Formerly, this small mammal ranged from
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Baja California (US west coast) t o the coast of the Alaska Peninsula, along the coast
of Kamchatka, and through the Kuril Islands to northern Hokkaido. Hunted
commercially, E. lutris became almost extinct. The sea otter is now protected
through international agreements ; only a few pelts per year are allowed to be taken
in Alaskan areas of maximum abundance. E. lutris breeds mainly in central California, Prince William Sound, Shumagin Islands, south side of Alaska Peninsula,
and in the Aleutian, Commander and Kuril Islands. I t does not seem to migrate and
often establishes large local groups of loose social structure. E. lutris feeds on a
variety of bottom organisms, especially abalone, sea-urchins and bivalves, visiting
water depths in excess of 9 m with diving times between 7 and 94 secs (VANDEVERE,
1972).
I n Enhydra lutris, the sense of vision seems to be of primary importance for
spatial orientation, e.g. for location and capture of food, for reproduction (courtship,
mating, brood care) and for other interindividual contacts. I n air, mother-pup
relations also depend on acoustical signa.1~.To LIMBAUGH
(1961)the visual capacities
appeared t o be good, hearing exceptionally fine. As in other organisms (e.g. MARLEK
and HAMILTON,1966), combinations of different orientation modalities are required
for maximum orientational efficiency.
(1967), the visual abilities of Enhydra
According t o GENTRYand PETERSON
lutris are inferior t o those of the sea lion Zalophus californianus (p. 719). GENTRY
did not examine the vision of E . lutris in air, but suggest t h a t the eye
and PETERSON
of this otter is emmetropic in air (WALLS,1963) and shou~sadaptations for underwater vision; in contrast, they claim that the eye of Z . californianus is emmetropic
underwater with adaptations for aerial vision. BALLIETand SCHUSTERRIAN
(1971)
criticized this interpretation because it emphasizes the different dioptric mechanisms
but ignores the neutral structure and organization a t the retinal and corticalprojection levels. The latter authors attribute the superior underwater visual
acuity of Z . californianus to the higher resolving pou7erof its retina. I n the ferrets
Mustela f. renata and M. corninea-close relatives of the sea otter E . lutris-maximum visual acuity in air is about one-third that of 2. culiforniunus (XEIXANS a.nd
SCHMIDT,1959; P. 7 19). The type of stimulus configuration employed in 1965 by
S C H U ~ T E R ~and
I A NCO-authors( 2 .cnlifornianzu) and 1967 by GENTRYand PETERSON (E. lutris) were later found to have been inappropriate for measuring visual
acuity uncontaminated by intensity discriinination (SCHGSTERMAN
and BALLIET,
1971).
1970b ; BALLIETand SCHUSTERMAN,
I n order to re-assess the visual abilities of otters, BALLIETand SCHUSTERMAN
(1971) examined the aerial and underwater visual acuity of 2 mature male Asian
'clawless' otters Amblonyx cinerea cinerea. These mustelids are widely distributed
throughout southeast Asia; they are used by Malays for fishing; tlieir food consists
of a variety of anirnals including fishes, crabs, frogs and birds (HARRIS,196s).
Acuity targets were produced from 12.7 cm2 photos of Ronchi rulings with hlack
and white stripes of equal width. The standard grating consisted of 300 lines
2-54 cm-I, the variable grating of lines varying in width from 12.7 to 4.8 mm. For
further methodological details consult p. 7 1.7. All targets were presented simultaneously and the otters were maintaincd a t a fixed distance (1.9 or 3 m). Testing in air
and underwater alternated daily. The otter's task was to approach the stimulus
with the variable grating in order t o obtain a piece of chicken neck.
The visual acuities obtained in air and underwater are illustrated in Fig. 8-57.

Visual angle (minutes of arc)

Fig. 8-57: Arnblonyz cinerea cinereu. Aerial and underwater visual
acuity of two individuals ('Jerry' and 'Tom'). Threshold estimates
measured in minutes of visual angle over ehe 16 test days were 14.9
and 14.7 for aarial and 15-6 and 13.6 for underwater acuity. Daylight conditions in outdoor pool. (After BALLIET
and SCHUSTERMAN,
197 1 ; modified; reproduced by permission of Macmillan (Journals)

La.)

Visual angles associated with 76% correct responses reveal the threshold values.
These indicate: aerial and underwater visual acuity are about the same; both are
similar to the values obtained on aerial visual acuity of other mustelids ( N E U ~ N N
and SCHMIDT,
1959). BALLIETand SCHUSTERMAN
(1971) conclude that the dioptric
mechanism of otters is presumably such that it (i) allows the eye t o function normally in air without Special accommodation, and (ii) is capable of producing sufficient
.accommodation underwater. Controlling ambient irradiation levels, SCHUSTERMAN and BARRETT
(1973) produced data. that indicate faster decrease in visual
acuity underwater than in air. They consider two reasons for this: (i) pupillary
dilation resulting in insufficient squeezing of the anterior portion of the lens by the
iris sphincter muscles; (ii)insufficient pupillary dilation in the dark. Comparing the
effectiveness of visual orientation meclianisms of aquatic mammals, SCHUSTERMAN
and BARRETT
conclude that a correlation between the degree of genetic adaptation
of different amphibious species to aquatic or terrestrial habitats can only be
established wlien the tests are conducted over a wide range of irradiance conditions.
A study on visual size discrimination of Anzblonyx cinerea has also been presented
by KACHT~GALL
(1969). However, the methods employed determine the sensitivity
to reflectecl light from the background and its relationship to the black targets
in: discussion to KACHTIGALL,
1969)rather than visual acuity per Se.
(SCHGSTERXMS
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(d) Pinnipedia
The amphibious Pinnipedia have external ears (pinnae) and large front flipperstheir primary means of locomotion. Although feeding underwater, they spend
much time on land, resting and exercising social interactions (BARTHOLOMEW,
1961 ; PETERSON
and BARTHOLOMEVJ,
1967; EVANSand BASTIAN,
1959 ; PETERSON,
1969; LEBOEUFand PETERSON,
1969a; CALLOWAY,
1972; GENTRY,1972; ONO,
1972 ; STIRLINO,1972). The amphibious qualities of the visual
1972 ; SANDEGREN,
mechanism of pinnipeds have recently attracted increased attention. Underwater,
the pinniped eye is essentially emmetropic; in air, it exhibits dioptric adaptations
which provide sufficient resolving power for perceiving optical details. Compared
t o terrestrial relatives, the curvature of the pinniped lens is modified. I n contrast
t o pinnipeds, man cannot sufficiently compensate the loss in underwater light
refraction in his eye (WALLS,1963) without wearing goggles : a t a distance of 0-7 m,
man's visual underwater acuity is reduced 8-fold, compared with that in air, and
at a distance of 5 m his visual resolving power fails t o reveal adequa.te detail
(SCHUSTERMAN
and BALLIET,1970a).
While visual abilities seem of basic importance for food localization, hunting,
migrations and for maintaining social structures, visual acuity of pinnipeds has been
and BARTHOLOMEW,
1967). The relative significance
assumed to be poor (PETERSON
of visual, auditory, tactile and olfactory cues for food catching, reproduction and
social contacts remains uncertain.
Preliminary experiments on shape discrimination and transfer in Zalophus
califo~nianus(SCHUSTERMAN
and THOMAS,
1966) indicate appreciable abilities of
transfer from original stimuli patterns. Experiments designed to determine the
minimum areas of circles and rectangles detectable by 2. californianus, Steller sea
lion Eumetopim jubatw and harbour seal Phoca vitulina revealed that these pimipeds are capable of discriminating between area differences as small as 6 to 9%
and RICE, 1966). However, the stimuli
(SCHUSTERMAN,
1968; See also FEINSTEIN
presented were presumably inadequate: the test animals may have responded to
the total amount of irradiance reflected and thus revealed abilities of brightness
discrimination rather than of acuity.
I n a subsequent study on visual acuity, SCHUSTERMAN
(1972) improved his
methods and presented the first visual-acuity threshold estimates for pinnipeds
(See also SCHUSTERMAN,
1969; SCHUSTERMAN
and BALLIET,1970a, b, 1971). He
offered grating patterns (in which the widths of parallel lines vary from coarse to
fine) and determined acuity in terms of angular width of the finest grating pattern
(threshold) that can be resolved (e.g. PIRENNE,1962; RIGGS,1965). Acuity targets
were produced from 12-7 cm2 photos of Rsonchirulings with black and white stripes
of equal width (standard grating : 300 lines 2-54 cm-' ; without a lens, these lines are
invisible to the human eye and the stimulus display appears as a flat grey square).
The variable gratings consisted of lines changing in width from 25.4 to 0.96 mm. All
gratings were surrounded by a large black border and, in underwater tests, were
presented 30 cm below the water level. A perpendicular divider of mesh wire
(projecting down to the floor of the experimental tank and 68.6 cm outward)
separated the two targets offered thus preventing the test individuals from swimming laterally from one target to the other All test animals had been trained pre-
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Fig. 8-59: Eumetopias jt6batus and Phoca vilulina. Underwater
orienting responses (%) of adult males as a function of visual
angle. The number of responses inereases with the difficulty of
discrimination. Illuminance: 130 mL on clear, 85 rnL on overcast days. (After SCHUSTERMAN,
1972; modified; reproduced
by permission of Plenum Publishing Corp.)
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obtained for two adult Zalophus californianus ('Sam' and 'Bibi') in air and underwater, a t 3 different target distances. Differences in air and underlvater are small,
exccpt a t 3-1 m where underwater performance tends t o be Superior in both
individuals.
TVhat do we know about visual acuity of pinnipeds a t low levels of irradiance?
Ecologically, this question is of considerable importance since some, if not most,
pinnipeds of the families Phocidae and Otariidae hunt and feed nocturnally (e.g.
SCHEFFER,
1958; HOBSON,
1966; ICHIHARA
and I'OSHIDA,1972). I n addition to the
above-mentioned high-luminance studies, SCHUSTERMAN
(1972) exposed a 4-yearold male Zalophus californianus to 6 different levels of background luminance

woter

a,

Bockground luminonco (log m L )

Fig. 8-61: Zalophus calijmianzcs. Visual acuity in air and
underwater as a function of baokground luminance. 4year-old male. Minimum target distance: 61 cm. (After
SCHUSTERMAN,1972 ; modified ; reproduced hy permission of Plenum Publishing Corp.)

(light-tight tank; acuity targets illuminated, a t known levels, from behind). His
results are presented in Fig. 8-61 and Table 8-6: Both aerial and aquatic acuities
decrease with decreasing luminance, but the decrease is less pronounced underwater. This finding seems in agreement with observations that 2. c a l i f ~ n i a n u s
hunts in dim underwater light (HOBSON,1966), and with anatomical evidence
(WALLS, 1963) according to which seals have a better light-reflecting tapetum
lucidum (more cells, larger area) than some nocturnal land mammals. 2. califmnianus may also be quite active a t night while on land, especially during the breeding
and BARTHOLOMEW,
1967); however, under such conditions,
season (PETERSON
acoustic cues (p. 758) seem to be more important for orientation than visual Stimuli
(PETERSON
and BARTHOLOMEW,
1969).
With 5' to 9' visual angles, the underwater visual acuity of the 3 pinnipeds
examined-Eumetopim jubatus, Phoca vitulina, Zalophus californianus-is,
at
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distance of 61 cm) arid luminance. 4-year-old male (After SCHUSTERMAN,
1972; modified; reproduced by permission of Pleiium
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high illuminance, considerably inferior to the in-air acuity of primates (man : 26" ;
chimpa,nzee: 28"; rhesus monkey : 34"), but comparable t o elephant (101),antelope
( l l ' ) , red deer (9.5') and domestic cat (5-5') (RAHMANN,
1967). Low illuminance
decreases underwater acuity of 2. culifornianus only slightly, but reduces acuity in
air considerably. Low-illuininance underwater acuity of Z. californianus is comparable to that of the rhesus monkey and baboon in air a t 10-4 to 10-5 mL (8-13';
BEHAR,1968). According to SCHUSTER~~AN
(1972), his results are consistent with
curre,nt histological knowledge on retinas of pinnipeds (LANDAU
and DAWSON,
1970); they do not support the view that the eyes of pinnipeds reveal special
adaptations to underwater vision.
I n a note comparing the visual acuity of Tursiops truncatus and Zalophus
californianus, SCHUSTERMAN
(1973) corrects a misinterpretation of his research by
DAWSON
and CO-authors(1972): although pupillary constriction in the T. truncatus
eye may be as important for seeing details in air as it is for Z. californianus, a t
approximately 100 mL there is an air-water equivalence ; a t 3 mL, pupillary changes
in 2. californianus reduce acuity in air more than in water. This effect increases as
luminance is decreased further.
The eyes of pinnipeds seem to be able to collect more underwater light than the
human eye, and the tendency of sea lions and seals to approach their prey from
below (e.g. BONNOT,
1932; HOBSON,
1966)-silhouetting it against the illuminated
water surface-nlay considerably increase their ultimate visual capabilities available for practical use. HOBSON
mentions also the possible importance of bioluminescence for successful prey location bj7 visual means. The diet of the northern fur
seal Callorhinus ursinus, during its high-sea migrations, is composed largely
of lantern fish and squid (WILKE,i n : HOBSON,1966). The lantern fish is well known
for its luminescence, and other prey organisms may reveal themselves by swimming
in water with plankton organisms which bioluminate when disturbed, thus betraying the prey's location.
In the pinnipeds studied, vision is of basic importance for spatial orientation,
both underwater and in air. Visual orientation participates essentially in target
discrimination, food finding, navigation, social contacts and communication.
( e ) Sirenia

The holo-aquatic Sirenia inhabit coastal waters and rivers. The order comprises
four species: the dugong Dugong dugon (tropical bays and estuaries of the Indian
and western Pacific Oceans; R*edSea; Solomon Islands; northern Australia) and
three manatees: the Caribbean manatee Trichechus nzanatus with two races
( T . m. manutus: Mexico, Columbia, Bahamas, Greater Antilles; T. m. lutirostris
along the coast of Florida, USA); the West African manatee T. senegalensis (from
Dakar, Senegal to Luanda, Angola) ; and the Amazon manatee T. inunguis (Amazon
and Orinoco river systems and rivers of the northeastern part of South America).
A fifth species, the Steller sea couJ Hydrodamalis gigas lived near the Bering and
Copper Islands; it was exterminated about 1768 (MOORE,195151, b, 1953).
No detailed information is a t hand on visual capacities of sirenians. The remaining populations are small and chances for close-range observations have been
rare. WALLS(1942, 1963) suggested that the eyes of most sirenians are less well
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adapted to underwater vision than those of cetaceans, and that the visioii of
sirenians is 'wretched'. Poor vision has been credited to sirenians also by BERTRAM
(1963).
I n the Everglades National Park (Florida, USA), the manatee Trichechus
manatus latirostris inhabits turbid wahers in remote inland ba3ysand the labyrinthine
waterways of the vast mangrove area ( J ~ O O R1956).
E,
The animals are difficult to
observe; they breath only briefly a t intervals of about 10 mins (5-1.5 mins), exposing not much more than their muzzles. Only active, swimming manatees surface
more often (about once a minute). The turbid waters occupied and the totally
aquatic way of life suggest that non-visual cues participate significantly in orientation related to feecling, reproduction and navigation.
A detailed beneath-the-surface study on Florida's manatees has beeil conducted
by HARTMAN
(1969)in the clear waters of Crystal River, nortli of Tampa. Snorkling
and skin diving in close contact with the manatees-who exhibited 'the disposition
of contented COU~S'-HARTMAN
(P. 343) suggests that the vision of the herbivorous
Trichechus manatus latirostris is relatively unspecializecl aiid probably myopic.
In the silt-laden rivers normally occupied, visibility may be 30 cm or less. Siiice
ma,ximum speed is about 20 miles per hour, orientation mechanisms otlier than
vision must dominate, presumably hearing.
(f) Mysticeti
Most cetaceans have well-developed, though modified, eyes (JANSES
and
JANSEN,
1969). The relative number of fibres in the optic nerve suggests better

.

vision in Mysticeti than in Odontoceti For a critical evaluation of inter-taxa
differences in visual orientation additional and morc reliable data are needecl. Ko
definite information is available on visual aciiity thresliolds of mysticetes and on
the importance of their sense of vision for spatial orientation. MATTHIESSEX
(1891,
1893) claimed emmetropic vision underwater aiid strongly myopic vision in air.
However, indirect evidence suggests that aerial vision of mysticetes is also reasonably good (e.g. SLIJPER, 1962; ANONYMOCS,
1973). Possibly, a visual mechanism
may be available to mysticetes comparable to that found in the delphinid Tursiops
lruncatus by DRAL( 1 9 7 2 ; p. 725).
The ontogeny and functional morphology of the eye of the fin whale Balaenoptera
physalus has been studied by PILLERI
and \
?
T (1970)
~ I n~the ~~o u n g~e s t ~
stages, the uyeball is spherical; later it gradually becomes oval with a flattened
anterior surface. I n adults the Cornea is flattened, the iris has very little stroma,
and the ligamentum pectinatum is barely represented, the spongium iridocornealis contains lamellary receptors (discovered in Jleqaptera novaeangliae); the
choroid is thick and has a tapetum lucidum fibrosum.
The timing of feeding and reproductive migrations of grey whales Eschrichtius
robustus and of humpback whales illeyaptera novaeanqliae seems to depend on
1966). DAWBIN
has suggested that
daylength (PIKE,1962 ; see also p. 840 ; DAWBIX,
pregnant females of X.novaeanqliae are least sensitive, and Iactating females most
sensitive to decreasing daylengths, while resting feniales exhibit intermediate
sensitivity. Daylength-controlled reproductive (hormonal)activities may also act as
migratory releaser in other marine mammals.

~

~

(g) Odontoceti

Use and Development of V i s m l 1l.lechanisnzs
Most marine odontocetes make effective use of their sense of vision for orientation,
both in water and in air. This statement is supported by anatomical, neurophysiological and behavioural evidence. However, some limnic muddy-river odontocetes
have a greatly reduced visual apparatus : I n i a geoffrensis, Platanista gangetim and
P . indi, for example, possess much less pronounced optical mechanisms (e.g.
PILLERI
and GIHR, 1971a, b ; PILLERI, 1972 ; PURVES
and PILLERI,1973) than the
marine T u r s i q s truncatus, Phcoena phocoena and related forms (e.g. WALLS,1942,
1960; KRUQER,1966 ; JANSEN
and JANSEN,1969).
1963; BREATHNACH,
Even the most thoroughly investigated odontocete, the bottle-nosed dolphin
Tursiops truncatus, does not yet yield much information on the use of its visual
mechanisms under ecological conditions. T. truncatus inhabits coastal areas in
temperate and tropical zones, and feeds predominantly on fishes. Anatomical
and neurophysiologica.1 information indicates that its mechanism of visual perception and interpretation-although inferior to acoustic brain centres-is quite
well established (e.g. BREATHNACH,
1960).
Platanista gangetica and P. indi have vesicula,r, purely direction-finding eyes,
based on the principle of a pinhole camera (PURVES
and PILLERI, 1973). Vision is
improved by a contractile iris, but the Cornea contains vessels that are assumed to
reduce its transmitting power and t o preclude contour vision and focusing.
Presuinably the eyes of P . gangetica and P . indi perceive the direction of incident
light or of pronounced light-dark gradients. During the day, these side-swimming
inhabitants of muddy river waters seem to orient their body positioning to the light
gradient between water surface a.nd river bed. Since the eyeball is embedded
deeply in the head, only a narrow light beam can reach the retina. During swimming,
one eye is directed to the surface, the other to the river bed (Fig. 8-128).
Making use of u~hateverorientational cues are available, odontocetes employ
their eyes whenever possible or necessary. As in other animals, combined use of
different sensory modalities seems to prevail during difficult orientation tasks.
While light and sound a.ppear t o dominate as cues for spatial orientation, other
environmental Stimuli and social factors may be of importance.

Visual Acuity und Problem Solving
The visual acuity of delphinids is assumed to be inferior to that of man (e.g.
DE HAAN,1957; KELLOGO,
1961 ; LILLY, 1961), and the optic colREYSENBACH
liculus of Tursiops trunmtus is less than one quarter as large as the acoustic one
(KELLOGG,
1928). On the other hand, captive dolphins display remarkable abilities
of target localization and recognition, and on shape and movement discrimination
when jumping out of the water. They can be directed easily by their trainer via
hand signals and are able to recognize a cigar-sized fish, held 5 t o 6 m above the
water surface, seizing it with impressive accuracy. How could they do all this
without perfect eyesight?
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According to DAWSON
and CO-authors(1972), the eye of Tursiops truncatus is
emmetropic in water and myopic or ametropic in air. DRAL(1972) investigated the
aquatic and aerial visual capacities of T . truncatus employing ophthalmoscope and
keratoscope measurements. He established that underwater the whole field of
vision is emmetropic, but that in air emmetropia is restricted to the eye's nasoventral part : T. truncatus can use the whole range of its eyes for underwater vision,
but only its naso-ventral part for aerial vision. This finding explains why, in many
cases, T. truncatus looks a t underwater objects sideways with one eye a t a time,
and in air with its two eyes simultaneously. Such behaviour was observed in the
Dolphinarium a t Harderwijk (Netherlands) and in other oceanaria: underwater, the
dolphins focus targets which catch their attention (e.g. food or other dolphins)
with either one eye or both eyes. However, as soon as they lift their heads into air,
some convergence of the eyes occurs 'and it is a striking experience to be looked a t
by the animals with both eyes simultaneously' (DRAL,1972, p. 510). DRALsuggests
that T. truncatus may possibly accommodate by changing the shape and/or the
position of the lens due to muscular action of the operculum. Possible changes of the
lens cannot be affected by the ciliary body because it does not contain even a trace
of musculature. The mechanism suggested by DRALwould confer on T. truncatus
considerable visual abilities also in air (see also LANGWORTHY,
1931, 1932 ; SLIJPER,
1962 ; KELLOGG
and RICE, 1966 ; HERMAN
and CO-authors,1969).
Few experiments have been conducted thus far on visual performance in odontocetes. This is in marked contrast to the considerable attention which has been paid
to acoustic orientation in this whale group.
Using the method of constant stimuli, PEPPER
and CO-authors(1972) preseiltecl,
in air, horizontal black-line gratings to a Tursiops t ~ u n c a t m(ca 11-year-oldfemale
Line siza ( m m )

Visual angle (minutes of arc)

Fig. 8-62: Twrsiops truncatus.Visual-acuity threshold curve in a.ir. (After
PEPPERand CO-a.uthors,1972; modified; reproduced by permission of
Biological S0na.r Laboratory, Fremont, Ca.lifornia.)

of about 120 kg) in a discrimination task. Over a constant viewing distance of 276
cm and a t a detection threshold of 50% mean correct responses to the variable
target, the minimal angle of resolution was calculated t o be 18' of arc (Fig. 8-62).
This value of in-air visual acuity is inferior t o that of pinnipeds (5' to 9'; p. 720).
and CO-authorscorrect WALLS' (1942) original suggestion
The results of PEPPER
(poor aerial vision of delphinids) and credit T. truncatus with. a visual mechanism
which allows them to see comparatively well in air.

Fig. 8-63: Tursiops trulzcatus. Six of the 21 visual stimuli pairs (stimulus area:
12.9 cm2)discriminated by 'Paddy'. In each pair one is the positive (left),
the other the negative stimulus. The same symbol can serve as positive and
negative stimulus : for exnmple, the Cross is positive when paired with the
bar, but negative when paired with the heart. 'Paddy' had little trouble
with such reversals and could differentiate between them a t any subsequent
and RICE,1906; originally pubtime witl-iout confusion. (After KELLOGG
lished by the Univemity of California Press; reprinted by permission of
The Regents of the University of California.)

The experiments conducted by KELLOGQ
and RICE(1964, 1966) on visual
discrimination and problem solving in Tursiops truncutus teserve detailed attention. These two authors have studied the responses of a captive 136-kg, 8-year-old
individual ('Paddy') well adapted to human handling (7 years of intimate, almest,
24-hr contact with human beings). Out of a total of 26 pairs of stimuli, Paddy
discriminated 21 (84%)pairs successfully (Fig. 8-63).The stimuli pairs were offered
t o the dolphin above the water in air (Fig. 8-64) and below the water (Fig. 8-65).
All choice-runs began after Paddy had returned to a defined starting point (about
6.1 m from the apparatus). Trial intervals were never less than 30 secs. After each
group of 10 trials, rest periods of 2 mins were allowed, after approximately 50 trials
of about 20 mins. One Session consisted of about 100 trials and the total number of'
test trials exceeded 7000. Positive responses ivere reinforced hy offering hcrring
pieces on the appropriate side of the choice a.pparatus.
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Fig. 8-64: Tursiops tr-uncutus.Stimulus-choice apparatus 'bove tlie water surface. The
a.pparatus requires 'Paddy' to press positive stimulus. Here he is responding to a
circle-triangle choice. Positive discrimination is rewarded by dropping a small piece
of herring through the food slot on the appropriate side of the apparatiis. (After
K E L L ~ Gand
G R,~ci..,1966; iiriginally published by thc u ' n i ~ c r s i t of
, ~ Califoriiia
Press; reprinted b y perminsiori of Thc Kegciits of tlie rni\.crsity of Califoi.nia.)

KELLOGGa.nd RICE (1966) stress t'he sharp differencc i i i discrimiiiation abilit~between stimuli presented in air, but seen from beiieat,h the Ivater, and thc samc
pattern viewed underwater: all discriminations were made by iinderwa.ter vision.
and none could be made from wa.ter to air, unless t,hc stimuli had been previoiisly
differentiated successfully underwater. Such poor water-air vision is in contrast to
the general experienc~that dolphins percrive forms and movenieiits above t.he
water. I n fa.ct KELLOGGand RICE could get, Paddy to respond t80slight p~st~iiral
changes of a human attendant, such as slight niotions of head or haiid. Ho\ilevcr.
accurate discrimination of sl-tapes a.11~1inotions froni n-ater to a.ir does not iieccssarily mean t h a t visual imagcs of geometric figures caii be cliffereiitiatetl e(1uall>well. KELLOGG
and RICEreport that skin divers, who \ w n t in thc cxpcrimental 1)ool
and observed the stirnuli fiom the same position as Piiddy, S:LW t.11~'figure imirgrh
often distorted to such a degree that, identificatioii U-asvery dificult. Oiily after ht.
ha.d learned what to look for could Paddy apply this kiionledge to thc water-to-nii
situation. Appa.reritly, a distance of 2.4 m or more is ncccssary for visual perceptioii
from water to air. Of course, also the aiigles of vision and of rcfractioii i i l : i r irn;,ort,ant
(Cha,pter 8.2, p. 660).
Discriminating acoiist,ic targets, Tursiops tii~rrr.n//c.uoftcii 1)rrforms lic~itl
movements from side to side (scanning) subtencling ang1c.s of 10- or more (11. 803).

8.3.

ORIENTATION-MAMMALS

(0. KINNE)

Fig. 8-65: T w & p trunccltw. Stimulus-dolce appafetus t
.eft t,o right. apApproaohing the apparatus, 'Paddy' oscillates his heac
parently looking a t the stimulifimt with one then with the other eye. Here 'Paddy'
has turned his head far to the right and seems to examine the stimuli (trianglea)
and RICE,1966; originally published by the
with his left eye. (After KELLOOG
Univemity of California Press; reprinted by p e r m i ~ i o nof The Regenta of the
University of California.)

Similar head movements were made by Paddy as he was swimming toward submerged visual targets (Fig. 8-65). Yet KELLOGQ
and RICE (1966) never detected
any active-biosonar clicks under these conditions (clicks could not reach the visual
stimuli since they were placed bel~inda 32 mni window). No head scanning was
noted during visual discrimination in air.
Underwater visual acuity of an adult female Pacific white-sided dolphin Lagenorhynchus obliquidens has been assessed by SPONGand WHITE(1971).The female was
required to discriniinate between one and two vertical lines presented simultaneously in a two-choice apparatus. Visual discrimination learning was unexpectedly
slow during the training phase. During the testing phase, 8 two-line versus one-line
problems (differing only in two-line gap widths) were presented in a random
sequence 100 times each during 10 daily sessions, a t a minimum viewing distance of
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45 Cm. Undenvater visual acuity is approximately 6' of arc-a
value roughly
comparable with t h a t for the cat in air (Fig. 8-66). Similar data have been produced
by SPONGand WHITE in a study with the killer whale Orcinus orca (unpublished
Technical Report, 1969).
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Fig. 8-66: Lqenorkynchw obliguidens. Performance
during a visual-acuity test. Points represent mean
scores over 100 trials. Applying the standard
psychophysical criterion to these data (difference
threshold defined as tho visual angle corresponding
to the 75% performance level), underwater visual
acuity was estimated to be approximately 6' of arc.
(After SPONGand WHITE, 1971; reproduced by
permission of Academic Press, Inc.)

I n t h e freshwater-living Amazon dolphin lnia geoff~ensisthe eye openings are
rather sma.11. Some authors have doubted that the eyes a.re functional. However,
(1964) a,nd M. C. CALDWELL
and CO-authors
LAYNE(1958), LAYNEand CALDWELL
(1966) assume, on the basis of gross behavioural evidence, t h a t visual acuity is
a.dequate and t h a t vision is t h e preferred or primazy mechanism for environmental
investigation and orienta.tion. Circumstantial evidence suggested t o M. C. CALDWELL and CO-authorst h a t night vision is excellent ; the eye itself is comparatively
large a,nd well en.ervated. Critical experiments on visua.1 acuity of I. geoffrensis
have not yet been performed. Th.e river dolphins Platanistn gangetica a.nd P. indi
live in low visibility, muddy waters (p. 800). According t o PURVES
and PILLERI
(1973), t h e function of their eyes appears t o be restricted to direction finciing
(P. 724).
I n Summary, i t may be stated that the experiments hitherto conducted confer
considerable visual capabilities to the delphinids examined. Visual acuity and
discrimination should be sufficient to allow significant participation of visior-i in
spatial orientation.

Sun-Compass Navigation
I n the western Mediterranean Sea, sun-compass orientation has been claimed for
and KNUCKEY,
1968; see also
the common dolphin Delphinus delphis (PILLERI
PILLERI,19709). Depending on the time of day, the D. delphis herds are reported to
head always in a definite direction, either west t o east or east t o west. Although
and KNUCKEY
assume that their obserdetailed inforniation is lacking, PILLERI
vations-made during 2 expeditions in Julj7-demonstrate the ability of D. delphis
t o navigate by the sun. During daily herd movenients, the dolphins swim towards
the sun (Fig. 8-67). As the sun direction changes from east to west the herds travel
eastward uritil about 12.00 hours and then westward. The dolphins do not seem to
feed a t any particular time of day. Soinetimes small groups have been Seen to
separate from the main herd, but t o rejoin it in the evening. Apparently, specific
herds occupy a certain territory (e.g.along the Spanish coast between Gibraltar and
Malaga).
Position of tho sun
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Fig. 8-67 :Delphinw delphis. Directions of herds in the weiitern Mediterranem Sea (July, 1967).
The dolphins are reported to swim always towards the sun. As the sun direction changes
from east to west (from right to left in the diagram), sulimming direction reverses a t about
12.00 hours. (After PILLERI
and KNUCKEY,
1968; modified; reproduced by permission of
Birkhäuser Verlag, Basel.)

These observations agree with earlier reports by BUSNELand DZIEDZIC
(1966a)
(1971). On various cruises,
and are essentially in line with observations by EVANS
BUSNEL
and DZIEDZIC
met Delphinus delphis herds of 50 to 100 individuals in the
western Mediterranean Sea, swimming a t high speed in a straight line, 2 to 3 m
apart, in the direction of the sun. Such behaviour was a1wa.y~
noticed between 15.00
and 17.00 hours with good weather and clear water (visibility down to water depths
of 70 to 80 ni). On these occasions, no acoustic signals were emitted, not even
active-bios0na.r clicks. BUSNELand DZIEDZIC(P. 637) refer to this beha.viour as
'silent navigating'.
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Before we can accept sun-compass orientation. in Delpltinus delphis as a fact,
additional information is required. I n any case, rigid sun-navigation would seem
to be restricted to special situations rather than to represent the basic orientation
pattern. Other populations of D. delphis have been Seen to pursue hunting and
rnigration routes, apparently not directly related to the position of the sun.

(3) Temperature
(a) General Aspects

Next to light, temperature is the most important environ.menta1factor affecting
life on earth (Volurne I: KINNE,1970a, p. 322). In contrast to poikilotherms, which
depend strongly on a,mbient therma,l energy (Volume I : BRETT, 1970, KINNE,
1970b; Chapter 4 of this Volume), homeotherm animals have increased the degree
of independence of their central body functions from environmental temperature
conditions. Interna1 temperature regulation has made it possible for marine
mammals to inhabit areas with extreme thermal clirnates-polar ice and tropical
waters. Several species migrate freely between such extremes (p. 819). Even over
short distances, steep thermal gradients may be encountered during deep dives,
especially in temperate or tropical areas.
Marine rnammals possess effective rnechanisms of thermoregulation. Meta.bolic
heat production, insulation, vascular heat exchange and peripheral heat loss
are adjusted to life in a.quatic habitats 114th widely varying temperature
conditions. The mechanisms of thermoregulation employed by marine mamrnals
have been discussed or reviewed by SCHOLANDER
and CO-authors(1950),T o n r r ~ ~ x
and HART (1957),
(1951a, 1960), SCHOLANDER
and SCHEVILL(1955), IRVING
KANWISHERand LEIVESTAD(1967), BELKOVICH
(1961., 1965), KANWISHEIZ
and
(1969), BABENKO
and CO-authors(1970), SOKOLOV
(1971)
SUNDNES
(1966), IRVING
and WHITTOWand CO-authors(1972). I n sea otters and several seals, resting heat
production proved to be higher than predicted from.the mammalian standard curve,
presumably due to the considerable heat loss to the aquatic environment ( I V E ~ S E N
and KROG,1973).
While the temperature differences between. body surface and ambient water are
small-in delphinids, gra,dients between body surface and water do not exceed
, SOKOLOV,
1971)1 Co, those between fins and water never 4 Co ( K o z ~ o vin:
steep thermal gradients exist between central and peripheral body parts, especially
in polar rnammals. Control and maintenance of such gradients are the key to
survival under extreme temperature conditions. These internal gradients deserve
more attention in analytical studies concerned with thermoregulation. They also
Pose interesting problems of adaptive differences in nerves and muscles operating
along the gradient axis. A study on freshly excised nerves under controlled conditions aboard ship revealed that the nerves in the appendages of seals (Phoca
vitulina, Pusa hispidu, Histriophoca fasciata and Erignathus barbatus) can still
conduct a t temperatures as low as -5" C (L. K. MILLER,1972; see also 1967, 1970);
even the proximal tibial nerve sections function a t low tempera,tures (ca 0" to 5" C).

The distribution of marine mammals in thermally different environments has
(1 969) and by MARCUZZI
and PILLERI
(197 1). However,
been re,viewed by IRVING
the importance of environmental temperature as a controlling factor in marinemammal distributions renlains uncertain. Distribution patterns rnay often depend
more on food availability. I n fact, in many cases, the evidence a t hand supports such
an assumption. Other key aspects to be considered are breeding behaviour and
specific seasonal temperature requirements of mating adults, pregnant females, and
newly borns.
(b) Pinnipedia
Definite information on the importance of temperature for spatial orientation
in pinnipeds is not available. As in mysticetes, sea,sonal temperature changes rnay
act as relea.sers of migratory activities.
Northern fur seals Callorhinus urs2n.z~are nocturnal hiinters (e.g. ICHIHARA
and
YOSHIDA,1972) which dive to considerable depths and rnay thus encounter significant temperature gradients. Earlier estimates of diving depths (SCHEFFER,1946:
7-73 m ; KENYON,
1952 : 55 m) have been superseded by echosounder measurements
and YOSHIDA(1972) which testify to maxin~umdiving depths in the
of ICHIHARA
Japan Sea, exceeding 100 m. Water temperature was 10.1" C a t the water surface,
9.7' C in 10 m, 8.6" C in 25 m, 5.3" C in 50 m, and 2-8" C in 100 m. Such a thermal
gradient could conceivably provide, in addition to gravity and pressure, vertical
orientation cues.
(C) Sirenia
The coastal and riverine manatee genus Trichechus inhabits tropical areas on
both sides of the Atlantic Ocean.
Usually not gregarious and without defined social structures (except temporary
mother-young relations), the Florida manatee Trichechus manatus latirostris
aggregates during cold spells. At temperatures below 5" to 10" C, groups of 10 to 60
individuals rnay be found in warm-water sanctuaries, e.g. springs of suitable,
fairly constant temperatures (MOORE,1956; HARTMAN,
1969). I n cold-spell congregations, T. m. latirostris establishes even more body contact than usually:
muzzle-to-muzzle conta.ct, nuzzling, nibbling, nudging, butting, and embracing.
HARTMAN
speaks of a serene ballet, an intimate slow-motion ritual oflazy posturings,
twistings and turnings. Whether very close body contacts rnay help to red~icehea,t
loss during cold spells is not known.

(d) Mysticeti
Distributions, migrations and summer and/or winter aggregations of several
mysticetes appea.r to be infiuenced decisively by seasonal temperature changes.
In most cases, ten~pera~ture
appears to act as releaser of inigratory activities ra.ther
than as provider of directional cues. Temperature effects rnay also manifest themselves indirectly through the distribution of prey organisms.
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Evidence of seasona,l influ.ences on whale distributions has been presented in
numerous Papers, e.g. KCHUZIN(1960), N ~ R R I (1966),
S
ANDERSEN
(1969). and SOKOLOV (1971). Grey whales Eschrichtius robustus and humpback whales ~Wegaptera
novaeangliue migrate seasonally between warm. breeding areas (about 25" C water
temperature in the case of M. novaeangliae) and cold feeding areas (p. 836). Assemb l a g e ~occur near continental or island shores with suitable water temperatures.
Reviewing the evidence at hand, K ~ u n l o v(1955) concludes t h a t oceanic whale
herds of the northern amd southern hemispheres do not, as a rule, exchange members.
Body measurements, and endo- and ectoparasite occurrence support this view.
High surface temperatures are assumed to render difficult or to prevent crossing of
t h e equatorial-tropical belt.
1962) seern to indicate t h a t there
Whale-marking investigations (IVASHTN,
exist a few local schools of Meqaptera novaeangliae with separate wintering localities, where most individuals remain, and sepa.rate feeding areas (see also DAWBIN,
1966). Some individuals rnay pass from one feeding area t o another. Temperature
seerns t o be of ecological significance in rcgard to the selection of wintering localities.
The possible importance for whale distributions of areas where cold and warm
ocean currents meet has been discussed by SLEPTSOV(196ld).According t o TonrILr~
(1963, 1960), most whale herds tend t o remain associated with a certain ocean area.
I n the North Pacific area, di.stribution and migration routes of mysticetes seem
t o ha,ve been influenced by the overall climatic temperature increase recorded for
t h a t region ( ~ ~ ~ H ~ w1967).
A K IMysticetes
,
which have migrated t o the south in the
past are now reported t o migrate t o areas of high latitudes; others have extendcd
their distributional area northward into waters near Japan. Northward-migrating
mysticetes encounter their 'first boundary line' in the Aleutian Island Chain, the
'second boundary' in the Bering Strait (NISHIWAKI,P. 48) ; they are assumed to be
influenced by t h e Kuroshio Current, the Oyashio Current and the warm Alaska
Current.
The compreh.ensive review on th.e zoogeography of Cetacea by MARCUZZI
and
PILLERI
(1971) has been criticized by several experts. It deserves critical reevaluation.
( e ) Odontoceti

No detailed accounts have been published on orientational responses of odontocetes t o environmental temperature. The inforrnation a t hand pertains largely to
distributions; it is heavily clescriptive and often inconclusive.
The lowest tempera.ture recorded in waters occupied by Risso's dolphin Grampus
griseus is 7.5" C. I n captivity, this odontocete loses its appetite and dies when the
water ternperature drops below 5" C (NISHIWAKI,1967). Females of the sperm
whale Phgseter catodon do not enter into sea areas with surface-water ternperatures
below 10°C (about 50" N latitude: TOWNSEND,
1935; NISHIWAKI,1966). Y. catoclon
often accumulate and feed a t the boundar?- line between cold and warm watera
This fact has caused some sperm-whale hiinters to locate tlieir prey with a thermo1932) According to CLARKE.(1953, 1954a), P calodon aggregate
meter (BENNETT,
in areas of upwelling cold, high-productivity waters or near counterciirrents (e.p.
near the equatorial divergence: literature in D. K CALUWEI~L
and CO-authors.
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Salinity affects orientational responses of invertebmtes (Chapter 8.1) ancl fishes
(Chapter 8.2) ; but no conclusive information is available regarding the importance
of salinity for orientation of marine mammals.
Major differences in salinity affect the well-being of marine mammals. Marine
forms rnay contract a variety of (skin) diseases when kept in freshwater tanks
and limnic representatives rnay suffer when exposed t o sea water.
It is not known whether marine mammals are capable of perceiving small
differences in ~a~linities
or salinity gradients. While chemoreception rnay be sufficiently developed in pinnipeds, sirenians and mysticetes, it seeins poor in odontocetes.
The latter are claimed to be anosmatic (have no sense of olfaction), a,nd a gustatory
sense has been reported to be presumably absent in most whales (SLIJPER,1962;
See also p. 738). Even though lack of detailed knowledge does not permit general
Statements, the anatomical information a t hand indicates poor prerequisites for
salinity discrimination.
(5) Water Hovement
Functional and structural responses of marine organisms to variations in watt?r
rnovement have been reviewed in Volume I, Chapter 5. \Vater currents generatc
weak electrical fields which rnay be used as orientational cues by invertebrates
(Chapter 8.1) and fishes (Chapter 8.2). T'ery little informatiori is available on thc
potential importance of water movement for orientation of marine mammals.
I n the Open ocean, an organism swimming in moving \trater caniiot cletect its
overall displacement unless reference stimiili are available. I n the absence of pertinent external stimuli (e.g. visual or auditory cues), asymmctrical muscle tension,
general sensitivity of the body surface to local variations in water movement and
inertial navigation rnay be involved. At the borclers of ncighbouring wat.er
bodies, when tracing the Course of a specific water current, or in the presence of
recognizable environmental gradients, ~ v a t e rmovemeilt could, coiiceivably, also
be detected indirectly via changes in phgsico-chemical water properties, especially
in forms with adequate olfactory or gustatory discrimination capabilities.
I n the killer whale Orcinus orca, SPONGand CO-autliors(1972a) noticed close
relationships betmeen pod movements and patterns of tid.al water movement.
Typically, the pods hunt in one direction with tlie flow of the tidal current uiltil
the tide changes. Perhaps resting during slack tide, they beconle active again to
h u n t with the flow of the new tide. Tliis orientation to water movement of hunting
0.orca rnay be determined by the behaviour of their major loca.1 prey organism:
and CO-authors,the salmon schools are strongly insalmon. According t o SPONG
fluenced by tide and current. Apparently 0.orca exhibits a variety of hunting
strategies, some of which involve movcments against the \Vater current.
The sperm whale Phgseter catodon is founcl in grcntcst nurnbers in or near powerful water currents or where neighbouriiig currents flow in opposite directions
1840, in : D. K. CALDWELL
and CO-aiithors,1966u).Such areas are usually
(BENNETT,
characterized by high food abundante. P. catodon feecls on decper-dwelling, large
squids and fishes, occasionally also on scals, crustaceans, jellyfish, sporiges, etc.
Orientation to ivater movement by marine mammals inny often be inclircctsuch factors as temperature, watcr quality and water contents representing the
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(ASHLEY,1942). If the number of respirations is reduced for some reason, the following dive will have to be shortened. Each spout a,verages about 3 secs, and the
first blow, an explosive blast, may be heard over several hundred metres (CLARKE,
195413) Smaller specimens dive for periods up to 20 to 40 mins and must respire more
frequently for each diving minute. The rate of breathing increases to once every
10 or 12 secs after strenuous diving work; it amounts to once per minute whenswimming a t high speed, and to once every 2 or 3 mins when travelling leisurely a t the
surface. Sperm whales have been recorded swimming a t 2250 m depth (WHITNEY,
in: NORRIS,unpublished). Yresumably, maximurn diving depths lie somewhere
near 2500 to 3000 m. Hotv can P. catodon manage to get along with its oxygen
supply for 1 hr? How can i t emerge from long nnd deep dives without signs of caisson
disease? And how do these whales orient in the oceans' depths a t pressures which
may, a t least theoretically, interfere with their mecl~snismsof sound generation and
sound perception? We do not know. Some of the pertinent information has been
reviewed by KELLOGG
(1938), SLIJPER(1962) snd D. K. CALDWELL
and CO-authors
( I 966a)

(8) Organic Substances

Responses of marine organisms-except mammals-to organic substances have
been reviewed in Volume I, Chapter 10. Organic-substance discrimination involves
the senses of taste (gustation) and smell (olfaction).I n aquatic organisms, gustation
and olfaction overlap j i l their functions and proper distinction is difficult or impossible. While both senses have been found to be well developed in some invertebrates (Chapter 8.1) and fishes (Chapter 8.2), little definite information is at hand in
regard to marine mammals.
It would he surprising, however, if gustation and olfaction did not participate in
orientational behaviour of sea otter and pinnipeds. Circumstantial evidence suggests
that both senses assist in securing food, facilitating reprodiiction (female-male,
mother-pup relations), avoiding enemies and, possibly, in detecting gradients of
organic substances, both in nrater and in air, thus providing additional cues for
medium or long-range orienta,tion. Captive cetaceans are very selective about
food. They reject spoiled food and will eat only representatives of certain species
if fed in air (NORRIS,personal communication). This gives the impression of the
presence of a taste sense.
The sea otter Enhydra lutris is assumed to possess an exceptionally keen sense of
smell (KENYON,
1959); but exact data are not available. Crucial experiments are
also lacking in pinnipeds. While SCHEFFER
(1958) has assumed that most pinnipeds
have a poor sense ofirnell, it has been claimed by trainers that sea lions are able to
sense the presence of man by olfactory cues alone (EVANSand BASTIAN,1969);
sealers always approach seal herds down wind to avoid detection (SCAMMON,
1874);
and HOWELL(1930) credits pinnipeds with a well-equipped olfactory mechanism.
Both otariids and phocids display much nose-to-nose contact, inferring recognition
by olfaction, especially between mother and pup (KING,1964; PETERSON
and
BARTHOLOME
W, 1967). I n Mreddell seals Leptonychotes weddelli, final recognition
between mother and pup appears to be by smell during nuzzling (KAUFMANN
and

CO-authors,1972), while mediuin-distance contacts are maintained by acoustic
means. Smell during nose-to-nose contact seems also to be involved in the walrus
Odabenus r o s w r u s (Fig. 8-127).
I n sirenians, the sense of smell is assumed to be rudimentary, if not altogether
absent (HARTMAN,
1969). During submersion, their nostrils are tightly closed by
valves; they Open only during the few seconds of surface breathing. Nose-to-nose
contacts ainong manatees seem to involve tactile cues and gustation rather than
olfaction.
In cetaceans, the potential importance of organic substances for gaining orientational cues has been considered mainly on the basis of anatomical structures.
~ ~ ~ J A(1969),
N S there
E Nare no typical taste buds in cetaceans.
According to JANSEN
(1970)described vestigial taste b u h , in t l ~ form
e
of papillae,
But ARVYand FILLERI
a t the base of the tongue of the Ganges dolphin Platanista gangetica and other
odontocetes. Anatomical evidence implies a sense of smell in mysticetes which
is (at least) as well developed as that of man, but lack of a sense of smell in odontoand JANSEN,1969). Since ambienbwater circulation past the site of
cetes (JANSEN
and JANSEN
find
the olfactory Organ is limited in air-breathing whales, JANSEN
the existence of a well-developed olfactory sense in mysticetes more surprising than
the lack of it in odontocetes. Although present in some odontocete embryos
(KELLOGG,
1938),neither olfactory nerves nor olfactory brain lobes are present after
birth (TOMILIN,1955).
However, the conclusion that odontocetes are completely anosmatic may be
premature: YABLOKOV
(1958) refers to 'olfactory pits' a t the root of the odontocete
tongue which could possibly perceive odorous substances and, conceivably, transmit
the information obtained to the quite normally developed olfactory region of the
cerebral cortex. In males of the sperm whale Physter catodon and the white whale
Delphinapterus leucds, YABLOKOV
calls attention to a preanal gland which Opens
directly into the water, and to the frequent urination of cetaceans, indicating
possible orientation and communication functions. Similarly, LILLY (1961) has
suggested the possibility of communication via olfaction-gustation by means of
excreta in the bottle-nosed dolphin Tursiops truncatus
Mysticetes possess both olfactory conchae and olfactory lobes in the brain.
'When it is remembered that the Mysticeti are plankton feeders, and that
plankton-rich sea water frequently has a distinctive odour, it is not difficult to
in~aginethat these large animals may "sniff the winds" in search of their food'
(PURVES,
1967, p. 263).

PURVES
doubts, however, that there exists any intranarial directionality in the
olfactory sense of mysticetes. He considers it possible that the tactile vibrissae on
the surface of the head can aet as long-range wind-direction perceptors and, underwater, as close-range environmental receptors. ITJhile a function of t>heodontocete
tongue in gustation-olfaction cannot be ruled out entirely, its main functions are :
(i) directing the prey caught in the mouth cavity ; (ii) pushing it down the pharynx ;
(iii) preventing water from entering the digestive tract and expelling i t from the
mouth cavity (YABLOKOV,
1958).
I n Summary, gustatory-olfactory cues seem to be important for orientation in sea
otter and pinnipeds and cannot be ruled out in cetaceans. Nothing pcrtinent is
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known in sirenians. Mechanisms of perception, thresholds, orientational interpretation and ecological significance remain to be investigated.
(9) Gravity

The importance of gravity for orientation has been reviewed in invertebrates
(Chapter 8.1) and fishes (Cilapter 8.2). iilarine mammals employ mechanisms for
gravity perception uihich are hoinologous and similar to those used by terrestrial
animals. The importance of gravity perception for orient,at,ion of marine mammals
has received no specific attention.
I n cetaceans, the Organs of equilibrium appear to be moderately developed.
No exact data are available concerning proprioceptive sensitivity ; but the elegance
with which cetaceans perform lea,ves'a definite impression of a refined proprioceptive
and JANSEN,
1969, p. 176). In view of the special role of motor
apparatus' (JANSEN
control in an aquatic environment, proprioceptive mechanisms are of considerable
interest for evaluating mechanisms of body orientation.
(10) Sound and Vibration
Orientation by sound and vibration tends to be of more general iinportance in
oceans and coastal waters than in aerial environments. Beneath the sea, visual cues
are less readily available, irradiance decreases rapidly with depth, visibility diminishes in turbid areas, and landmarks are often less pronounced or absent. In contrast, inost terrestrial habitats feature conclitions ideal for visual ori.enta.tion
except in special cases (e.g. night-active forms, cave or substrate dwellers, endoparasites).
Undenvater sound fields depend significantly on physico-chemical and biological
characteristics of a given water body and are affected by the boundary la.yers
sea-atmosphere and sea,-bottom. Consequently, uiiderwater orientation by acoustic
energy is a function of a variety of hydrographical, meteorologica~l,biological and
sedimentological properties. These, in turn, may vary in different sea areas, with
prevailing weather condjtion.s, and with season. U'hile the major factors involved
are known, their quantification remains dificult. R\eflection, refraction, selective
absorption and interference phenomena often result in complex acoustic conditions.
I n terms of human technology, object finding, navigation and communication a.re
more difficult underwater than in air : Radar (radio detection a.nd ranging), based
on electromagnetic uraves, facilitates more eEicient orienta,tion than. Sonar (sound
navigation and ranging) based on underwater sound waves. Do comparable differences in the difficulties encountered exist in biological systerns? Perhaps. But they
have been mastered: to our knowledge, the acoustico-orientational performance of
delphinids is quite similar to that of bats.
I n sea water, the propagation velocity of sound i.s equal to the square root of
elasticity divided by the density (Volume I : COLLIER,1970) : sound travels here
about 4-5 tim(. faster than in air (34.4 cm insec-'). The high speed of underwater
sound requires considerable abilities of temporal resolution on the part of the
sound-perceiving mechanism.

(a) General Aspects

I n marine mammals, acoustical cues have attracted more attention than in
invertebrates (Chapter 8.1) or fishes (Chapter 8.2). The fact t h a t many marine
mammals employ acoustic energy for relating to spatial properties of their environment, and man's interest in technological aspects of underwater object location
have produced an impressive body of literature and thus grossly unbalanced the
information available on different environmental cues for spatial orientation.
M'hile acoustic energy is undoubtedly of considerable importance for marinemammal orientation, the relative lengths of the sections in this chapter devoted to
different environmental stimuli do not automatically mirror their respective
ecological significance.
All marine mammals are capable of producing acoustic energy perceptible t o
con- and heterospecifics. About 20 marine mammal species have undergone or are
currently undergoing detailed acoustical analyses (SCHUSTERRIAN
and CO-authors,
1972). I n most species, this acoustic energy is of importance for obtaining orientation cues including communication. Some bats, odontocete cetaceans and
swiftlets have been shown to navigate by self-produced sounds (active biosonar,
p. 794). The use of self-generated acoustic energy as orientation cue is presently the
subject of intensive studies. I n the last 10 years, more information has beconle
available on the importance of sound and vibration for marine-inammal orientation
than in the preceding 60. New concepts and hypotheses have often become outdated before they have been published.
Phylogenetically, improvements in acoustic orientation require first of all
elaborations of the mechanisms involved in the generatioil and perception of
sounds. These mechanisms, in turn, presumably developed in close context with
behavioural arousal and increasing need for communication. Food search, courtship,
mating, mother-calf relations, and competition-frequcntly involving considerable
migrations (p. 829)-may have been the primary driving forces for the progressive
use of acoustic energy in organism-environment and organism-rganism relationships. Sounds are often employed simultaneously for spatial orientation and for
communication. Both aspects assist the individual concerned t o evaluate, and t o
relate to, coinponents of its environment.
Acoustic activities of marine mammals underlie temporal variations (diurnal,
and CO-authors
annual, seasonal). I n T u ~ s i o p saduncus, for example, SAAYRLAN
(1973) report diurnal activity cycles-bot11 in captivity and a t sea-of
sound
emission and frequency of social int,eractions. Whistle emission rarely occurred a t
night and was still infrequent in the very early morning. Feeding and co-ordinated
herd hunting attained maximum intensities in the early morning and in t h e late
afternoon. BIating was first seen after the initial feeding peak; still apparent in the
early afternoon, i t declined near the secondary peak of feeding activities a t 17.00
hours.

(b) Terminology

Sound is acoust,ic energy, manifesting itself as propagating rapid variations in
the density of a medium (e.g. air, wa.ter, elastic solid). Underlvater sounds cause
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(i) pressure change, i.e. compression and rarefaction of water particles, (ii) displacement of w a h r particles. While the amplitude of pressure decreases linearly
with sound-source distance, the amplitude of displacement decreases to the second
or third power. Hence, with increashg distance from the sound source, pressure
amplitude decreases more slowly than that of displacement untjl a point of equal
amplitude is attained. Distances within the equal-amplitude point have been
referred to as 'near field', those beyond that point as 'far field' (VANBERGEIJK,
1964, 1967). Near-field sounds comprise a propagated pressure wave plus displacement; far-field sounds, only a propagated pressure wave. A pressure wave is a
scalar quantity with magnitude only, but a displacement wave is a vector quantity
with magnitude and direction. Since a far-field pressure wave comprises no directional components, i t cannot provide locational cues.
The science dealing with sounds is known as acoustics. Physically, acoustic
phenomena ca,n be characterized by velocity, freqiiency, intensity and impedance.
The velocity depends primarily on the density of the medium. At 20" C the speed of
sound is about 344 m sec-' in air and about 1500 m sec-' in fresh water. I n pure
water (20" C, atmospheric pressure) sound speed is 1482 m sec-' (DEL GROSSOand
MADER,197213). I n sea water of 35%, S (20" C, atmospheric pressure) the speed of
and MADER,1972a).These values were obtained
sound is 1521 m sec-' (DEL GROSSO
in quiescent media. However, sound propagation may vary in fast-moving water
(WENZEL,1971). Sound frequency designates the rapidity of recurrence of repetitive
sound-wave pattern and is expressed in Hertz* (Hz). A sound with a sinusoidal
wave is called a pure tone. The intensity of acoustic radiation characterizes the
loudness of a sound (at a defined distance from the sound source), usua,lly relative to
in
a standard density (corresponding to an average excess pressure of 1 dyne
air, which is close to the normal level of conversational speech), and is expressed in
decibels (dB). The minimum sound intensity audible to the human ear lies :.bout
70 d B below this level, the maximum intensity (at which hearing becomes painful)
about 50 dB above i t ; both figures are approximations and depend on frequency.
The impedance is the ratio acoustic pressure: acoustic volume current (in analogy
with electric current).
Vibration comprises rapid rhythmic motions. In the present context, we consider
propagating acoustic energy waves which are primarily heard (perceived mainly
by the ear) as sound, those primarily felt (perceived by the sense of touch) as
vibration.
Sound waves are subject t o reflection (echo phenomena), refraction (directional
bending of sound paths by discontinuities in medium density), diffraction (bending
of sound paths around solid obstacles), and scattering (multidirectional diffraction
by numerous small objects). Sound reflection and refraction are of basic importance
for orientation by sound, including object discrimination (direction, distance,
properties). Orientation by sound is complicated in a moving medium, especially
in fast-moving air (heavy winds).
Acoustic orientation characterizes the sbility of an organism to place itself, by
means of (air-borne, water-borne or solid-borne) acoustic energy, into a specific
relation to its environment The term bio-acoustics designates the whole field of
After Heinrich Rudolph HERTZ
( 1 857-1894), Garnen professor of physics. 1 Hertz = 1 cycle sec-'.

sound generation, perception and iiiterpretation by organisms. Biosonar involves
the use of sounds to obtain information on the environinent including conspecifics. Passive biosonar (orientational hearing) comprises perception and
iiiterpretation of ambient sounds for object localization and recognition; the
acoustic cues may be sounds generated by the object itself or enviroizniental noises
reflected by it. Active biosonar is based on the reflection of specific self-generated
acoustic energy by foreign objects; the echo received informs the sound producer
about presence, direction, distance, size, shape and other characteristics of an
object. Echolocation or echoranging are synonymous terms, referring to the ability
of an organism to generate, perceive and interpret own acoustic signals, thereby obtaining information on object direction and distance. The terms echolocation and
echoranging are similar in connotation to active biosonar, but relate primarily t o
direction and distailce, while active biosonar includes navigation and information
on object properties. Since the information obtained during acoustic orientation
often, if not usually, contains also details on physical target characteristics, the
terms echolocation and echoranging are somewhat misleading.
Sounds produced by marine mammals are coherent patterns of acoustic energy.
Hearing or phonoreception refers to the reception of acoustic energy by an organism.
(C)

Mechanisms of Sound Generation

Life beneath the sea has modified the basic ma,mmal plan. I n the holo-aquatic
mammals, mechanisms of sound generation tend to differ significantly from those
employed by terrestrial relatives. Sound exchange between body and sea, and sound
transmission inside the body are significantly affected by discontinuities in the
media encountered. Sounds leaving or entering the body pass through a variety of
density interfaces which may modify their direction and properties. Within the
body, interphases exist, for example, between different adjacent tissues (muscle,
fa,t, bone), between air spaces and tissues, or between fluid3 (e.g. oil) and tissues.
Interphases between body and sea occur between blubber and skin, and between
sliin and sea water. Since these interphases involve gradients in medium density,
they affect sound velocity. Depending on their quality, shape and location, medium
interphases inay reflect, refract, diffract, scatter or focus sounds.
The mechanisms employed by marine mammals for generating sounds have
attracted considerable attention. I n the last two decades, numerous Papers have
been published, especially on pinnipeds and odontocetes. However, the situation
is more complex than expected ; unequivocal results are rare and a solid fundament
begins to emerge only hesitatingly. Despite numerous discussions, experiments,
n~orphologicaldescriptions and considerations of functional anatomy, uncertainty
prevails and many details have remained in the dark. Exact site, muscular or
mechanical processes, air dynamics and acoustic properties of the anatomical
structures involved are insuficiently known in most of the species.
There is no lack of speculation. I n fact, there are about as many assuinptions,
hypotheses or theories on how marine m a m m a l s ~ s p e c i a l l yodontocetes-generate
sounds as there are investigators concerned with the problem. Of Course, the
difficulties are formidable. Most of the mechanisms seem to be quite complex and
the methods to study them are largely based on indirect evidence. I n recent years,
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however, careful studies on functional anatomy (for reviews consult HARRISOX,
1972 and EVANS
and MADERSON,1973), analytical acoustic measurements near
presumptive sound-production sites, and X-ray cinematography have begun to
add up t o a conceptual framework.
Pinnipeclia
Pinnipeds generate sounds in air and underwater. Their vocal cords are weil
developed (ODEND'HAL,
1966). Vocal-cord section (surgical excision of the medial
two-thirds of the cords) in a sea lion resulted in devocalization of one or two specimens operated (EISEMANand CO-authors,1965). In general, polygamous (haremforming or polygynous) pinnipeds are more vocal than monogamous species. This
fact underlines the importance of acoustic cries for maintaining arid controlling
structured social aggregations.
The sounds produced by pinnipeds may be gross1,v divided into clicks a.ntl burst
pulses, e.g. barks, growls, buzzing, bangs, Cracks (p. 7 5 8 ) . Since these different

I
G E I N OF B A R
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LARYN

O R l G l N OF C L l C

Fig.8-68: Zalophus californianus. Areas of bark and click origin. Right-angle photograph. Straight lines mark horizontal and vertical centres of the experimental
tank. The tank is lined with sound absorbing structures. (Reproduced by permission of Dr. T. C. POULTER.)
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parts, e.g. by forced air ; (iii)analytical acoustic m.easurements (e.g.via hydrophones
held on defined body parts) during phonation ; (iv) X-ray cinematography recording
the activity of internal structures-assumed to be involved in sound production-during phonation. Too much speculation has been based on descriptive anatorny.
Several investigators have produced sounds by forcing air through isolated body
parts (e.g. larynx). Certainly, this makes sounds, but what does it prove! Even if the
resulting sounds resemble those emitted by living, intact dolphins, they should be
viewed with critical reservation. Most promising and reliable seem experiments ori
normally phonating individuals, involving a combination of acoustic measurements,
behaviou.ra1 analysis a.nd X-ray cinematography-if necessary also surgery. Recent
reviews on sound-producing mechanisms in odontocetes havc been \vritten by
NORRIS(1969),BELKOVICH
and N E ~ T E R E N(1972),
K O and E v ~ r i s(1973).
NORRIS (1969) lists 7 sites or methods of sound generation in odontocetes:
( i ) larynx (PURVES,
1966); (ii) lips of the arytenoid extmsioii of the larynx: (iii)
diagonal membrane ; (iv)lateral lips of the nasal plugs (EVANS
and PRESCOTT,
1962);
( V ) lip of the blowhole (NORRISand PRNSCOTT,
1961); (vi) movement of the jaws
(TAVOLGA,
1966); (vii) slaps of the body, flippers or flukes against the water.
Except for the last three cases, most sounds produced by odontocetes appear to be
generated via tissue vibra.tions due to niuscle-controlled air movements and/or
mechanical friction. Since many underwater sounds are emitted \ilithout air
release and since several species perform long and deep dives, niost air movements
must involve internal air recycling.
The larynx of odontocetes is located in the lower throat region and is separated
by tissue layers from the ambient water. In most odoiitocetes, the larynx is complexly folded and well muscled but contains no vocal cords (LAWRENCE
and SCHEVILL, 1965). In delphinids, the laryilx has greatly elongated antcrior cartilages
crossing the esophagus and eiltering the palate through a muscular sphincter just
ventral to the bony nares. Air and food passages are thus effectively separated.
This allows simultaneous underwater feeding and sound emission (e.g. NORRIS,
1969).
I n Pontoporia blainvillei, which do not possess accessory air sacs, SCHENKKAN
(1972) assumes that the three slits present a t the apex of the larynx are of great
importance for sound genera.tion. Larynx width csn be controlled by inuscles, and
the whole larynx, according to P u ~ v i c s(1967), is suitable for producing highpitchecl sounds requiring only very srnall amounts of a.ir which ca,n be stored easily,
in caudal nasofrontal sacs. I n both
e.g. in premaxillary or, in Phocoena phococl~r~,
cases, sound generation arould not interfere with the tight sealing of the blowhole.
Based on compara,tive anatomical and functiorial evidence regardin.g the upper
respiratory tract, SCHENKKAN
(1973) arranged odontocete species in a series of
phylogenetic stages. A gradual diminution in relative size of the more superficial
air chambers was found and an increase in the relative volurne of the deeper premaxillary diverticula. SCHENKKAN
concluded that the size of sound generation
seems to be located in the lower posterior narinl tract, and that the sound is transmitted by the bones forming the rostrum. 'i'he most favourüble internal sound
paths were exrtmined by radiogruphy. Active-biosonar pulses are assumed to be
produced by the larynx, which does not vary greatly in structure throughout the
suborder.
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I n Platanista indi, active-biosonar pulses are apparently generated by epiglottic
spout and larynx (PURVES
and PILLERI,1973). Nasal plugs are retained in position
by cartilage; their shape precludes sound generation. During phonation, P. indi
prevents loss of air by inflating a pair of nasofrontal sacs. As in other odontocetes,
the reservoir for phonatory air is provided by t,he premaxillary sacs.
P.URVES
(1967) experimented with living and dead Phocoena phocoena, Lagenorhynclzus cruciger a,nd Tur-siops truncatus. Locating a sound source (Galton whistle)
in the larynx of individuals mhich had recently died aiid measuring sound intensity
at various points on the head's surface, the highest acoustic energy was found to
distribute along the central axis of the skull, notably along the vomer and particularly a t the tip of the snout. The similarity of these findings with comparable
measurements obtained on living sound-emitting dolphins led PURVES
to conclude
that the sound source is probably laryngeal. Studies on larynx, palatopharyngeous
muscles, basicranial air sinuses and skull bones indicated to PURVES
that the larynx
acts as a triple sound source which produces (through interference phenomena)
highly directional near-field sound beams. Examination of the upper narial region
suggests that the accessory pneumatic chambers are necessary for air recirculation
and occlusion of the blou7hole during phonation, but are not directly involved in
echolocation.
LAWRENCE
and SCHEVILL(1966, 1966) investigated the functional anatomy of
t,he nose and gular musculature of delphinids. Based on this study, EVANSand
PRESCOTT
(1962) examined phonations of living, intact Tursiops truncutzls and
Stenella graflmani, and simulated natural sounds by forcing air a t controlled
pressures and flow rates through the excised larynx and severed head. The sounds
obtained show an asymmetrical sound-radiation pattern with the stronger signal
output on the rjght, corresponding to the asyininetry of the cranial structures
(LAWRENCE
and SCHEVILL,
19516; see also HOSOKAWA,
1950).Air forced through an
excised larynx, depending on air prcssure and larynx position, generates sounds
rich in harmonics, ranging from whistles t o barks. Air forced through the nasal-sac
system produces short-duration pulse-type clicks, similar t o those employed during
echolocation. Accordingly, EVANSand PRESCOTT
postulated a dual sound source
involving the larynx (arytenoepiglottic tube) for the production of whistles and
barks, and the nasal plugs and associated sacs for click generation.
ROMANENKO
and CO-authors(1965) investigated mechanisms of sound generation
in Delphinus delphis using the head of a recently killed individual. They stress the
role of its soft tissues and of the cranium in sound generation and in directional
sound emission. The soft tissues are assumed t o assist in narrowing the sonagram
obtained a t high frequencies; the cranium is postulated to be of principal importance for directing the sound bea,in emitted. The air sacs of D. delphis do not
immediately participate in respiration; neither during air intake nor during respira,tory pauses do the air sacs fill urith air, e,xcept for a partial filling of the tubular
sacs (GUREVICH
and KOROLKOV,
1973).
The anatomy of the external passages and facial complex of delphinids has been
reviewed by MEAD(1972; see also LAWRENCE
and SCHEVILL,1956; EVANSand
PRESCOTT,
1962 ;SCHENKKAN,
1971, 1972). Sun~marizingthe information available,
MEADconcludes that the most likely structures engaged in sound generation are
those in the vicinity of the nasal plugs. Considering the anatomy of the nasal-sac

Sound generation without complete dependence on air flow would be advantageous both in terms of energy efficiency and in independence of water-depth
differences. EVANS(1973) assumes that the paired, muscular nasal plugs can be
moved mechanically or pneumatically against the hard edge of the external bony
1973). I n this way, 'relaxation oscillations'
nares (see also EVANSand MADERSON,
are set up by alternate resistance and plug release. Such a mechanism is comparable
to chalk Scratching across a blackboard. The acoustic energy thus produced would
radiate into the ambient water via the melon, and along the premaxillary bones via
the rostrum tip (Fig. 8-69). Since several odontocetes do not possess accessory
air sacs (e.g. Inia geojfrensis, Pontoporia blainuillei, Physeter eatodon and the
(1972)-who studied the nasal tract
species of Phocoena and Kogia), SCHENKKAN
of P. bhinvillei-has questioned the general importance of accessory air sacs in
sound generation.
I n delphinids, sounds emitted from the forehead are characterized by enforced
directionality and are often emitted in form of high-frequency sound beams
suitahle for selective 'palpation' of the environment ahead. EVANSand CO-authors
(1 964), for example, measured the directionality of sounds emitted from a miniature

-

Sound route
by EVAW

Fig. 8-69: Tursiop8 t r u n c d w . Sites of sound generation and routes of sound trans(1967) end EVANS(1973). (After EVANS,
1973; modimission suggested by PDRVES
fied; reproduced by permission of Acoustical Society of Amerim.)
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projector, implanted a t different locations in the head of a dead subadult Stenella
longirostris or attached to the skull of an adult Tursiops truncatus. Placement of
the dead dolphin in the desired angular positions relative to the receiving microphone was accomplished by attaching the specimen to a rotatable float suspended
in a lagoon. The data obta,ined indicate that sounds generated above the skull
in the area of the nasal sacs are reflected outward and upward in a beam. The upwartl
angle of maximum sound radiation is 1.5" sbove the rostrum ; in the horizontal
plane, the angle is 30" to 40" right or left of the rostrum. MThen the sound source is
located below the level of the premaxillae-in the area of the larynx-the point o f
maximum sound radiation is 90" below the level of the rostrum, directly untler
the dolphin; little acoustic energy is projected out in front of the rostrum. In all
experiments, bea,m width proved to be strongly dependent upon the frequency
of the signal, becoming increasingly na.rrower with increasing frequency.
What are the mecha.nisms responsible for such directionality of emitted sounds!
There are two main possibilities: (i) Reflection by head bones and associated
structures; (ii) focusing by the melon or comparable 'acoustic lenses'.
Reflection by a specifically adapted skull has been claimed by EVAYSand
PRESCOTT
(1962). These two authors have considered that the premaxillae, maxillae
and frontal bones a,ct as an asymnletrical, somewhat parabolically shaped, sound
reflector which aids some delphinids in the focusing of active-biosonar signals
(p. 764). ROMAKENKO
and CO-authors(1965) and BELKOVICH
and NESTERENKO
(1971, 1972) have rejected this consideration, pointing to the fact that delphinid
head bones permit considerable sound penetration (even the very dense elephant
tusks reflect not more than 35% of the acoustic energy received). However, the
point is t h a t the head bones shape the form of overlying air sacs which are excellent
sound reflectors. More serious criticism results from the fact that (i) head bones are
quite differently shaped in different delphinids possessing active biosonar, a,nd (ii)
head bones change size and shape during ontogeny. Since parabolic reflectors must
be accurately designed in order to allow eficient sound focusing, significant changes
will interfere with their presuniptive function as directional sound reflectors. In
young delphinids, maxillary bones a,re often almost fla,t structures lying more or less
horizontally a t nearly right angles to the nasal canal (SCHENKKAN,
1972).
The cavity of the middle ear of Platanista indi is continuous with a complicated
system of air sinuses which extend over the forehead in large crests (Fig. 8-70).
and PILLERI
(1973) that the crests impart
Experiments indicated to PURVES
directional properties to active-biosonar pulses. There is evidence that soiinds are
prevented from passing directly to the middle ear by (i) isolation of the tympariic
cavity from the air sinus system by the Corpus cavernosum pterygoideus; (ii)
peribullary air sinuses; (iii) envelopment of epiglottic spout by nasopharyngeal air
sacs.
The melon, a fat body in tthe forehea,d of delphinids, has long been suspected to
function as an acoustic lens (WOOD,19.57, personal communication i n : SCHEVILL,
1964, p. 309). I n recent years, evidence has a,ccumulated which testifies to the
melon's sound focusing capacities-even
though measurements by contact
transducers accommodated on both, melon and rostruni (Evnws, 1973), indicate
t h a t active-biosonar pulses are projected with equal efficiency froni both areas
(Fig. 8-71) . Echoranging Tursiops truncatus scan with their head, apparentl y

Moxiikiry crests

Maxillolabialis

Fig. 8-70: Plufmzistaindi.Right aspect of head dissection after removal of external osseous
and PILLERI, 1973;
wall, showing maxillary crests and air sinuses. (After PURVES
modified; reproduced by permission of Professor G. Pilleri.)

pointing their melon in the direction of search; a blindfolded T. truncatus was
unable to locate drifting targets inoved below the level of its nielon (NORRISand
CO-authors,1961).
The functional principle of an acoustic lens is based on differential sound velocities due to density gradients. According to BELROVICH
and NESTERENKO
(1971,
1972),the acoustic lens of delphinids consists of fat tissue surrounded by supporting
collagen fibres. The lens nucleus has an ellipsoid shape with the major axis pointing
down (angle to main body axis. 60"). It reveals precise limits, but outwardly its
histological structure gradually approaches that of the embedding tissue: the number of fat cells decreases while the abuildance of connective tissue increases. Dorsally
and ventrally, the lens complex is separated from the upper jaw bone by a layer of
connective and muscle tissues. Slower propagation of acoustic energy in fat than
in sea wa,ter and reduced sound reflection froin the lens border due to gradual
histological changes support the assumed functioning of the delphinid melon as
transparent, inhomogenous, acoustic retardation lens. In addition to the melon,
all muscles and bones of the rostral area seem to CO-operatein acoustic beam
formation.
Physico-chemical changes in the ambient sea water require lens adjustments.
According to BELKOVICH
and NESTERENKO
(1971, 1972), appropriate gauging
could be achieved by the muscle layers dorsal and ventral to the lens complex.
They suggest that the differences in rostrum shape and anatomy among odontocetes may be related to habitat-water characteristics : species regularly exposed to
pronounced fluctuations in teinperature, salinity and hydrostatic pressure are
claimed to possess an enlarged rostrum area. The validity of this correlation is
questionable; it requires critical examination. Active changes in lens shape are
assumed to facilitate specific focusing of active-biosonar and specific communication Signals. Alternative use of different sound sources and acoustic-lens focusing
are postulated to allow the generation of sound beams of different direction and
frequency content.
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Fig. 8-71 : Tursiops tmncdw.Active-biosonarclicks recorded via attached Sensors in a
free-swimming, blindfolded, discrin~instingindividual. Clicks are projected with
equal efficiency from melon and rostrum. (AfterEVANS,
1973; modified; reproduced
by permission of Acoustical Society of Arnerica.)

I n physical acoustics, liquid-filled, single-element ultrasonic lenses exhibit
considerable beam-forming capacities (e.g. FOLDS,
1973 ; see also J O N E S , 1973 ;
MASON, 1973; TANAKA
and KOSHIKAWA, 1973); they are limited though by
spherical aberration to approximately 0.6", and focal length is dependent upon
temperature. Usingestablished optical design methods and solid materials (common
pla,stics), FOLDS
succeeded in fabricating ultrasonic acoustic lenses with good
performa.nce characteristics and little sensitivity to temperature changes. Why
should not the otherwise so sophisticated sound-navigation mechanisms of odontocetes be able to meet similar requirements?

Sound velocity measurements (NORRISand HARVEY,
in press) on a fresl-ily dead
adult Tursiops truncatus provide additional evidence that the melon is capable
of (i) forming sounds produced behind it into a forwardly projected beam; (ii)
matching these sounds reasonably well in terms of propagatioil velocity t o sea
water a t the dolphin's body surface. Melon dissection reveals that the oily fat of the
central melon corresponds to the area of low transmission velocity, and that the
denser blubber surrouiiding it, which is heavily invaded by connective tissue
fibres, facilitates high sound velocities. The low-velocity Gore surrounded by a highsuggest that the sound
velocity shell refracts sounds inurardly. NORRISand HARVEY
beam focused by the low velocity core gradually increases in speed until it reaches
the dolphin's body surface where it is less reflected by the transition from body to
water than in the presence of a greater discontinuity in propagation velocity. These
in
results and suggestions, and the observation by RAY(in:NORRISand HARVEY,
press) that the shape of the De1phin.apteru.sleucas melon can be significantly changed
during phonation Support the concepts presented by BELKOVICH
and NESTERENKO
(1971, 1972).
There is growing evidence that sound focusing is associated with the distribution
of certain unique lipids in dclphinid l-iead tissues (VARANASI
and MALINS,1970a, b,
in press). Saturated branched lipids are deposi1971, 1972 ; MALINSand VARANASI,
ted primarily in tissues related to active-biosoiiar functions. LITCHPIELDand COauthors (1973) reported significant va.riations in lipid composition of the melon
tissue in Tursiops truncatus. Topoga.phica.1analyses indicate 4 distinctive regions :
a. central 'inner melon' core surrounded by 'outer melon', 'under melon' and blubber
tissues. It is assumed that this compositional topography of melon lipids aids in
collimation of the ultrasonic pulses emitted during echolocation (see also WEDMID
1972; LITCHFIELD
a.nd GREENBERG,
1973).
and CO-authors,1971 ; BLOMBERG,
I n Stenella lonyirostris, evidence has been obtained that the premaxillary sacs
assist in focusing sound or in blocking sound transmission deeper into the head
(NORRISand CO-authors,1971). This assumption is supported by the slight inflation
of the sacs throughout phonation.
I n the family Physeteridae, with the two genera Kogia and Physeter, the nasal
anatoniy differs from that of otl-ierodontocetes. The blowhole area of Kogia breviceps
has been studied by BENHAM
(1901),DANOIS(1910) and especially by KERNAN
and
VON SCHULTE
(1918). The nasal a,naton-iyof Physeter catodon has received attention
by POUCHET
and BEAUREGARD
(1885), BEDDARD
(1915, 1919), and especially by
RAVENand GREGORY(1933). CLARKE(1970), NORRISand HARVEI~
(1972) and
(1.973) have considered aspects of functional anatomy
SCHENKKAN
and PITRVES
and presented theories on the importance of the spermaceti organ. According to
SCHENKKAN
and PURVES,the nasal complexes of K. b~.eviceps and of' P.
catodon are homologous with those of less specialized odontocetes. However, in its
relationship to the other head structures, the spermaceti organ is not homologous
with the melon of other odontocetes. The spermaceti organ (Figs 8-72, 8-73) is
unique to the Physeteridae and forms a part of the functional morphology of the
right naris; it is not a bilaterally symmetrical structure like the melon. I n adult
P. cutodon, the right nasal Passage seems to be involved in sound gener. t'ion
(NORRIS,1969).
111 Physeter cutodon, the spermaceti organ occupies up to 40% (NISHIWAKIand
CL
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CO-authors,1963) of the entire length of the whale (Figs 8-72, 8-73, 8-74). This
huge organ is covered dorsally and laterally by a thick wallof intermeshingligaments.
It may contain as much as 1900 1of waxy oil : the spermaceti, once used for candles
and illuminating oil. At each end and below the spermaceti lie air sacs, constituting
part of a complex series of asymmetrical nasal passages, valves and associated
Museau du singe
I

Distal

Internasal canal
Blowhole:

\

Frontal
s ac

Right
nasal
passago

Fig. 8-72: Physeter cutodon. Spermaceti organ and its structural relations to nasa.1 ppassand GREGORY,1933; redrawn; reproages and junk in a young male. (After RAVEN
duced by permission of American Museum of Natural History.)

Fig. 8-73: Physeter catodm. Photograph of sagittal section through the head of a 150-cm
foetus. BL: blowhole; G : glottis; MES: mesethmoid; MNP: nasal plug muscle; MPP:
palatopharyngeal muscle; MS : 'museau du singe'; MXN : maxillonasalis muscle; NP :
nesal plug ;PM :premaxibry bone ;RN :right naris ;SN : nas0hnta.lsac. (After SCHENKIUN and P ~ V E S
1973
, ;modified ;reproducedby permiseion ofArtis Library, Amsterdam.)

structures. Four theories have been presented regarding the possible function of the
spermaceti organ: (i) According to RAVENand GREQORY(1933), the spermaceti
organ and its surrounding muscular sheath-besides assisting in the closure of the
nasal passages after inhalation-may also (a) Open the spiracular sacs; (b) admit
small qumtities of air under high pressure from the lungs to the distensible right

Fig.8-74:Physeter catodon. Body shape of adult male. (Original.)
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nasal passage and frontal sac; (C) shift the centre of gravity of the snout by suitable
movements of air, oil and blood contained in the several reservoirs. The left nasal
passage may be used primarily in quick exhalation and inhalation, while the right
passage, with its expanded sacs and its small openings may be used in gradual
pressure adjustments. (ii) CLARKE(1970) suggests that the spermaceti organ assists
in maintaining neutral buoyancy a t different water depths. At great depths,
neutral buoyancy is assumed to be achieved by cooling (local control of blood
circulation ; inhalation of cold sea water into right naris) the spermaceti oil, thus
increasing its density in accordance with that of the ambient sea water. (iii) NORRIS
and HARVEY
(1972) believe the spermaceti organ to be involved in the production
of t,he unique burst-pulsed sounds of P. calodon. They suggest : (a) The spermaceti
organ represents an acoustic resonating and sound-focusing chamber used t o
form burst-pulsed clicks. Presumably, the sounds are generated a t the valvular
lips of the anterior end of the spermaceti organ, the 'museau du singe', and the lips
are actuated by air pressure within the right nasal passage. (b) The nasal passages
of the forehead allow repeated recycling of air for phonation during dives and provide sound reflectors. (C) The entire mechanism produces sounds which are useful
for long-range echolocation in the deep sea. (iv) SCHENKKAN
and PURVES(1973)
propose that (a) the spermaceti organ assists in evacuation of the lungs prior to a
deep dive; (b) the fat depots of the spermaceti organ in Physeter species, and the
spermaceti organ and adipose cushion in Kogia breviceps absorb nitrogen a.t
extreme hydrostatic pressures. All four hypotheses contain highly speculative
elements. A critical evaluation must wait until more solid ground can be provided.
Considering the possible mechanisms of sound generation in Physeter catodon,
NORRISand HARVEY
(1972)propose that air is recycled from the right naris through
the right nasal passages and the 'museau du singe' into the left nasal passage under
the blowhole and back down the left nasal passage into the left bony naris, and from
there back again in a complete cycle. Furthermore, the suggestion has been made
that peristaltic pumps may exist within the bony nares themselves. However, this
is now doubted and considered unnecessary :
'We no longer feel that a peristaltic pump is involved in air recycling. It's simpler
than thaGpressure from below in the basicranial space caused by the forward
movement of the larynx is released into the upper nasal tract. It flows the
opposite way as the larynx is retracted and the nasal plugs open' (NORRIS,in a
letter to the reviewer, 1973).
The two vertically oriented air sacs bounding the ends of the spermaceti organ may
act as sound reflectors. The frontal sac possesses a knob-covered posterior wallprobably an adaptation which a,llows maiiltenance of the sound refiector in any
body orientation and during deep dives.
SCHENKKAN
and PURVES
(1973) recall that, in common with their terrestrial
relatives, cetaceans have a well-developed larynx; they believe that most of the
sounds are generated by this organ. Sonic beams are assumed to be formed via
interference phenomena. The necessary, large air volume required for larynxproduced sounds (especially a t high hydrostatic pressures) is obtained, according
to SCHENKKAN
and PURVES,
from the non-respiratory cavities in the nasal tract.
The right naris is not used in external respiration but forms the air reservoir re-

quired for phonation a t extreme depths. The evidence a t hand is insufficient for a
well-founded evaluation of the different views presented by NORRISand HARVEY
on the other.
on the one hand aiid by SCHENKEAN
and PURVES
(d) The Sounds Generated and Their Properties

General Aspects
Marine man~malsgenerate sounds tliat can most easily be described-in terms of
man's hearing abilities, aiid in analogy to sounds produced by other animals-as
clicks, whistles, hisses, chirps, buzzings, screanis, snappings, squeals, grunts,
moans, bangs, barks, cracks, etc. Clicks emitted a t high repetition rates have been
compared t o the noise produced by a creaking door or rusty gate. The variety of
sounds produced is myriad, the sound structure often complex.
Analogous verbal descriptions of sounds produced by marine maminals are
useful for preliminary classification. They are insufficient, however, for analysis.
Man's hearing capacity is different from, and in several cases inferior to, t h a t of
marine mammals. We cannot perceive some of tlie acoustic energy produced, e.g.
the uppermost high-frequency sounds of delphinids.
The sounds generated by marine mammals have been recorded a t sea and under
laboratory conditions. Since ship noises (propeller ; engine ; Passage of hull through
water) may significantly disturb in situ recordings. boats have been developed which
operate a t very low noise levels (e.g. SCHEVILL,196813).For methodological reasons,
many sound analyses have been restricted t o artificial environments. small containers, aneclioic tanks, experimental pools or oceanaria. Such restrictions facilitate
experimental design, recording under known-or a t least reproducible-acoustic
conditions, localization of sound-generating and sound-perceiving sites, etc.
However, they also affect the results obtained and their potential ecological
significance. Acoustic aiialyses on captive marine mammals may suffer from (i)
inadequately reduced complexity of eiivironinent and social structures (certain
abilities may not show up, otliers may degenerate or beconie modified) ; (ii) artificially enhanced playfulness, especially in the most vocal forms such as T u r s i q s
truncatus (certain sounds may result simply froni a play with vocalizations) ; (iii)
tendency toward vocal mimicry (some individuals are devoted mimics and may
increase their natural vocabulary by imitated sounds specific to their captive
environment);* (iv) special problems created by the acoustics of small tanks
( e .-g PARVULESCU,
1967).
Unless the exact position of the sound-emitting animal is known, accurate
description of sound properties is not possible (e.g. NORRIS and EVANS,1967).
Reliable instrumentation capable of piiipointing a sound source (of an individual
in a coiiimunity tank or in a herd a t sea) is not yet available. However, several
workers are concentrating on this important aspect (e.g. WATKINSand SCHEVILL,
1971, 1972). Significant Progress would grea.tly facilitate ecological work on sound
According t o SCHEVILL(personal communication) much of t h e allcged mimicry by cnptive odon
tocetes is better interprcted a s effort to relieve the tedium of imprisonment; he believes t h a t parrot or
mocking bird talents hnve 'a very short baseline'
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production in marine mammals. Adequate evaluation of the ecological significance
of acoustic energy for marine mammals requires comparative parallel studies in
the field and in the l a b ~ r a ~ t o r y .
A basic prerequisite for sound-property studies is appropriate wide-range
equipment for recording and analysis. I n many studies, it has not been possible to
ensure t h a t the total frequency content of the acoustic signals has been faithfully
recorded. This fact adds further uncertainty to our present knowledge on sound
properties. Sound analyses are based on tape recordings, sonagrams (sound spectrographs) and oscillograph tracings. The suitability of hydrophones, and of equipment
for storage and analysis of sounds has been discussed by DIERCKSand CO-authors
(1973).
On the basis of their properties, the sounds generated by marine mammals may
be subdivided into three general categories: (i) Respiratory noises (blow sounds);
(ii) percussion noises, created by rapid collision of body parts, e.g. jaw clapping,
fin clapping, etc; (iii) phonations (active-biosonar signals, screams, grunts, moa,ns,
barks, etc.). All three sound categories may serve orientational, including communication, ends.
Respiratory noises may contribute to maintaining socisl contact and to synchronizing respiratory patterns (p. 842). They are usually among the least audible
(shortest range) underwater sounds, but are most apparent to a listener in air.
Percussion noises are produced primarily in emotional contexts; they seem to
signal, for example, danger, food or partnership. Phonations have received most
attention and will be dealt with primarily in this scction. \Yhile pure-tone phona.tions
could conceivably serve acoustic orientation, there is little evidence a t hand to
support this. The vast majority of sounds used for orientation have a broad
frequency band.
The importance of sounds for spatial orientation has been documentecl or implied
in numerous Papers. I n gt-neral, low-frequency sounds facilitate long-distailce
orientation, since the penetrating power of a s0un.d dec,reases with the sqiiare of
its frequency. At the Same time, however, the long wavelengths of 1011--frequency
sounds cause considerable scattering. Consequently, low-frequency sounds contain
little specific orientational information. They provide, a t the most, vague, nondetailed overall cues for gross orientation and gross navigation. Low-frequency
sound may, however, be of importance for long-range communication among cona n d heterospecifics. High-frequency sounds, on the other hand, facilitate shortdistance orientation, potentially providing detailed information on object direction,
distance, size, shape and other properties. I n situations of poor visibility, selfproduced high-frequency sounds are essential for hunting, close-range navigation
and obstacle avoidance.
The sounds generated and tl-ieir acoustic properties vary in different taxonomic
groups and in different species; in some cases, different populations of a given
species and even different inclividua.1~h.ave beeil shown to procluce their own
signature sounds (p. 824).
W e shall briefly corisider here a few examples of sounds generated by marine
Carnivora, Pinnipedia, Sirenia, Mysticeti snd Odontoccti. Reviews on souncls of
(1965), M. C.
marine animals have beeil presented by SCH~\'ILL
(1964), TAVOLGA
CALDWELL
and CALDWELL
(1967), EVANS(1967, 1973), a.nd NORRIS(1969).
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Carnivora
The sea otter Enhydru lutris (p. 7 15)generates sounds in air (e.g. LIMBAUQH,
1961).
Acoustic mother-pup contacts increase markedly upon separation. As in other
marine mammals, the sounds emitted seem to function as acoustico-orientational
stimuli. Research to support such view and acoustic analyses of the sounds produced
are not available.
Underwater phonations by Enhydra lutris have not beeil reported.

Pinnipedia
The capacity of pinnipeds to generate sounds has been documented in a considerable number of Papers. Of the 33 pinniped species known, most seem to be able
t o produce some kind of underwater phonation. Some species have been shown to
possess directional hearing and all appear to be capable of using acoustic cues for
spatial orientation.
Typical phonations of the few pinnipeds studied are loud barks and faint clicks,
usually composed of low frequencies. The clicks tend t o have pronounced frequency
bands (SCHEVILL
and CO-authors,1963) and sometimes are frequency modulated
(EVANS,1967). The sounds are variable in intensity and structure : the California sea
lion Zulophus mliforn.ianus, for example, produces clicks, barks, whining sounds,
buzzing, bangs or Cracks (SCHUSTERMAN,
1967); the Weddell seal Leptonycholes
weddelli, long (to 42 secs) trains of resonant pulses (SCHEVILL
and WATKINS,1965b);
the walrus Odobenus rosmrus, 'church-bell-like' ringing (SCHEVILLand CO-authors,
1966).
Zalophtls califor?zianus has received detailed attention: there are 5 different
sound groups which are all associated urith investigative and social responsiveness
and related to a high level of arousal (SCHUSTERMAN,
1967 ; See also SCHUSTERMAN
and CO-authors,1966; SCHUSTERMAN
and DAWSON,
1968):
(i) Clicks are emitted in an almost infinite variety, especially in a 'novel' situation.
Clicking habituates and recovers from habituation. It may be performed underwater or in air with the mouth closed or Open. Most click trains last 2 secs or less,
but many as long as 23 secs with pauses of less than 0.5 sec. The dominant frequencies range from below 500 Hz to 1200 Hz with components slightly above 4 kHz.
Click-repetition rate varies from less than b sec-' to 70 or 80 sec-', all within a given
click train (separation between successive clicks of 0-5 sec or less). A particularly
interesting click series is illustrated in Fig. 8-75 ; the sonagrams show a sample of a
contiiiuous series. The 3-year-old feinale Zalophus californianus tested produced
this series while apparently searching for food (live mudsuckers Gillichthys mirabilis)
a t extremely poor underwater visibility. The figure illustrates the beginning of the
click series (a) with very low frequency components a t a repetition rate of about
50 clicks sec-'. A short pause during the middle of the series (b) is followed by two
high-energy cra.cks or bangs. Subsequently, another short pause occurs (C) and
clickiilg resuines a t a dominant frequency of 1250 Hz and a pulse rate as 10w as
10 sec-'. (ii) Barks display most energy below 3500 Hz. There is little variation in
dura.tion of an individual bark (200 to 300 msecs). (iii) Whinny sounds, produced
diiring aggressive encounters, last for about 1.5 secs and may be repeated 3 or 4
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Fig. 8-75: Zalophus caEij0mianu.s (captive). Sonagrams obtained from a
continuous series of clicks emitted by a 3-year-old female while apparently searching for food in turbid water. (After SCHUSTERMAN,
1967; modified; reproduced by permission of Professor R.-G. Busnel.)

times in succession (fundamental a t B00 Hz with harmonics to 3 kHz). (iv) Buzzing
may actually be a series of discrete pulses which occur so rapidly that, to the human
ear, they assume a buzzing quality. (V)Bangs or 'cracks', associated with very rapid
swimming, appear loud and mechanical to the human ear; they are broad-band
pulses with a rapid onset. SCHUSTERMAN
(1967) heard comparable sounds produced
by the Steiier sea lion Eumebpias jubatus while performing an underwater visual
discrimination task. It is not clear whether 2. californianus produces the 'bang' via
its vocal apparatus, jaw clapping, front flippers, or by other means.
The frequencies recorded of Zalophus californianus clicks vary considerably:
EVANS
and HAUGEN
(1963), POULTER
(1963b), SCHEVILL
and CO-authors(1963),
SCHUSTERMAN
(1966b). Occasionally, click doublets occur, with the two clicks of a
doublet usually having about the Same frequency (SCHEVILL
and CO-authors,1963);
however, POULTER
(1963b) reported a low-amplitude precursor click of high
frequencies (13.4 kHz), followed by a silent pause and then a stronger, second click
of lower frequencies (2-1 1 kHz). Underwater barking by male 2. californianus has
been studied by SCHUSTERMAN
and BALLIET
(1969).
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Sounds generated by the Guadalupe (Juan Fernandez) fur seal Arctocepltalus
philipii a t Isla Robinson Crusoe included stereotyped low-frequency pulse series
underwater and moans and snarls in air (NORRISand WATKINS,1971). Analyses of
the underwater sounds show that the individual pulses started a t 160 to 200 Hz
and then decreased in frequency (5-50 Hz). These series were composed of 17 t o 43
pulses and were generated a t a rate of about 3 sec-]. The results obtained were
interpreted by NORRISand WATKINSas indicating (i) some control over production
of harmonics, (ii) individual acoustic characteristics (signature) of different seals,
or (iii) that the harmonics may have been due simply to sound reflected off water
surface or sea bottoin.
The Weddell seal Leptonychtes weddelli emits unusual, persistent phonations
(SCHEVILL
and WATK~NS,
1965b, 1971 ; see also RAY,1967 ; WATKINSand SCHEVILL,
1968). The sounds received a t 3 different hydrophone depths (McMurdo Sound,
Ross Sea) were often 'puzzlingly very different' (SCHEVILL
and WATK~NS,
1971,
p. 164). The maximum distance a t which the top hydrophone could receive seal
sounds was about 14,000 m. The impulsive calls start a t repetition rates exceeding
140 sec-' with usual frequencies between 1000 and 2000 Hz (maximum range:
1000-10,000 Hz) ;subsequently, the repetition rate decreases and thepitchdescends.
Individual-pulse duration varies from 0.005 to 1.5 sec, with the pulse length increasing as repetition rate slows. A pulse train may last up to 42 secs. Apparently,
the calls are made with the mouth closed ; there is no evidence of acoustic orientation
other than maintenance of social contacts; but certain acoustic anomalies in the
sounds recorded indicate a marked forward and downward sound projection
(emission directionality). Underwater sounds of L. wecWelli, played back t o seals
a t McMurdo Sound, initiated normal vocal responses if the playback was of good
fidelity. Poor-quality playback, however, elicited only silent interest (WATKINSand
SCHEVILL,1968).
Breeding herds of harp seals Pagophilus groenhndicus emit a variety of underwater sounds (MDHLand CO-authors,1972): (i) clicks (1 basic pattern with many
variations and major energy components of 30 kHz); (ii) whistles and barks (15
types with major energy components from 0.1 to 10 kHz).
Captive mature males of the Atlantic walrus Odobenus rosmarw generate churchbell-like sounds (SCHEVILLand CO-authors,1966) which may be related t o sexual
encounter or aggression. More common sounds are clicks and rasps; they are
produced especially during swimming, suggesting involvement in echolocation (the
test individual generating clicks and rasps had impaired vision and often swam
with its eyes closed). According to SCHEVILL
and CO-authors(1963), clicks have a
base frequency of about 400 Hz (some harmonics reach 10 kHz); they last 0.016 to
0.020 sec and are separated by considerable pauses. Rasps emphasize frequencies
between 400 and 600 Hz and have base frequencies between 200 and 300 Hz ; they
last 0.1 to 0.2 sec. A rasp begins with 10 to 14 pulses, separated by about 0.01 sec;
as the call proceeds, both intensity and repetition rate increase, resulting in a nearly
continuous sound with harmonic structure.
F'ield observations (San Nicolas Island, California, USA) and spectrographic
analyses of tape-recorded sounds of the northern elephant seal 1Mirounga angustirost~isreveal two main classes of in-air sounds: attraction calls and threat calls
(BARTHOLOMEW
and COLLLAS,
1962). Attraction calls (inother to pup) are uilpulsed,
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of high and variable pitch, and show clear harmonic structure. I n contrast, the harsh
threat calls (both female and male) are highly pulsed, of low and steady pitch, and
lack c1ea.r-cut harmonics. I n general, pulse intervals between successive threat
calls tend to increase with body size of the vocalizer. Yearlings use hissing as threat
signals, and some yearling threat sounds are structurally intermediate between a
hiss and a common roaring-type threa.t. Hissing occurs in matiy tetrapods; BARTHOLOMEW and COLLIASpoint out thet, phylogenetically, hissing probably has
preceded and facilitated the evolution of vocal cords and patterned sounds. The
importance of sounds for orientation to conspecifics (communication) has been
documented for most pinnipeds; some recent examples relate to the New Zealand
1972); Northern elephant seal LI$.
fur seal Arctocephalw forsteri (E. H . PIIILLER,
angustirostris (LEBOEVF
and PETRINOVICH,
1972); South American sea lion Otaria
Jlavescens (VAZ-FERREIRA,
1972); and walrus Odobenus rosmarus (RAY and
WATKINS,
1972).
Hooded seals Cgstophora crislata generate sounds which seem to be variations of a
low-frequency pulsed call-except for signals associated with the male proboscis
(TERHUNE
and RONALD,
1973). On the pupping areas in the Gulf of St. Lawrence,
the male em.its both underwater and air calls. I n air, inflation and deflatioil of the
adult male proboscis results in low-intensity sounds. Adult female and pup emit an
in-air call.
Additional information on sounds emitted by pinnipeds has beeil presented by
SCHEVILLand CO-authors(1963), e.g. for ringed seal Pusa hispida, harbour seal
Phoca vitt~lina,I-iarp seal Pc~gophilusgroenlandiczcs, grey seal Halichoerus grypus
and hooded sea.1 Cystophora cristata; by POULTER
(196313, 1966c, 1968a, b, C ) for
northern elephant seal Mirounga angustirostris, leopard seal Hydrurga leptonyx,
ringed seal P. hispida, bearded seal Erignathus barbat?is, harbour seal P . vitzdina,
Steller sea lion Eumetopias jubatus, Neophoca hookeri, ribbon seal Histriophoca
fmciata, crabeater seal Lobodon carcinophagus, walrus Odobenus rosm.arus, northern
and
fur seal Ca1lorhinu.s ursinus, Otaria byronia, i\T. cinerea; and by SCHUSTERRIAN
CO-authors(1970) for Halichoerus grypus, Phoca vitulina and Eumetopias jz~batus.

Sirenia
Underwater, the Plorida rnanatee Trichechus manatus latirostris generates weak,
ragged squeaky chirps of 600 to 5000 Hz frequency composition and 0-1.5to 0.5 sec
and WATKINS,
1965a).The sounds consist of a series of emphaduration (SCBEVILL
sized but not necessarily harmonically related bands. These first sounds recorded of
manatees seem to represent communication rather than active-biosonar signals.
Subsequent investigations (HARTMAN,
1969), conducted in the natural underwater
habita.t of T . manatus latirostris, revealed a highly variable vocabulary including
chirp-squeaks, squeals and screams-all produced in a variety of unrelated circumstances and indicating emotional involvement, especially alarm. A predictable vocal
relation is the alarm duet between a mother and her calf as she calls it to her side
before fleeing.
Undemater sounds generated by the Amazon manatee Trichechus inunguis
have been recorded by EVANSand HERALD(1970). The majority of sounds emitted
by a young male, kept in a cement display tank, were louder than (but otherwise

similar to) those of T. ?nunatusktirostris : the fundamental frequencies ranged from
6000 to 8000 Hz (2500 to 5000 Hz in the Florida manatee) the call duration from
0.15 to 0.22 sec. There is no evidence that any of the sounds produced are associated
with echolocation or navigation.

Mysticeti
Mysticeti (baleen whales) usually generate low-frequency calls (moans and
screams) of a much narrower band character and much longer duration than the
and MCVAY,
average odontocete sound (SCHEVILL,1964 ; NORRIS,1969 ; PAYNE
1971). While less complex and variable than odontocete phonations (p. 764),
Mysticeti sounds are of impressive diversity. All or some of these sounds may serve
spatial orientation; but conclusive evidence is not available.
The grey urhale Eschrichtius robustus is one of the more vocal Mysticeti, particularly in regard to mother-calf relationships. Reports on grey whales generating
underwater sounds have been published by EBERHART
and EVANS(1962),PAINTER
(1963), WENZ(1964), CUMNINGS
(1967), and CUMMINGS
and CO-authors (1967).
These investigators heard clicks, croak-like grunts of low-frequency rumbles,
crunching and Scratching, and low-pitched, undulating grunting. According t o
POULTER
(1968d), the most unusual and loudest grey-whale sound resembles t'he
'bong' of a huge Chinese gong and is apparently used as alarm signal: usually
preceded by a loud rasp, the bong is claimed to cause immediate cessation of all
other whale sounds. Click, rasp and bong are not limited to the usual frequency
range below 2000 or 3000 Hz but may go up to 12 kHz. Not heard by any other
worker, the bong requires confirmation. E. robustus has been assumed to emit
clicks resembling those of odontocetes (p. 764) ; however, definite proof is lacking.
Minke nrhales Balaenoptera acutorostrata, in the Ross Sea (Antarctica), emit
intense, low-frequency underwater sounds (SCHEVILLand TYATKINS,1972). The
loudest sounds in undistorted recording are estimated a t about 65 d B re 1 dyne
cm-* a t 1 m. The sounds were composed of a Single downward sweep starting a t 130
to 115 Hz and sureeping to about 60 Hz. Sounds recorded a t a level low enough to be
free from distortion had no harmonic structure. Individual sounds last from 0.2 to
0-3 sec.
The fin whale Baluenoptera physalus generates very low moans that are repeated
monotonously in regular pattern (PATTERSON
and HAMLLTON,
1964 ; SCHEVILL
and
CO-authors,1964);it produces a 75 to 40-Hz sound (SCHEVILL
and WATKINS,1962),
a 20-Hz (23 to 18 Hz) sound (SCHEVILLand CO-authors,1964) or a 20 to 100-Hz
sound (THOMPSON
and CUMMINGS,
1969).The 20-Hz pulses are very low (some human
ears cannot perceive them) and may be emitted with monotonous regularity
and HAMILTON,
1964); they are narrow band (usually
over many hours (PATTERSON
12-3 Hz) and of high intensity (70-76 d B re 1 tLbara t 0.9 m). According t o THOMPSON and CUMMINGS
(1969), the most common type of signal consists of a 1.8-sec
component a t 68 Hz, followed by another 1.8-sec component a t 34 Hz. B. edeni
sounds last on average 0.4 sec and have an average frequency of about 124 Hz.
G S THOMPSON,
Sounds of B . ?nu.sculus have most energy below 50 Hz ( C U M ~ N and
1971). The intensity of most of these mysticete calls presumably lies near or above
60 dB re 1 dyne ~ m a -t 1~m. The loudest biological sound ever recorded in the sea
is a 20 Hz signal of B. musculus: 88 dB re 1 pbar a t the source ( C u n f m ~ and
~s
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THOMPSON,
1971). B. musculus also has been claimed to produce pulses a t about
25 kHz (BEAMISH
and MITCHELL,1971), and B. physalus t o emit chirps and whistles
a t 1500 t o 2000 Hz (PERKINS,1966). These latter two observations require confimation.
Spectrograms of non-blow sounds made by right whales Eubalaena glacialis
(SCHEVILL
and WATEINS,1962; SCHEVILL
and CO-authors,1962; D. K. CALDWELL
and CALDWELL,
1971: in-air calls of a stranded moribund juvenile) reveal pulsed
calls of fundamental frequencies between 100 and 750 Hz; some components
ranged up to 4000 Hz with some energy as high as 7600 Hz. A variety of iinderwater
sounds, recorded by PAYNE
and PAYNE
(1972) near several groups of E. australis,
contained frequencies principally in the range 50 Hz to 500 Hz, but included some as
high as 1500 Hz, not previously reported for this species. The frequency range of
each sound was narrow, but the harmonic structure of some was complex. The
irregular and non-repetitive sound pattern indicates that these are not 'songs',
and different intensities in adjacent sounds suggest that more than one individual
was involved in sound production. Vocal activity was greater a t night than during
the day. Both single sounds and sound groups lasted up to 1 min.
The huinpback whale Megaptera novaeangliae generates a variety of frequencymodulated moans and screams (SCHREIBER,
1952; SCHEVILL,1964), presumably
related with spring time (SCHEVILLand WATKINS,1962). Apparently, the COSmopolitan M. novaeangliae is the most vocal mysticete studied thus far. Travelling
and A~cVAY,
herds of M . novaeangliae emit series of 'surprisingly beautiful' (PAYNE
1971, p. 585) and varied sounds for periods of 7 to 30 mins. They repeat such series
with considerable precision. Although the social function of these soiind patterns
and MCVAYrefer to each sound series as a 'song' (i.e. a stereois not known, PAYNE
typed, repeated phonation associatcd with courtship or territorial display, as in
birds). Thus defined, 'singing' has not yet been proved for marine mammals, but
evidence is mounting tliat forms such as Leptonychotes weddelli, Erignathus barbalus,
Odobenus rosmmrus and M. novaeangliae do, in fact, sing.
All prolonged sound patterns recorded for iTIegapte~anovaeangliae are in song
form and each individual adheres to its own song type. Songs are repeated without
any obvious pause, and coherent song sessions may last several hours. According
t o PAYNE
and MCVAY(1971), there seem to exist several basic song types around
which the humpback whales 'construct' their songs, but individual variations are
pronounced. I n successive songs, the sequence of themes produced by the same
individual remains the same. Although the number of phrases per theme varies,
no theme is ever omitted completely. Surprisingly, even loud ambient sounds, such
as dynamite blasts, do not seem to affect the whale's songs. According to NORRIS
(personal communication), humpbacks sing only 'at the warm end' of their migration paths, e.g. off Bermuda or Hawaii, but not in colder areas, e.g. off Cape Cod.
Regarding the potential ecological importance of the sounds generated by
mysticetes, it is tempting to interpret them in terms of social contact and spatial
orientation (gathering of basic gross information on the environment ahead).
At least some of the sounds secm to be involved in acoustic long-range (up to tens of
miles) orientation. However, no definite proof has been obtained as yet of such an
assumption, and no strong evidence is available for active biosonar capabilities in
this group of whales (p. 796).
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pbar a t 1 m ( I n i a geoff~ensis,Plutanistu gangetica; HERALDa,nd CO-authors,1969).
(iv) Broad band, 200 H z to 150 kHz ; peak energy a t 30 to 60 kHz ; range of source
level40 to 80 d B re 1 pbar a.t 1 m (Tursiops truncatus, Lngenorhynchus obliquide~zs,
Delphinus clelphis).

52 k H z peak

14 kHZ peak
Orclnus orca

p sec

I
1

10

30

50

Frequency (kH z )

Fig. 8-77: Active-biosonar signals of 3 odontocete c e t n c ~ a n :stypical waveforms and associated power spectra. (After EVANS,1973; modified; reprodiiced by permission of
Acoustical Society of America.)

For tllrec spccies-.[,(in gcokTrcizsi.s, T7c~3iopstruncntzl.s ixnd 0rcin.zc.s orcrc--tyyical
\v:tvc forms arid associated power spectra are illustrated in Fig. 8-77.
Captive T u ~ s i o p st / . i l i / c ~ L ugcncrate
~
clicks, hurst pulscs and pure toiies ( e . ~
M. C. C.ILD\VELLnnd CALDWI.:LL,1967; NORRIS, 1969). Phoilatory act'ivitics
depend on socia,l structure and eilvironn~eiltalcoi-iditioils (M.C. C-SI~DWELL
and
CALI)\VEI,L,1967). As thc size of tlle dolphin group increnscs. the nuinber uf pl-ionatioris per individual pt'r hour tends to iilcrease; an isola.ted inclividual's souiid
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eniission usually ceases quiclily. Stable communities of long duration are less vocal
than newly established coinmunities. A constant environment without introduction
of stimuli decreases phonation activities; but a group may suddenly become very
and CALDWELL
vocal without apparent reason (in a tank in Florida, USA, CALDWELL
could eventually correlate this behaviour with occasionally occurring high wind
velocities). In general, phonation decreases with increasing time in captivity. This
seems to be due to environmental uniformity, lack of appropriate social stimuli,
and predominance of essentjnlly visual over acoustic cues. The number of sound
D E HAAN,
emissions may be a function of diurnal periodicity (e.g. REYSENBACH
1966).
(1962) differentiate 3 categories of sounds produced by
EVANSand PRESCOTT
Tursiops Iruncatus: (i) Clicks: active-biosonar pulses of 0.001 t o 0.1 sec duration;
frequency range: 100 Hz to 35 kHz and beyond; greatest intensity in the 20 to 35
kHz range, with considerable energy from 3 kHz to 20 kHz. (ii) Whistles: very
narrow band, with one or two overtones; 0.10 to 3.6 secs duration; frequency
range: 4000 Hz to 20 kHz. (iii) Bark sounds: rich in overtones; about 0.10 sec
duration; frequency range: 200 Hz t o 16 kHz (fundamental frequency 200 to
300 Hz). Clicks were the most frequently generated sounds. The dolphins were
constantly echoranging the experimental tank, apparently checking for possible
environmental changes, e.g. addition of food. Repetition rates of clicks varied from
1 or 2 sec-' to 525 sec-'. Whistles, the next most frequent sounds, were usually
associated with movements of one or more individuals. A total of 18 basically
different whistles were observed. The rarely heard barks were usually in context
with some stationary activity rather than swimming.
Experiments on a captive adult female Tursiops truncutus (p. 801) and subsequent
data analyses revealed important details on duration of click trains, repetition
rate, click duration, intraclick interval and frequency (TURNER
and NORRIS,1966;
NORRISand CO-autllors,1967):
Duration of click trains averaged 2.0 secs, ranging from 1.2 to 2.9 secs. More
difficult discriminations resulted in a marked increase in variability of click-train
length (P. 802). Repetition rate during discrimination runs averaged 65 clicks
sec-' (3.18 cm vs reference sphere), 74 clicks sec-' (4.45 cm vs reference), and 78
clicks sec-' (5-18 cm vs reference). These rates are very low compared t o other
and PRESCOTT,
published data (NORRISand CO-authors,1961 : 416 clicks sec-' ;EVANS
1962: 1200 clicks sec-'). According to NORRISand
1962: 525 clicks sec-'; LTLLY,
CO-authors(1967),this difference seems to be related to the distance between dolphin
and object. The changes in repetition rate recorded might serve proper placement
of the echo in the interclick interval or superposition of the echo upon the next
following click (Figs 8-78, 8-79). Click duration was difficult t o measure because
of the highly reverberant conditions in the pool. The clicks are paired emissions whose
peaks can be clearly recognized against the background-noise level. Similar paired
clicks liave also been recorded a t sea (Fig. 8-80), where reverberation is often insignificant and more detail can be iloted. The intraclick interval (time between the
prominent Spikes of a double click) varies from 0.4 to 0.7 msec during a single run.
The frequencies examined document considerable control of T. truncatus over the
frequency composition of its acoustic Signals, especially when switching from
'discrimination clicks' (absence of frequencies below the 2400-4800 Hz octave
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0.1 - 6-0:
click duration
in msoc

Interclick interval (msoc)

Fig. 8-78: Tursiops trurrcatus (captive).Relation between repetition rate and interclick
interval for clicks of 0.1 to 6.0 msecs duration. 20" C; 35%, S. (After NORRISand coauthors, 1967; modified; reproduced by permission of Professor R.-G. Busnel.)
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Fig. 8-79 : T u r & p e truncatus (captive). Circuit time for a click hitting the test target
as a function of click durcttion. 20" C ; 35% S. (After NORRIS
and CO-authors,1967;
modified; reproduced by permission of Professor R.-G. Busnel.)

1 msec

Fig. 8-80: Tursiops 17uncatw.9 (at sea). Two recordings of paired clicks obtained off Santa Catalina Island, California, USA. Repetition rate: 40
to 50 sec-'. (After NORRISand CO-"authors,1967; reproduced by permission of Professor R.-G. Busnel.)

band) to 'orientation clicks' (presence of frequencies down to the 300.-600 Hz octave
band; Fig. 8-81). Gear with high-frequency capability, used in additional tests with
the Same individual, revealed, during blindfolded discriminations, an approximate
upper frequency level near 80 kHz with most of the acoustic energy concentrated
between 16 and 30 kHz.
Tursiopstruncatus is able to mimic a variety of sounds-man-made, electronically
produced, and others (LILLY,1961,1962,1965,1967 ; EVANS,1967, M. C. CALDWELL
and CALDWELL,
1972). LILLY (1965) tested the ability of a captive, isolated T.

3

2
Time ( s e c s )

Fig. 8-81: Tur+a
Irmncatw (captive). Sound emission during discrimination (target
sphere disparity : 2 versus 29, correct response). Note periodic increases in repetition
rate and blank period (above 2-second marker); this is followed by the sounds of lever
press and twiner's whistle (feedback), and then a series of directional orientation
clicks (above 3-second marker). (After NORRISand CO-authors,1967; reproduced
by permission of Professor R.-G. Busnel.)
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truncatus to match numbers and durations of human vocal bursts. By reinforcement
(reu-arding) and by evocative techniques, LILLYsucceeded to change and augment
natural in-air emissions from the Open blowhole and to obtain sound aspects
which may be interpreted as vocal mimicry. In 91% of the vocal exchanges betweeii
the trainer and T. truncatw, the number of dolphin bursts equalled, k1,the number
previously emitted by a man in sequences of 1 t o 10 bursts. EVANS(1967) refers to
studies by R. PENNER
who was able t o train T. trz~ncatusto mimic fairly accurately
an electronically produced whistle-like tone structurally simila,r to natural dolphiii
emisaions. According to M. C. CALDWELL
and CALDM-ELL
(1972), a captive T.
truncalzcs, a t 'Ocean World', Ft. Lauderdale, Florida (USA), mimicked the phrase
'happy birthday!' (the effect was particularly obvious after the trainer had 'cued'
the tludience to expect this phrase), bird trills, human laughter, or human singiiig.
M. C . CALDWELL
and CALDWELL
exposed a captive, isolated juvenile T. truncalus
several times daily to a 10-kHz signal. After about 2 or 3 weeks, tlie dolphin begaii
(without reinforcement by the trainer) to mimic this electronically produced signal,
using his own whistle.
Vocal mimicry occurs also in other marine mammals. Especially captive, isolated
individuals tend to become devoted mimics and may fool investigators who intend
t o record 'natural' sounds and to analyze their potential ecological significance.
The evolution of vocal mimicking has been discussed ~ ~ A N D R(1962)
E W ;inheritance
and learning of animal phonations have been reviewed by MARLER(1963).
BUSNELand DZIEDZIC(1966a) studied sound production in the commoii dolphin
Delphinus delphis under the same circumstances as described in context with
Globicephala melaenn (p. 773), but at night. The squeaking hea.rd a t night was not
the Same as during the day; i t is mixed with high-frequeiicy echoranging clicks
(Fig. 8-82; duration: ca 0-5 sec; maximum energy: between 4 and 9 kHz, with
several harmonics; interharmonic intervals usually about 1000 Hz). Squeaking is
emitted rather frequently in short series of 2 or 3. Approximately 80 night signals
were analyzed, and 5 signal types were distinguished :
Type 1 signal (Fig. 8-83): long, strong-intensity whistle with sharp frequency
dropin the first part and without harmonics. It lasts about 1.1 sec and starts a t about
16 kHz. The signal was often repeated several times, especially when the ship was
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Fig. 8-82: Delphinua delphia (at sea). Sonagram of nightly scliieaking. (After

BUSNEL
and DZIEDZIC,
1966a; originally publislied by rhe University of
California Press; reprinted by permission of The Regsnts of tl-ie University of California.)
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Fig. 8-83 : Ddphinus delphis (at sea). Sonagrem of type 1 signal. (After BUSNEL
and DZIEDZIC,
19668; originally published by the University of California Press; reprinted by permission
of The Regents of the University of California.)

drifting ;but it was also heard when the engine was running. It is emitted by schools,
almost never by isolated individuals.
Type 2 signal (Fig. 8-84): long whistle with short periods of frequency modulation.
The signal was heard almost exclusively when the dolphins were swimming ahead
of the ship.
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Fig. 8-84 :1)elphinua delphk (atsea). Sonagram of type 2 signal. (After
BUSNEL and Dzr~nzrc, 1966a; originally published by the
University of California Press; reprinted by permissioil of The
Regents of the University of California.)

Type 3 signal (Fig. 8-85): complex, regularly emitted, consisting of simultaneous
whistle and active-biosonar emissions (the latter being similar t o the type 3 signal of
Gkbicephala melaena, p. 774). The whistle comprises 2 parts; the first has a fast
frequency variation ending in a decrescendo ; the second has an average frequency
of 10 kHz. The signal was recorded when the dolphins were hunting.
Type 4 signal (Fig. 8-86): a short concave whistle, emitted by isolated individuals
and repeated fairly regularly.
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Fig. 8-85: Dellphinus delphi-s (at sea). Sonagram of type 3 signal. (After BUSNELand DZIEDZIC, 1966a; o r i p d i y published by the University of Celifornis Press; reprinted
by permission of The Regenta of the University of California.)
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Fig. 8-86: Delphinus delphis (at sea). Sonagram of type 4 signal. (After
BUSNEL
and DZIEDZ~C,
1966a; originally published by the University
of Mifornia Press; reprinted by permission of The Regents of the
University of California.)

Type 5 signal (Fig. 8-87): a very short whistle, concave in general form and not
always regular. Produced a.fter attempts t o capture a dolphin (tail grabber or
harpoon gun), that is, after the individual had been surprised (e.g. touched by an
unknown object). The signal is repeated 4 or 5 times after each incident. It functions perhaps as a fright or distress call ; in any case, it approaches the form of the
distress call produced by Tursiops truncatus (p. 812). IVhen type 5 signals were
emitted from a transmitter (EDO transducer of the R.V. 'Calypso's' sonar sounding
device) the nearby school of Delphinus delphis dived immediately after the first
signal, remained underwater abnormally long (30 to 40 secs) and then changed
direction. The dolphins swam rapidly in a front-line formation (they had previously
been in single file). The school returned to its usual formation and direction after
10 mins but avoided the ship.
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Fig. 8-87 : Delphinus delphis (atsea).Sonagram of type 5 signn.1.(After
B U ~ N E and
L
DZIEDZIC,
1966a; originally published by the
University of California Press; reprinted by pcrmission of The
Regents of the University of California.)

BUSNEL
and DZIEDZIC
(1966a)describe 3 additional types of special whistles froin
in situ recordings and compare recordings made a t sea and in captivity (VINCENT,
1960). TITOVand TOMILIN
(1970) distinguish four groups of signals emitted by
Delphinus delphis (impulses, quackings, whistles and other signals) and provide
acoustical indices of the sounds recorded.
The common pilot whale Globicephala melaena emits short pulses, sometimes
paired, a t intervals of 0.01 sec, which have been interpreted as active-biosonar
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Fig. 8-88: Qlobicephala mlaena (at sea). Sonagram of type 1 signal. (After BUSNEL
8nd
DZIEDZIC,
1966a; originally published by the University of California Press; reprinted
by permission of The Regents of t,he University of California..)
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signals. BUSNELand DZIEDZIC
(1966a) studied sound generation of G . rnelaenu at
sea from a school of 11 individuals. It was possible to approach close to the school;
then an individual was harpooned; it was followed by a boat, but finally escaped.
Of 423 signals identified, BUSNEL
and DZIEDZIC
analyzed 185 sounds. Five major
signal types can be distinguished :
(i) Type 1 signal (Fig. 8-88)is the most abundant emission; it comprises whistles,
sometimes accompanied by echoranging clicks and creakings. The signal is repeated
fairly regularly at intervals of 3 to 5 secs, sometimes in series a t 10- to 15-sec intervals; it lasts from 0.39 to 0-87 sec and consists of 1 fundamental and 3 or 4 harmonics decreasing in strength, either after a rapid rising tone or a rising and then
falling tone.
(ii) Type 2 signal (Figs 8-89, 8-90, 8-91, 8-92) consists of three variations which
sound similar to the human ear: creaking (Figs 8-89, 8-90), blast (Fig. 8-91) and
squeaking (Fig. 8-92). All three seem to derive from a common basic form, corresponding to increased repetition rates of echorangingpulses, and are similar in physical structure. The creaking corresponds to rapidly repeated active-biosonar pulses
of 0.1 to 0.2 sec duration.
(iii) Type 3 signal (Fig. 8-93) is frequently heard; it consists of the simultaneous
production of a long whistle and a creaking. The whistle lasts 2 to 3 times as long as
the creaking. Fig. 8-93 is an example of such bitonal emission. Total duration varies
from 1.4 to 2.7 secs; the fundamental usually begins at 8.8 kHz and produces

Fig. 8-89: Globicephalarna.la.ena( a t sea). Sonagram of t y p e 2 signal, crcaking. (After
B USNEL a n d DZIEDZIC,
1966a ; originally
piiblished by t h e University of Califoriiia
P r e s s ; reprinted by perniission of The
Regents of t h c University of California.)

Fig. 8-90: Qlohicepl~rzlccnaelaena ( a t sea).
Oscillogr~a,inof t,ype 2 signal, crea1;ing.
Total length in t i m e : 0.22 scc. Thr
sonagrain of this sipnal is sliown in Fig.
8-89. (After DUSNEL nnd DZIEDZI~.,
1966a; origiritxlly ptihlished by tlie Uiiiversity of Ctiliforriia P ~ C S R
reprinted
;
b)
pcrmission of T h o Rcgc~nts of t h e
lTrii\-ersityof Cülifornia.)
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Fig. 8-91: Globiwphala meLuenu (at sea).
Sonagram of type 2 signal, blast.
(AfterBUSNEL
and DZIEDZIC,
1966a;
originally published by the University of California Press; reprinted by
permission of The Regents of the
University of California.)

Fig. 8-92: Qlobicephda m d m m (at sea). Sonegram
of type 2 signal, squeaking. (After BUSNEL
and
DZIEDZIC,
1966a; origuially published by the
Univereity of California Press; reprinted by
permission of The Regents of the University of
California.)

subharmonics, sometimes of low frequency (600 Hz). The initial flat part of the
signal corresponds to a whistle which then goes over into a decrescendo, occasionally producing modulations, and ends a t frequencies between 3 and 5-5 kHz.
(iv)Type 4 signal (Fig. 8-94) ia characteristic and repeated regularly ;it comprises
two parta :creakingfollowed by swhistle. Total duration : 0-55sec; main frequency :
about 3 kHz. A vwiation of the sigrral has, in the fkst part, a fundamental above that
of the whistle, 2 subharmonics and 4 to 5 harmonics.
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Fig. 8-93: Qlobieephala melaena (at sea). Sonagram of type 3 signal. (After BUSNELand
DZIEDZIC,
1966a; originally published by the University of California Press; reprinted by
permission of The Regents of the University of Ca.lifornia.)
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Fig. 8-94: GlobZcephala melaena (at sea). Sonagram of type 4 signal.
(After BUSNEL
and DZIEDZXC,
1966a; originally published by the
University of California Press; reprinted by permission of The
Regents of the University of California.)

(V)Type 5 signal (Fig. 8-95) is a long whistle (0.7-0-9 sec) starting and ending a t
3 kHz with a peak a t 4 kHz and revealing 1 or 2 superior harmonics.
Possibly, the 5 signal types can be given special characteristics and 'meanings'

by variations in frequency or intensity and by breaks in the continuity of the signal.
The signals obtained differ in frequency and general pattern from those recorded by
SCHEVILLand WATKINS(1962) in Globicephala melaena and G. macrorhynchu.
However, this difference reflects, according to SCHEVILL
and CO-authors(1969), a
difference in analytical techniques, especially in filter bandwidth. Additional, but
less detailed information on properties of sounds emitted by Globicephala species
(1960),DREHERand EVANS
(1962),
has been presented by KRITLER(1952), BROWN
M. C. CALDWELLand CALDWELL
(1969a)and BUSNELand CO-authors(1971).
Underu~atersounds of the harbour porpoise Phocoenaphowena have been studied
by BUSWELand CO-authors(1963), BUSNELand DZIEDZIC(1966a), SCHEVILL
and
CO-authors (1969), TITOVand TOMILIN(1970) and DUBROVSKY
and CO-authors
(1970b). They comprise predominantly low-intensity, narrow-band clicks, usually
near 2000 Hz, produced singly or in bursts a t repetition rates of up to 1000 sec-'.
However, DU~ROVSKY
and CO-authors(1970b) report the emission of occasional
active-biosonar clicks of up to 100 kHz.

Time ( s e c s )

Fig. 8-95: Globicephalcl melaena ( a t sea). S0nngra.m of type 5 signal. (After
BUSNEL
and DZIEDZIC,
1966a; originally published by the University
of California Press; reprinted by permission of The Rcgents of the
University of Cnlifornia.)

SCHEVILL
and CO-authors(1969) studied 4 Phowenu phowena held in a fish weir
in 4.6 to 9.2 m of water. Mud bottom, absence of reflective walls and of shipping
made quiet recordings possible. The maximum intensity level of the sounds emitted
was -1 dyne cm-2 a t 1 m. Sound recordings are characterized by : (i)clicks or pulses,
of 0-5t o over 5 msecs duration; (ii) single clicks or click bursts, up t o 2 secs long;
(iii) a dominant single frequency in each click (with little harmonic content) ; (iv) a
relatively constant dominant click tone in successive clicks; (V) additional lowlevel overtones at discrete high frequencies not necessarily harmonically related.
Despite shorter recordings the results parallel those obtained by BUSNELand
DZIEDZIC
(1966a).
While WOOD(1952; See also WOODand CO-authors,1970) reported loud barks,
most of the pulsed sounds of captiveStenellaplagiodon recorded by D. K. CALDWELL
and CALDWELL
(1971a) were of very low intensity. I n marked contrast t o these
quiet pulsed sounds, S. plaqiodon generates also loud narrow-band whistles.
and CALDWELL(1971a) distinguish: sounds emitted during
D. K. CALDWELL
swimming, when feeding and during conditions suggesting excitement.
False killer whales Pseudorca crassidens, in the Mediterranean Sea, emitted
sounds which resemble those produced by other delphinids during echolocation.
The sounds are of short duration (-0-8 msec) with main energy between 8 and 12
kHz (BUSNELand DZIEDZIC,1968b).
Pelagic-oceanic rough-toothed dolphins Steno bredanensis generate highly directional echolocation Signals; the sound pressure fields are directed sharply forward
(NORRISand EVANS,1967). The highest frequencies (about 208 kHz) are emitted in
a narrow beam. To each side of the beam frequency falls off rapidly (100 kHz a t 10"
and 60 kHz a t 15' to either side of the midline). Maximum sound pressures relative
to 0.0002 dyne ~ m are
- ~
seduced -6 dB betweeil 1l 0 and 17" from the midline and
fall to about -17 dB a t 45". S. bredanensis exerts considerable control over the properties of the sounds ernitted. Physical characteristics of Signals emitted b j 8.
bredanensis have been analyzed by BUSNELand DZIEDZIC
(196613).
The finless porpoise Neqhocaena phoeaenoides emits clicks with repetition rates
between 80 and 800 sec-' and main energy between 0 and 4 kHz. I n contrast t o
Tursiops truneatus, little energy content was found a t higher frequencies (MIZUE
and CO-authors,1967, 1968).
The sounds generated by the sperm whale Physeter M o h n have been reviewed
and CO-authors(1966a). At sea, P. catodon produce unique,
by D. K. CALDWELL
monotonous series of clicks, which may be heard underurater over distances of
and SCHEVILL,1966). These burst-pulse clicks
3000 to 6000 m or more (BACKUS
(Fig. 8-96) seem to be used for long-range food localization in Open deep-sea water.
Typical clicks have repetition rates up t o 60 to 80 sec-]. The highest repetition
rates occur when a P. catohn is apparently examining a nearby object (NORRISand
HARVEY,1972). The intensity of the clicks is sometimes very high (74 t o 100 d B
re 1 dyne ~ m a-t 1~m). The burst pulses consist of 6 to 8 complex transients, each
0.5 to 1 msec in length; the entire click lasts usually close t o 25 msecs, and click
trains may sometimes continue for up to 1 min or longer (NORRISand HARVEY,
1972). Compared to delphinid burst pulses, those of P . catodon are much lower in
repetition rate. While the continuous delphinid click trains consist of single clicks
repeated in a rather constant sequence, P . c a t o h emits bursts (clusters) of rapidly
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Eig. 8-96: Phyeter eotodon (at sea). Burst-pulse clicks. The broad frequency band of the first pulses decreases as the pulses are dampened.
The horizontal band near 6 kHz is an artifact. Filter band width:
600 kHz. (After BACKUS
and SCHEVILL,
1966; originally published by
the University of California Press; reprinted by permission of The
Regents of the University of Caiifornia.)

damped clicks separated by relatively long silent periods. Further studies on P.
catodon sounds have been published by WORTHIN~TON
and SCHEVILL(1957),
BUSNELand DZIEDZIC(1967a), and PERRINSand CO-authors(in: BUSNELand
DZIEDZIC,1967a).
A stranded subadult dense-beaked whale Mesoplodon densirostris emitted in-air
sounds of fundamental frequencies from about 1000 to almost 6000 Hz (D. K.
CALDWELL
and CALDWELL,
1967). The fragmented information available on
phonations of Risso's dolphin Grampws griseus have been summarized by D. K.
CALDWELL
and CO-authors(1969),who recorded and described the sounds made by
a stranded subadult male. A pygmy sperm wha.le Kogia breviceps, stranded and
surviving for 48 hrs, emitted low-intensity and low-frequency (mostly below 1 to
2 kHz) sounds (D. K. CALDWELL
and CO-authors,1966b).
Captive Ganges dolphins Platanista gangetica exhibit considerable, almost
continuous phonations (HERALDand CO-authors, 1969). They generate three
different types of sounds (ANDERSEN
and PILLERI,1970): (i) Fa.int, high-pitched,
regularly produced clic'ks of low intensity emitted during undisturbed swimming :
most energy above 10 kHz, repetition rate about 80 sec-'. (ii) Series of low-pitched
clicks of much higher intensity, and with a regular repetition rate of ca 50 sec-' ;
according to ANDERSEN
and PLLLERI,
the concurrent behaviour suggests the use of
these sounds in context with active biosonar. (iii) Very short, intense clicks noted
at long, irregular intervals. These sounds resemble jaw snapping, but were not observed in connection with feeding. Whistles and bursts of pulaas, typical of other
odontocetes, were not heard.
For Platanista in&, PILLERI
and CO-authors(1970b)deterrnined pulse repetition
rates of 90 sec-' in captivity and of 124 sec-' in the natural river habitat. Intervals
between repetition rates were about 1 to 60 secs. Frequencies ranged from 800 Hz to
16 kHz (some physical, but mostly biological sounds) and 20 to 100 kHz (b'iosonar
pulses). The biological sounds are assumed to have communicative functions.
and MURCHISON
(1970)
In captive Arnazon dolphins Inia geoflrensis, PENNER
recorded high-frequency sounds between 25 kHz and 200 kHz and demonstrated
echolocation capabilities (p. 804). Previously, M. C. CALDWELL
and CO-authors

(1966) had recorded 12 types of phonation in this species (crack, click (snap)
whimper, bark, screech, squeak, squeaky squawk, squawk, squeal, grate, creaking
L
presented
door, echolocation-like run). M. C. CALDWELLand C ~ D W E L (1970)
evidence for the absence of quasi-pure tone whistle in I. geoffrensis. The Amazon
River dolphin Sotalia fluviatilis emits echolocation broad-band clicks, many with
energy above 20 kHz (upper limit of the equipment used) with a n apparent dominance range from 8 t o 15 kHz (D. K. CALDWELLand CALDWELL,1970b). Echolocation-type click trains were emitted especially during feeding. Click onset correlated
directly with the approach t o the food fish and ceased when the fish had been caught.
(e) Mechanisms of Sound Perception
Sound perception is a prerequisite for obtaining acoustic information on the
environment, and hence for acoustic orientation. As in their terrestrial relatives,
the inner ear is the most important sound-perceiving Organ in marine mammals.
But in forms fully adapted t o aquatic life, other body parts CO-operatesignificantly
in sound uptake and sound conduction. Peripheral areas, especially sensitive to
sound and vibration, act as general aerials and fat, oil or soft tissue may serve
as major sound routes to the inner ear. Together with vision, hearing constitutes
the most important mechanism of orientation in marine ma.mmals.
The normal mammalian ear perceives sound in air ; it is poorly adapted for underwater hearing. Tlie ear of marine mammals had to adjust to acoustic conditions
quite different from those encountered in air. The characteristic acoustic impedance
of water is nearly 4000 times the characteristic impedance of air ; hence, in air, a
pressure wa~veof -74 d B re 1 pbar has the Same acoustic intensity as a pressure
wave of -38.5 d B re 1 pbar in water (SCHUSTERMAN
and CO-authors,1972). I n order
t o produce the Same sound intensity, sound pressure in sea water must be 60 times
DE HAAN,1957). Since, however, in a water sound
as high as in air (REYSENBACH
wave, the maximum amplitude of particles displaced from their equilibrium
position is only 1/60 of that in air, a much heavier and more rigid middle-ear
mechanism is required. Moreover, the marine-mammal ear must be able t o perceive
much higher frequencies : for equal acoustic resolving power, the frequencies must
D E HAAN,1957,1966).
be 4 t o 5 times higher underwater than in air (REYSENBACH
Studies on sound perception are concerned with anatomical and functional
considerations of sound uptake, sound routes to the inner ear, and central auditory
mechanisms. Auditory sensitivity and directional hearing have been studied in some
detail only in a few representatives.

Anatomical alzd Functicmal Considerations
Anatomical and functional studies on mechanisms of sound perception in marine
mammals are rare and often of a preliminary character. The ear of the sea otter
Enilydra Eutris and tliat of pinnipeds and sirenians differ less from the general anatomy of the terrestrial mammal ear than the ear of cetaceans. However, compared
to terrestrial mammals, seals and sea lions have over-sized ossicles (MOHL,196813).
I n fact, progressive increase in weight of the auditory ossicula chain from otariids
over phocids to sirenians is assumed t o reflect the degree of genetic adaptation of
these mammals to aquatic life. The external ear is reduced to asmall pinna in otariids
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arid is missing entirely in phocids. I n the ringed Seal Pusa hispida, the ear bones are
markedly separated from the skull by enlargements of the lacerate foramen and
,
The hearing Organ of cetaceans has been
the fissura petrosoccipitalis ( M ~ H L1964).
DE HAAN,1957): a
suggested to possess properties of a pendulum (REYSENBACH
suspension system is supposed t o allow the ear t o move differently relative t o the
skull, thus augmenting directional hearing (p. 790), since both ears are acoustically
isolated from each other and from the skull. This Suggestion has received support
(1972). According t o REYSENBACH
DE HAAN
(1957, 1960), the
from FLEISCHER
pendulum consists of the mass of the heavy OS petrotympanicum, connected by a
rigid ligament t o the large mass of the skull (suspension point). The properties of
this system depend on the magnitude of the suspended mass (OS petrotympanicum)
and the stiffness of the suspension (ligament).The larger the mass for a given rigidity
of suspension, the lower is the frequency of the system itself; the greater the rigidity
for a given mass, the higher is its own frequency. The relations between the frequencies that are imposed on this mechanism and its ourn specific frequency, which
is low, are such t h a t the OS petrotympanicum stands still with respect to ecologically
significant sound frequencies.
Preliminary experiments on the common river Otter Lzdra cancldensis indicate
t h a t the upper frequency limits, both in air and in water, do not differ significantly
from those determined for ears of terrestrial carnivores (EVANS
and BASTIAN,
1969).
I n pinnipeds, high-frequency sound perception occurs in Phoca vitulina and
Zalophzss californian.r~s( M ~ H L1964,
,
1967).According to NORRIS(1969), this highfrequency hearing may be expected t o be paralleled by anatomical modifications
of the middle and inner ear. The cavity of the middle ear of 2. californianqts and
Eumetopias jubatus is lined by a mucosa corltaining a complex network of venouchannels and sinuses. ODEND'HAL
and POULTER
(1966) have suggested that, during
clives, the hydrostatic pressure within the middle ear may be kept equal to the pressure in the external auditory meatus either by distension or depression of the mucosa
due t o t h e presence or absence of blood in the sinuses. SCHUSTERMAN
and CO-authors
(1972) assume t h a t 2. californianus depends on different mechanisms for perceiving
soilic and ultrnsonic frequencies of .underwa,ter sounds. Only after several chailges
between sound frequencies above and belo~v36 kHz did the sea lion learn to shift
readily from one mechanism of detection to the other.
I n regard to sirenians, BERTRAM(1963) has suggested-without
presentirig
precise data-high
capacities for sound perception. The middle ear of sirenians
contains large, extremely dense ossicles ; but, as in cetaceans, the external auditory
meatus is greatly reduced (1-3 mm in diameter; EVANSand BASTIAN,1969);
more than 90% of the volume of the periotic bone consists solely of dense bone with
no parts of the 1a.byrinth or the acoustic nerve in it (FLEISCHER,1971). A heavy
perioticum facilitates movements of the stirrup relative t o the periotic bone and
hence effective hearing.
The fundament of our current anatomical knowledge on the cetacean ear has
and PURVES
(1954,
been laid by BOENNINGHAUS
(1903), YAPTADA
(1953), FRASER
1959, 1960), REYSENBACH
D E HAAN (1957, 1960), DUDOKV A N HEEL (l962),
PURVES
and VAN UTRECHT(1963) and PURVES
(1966).Hearing in cetaceans is based
on a mechanism homologous, and quite similar, to that operative in terrestrial
mammals. Sound is transmitted via the ossicular mechanism of the middle ear by
way of the tympanic annulus. Sound transmission involves displacement ampli-

fication (PURVES,1966). I n odontocetes, each ear is isolated acoustically from its
immediate surroundings by air cavities. As the dolphin dives, this sound barrier
1966).Comparable
adjusts to ambient hydrostatic pressure (FRASER,
1959 ;PURVES,
acoustic barriers appear to exist around the ears of other marine mammals. The
and
foam in the ear-surrounding air cavities of odontocetes-reported by PURVES
other authors-is not always present. According to NORRIS(personal communication), the foam represents 'almost certainly' a post-mortem artefact. Shrapnell's
membrane is well developed in odontocetes, presumably resulting from atavistic
conversion of the terrestrial mammal's tympanic membrane into a ligament.
The ability to transmit high-frequency vibrations is due to the bony fusion of the
manubrium to the tympanic annulus (PURVES,
1966).
On the basis of anatomical evidence, a number of theories have been advanced
regarding the functioning of the cetacean ear (Table 8-7). Some of these theories
Table 8-7
Theories on sound perception in cetaceans (After PURVES,
1966 ; originally published
by the University of California Press; reprinted by perinission of The Regents of
the University of Calif'ornia)
Theory

Author

1 . Hearing occurs above water only, with air
vibrations entering by the Eustachian tube.

C ~ E (1777),
R
(1828)
BUCHANAN

2. Tympanic bulla acts as resonance chamber. Auditory
ossicles functional. Tyrnpanic membrane and
meatus functionless.

HUNTER(1787), HOME(18121,
DENKER(1902), LILLIE (1910),
KELLOG(1938)

3. Sound conducted through bones of skull, thence
through air sinuses to middle ear. Periotic
acoustically isolated. Chief vibrator, fenestra
rotundum. Ossicles secondary. Meatus and tympanic
membrane functionless.

CLAUDIUS( l 8 5 8 ) ,
BEAIJREGARD
(1894),
TURNER(1913)

4 . Sound enters anterior opsning of bulla from
periosteal lining of pterygoid sinus. Periot,ic
acoustically isolated. Molecular vibration of ossicles
only. Meatus and tympanic membrane functionless.

BOENNINGHAUS
(1903)

5. 'Seismographic' principle. Periotic not acoustically
isolated. Body vibrates as a whole while bulla
rema.ins sta.tionary. Meatus and tympanic
membrane functionless.

(1953)
YAMADA

6. Sound enters by proximal end of external meatus.
DE H A A N(1957)
REYSENBACH
Tympanic membrane and ossicles functional.
Amplification phenomenon. Psriotic acoustically
isolated. Distal end of meatus and muscles functionless.
7. As in item no. 6, except t h a t meatal muscles
produce tension of tympanic membrane

DUDOKVAN HEEL (1962)

8. Longitudina.1 waves conducted by external ineatus.

H ~ T (1845)
L
FRASERand Pcr;tv~s(1954, 1960),
PURVESand V A N UTRECHT(1963)

9. Longitudinal waves conducted by external meatus,
rnodified by extrinsic muscles. Tyrnpanic menibrane
and ossicles functional. Amplification phenomenon
and acoustic isolat,ion.
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have been re-evaluated and discussed in detail by PURVES
(1966).
While the principal structures of cetacean sound perception conform with those
of other mammals, several special features exist (JANSENand JANSEN,1969):
(i) The basilar membrane of the cochlea is very long (in Balaenoptera physalus a t
least 3 times as long as in man: HALL, 1967) and narrow (the narrowness seems
to facilitate perception of high-frequency sounds). (ii) The cochlear nerve contains
3 to 4 times as many fibres as that of man. (iii) The ventral cochlear nucleus is
strongly developed while the dorsal nucleus is small, as in man. (iv) The estimated
total number of cells in the cochlear nuclei varies considerably from species to
species; but even in Phocoena phocoena (fewest niiclei cells observed thus far)
total cell number is about 5 to 6 times that of man. ( V ) The ratio of primary to
secondary auditory neurons appears to be approximately 1 : 6 ; this suggests a considerable capacity for impulse processing a t the level of the second-order neurons.
(vi) Additional indications of an exceptionally high development of the auditory
system are provided by the trapezoid body, the superior olive, the nuclei of the
lateral lemniscus, the inferior colliculus, the medial geniculate body, and the
temporal lobe. The large secondary acoustic nuclei (trapezoid-body nucleus,
lateral superior olivary nucleus) and the small or non-existent medial superior
olivary nucleus parallel the differential development of these structures in bats and
seem to be related to active-biosonar capabilities.
Further anatomical and functional features of the acoustic perception apparatus
of cetaceans have been discussed by DAILLY(197 1)and compared to his own findings
on the primary cochlear nuclei of the Amazon dolphin Inia geoffrensis. Focusing
attention on the river-inhabiting I. geofrens2s and the marine Delphinus delphis
(ZVORYKIN,1963) and Phocoena phowem (OSEN and JANSEN,1965), DAILLY
concludes that no significant differences exist. I.geoffrensis and P . phocoena possess
anatomically equally well-developed acoustic nuclear structures. However, the
marine forms are superior in regard to their optical capabilities (p. 724).
Sound perception may suffer from masking : the 'drowning' of faint sounds in the
presence of loud ambient noises. The masking effect is greatest for sounds whose
frequencies are close to the disturbing background noise. Hence high frequencies
of echoranging signals reduce or avoid masking. I n addition, they enhance information on acoustic detail; their pulse character is important in solving signal/
noise problems.

Sound Routes to the Inner Ear
I n air, and possibly also undenvater, the amphibious marine mammals-sea
otter and pinnipeds-perceive ambient sounds primarily via their external auditory
canals. While nothing pertinent is known on sirenians, the most effective sound
rout,es to the inner ear of cetaceans are still a matter of dispute.
I n odon.tocetes, ambient sounds are first perceived by skin and blubber coat.
Subsequent channelling of the acoustic energy absorbed occurs by tissue discontinuities such as interphases between blubber, rnuscle, fat, bone or between tissues
and internal liquids (e.g.oil).Three major routes to tlieinner ear have been suggested :
(i) fat body in the lower jaws; (ii) soft body tissues, especially in the head region;
(iii) external auditory canal .

8.3.
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The importance of skin and blubber c o a t for sound uptake has been stressed by
BELKOVICR
and NESTERENKO
(1 971, 1972). SOKOLOV
and KALASHNIKOVA
(1971)
found various ultrastructural features in the epidermis of Phocoena phocoena, but
could not ascertain their definite functions. BELKOVICH
and NESTERENKO
have
suggested that the whole, well-innervated, external Skin surface, especially in the
head region, serves as receiving area for acoustic as well as other environmental
cues. This Suggestion is supported by recent experiments (NORRIS,in press) : Small
hydrophones implanted in the head of freshly dead adult Tursiops truncatus
indicate that pulsed sounds are channelled by the blubber coat and reflected by
blubber-muscle interfaces. Sea-borne sound eiltering the body of an odontocete
first encounters a water-blubber interface. Thus the blubber may act as general
sound perceiver. Once inside the body, the sound will hit on various tissue layers
which may channel and modify the a.coustic energy perceived.

Fig. 8-97: Stenellacaeruleoalba.Ipsilat,eral pattern of sensitivity to sound cues, produced
by a hydrophone pressed against the head surface a t the points indicated. Numerical
values represent attenuation a t threshold: highest numbers indicate greatest
sensitivity. Contour lines a.re draum a t intervals of 5 dB. Recording was from the
inferior colliculus. (After BULLOCK
and CO-authors,1968; reproduced by permission
of Springer-Verlag, Berlin.)
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Fig. 8-98: Sknella caemleoalbca. Contralateral Pattern of sensitivity to sound cues.
and CO-authors,1968 ;
Conditions as described in legend to Fig. 8-97. (After BULLOCK
reproduced by permission of Springer-Verlag, Berlin.)

The fat body inside the lower jaws of some delphinids has been credited with
the function of a major sound route. Postulated by NORRIS(1964), facilitation of
sound transmission by intra-mandibular fat has received support from esperiments
conducted by YANAGISAWA
and CO-authors(1966) and BULLOCK
and CO-authors
(1968). I n Stenella caeruleoalba, BULLOCKand CO-authorsfound sensitivity to
ambient sound to be maximum over the side of the contralateral lower jaw, nearly
as high over the ipsilateral side of the melon, markedly lower over the side of thc
head (including the external ear orifice), and almost nil s t the rostrum (Figs 8-97,
8-98). A cone of best sound reception is directed forward and downward, some
5 t o 30" from the midline in the horizontal plane (the higl-ier the frequency the closer
t o t h e midline), and 5 t o 20' below thc horizontal. At more lateral angles, sensitivity
decreases sharply (up to 1-5 d B degrec-') Perception of sound coming from abovt
the horizontal is presumably much reduced.
I n a variety of delphinids, the skin surfaces of posterior mandiblcs and rrieloii
form angles relative to the longitudinal body axis that allow near-maximum
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Fig. 8-99: Delphinid lower jaw, showing tissue overlying the jaw (upperpart of figure)
with its fatty 'acoustic window' (A, B) and angle of incidence (Bi) of sound (arrow)
received frorn ahead. (After NORRIS,1969; reproduced by permission of Acdemic
Press, Inc.)

transmission of echoes from own clicks into the head tissue (Fig. 8-99); by rotating
movements of the snout (scanning) large transmission changes are produced
(NORRIS,1968, 1969). In some species, perception angles differ on jaw and melon
and may serve to allow both sensitive hearing and fine angular discrimination.
Scanning moves the echo received from a given object relative t o the position of
jaw and melon surfaces, 'hence the intensity of reception can be varied in a very
and CO-authors(1968),
refined way' (NORRIS,1969, p. 414). According t o BULLOCK
sound may also reach the mandibular fat body from the melon via local soft tissues.
Soft body tissues, especially in the head region, have been suggested to act as
and comain sound routes to the inner ear by several workers, e.g. MCCORMICK
(1972).MCCORMICK
and CO-authorsstudied Tursiops
authors (1970) and FLEISCHER
tru?zcaJusand Lagenorhynchus obliyuidens. They report that the external auditory
meatus has become vestigial and no longer serves for sound conduction. The tympanic membrane lacks a direct connection with the ossicular chain; it is connected only by a ligament and is also non-functional. The ossicular chain retains
its acoustic function, although the malleus can be lost without serious effects.
Ambient sounds enter, and are assumed to be conducted by, soft tissues. Cochlear
stimulation occurs by bone conduction similar to this situation in other mammals.
FLEISCHER
examined 4 heads of T. truncatus, frozen shortly after the dolphins had
died. He found that the outside of the tympanicuiil (vibration receiver) is situated
underneath the skin surface shown to be most sensitive to ambient sound by BULLOCK and CO-authors(1968).FLEISCHER
assumes that the vibrations travel through
soft' head tissues to the hearing Organ, and that t,he tympanic ligament acts as
receiver and cond~ctorof vibrations, especially a t high frequencies. Stimulatioil
of the outside of the tympa.nic bone results in movements of the stirrup relative to
the periotic bone. This could be measured up to 240 kHz, with a maximum sensitivity
a t 46 kHz. Fusion of the goniale to both malleus and tyrnpanicum is essential for
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hearing: fracture causes inability of the middle ear to transport sound (at least its
high frequencies). The connection between the vibrating, thin part of the tympanicum and the perioticum is weak and FLEISCHER'S
tests indicated to him that this
structure functions as a decoupling device, especially for high frequencies.
The external auditory canal has been claimed to act as primary sound route in
Platanista indi by PURVESand PILLERI
(1973; see also PURVES,1966). These
authors insist that sound conduction is not the major function of the fat body
inside the lower jaws of odontocetes. They stress the great disparity of fat-body
dimensions throughout the order, the difficulty in avoiding jamming by selfproduced sounds, and the danger of damage to the sound-conducting mechanism
when the lower jaws are used as a weapon (e.g. when attacking sharks, sometimes
with such force as to lift them clear out of the water). Anatomical studies on a head
of P. indi, perfused with formaldehyde, indicated to PURVES
and PILLERI
that the
external auditory canal seems to be fully functional ; i t is much wider than in other
odontocetes and contained in a thick cartilage throughout its length. The shape of
the tympanic membrane is intermediate between that of terrestrial mammals and
of higher delphinids; but the ossicular chain of the middle ear and the cochlea
resemble their equivalents in the higher delphinids.
BELKOVICH
and NESTERENKO
(1971, 1972) assume that passive-biosonar signals
enter through the external auditory canal of delphinids, while active-biosonar
signals are perceived via the lower jaw, assisted by the skin of the rostrum.
I n surnmary, the evidence a t hand suggests general sound uptake by the external
skin surface (aerial function) and subsequent sound channelling in accordance with
the patterns of continuities and discontinuities in medium density encountered.
Size, direction and shape of the sound-conducting inedia (e.g. fat, oil, soft tissues,
muscles, bones) and the interphases between them affect sound distribution and
sound properties. Accordingly, details of sound routes are likely to differ in different
species and during ontogeny. While the external auditory canal may be functional
in some of the more primitive species, its importance in odontocetes is reduced in
comparison t o the situation met in pinnipeds or terrestrial mammals. F a t bodies,
soft tissues and fluid (oil) compartments which facilitate short-route sound conduction to the inner ear qualify as primary internal sound paths.

Central Auditory Mechani8ms
I n order to serve as orientational cue, sound energy must be made available to
central processing Organs: energy of elastic medium deformation must be transformed into an energy form acceptable to neurophysiological transfer, computation
and evaluation.
I n cetaceans, especially odontocetes, anatomical evidence testifies to extraordinarily well-developed central auditory structures (e.g. LANQWORTHY,
1932;
OGAWA
and ARIPUKU,1948 ; KRUOER,
1959,1966 ; BREATHNACH,
I960 ; JACOBS
and
JENSEN,
1964; HALL,1967; JANSEN
and JANSEN,
1969). However, our present
knowledge on central auditory mechanisms in marine mammals is quite limited and
restricted largely to odontocetes. Only a few aspects, jmmediately pertinent to
orientation in space, are reviewed here.
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Twelve sea lions Zalophus californianus and olle harbour seal Phoca vitulina were
exaniined by BULLOCK
and CO-authors(1971) by recording acoustically evoked
potentials from the inferior colliculus and adjacent structures. Electrical recording
from electrodes inserted into the brain stem (either under barbiturate anaesthesia,
acutely, or without anaesthesia, after implanting the electrodes some days before
recording) produced similar results in air and underwater. The properties found
do not seem to differ greatly from those in the human auditory system. But
BULLOCK
and CO-authorsimply, by extrapolation froni the pliysiological properties
of the potentials evoked, that 2. californianus arid P. vitulina are much less
skilful with respect to 'fiiie grained' acoustical discrimination than delphinids.
The averaged response evoked by a sharply risiilg tone consists of early brief peaks
and later slow waves. The latency of the earliest deflection is 3.5 t o 4.8 msecs from
tlie moment of arrival to a sound pip a t the ear. The potential increases in size with
sound intensity over a range of 60 to 70 dB. Both pinnipeds tested are less well
specialized than delphinids for perceiving and evaluating sounds of extremely
short duration and fast rise time, for rapid recovery, or for ultrasonic frequencies
(best frequency is about 4 to 6 kHz).
Employing gross-c.lectrode electrophysiological techniques, BULLOCKand coauthors (1968) investigated the central auditory mechanisms of 29 specimens of 4
species of dolphins (mostly striped dolphin Stenella caeruleoalba). Under N,O and
Fluothane anaesthesia, supplemented by succinylclioline cliloride, the test indiv i d u a l ~were stimulated with air-borne sound, water-borne sound and by hydrophone pressed agaiilst the head. None of the response parameters studied was found
to be affected by the anaesthetics used. The responses recorded (chiefly from the
inferior colliculi, but also from medullary auditory centres and the medial geniculate body) are onset responses of complicated uraveform, usually consisting of
components with latencies of 2 to 4 msecs. The longer latency responses probably
represent heterogenous input to the inferior colliculi and, in a few cases, activity
of collicular cells or input into the medial geniculate body; the shorter latency
responses presumably are output of the cochlear nuclei and activity of medullary
auditory nuclei. Response thresholds and waveforms are sensitive to changes in
rise time between 0.1 and 0.2 msec. Evoked potential responses, in certain locations
and intensity ranges, vary urit,h sound intensity changes as sinall as 1 dB ; in other
intensity ranges, even changes of up t o 10 d B cause little alteration. Gentle stroking
of the side of the jaw or splashing of water on the jaw masks the response t o sounds.
The effective input of such stimuli is acoustic and the effective area is identical t o
that for sound. But electrical stimulation of the skin of the jaw neither elicits
response in auditory centres nor masks the responses to sound.
According to BULLOCK
and CO-authors(1968),tliere are heterogenous populations
of neurons from which recordings can be obtained; some of these appear to be
especially adapted to active-biosonar functions. Possibly, sigiiificant populations of
cells exist that are specifically responsive to sounds with certain characteristics of
frequency modulation. Temporal resolution of successive sounds is extremely
rapid: recovery of responsiveness takes a minimuni of 0.8 to 1.0 msec between
clicks; some initial recovery is often recognizable at ca 0-5 msec; more typical
recordings show complete recovery after 3 to 5 msecs. The effective interaural
distance (between the most sound sensitive areas on both lower jaws) represents a
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binaural time difference of about 60 to 90 msecs. In humans, arrival times are about
4 or 5 times this value ; hence the a.uthors suggest that it would require resolution of
arrival-time differences of 2 t o 3 msecs for dolphins t o localize as well as man in
the horizontal plane. However, there is no evidence for this, and the theory does not
provide for a central mechanism of vertical localization. Consequently, BULLOCK
a.nd CO-authors propose t h a t orientation may be primarily based on intensity
measurernents assisted by head scanning.
The auditory Zone of the brain cortex of Phocoena p h e n a has been determined
by recording the potentials induced by clicks (LADYQINA
and SUPIN, 1970). The
focus of the maximum amplitude of primary responses is located 1.5 t o 3 cm
laterally of the sagittal suture and 5-5 to 6 cm caudally of the coronary suture. I n
the auditory Zone, the primary response occurs with a latent period of 6 msecs,
the secondary response with a latent period of 15 to 20 msecs.
An unusual sensory area in the cerebral neocortex of Tursiops lruncatus has been
described by LENDEand WALKER(1972). Multiple-unit responses were elicited
from a cortical area located on the broad frontal pole of the right heniisphere of the
brain b y (i) air-borne auditory stimuli; (ii) under\vater auditory stimuli; (iii)
cutaneous mechanical stimuli; and (iv) other mechanical stimuli (tapping teeth,
skull, or wooden headrest). The authors discuss the possibilities that the area is
auditory, activated by acutely sensitive cutaneous mechaiioreceptors, or activated
by either somatosensory or auditory inputs. Since eetaceaii neural functions are
exceptionally specialized and only few d a t a are available, no final conclusions are
drawn regarding the nature of this neocortical sensory area.
A more definite picture regarding the computation and evaluat,ion of acoustic
energy by central auditory inechanisrns of marine animals may be expected from
future deta,iled electrophysiological studies employing micro-electrodes.

Auditory Sensitivity
Only a few accounts exist on auditory sensitivity of marine manimals. For
individuals of Zalophus californianus, Phoca vitulina, Iniu geojfrensis, Tz~rsiops
truncatus, Phocoena phocoena and Orcinus orca, underwater audiograms (lo\ver
sound-detection thresholds over a wide range of pure-tone frequencies) have beeil
obtained (Fig. 8-100). Prior t o testing their auditory sensitivity, the test anima.1~
were conditioned (e.g. encouragement through feeding, discouragement through
non-feeding or gentle punishment) to indicate the presence of a tone (e.g. by pressing
a lever or emitting a sound). They were also trained to maintain their head a t a
certain distance and in a defined position relative to the sound source immediately
before being offered the test signal (e.g. Fig 8-101).
I n the California sea lion Zalophw californianus, the frequencies tested ra.nged
and CO-authors,1972). The audiogram
froni 250 H z t o 64 kHz (SCHUSTERMAN
obtained (Fig. 8-100) reveals high sensitivities from 1 to 28 kHz with a sensitivity
maximum near 16 kHz. Between 28 and 36 kHz auditory sensitivity decreases
rapidiy. MTith relatively intense signals (>38 dR re 1 pbar), 2. californianus is
claimed to respond to frequencies a t least as high as 192 kHz.
I n the harbour seal Phoca vitulina,MQHL(1968a) used frequencies ranging from
1 t o 180 kHz. The audiogram obtained (Fig. 8-100) reveals t h a t sensitivity t o

Frequency (kHz)

Fjg. 8-100: Undemater audiogmms of 5 marine mammals and man. Compiled from sources
quoted in the text.

high frequencies falls ra.pidly above 50 kHz. Maximum underwater auditory
sensitivity lies near 32 kHz (see also MGHL,1967); in contrast t o man, auditory
sensitivity and frequency range are greater underwater than in air.
The Amazon dolphin In.ia yeoflrensis was tested a t frequencies between 1.0 a.nd
105 kHz. Highest sensitivities were recorded between 75 and 90 kHz (JACOBS
aiid
HALL,1972); in this range the lower auditory threshold lies near -50 d B re lpbar.
The effective upper frequency threshold is 105 kHz.
The bottle-nosed dolphin Tursiops truncatus ha.s been tested by KELLOGG
and
KOHLER(1952), SCHEVILL
and LAWRENCE
(1953), JOHNSON
(1966, 1967a, 1968) and
BULLOCK
and CO-authors(1968). While early behavioural experiments by KELLOCG
and KOHLERsuggested auditory sensitivities up to about 80 kHz, the tests by
SCHEVILLand LAWRENCE-during which a trained dolphin was required t o return
for a food reward upon hearing a tone of random frequency-indicated hearing
up t#oabout 153 kHz. JOHNSON'S
audiogram (Fig. 5- 100) confirms this higher value.
JOHNSON
required a T. tru?zmtus to push a lever-operated switch upon hearing a
pure-tone signal of random frequency (75 Hz-150 kHz). H e recorded high sensitivities between 10 and 75 kHz, and maximum sensitivity between 50 and 70 kHz.
The latter values have been confirmed by BULLOCK
and CO-authors,~ 7 h oreported
maximunl auditory sensitivity of about 60 kHz. Below 50 kHz, JOHNSON
found the
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lower sensitivity threshold to increase continuously with decreasing frequency t o
about 37 d B a t 75 Hz (not shown in figure). BELKOVICH
and SOLNTZEVA
(1970) report,
with certain reservations, that sound perception in T. Iruncatus and Delphinus
delphis is possible up to 280 kHz. Working on dead T. truncatus, FLEISCHER
(1972)
reports a maximum sensitivity near 46 kHz. However, auditory sensitivities
obtained on fixed preparations suffer from a number of drawbacks and certainly
must be expected to represent sub-optimal conditions, e.g. due to the absence of
muscular tuning effects. JACOBS
(1972) determined the range of maximum frequency-discrimination sensitivity of T. truncatus to lie between 2 and 20 kHz.
Measurements by HERMANand ARBEIT(1971)) however, suggest that maximum
frequency sensitivity may extend considerably beyond 20 kHz.
The harbour porpoise Phocoena phocoena was tested by ANDERSEN
(1970a) a t
frequencies ranging from 1 to 150 kHz. Maximum auditory sensitivity was obtained
between 8 and 32 kHz. Between 140 and 150 kHz the sensitivity falls off rapidly.
The audiogram for P. phocoena (Fig. 8-100) is similar to that obtained for Tursiops
trunccltus. Using the method of skin-galvanic responses, SUPIN and SUKCHORUCHENKO (1970) report auditory perception of pure tones in P . phocoena from 4 to
180 kHz with a sensitivity ma.ximum between 64 and 128 kHz. For sounds with a
bandwidth of about 1 octave (total range offered: 3-100 kHz), auditory thresholds
resemble those obtained for pure tones (SOKOLOV,
1971).
I n the killer whale Orcinus orca an audiogram was obtained by HALLand JOHNSON (1971) for frequencies between 500 Hz and 31 kHz. Maximum signal sensitivity
was recorded a t 15 kHz (-70 dB re I dyne ~ m - ~The
) . observed upper limit of hearing
was 32 kHz. Frequencies below 500 Hz were not tested.
An air audiogram has been obtained for the harp seal Payophilus groenlandicus
by TERHUNE
and RONALD
(1971).Using frequencies from 1 to 32 kHz, the maximum
auditory in-air sensitivity was 4 kHz (at 29 clB re 0.0002 dyne ~ r n - ~The
) . authors
believe that the outer and (or) middle-ear structures and their acoustic impedance
mismatch with the air, are responsible for the comparatively irregular and slightly
insensitive hearing of the seal in air, and that the lumen of the external a.uditory
canal is acoustically blocked.
Experiments by MCCORMICK
and CO-authors(1970) on the T u r s i q s truncatus
ear involved making a hole in the outside of the tympanic bone. According to
FLEISCHER
(1972), such procedure would almost inevitably break the goniale;
this would explain why the maximum auditory sensitivity found by MCCORMICK
and CO-authorslies a t much lower frequencies than in other studies, and why the
malleus and the tympanic ligament could be removed withoiit significantly reducing
the effectiveness of the ears as examined by means of cochlear microphonics.
A detailed evalua.tion of the audiograms obtained is not possible. Lower and upper
hearing thresholds, maximum sensitivities and curve shapes have been obtained,
in most cases, from single individuals. In order to be representative of a population
or of the species, sta.tistically valid data must be presented for both sexes and for
different age groups. The validity a,nd comparability of the audiograms obtained is
further restricted by the different conditionczl techniques employed, discrepancies
in recording equipment and tank properties, and failures to provide exact data
on water quality (e.g. temperature and salinity) as well as on distance between
sound source and test animal.

Directional (Binaural) Hearing
Directional hearing requires binaural perception: unless the head is moved, a
Single ear cannot discern the direction of a sound source. Directional hearing is based
on (i) the time difference in sound perception by both ears, which depends upon the
dista.nce between the peripheral most sensitive sound receiving areas and the velocity of internal sound conduction ; (ii) differential sound intensity ; (iii) differences
in phase and complexity of the sounds; (iv) central nervoiis interpretation of such
differences. A sound source located to the right of a listener is perceived earlier
and with a higher intensity by the right ear because the sound path is shorter and
because, in air, the left ear is 'shadowed' by the head. This shadow effect is practically absent in water. Differences in phase occiir in simple tones, since the longer
travel time to the farther ear allows the sound nravesto get out of phase. Sound complexity can provide directional cues because the farther ear receives the highfrequency components attenuated. The acoustic energy perceived by both ears is
computed and evaluated by central nervous processes which then initiate the orientational response.
I n the human ear, binaural hearing in air is based mainly on intensity in the case
of high tones, on phase in low tones, and on intensity, time and timbre* in complex
were determined
tolles and noises. For divers, minimum audible angles (>U)
underwater (3.5 kHz, 6 kHz, aild broad-band white-noise pulses of 100 msecs
duration with a rise-decay time of 10 secs, and a repetition rate of 1 sec-'). After
training, the mean MAAs obtained were 11.3" a t 3.5 kHz, 11.5" a t 6.5 kHz, and
7.3" with white noise (FEINSTEIN,
1973).Assuming that the MAAs reflect the general
level a t which the binaural System operates, it seems likely that man can be an
effe,ctive underwater sound navigator.
I n the marine mammals tested thus far, the capacity for directional hearing is
high. It differs in different species, and even in individuals, and depends on the
properties of the sounds perceived, and on the angle and distance of the sound source.
I n cetaceans-presumably
also in other forms-tlie inner ears are acoustically
isolated to a considerable extent from ambient tissues. I n the cetaceans examined
this isolation js accomplished by air cavities (p. 780). Maximum efficiency of
evaluating small differences in sound intensity and sound spectrum requires that
echolocators employ bearned high-frequency components and that they iise
wavelengths comparable to the total dimensions of their air cavities.
Acoustic energy does not necessarily propagate along straight lines. It bends
around obstacles and its direction may be modified by discontinuities in the
conducting media, as well as by rapid media movements (in air: heavy winds;
underwater : pronounced water currents). Consequently, the terminal sound path
may not always be indicative of the true direction of the sound source.
In the California sea lion Zalophus californianus, directional hearing has been
documented by GENTRY (1967). A young male was trained to approach one of two
underwater transducers in a partially anechoic tank. The mininium audible angle
was 10" a t 6 kHz, and 15" a t 3.5 kHz. At an angle of 25", a generally linear iinprovc-

* Sounds with a different distribution of energy among the overtones seem different t o the humeii
ear, even though they may have the Same fundamental frequency and contain the samo overtones.
This differonce, arising from the relative magnitude of the components, is callcd the 'timbre'.
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ment in auditory localization was found from 1.5 to 6.5 kHz; the performance was
conspicuously poor a t 2.5 kHz. GENTRYconcludes from his experiments that Z.
californianus can probably locate sound direction a,s well as the harbour porpoise
Phocoena phocoena. Directional hearing has aJso been reported for the harbour seal
Phoca vitulina (MOHL,1964): for a single seal, a minimum azimuth angle of about
3.1' was obtained a t 2 kHz.

r
Sepomting not

Fig. 8-101 : Phocoena phocoena. Experimental design for testing directional hearing.
a, a.,: tra.nsducers. (After ANDERSEN,1970b; modlfied; reproduced by permission
of Professor G. Pilleri.)

Directional hearing in the harbour porpoise Phocoena phocoena has been studied
(1970b). ARDERSEK
analyzed a.ngular
by DUDOKVAN HEEL (1959) and AYDERSEN
discrimination a t 2 kHz in a captive 3-year-old female tested in an enclosure
(16 X 8 X 3 m ) which was insta.lled in a non-used harbour. Three sides of the enclosure consisted of wire mesh, the fourth was formed by a stone pier. I n order t o
bring the porpoise into a defined position, i t nras taught to swim through a double
hoop (Fig. 8-101). When entering the first hoop, it released a sound signa,lby shading
a photoresistor, and when passing the second hoop (placed 85 cm from the first)
a second photoresistor terminated the signal. A separating net forced tlie porpoise
t o choose between a left and a r i g h t transducer (U,U , ) . The test animal was requested
t o select the transducer, suspended 50 cm below the water surface, which had emittecl
the signal. A positive response was rewarded with a fish. Sound pressure in the
double hoops was kept a t about 20 d B re pbar. The duration of the signal was determined by the porpoise's speed, usually about 12 l;m hr-I. The distribution of signals
in the left and right transducer was semi-random and the position of the transducers
was changed 3 to 4 times each session (30 trials). A t 2 kHz, the minimum audible
angle was about 3" deviation from the median plane. To the right side, the porpoise
responded 100% positively t o angles equal or larger than 5"; the 50% level was
reached a t 0'6' (Fig. 8-102). To the left, the pqrpoise seemed to have troublc in
indicating sound direction a t small angles. Tliis ma,y have been due to disturbarices,
although ANDERSEN
failed to measure any.
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Fig. 8-102: Phocoemphocoena. Capacity for directional hearing: psychometric function
of angular discrimination a t 2 kHz. (After ANDERSEN,
1970b; modified; reproduced
by permission of Professor G. Pilleri.)

The areas most sensitive to sound perception on the lower jaw of Stenelba caeruleoalba (Figs 8-97,8-98) are only about 10 to 15 cm apart, compared with a Separation
and CO-authors,1968). The maximal
of 25 cm of the externa.1 meatuses (BULLOCK
effective iilteraural distance of 15 cm allows a maximum differential sound arrival
time of only 60 to 90 msecs. This difference is 4 to 5 times shorter than the a,rrivaland
time difference used by humans t o localize sound sources. However, BULLOCK
CO-authorsassume, on the basis of neurophysiological and behavioural responses,
that directional hearing of delphinids is based on binaural sound-intensity measurement rather than on biilaural timing.
Comparative evidence on sound perception and sound interpretation in different
groups of animals (Chapters 8.1, 8.2, 8.3) suggests that directional hearing evolved
very early and preceded other discrimination capacities of the hearing mecha,cism.
(f) Use of Sound and Vibration Cues for Orientation

General Aspects
For a marine mammal travelling or feeding in the vast marine environment
souilds constitute the most efficient 'nlessenger energy', offering a variety of cues
for orientation in spa.ce and time. Caused by a multiplicity of living orgailismsincluding the marine mammals themselves-water movemeilt, or man's maritime
activities, the countless sounds of the sea and their manifold echoes must have
special meanings to the experienced traveller or hunter. Especially in situations
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in which other cues (e.g. visual) are diminished or absent, marine mammals tend
t o rely on acoustic energy for obtaining information on their living and non-living
environment. Sounds are of equal importance for orientation toward conspecifics :
in addition to visual and ta.ctile (i.n some pinnipeds also odorous) cues, auditory
stimuli provide a major avenue for social contact and communication.
Recent reviews on the use of sound and vibration cues for orientation by marine
mammals have been written by NORRIS(1969),AIRAPETIANTZ and KONSTANTINOV
(1970), ERULKAR
(1972) and EVANS
(1973).A review by EVANS
and BASTIAN
(1969)
concentrates on communication between marine mammals, stressing such aspects
as social structures and signalling systems.
Passive wersus Active Biosonar
Passive biosonar (orientational hearing) involves the perception and evaluation
of ambient sounds for object localization and recognition. Active biosonar comprises
the use of self-generated sounds to obtain, via echoes, information on object
direction, distance and properties. Both mechanisms are characterized by differences
in degree rather than in principle. I n all probability, active biosoilar comprises
phylogenetic elaborations of passive biosonar-adjustments
of pre-existing
functions and structures rather than developments de novo. The elaborations
involve the systematic emission of beamed clicks, directional perception of their
echoes, as ~vellas increased capabilities for acoustic-signal resolution and interpretation.
Passive and active biosonar may be operative in one and the same individual.
The preferential use of these mechanisms depends on (i)the environmental situation,
(ii) motivation, and (iii) personal experience (imprinting, conditioning, learning).
Passive and active biosonar are of importance for orientation in space as well as for
social functions.
Passive Biosonar

A detailed critical evaluation of the importance of passive biosonar for spatial
orientation of marine mammals is not yet possible. Exact data on acoustic acuity
(hearing thresholds, directional hearing, resolving power, sound interpretation)
have still to be produced for the majority of marine mammals. While numerous
Papers witness the importance of sounds for social contact and communication, few
attempts have been made to analyse the relationships suggested in depth.
As has been shown, Sirenia, Pinnipedia, Mysticeti and Odontoceti produce a
large variety of underwater sounds (p. 756). There can be hardly any doubt that they
obtain orientational information both from foreign ambient sounds (biogenous and
non-biogenous) and from reverberations of their own sounds. Why should a mysticete whale, m.igratin.g over vast distances, obtain acoustic orientation cues only
from ambient sounds and exclude reverberations of its own signals? There is no
reason not to postulate that passive biosonar represents an important mechanism
of acoustic orientation in all marine mamma.1~.
(1972) has conducted
I n the California sea lion Znlophus californianus, CONBOY
experiments which demonstrate the sea lion's ability to navigate by foreign sounds.

A 2. californianus was trained to swim to underwater objects identified by 9-kHz
acoustic beacons. This ability was then used for practical object recovery from the
sea floor (55 m depth): the sea lion carries a grabber device, with recovery line
attached, down to the object by means o'f a fitted nose cup; it tl-ien activates the
spring-loaded arms of the grabber by pressing it against the target. Subsequently,
the object is lifted from the sea floor by the recovery line without diver assistance.

Active Biosoqmr
Active biosonar (echolocation, echoranging) is of special significance for object
localization and recognition, hunting, close-range navigation, and obstacle avoidance-especially under conditions of poor visibility (turbid water, great deptli, a t
night). Active biosonar constitutes the most sophisticated acoustic orientation
mechanism evolved by marine mammals. In the absence-or during insufficient
availability-of other orientational cues, the self-produced and object-reflected
acoustical cues may assume primary importance for relating to the environment.
Among marine mammals, so far only several odontocetes have been shown to
possess active biosonar. No experimental evidence is available to suggest the
presence of echolocation systems in marine carnivores a.nd sirenians. I n pinnipeds
and mysticetes, neither the presence nor the absence of active biosonar l-ias been
demonstrated unequivocally. The importance of active biosonar for long-range
movements of herds or individuals has often beeil over-estimated. We have'no
proof that active biosonar represents an essential mechanism for long-distance
migrations.
Among other animals, active-biosonar capabilities may be present more often
than hitherto expected, especially in forms which hunt a t night or which inhabit
environments urhere visual cues are not readily available. I n individuals normally
relying primarily on non-acoustic cues, latent active-biosonar abilities may be
enhanced upon incapacitation of other (e.g. visual) orientation mechanisms. Such
individual adjustments can be expected to be more successful in young than in old
individuals. Active biosonar is well developed in some bats (e.g. GALAMBOS,
1942;
GRIFFIN, 1958; PYE, 1961 ; GRINNELL,1962, 1963a, b, C, d, 1967; SCHWARTZKOPFF,
1962; SUGA,1964a, b, 1965a, b ; AIRAPETIANTZ
and KONSTANTINOV,
1965, 1970;
GRIFFIN and CO-authors,1965; GRINNELLand GRINNELL,1965 ; HENSON,1965,
1967 ; FRIEND
and CO-authors, 1966; MARLERand HARIILTOIS,1966 ; B u s ~ s r ~ ,
1968, 1971; ERULKAR,
1967a, b ; NEUWEILERand MÖHRES, 1967; SCHNITZLER,
1972; EVANS,1973). Active biosonar has also been shown to be used in 'total
darkness' by some night-active birds (oil bird Stea,tornis caripensis: GRIFFIN,1953,
1958 ; swiftlet Collocalia brevirostris unicolor : MEDWAY,1959 ; NOVICK,1959).
GOULD
and CO-autl~ors
(1964) and GOULD(1965) have presented evidence for echolocation in insectivore shrews and tenrecids (tenrecs).Latent echolocation capacities
have been reported to exist in (blind) man ('facial vision', 'obstacle sense of the
1967a, b, 1969 ; see also SEASHORE
arid LING,
blind' ; e.g. KOHLER,1967 ; C. E. RICE,
1918; AXELROD,
1959).
Comparing the active-biosonar capabilities of delphinids and bats, R O R ~ A N E N K O
(1964) first postulated significantly higher abilities in the latter. However, later
1971) hc concluded that both delphinids and
(personal communication i n : SOKOLOV,
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bats possess compara.bly well-developed direction-finding mechanisms. Othcr
1968).
experts have come t o similar conciusions (e.g. DZIEDZIC,

Pinnipedia
As has been pointed out on p. 720, orienting sea lions Zalophus californianus rely
heavily on visual cues. I t was surprising, therefore, when POGLTER
(1963a, b)
reported t h a t 'totally blind' Z. ca1ifornian.u~apparently rema,ined in as good a
physical condition over a period of 2 years a.s their companioris with ilormaJ vision.
This observation was made on a population inhabjting a small islaiid, 800 m offshore
and about 70 km south of San Francisco (California, USA) ; it stimulated a series of
began to record thc
subsequent studies and produced controversies. PO.I:LTER
underwater sounds emitted by Z . californianus aiid those of rela.ted sea lioiis ai-i(l
seals. Some of the signals obtained from these pinnipeds a.re-according to POULTER
(1963a.)-suitable for purposes of echolocation. Tl'hen approaching pieces of fisli
thrown into the experimental pool a t night, Z . cul<fornia.nusemitted trains of cliclts
and quiclily learned to discriminate between pieces of fish aild horse mea,t of
identical size, or between pieces from different species of fish (POTLTER,19G:<b,
and POGLTER,
1967, 1968; POCLTER
and J ~ X N I X G S ,
1966a, b, 1972 ; see also SHAVER
1969). Accorcliilg t o POLILTER
(I963a, 1974) and SHAVERand POCLTER
(1961),
Z. californianus use a double click contai.ning a silent (listening) periocl of less than
10 msecs duration and receive echoes fronl targets over a clistance of iip to 7.6 nl
with an accuracy of
Cm. The seals have been claimed t o be able to discrimiiiate
between targets of different texture (POCLTER
alid JEXNINUS, 1969) and to pOSSeSS
active biosonar as an innate, not a learn.ed, ability (POCLTER,
1969a.,b), possibly employing the vibrissae in some manner in conjunction with their sonar (POULTER,
1972); however, t h e n-ietl.iods applied aiid the coilclusions arrived a.t deserve severe
criticism and necessitate re-investigation.
While POULTER
reports echoranging, capabilities, EVANSand HACGEY(1963),
SCHUSTERMAN
and FEINSTEIN
(1.965),HOBSOX
(19GG),SCHCSTER>IAN
(1966b, 1967)
(1968a.) stressed the fact t,hat in their experiments, Zalophzis caliand SCHEVILL
f0rnian.u~failed t o demonstrate active biosonar capabilities under conditions that
(1967) concludes that if a mechanisiii of
should motivate its use. SCHUSTERRIAN
echolocation is opemtional, it miist be inferior to that of odontocetes, and DYKM
(1972) found it unlikely that the vibrissae of the harbour seal Phoca vitulina ca.n
(1968) criticizes
serve as Sensors in a biosonar system. I n addition, SCHUSTERMAH
POULTER'S
experiments because they were poorly controlled. Acoustically evoked
potentials recorded from midbrain auditory structures of Z . californianus and P .
vilulina (BULLOCK
and CO-authors,1971) coulcl not settle the questioil whether
echolocation is employed ; but these studies indicate the lack of high specialization
for active-biosonar sounds used by bats and delphinids.
However, why should visually incapacituted sea lions not benefit from selfgenera.ted acoustic cues, and-under the pressure of starvation-'traiii' themselves
to elaborate passive biosonar to an extent a t which sound-based spatial orientation,
including location and acquisition of food, becomes possible? Of Course, not a.11
Zalophus californianus may be able to do this. IVe should expect sigilificant geiictic
variation in individual capacities and larger ultimate adjustments in youilg thaii in

older individuals. Experimental and field data obtained on other marine mammals
seem to indicate that acoustic orientation often prevails only when other cues are
unavailable or iilsufficient. A shift in emphasis of the orientation mechanisni
primarily relied on-induced by endogenous or environmental conditioils-is known
(disfrom numerous organisms (Chapters 8.0, 8.1, 8.2). According to KENSHALO
1967),some birds (cave swiftlets, South American oilbird)
cussion t o SCHUSTERMAN,
and a mammal (flying fox Rosettus sp.) employ echolocation as a primary means
of orientation only if other cues (e.g. visual or olfactorial) are inadequate.
Shifting emphasis froin one type of orientational cue (e.g. visual) t o another
(e.g. acoustic) involves non-genetic adaptations including adjustments of complex
central processes and modifications in concomitant behaviour. J u s t as invertebrates
require a preceding period of stabilization (i.e. adjustment to defined environmental
and nutritive conditions for maximum performance; Volume I : KINNE,1970b, p.
414), conditioning to a specific environment and to given orientational tasks are
a basic prerequisite for proper assessment of the ultimate capacity for acoustic
orientation in marine mammals.

Jlysticeti
Do 3Iysticeti possess active biosonar? No definite evidence in favour of such a
possibility has come to the reviewer's attention. Neither of the two baleen whales
maintained for brief periods in ca.ptivity has been examined for possible echolocation abilities. However, BEAMISHand MITCHELL(1973) have recorded narrowband pulses (4 to 7.5 kHz; repetition rate 6-75 sec-') in the presence of a Minke
whale Balaenoptera acutorostrata which might be suitable as active-biosonar clicks.
The wha.le was circling within tens of metres of a quiet sliip.
TTihile active biosonar has been claimed for mysticetes by WENZ (1964) snd
PERKINS
(1966), circunlstantial evidence agaiilst echolocating capabilities in the
coastal-water grey whale Eschrichtius robustus has been presented by EBERHART
and EVANS(1962): A grey whale blundered through an acoustic barrier consisting
of air-filled aluminium tubes stretched in his path. The whale struggled free and
traversed the barrier without emitting any sounds. A t the same time, a herd of
Tzcrsiops gilli apparently det.ected the barrier from a considerable distance, inspected it and retreated from i t c o n t i n u a l l y emitting click trains (EVANSand
DREHER,1962). Nevertheless, it seems safe t o assume t h a t mysticetes listen t o
their sometimes loud sounds and their reverberations. I n this way, they may obtain
general cues on their aquatic &nvironment.The cues niay be of restricted or no value
for locating discrete objects, but they may be superior to the delphinid Sonar for
long-distance navigation (location of large food-organism aggregations and breedii~g
places, gross assessment of water properties) and long-distance communication
among conspecifics.
Odon tocebi
Our present knowledge on active biosonar emplopcd by odontocete cetaceans
is based on experimental evidence obtained froin captive individuals. I n most cases,
pool-cultivated specimens were trained to perform orienta,tion tasks in darkness
or while blindfolded. Orientation targets urere food (e.g. pieces of fish), wires,
spheres, rings, cylinders, discs, vitainin capsules, etc. The odontocetes were required
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t o avoid, detect or discriminate between these targets. The targets were almost
exclusively static. There is a deplorable lack of information concerning active
biosonar capabilities of odontocetes in regard to target speed and target quality.
Efficient active-biosonar capabilities require low auditory thresholds, high auditory resolving power, fast temporal resolution, detailed classification and memorizing of target properties, computation of direction and distance of non-moving
and moving targets, and compensation for interferences (p. 809). Different activebiosonar capabilities obviously mirror differences in the ecology of the species
concerned. Size, movement, and distribution of food organisms and their availabil.ity as visual orientation cues seem to represent primary determinants of the
evolutionary divergencies observed today.
Although suspected, suggested or claimed for a variety of marine mammals,
active biosonar has been demonstrated experimentally in only 8 species: the
Atlantic and Pacific bottle-nosed dolphins Tursiops truncatus and T . gilli, the harbour porpoise Phocoena phocoena, the common clolphin Delphinus delphis, the
North Pacific white-sided dolphin Lagenorhynchus obliquidens, the Amazon
dolphin Inia geoflrensis, the Ganges dolphin Platanista gangetica and the Indian
river dolphin P . indi. A nu.mber of other odontocete cetaceans qualify (on the
basis of anatomy and pulse signalling) for the possession of a.ctive biosonar, notably
the pilot whales Globicephala rnelaena and G. &rorhyncha, the killer whale Orcinus
orca, the La Plata dolphin Pontoporia blainvillei, and the finless porpoise Neophocaena phocaenoides.
The first evidence that delphinids use sound for underwater orientation was
and MCBRIDE,1956),the Curator
provided in 1947 by A. F. MCBRIDE(in: SCHEVILL
of Marine Studies, Marineland (Florida, USA). Based on reports of the fisherman
R. V. CAPOand on his own observations, MCBRIDEcompared the responses of bottlenosed dol.phins Tursiops truncutz~stowards nets to the obstacle-avoiding bel-iaviour
of echolocating bats. Without knowledge of ~\~~CBRIDE's
conclusions, the first
experiments which indicated the possession of an active-biosonar mecbanism by
T . truncatus were conducted by KELLOCG
and CO-authors(1953; See also KELLOGG
and KOHLXR,
1952) and SCHEVILL
and LAWRENCE
(1956). The lattcr two workers
demonstrated that captive T. truncatus are ca.pable of finding food via navigation
by sound (click ernission). KELLOGG(1958, 1959, 1960, 1961) supported and extended these findings, showing that the active-biosonar of T. truncatus can differentiate between fishes of different size and shape, and that a blindfolded individual
can navigate rapidly through meta1 pole mazes. Discrimination between a uraterfilled 2-cm gelatin capsule and a piece of fish flesh of about the same size, as well as
location of a steel rod-supported disc a t distances of 6 to 7 m by a blindfolded T.
truncatz~shas been demonstrated by NORR.ISand CO-authors(1961).
These pioneering studies have been extended by TURNERand NORRIS(1966)
and NORRIS and CO-authors (1967). Comparable investigations demonstrated
active-biosonar capabilities also in the harbour porpoise Phocoena phocoena
(DUDOK
VAN HEEL,1959 ; BUSNEL
and CO-authors,1965a, b ; BUSNELand DZIEDZIC,
196713; GOLURKOV
and CO-authors,1969; ZASLAVSKY
and CO-authors,1969; see also
KONSTANTINOV
&nd CO-authors, 1968; A~RAPETIANTZ
and co-authors, 1969).
The common dolphin Delphinus delphis can discriminate by auditory means between
geometric figures (BELKOVICH
and CO-authors,1969; GUREVICH,1969). D. delphis

is also able to detect temporal shiftings of its actjive-biosonar signals and t o distinguish targets made of different materials.
Proper quantitative assessments of active-biosonar capabilities require exact
ki~owledgeon the acoustic radiatioii properties of the targets offered. Such knowledge was available only in a few recent studies (e.g. NORRISand CO-authors,1967 ;
PENNER
and MURCHISON,
1970). Hence most data a t hand are insufficient for a
critical, detailed evsluation of theresolving powerof delphinid biosonar mechanisms.
Aspointed out by EVANS(1973), a partial solution to this limitation was the use of
nletallic discs with known percent reflectivity. Tursiops truncatus and L q e n o rhynchus obliquidens were tested on such a target series. Further refinement of test
targets was facilitated by a set of precision cylinders (Naval Undersea Center, San
Diego, USA). According to EVANS
(1973), these cylinders are 18 cm long and consist
100. Target
of a cork-neoprene compound, Arinstrong chloroprene type-DC
strengt11 varies iil 1 d B increments as a function of cylinder radius only (DIERCKS
and CO-authors,1971). The ability of blindfolded T. truncatus and I n i a geoffrensis
to detect a standard target of -19 d B strength, paired with a target of different
strength, is iliustrated in Fig. 8-103. A fish of about 19 cm total length has a target
strength of approximately -33 dB in side aspect, providing it possesses a swimbladder (ANDREEVA,
1964). Removal of the swimbladder reduces target strength
t o approximately 4 5 dB. I n the Black Sea, T. truncutus can detect fishes of such
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-17
Target strength (dB)

- 18

Fig. 8-103: Tursiops tru&u.s
and Inia geoff9-e&.
Abilities to discriminate targets (chloroprene cylinders) of different strength ; 50%
or less is cl-ia,nceperformance. (After EVANS,
1973 ; modified ;reproduced by perrnission of Acoustical Society of Arnerica.)
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(1967),
JOHNSON(1967b), NORRIS 2
and CO-authors(1967),
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AIRAPBTIANTZ
a n d COautliors (1909)

MURCHISON(1970)

Author

Capability of odontocete active biosonar for detection and classification of underwater targets. A dB : detectable difference
in target strength (After EVANS,
1973; modified; reproduced by permission of Acoustical Society of America)

Table 8-8

target strengths a t a distance of 5 to 10 m (AIRAPETIANTZ
and CO-authors,1969).
Data on odontocete capacities for target detection and target classification are
listed in Table 8-8.
For the Ganges dolphin (susu) Platanista gangetica and the Indian river dolphin
P. iruli, active biosonar has been claimed by PILLERI
(1970b) and PILLERI
and
CO-authors (1971a). The two limnic dolphiils inlzabit muddy rivers (Ganges,
Brahmaputra, Indus) and their tributaries. Their brain morphology, the thick
auditory nerve and the advanced degree of atrophy of optic nerve and eye suggest
a sensory predominance of the acoustic system. The active biosonar of P. gangetica
and P . indi seems to function equally well in the highly turbid waters of their honle
rivers and in the crystal-clear water of a swimming pool (Fig. 8-104). According to
PURVES
and P~LLERI
(1973), a blind P. gangetica could manipulate with its snout a
ball of lead-shot suspended from a nylon filament. The authors conciude that this
performance indicates a very high degree of discrimination ability. P. gangetica
swims generally on its (right) side (HERALDand CO-authors,1969; PILLERI,1970b)
and in this positioil enters water as shallow as 20 Cm. Occurring singly or in schools
of 5 to 10 individuals, P . gangetica feeds on fishes, shrimps and crabs, being particularly active a t night (see also ANDERSENand PILLERI, 1970; PILLERI
and CO-

P
-

Fig. 8-104: Platankto g a n g e t k . (a) Catching dolphins in the Gela Bi1 river, a tributary of the
Brahmaputra (India); (b) captured dolphin; (C) female showing tongue (apparently
lacking gustatory papillae) and rudimentary eye; (d)dolphin catching fish in experimental
pool. (a: after PILLERI,1970b; b : PILLERI,1970c; C : PILLERIand CO-authors,1970a; d :
ARVYand PILLERI,1970; reproduced by permission of Professor G. Pilleri.)
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authors, 1970a, 1971b). Its gustatory sense seems poorly developed (ARVP and
PILLERI, 1970). Active biosonar has also been claimed for the La Plata dolphin
Pontoporia blainvillei (PILLERI, 1971b) . The finless porpoise Neophocaena phocaenoides emits clicks which seem to indicate active-biosonar capabilities (MIZUE
nnd CO-authors,1968), a,nd so do, in fact, most other odontocetes examined.

Experiments o n active biosonar. I t is not possible here to Cover all studies conducted on active biosonar. The major results obtained are considered and evaluated
in other sections of this subchapter. It must suffice to review a few of the most
revealing experiments. We shall concentrate our attention on T u ~ s i o p struncatus
and briefly refer t o some related delphinids.
TURNERand NORRIS(1966) experimented with a captive adult female Tursiops
truncatus (2.1 m, 135 kg), housed in a plastic pool (7.3 m diameter x 1.2 m deep).
The fema,le was blindfolcled (cast RTV silicone rubber suction cups, pressed lightly
over her eyes), required to circle the pool counterclockwise, and then to home on an
underwater stimulus display. The display consistecl of a.n inverted T-shaped rod,
a t each end of which was mounted a nickel-steel sphere. One sphere (reference
sphere) was 6.35 cni in diameter, while the diameter of the other spheres varied
from 3-18 to 5-71 Cm. The side on which the reference sphere appeared was varied
randomly, and the two spheres to be compared were 12-7 cm apart. The female was
required to press a lever on the side where the reference sphere appeared. During
all experiments, the pool contained water of 20" C and 35%,S.
~ h orientational
e
performance of the Tursiops truncatus fernale uras perfect
(100% success) a t sphere-size disparities of 5.40 versus 6.35 cm or greater; i t
decreased to 77% successful responses for the sphere pair of 5.71 versus 6.35 cm.
Later analysis (NORRISand CO-authors,1967) revealed that three kinds of echoes
reflected from the sphere might provide the key cues for this orientational performance : ( i ) Differences in sound intensity, ranging from l to 6 dB for the sphere
disparities used. (ji)Loss in low frequencies parallel to reductions in sphere dia,meter ;
for the minimum sphere disparity the breakpoints are about 2.5 kHz apart and
should be easily recognizable by the dolphin. (iii) Secondary eclioes should contain
information abont sphere properties (e.g. hardness and evenness of the material).
During the test, the blindfolded female circled in the tank, respired once a t about
midtank, and began to emit a continuous series of clicks (often composed of 2 parts,

T i m (sec)

Fig. 8-105 : T u ~ s i o ptruncatus.
s
Changes in click repetition rate of an adult
female during a successful 2.3 sec discrimination run a t sphere disparity 5.08 versus 6.35 Cm. The initial high rate subsides to a rather
uniform level and then increases suddenly just before the lever is
pressed. (After NORRIS
a.nd CO-authors,1.967 ; modified; reproduced by
permission of Professor R.-G. Busnel.)

Orientation
clicks

/

/

Discrimination
clicks

/
I

Frequency- o c t a v ~bands (Hz

Fig. 8-106: Turswps tmncafus. Orientation and discrimination clicks
generated during discrimination tcst. Octave band analysis of lowand CO-authors,1967 ;modifrequency click portions. (After NORRIS
fied; reproduced by permission of Professor R.-G. Busnel.)

characterized by almost instailtaneous rise time) as she approached the choice
levers. The click trains usually started with a high repetition rate and quickly
descended t o levels between 50 and 70 sec-' ; just before the lever was pressed
repetition rate increased again to 130 to 180 sec-] (Fig. 8-105); a silent period often
just preceded lever press. Following the press, the female emitted about 12 very
intense clicks, rich in lour frequencies. Such 'orientation clicks' (NORRIS and
CO-authors,1967) are produced wheil the dolphin is apparently orienting t o general
features of itjs environment; low frequencies are more emphasized than in discrinlination clicks (Fig. 8-106). Echoes almost always fell in the interclick interval
(time between the end of one single or double click and the onset of the follonring
one).
NORRISand CO-authors(1967) further conclude from the experiments just described that the Tursiops truncalus feinale exe,rts considerable control over several
features of her signal output. She can regulate repetition rate, intensity s n d frequency content and, possibly, click-doubling. The usual click duration of about
1 msec allows the dolphin to approach a target within about 75 cm and still place the
echo after the last portion of the outgoing click. Repetition rate seems t o be adjusted
so as to accommodate the eclio in the interval following the previously emitted click
(NORBISand co-authors, 1967). This may be the reason for the observed tendency
for repetition rates to increase with decreasing ta,rget distsnce.
When inspecting its environment for information on location and properties of
objects ensonified by its clicks, much or all of the echo produced may be importailt
for the dolphin, including the maintenance of adequate iilterspace betureen SUCcessive clicks; either click duration or repetition rate may be manipulated for this
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purpose. Discrimination clicks are short, directional, have very rapid rise-times aiid
little energy at Iow frequencies. Hence they generate only minimal reverberation,
and switching from a discrimination click train to an orientation click train woiild
allow the dolphin t o control reverberation to some degree, and to ensonify a discrete
target or much of the immediate environment (NOR.RISand CO-authors,1967).
REZNIKand co-authors (1970) required Twrsiops truncalus t o echolocate targets
with different shapes of reflecting surfaces, made of different materials (parallelepipeds, triangles and discs made of Duralumin and 0rgani.c glass). They concluded t h a t sequential frequency aiid duration of ecl-iolocation signals in most of the
cases examined did not change significantly a,nd hence should not be regarded as
classification indices for signal types. DUBR,OVSKY
and CO-authors(1970a) offered
t o T. truncatus spherical ta.rgets made of different materials. Thep report t h a t
discrimination capacity depends largely on spectrum changes in the secondary
echosignal. Ta.rget,s of different ma,terials (different speed of transverse waves)
differentia.11~
affect th.e secoiiclary echo perceivecl by the dolphiii.
During navigation, reverberations proclilced by Tursiops trzincatus are likely to
allow a quick general apprajsal of 10ca~tionancl size of large objects: Energy-rich
low frequencies enlarge the functional raiige (distaiit schools of fisli, geiieral topography of the sea bottom). KORRISand CO-authors(1967)suggest that many of the
acoustic signsls recorded at sea from oclontocetes are of this type.
Mrhile echolocating, Tursiops Ir.zlnmtus often scans with it,sliead (10" t,o 30") froin
left to right (NORRISand CO-aut'hors,1961.); similar sca.niiing movernent,~may occur
in other delphinids. Homever, anatomical differences (T.trzcncatus has 5 free cerviciil
vertebrae ; Inia geoffrensis 7 ; many pelagic delphiriids have f'used cervical vertebrae)
infer concomitant differences in manoeuvrability, and some odontocetes (e.g.
species of Lagenorhynchus and Orcinus orca) seeni to scan more by rolling t,lisii b>?
head movernent~s(EJ~ANS,
1973). The imrnediat.e importance of head scaniiing for
echolocation has been challenged by BELKOVICH
nncl XESTERESKO(19i2), aiid
RESNIKOJV
snd associates ( i n : BELKOVICH
and SESTERESKO)
~ . h iiisist
o
that, within
a tolerante range of 10" to 20°,head movements ha,ve nothing to clo V-ith acoustic
scanning: without any head movements, tl-ie dolphins can shift their souncl beanis
and, a t the same time, can significaritly modify the degree of clirectionality fror11
signal t o signal ('internal' scanning; See also E v a ~ s 1973).
,
The resulting souild
beam can be rotated a t a speed of about 3 . 6 . 105"sec-', thus ensonifj-iilg a small
target for very brief periods only. The 'acoustic eye' of the dolpliin is assumed by
BELKOVICH
and NESTERENKO
to be able to obta,in, with a high degree of acuity,
detailed information even on verp small sound-reflecting objects and to provide
rapid overa,ll information on the environment ahead.
Accorcling to E J ~ A N(1973)
S
Tursiops truncntus mai- be equippetl with a multiple
element transmitting array. JIeasuremeiits of the radiated field reveal a pattern that
varies several d B a t the same angle from piilse to pulse. Fig. 8- 107 illustrates recordings from three transducers. Ilirectly ahead of the sound source, two distinct pulse
waveforms can be distinguished (1 aiid 2) ; 20" to the righi, only pulse 1 (maximiim
energy a t 30 kHz) is evident; 20" t o the left, only pulse E (inaximuin eiiergy a t ca
60 kHz) is Seen. As the dolphin approaches and scans across the targets, successive
chailges in pulse waveforms occur. Fig. 8-108 shows the variability of bearn patteriis
in the vertical plane a.s recorded from a 10-element hydrophone array a t 5" iiicre-

O Transducer

0 Transducer

t

O Transducer

0)

Fig. 8-107: Tursiops truncatus. Measurement of active-biosonar signals using a
three-hydrophone array a t a distance of 1 rn frorn the dolphin3srostrurn tip
(20" sepa.rations between the left and right transducer). (After EVANS,
1973;
modified; reproduced by permission of Acoustical Society of Amerioa.)

ments. A similar degree of variability has been reported for T. truncatus from the
Black Sea. Some of this variability seems t o be due t o effects of the medium ; but
internal matnipulation by the sound producing mechanism is still evident (see also
YABLOKOV
and CO-authors,1972).
(196713) experiBUSNELand CO-authors (1965a) and BUSNELand DZIEDZIC
mented with a captive Phocoena phocoena required to navigate blindfolded through
a maze of wires (steel, iron, copper or nylon) suspended in the water of a sea-water
pool. The investigators reduced the diameter of the wires until the cruising porpoise
was no longer able to avoid them. Metal wires were avoided down t o a diameter
of 0.2 mm ; monofilament nylon wires, t o about 1 mm diameter. This difference wa.s
attributed to the greater acoustic mismatch betureen sea water and meta1 than
between sea urater and nylon.
In comparable experiments with Inia yeoffre.nsi the minimum metal-wire
and I~URCHISON,
1970). The seemingly
diaineter recognized was 1.4 mm (PENNER
less sophisticated performance of I. geoflre?tsis may have been due to target contamination : During experiments with I.geojfrensis, small air bubbles formed on the
wires within 1 min after immersion. These bubbles increase sound reflection a.nd,
if allowed to ren~a~iil,
augment the apparent wire discrimination capability to 0.6 mm
urire diameter in 93.3% of the trials. BUSNEL
and DZIEDZIC
(1967b)did not comment
on possible bubble formation ; they may have overestiinated the acoustical resolving
phocoena.
power of Phowe?~a
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- 5°vert~cal
-1O"v~rtical
Fig. 8-108: T u r s i o p ~truncutus. Variation in. horizontal beam patterns of the emitted
echoranging signal, measured by '5 incremonts in the vertical access. (After EVANS,
1973; modified; reproduced by permission of Acoustiml Society of America.)

Although a considerable number of papers has been devoted to sound production
in Phocoena phocoena, the exact acoustic properties of the pulses used for
eckolocation are not known. Several analyses relied on recorded systems that were
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limited in response. According to ANDERSEN
(1970a), the auditory sensitivity of
P. phocoena is similar to that of Tursiops truncatus, with an upper limit of 150 kHz
(p. 789). Limited equipment response has also resulted in the false conclusion that
Inia geoflre?zsis produces a low-frequency pulse (DIERCKS
and CO-authors,1973).
Experiments on Delphinws clelphis have revealed that this dolphin can distinguish
between geometrical differences in target shape and is able to discriminate by echolocation between flat figures which differ by 9.75% in area. (BELKOVICH
and coauthors, 1969; GCREVICH,1969).
Captive P h h n i s t a indi continuously emit pulses with a signal duration of 12 to
33 psecs (PILLERI
and GIHR, 197la). Interestingly, the frequency of the acoustical
signal of a captive male is about 10 kHz higher than that of the feiliale. Sound
properties vary considerably, depending on (i) the number of dolphins per tank, (ii)
and CO-authors,1971a). The authors summarize
tank or field conditions (PILLERI
their findings as follows: The pulses lie in the 800 Hz to 16 kHz and 20 to 100 kHz
(possibly even higher) frequency ranges, the latter being 'distinctly sonar' ; some of
tlie low-frequency signals (800 Hz to 16 kHz) are water noises (surfacing, blowing,
swimming); most are biological signals of yet undetermined nature. Repetition
rates of about 90 sec-' have been recorded in captivity, of 124 sec-' in the field.
Transmission intermissions between each individual pulse vary from about 1 to 60
secs (see also HERALDand CO-authors,1969).
Use and efficiency of active-biosonar depend on the experience of the individual involved and on its emotional state : A Tursiops gilli caught in clear offshore.Hawaiian
waters and taught to press a lever on command failed utterly when blindfolded;
it missed the lever even though it was 20 cm in diameter and covered with acoustically reflective foam neoprene. Only when tlhepool water was made turbid with mud
did the dolphiil emit click trains (NORR,IS,1969). Delplzinus delphis became disoriented when newly introduced into a pool filled with turbid water; it hit the pool
walls frantically and some individuals drowned. When a trained Lagenorhynchus
obliquidens was blindfolded, it promptly ran into the tank wall; only after several
days did i t learn to navigate by acoustic cues.

Eflective Ranges of Biosonar
Assessments regarding the range of passive and active biosonar under in situ
conditions remain speculative. The ranges depend primarily on intensity, frequency
and directionality of the sounds, and on the auditory sensitivity of the mammal
concerned. Low-intensity sounds attenuate rapidly. Low-frequency sounds carry
farther and are more omnidirectiona,lthan high-frequency sounds ;they may provide
gross information from distant environmrntal areas. High-frequency sounds
facilitate information input on discrete objects in the near field.
Passive biosonar based on a high capacity for sound detect,ion and directional
discrimination can provide long-range cues. e.g. during food scarch or migration.
Low-frequency sounds tend to reverberate from discontinuity layers in the sea,
from distant coasts, reefs and food-organism aggregations. Their effective range may
measure up to several kiloiiletres, possibly beyond t h a t ; definite information is
not ava.ilable.
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Active biosonar
biosonar constitutes
constitutes aa mechanism
mechanism for
for short-range
short-range orientation.
orientation. It
It 1s
is used
used
Active
primarily for
for detection
detection and
and catching
catching of
of food
food organisms,
organisms, close-range
close-range navigation
navigation and
and
primarily
obstacle avoidance-especially
avoidance-especially under
under conclitions
conditions of
of poor
poor visibility.
visibility. IIn
delphinids,
obstacle
n delphinids,
normal active-biosonar
active-biosonar range
range appears
appears to
to be
be between
between 11 aild
and 20
20 m,
m, the
the maximum
maximum
tthe
h e normal
range between
between aa few
few centimetres
centimetres and
and 300
300 to
to 500
500 m.
m. Very
Very high
high repetition-rate
repetition-rate clicks
clicks
range
(500-800 sec-')
sec- J ) are
are used
used over
over distances
distances of
of 11 m
m or
or less.
less. Sporadic
Sporadic clicks
clicks (1-4
(1-4 sec-')
sec-I) are
are
(500-500
sometimes emitted
emitted by
by migrating
migrating delphinids
delphinids. Assuming
Assuming aa constant
constant click-echo
click-echo
sometimes
relation, 22 clicks
clicks sec-'
sec-I mould
would allow
allow about
about 375
375 m
m maximum
maximum range
range (NORRIS,
(NORRIS, 1969).
1969). A
A
relation,
comparable range
range has
has been
been suggested
suggested for
for the
the low-repetition
low-repetition cliclts
clicks of
of the
the sperm
sperm
comparable
whale Physeter
Physeter catodon
catodon (BACKUS
(BACKUS and
and SCHEVILL,
SCHEVILL, 1966),
1966), although
although these
these clicks
clicks are
are
whale
recordable over
over many
many kilometres
kilometres (maximum
(maximum:: about
about 15
15 nautical
nautical miles).
miles).
recordable
Can migrating
migrating delphinids
delphinids recognize
recognize details
details of
ofsea-bottom
sea-bottom topography
topography by
by means
means of
of
Can
their active
active biosonar?
biosonar? Although
Although capable
capable of
of high
high resolution,
resolution, the
the delphinid's
delphinid's active
active
their
biosonar seems
seems tto
be insufficient
insufficient for
for orienting
orienting to
to differences
differences in
in sea-bottom
sea-bottom mormorbiosonar
o be
phology over distances exceeding ca
ca 70
70 to
to 90
90 m
m (e.g.
(e.g. GUREVICH,
Gt.JR.EVICH, 1969
1969;; AIRAPETIAKTZ
AIRAPETIANTZ
phologyoverdistancesexceeding
and KONSTANTINOV,
KONSTANTINOV, 1970).
1970). AIRAPETIANTZ
AIRAPETIANTZ and
and K
Ko~sTANTINOV
(1970)
assume
and
O?~~TANTIX
O
\ ~ assume
(1
970)
the maximum
maximum range
range of
of delphinid
delphinid active-biosonar
active-biosonar mechanisms
mechanisms i~
is close
close to
to disdistthat
h a t the
criminating aa 15-cm
15-cm fish
fish aatt aa distance
distance of
of 55 to
to 10
10 rn.
m. Ho~sever,
Ho\,,:ever, their
their passive
passive biosonar
biosoniil.r
criminating
may be
be capable
capable of
of locating
locating noise
noise sources
sources over
over considerable
considerable distnnces
dista.nces (several
(several km)
km).
may
The common
common dolphin
dolphin Delphinus
Delphinus delphis,
delphis, for
for example,
example, seerns
seems to
to be
be able
able to
to discrimindiscriminThe
ate fish
fish schools
schools over
over aa distance
distance of
of 33 km
km (TO;\IILIS,
(TOMILIN, 1970)
1970). Jlost
?llost of
of these
these clata
data involve
involve
ate
much speculation
speculation ancl
and are
are insufficiently
insufficiently backed
backed by
by experimental
experimental resiilts
results
much
ill easurement of Direction and Rang£'

How do
do delphinids
delphinids measure
measure direction
direction ,znd
and range
range of
of underuater
underwater objects?
objects? This
This
How
important question
question is
is still
still aa matter
matter of
of cliscussion.
discussion. Five
Five basic
basic possibilities
possibilities have
have been
been
important
considered: (i)
(i) assessment
assessment of
of sound
sound (echo)
(echo) intensity
intensity;; (ii)
(ii) determination
determination of
of the
the time
time
considered:
interval between
between sound
sound emission
emission a.nd
and echo
echo return;
return; (iii)
(iii) perception
perception of
of the
the timetimeinterval
difference tone;
tone; (iv)
(iv) measurement
measurement of
of the
the Doppler
Doppler shift;
shift: ((v)
application of
of the
the
V ) application
difference
principle of
of 'sound
'sound division'.
division'.
principle
(i) Assessment
Assessment of
of echo
echo intensity
intensity would
would seem
seem most
most usef~il
useful over
over medium
medium and
and long
long
(i)
distances. It
It involves
involves the
the perception
perception of
of attenuation
attenuation graclients
gradients over
over the
the frequencv
frequency
distances.
range of
of the
the sound.
sound. Since
Since the
the highest
highest frequencies
frequencies attenuate
attenuate first,
first, this
this method
method
range
would allow
allow measurement
measurement of
of range,
range, provicling
providing the
the original
original frequency
frequency composition
composition
would
of the
the sound
sound is
is known
known or
or the
the gradients
gradients are
are perceptible
perceptible as
as the
the delphinid
delphinid moves
moves
of
(see also
also Direclional
Directional Hearing,
Hearing, p.
p. 790).
790). Neurophysiological
Neurophysiological and
and behavioural
behavioural evidence
evidence
(see
suggested to
to BULLOCK
BULLOCK c2nd
and CO-authors
co-authors (1968)
(1968) that
that delphinid
delphinid target
target location
location is
is based
based
suggested
on binsural
bina,ural intensity
intensity measuremei~t
measurement rather
rather than
than on
on binaural
binaural timing.
timing
on
(ii) Determination
Dctermination of
of the
the time
time interval
interval betwecn
between sound
sound and
and echo
echo provides
provides informinform(ii)
ation on
on sound-travel
sound-travel time
time and
and hence
hence on
on object
object d.istarice.
distance. Tt
It is
is particularly
particularly usef~il
useful
ation
for short-range
short-range orientation.
orientation. Comparison
Comparison of
of minimum
minimum or
or maximum
maximum intervals
intervals could
could
for
provide clirectional
directional cues.
cues. Since
Since delphiriicls
delphinids are
a,re capable
capable of
of resolviiig
resolving tone
tone pips
pips only
only
provide
msec apart
apart (BULLOCK
(BULLOCK a'nd
and CO-authors,
co-authors, 119fi8)
they should
should be
be able
able to
to det,crmine
detcrmine
11 msec
S(iS) they
sound-trav I times
times at
at repetition
repetition rates
rates up
up to
to some
some 400
400 clicks
clicks sec-'.
sec-I. Such
Such repet.it,ioii
repetition
sound-travel
rates are
are typical
typical of
of ecliolocation
echolocation signals
signals emitted
emitted during
during nearby
nearby ((l0-20
em) target
target
I 0-20 cm)
rates
discrimination. Kno~ving
Knowing tthe
sound-travel time
time and
and its
its own
own cruising
cruising speed,
speed, the
the
discrimination.
b c sound-travel

delphinid could gain information on the relative speed of its target by assessment of
the rate of change of echo placement.
'This very likely takes place not as an individual assessment of one click in
relation to its echo, in rapid click trains a t least, but as a psychoacoustical
sensation produced by many clicks and echoes. . . . I n this scheme the frequency
of the tone would indicate distance, and the change in frequency.the change of
relative position between porpoise and target' (NORRISand CO-authors,1967,
P. 433).
(iii) Time-difference tones occur in human auditory perception (THURLOW
and

SMALL,
1955): two pulse trains of identical repetition rate but slightly separated in
time give rise to a tone, the pitch of which corresponds t o the magnitude of time
separation. If, for example, one pulse train has a repetition rate of 100 sec-', and a
second identical pulse train follows in 11400th of a second, the time separation
pitch perceived is that of a 400-Hz tone. Decreasing time separation causes the tone
to sweep upwards; increasing time separation, downwards-until the difference is
half the pulse interval (time-difference tone = octave of pulse repetition frequency).
Further increase of time separation beyond this point causes the tone t o sweep
upwards again. Thus the time-difference pitch always corresponds t o the shorter
time separation. NORDMARK
(1960) suggested that this mechanism may also be
operative in bats and delphinids, and that the time difference between the peaks
of the sound pressure determines the pitch. To an echolocator, tones in a certain
frequency range would have a meaning of' distance, and a rising pitcl~would
signify shrinking distance. Taking into account the slightly earlier echo return in a
moving target locator, the relations involved are expressed by the following
equation :

where f = frequency of the tone perceived (Hz), c = sound velocity (cm sec-') in
the medium, V = velocity of the echolocator (cm sec-'), s = distance between
echolocator and echo source a t the moment of sound emission (cm). As the target
is approached, location accuracy increases, since pitch change is augmented.
According to NORDMARK,
maximum range of this mechanism would be 9 t o 15 m in
water-borne and 2 to 3 m in air-borne echolocators.
The time-difference tone can presumably be heard only as a result of a recurrent
or a gradually changing pattern (NORDMARK,
1960).Approaching a target, the timedifference tone changes gradually. Focusing attention on this change, the echolocator should be able to sort out its echo from those of conspecifics and from a
multitude of background noises (see next section).
(iv) Measurement of Doppler shift as the delphinid moves in on an object could
assess closure rate; however, no pertinent evidence appears to exist (NORRIS,1969).
( V ) According to a hypothesis advanced by RESNIKOV
(1970), orientational
interpretation of acoustic cues by delphinids is based on the principle of 'sound
division'.
The information a t hand is insufficient for evaluating the potential merits of the
five principles mentioned. While souiid intensity and sound-travel time obviously
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provide essential cues, the time-difference tone mechanism appears attractive
beca-use of its simplicity and interference resistance. Its validity requires examination.
Considering some technical principles of sonars and radars, CHAPMAN
(1971)
points out that if measurements are made a t more than a single angle (aspect angle)
and a t more than a single frequency, direction, distance, size and shape of a discrete
target can be determined. I n contrast to general opinion of sonar and radar engineers, CHAPMAN
S~OWS
in his experiments that little bandwidth is needed to obtain
measurenients on target dimensions if data as a function of aspect angle are available.
Phase measurements were not needed or used. But 'remarkable things can be done
by interpreting interference effects from multiple sources' (p. 1159). Each pair of
scatterers on the target creates a Fourier component in the intensity pattern in
space. Fourier-type wave analyses of the pattern-observed (i) over about half a
radian of known aspect angles a t two closely spaced frequencies, or (ii) over about
half an octave of frequencies a t two closely spaced aspects-yield amplitude and
phase for each wave number. Thvw two methods are quite independent of each
other. For pairs of scatterers, in method (i) width (lateral separation) between the
two scatterers comes from wave numbers of amplitude peaks, depth (radial separation) from phase shift with frequency change. In method (ii), depth comes from
peaks, width from phase shift with change of aspect anglv Combining the n (n - I ) / ?
orientecl separations from n scatterers, a unique outline drawing is obtained.
CHAP~TAN
(1971) clemonstrated both methods experimentally a t about 14 kHz. He
assumes that delphinids use these two physical principles. Since delphinids move
about, they can perceive and interpret different aspects of a target
But nature provides only few narrow-band sounds and all odontocetes examined
employ broad-band signals, often of considera.ble complexity. They exhibit high
resolutjons in regard to intensity, frequency and temporal patterns These capacities
suggest that active biosonar mechanisms are based on the analysis of the sounds
perceived by simultaneous comparison of intensity, frequency range, phase and
arrival time of signal components a t the two ears. The signal is compared with, and
separated from, other environmental sounds by the central nervous system

Counteracting S o n i c Interferences
We may think of a migrating whale herd as being submerged in an acoustic
field of high complexity and vast dimensions-a gigantic symphony of sounds
providing a continuous flow of acoustic information on space and time, on food and
water properties, on friend and foe. How can whales employing active biosonar
sort out their own signals among the echoranging sounds of up to hundreds of
nearby con- and heterospecifics, and in the presence of countless other sea noises?
How can they detect and capture a small fish by active biosona,r when myriads of
additional echoes are returned from other organisms, hydrographical discontinuities (thermoclines, haloclines), sea bottom, or water surface? I n other words: how
can a high degree of orientational precision be achieved in a seemingly sonic chaos?
Attempts to jam the active-biosonar of bats by means of intense iloise covering all
frequencies of their pulses have fa.iled. This failure initiated discussions of the means

of active-biosonar mechaiiisms for counteracting sonic interferences. Early discussions centred around the little browii bat Myotis lucifugus and the long-eared
bat Plecotus tozcvzsendii. While the sophisticated timing mechanism, which enables
bats to perceive and to interpret souncls arriving within 0 . 1 to 0.2 mscc, is a basic
prerequisite for fast evaluation of sounds, i t is by no mesns a specific neurophysiological property restricted to bats. GRINNELL(1967) assumes that a specific genetic
adaptation lies in the central enhancement of recovery : the recruitment of 'larger
and larger populations of units in progressively more central nuclei' (p. 476) for
processing second-stimulus information. The bats' response t o echoes is postulated
to result from short-terin, freyuency-specific facilitation of large populations of
auditory neurons. Facilitation is probably specific also for frequency change and
signal duration. This provides knowledge of the signal characteristics which the bat
is attempting to detect. Further assistance in counteracting sonic interferences is
obtained from sharp directional hearing : high frequencies and large motile external
ears reduce the effectiveness of sound coming from angles other than the one to
which attention is being paid.
A comparable situation exists in regard to overcoming sonic interferences in
echolocating odontocetes. Directionality of sound emission and perceptionenhanced by specific head structures (e.g. acoustic lens, p. 749; ear isolation,
p. 780; sound routes to the inner ear, p. 781) and body movements (scanning, p. 803)
-counteract and reduce sonic interferences. I n addition, interference due to own
pulses could coiiceivably be caiicelled by control systems such as are assunied to be
operative in the re-afference principle (p.530) and the compensatioil theory (p. 533).
Among the multitude of sounds emitted by marine mammals, the short, sharponset clicks qualify as most accurate acoustic cues. I n this sound type, the echo
can be made to fall in the interval between successive clicks, either by regulating
click duration or repetition rate. Hence even slight variations in repetition rate are
reflected faithfully in the echo train and provide means for identifying self-generated
Signals (NORRIS,1969). The sharp onset of echoranging clicks imparts great instantaneous high-frequency energy to the signal, thus contrasting it well against the
majority of sea noises which carry little high-frequency energy. According to
NORRIS,it is the autocorrelation of emitted click and returned echo in a pulse
fashion that allows discrimination between signal and background noise. Remarkable contrast against ambient sea noise prevails even in the intense low-frequency
clicks of the open-ocean sperm whale Physeter catodon, which seems t o exemplify
an adaptation to long-distance, deep-water conditions. POULTER
(1963a, 1972)
claims that the hearing of Zalophus californianus is cut off whenever a n acoustic
signal is produced ; thus tlie sound producer would not have been listening to the
loud click just before perceiving t,he weak echo. This suggestion reyuires experimental verification.
While all these phenoinena may, singly or in combination, assist in counteracting
sonic interferences, even the most elaborate mechanisms of' generation, perception
and evaluation of sounds seem of limited use for acoustic orientation if the individual
concerned is inexperienced. Take a cocktail party attended by 6 couples, each using
a different language and chatting happily in one roonl-how could a blindfolded
listener differentiate between their sonic messages if he knew neither the languages
nor the persons involved? But give hin1 a chance to learii the languages and to fam -
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iliarize himself with each person, and he ~irill-with the same auditory rnechanisms
a t his disposal-be able to identify individual rnessages, differentiate between
individual speakers and counteract what he considers sonic interferences during
each task of auditory discrimination. More than that : snfficient learning will enable
him t o recognize one speaker out of thousands. I n fact, he may be able to recognize
a person by the sound of his footsteps generated by a large variety of shoes on a large
variety of bottom materials and against a large variety of background noi.ses.
Physiological mechanisms of acoustic orientation are one thing, their conditioned
use another. The mechanisms are the result of genetic adaptation to specific
ecological conditions; their efficient and specific use is a matter of personal experience.
Progress in the analysis of mechanisms of acoustic orientation and critical evaluation of their ecological significance requires more emphasis to be placed oii sucli
general processes as imprinting, learning, memorizing, ancl focusing of atterition ori
'acoustic key parameters'.

(g) Comrnunicative Importance of Sounds
Many authors have stressed thc comniunicative function of sountls eniittec.1 by
marine mammals (e.g. TOMILIN,1955; LILLY,1958, 1061, 1962, 1963, 1966, 19G7;
LILLV a.nd MILLER,1961a, b ; DREHERand EVANS,1964 ; LANGand SNITH,1965:
BATESON,1966; BUSNEL,1966, 1968; DREHER,1966; TAVOLGA,
1966; SI. C.
CALDWELL
and CALDWELL,
1967 ; EVANS,1969; ETANSand BASTIAN,
19G9: 31, C.
CALDWELL
and CO-authors,1971a, b, 1973).
Auditory communication requires acoustic contact betnreen iridivicluals i~iid
involves transmission of information by acoustical means. Presumably, basic
properties of communicative sounds are relatecl to t,he message conveyecl: 9male
sea lion attracting a female, or a dolphin inother celling for her. lost calf arc likely
to use sounds with directional components that fa.cilitate locatioii of tlic soiiiicl
source. I n contrast, alarm signals coiiveyiiig the presence of a predatoi. arc likcly
to contain niuch acoustic energy but little directionality. In botli cases, souiids \voultl
be most effective if they differed significailtly fronl the environineiital backgroiincl
noise. The main components in the evo1utiol.i of communica.tive souiids mag liavc
been (i)behaviour (hunting, mating, migrating, escape) ; (ii) structures and f~iiictioiis
available (mecha.nisms of sound generation, perception and inkrpretation):
(iii) acoustic properties of the eilvironment ; (iv) intra- and iiiterspecific selectioii
pressures. Highly emotional correlated sounds reveal interspecific similarities r\vrii
when produced by non-homologous Organs (COLLIAS,
1960).
Comparative studies on sound procluction and concurrent behitvioiir liave le(l
sonle authors to iilfer intention or semaiitic rneaiiing tlo acoustic sigi~als.However,
such terms as 'distress call', 'sex yelp', 'chnse syuawk', etc.--n?hile useful f'oi. :L
brief characterization of the situa,tion observetl-must be viexvetl \vitli critictrl
reservation. They should not imply an intent on tlie part c ~ fthr soiiiitl c.init,ter
unless such iiitent can be dociimented objectively :
'ure must regard all sub-human sigilals as non-purposeful oii tlic pt~i'tof' t l i t .
arlimal giving tlie signal. Social signals sre actioiis elicited by LI^ emutiuiinl

state and are meaningful only in that another animal is able to receive them'
(M. C. CALDWELL
and CALDWELL,
1067, p. 879).
There is no experimental proof of the validity of the semaiitics of' an acoustic
signal :
'Meme en obscrvant un animal blessk, attachk encore A ligne d'un harpon, et
emettant sans cesse, ce que nous avons appelk des signaux de "detresse", nous
n'avons pas observe une modification quelconque du comporternent de ses
partenaires sociaux du groupe dans lequel nous l'avions attrapk. Nous savons
cependaiit qu'il y a des comportements kpimklktiques dans certain cas; toutefois, a ma connaissance, personne n'a pu encore les dkclencher par la reproduction de signaux acoustiques. C'est pourquoi je suis d'ailleurs toujours des
plus rkservk quand j'entend pa.rler du "langage" des dauphins, alors que nous
ne savons rien de la semantique de leurs signaux' (R.-G. BUSNEL,in a letter t o
the reviewer, 1973).

Sou&

and their Potential Behavioural Correlates

LILLP and MILLER (196lb) studied vocal exchanges between two individuals
of Tursiops truncatus. The tentative meanings of the sounds emitted have been
iiiterpreted as 'attention', 'irritation', 'distress', etc. A distress call which is repeated
many times until a.n appropriate response is elicited has been described by LILLY
(1963). The distress call consists of two whistles : the first with a rising, the second
with a decreasing tendency; the lowest fundamental frequencies vary between
3 and 5 ItHz, the highest between 8 and 20 kHz. The duration of each of the two
whistles is 0.2 to 0.6 secs with a short pause in between. Distress calls are emitted
underwater or in a.ir and reveal individual differences (signature, p. 824). The most
frequent situations which .elicited distress calls were: (i) iinpeding or prevention of
surfa,cing to breathe ; (ii) removal from the water ; (iii) pain ; (iv) isolation of infants
from their mother; (V) electrical stimuli in specific brain areas. Typically, the first
response to the call of other individuals was to stop the emission of all sounds ancl
to start a search for the porpoise expressing distress. When the distressed individual
was found, the finder placed its own head under that of the distressed companion
and lifted it to the water surface allowing it to take one or several breaths. After
this 'rescue', the two individiials exchanged whistles. Subsequently, actions to
assist the disabled individual in breathing were continued (up to weeks) until
recovery. Distress calls have a.lso been reported from other odontocetes (e.g.
Sben,ella slyx : BUSNELand CO-a.uthors,1968).
Do distress calls elicit comparable responses under in situ conditions! We do not
yet know. Recording and playback of acoustic signals still suffer from lack in fidelity.
Personal acquaintance, individua,I differeiices in sound qutllity, a.nd specific social
relationships seem to represent some of the aspects which require specific attention
in future analyses of communicative ncoustic field behaviour. In a study a t sea,
BUSNELand DZIEDZIC(1968a) submitted representa.tives of the following species
to acoustic signals emitted by wounded or frightened individuals: Tursiops t m n catus, Delphinus delphis, Stenella styx, Globicephala mela,ena and Physeter catodon.
Apparently, herd members were indifferent to the signals emitted by harpooned
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Fig. 8-109: Tursiops tmnNalu9 (captive). Sonagram of 'sox yelp'
produced by an adult ma.le during sexual advances towards an
adult female. (After M. C. CALDWELL and CALDWELL,1967;
reproduced by permission of Professor R.-G. Busnel.)

Fig. 8-110 : Tursiops tmncatus (captive).
Sonagram of 'sex yelp' generated by a
9-month-oldjuvenile male just prior to
intromission with his mother (see Fig.
8-111 for concurrent behaviour). (After
M. C. CALDWELLand CALDWELL,1967 ;
reproduced by permission of Professor
R.-G. Busnel.)

mens. BUSNEL
and I~ZIEDZIC
assume that one reason for such indifference wi~s
o the fact that all harpooned individuals were either males or immature
s. The ambiguous results obta.ined from playback experiments could have
ne t o technical difficulties. Proper assessment of the communicative function
ress calls and related acoustical signals under ecological conditioils recluires :
owledge on socaial dynamics; (ii) high-fidelity, broad-range acoustic equip-

Fig. 8-111 : Tursiops tm&w (captive).Juvenile male (lourer) initiating intromission with his
mother; t.his behaviour is often preceded by the male 'scx yelp' (see Figs 8-109, 8-110).
(After M. C. CALDWELLand CALDWELL,1967 ;reproduced by permission of Professor R.-G.
Busnel.)

ment; (iii) long-term in situ experimentation after conditioning the mammals to
human presence.
M.C. C A L D W E LCALDWELL
L ~ ~ ~ (1967)studied and iiiterpretecl sounds of Tzcrsiops
truncatus. The authors distinguished :
(i)Sounds produced prior to and during copulation : The male 'sex yelp' (TAVOLGA
and ESSAPIAN,
1957)was the only sound in the burst-pulse group that was not heard
in any other orientational context; but it was no integral part of copulatioii (Figs
8-109, 8-110, 8-111). Ontogenetically, the sound develops from a more indeterniinate but recognizable yelp of a juvenile male to the well-defined yelp of a mature
bull.
(ii) Sounds produced during play chase : Captive Tursiops truncatus spend mucli
time a t play, especially chasing, often accompanied by the 'chase squawk' (Figs
8-112, 8-113).
(iii) Sounds produced during fight chase. Definite distinction between 'chase
squawks' and 'fight squaurks' has not yet been possible. Fights often result in physical injury (scratches, gashes). The recipient of an aggressive actioi~may be piiined to
the bottotn of thc tank by one or more dominant companions (Fig. 8-114).
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Fig. 8-112 : Tursiops l r u w t u s (captive). S0nagra.m of 'chase squawks'
produced during play chase between a n a d u l t female a n d her
juvenile male calf (see Fig. 8-113 for concurrent behaviour). (After
M. C. CALDWELL
a,nd CALDWELL,
1967; roproduced by permission
of Piofessor R.-G. Busnel.)

Fig. 8-113: Tursiops truncatus (captive). Plny chase: a n a d u l t feii-ittle (left) affectior-iately
'rnoutlis' her juvcnilc male calf; tliis helinvioiir is oft011accoiiipiinied by loud 'chase scjuawks'
and CALDWELL,1967; reproduced by perrnissiori
(see Fig. 8-112). (After M. C. CALDWELL
of Professor R.-G. Busnel.)
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ilt male to the
Fig. 8- 114 : Tursiops tnrnmtuß (captive). Fight i~
)in a sul
tank floor; this behaviour is often accompanied by loud 'fight squawks' and frequently
1967; reproduced
results in scratches or gaahes. (After M. C. CALDWELLand &DWELL,
by permission of Professor R.-G. Busnel.)

Fig. 8-116: Twcriopa trunaitue (captive). Sonagram of low-frequency squawks
generated by an adiilt female carrying her stillborn calf (see Fig. 8-116 for
concurrent behaviour). (After M. C. CALDWELLand CALDWEU, 1967; reproduced by permission of Professor R.-G. Busnel.)
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16: Tursiops truncatus (captive). Adult female carrying her stillborn young over her
on; this behaviour was accompanied b y repeated low-frequency squawks (See Fig.
a n d CALD.5) until t h a dead calf was removed from t h e t a n k . (After M. C. CALDWELL
L, 1967 ; reproduced by permission of Professor R.-G. Busnel.)

Sounds produced when lifting or carrying a dead infant are low-frequency
ks emitted repeatedly during the dificult task (Figs 8-115, 8-116).
Concurrent emission of whistles and squawks (Fig. 8-117) reveals a tendency
s individually eharacteristic patterns. I n some cases, porpoises whistling and

T I ~ QSQC)
(
-117: Tursiops truncatus (captive). Sonagram of 'whistle squawks' produced by a n
a n d CUDWELL, 1967: reproduced
u l t female o u t of water. (After M. C. CALDWELL
permission of Professor R.-G. Busnel.)

Fig. 8-118: Tursiopo Iru?te~tua(captive). Sonagram of fine-discrimination activebiosonar clicks produced by a juvenile male in search of a tiny rock. (After
M. C. C~LDWELLand CALDWELL,1967; reproduced by permission of Professor
R.-G. Busnel.)

squawking a t the Same time seemed to convey protest (e.g. when lifted from a tank
and placed on a stretcher).
(vi) Sounds produced while performing a difficult task: characteristic soft
mewing, emitted while attempting t o pick up small objects such as pebbles or mins

Fig. 8-119: Tursiops tru7Ecdw. Juvenile male
pushing tether ball toward the bottom of his
tank. This manoeuvre is accompanied by the
production of fine-discrimination clicks similar
to those in Fig. 8-118. (Based on a photo by
M. C. CALDWELLand CALDWELL,1967; reproduced by permission of Professor R.-G.
Busnel.)
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(Fig. 8-118). These extremely fast pulses seem to be associated with fine discrimination. They are also emitted when a dolphin is performing a difficult manoeuvre.
I n 'Marineland of the Pacific', M. C. CALDWELL
and CALDWELL
(1967) attached a
tether-ball to a line which in turn was fixed to the floor of the community tank.
The dolphins playfully attempted to push the ball (which contained sufficient air
to put a strain on the holding line) forward with their snout (Fig. 8-119) until the
ball touched the bottom of the tank. This involved difficult manoeuvring since the
ball would immediately swing back to a position vertical above the fix point of the
restraining line if the snout's tip pushed it the slightest bit off centre. Rapidly
pulsed mewing sounds similar t o those shown in Pig. 8-118 accompanied tliis
performance. CALDWELL
and CALDWEUfind it reasonable to assume that other
individuals in the community learn to associate this mewing sound with a harmless
object in the vicinity.
(vii) Sounds associated with feeding are characterized by active-biosonar signals
varying from loud, slow-pulsed clicks t o the mewing produced during fine discriminations. Some of these signals are almost identical to the sounds shown in Fig. 8-118
and to the feeding sounds generated by Phocoena phocoena (Fig. 8-124). Other
sounds are louder and more slowly pulsed, similar to those shown in the first
section of Fig. 8-118. I n the sea, such sounds may Seme as cue indicating the presence
of a fish school.
(viii) Sounds produced in a conflict situation have beeil observed in a captive
mature bull offered fish in such a way that he would have to pass a narrow gate.
Tursiqvs truncatus is afraid of narrow spaces. Even this bull, although in captivity
most of his life and familiar with the pool, obviously found himself in a difficult
conflict situation. The sonagram (Fig. 8-120) shows a typical phonation segment:
loud active-biosonar clicks are followed by the rapid clicks associated with fine
discrimination and finally by two loud cracks (at 1.55 and 1-95secs, respectively).
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Fig. 8-120: Tursiops tmncatus (captive). Sonagram of conflict-situation sounds produced by
a ma.ture bull which had to choose between passing through a narrow gateway or losing a
fish reward on the other side. (After M. C. CALDWELL
a.nd CALDWELL,1967 ; reproduced bjr
permission of Professor R.-G. Busnel.)

After initial conflict confrontation, the intensity of the phonations and the concurrent fright behaviour decreased to some degree and loud squawks and barks were
produced.
(ix) Sounds produced upon encounter of a new individual with an established
group : When a large bull was introduced into a pool with an established community,
a sound was recorded never heard on any other occasion: a puppy-like whimper
(Fig. 8-121a). Because of the seemingly infantile nature of this signal, M. C. CALDWELL and CALDWELL
(1967, p. 901) found i t 'tempting t o speculate that it is one of
appeasement'.
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Fig. 8-121: Tumiops tmncutzcs (captive). Sonagrams ot aciults: (a) whimper
produced when a male was introduced into a pool with 4 newly captured
indi\riduals; (b) loud crack; ( C ) pop, both produced in response to novel
stimuli. (After PI. C. CALDWELL
and CALDWELL,
1967; reproduced by
permission of Professor R.-G. Busnel.)
(X)Sounds produced in response t o novel stimuli : New stimuli or Strange objects
readily induce fear in Tursiops truncatus. When a new object is introduced, highenergy, broad-band cracks or pops may be elicited momentarily (Fig. 8-121b, C).
A pop represents basically the Same sound as a crack, but is of lower intensity.
Both sounds are usually associated with a startle response and sudden flight;
they are followed by quietness, interrupted only by an occasional chirp (a brief
p.ure-tone ernission) and then by soft active-biosonar sounds which may Progress
(after about 30 mins) to squeaks or high-pitched barks.
Complete absence of pulsed sounds has been observed occasionally by M. C.
CALDWELL
and CALDWELL
(1967), even in groups of 10 or more individuals, both
in captivity and in the sea. Often the sounds taper off gradually. Abrupt cessation
of sound emission is common to in situ captures and captivity situations in which
the potential danger can be Seen coming on or in the presence of a frightening
stimulus. Sudden cessation of sound production is considered as meaningful an
alarm signal as a specific vocalization.
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Fig. 8-122: Phocoena phocoena (captive). Sonagram of sound emitted during first rtttempts
a t courtship. (After BUSNEL
and DZIEDZIC,
19668; originally published by theuniversity of California Press; reprinted by permission of The Regents of the University of
California.)

BUSNELand DZIEDZIC(1966a) experimented at sea (R.V. 'Calypso'; coast of
Spain, western Mediterranean Sen) and in the laboratory (large tanks on Jutland,
Baltic Sea). The sounds mentioned below were obtained from 3 females and 2
males, living in a plastie tank (10 m long, 6 m wide, 1.20 m deep). A total of 103
signals were recorded; at night the acoustic activity was sometimes rather weak.
Five types of sound have been distinguished :
(i) Sounds produced during courtship : Courting Phocoena phocoenu swim briskly
around in pairs, maintaining close contact and approaching each other while
moving. The male presents his abdomen, touches and rubs the female's dorsal
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Figs 8-123 and 8-124: Phocoena phocoetua (captive). Sonagrams of sounds preceding food
intake (Fig. 8-123),and sounds emitted during feeding (Fig. 8-124). (After BUSNEL
and
D ~ I E D ~1966a;
C , originally published by the University of California Press ; reprinted by
permission of The Regents of the University of California.)

fin and sides with his tail, and passes underneath her abdomen; each partner
touches the sides of the other with its head. This behaviour is similar to that described for Tursiops truncatus (MCBRIDEand HEBB,1948;WOOD,1953;BROWN
and
and
NORRIS, 1956; TAVOLQA
and ESSAPIAN,1957), Delphinus delphis (BUSNEL
DZIEDZIC,1966a) and other odontocetes. During initial attempts at copulation,
acoustic signals are emitted, like that illustrated in Fig. 8-122, perceptible to the
human ear as a squeaking of about 1 sec duration, and consisting of fast impulses
(appearing on Fig. 8-122 as a succession of harmonics) with maximum energy a t
about 2 kHz. The interval between harmonics is 500 Hz but the total spectrum
rises to 5 kHz. The signal may be strong (100 dB) or weak (60 dB). Another short
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Fig. 8-125 : Plwcoem phocoew (captive). Sonagram of dominance signel. (After BUSNEL
and DZIEDZIC,
1966a; originally
published by the University of California Press ; reprinted by
permission of The Regents of the University of California.)

signal emitted in this emotional context is a grinding (consisting of up to 7 harmonics) accompanied by a 'blast'.
(ii) Sounds associated with feeding : The captive individuals took food from the
hand, some on the day of capture, others after 24 to 72 hrs. When locating potential
food, they began to ernit echoranging clicks a t a target distance of about 1 m. Closing
in on the prey, repetition rate increases until the signal goes over into a characteristic
creaking (F'igs 8-123, 8-124). Average total signal duration is 0.27 sec; the iirst
part consists only of individual clicks (about 0.14 sec duration); the second part,
the creaking, lasts about 0.13 sec; it includes 4 to 10 progressively produced harmonics.
(iii)Dominance signals were produced especially a t feeding time, and particularly
from one of the females towards a young male :when this male approached a fish, the
female left her routine circuit Course and emitted the dominance signal, whereupon
the male immediately left his prey to that female. The signal was heard under sirnilar
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conditions from other dominating individuals and accompanied by rapid approaches
and, sometimes, pushing with the rostrum. Dominance signals consist of 2 or 3
successive cries. The fkst part of the signal resembles the sounds emitted during
feeding; but the pulses are much closer together. The second and third parts of the
signal have a higher pulse repetition rate and rising frequencies, usually with 3 to
5 harmonics (Fig. 8-125). Intervals between harmonics, though variable, are in the
range of 1 kHz.
(iv) Alarm or fright signal (sounds produced by newly introduced individuals) :
Placed together in a tank, two newly captured female Phocoenu phocoem began to
produce sounds immediately after they had been lowered into the water. The increased vocal activity lasted for the next 2 or 3 days. The signals were repeated
a t a quick rate (a few per minute) in the beginning and slowed down t o a few per hour
as the porpoises calmed down. Additional signals of the same type were emitted
when a person approached the tank. The signal (Fig. 8-126) has been compared by

Time ( s e c s )

Fig. 8-126: Phocoena phocoena (captive). Sonagram of alarm or fright signal.
(After BUSNEL
and DZIEDZIC,
1966a ;osiginally published by the University
of Califomia Press; reprinted by permission of The Repcnts of t h e University of Californis.)
6

BUSNELand DZIEDZIC
(1966a)to the complaining bleat of asheep separated from the
flock and brought into new surroundings; it expresses alarm or fright. The signal
lasts from 0.4 to 1.55secs. With maximum energy centring approximately a t 2 kHz,
the sounds comprise a dense succession of active-biosonar clicks (ca 200 sec-I).
(V) Other sounds : BUSNEL
and DZIEDZIC
(1966a) analyzed 56 additional 'anomalous' sounds with an average duration of 0-65 sec; for example, a rough squeaking
comprising a substantial number of harmonics. The fundamentals are approximately 2 kHz, and the frequency spectrum rises up to 12 kHz.
DREHERand EVANS(1964) have considered contours of whistles recorded in
Tursiops truncatus, T . gilli, Delphinus delphis and Globicephala nulc~orhyncha
observed in 5 different sitiiations (captive T.tru?mtus while feeding; ditto before
and after presentation of a model of a baby dolphin or of a dead infant of Stenellu sp. :
a herd of T.gilli approaching and examining a sound-reflecting barrier placecl
across a lagoon; a migratory herd of D. delpnis feeding in calm sea; a herd of G'.
macrorhyncha playing a t sea). Some basic contours are listed in Table 8-9. O u t of a
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total of 32 different confours, 5 are used by all species examined, 3 by all but G .
macrorhymha, 2 are shared by two species, and the remainder seem t o constitute
species-specific vocabularies.
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Table 8-9
Some basic contours of odontocete whistles and their presumptive behavioural
correlates (After DREHERand EVANS,
1964 ; modified ; reproduced by permission of Pergamon Press)
Contour

Presumptive behavioural
correlate
search

/7
\

feeding, disturbance
fright, violent disturbance
'baby talk'

Two isolated captive Tursiops truncatus, whose tanks were connected with a n
electronic acoustic link during alternate periods of about 2 mins, repeatedly communicated in a tight sequence. Their vocal interactions changed as the experiment
progressed and was of considerable complexity (LANGand SMITH,1965).
L ~ L (1962)
Y
kept an individual Tursiops truncatus ('Elvar') in constant daily
contact wit11 human observers who encouraged this young male dolphin to shape
definite and distinctive 'words'. LILLYconcluded that Elvar could be induced to
emit 'humanoid emissions' in air. Analysis by sound-spectrograph and %scillograph
methods demonstrated that these sounds are basically white-noise hissings and/or
high-pitched buzzings, modulated in selective frequency bands. According t o
LILLY,some of these emissions appear to be attempts to reproducz words spoken
by the investigators.
Analysis of sounds emitted by the false killer whale Pseudorca crmsidens in t h e
western Mediterranean Sea revealed 5 signal categories (types 1 t o 5).The behaviour
of the herd and the configuration of the signals (3 t o 11 kHz) suggest t o BUSNELa n d
DZIEDZIC(196813) that the sounds are used for interindividual communication.
Some signals resemble those recorded from Globicephala melaena.

Individuul Sound Signature
Sounds may contain propert,ies which are specific to the sound-generatiilg individual. Such individual sound signature may be of importance for individual
recognition and for establishing and maintaining social contacts and social struc-
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tures. However, experimental evidence is rare and more information is needed before
we can draw detailed conclusions.
Northern elephant seals Jlirounga angustirostris recognize each other individually
from phonations (threat calls) alone (LEBOEUFand PETERSON,1969a, b ; LEBOEUF
and PETRINOVICH,
1972). This abiIity appears to enable the males t o identify
companions from different populations, and might enhance reproductive isolation
in breeding subunits of the population. The cows of various pinniped species seem
t o recognize their pups by voice, and the pups often appear to recognize their
mother's voice. Such and other individual recognition by sound seems to function
even in the presence of hundreds of con- or heterospecifics (e.g. BARTHOLOMEW,
1959 ; KENYONand RICE, 1959 ; EIBL-EIBESFELDT,
1961 ; BARTHOLOMEW
and
COLLIAS,1962 ;SERGEANT,
1965 ; EVANS,
1967 ; ORRand POULTER,
1967 ; PETERSON
and BARTHOLOMEW,
1967 ; LEBOEUFand PETRINOVICH,
1972).
Bottle-nosed dolphins Tursiops truncatus may produce whistles and other
sounds with individual characteristics (e.g. ESSAPIAN,1953; LILLY, 1962, 1963;
BUSNEL,1963; M. C. CALDWELL
and CALDWELL,
1965, 1967; M. C. CALDWELL
and
CO-authors,1970, 1971a, b). The first conclusive experiments demonstrating that
the whistles of T. truncatus contain sufficiently constant differences to allow individual identification have been conducted by BI. C. CALDWELL
and CO-authors
(1970). Their results document that a dolphin can easily learn to discriminate
between, and react differently towards, playbacks of whistles recorded from conspecifics. A single whistle is all that is needed, and even heavy masking seems to
affect recognition but little. According to M. C. CALDWEZL
and CO-authors(1971b),
T. truncatus is able t o discriminate between the whistles of 8 conspecifics. This
ability may play an effective role in communication among herd members and between different herds.
Tursiops truncatus can also discriminate between, and potentially identify to
individual, the whistles of other odontocete species, for example Stenella plagiodon
(M. C. CALDWELLand CO-authors,1971a) or Delphinus delphis (M. C. CALDWELL
and CO-authors, 1973). T. truncatus quickly learned to respond differentially to
randomly assorted whistles of 2 S. plagiodon and 4 D. delphis individuals. Such
performance 'opens the possibility for an intergeneric social ordering' (M. C.
CALDWELL
and CO-authors,1973, p. 1). Statistical evidence for individual signature
whistles has also been presented for the North Pacific white-sided dolphin L q e n o rhynchw obliquidens ( M . C. CALDWELL
and CALDWELL,
1971).
BACKUS
and SCHEVILL
(1966) report individual signature for clicks recorded a t
sea from sperm whales Physeter catodon. The structure of the single pulses that
compose each burst pulse appears to be typical of each individual sperm whale.
The apacing of pulses (interpulse interval) varies from individual to individual.
NORRISand HARVEY(1972) propose that this variation may be due t o the different
lengths of the spermaceti Organs (p. 752), but call for experimentation with living
sperm whales.

Local Accents nnd Dialects
Since marine mammals (i) maintain social units (pods, harems, herds), (ii) often
exercise appreciable separation between such units, and (iii)are capable of producing

signature sounds, geographic gradients or local differences in phonation may be
expected. The properties of certain sounds may vary as a function of the area
inhabited or of the social unit belonged to. Such variation could, conceivably, lead
to local accents and dialects.
Geographie variation in sound properties has been considered or suggested by
several authors (e.g. ESSAPIAN,1962). Northern elephant seals Mirounga angustirostris exhibit a local accent in regard to the threat call of adult bulls (LEBOEUF
and PETRINOVICH,
1972). It is often difficult, however, to detect and to critically
evaluate intraspecific variations in sound properties.
'Local accents' may reflect differences in analytical techniques, especially filter
and CO-authors(1969) did not note real differences in 'Globibandwidths : SCHEVILL
cephala signals' recorded in the Mediterranean and in the western North Atlantic
and eastern North Pacific Oceans.
'Similarly, we find no significant differences of this sort between the Delp h i n ~delphis signals reported by these authors and VINCENT(1960) from the
Mediterranean and those from the east and west coasts of North America
(SCHEVILLand WATKINS,1962; CALDWELL
and CALDWELL,
1968). Likewise,
we find that Megaptera novaeangliae sound alike in the Atlantic (Bermuda,
Gulf of Maine) and Pacific (California, Hawaii, New Zealand), and the saine may
be said of Physeter catodon. Recordings of Orcinus wca sound alike whether
made off British Columbia or in the Ross Sea' (SCHEVLLL
and CO-authors,1969,
pp. 725-726).
A new approach to local accents and dialects, employing modern analytical
techniques and including behavioural studies, seems desirable. Definite knowledge
on presence or absence of intraspecific gradients regarding vocal control of social
relationships is important for assessing population heterogeneity, reproductive
barriers and gene-flow dynamics.

(11) Electrical and Magnetic Fields
Weak electrical fields-generated by flowing water masses moving in the earth's
magnetic field-may provide orientational cues to marine organisms (Chapters
8.1, 8.2). However, pertinent studies are rare and frequently inconclusive. No
investigations have been conducted yet regarding the possible importance of electrical fields in oceans and coastal waters for orientation of marine mainmals.
Magnetic fields can interfere with, or guide, orientational responses in invertebrates (Chapter 8.1) and fishes (Chapter 8.2). Again, conclusive pertinent infor(1972), the
mation on marine mammals is not available. According to POULTER
vibrissae of the California sea lion Zalophus califwnianus appear to respond t o weak
magnetic fields. This suggestion deserves further attention; it requires critical
qualification.
( 12) Mechanical Stimuli

While mechanical stimuli participate in spatial orientation of marine mammals,
their ecological significance and the degree to which they may be relied on are
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Open t o debate. I n general, mechanical stimuli appear to be of importance in establishing, maintaining and controlling social structures. I n some cases, mechanoreception facilitates also close-range object di~crimina~tion.
Mechanoreception is
based on contact sensitivity of external or internal sensors ; it overlaps functionally
with mechanisms of equilibrium and hearing. We consider here (i) external mechanical stimuli which act upon the general skin a,rea or specific skin receptors and
(ii) internal stimuli which act upon sensors (proprioceptors) located within body
structures such as digestive tract, muscles or circulatory system. Mechanical
stimulation is assumed to affect primarily sensitive molecular configurations; it
controls energy conversion by secondary processes (translation of information or
sensory transduction based on amplifying mechanisms, rather than energy transformation in the sense of physics; SCHWARTZKOPFF,
1973).
According t o KING (1964), most pinnipeds have a well-developed tactile sense.
Their vibrissae may act as receiver of mechanical stimuli. This l-ias been suggested
on the basis of experimental evidence by DYKES(1972) and POULTER
(1972) for the
California sea lion Zalophus califmnianw. In this sea lion, the vibrissae seem to
assist in the discrimination of shape and texture of objects in the immediate vicinity
of the face. Presumably, nose-to-nose contacts-frequently
observed among
pinnipeds-serve as a gesture of greeting, as precopulatory play, and to facilitate

Fig. 8 - 1 2 7 : O d o b e n w r o s m a w d i v e ~ g e n sMuzzle
.
contact between two walruses serves interindividual cornmunication. Presurnably, it represents a gesture of greeting, participates
in precopulatory play, and facilitates individual recognition. (Reproduced by porrnission
of 'Marineland of the Pacific'.)

individual recognition (Fig. 8-127). Nose-to-nose contacts probably comprise
mechanical as well as chemical (gustatory and olfactory) stimuli.
Similarly, Sirenia often touch eacli others' bodies, especially with their nose
(p. 732). Such muzzle contacts have also been referred to as 'kissing'. They seem to
serve functions comparable to those suggested for pinnipeds. Presumably, tactual
cues are of importance to sirenians for maintaining social inter-relationships. However, little is known yet about interindividual behaviour in this order (EVANS
and
1969).
BASTIAN,1969 ; HARTMAN,
Physical body contact among mysticetes is less pronounced than in pinnipeds
and sirenians. Body contact and aggressive behaviour (NORRIS,1967b) of mysticetes-nearly all docile, timid creatures-appears to be restricted largely to mating
and parental care. Odontocetes, however, are known to employ body contact as a
means of cominunication and, according to NORRIS,may exhibit aggressive behaviour in courtship and when suppressing attempts of young males t o enter a
breeding group. Amazon dolphins Inia geoffremis, kept in a tank a t 'Marineland
of Florida' (USA), exhibit a pronounced tendency towards body contact, both
between adults and betureen juveniles and adults (M. C. CALDWELL
and CALDWELL,
1969b).
The ease, elegance and perfection of cetacean locomotion implies a high Skin
sensitivity to mechanical stimuli. Cetacean dermis papillae (SLIJPER,1962) and the
presence of special Organs with sinus hairs on the rostra of all cetaceans examined
(OGAWA
and SHIDA,1950), suggest acute mechanoreception, a t least in specific
areas, especially the snout regioii. I n Delphinus delphis the threshold of tactile
perception (10 t o 40 mg mm-') conveys t o the skin considerable capacities for
discriminating 'mechanical oscillations' in the ambient medium, including those
and BELKOVICH,
1973).
caused by acoustic energy (KOLCHIN
The side-swimming (HERALDand CO-authors,1969; PILLERI, 1970b), muddyriver living dolphin Platanista gangetica maintains mechanical contjact between
pectoral h and river bottom during much of its locomotory activities (Fig. 8-128).

Fig. 8-123: Platankta ga?l.getica. This side-swimming muddy-river dolphin navigates by
sound, vertical light gradient and mechanical bottom contact (pectorsl fin). (After PURVES
ai-id PILLERI,1973 ; inodified; reproduced by permission of Professor G. Pilleri.)
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(13) Orientational Responses to Environmental Facfors Acting in Concert
Most orientational responses seem to be based on several environmental factors
acting in concert, rather than on the effect of a single cue. It is deplorable, therefore,
that the studies hitherto conducted are concerned almost exclusively with single-cue
analyses. Experiments on multi-cue effects Open up important new avenues for
assessing ecological aspects of orientation in space.
Interrelationships between underwater visual and acoustic cues and between
the corresponding discrimination and evaluation mechanisms in Delphinus delphis
have been investigated by BAGDONAS
and CO-authors(1970). The test dolphins were
required to ideiitify geometrical figures (square, triangles) made of materials with
different optic and acoustic properties. The results obtained are not unequivocal ;
they invite further studies along similar lines.
The river dolphins Platanista gangetica and P. indi navigate in low-visibility,
muddy waters a t visual ranges of 2 to 3 cm (PILI~ERI,
1970b).Observations suggest
that the sound field ahead, the echoes perceived, the vertical light gradient and
the pectoral fin's mechanical bottoin contact constitute the most important
navigation cues used by these side-swimming odontocetes (Fig. 8-128). Obviously,
water surface and river bed are two ma.jor aspects of spatial orientation in the
dolphins' environment. The surface reflects most acoustic signals, while the muddy
river bed acts as sound absorber (PURVES
and PILLERI,
1973).
(14) Migratory Cycles
(a) General Aspects
Information on migratory cycles of marine mamnlals has been obtained by
occasional observations, sealing and whaling data, and by tagging experiments.
The present status of pertinent knowledge is characterized by scattered reports of
varying reliability and detail. Hence the information a t hand requires critical
evaluation. We are badly in need of more objective and more comprehensive data.
Even tagging experirnents must be viewed with some reservation: Inadequate
handling and significant disturbances niay scare seals or whales away from theis
immediate home areas and ma.y affect return rates of migrators. Modern tecliniques, such as intramuscular application of immobilizing and anaesthetizing
drugs, may help to reduce negative ca-tchingand handling effects ; ketamine, for example, has been used successf~~lly
in sea,ls and sea lions (4.5 to 11 mg kg-' of body
weight) under laboratory and field conditions (GERACI,
1973).In addition, helicopter,
aeroplane, and satellite surveys-in CO-operationmith ship studies-will grea,tly
advance our present knowledge.
Evidence for the orientation mechanisms actual.1.yemployed by migrating mariiic
mammals is difficult to obtain. In situ experiments encounter a variety of problems.
But transmitter attachment aiid radio-tracking of normal, displaced, or incapacitated (e.g. blindfolded, blinded, deafeiied, olfactosectomized, or tirugged) indivitluals isolated from, or allowed to rejoiii, their herds are likely to allow iienr insiglits.
Unless used to the presence of man, migratiiig marine mammals may change
Course and behaviour if followed too closely. Two principa.1 avenues have beeil

used in attempts to record behavioural details of migrating whale herds: (i) recording by transmitter attachment, and (ii) continuous close-distance observation
by means apparently accepted by the herd.
(i) Transmitter attachment (e.g. STARKS,1966; EVANS,1971, 1972; EVANSand
LEATHERWOOD,
1972; EVANSand CO-authors, 1972) requires careful capture,
tagging (e.g. EVANSand CO-authors, 1972) and release. If a tagged individual
rejoins the herd, it can provide data on migratory dynamics of its untagged conspec&s. I11 combination with loilg-range s h p receivers or helicopter-borne
receivers, possible disturbances of the migrating herd are kept t o a minirnum. A
neutrally buoyant radio beacon was attached by EVANS(1971) t o the dorsal
f
hof Delphinus delphis (Fig. 8-129), i.e. at a location t h a t allows maximurn exposure

Fig. 8-129: Delphinus delphw. Radio beacon attached to dorsal fin in ta.nk a t
'Marineland of tho Pacific', Palos Verdes, California, USA. (Based on a photo
by EVANS,1971; reproduced by permission of Nenr York Academy of
Sciences.)

time of the instrument's antenna during air exchange and causes minirnum hydrodynamic interference. The transmitter mount, lined with Open cell-foam plastic,
was designed so as to allow a free flow of water over the dorsal fin. A nylon pinplaced through the fin, spring-loaded on one end and fastened with a corrosive head
on the opposite end-served for attachment. The pin had a holding life of ca 40
days and, apparently, did not adversely affect the fin. The transmitter was operated
by a sea-water switch that was activated when the antenna broke water ; i t had an
operational range of 10 nautical miles. A test individual (Fig. 8-130) indicated some
difficulties in swimming during the first hour; but accomnlodation t o the dorsal
package was rapid.
delphis
~
A t sea, EVANS(1971) tagged and released 8 newly captured D e l p h i ? ~
during a 24-month period. All data transmitted from the instrumented individuals
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ceived by an automatic direction finder, installed on a ship or a helicopter
able of responding t o less than 1 msec of signal. I n general, herd movements
close correlation with sea-bottom topography (Fig. 8-130). Just prior t o
ing sunset, the herd tended to swim in a circular pattern; after sunset, it
o spread again. This behaviour was repeated prior to sunrise, indicating

8-130: Delphinus delphh. Radio tracks, supplemented by aerial sightings, of a
school off the coast of Southern California, USA. Most herd movements a.re
closely associated with prevailing bottorn escarpments. (After EVANS,1971 ;
modified; reproduced by permission of New York Academy of Sciences.)

ency towards cessation of unidirectional herd movement a t sunrise and sunset.
hing intervals reveal diurnal patterns; they are shorter during the day (midng, midafternoon) than near sunset or sunrise. Fishermen familiar with the
l waters of California insist that delphinids-mainly Delphinus delphisally chan.ge their behaviour a t sunset and sunrise (EVANS,
1971; see also
ERI
and KNUCKEY,
1968, and p. 730) ; large aggregations occurred primarily

between 06.00 and 09.00 hours and between 17.00 and 18.00 hours. Diving depths
were 30 to 60 m (occasional encursions), 64 m (long periods of diving), 260 m (overall
maximum depth). Maximum depths of single diving patterns exceeded the depth
of the deep scattering layer in all cases. Although herd movements suggest that
orientational cues-for example, on visual, acoustic or thermal features, or seabottom topography-are acquired during deep dives, there is no direct evidence
available to support this.
I n addition to revealing migration patterns, transmitter attachineilt to cetaceans
can be used for measuring oceanographic data (e.g. light, temperature, salinity,
dissolved gases, etc.) a t various diving depths, for assessing the whales' environment, and for establishing relationships between these data. and the seas' productivity. First experiments, using a captive yearling grey whale Eschrichtius robustus,
released from 'Sea World' (San Diego, California, USA) during northbound migration of the California population (p. 836), showed that a large whale is a 'potentially invaluable platform' for collecting marine environmental data (EVANS,
1972, p. 18). The transmitter, mounted on the dorsal ridge, yielded details of
migratory speed and direction, diving patterns, and thermal gradients.
(ii) Continuous close-distance observations via means apparently accepted by a
herd have been inade in several cases. An example regarding the killer whale
Orcinus orca has been provided by SPONGand CO-authors(1970, 1972a, b). They
found that human presence (kayak, sailboat, motorboat, skin diver) was easily
accepted by 0. orca. Following consultations with local fishermen, SPONGand COauthors chose Hanson Island as site of a land-based field station and operatecl in the
nearby waters of the Johnstone Straits (Canada).These waters are used each year
as summer travelling route by 0. orca herds. Acceptance of the observers by the
herds facilitated a number of revealing observations : 0 . orca is an efficient hunter
(p. 841), which tends to maintain long-term social structures (p. 842) and orients
relative to tidal water changes (p. 735), apparently because the movements of
salmoii-its predominant local food source-are strongly influenced by water
movement (tide and current). Hui~tingsituations are characterized by frequent
vocal exchanges between herd members, and by intermittent echolocation einission
of active-biosonar clicks. During feeding, predominantly active-biosonar signals are
emitted. Presumably, the hunting whales orient primarily t o water movement,
sound and visual cues. Individual phonations may convey information relating
to the identification of the sound emitter, his Position, prey data, and perhaps
to the overall hunting strategy used by the herd (p. 842).
SPONGand CO-authors(197213) were thrilled by the many 'shows' presented by
Orc,inus orca during the field study. Interestingly, these performarlces (play behaviour) of wild animals comprise all essential elements of the shows presented in
oceanaria: members of passing pods breach repeatedly, flip their flukes, stand on
their heads with their flukes high in the air, rear out of the water vertically t o the
pectoral fins, spray water from their mouths, tail-lob furiously, upside down or on
their sides, flap fins and flukes in the water creating explosion-like sounds, swim in
circles forming giant 0 ' s and race a t top speed over the water for 90 or 180 m,
skimming the surface and spraying water in all directions.
Endogenous homeostasis~speciallywell-developed mechanisms of thermoregulat,ion (p. 7 3 1)-convey to marine manimals a considerable degree of environ-
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mental independence and allow them to parallel the distributions of their major
prey oranisms-except during reproduction, when the more limited tolerantes of
pregnant females and newly born ca,lves, as well as the need for a suitable contact
area where the adults can copulate, dicta.te additional dependencies on specific
environmental conditions. During feeding migrations, abundance and behaviour
of food orgsnisms, grazing or hunting techniques and social structures seem
to be important denominators of orientational a.ctivities. During reproduction,
environmental factors such as daylength, overall water temperature, water depth
and male-fema,le as well as female-young relations tend t o control orientational
behaviour .
Evidence of close relationships between migrations of whales and food availability has been provided by numerous authors, e.g. SALNIKOV
(1953), BETESHEVA
(1954, 1955, 1960, 1961a, b), BETESHEVA
and AKIMUSHKIN
(1955), ARSENYEV
(1957,1961), BEKLEMISHEV
(1959),BERZIN(1959), SLEPTSOV
(1961a, b, C ) , GUDKOV
and CO-authors(1966a) and TARASEVICH
(1968a, b).
(1962), D. K. CALDWELL
The literature on reproduction in marine ma,mmals has been reviewed by HARRISON
(1969); pertinent reviews on cetaceans have been written by SLIJPER(1.966) and
SOKOLOV
(1971). While the 1a.tter author has restricted his sources to USSR contributions, he hau provided an impor-ta,nt document of cetacean research in the Soviet
Union. Additional information on reproductive activities in cetaceans has been
presented by So~o~ov(l950,1953,1954,1962),
CHUZHAKINA
( 1 955),TO~TILIN
(1.967),
KLEINENBERQ
and YABLOKOV
(1960) and KCHUZIN
(1963). Epimeletic (care-giving)
behaviour has been reviewed by M. C. CALDWELL
and CALDWELL
(1966). The evidence a t hand documents that mating, pregnancy, birth and la~ta~tion-aswell as
migratory patterns and social structures-are often related to seasonal dynamics.
I n marine mammals, the major endogenous driving forces which control migretory activities are correlated to nutrition and reproduction. At the sa.me time,
nutrition and reproduction appear to constitute the basic evolutionary initiators
for behavioural specificity. I n many marine mammals, nutritive and reproductive
activities alternate as a function of, or are significantly affected by, annual rhythms
based on seasonal influences. I n all cases in which the distribution of food organisms
underlie pronounced seasonal Variations or in which reproductive requirements
differ essentially from those found near the feeding grounds, migrations become
necessary. The release of migratory activities seem to depend on endogenous,
nutritive and hormonal conditions, and these-in turn-appear to be based on, and
CO-ordinatedby, environmental factors, especially light and temperature. Seasonal
changes in daylength may control endogenous cycles and thus release migratory
activities.
The extent of migrations varies considerably among species. And even within
the same species, migrating and resident populations may existpossibly based on
genetic differences (interspecific gradients) and local nutritional or climatic condit.ions. I n marine mammals which migrate over long distances, for example baleen
whales, the onset of migration is characterized by a typical chronological sequence,
and the migrating herds exhibit typical differences in composition. Both temporal
and structural properties of migrating herds are closely correlated to endogenons
properties (e.g. nutritional state, sexual maturity, pregnancy, lactation, age and
sex) of the individuals concerned.

8.3.

ORIENTATION-MAXSMALS

(0. KINNE)

(b) Pinnipedia
Most pinnipeds migrate. They fan out over the sea for feeding and, a t a given
time, aggregate for breeding. Reproduction takes place on defined, usually small
land or ice territories. Homing to the breeding places is, a t first, often a matter of
individual response. Later, migrating herds assemble, and finally breeding aggregations of hundreds or thousands of individuals crowd in restricted breeding areas.
Even though territorial restriction and territorial reproduction facilitate observation, tagging and experimentation, little definite information is available on
orientation cues and orientation mechanisms employed during migration.
Some pinnipeds conduct extensive migrations: Northern fur seals Callorhinus
ursinus migrate several thousand miles and home to specific, very small territories
for successive breeding seasons (PETERSON,1968). Alaska- and Cape-fur-seal
mothers leave their young, feed for more than 2 weeks a t sea, and promptly return
to their own pups (BARTHOLOMEW,
1959; RAND,1967). Weddell seals Leptonychotes weddelli dive down to depths of 600 m for as long as 1 hr (KOOYMAN,
1966),
exhibiting considerable orientational skills under the Antarctic ice (KOOYMAN
and
ANDERSEN,1969). Northern sea lions Eumetopias jubatus and California sea lions
Zalophus californianus conduct annual migrations along the coast of Oregon
(USA): MATE(1972) observed well-ordered and CO-ordinatedseasonal migrations
with directed movements of whole populations a t uniform Speed; the migrations
are related to breeding, feeding and overwintering. Even pups may travel considerable distances (e.g. pups of the South African fur seal Arctocephalus pusillus:
ca 1500 k m in the first 10 months after tagging; BESTand RAND,1972), although,
in general, pups tend to remain in the vicinity of their birthplace for several months.
Such extensive migrations require well-developed mechanisms of spatial orientation
and considerable abilities for cue memorization.
I n general, homing capacities increase with age (experience). While basic navigational abilities appear to be genetically fixed in most species, observation and
tagging on rookeries point t o the importance of imprinting and learning. I n herds,
directional 'decisions' made by older individuals dominate the responses of subadults. No exact data are a t hand on the routes travelled, nor on the directional
precision maintained during migration.
According to ONO(1972), nursing females of the Northern sea lion Eumetopias
jubatus, returning from feeding excursions, orient to the Same part of the island
where they left their pup. The female then emits a loud, prolonged sound-distinct
from all other rookery noises and easily located by an observer. She then continues
t o move towards her pup and to phonate while her pup responds by emitting Sounds
and by moving towards her. Upon contact, the pair usually go through a 'recognition'
phase. This phase involves phonations by both, female and pup, and nosing prior
to suckling-a process similar to that in the Northern fur seal Callorhinus ursinus
and the California sea lion Zalophus culifor?zianus. It involves a sequence of acoustic,
visual, and tactile-olfactorial cues.
Pinniped migration routes mag. differ in females and males. I n Zalophus califcnnianus, for example, some females remain either near the breeding grounds (Channel Island, Southern California, USA), or move southward to Baja California, while
the males move northward as far as British Columbia (Canada; e.g. FRY,1939). I n
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Odobenus rosmrus divergens, sexual and age segregations have been reported by
FAY(1955) and BUCKLEY
(1959). Observations on colour-marked individuals of
Mirounga angustirostris on San Nicolas Island (California, USA) revealed that
females of a harem tend to remain near a given spot (BARTHOLOMEW,
1952; B a THOLOMEW and COLLIAS,1962). Fernales of low dominante are often forced to move
by the aggressive behaviour of rnore dominant fernales and their pups are likely to
become lost and to be bitten by other fernales. Vocalizations play an important role
in maintaining the highly polygynous social structure and the rnodified proboscis of
the adult male a.ppears to have no function other than to produce vocal threa.ts.
JAMES
and R'EXOUF
(1972) observed that Phoca vitulina, during both puppiiig
and moulting, frequently Cross the 0-5km of sand which separates the south coast of
Sable Island (Canada) from the lakes in the island's interior. According to JARTES
and RENOUF, this migration is unaffected by horizontal visibility, cloud opacity,
wind direction or the apparent direction of the sound of the surf. Displacement of
seals 1 to 1.5 km east or west of their normal crossing route does not reduce t.lw
considerable accuracy with which the shortest connection between sea or lake is
found. Apparently, overland navigation of P. vitulina is indepeiident of local
landmarks and rneteorological cues. JAMES
and RENOUF
found tha.t the performan ce
of displaced, newly weaned individuals of P. vitulina and of grey seals Halichoer lw.
grypus is much less accurate than that of adult P. vitulina: but t8hesiibadiilts are
generally able to find the sea from any point of the island, irrespective of prevailiiig
weather conditions. Their mean track bearings mau be deflected by the apparent
direction of the surf sound ; it seems clear, however, that they are not, merelj. l~omiiig
on an acoustic component of the surf which is audible to the huma.n ear.
Lack of visua.1 landmarks, long excursioris under ice-covered waters witli 1 0 ~ .
visibility, and absence of odour cues or otlier tracks in snow-swept land itreas
provide little ground for maiiy of the assurnptions and theories offered in regard t-o
possible orientation m.echanisrns.Radio-tracking of adult females and rnales shoultl
allow better insights into the migratory behaviour of these amphibious inhabitants of extreme, challenging and remote aquatic and terrestrial habiti~ts.
(C)

Sirenia

Scattered reports indicate that, in Florida (USA), sirenians migrate betweeii
coastal sea arem and river habitats. During the cold season, and especiallg duriiig
extreme cold spells, they rnove to warm-water refuges (e.g. warm springs; p. 732).
I n order to determine the migration routes of the Florida rnanatee Trichechw
manatus Zutirostris, HARTMAN
(1969) interviewed local crabbers, mullet fishermeii
and park guides. From the information obtained and his own observations, HARTMAN concludes that the manatees avoid extrernely shallow flats and waterways.
Seeking Open water, they travel along established corridors through a complex
of sand bars, oyster beds and limestone shelves, characteristic of the coast areas
inhabited.
(d) Mysticeti
Mysticetes undertake impressive rnigrations. I n general, the gient whales feed
in high latitudes during sumrner and reproduce in low latitudes during winter.

Such alternation between feeding and reproductive periods-separated by weeks
or months of migratory activities-requires considerable capacities for navigation
and for teinporary storage of energy resources. Mostly stored in the form of thick
blubber coats, the reserve materials often last for up to 6 months.

Fig. 8-131 : Eschrichtius rob.uatus. Migration routes of Northeast Pacific population.
Solid lines: known routes; dotted lines: probable routes; hatched regions:
whaling areas where E. robustus is not Seen. (After PIKE,
1962; reproduced by
permlssion of Journal o j the F-kheries Research Board of Canarla.)

The grey whale Eschrichtius robustus-the sole survivor of the Eschrichtiidae,
the most primitive mysticete famfiy-undertakes
annual migrations which are
assumed to be the longest performed by any manlmal (Fig. 8-131). The Northeast
Pacific population ('California population') Covers some 9000 to 12,000 km between
the warm breeding (calving) grounds in the bays and lagoons of northeastern
Mexico and the cold feediilg grounds in the highly productive arctic waters of the
1961; WILKE and F ~ s c u s ,
Bering and Chukchi Seas (ANDREWS,
1914; GIL~IORE,
1961; PIKE,1962; RICEand WOLMAN,
1971). Migrating in small groups, usually of
2 to 5 individuals, the herds require about 7 to 11 weeks for each route. The average
daily distance travelled is estimated to be somewhere near 110 to 150 km a t a speed
of 5 to 7 km hr-' for a daily 20-hr active period. The West Pacific population ('Korean
population') migrates between breeding (calving) grounds near Korea and the cold,
productive Okhotsk Sea. The migratory cycle of the Korean population is less well
known than that of the Califoriiia population.
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The Califoxnia population of Eschrichtius robustus begins its southward migration
when the h s t pack ice forms in autumn. The feeding aggregations (50 t o 150
individuals) break up into small subgroups, apparently headed by pregnant
females ; courting males and non-pregnant females follow somewhat later. Females
1969).On theirsouthmature sexually a t a length of 12 m, males a t 11 m (ZIMUSHKO,
ward route, E. robustus probably pass throiigh the Aleutian Chain in the vicinity
of the Unimak Pass (ICHIHARA,1958). In the Gulf of Alaska, the exact migratory
route is not known. According to PIKE(1962), the grey whales appear t o follow the
Gulf's shore line ; however, at least some whales Cross Open, deep water, approaching
the coast again in British Columbia, Washington or Oregon (HUBBS,1959 ;GILMORE,
1960a). The subsequent migration route closely follows the coastline until the
Mexican breeding places (Baja California, Sonora-Sinaloa coast) are reached
(Fig. 8-131).
During migration, Eschrichtius robustus usually keeps to water depths between
10 and 180 m ; however, some individuals enter near-stranding depths (e.g. in kelp
beds) or travel over depths of 1370 m (NORRIS,1967a). Grey whales passing Cedros
Island (off Baja California) or Clarion Island (Revillagigedo Islands) miist have
traversed water depths of 3660 m (GILMORE,
1960b).Most individuals travel on an
empty stomach ( S C A ~ ~ O
1874)
N , and whalers report that grey whales returning
to the Arctic are 'dry', i.e. contain much less oil than the fat, southward-migrating
individuals (PIKE,1962). General fasting of these bottom feeders seems to prevail
also on the calving grounds (RICE and WOL~IAN,
1971).
I n contrast to the details known on migration, timing, route, speed and water
depth, the major cues and mechanisms used for orientation can only be guessed.
Migration timing seems to depend primarily on light (daylength; PIKE, 1962) and
temperature (ice formation). Tn addition to these two major exogenous releasing
factors, physiological condition (e.g. pregnancy, hormonal activities) appear to
act as endogenous releasers. Among the possible cues, light (aerial vision), sound,
thermal gradients, water quality, substratum properties and sea-bottom topography
seem t o be important. Nothing is known about chemical cues, and the theory that
Eschrichtius robustus follow certain ocean currents (GILMORE,
1955, 1960a, b) lacks
support (PLKE,1962).
Landmarks, celestial stimuli, water quality, bottom topography and coastal
climate qualify as key cues for migratory orientation. SCAMMON
(1874), GILMORE
(1960a) and D A U ~ H E R T(1965)
Y
have called attention t o the grey whale's habit
of periodically raising its head out of the water, apparently looking around for
visual cues. Subsequent movements suggest re-orientation (GILMORE,
1960a). It is
not known whether visua,l abilities would allow long-distance landmark orientation,
but circumstantial evidence seems to support such a possibility. According to PIKE
(1962), landmarks 30, 150, 300, 600 and 1200 m high could be visible from ca 18,
45,55,90 or 135 km respectively. The high mountains along the west coast of North
America would provide aliriost continuous landmarks for the grey whales between
feeding and breeding areas. Since caIves accompany their mothers on the first
northward migration, orientational cues could be learned and memorized. During
the brief off-coast migration phases, celestial navigation may replace landmark
navigation, and periods of poor visibility (night, fog, high waves) may be bridged
by gross directional memory (proprioceptive or inertial guidance). Of Course, there

is little danger of getting completely lost during coast-parallel migrations: all a
traveller gone astray has to do is to turn left when southbound and to turn right
when northbound; such Course correction will always bring him to the coast, where
specific orientational cues become available.
A few Papers have been published on migrations of Baluxnoptera species. The
minke whale B. acutorostrata is widely distributed in all oceans, but rare in tropical
waters. I n antarctic waters, B. acutorostrata aggregate, as a rule, on the borders of
water masses rich in phytoplankton; the Same holds for subtropical waters in the
Indian Ocean (DOLZHNIKOV,
1970). Fin whale B. physalus and blue whale B.
musculus also inhabit all oceans, but the former has rarely been observed in tropical
waters or among pack ice (RICEand SCHEFFER,1968). Fin and blue whales exhibit
a variety of migratory movements; nearly all have predominantly north-south
components (NORRIS,1967a). This is especially true in the Southern Hemisphere
where Open waters prevail and facilitate feeding and reproductive migrations more
or less unblocked by land masses. While the time of arrival at, and departing
from, the antarctic feeding grounds are known (MACKINTOSH,
1966), most of the
inigrational cycles remain in the dark. The migratory routes are farther offshore than
in Eschrichtius robustus and (presumably) ikfegaptera novaeangliae. Possibly,
southward routes vary more than northward routes, which may parallel to some
extent the continental slopes (SLIJPERand CO-authors,1964).
I n the Atlantic sector of the Arctic Ocean, Balaenoptera physalus exhibits a ratio
of pregnant to non-pregnant females of 3 : l . The females are assuined to bear 2 to 3
calves in 3 to 4 years (KULIROV
and IVASHIN,1959). They attain sexual maturity
and begin to breed a t a total length of about 20 m (ZEMSKY,
1950a, b, 1960, 1961).
Maximum mating activity occurs in August and September-large females mating
earlier than small ones. The Sex ratio a t birth is 1 :1. Herd structure in B. physalus is
determined by similar factors as in the odontocete cetacean Physetel- catodon
(TARASEVICH,
1967a, b). But the resulting pattern is different : in P. catodon (p. 841),
cows form the nucleus of the herd, and calves swim near them, small groups of
females being widely distributed over the feeding area; in B. physalus, the herdnucleus is composed of sexually inature inales surrounded by non-reproducing subadults; pregnant females occur in small, widely distributed groups. P. catodon
herds are orgaaized similar to those of delphinids. B.physalusschooling, on theother
hand, appears to exhibit more species-specific characteristics. TARASEVICH
(1967b)
distinguishes four B. physalus herd types: (i) female herds composed mainly of
large individuals breeding in the current season ; (ii) male herds consisting of large
sexually mature males ; (iii) mixed herds, occurring mainly in spring ; (iv) herds of
sexually immature individuals. Grouping of whale herds (B. physalus and B.
borealis) into breeders, immatures, or non-pregnant females has also been reported
by ZEMSKY(1960, 1961). In the Ailtarctic Ocean, the sei whale B. borealis forms
dense aggregations consisting mostly of females from the breeding ground (JUKCHOV,1969).
The cosmopolitan humpback whale Megaptera novaeangliae migrates along the
coasts from summer feeding grounds in high latitudes to breeding areas in lowlatitudt: waters. Numerous populations have been recorded which seem to be largely
independent of one another. North Pacific populations migrate southward on both
sides of the Ocean (and also to Hawaii). Comparable migrations occur in the Atlantic
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Ocean with a regular migration route passing near Bermuda. Southern-hemisphere
populations migrate along both sides of Africa and on both sides of South Arnerica,
Australia and New Zealand. While M. novaeangliae travel farther offshore than
Eschrichtiw robzcstus, they migrate mostly inshore of the continental slopes,
except when traversing wide stretches of deep sea in order t o reach islands such as
Fiji, Tonga, New Zealand or Hawaii. Breeding occurs in shallow, warm waters
(e.g. 25" C) near major land masses or srnall islands (DAWBM,1966 ; NORRIS,1967a).
Migrations of northern populations have been discussed by DOROSHENKO
(1969):
summer aggregations occur in the coastal waters of the Gulf of Alaska and the eastern
Aleutian Islands; the northeastern Bristol Bay; the coastal waters of the Lisij
Islands and the Anadyr Bay ; the M. Serdtse-Kamen.
I n the southern hemisphere, during northward migration, first the Megaptera
novaeangliae females accompanied by weaning yearlings migrate towards lower
latitudes. They are followed in succession by immature individuals, mature rnales
with resting females, and finally by females in late pregnancy. During southward
migration, females in early pregnancy travel first, followed by immature individuals,
then by resting females with mature males, and finally by females in early lactation.
After calving in the tropics, lactating females accompanied by their offspring enter
cold waters last, and return first to warmer waters in the north with their weaning
calves. Hence lactating females and their calves spend about 8 weeks less in the
cold water of the antarctic feeding grounds than do pregnant females. All travel
schedules appear to be fairly constant from season t o season. Upon arrival a t the
feeding grounds, the differently composed travel herds seem to mix randomly
(DAWBIN,1966).
Reproducing humpback whales Megaptera novaeanqliae have been observed in
the Atlantic sector of the Antarctic (Southern) Ocean. The females ma.y have up to
4 pregnancies over a period of 5 years (KULIKOVand IVASHIN,1959). Marking
experiments appear to indicate that humpbacks belong to a few herds with separate
feeding areas and specific wintering localities, where the bulk of the ulhales remain
(IVASHIN,1962); apparently, some individuals may pass from one feeding area to
another.
There is also a high degree of segregation between populations t h a t breed off
western and eastern Australia (DAWBIN,1966). Megaptera novaeangliae which
pass New Zealand and Norfolk Island and breed near Fiji and its adjacent island
groups, segregate significantly from herds of eastern Australia, despite overlap in
antarctic feeding areas. Nevertheless, the apparent genetic homogeneity of southernhemisphere hnmpbacks indicates t h a t the restricted exchange of members between
adjacent whale groups may provide sufficient gene-flow interchange to maintain
a racial continuum. However, interchange between southern and northern hemisphere humpbacks has never been observed. Calculated from da.ta oii inaximum
abundances a t consecutive latitudes, the migration speed of M. novaeangliae
averages about 1700 km per month. There is no rvidence for consistent differences
in migration speed of differently composed herds (age or breeding-condition
differences).
HARDYand GUNTHER(1935) have claimed close relationships between the
abundance of nutrient salts (nitrates and phosphates), plankton, and baleen whales.
Since Megaptera novaeangliae feed extensively on plankton in antarctic waters, such

correlation is not surprising. However, in subtropical and tropical waters, humpbacks feed rarely, if a t all ; this is witnessed by stomach contents of thousands of
M. novaeangliae caught in warm waters (NEMOTO,
1959). At this migration phase
there exists no definite relation to plankton distribution or to physico-chemical
water properties.
According to DAWBIN'S
(1966) analysis, based on tagging and numerous whaling
records, the migration routes of 111egaptera novaeangliae cannot be consistently
related to bottom topography, direction of ocea,n currents, or the nature of water
masses. The rate of temperature change during the feeding period is coilsidered
too small to be an effective releaser of the different migration schedules for lactating
as compared to pregnant females. Migrations of M. novaeangliae-just as those of
Eschrichtius robustus-seem to be timed primarily by seasonal changes in the local
light regime (DAWBIN,1966; See also p. 723). As in some other mammals, seasonal
shifts in daylength appear to affect the whale's hormonal dynamics and reproductive
organs. Presumably, the resulting endogenous changes release migratory activities.
According to this hypothesis, the local daily light regime determines the onset of
the migration. During the migration, directional cues seem t o be obtained from
celestial bodies (sun, moon, stars), visual landmarks, sound, water quality, thermal
gradients, and sea-bottom properties. This assumption requires examination. At the
end of the breeding period, return of hormonal levels and of reproductive organs
to normal conditions, as well as hunger, may release the onset of the inigration back
tonrards the feeding grounds. Einploying essentially the same navigational cues, the
migrating herds may finally be guided by water-quality criteria indicative of
plankton-rich waters.
(e) Odontoceti

Odontocete migrations are less spectacular in regard t o distance and habitat
diversity than those of mysticetes. Typically, odontocetes are hunters, almost
continuously pursuing their prey. This makes their migratory travels more directly
dependent upon prey movements or prey aggregations than is the case in baleen
whales. Almost continuous contact between hunter and prey seems desirable
because the capacities for storage of reserve materials are quite limited.
Some odontocetes do not undertake significant migrations. Under normal
conditions, they find suficient food in their local hunting districts. Exarnples of such
non-migrators are the Hawaiian spinner dolphin Stenella roseiventris and most
river dolphins.
The large, cosmopolit,an (except polar ice fields) sperin whale Physeter mtodon
exhibits different migratory activities in different ranges of its distributional area:
I n low, equatorial latitudes, resident populations with little or no true migratory
activities prevail; but in high latitudes, seasonal migration patterns occur, which
are reminiscent of those exhibited by mysticetes. Larger males go farther north
than the females, and siibadults appear to stay preferentially in warm, tropical
waters (NISHIWAKI,
1966). I n the northern hemisphere, both sexes migrate ~011thward as the northern winter season approaches. I n the southern hemisphere a
reverse movement occurs a t the onset of the southern winter season. I n the northern
hemisphere on western grounds (20" to 40" N), almost all captures occur during th.e
summer. In t l ~ esouthern summer, catches are more numerous on the coasts of
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South America and around the Cape of Good Hope than in the tropics. In less
numbers, P. catodon is also caught all the year round in the Pacific tropics. The
and CO-authors(1966a).
pertinent literature has been reviewed by D. K. CALDWELL
Accordirig to BENNETT(1840, i n : D. K. CALDWELL
and CO-aiithors,1966a),
Physetel- catodon herds are composed of 20 to 50 cows and calves, and a t least 1
adult bull. Pods (smaller associations) of half-grown males and pods of fully grown
males may occur; but adult males usually prefer to hunt alone. Two or more herds
may teinporarily merge especially during migration. Recent evidence supports
these early findings and adds more detail; in the waters off California, 3 rathe.r
distinct social organizations occur (RICE,inD. K. CALDWELL
and CO-authors,1966a) :
(i) Large, often tightly packed herds of 12 to 50 individuals consisting of immature
females, pregnant adult females, lactating females with calves, immature males, and
puberal males up to 11 m in length. (ii) Loose aggregations of young adult males
(10-5t o 14 m long) ; up t o 12 individuals may be scattered over an area of 5 to 10 km2,
without gathering into a typical herd, and move from area to area more or less as a
iinit. (iii) Solitary old males (12-17 m long). There may be no, one or several large
adult males with each female herd, as well as several smaller, but sexually mature
bulls. Adult bulls sometimes withdraw a short distance from the herd composed of
females and calves, and older bulls preferentially travel singly. In migrating adult
males, the tendency towards solitude increases a3 arctic regions are approached
(CLBRKR,1962). In the Azores, CLARKE(1956) saw two social structures, not
reported from anywhere else : (i)herds consisting predominantly of pregnant females,
and (ii) herds composed of juvenile males and females, weaned biit still quite young.
For further details, also on parental sexual behaviour, social facilitation and
related matters consult D. K. CALDWELL
and CO-authors(1966a).
I n tlie e,astern seas of the USSR,, Physete~mtodon occur in herds of definite size
and age composition (TARASEVICH,
1967a). Different possibilities and preferences
for obtaining food (depending on morphological properties, i.c. age, of the whale)
are assnmed t o promot,e formation and retention of groups of similar-sizecl individuals. I n herds composed of small individuals, the whales a.re presumably of similar
age; but in herds of Iarger individuals, the age structure varies. Age and size
structure further varies in accordance with the season. I n spring and earlg summer,
sm.all groups occur which consist of relatively small males; towards snmmer, when
a greater number of large males leave the females, herds composed of large males
occur and herd size increases.
The killer whale Orcinus orca inhabits primarily the near-coast waters of all
oceans, particularIy in temperate and cold regions. 0. orca seems to conduct
migrations in immediate contact with its primary prey. Possibly, the major prey
varies t o some extent in different areas of the killer whale's distributional railge.
The killer whale is an efficient, meticulous hunter (SPOXG
and CO-authors,1972a):
one or several herds may CO-operatefor hours, systematically surrounding and
aggregating schools of salmon-in certa,in regions their pred~mina~nt
or perhaps
even sole food source-before feeding. Similar to hunting, feeding appears to be a
CO-operativeprocess :
'When a school of salmon has been. surrounded by a tight circle of whal.es,
most of the whales maintain their stations on the perimeter of the circle, while

a few dash in to feed. Effortlessness was perh.aps the single most impressive
characteristic of these food acquisition activities' (SPONGand CO-authors,
1972a, p. 183).
Co-ordinated hunting and feeding activities dominate the daily routine of 0 . orca
and are based on social struct.ures both a t the herd and population levels. Separate
herds hunt in different areas, and within each herd, the whales hunt as a team. Two
or more herds may combine and CO-ordinatetheir efforts for half a day or so, and
then re-organize and resume their separate ways. Although abundant, local food
sources other than salmon were apparently not appreciated by the whales. SPONQ
and CO-authors(1972a) never saw a herd pause while passing one of the cod assemblages (p. 183), nor did the 0.orca herds pay any recognizable attention t o other
marine mammals : a solitary sei whale, Dalls porpoises, common porpoises, or pilot
whales. Each summer, the arrival of 0. orca herds corresponds closely with the
onset of the annual salmon runs.
Orcinus orca herds seem to maintain a certain constancy in individual composition. SPONGand CO-authors(1972b) have been able t o identify numerous individuals-principally from gross variations in dorsal-fin contours, dorsal-fin cuts
and deformities, and variations in size and shape of the white head patch. Senior
bulls are most easily identifiable. The authors found it tempting to classify senior
bulls as herd (pod)leaders, but there is no solid evidence to justify such presumption.
Orcinus orca gatherings may consist of several hundred ind.ividuals, and there is
numerical and compositional variability among the herds comprising such a population. According to SPONGand CO-authors(1972b),there was an apparent orderliness to the progression of herd arrivals in their study area (Johnstone Straits,
Canada) : the earlier herds were numerically dominated by adults, the later ones by
juveniles (ca 1 to 5 years old). A few individusls may exhibit motility between
herds, notably senior bulls, and different herds may interact behaviourally. COordination of respiratory behaviour is common. Occasionally, the members of an
entire herd may be Seen to respire simultaneously. More typically, however,
herds appear to be organized into 'respiratory subunits' (SPONGand CO-authors,
1972b, p. 190), comprisiilg a t least a pair of whales. Thus a herd of 20 whales rnay
be hunting and respiring CO-ordinatedlyin 5 subunits of 4 individuals each.
The widely distributed common dolphin Delphinus delphis prefers warmteinperate and tropical waters. Daily short-range migrations in limited, populationspecific hunting territories seem t o be characteristic of this and many other delphinid(s). Herds serve as hunting and reproductive units and often exhibit integrity
through time, with a high degree of isolation from neighbouring schools (PERRIN,
1969a, b). On one occasion, PERRIN
watched chaser skiffs try to drive two Stenella
gra&mni schools together :
'They could not do it ;the schools ran side by side for half a mile or more and
then split apart again' (p. 47).

D. delphis occupies waters on both sides of the Straits of Gibraltar, but the herds
do not seem to Cross the Straits into each other's territory; biometric studies indicate that the Atlantic specimens are larger than their counterparts in the Mediterand KNUCKEY,
1968).
ranean (PILLERI
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Age-sex structures of Delphinus delphis herds in the Black Sea have been observed
by TARASEVICH
(1957): in winter, schools consist mainly of (i) mature and some
immature males, or (ii) mature (pregnant and 'sterile') females plus immature
individuals of both sexes. I n spring and summer, schools are composed of (i) latestage pregnant females plus a few immature individuals of both sexes; (ii) about
equal numbers of mature males and females accompanied by a small number of
young individuals; (iii) subadults from disintegrating winter female schools. In
addition, there are herds of random composition as a result of reforming and mixing
of the main type schools.
The beluga or white whale Delphinapterus leucas inhabits coastal waters of the
Arctic Ocean and adjacent seas, and often ascends high up larger rivers of Siberia
and Alaska. About 10,000 individuals have been recorded in the western Hudson
Bay (SERGEANT,
1973). I n July and August, herds of the Hudson Bay population
concentrate in river estuaries a t 57" to 60' N and migrate in mid-August through
September to between 62" and 66" N. Wintering occurs in the western part of the
Bay. SERGEANT
assumes that the herds enter the estuaries and rivers for reproduction as much as for feeding (fish, crustaceans, syuid, polychaetes). Gestation
lasts 14, lactation about 20 months. Calving occurs about once every 3 years (see
also PROVOROV,
1957 ; KLEINENBERG
and YARLOKOV,
1960, SERGEANT,
1962 ;
KCHUZIN,1963; KLEINENBERG
and CO-authors,1964 ; JONKEL,
1969 ; SERGEANT
and BRODIE,1969a, b).
Bottlenose whales Hyperoodon ampullatus avoid shallow waters such as the
continental shelf, the Barents Sea and the North Sea during their feeding migrations. Most H. ampullatus migrate from the beginning of April to the end of July.
Mating and calving activities attain a maximum in April (BENJAMINSEN,
1972).
Details on orientational aspects of the migrations are not known.
In the tropical eastern Pacific Ocean, close correlations exist betmeen the
distributions of the delphinids Stenella longirostris, S . graffnuzni and Delphinus sp.
on the one hand, and the tunas Thunnus albacares and Eutunnus pelamis on the
other. While details on the orientational principles involved are not available, this
association is so close and permanent that the tuna purse seine industry depends on
it (PERRIN,1969a, b). The fishermen locate the tuna by spotting the surfacing
delphinids associated with them. They approach the herd, tighten it up with 2 or 3
speedboats and set a seine around the whole complex. Then they try to let as many
delphinids as possible esca,pe without losing the fish. They do this not for conservational aesthetics, but beca.use they fear being unable to find the tuna should
the delphinids disappear. Comparable delphinid-tuna associations have been
reported for the west coast of Africa (SIMMONS,1968), but not for Hawaiian
waters (which differ markedly from those of the other two habitats mentioned;
EVANS,1971). Common food organisms, e.g. fishes, seem to be a major reason for
the associations described. Movements of delphinid herds closely orientated to
movements of their prey have been suggested by TOMILIN(1960), NORRIS(1967a)
and EVANS(1971).
Although definite data are lacking, we may assume that food supply, water
characteristics (patterns of acoustic and thermal energy), and topographic cues
constitute important guideposts for delphinid migrations. Since organismic
distributions in shelf areas tend to be associated with bottom topography (escarp-

ments, sea mounts, banks, etc.) and since pronounced vertical bottom elevations
are usually accompanied by hydrographic discontinuities, migrating marine cetaceans may recognize major characteristics in bottom topography by indirect cues :
modifications in the ambient acoustic and hydrographical fields due to (i) selfproduced or foreign sounds reflected by biological or physical discontinuities;
(ii) thermal gradients; (iii) differences in water movement.

(15) Stranding of Whales
Despite apparently well-developed orientation mechanisms, whales have been
reported time and again to strand. I n mysticetes, most strandings refer t o solitary,
obviously sick and weak individuals ; mass strandings are not knourn. This fact has
restricted the investigation of circumstances and possible reasons of strandings to
odontocetes.
Numerous reports on solitary and mass strandings of odontocetes have been
V A N HEEL
documented and discussed, especially by GILMORE(1959) and DUDOK
(1962, 1966). On the basis of these three Papers and the discussion following the
last mentioned, a complex picture has emerged. There seem to be a number of
different circumstances and reasons responsible for odontocete strandings. Regarding
the circumstances, the following observations deserve consideration : (i) Most solitary
and mass strandings of odontocetes have occurred on gently shelving beaclies or on
rocky shores with a shallow area in front. (ii) Weak, wounded or sick individuals
may also strand on any other kind of shore. (iii) Whether alone or in a herd, stranding
odontocetes often exhibit considerable directional determination. If transported
back into deeper water, several stranded whales (e.g. Stenellaplagiodon, Globicephala
melaena, G. mucrorhyncha, Kogio breviceps) have refused to accept their freedom.
Invariably, they have turned around a.nd come back to the shore in the same
direction. Coinparable behaviour has been reported for a stranded Cuvier's beaked
and SCHEVILL,
1961).
wha,le Ziphius cavirostris (BACEUS
Among the possible reasons for the strandings observed, the following rank
highest : (i) DiEculties in the use of (active)biosonar diie to local sea-floor peculiarities or water-body irregula,rities. The a.ssumption of such difficulties gains support
from the fact that in mysticetes mass strandings are unknown. (ii) Extreme emotional state (e.g. panic, hunger, cold, 'hunting fever'). (iii) Seemingly healthy
odontocetes majT strand because of virus of bacterial infections or parasitic infestations which cause disease to important (acoustic) orientation mechanisms or
in press). (iv) Insufficient
of the brain itself (see also Volume 111: LAUCKNER,
ability to countera,ct urater movements due to extreme weakness and illness. ( V )
I n cases of mass strandings, man's efforts to rescue single individuals by transporting
them back into deeper water may fail because of herd instinct. But in solitary
strandings, other factors m.ust be effective to account for the apparent drive to
maintain a direction which leads to disaster. In a letter t o the reviewer (1973),
NORRISwrites
'Solitary odontocetes that strand are, so faqras my experience goes, invariably sick . . . I have recorded one with flukes in the foramen rnagnum and
with pneumonia.'
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Additional Papers on odontocete strandings ha*ve been published by GUILEH.
and CO(1967), MITCHELLand H o u c ~(1967), GRESSON(1969), D. K. CALDWELL
authors (1970) and ANONYMOUS
(1972).Acoustic attenuation coefficients in shallonr
(1973).
water have been discussed by INGENITO
NORRIS (1967a) recalls that certain beaches have been the site of repeated
strandings and reports 'a text book example' of an acoustic situation in which active
biosonar might be ineffective, and a combination of circumstances might serve to
t r a p odontocetes (Fig. 8-132): A negative vertical thermal gradient, composed of
several thermoclines, will tend to refract the sound beam of an approaching dolphin
downward, perhaps not even reaching the very shallow part of the coastal water.
The echo will also refract downward a t each densit'y interface and finally may pass

Fig. 8 - 1 3 2 : Hypothetical acoustic odontocete trap. Successive vertical
density-discontinuity steps in near-shore waters are assumed to refract
the delphinid sound beam, the echo returned, and the paths of coastal
s,
; modkied ; reproduced
noises (open arrows). (After h T o ~ ~ 11967a
by permission of Oregon State University Press.)

under the advancing dolphin without being perceived. Assuming that the usual
sounds signalling a coastline to a dolphin (e.g. surf, subtidal and intertidal animal
noises) are ineffective, NORRISgoes On to suggest that the dolphin may suddenly
find itself in dangerously shallow water and get frightened; shock, social cohesiori
and chaos finally complete the trapping. But how could all coastal noises be reiidered
ineffective for the approaching dolphin (unless serious disease prevails)? And why
would other orientation mechanisms (e.g. vision) fail'?
(16) Conclusions

As for other organisms, orientation in space is a basic prerequisite for successful
existence of marine mamma.1~.Spatial orientation to the environment involves
sanipling of cues by peripheral receptors and subsequent e ~ a l u a ~ t i oby
n central
systems. Physiological mechanisms of orientation comprise both, peripheral and
central components. The resulting orientation response usually leads to an increase in the chances for survival: it assists in finding food, in establishing i ~ n d
maintaining social contacts, in reproduction, and in avoiding or escaping dangcr.
Both the environmental cues and tlie resulting response identify orientation as an
importa,nt aspect of the ecology of tlie organism involved. The ability to obtain
informa'tion on the environment over some distance and to respond by appropria.te

behaviour represents a significant augmentation of the ecological potential. Differences in the properties of long- and medium-distance orientation cues underwater
and in air force considerable adjustments, both functional and structural, on any
organism which transgresses-in the Course of its evolution-the sea-air boundary.
A compreheneive, critical review on spatial orientation in marine mamma,ls must
consider such functional and structural adjustments in detail in order to provide
a sufficiently solid funda.ment for comprehending the physiological mechanisms
involved.
Marine mammals possess well-developed mechanisms of spatial orientation. I n
odontocetes, the functions and struct.ures devoted to orientation in space have
received much attention. Numerous Papers witness the extraordinary complexity
of the subject and the difficulties in obtaining reliable information. In spite of
considerable efforts, large white spots have remained on the map of our knowledge. An overwhelming amount of problems remain to be solved and much of what
has been written is based on insufficiently founded speculation. This is no glamorous platform for drawing conclusions.
As far as we know, no mariile mammal relies exclusively on a single orientation
cue or a single orientation mechanism. A hierarchy of cues is obtained and evaluated
by several different mechanisms (e.g. visual, auditory, tactile, chemical). While one
cue type (e.g. visual or auditory) mey be primarily relied on in a certain situation,
additional input modalities are computed and a,ct in concert in providing key
signals for navigational manoeuvres or migratory activities. The orientational
information obtained seems to be largely restricted to ecologically relevant details
of tlie surrounding environment. However, uptake and evaluation of additional
infbrmation may be within the intrinsic capacity of the mechanisms if adequate
stimulation and subsequent reinforcement (conditioniiig, training, learning) are
present. The information obtainable on spatial components of the environment,
depends on the properties of the cues available and the capacities for perceiving
and interpreting them. The relative importance of the cues may change with the
physiological state of the perceiver, i.e. its central disposition (hungry or satiated,
migratory or non-niigra.tory, reproctuctive or non-reproductive), personal experience, developmental stage (calf, subadult or adult), sex, and the environmental
situation eiicouiitered.
Apparently, the central disposition can be affected directly by environmental
factors such as light (daylength) or temperature (seasonal dynamics), resulting in
changes in hormonal levels, and in functions and structures of specific Organs (e.g.
ovary or testes). No critical experiments have been condiicted as yet on this important aspect of marine-mammal orientation. But it is here that the scene is
being set for cyclic changes in social structiires and in orientational activities
(migrations). Alterations in central disposition can also be expected to modify
the hierarchical sequence of the orientational cues relied On. The efficiency of
orientation may be significantly affected by personal experience (imprinting,
learning). Training experiments on odontocetes have shown that specific and
selective improvement of visual or auditory discrimination abilities is possible.
Incapacitation of one mechanism 'automatically' improves the use and performance
of other mechanisms. For instance, blind individuals tend to rely more on auditory
cues, and deaf individuals more on visual cues than normal, healthy conspecifics.
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Navigation a t night may shift cue emphasis and modify the hierarchy of information input. Delphinids in muddy waters rely more on auditory and tactile cues
than their counterparts used to day-navigating in clear water.
We may summarize these points as follows: Orientation in space of marine
mammals is characterized by: (i) multi-cue and multi-mechanism systems; (ii)
built-in capacities for compensation in cases of incapacitation (e.g. blindness);
(iii) adjustments to specific environmental circumstances due to variations in
central disposition and in personal experience. These characteristics impart to the
individual, herd or population concerned a considerable degree of both plasticity
and specificity in their responses.
Most experiments on orientation in space of marine mammals have been restricted
t o examining responses to a single cue type, e.g. light or sound. Unequivocal
demonstrntion of the primary dependence on the cue-type provided requires a
rigid experimental design. The dominating importance of active biosonar, for
example, can only be documented unequivocally by orientation to self-generated
sounds in the absence of other cues (e.g. visual, thermal or rheotactic) or by orientation failure after impairment of the individual's active-biosonar mechanism.
Not a single experiment conducted thus far meets such rigorous requirements.
The only attempt to block sound emission during discrimination was inconclusive
(NORRISand CO-authors,1961) : a blind-folded Tursiops truncatus was required to
wear a n acoustically opaque head cover. The dolphin refused to swim forward;
it uniformly backed away and shook the head cover loose before performing further.
However, even without 'perfect' experiments, we now know that several odontocetes are capable of sound navigation and of locating and evaluating small targets
by means of acoustic energy. The most natural way of eliminating visual cues is to
experim.ent in total darkness, using acoustical techniques to track the test animal
in the experimental tank; however, such tracking is laborious and eliminates
parallel observation on concurrent behaviour. Another technique emploged is
blindfolding by suction cups placed over each eye. Suction cups were successful in
delphinids, but did not work on the hair cover of pinnipeds, where opaque contact
lenses have been used instead. While hearing of bats can be blocked by ear plugs,
submerged marine mammals perceive sounds via routes nrhich defy blocking. Their
sense of hearing can be eliminated only by destroying the ear; this may result
in side effects and renders 'normal hearing' versus 'no-hearing' tests on one and the
same individual impossible.
Orientation potentials demonstrated in 'trainecl-seal esperiments' reqnire careful
consideration in regard to the actual performance delivered by norma41individuals
under field conditions. Are the potentials demonstratecl in trained individuals
really used a t sea? And if so, to what extent? There is considerable need for experiments designed to simula.te conditions actually met in the natural environment.
Observations a t sea and in captivity, as well as experimental evidence, reveal
significant differences in orientational performance in. different taxa, species,
populations and even indivicluals. Hence representative statenlents regarding ths
orientational capabilities of a given group of animals require performance tests
on a statistical basis and analytical differentiatjonbetween genetic and non-genetic
components. Our restricted poten.tia1 to keep marine mainmals in captivity and the
non-availability of large num.bers of test individuals has not allowled sta.tistical

data (e.g. on audiograms, sound properties or orientational responses) t o be obin
tained. Conceivably, genetic differentes may be considerable-especially
populations from different habitats with little or virtually no gene exchange.
Non-geiletic differences-due to the specific environment histories of the individuals
involved-are likely to result in variations in the ultiniate orientatioiial potential.
Coilsequently, proper conditioning to compara,ble environinents and to comparable
orientation tasks must precede the actual test. Such 'stabilization' of the test
individuals prior to experiinentation should become staildard procedure.
Prolonged captivity may result in reduction or even loss of natural capacities
for spatial orientation, as well as in acquiring capabilities not aciitely present in the
field. After yea,rs of captivity, a n old individual, never required t o use and develop
a certain aspect of spatial orientation, is likely to perform significantly poorer than a
conspecific which has been trained-or
which trained itself-to use t h a t aspect
intensively. Also, isolated individuals may behave differently from those kept in
groups. Close-to-natural behaviour inay only be displayed in social groups of
sufficient size and structure maintained under quasi-natural conditions.
Tliese considerations inay be summed up as folloivs: A critical evaluation of the
physiological mechanisms involved in spatial orientation of marine mammals
requires (i) studies under adequate eiirriroilmental conditions. The mechanisms
have evolved under specific ecological circuinstances, and they can be expected to
function properly and specifically only if examined under such circumstances. (ii)
Presumably, the mechanisms Iiave evolved in close context with social behaviour ;
hence maintenance of essential social structures appears necessary for the assessment of the ultimate efficiency and performance exhibited under field conditions.
As far as generalizations are permissible in regard to the orientational performance of different marine-mammal groups, it is the parallelisin between habitat
properties, behaviour and orientation mechanisms primarily employed t h a t begin
to emerge from tlie fragmented information available. The amphibious sea otter
and the pinnipeds, for example, appea,r to rely more on visual cues t h a n t h e holoaquatic sirenians, m ~ ~ s t i c e t and
e s odontocetes. Muddy-river dolphins have reduced
eyes and seem to depend largely on acoustic information. Difficult t o support in
detail and untestable by experiment, the causal congruence between habitat and
orientation becomes all too obvious if we consider phylogeny as a n ecological process (e.g. VON WAHLERT,1973). Phylogenetically, the capacity for orientation in
space must be considered in the light of its ~elect~ive
value: increasii~gorientation
capacity results in decreasing ra.ndomness of a,ctivities in space and hence in
increasing ecological efficiency (e.g. ADLER,1970).
Regarding the environmental factors which may provide essential cues for
orientation of marine niaminals, light, temperature, and sound and vibration
I-iave received most attention. While temperature may be important a s releaser of
orientational activities and for overa,ll geographic distribution, light and sound
qualify as domiilating cue-types providing information on direction, distance aild
properties of targets and on the position of the orienting individual.
I n principle, visual orientation is superior to acoustic orientation, siilce i t can
provide instanta,neous,detailed panoramic replicas of environinental arraiigements
with a miniinum of interference. However, underwater vision is limited duc to
turbidity and rapid decrease in irradia.nce with depth. As has been poiilted out,
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the importance of visual orientation tends to decrease in the sequence carnivores,
pinnipeds, sirenians, cetaceans ; in the same sequence, vision is increasingly assisted
by hearing, until-in muddy-river dolphins-the importance of acoustic orientation may exceed that of vision. Detailed assessments on the relative significance
of vision and hearing require, in the &st place, exact information on visual and
auditory sensitivity thresholds and resolving powers. While adequate experimental
methods have been worked out for determining visual and auditory acuities, few
definite data are a t hand. I n regard t o other mechanisms (e.g. olfaction, gustation,
gravity perception) no acuity measurements have been made. I n many cases,
assessments on the presumptive importance of a mechanism have been inferred
from the anatomy and histology of the organs concerned.
I n most marine mammals, eyesight and hearing seem to CO-operateclosely and
sometimes may be used alternatively. This is suggested by several laboratory
experiments and supported by three field accounts: BEALE(1839) reported the
catching of a blind Physeter catodon that was in excellent nutritive condition, and
TARASOV
(1960) captured a well-fed deaf individual. POULTER
(1963a, b) observed
a blind Zalophus californianus which remained in normal physical condition over
2 years. Unfortunately, none of the nuthors states how blindness or deafness had
been established.
Acoustic orientation has received unusual attention and hence requires more
detailed comment here than other orientation mechanisms. The most sophisticated
mechanism of acoustic orientation evolved by marine mammals is active biosonar
(echolocation, echoranging). So far, only some odontocetes have been shown to
possess active-biosonar capabilities. No evidence is available in favour of activebiosonar abilities in the sea otter and in sirenians. I n pinnipeds and mysticetes,
neither the presence nor the absence of active biosonar has been conclusively
demonstrated. Active biosonar involves the use of self-generated, beamed, highfrequency (up to about 200 kHz) sounds for obtaining, via echoes, information on
object direction, distance and properties; it operates a t close ranges (presumably
up t o some 10 m) and seems t o be used primarily for hunting, navigahion and obstacle avoidance, especially under conditions of poor visibility.
Cetaceans can perceive underwater sounds a t threshold levels comparable t o
those perceived by terrestrial mammals and humans in air (JOHNSON,
1966). But,
in humans, underwater-sound perception is considerably reduced : a t a water depth
of about 11 m, 18 d B re 0.0002 pbar a t 125 Hz t o 56 d B a t 8000 Hz (BRANDT
and
HOLLIEN,1967; see also WAINWRIOHT, 1958). How did the cetaceans adjust their
acoustic mechanisms t o life beneath the sea? How did they master the need to rely
on acoustic information in order to orient successfully in their aquatic environment? Which are the functiona.1 and structural modifications, elaborations or
reductions of pre-existing organs forced upon these mammals by their holoaquatic way of life?
Discussing the adaptations acquired by echolocating odontocete cetaceans,
BULLOCKand CO-authors(1968) list 5 essentials: (i) highly specialized, heterogeneous cell populations responsible for sound perception and sound interpretation ;
(ii) high-frequency range of active-biosonar signals; (iii) acute frequency and intensity discrimination; (iv) rapid frequency recognition by the cochlea; ( V ) high
temporal resolution of outgoing pulses and returning echoes. High frequencies of
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active-biosonar signals are essential, since the intensity of an echo depends critically
on the ratio between target dimensions and signal wavelength. Delphinids, like
bats, use high frequencies. A t any given frequency, wavelengths in water are nearly
5 times longer than in air. The larger size both of delphinids and of their prey, as
compared to bats, seems t o compensate for this disadvantage.
I n general, delphinids seem to obtain less information from single echoes, or
small numbers of echoes, than bats (BULLOCK
and CO-authors,1968). Dolphins often
employ pulse trains with hundreds of clicks a t rates of 100 to 700 sec-', while bats
can perform difficult discrimination tasks with as few as 3 to 5 echoes, and, a t
repetition rates of up to 200 sec-', rarely use more than 30 to 40 echoes during one
pursuit or avoidance.
The methods applied by delphinids to measure direction and range of underwater
objects and to obtain iiiformation on their properties are still being discussed (p. 807).
I n comparing the outgoing acoustic signal with the incoming echo, delphinids seem
to rely on differences in sound intensity, time interval between sound emission and
echo return, and differences in sound properties. Echoranging delphinids ensonify
the environment ahead systematically and selectively with beamed active-biosonar
clicks, and pick up the returning echoes a t strategic skin areas, especially in the head
region. Arrangement and chemical composition of specific body structures (e.g.
fat or liquid compartments, tissue layers, air sacs) assist in conduction and focusing
of sounds and in isolating each ear acoustically from its immediate surroundings.
Evolutionary refinements of active-biosonar Systems are characterized by increasing
control over direction and properties of sounds emitted, increased capacities for
sound perception and conductance in specialized head areas, and augmented resolution and evaluation of temporal, directional and physica,l properties of the sounds
perceived. At the Same time, behavioural correlates (e.g. capacities for learning and
memorizing) tend to increase and greatly affect the ultimate potential for orientation
in space. I n experiments, bats (Megaderma lyra), for example, reveal considerable
spatial memory (NEUWEILERand MÖHRES, 1967): when removed, even small
obstacles are remembered for days and the bats continue t o avoid the position of
the no-longer-existent obstacles in flight. The position of a frequently used Square
is well remembered after a training pause of 6 weeks, but nearly forgotten after 12
weeks. According t o NEUWEILER
and MÖHRES,spatial memory is the most important component in re-orientation. Presumably this pertains also to delphinids.
Regarding the evaluation of sound-source localization by 'higher' animals,
especially mammals, ERULKARand CO-authors(1968) and E R U L(1~972) have
presented and discussed several hypothetical models. Distinguishing between
single-neuron models and models involving populations of neurons, ERULKAR
(1972)
points out that central analysis of sound localization depends on the interaction of
excitatory and inhibitory events elicited by binaural Stimulation. Summarizing
the evidence a t hand, he concludes that synaptic activation consists of a depolarizing
input on one side and a hyperpolarizing input on the other. Myriad combinations
of synaptic input are possible, but for accurate directional localization both excitation and inhibition must be involved, and, in order to be meaningful, a definite
temporal sequence of these inputs must be present. Binaural interaction of neural
impulses occurs a t relatively low levels of the central nervous system. Responses t o
binaural interaction depend on interaural time relationships and on stimulus inten-
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sity. Upon binaural interaction, time preservation is maintained for some neurons,
but as inhibitory inputs dominate, transformation of the information code seems
t o occur.
With respect to a delphinid pursuing a prey fish, two questions may be raised:
(i) 1s orientation assisted by cues produced by the fish? (ii) Can the fish hear the
delphinid's active-biosonar clicks, and hence attempt to escape? While prey sounds
and other prey-generated cues may assist in object orientation, active biosonar does
not depend on these additional cues: it operates successfully also 011 static dead
fish and, in fact, on a variety of non-living objects mith a multitude of different
properties, as long as these reflect sound, i.e. return an echo of the clicks emitted.
The evidence a t hand suggests that most fishes do not seem t o be able to perceive
active-biosonar clicks. Rut we cannot yet rule out the possibility that some fishes
may have developed 'anti-sonar capabilities'. Pertinent studies remain to be
conducted.
Despite a considerable amount of work performed under in situ conditions and
in the laboratory, uncertainty prevails about the orientation cues actually relied
upon in the unrestrained environment and about the extent to which acoustic
orientation contributes t o the ecological success of truly marine species. The importance of celestial bodies (sun, moon, stars), meteorological factors (weather), and
electrical and magnetic fields for orienting marine mammals remains unclear.
Inertial navigation, in the form of inertial guidance systems (BA'RLOW,1964)
similar to those used today in the navigation of aeroplanes, submarines and missiles, may possibly be involved in long-term, open-sea migrations. However, proof
of the presence of such mechanisms-which compute position, relative velocity
and heading from information on the initial position and from endogenous processes mithout recourse to exogenous cues-is not available.
Ontogenetic and phylogenetic aspects of orientation (ADLER,1970) have received insufficient attention in marine mammals. Comparative evaluations of
orientation mechanisms both as a f~inctionof different body plans and of geological
time spans are likely to Open up new perspectives. Ontogenetic and phylogenetic
studies complement the information based on immedia.te correlations between
organism and environment and add two essential dimensions to the general topic
considered.
Marine-mammal distributions and migrations are restricted by environmental
tolerantes (e.g. to low or high ambient temperatures), water depth (coastal versus
open-ocean areas), and food availability. Since environmental factors such as light,
temperature or salinity are basic denominators in the life of many prey species, they
may be expected to exert indirect influences on distributions and migratory activities.
The spectacular north-south migrations of large whales pose interesting problems.
What makes them travel up to several thousand miles each year 'burning up7
considerable energy? \JTe do not know ; but the little that is known invites speculation. Possibly, the original warm-water habitats have failed to provide sufficient
food (adequate densitjes of specific food organisms) a t a time when these large
manimals were ecologically highly successful and increasing numerically. They had
to leave their home areas for more and more extended feeding excursions. The
highly significant combination of biological-fuel storage (blubber)and its properties

as peripheral heat-loss reducer provided basic prerequisites for conquering the
nutrient-rich tempera.te a.nd near-polar waters. I n the absence of concurrent
adjustments in thermal tolerance of early ontogenetic stages (and in reproductive
behaviour), periodic return to the warm home waters remained essential for continued existence. Within the limitations imposed by environmental tolerance and
reproductive cycles, food availability seems to have primarily programmed the
spatial and temporal aspects of the migration patterns observed today.
While we speculate, we may suggest that the drive for populational segregation,
observed in several marine mammals with wide distributional areas, is related to (i)
makiilg inaximum use of the food sources available and (ii) maintaining a social
structure which facilitates 'personal acquaintance' among the members of the
group. Differences in distribution and migration patterns of subunits (populations,
herds) seem to result largely from adding individually acquired inforination to the
species-specific, genetically fixed, orientational abilities.
The high capabilities for orientation, learning and problem solving of marine
mamnlals, especially pinnipeds and delphinids, are being increasingly used by man
to serve his purposes. Representatives of these mammals have been trained t o locate,
recover or transport objects underwater. Harmless in some cases, such abilities have
also been used for purposes of military 'defence'. Reportedly, a trained dolphin has
been sent by one country into a military harbour of another; i t deposited special
recording instruments and recovered these after a week, thus obtaining the information desired. Such misuse of intelligent animals may lead to their extermination
during war: safety considerations will require that also untrained individuals be
considered dangerous, and the need to surface for air exchange will make the mammals easy-to-hit targets. Even though military establishments contribute t o
financing research projects on orientation of marine inammals, they should discontinue training Programmes that threaten the very existence of these innocent
creatures.
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9. ORIENTATION IN TIME: ENDOGENOUS
CLOCKS*

(1) Introduction

In its natural environment, an organism experiences fluctuations in a whole
array of environmental factors to which adaptation must take place; the factors
range £rom light conditions and tempera.ture t o food availability. It can be taken for
granted, therefore, that organisms under field conditions will show temporal
variation in their behaviour and physiology in response to environmental fluctuation. When, however, an organism is brought from the field into the relative constancy of a laboratory environment, both the ecological need and most potential
external causes for temporal variation are removed-yet temporal variation persists.
Some of the changes observable under constant conditions are associated with
phenomena which would not ordinarily be classified as 'timing' processes, phenomena
including, for example, adaptation, hunger and learning. Far more intriguing,
however, are the instances in which temporal variation is rhythmical: cases in
which the organism's performance varies systematically with time of day, stage of
the tide or phase of the moon, in the absence of any obvious environmental stimulus
which might account directly for the changes. For such rhythms, the term timing
process seems appropriate: certain aspects of the a.nimal's performance recur
a t intervals approximating those of natural environmental cycles, and it seems
probable that this kind of spontaneous repetition plays a role in the timing of activities in the normally fluctuating field environment.
The literature dealing with biological rhythms of this type is extensive, and the
present chapter is not intended t o provide complete coverage; a number of recent
books and reviews are available (ASCHOFF,1963, 1965; HARKER,1964 ; B Ü N ~ o ,
1967 ; HALBERO,1969 ; SWEENEY,1969 ; MENAKER,
1971). Instead, attention will
be focused on those few aspects of endogenous timing which may be of particular
interest to the ecologist, and more specifically, the marine ecologist.
(2) Are the Rhythrns Actually Endogenous?

A f3st suspicion, when confronted with data showing long-term persistence of a
biological rhythm in an apparently constant environmental Situation, is that the
laboratory conditions may not be as constant for the organism as they appear to be
t o the investigator : that the organism may be responding directly to some unrecognized stimulus associated with the na.tura1 outdoor environmental cycles. The
possibilities which could come to mind in this connection niight include laboratory
* Dedicatsd to Professor JÜRGENASCHOFFon the occesion of his sixtieth birthday.
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disturbances associated with human activity as stimuli which might evoke daily
rhythms; and vibrations from waves on the shore-if the laboratory is near the
ocean-as stimuli which might lead to tidal rhythms. The careful study of 'biological clocks' has, however, produced several lines of evidence which are inconsistent with such an interpretation.
An aniinal's 24-hr rhythm can, for example, be shifted in its timing by an artscial
lighting regime out of phase with the outdoor day-night changes, and the resynchronized rhythm will thereafter persist under constant light or darkness with a
new induced time relationship with the natural day. This means, then, that no
simple natural 'alarm clock' exists to which the animal reproducibly responds under
constant light conditions. Furthermore, the period of a persistent biological rhythm
under constant light conditions seldom if ever corresponds exactly with that of the
natural environmental cycle (hence, the terms circadian and circatidal, to emphasize
the approximate correspondeilce in period). No known environmental factor is
available which could account, in a simple stimulus-response manner, for a longpersistent biological rhythm which has a period, for example, of 23 hrs 50 mins, or
25 hrs 30 mins. Beyond this, the period of a persistent biological rhythm can be
predictably modified by temperature (e.g. SWEENEYand HASTINGS,1960), by
the genome of the organism (KONOPKE
and BENZER,1971 ; BRUCE,1972),by chemical manipulation (e.g. FELDMAN,
1967; ENRIGHT,1971a, b), and by the level of
constant light intensity (ASCHOFFand CO-authors, 1962; HOFFMANN,
1965). All
these lines of evidence are consistent with the interpretation that the observed
rhythms are endogenous : spontaneously generated periodicities involving a feedback loop, and, therefore, in the Same general class of phenomena as heart beat and
the human menstrual cycle.
I n spite of such evidence, an aura of mystery has continued to surround 'biological
clocks', based on the contention that the phenomena may, in spite of all evidence and
all experimental precautions, be the direct result of some subtle, pervasive timing
stimulus associated with natural environmental cycles. This interpretation is based
upon the proposition that the persistente of the rhythm may require a periodic
'forcing cycle' which would, however, produce no correspondence, in phase or
frequency, between the forcing environmental oscillation and the forced rhythm
of the animal (BROWN,1965, 1970, 1972; See, however, ENRIGHT,1973). This
hypothesis has been designated autophasing, another term for frequency transformation; to date, in spite of extensive discussion, no plausible physiological
mechanism has been proposed which might produce such a transformation.
Careful consideration demonstrates that this proposition has only one unequivocally predictable consequence: that in an environmeilt which is truly constant with regard to the relevant, subtle pervasive timing stimulus, persistent
rhythmicity would disappear. As long as the relevant stimulus remains unspecified,
the hypothesis must remain untestable. Similarly, one cannot exclude the hypothesis
that the human menstrual cycle is driven by the revolution of the moon about the
earth, mediated by an unspecified stimulus and the process of frequency transformation. The menstrual rhythm (under free-running conditions) shows interindividual variability in period ; it has no generally fixed phase or timing relationship with phase of the moon; and its period can be influenced by chemical (i.e.,
hormonal) manipulation. These are all properties which it shares with other bio-
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logical clocks. But when the hypothesis of frequency transformation is invoked,
these lines of evidence cannot, in themselves, exclude the possibility that the menstrual cycle is driven by some stimulus emanating from the moon.
If moonlight is the proposed forcing cycle, the hypothesis could be tested by
maintaining experimenta.1 subjects in an environment where moonlight cannot
enter, with the expectation, if the hypothesis is valid, that the menstrual cycle
would then disa'ppear ; if gravitational influences of the moon on barometric pressure
are the proposed forcing cycle, the subjects could be maintained a t constant air
pressure. But if 'some lunar influence' is invoked, the hypothesis is untestable, since
the revolution of the moon cannot be brought to a halt. Even experimental subjects
in a space ship, in independent solar orbit, could conceivably be responsive to lunar
influences, since the threshold for response to an unspecified driving stimulus is, of
Course, also unspecified.
Viewed in this light, the extensive controversy about whether 'biological clocks'
under constant light and tempemture conditions are endogenous or exogenous
is clearly a sterile discussion. The persistent rhythms, whether menstrual cycle or
circadian 'clock', behave in all essential characteristics as though they were endogenous. There is no more reason to suspect that the revolution of the earth directly
causes a persistent biological rhythm with a period of 24 hrs 30 mins, than to suspect
t h a t the revolution of the moon directly causes a persistent menstrual cycle with a
32-day period.
(3) Endogenous Rhythms and the Ecologist

The above emphasis on the internal or endogenous source of biological rhythms,
as manifest under ordinary constant laboratbry conditions, should not be taken to
imply that similar rhythms, when observed under field conditions, are similarly
due only to endogenous processes. I n a natural, fluctuating environment, the situation is much more complex. Normal environmental cycles serve to synchronize
those free-running rhythms which can be seen under constant conditions, so that
a circadian rhythm becomes a daily rhythm, a circatidal rhythm becomes a tidal
rhythm, with periods identical, on the average, with those of the relevant environmental cycles. Furthermore, the process of synchronization includes phase control,
with the result that diurnal animals are active only during the daylight hours,
nocturnal animals a t night ; that some intertidal organisms are active only a t high
tide, and other species only a t low tide.
Beyond these influences of the environment, which assure that internally governed rhythmic processes are appropriately timed, the environment provides
directstimuli t o which the organism responds on a moment-to-moment basis. Butt~ add further complexity-the intensity of a response, and som.etimes the very
nature of a response to concurrent stimuli can depend upon the time within the
endogenous cycle a t which the stimuli occur. At certain times of day or stages of the
tide, there may be an endogenous 'readiness' to respond in one way to a stirnulus,
a t other times in another way. This complex Situation can be described in terms of
endogenous timing processes which modify the response to concurrent stimuli,
or in terms of external stimuli which modify t h expression
~
of endogenously evoked
behaviour ; but in either case, we must recognize that the performance of the or-

ganism under field conditions represents the non-additive resultant of internal and
external variations (ENRIGHT,
1970).
Such complications are, of Course, well recognized in the context of annual
cycles : no one is surprised that a bird shows markedly different responses to nesting
materials and to conspecifics during the breeding and non-breeding seasons. These
differences arise because of changes in internal physiological conditions which are
due to environmentally synchronized endogenous 'timing processes'. The full
appreciation, however, that comparable cycles in readiness to respond can occur
on t8hemuch shorter time sca.le of a few hours has developed only recently.
As we shall See in the subsequent consideration of specific cases, the extent to
which internal rhythms contribute to the timing of biological events under field
conditions varies greatly from one species to the next, from one situation t o another.
I n some cases an internal rhythm plays a major role, and in others it may be of
negligible significance. A well-balanced coverage of the present topic ought, therefore, to include considerable emphasis on cases in whicli endogenous timing plays
no important role in deternlining behaviour. Unfortunately, however, that will be
very difficult because biological 'non-rhythmicity' is a topic which has been
neglected in the literature. This bias in the examples to be considered seems unavoidable and should be borne carefully in mind.
Endogenous rhythms, demonstrable under constant laboratory conditions,
represent a subject of iilvestigation which is of self-evident importance to the
physiologist. It is, however, seldom if ever of direct ecological significance that a n
organism can continue to show a persistent rhythin under constant environmental
conditions, a rhythm which may persist for many cycles; constant conditions represent an extreme departure from the natural situation. Experiments of this sort
serve only to demonstrate that the organism has the potential to time certain of its
activities by an environmentally independent system. The extent t o which this
capacity affects behaviour and physiology under the normally cyclic natural environment is the relevant problem to which the ecologist must address himself: how
important (if a t all) are internal timing processes for the interpretation of a given set
of field observations? The purpose of this chapter is by no means to convince the
ecologist that endogenous timing processes are generally of overriding importance
in a natural environment. Instead, it is hoped t o demonstrate that internal timing
can, in some cases, be of importance for understanding certain aspects of field studies.
(4) Some Ecological Phenomena Involving Endogenous Rhythms

The cases of endogenous timing t o be described below represent a small number
of exaniples drawn from an extensive literature. These studies should, however,
be sufficient to indicate t o the ecologist the spectrum of phenomena that are, or rnay
be, involved in 'biological clocks' in oceans and coastal waters.
(a) Daily Rhythms of Zooplankton

The surface waters of the world's oceans are the arena for that conspicuous
manifestation of biological rhythmicity known as vertical migration. The participating organisms Cover a broad spectrum of sizes and represent diverse taxonomic
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groups and feeding habits. The usual observation is an aggregation in the surface
waters during the night of many species of both herbivores and carnivores, animals
which during the daytime are found a t greater depths. The most widely accepted
ecological interpretation of the phenomenon is that herbivores, which must seek
their food in the surface waters where primary production occurs, are able significantly to reduce the risk of predation by 'hiding' in the relative darkness a t
greater depth during the daylight hours; and that carnivores follow their prey to
the surface a t night, to take advantage of the feeding aggregations. Many other
hypotheses, however, ha,ve also been proposed (see review by MCLAREN,1963;
MCALLISTER,1969).
Explanations of this sort deal, of Course, with the selective advantage of the
behaviour, and would represent causes only in an evolutionary sense rather than
proximate mechanisms responsible for the migrations. The interpretation has long
prevailed that the immediate, direct cause of vertical migration is a response to
light conditions ;but this is only part of the story. Experimental studies have demonstrated that endogenous timing processes can play a significant role in vertical
migration (ENRIQHTand HAMNER,1967). Some species show a continuation of
vertical migration under constant dim light conditions, demonstrating involvement
of a biological clock in timing the niovement, while other species seem to respond
almost exclusively to prevailing light intensity, and still other species show intermediate behaviour (Fig. 9-1.).
The experiments which led t o the data in Fig. 9-1 also demonstrated that when
endogenous rhythms underlie vertical migration, the rhythms can be synchronized
easily by artificial lighting cycles, and are in this way comparable with the better
known circadian rhythms of tenestrial animals. The amphipod Nototropis sp.
showed a strong endogenous rhythm; the extent of cyclic changes in behaviour was
nearly as great under constant conditions as during the prior lighting cycle. Peltidiad
copepodsexhibited aweak endogenous rhythm; cyclic changes in surface abundance,
under constant conditions, were superimposed upon a general tendency for these
animals t o remain near the surface under dim light. Epicarid isopods showed apparent absence of cyclic behaviour under consta.nt conditions, in spite of strong response
to initial lighting cycle. The data for the amphipod Tiron sp. suggest the presence
of a n 'hour-glass' timing mechanism. Under constant conditions, these animals
rose to the water surface and then disappeared some 8 to 12 hrs later in the absence
of additional stimuli, but never returned to the surface : as though dusk triggered
upward migration and set in motion a one-cycle timer leading to downward migration about 12 hrs later. (Consult ENRIQHTand HAMNER(1967) for experimental
details.) The broad spectrum of rhythmic capacities shown in Fig. 9-1, all of which
resulted in comparable behaviour under~light-dark cycles (first 2 days), leads to the
question, 'Why should the ecologist care in the least whether internal timing is
involved in vertical migra.tion, since the resulting behaviour under field conditions
would be so similar?' The answer is that for the large-scale consequences of vertical
migration, the mechanism by which it is timed, whether response to exogenous
or endogenous factors, is of peripheral interest a t most. The important facts for
most marine ecologists are simply tha,t vertica,l migration occurs and that it has a
variety of consequences for the interactions between populations. The presence of
internal timing processes can ordinarily be expected to affect only minor details in
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Fig. 9-1 : Vertical migration of zooplankton under light-dark cycles (fist 2 days) and
under constant dim light (last 3 days). Migratory tendency persisted under constant
conditions to different extents in different species. Plotted values are averages for
triplicate samples taken at the surface every 4 hrs. The lighting cycle wm shifted
6 hrs from outdoor conditions, with light from midnight to noon. MN: midnight.
(Original.)

the timing of vertical movement: (i) the influence of cloud cover, or of moonlight,
or of a solar eclipse; (ii) the question whether upward migration coincides perfectly
with light-intensity changes associated with sunset, and downward migration with
sunrise, or only approximately so.

(b) Daily Rhythms of Phytoplankton
One of the most striking demonstrations of daily rhythms in phytoplankton
involves the luminescent alga Gonyaulax polyedra. Populations of these flagellates
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show a several-fold difference, from day to night, in the amount of light produced
by a standard mechanical stim.ulus; and it has been shown that this change in
luminescent capacity persists as a circadian rhythm under constant conditions
(HASTINCS
and SWEENEY,
1958, 1959; Fig. 9-2a and b). Nocturna.1 displays of this
luminescence along the shore can be extremely impressive to both layman and
ecologist; but, to date, no convincing ecological explana,tion has been offered to
account for the evolution of algal luminescence. Nor, of course, is there any clear
ecological consequence to the fact that circadian cycles in lurninescent capacity
can continue under constant conditions.
Other aspects of a.lgal rhythms, however, will be of greater importance to the
ecologist. It has been demonstrated, for example, that matiy species of phytoplankton tend to divide synchronously in the presence of normal light-dark cycles;
furthermore, in some cases, cell division will continue as a coordinated rhythmic
process in the population, with a period near 24 hrs, under constant conditions
(SWEENEY
and HASTINCS,
1.958; Fig. 9-2c; See also, for example, EDMUNDS,
1971).
The synchronization in cell division seen under field conditions cannot, then, be
interpreted as due only to a direct response to environmental stimuli. Other studies
have demonstrated that phytoplankton photosynthetic potential (en.ergy fixed per
unit light energy a.vailable) can vary markedly in certa.in alga.1 species, depending
upon time of d a y ; and that this variation is also under the control of internal
processes and will continue as a persistent rhythm iinder constant conditions
(HASTINQS
and CO-authors,1961 ; Fig. 9-2d).
Both synchronous cell division and circadian variations in photosynthetic
potential have significant implications for th.e ecologist. Since dividing slgal cells
will be larger in cross-section than non-dividing cells, the synchronization in cell
divisions will impose cyclic changes in food availability on filter-feeding grazers,
depending upon the size of their filtering 'mesh' (Chapter 3 ) . Daily variations in
photosynthetic potential have direct relevance for field studies of photosynthesis,
since single short-term measurements are often used as the basis for extensive
extrapolation. Hence, the field relevance of rhythmic variation in these phenomena
is clear, even though the long-term persistence of the rhythms under constarit
laboratory conditions is of little obvious ecological importa.nce.
Every good ecologist recognizes, of course, the hazards of interpreting field
data in terms only of the environmental conditions prevailing a t the moment of
observation. The state of a biological system a t a given time is often strikingly
dependent upon the history of the system. Synchronized endogenous biological
rhythms, however, represent a history-dependence of a peculiar sort which can
make the problems of interpreting field data pa.rticularly difficult.
The data of Fig. 9-2d suggest an example of the problems : careful measurements
under field conditions may show a systematic increa,se in total photosynthesis from
dawn until mid-morning hours, a phenomenon. which is repeated day after day. Such
a n increase might readily be interpretable as due to the concurrent increase in
illumination. The data 6f Fig. 9-2d indicate, however, that a ma,jor component of
this phenomenon may well be due to inherent timing processes, tha.t is, a biological
clock. The effect, if any, of increased incident light may well be superimposed upon
an endogenous increase in photosynthetic potential per unit light intensity; and
under some circumstances, the importance of the endogenous contribution may
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Stimulatod luminesconce

Spontanoous lum~nescanco

Coll division

Photosynthetic potential

40

Fig. 9-2: Q a u h polyedra. Four endogenous rhythms shown by the
alga. (a) Stimulated luminescence in response to mechanical distur(1960, Fig. 4). (b) Spontaneous luminbance; data from HASTINQS
escence, the 'glow' rhythm of undisturbed cultures; data from
SWEENEY
and HASTINGS
(1958, Fig. 6). ( C ) Cell division; data from
potential,
SIVEENEY
and HASTINGS
(1958, Fig. 4). (d) Photo~ynthet~ic
mesured as rate of 14C uptake under Standard lighting conditions;
data from HASTINGS
and CO-authors(1961, Fig. 2). Slight apparent
differences in periods of the 4 rhythms are probably due to differences
in experimental temperature and light intensity; experiments were
not simultaneous. (After the sources indicated; reproduced by permission of the Long Island Biological Association, Inc. ; the Society of
Protozoologists; and the Rockefeller University Press.)
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exceed the exogenous one. This is just one instance of the general problem: extensive series of field data may show an essentially perfect correlation between a
given biological phenomenon and an environmental variable-a correlation of
the sort that would strongly encourage the interpretation of a simple causal relationship. Such a correlation may, indeed, represent a direct causal link, but the possibility that endogenous rhythmicity is involved must impose severe restrictions on
the acceptance of such conclusions (Volume IV).
(C)

Daily Rhythms of Benthic Organisms

The most conspicuous form of daily rhythmicity in terrestrial animals is in cycles
of locomotor activity : changes manifest in the waking-sleeping rhythms of higher
vertebrates, and in superficially similar changes, from an 'active' to an 'inactive'
state, in many lower animals as well. These gross changes in behaviour are, in the
natural environment, usually synchronized with the day-night cycle, and have, of
Course, led to the ecological designation of certain animals as 'diurnal' and others
as 'nocturnal'. It was, until recently, assumed by both layman and ecologist that
the basis for such phenomena was to be sought primarily in the direct influences of
light and temperature (Volume I);for example, because diurnal animals are visually
and thermally adapted to daytime activity, the environmental conditions prevailing
a t night were thought to force these animals into inactivity. It is, however, now
generally recognized that many species-perhaps m o s t - c a n , when placed under
appropriate constant conditions of light and tempera,tilre, continue to show an
alternation of activity and rest, which represents a persistent rhythm with a period
near 24 hrs. There is, then, an endogenous rhythmic mechanism which underlies
the animals' daily cycles of activity in the natural environment.
Rhythms of locomotor activity prove to be particularly easy to monitor on an
automatic basis in the laboratory, and an extensive literature dealing with such
rhythms has accumulated. Most of the studies have dealt with terrestrial organisms,
but there are a number of cases dealing also with marine species (R~oRI, 1943,1960;
Fig. 9-3). While the data of Fig. 9-1, dealing with vertical migration, may also
have involved cyclic changes in ph~tota~xis,
it seems probable that cycles in total
locomotor activity-alternations between an active and a resting phase-were
also involved in a major way in the observed migrations (Chapter 7 and 8).
It is appropriate a t this point to consider the studies of barnacle activity undertaken by SOMMER
(1972). Working with a wide va-riety of light-dark cycles, he was
unable to find any significant evidence in the cirral movements of Bnlanus balanus
for endogenous timing processes related to either the day-night cycle or the tidal
cycle. Nevertheless, the barnacles responded strongly to prevailing light intensity,
being niuch more active in the dark than in the light. This species might, therefore,
be expected to show a strong daily rhythm under field conditions, but a purely
exogenous rhythm, caused by the natural day-night light cycle. I n a subsequent
section, we will consider the restrictions that must be placed on such an interpretation.
What, if anything, should these laboratory studies of activity, under constant
conditions, mean to the ecologist? The answer varies from one case to another. If
the ecologist is interested in the extent to urhich utilization of a habitat is temporally
subdivided, or in the kind and extent of interactions that occur between species,
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Fig. 9 - 3 : Cavenndaria obe.sa. Persistence of circadian activity rhythm in the sea-pen.
(a) Persistence in constant darkness; datbafroin MORI (1943, Fig. 1). (b) Persistence
under alternating light-dark regime, with 30 mins light and 30 mins dark; data from
MORI (1960, Fig. 1). Note slight superimposed effect of lighting in (b), indicating a
weak exogenous effect of light. (After the sources indicated ; reproduced by permission
of the Long Island Biological Association, Inc.)

then he needs an accurate record of when each species is active, when it is seeking
food, when it is dormant. But the ecologist need not, in general, concern himself
about whether t#heobserved timing of activity arises from endogenous mechanisms
or is due to concurrent stimuli. On the other hand, if the ecologist is interested in
accounting for details in the activity pattern of a particular species, data on endogenous activity rhythms can serve to indicate the limits within which responses
to concurrent stimuli might modify endogenous potential.
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'Endogenous rhythmicity provides the organism with a temporal inertia, a
time-dependent readiness to respond to environmental stimuli in an appropriate manner. This temporal inertia can permit the organism t o be
relatively independent of concurrent environmental time cues' (ENRIGHT,
1970, P. 236).
Another well-known manifestation of daily rhythmicity which can be noted in the
intertidal environment involves the colour changes of certain crustaceans, which
tend to be darkly shaded in the daytime, due to extensive dispersion of pigment
granules in the chromatophores, and t o be much paler during the night. Colour
changes of this sort a,re particularly conspicuous in fiddler crabs, and extensive
laboratory investigation has demonstrated that internal timing processes, in the
form of persistent circadian rhythmicity, unclerlie the phenomenon. Early studies
of these crabs led t o the interpretation t h a t the animals showed a colour-change
rhythm with a period which was exactly 24 hrs under constant conditions of light
and temperature (e.g. BROWNand WEBB,1948), a.nd this result represented one
of the cornerstones of the hypothesis, mentioned earlier, that unrecognized external timing cues may be responsible for the persistence of biological rhythnis
under appa,rently constant conditions in the labbratory. A careful re-exaniinatioii
of fiddler-crab colour-change rhythms, however, demonstrated that the exact
24-hr period observed in the earlier experiments was a technical artefact, a product
of the observational procedure which included disturbance of the animals, coupletl
with light stimuli, a t regular intervals of time (STEPHETS,1962; STEPHESSalld
CO-authors,1964). When individual crabs liiere studied by observatiori a t raildom
times of day, the colour-change rhythm was found to have a circadian period, i i i
s0m.e cases different by an hour or more from the 24-hr periocl of the nat,ural daynight cycle.
While i t is clear t h a t the differences in pigmentation showii by fiddler crabs and
other crustaceans may have significant ecological conseqiiences, particularly i i i
terms of susceptibility t o predation, the fact t h a t endogenous timing underlies the
phenomenon is probably of peripheral interest to the ecologist.
The discovery nf time-compensated celestia.1orientation by KRAJIER(1950) and
V O N FRISCH
(1950)gave strong impetus to the study of endogenous timing. Rirds aiid
bees were shown able t o use the position of t.he sun to orient in a given, constant
compass direction, regardless of time of da.y ; this performance clearly iinplies that
the animals have access to a timing process which permits them to compensa,te for
hourly changes in the direction of the sun. A number of lines of evidence indica.tet h a t
the timing process involved is basically the Same kind as that responsible for other
manifestations of daily timing: an internal rhythmic system which is ordinarily
synchroi~izedby environmental cycles, and can persist under consta,nt conditioiis
with a period near 24 hrs.
Shortly after the initial description of time-cornpensated sun orientatioii i i i
birds and bees, PARDI
and PAPI(1952) discoverecl that int.erticla1 crustaceaiis,
amphipods of the family Talitridae, have a similar capacity. In a dry environrnent,
deprived of a.11directional cues escept a view of the suii, these animczls have a strong
tendency t o orient in a compass direction which would be tonrard the sea, i.e.,
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perpendicular to the shore line, on tlie beach from which they were collected.
Populations from different shorelines show differences in preferred direction (PARDI
and PAPI, 1953) and evidence has been obtained which indicates that a major com1960; Chapter 8).
ponent of these differences is genetically determined (PARDI,
Since the amphipods depend, for their survival, on environmental conditions
prevailing on only a very narrow strip of the beach, near the preceding high-tide
line, their ability t o orient properly on the shore is of obvious ecological significance.
Since the sun is a. sufficient orientational reference and since phase-shifting the light
regime produces predictable deviations in direction, it seems clear that in this case,
as well, internal timing processes play a major role in the performance.
I n principle, it appears that the animals would not need a persistent biological
clock as the timing process underlying compensation for solar moveinent ; a simple
hour-glass mechanism, re-initiated with sunrise ea,ch day, ought to be adequate to
permit proper orientation. The an~phipods,however, show only slight decrease in
their orientational capacity ulhen maintained for several days under constant
conditions, indicat'ing that repetitive, rhythmic timing processes are involved.
The general question of how animals orient themselves in space, so as to find and
remain in an optimal habitat, represents a major area of research a t the interface
between behavioural physiology and ecology (Chapter 8). The capacity of a,nimals,
in both the terrestrial and the marine world, t o use celestial cues for this orientation
represents one of the foundations for t,heinterpretation of many puzzling phenomena
Seen under field conditions. And the contribution of endogenous timing processes
to celestial orientation cannot be overlooked. Thus the ecologist concerned with
orientation is one to whom internal timing is a problem of first-rate importance.
(d) Tidal Timing
For organisms which inhabit that narrow strip of land which lies between the
extremes of high and low tide, environmental fluctuations associated with the tidal
cycle are apt t o be of even greater ecological significance than the day-night cycle.
It should come as no surprise, then, that the behaviour of such animals is often
associated with endogenous timing processes which are synchronized by the tidal
regime. A recent review by PALB~ER
(1973) summarizes the literature On this subject, with an excellent description and critique of experimental data and an extensive bibliography.
These endogenous timing processes have been shown to represent persistent
internal rhythms, comparable, a t lea.st qualitatively, with the circadian rhythms
of animals from the non-intertidal environment. Three examples of such tidal
rhythms, involving changes in amount of locomotor activity of crustaceans, are
given in Fig. 9-4. The data obtained for the amphipod Synchelidium sp. represent
counts plotted a t 15-min intervals; for juveniles of the anomuran sand-crab
Emerita analoga, and for the isopod Excirolana chiltoni, counts are plotted a t 20min intervals. Arrows over tidal records represent times of estimated peaks in
activity. The maximum of activity in a given peak is correlated with the height of
high tide on that day, particularly in Synchelidium and E. chiltoni. Animals like
those in Pig. 9-4, which come from marine sand beaches, seem to have particularly
strong endogenous tidal rhythms; a plausible evolutionary explanation for this
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Fig. 9-4: Tidal rhythms of swimming activity exhibited by representatives
of three species of sand-beach cnistaceens, together with simultaneous
tidal regime. Freshly collected animals were placed in aquaria together
with sand and sea water, and photographs of the aquaria were taken at
regular intervals of time. Plotted are the numbers of individuals visible,
swimming in the sea water, as a function of time. (Original.)

importance of internal timing processes can be found in the nature of the habitat.
For animals occupying Sand beaches, the rhythmicity in locomotor activity plays a
major role in determining the spatial distribution of the population, enabling them
t o take advantage of the abundance of food which accunulates a t the washline on
the shore, and to avoid being marooned, between tides, on the high beach, where
they would suffer extremes of desiccation (ENRIGHT,
1963).
The data illustrated in Fig. 9-4 deal only with locomotor activity. Other kinds of
experiments with one of the species, Synchelidiz~rnsp., indicate that spontaneous
locomotor activity is only one of several behavioural characteristics of the species

which are affected by an endogenous rhythm. Both the duration and the nature of
the response of the animals to pressure-change stimuli vary markedly, depending
upon whether the tide is high and the animals are in their active state, or the tide is
1962; see also FLÜQEL,
low, and the animals are in their 'resting' state (ENRIGHT,
1972). Furthermore, the phototactic response of the animals to a steady light
stimulus also depends upon endogenous factors which parallel the activity rhythm :
a positive phototaxis prevails during the active phase of the rhythm, and a negative
1961 ; see also Chapters 7 and 8).
phototaxis diiring the resting phase (ENRIOHT,
Without an appreciation of the possible contribution of endogenous timing processes, the behaviour of these animals, in the laboratory as well as on the beach,
would remain a confusion of contradictions.
As illustrated in Fig. 9-4 (particularly a and C),animals collected from a shoreline where they have experienced a complex tidal pattern show persistent activity
rhythms which reflect this complexity, with greater activity occurring a t times
associated with the higher high tide, lesser activity a t times of lower high tide. There
are strong indications that the rhythmic system of these animals has a fundamental
period of about 25 hrs, rather than 12.5 hrs : the pattern of activity, under constant
conditions, repeats itself not a t the average interval between successive high tides
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Fig. 9 - 5 : Tidal rhythins of locomotor activity of animals from the rocky shoreliile. (a) Carcinus maenm: Counts of moveinents per hour, together with concurrent tidal regime; data
(1958, Fig. 6 ) . (b) Blenniua pholis: Swimming activity with arrows to show
from NAYLOK
times of high tide; data from GIBSON(1965, Fig. 1 ) . (After the sources indicated; reproduced by permission of Company of Biologists, Ltd. ; a,nd Macmillan (Journals) Ltd.)
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Fig. 9-6: Uca minaz. Endogenous rhythm of locomotor acti\.ity of a fiddler cra.b.
I n this derived actogram, data. from successive days are plotted benea,th each
other so that a 24-hr rhythm results in a vertical colurnii of activity blocks. The
diagonal line, which approximately pa.rallels the activity pnttern, has a slope of
I+ hrs per day, indicating a free-running period of about 25&hrs. 8 hrs of each
day's record have been plotted in duplicate to facilitate visual recognition of
long-term patterns. Plotted are hours during \c-hich activity was equal to or
L , FIS 4 ; reproduced by
greater than 50% per hour. (Data from B ~ N W E L1966,
permission of Bwlogical Bdletin.)

(12.4 hrs) but a t about twice that interval. This suggests that the basic mechanisms
involved may be similar to those responsible for better-known circadian rhythms.
Tidal rhythms of this type have been observed t o persist, in single individuals of
Excirolana ch.iltoni (Fig. 9-4c), for more than 2 months, as do the circadian rhythms
1972). As in the case of circadian rhythms,
of activity of higher animals (ENRIQHT,
the long-term persistence of tidal rhythms under laboratory conditions has only
peripheral interest for the ecologist, since constant conditions represent an extremely 'unecological' situation.
As shown in Figs 9-5 and 9-6, animals from other intertidal environmentsthe crab Carcinus maenm and the fish Blenniuspholis from rocky intertidal habitats,
and the fiddler crab Uca minus from estuaries-also exhibit tidal rhythms in their
locomotor activity which persist under constant conditions. Fig. 9-7 presents data
unpublished ;
from an extensive study on the fiddler crab Uca crenulata (HONEGGER,
see also HONEGGER,
1973). I n U. crenulata endogenous rhythmicity is expressed
only very weakly. Data of this type are unusual in the literature; they serve to
emphasize the bias, mentioned in the introduction to this chapter, which attends
any discussion of endogenous rhythms: data which show clear rhythmicity will
readily &d their way into the literature and the memory of the reader ; data which
show weak rhythms or non-rhythmic beha.viour tend to be easily lost from sight.
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Fig. 9-7: Uca erenulata. Original activity record for a fiddler crab. Consult legend to Fig. 9-6
for method of data presentation. There is a weak suggestion of endogenous rhythmicity
in portions of the record, with a period somewhat longer than 24 hrs. (Recording kindly
supplied by Dr. H. W. HONEGQER.)

It appears to be an intuitively plausible conclusion that an organism which
shows weak or negligible evidence of persistent rhythmicity, under constant conditions, such as Seen in Fig. 9-7, will have its behaviour under field conditions
prirnarily determined by concurrent stimuli on a moment-to-moment basis, but
such a conclusion must be tempered with caution. The expression of endogenous
rhythmicity in the laboratory depends very greatly upon the nature of the constant
environmental conditions provided. For example, passerine birds generally
show clea,r and strong endogeilous circedian activity rhytlims under constant
dim light; when such a bird is placed in bright continuous light, however, all evidence for endogenous circadian timing processes will usually disappear ; arrhythmic,
essentially continuous activity results. Hence, the weak rhythmicity evident in
Fig. 9-7 may be due to inappropriate choice of experimental conditions rather than
to an unimportance of endogenous rhythmicity for this species. It should, however,
be noted a t this point that HONEQGER
obtained similar diffuse patterns of activity
from U. crenulata under a wide variety of light intensities, experimental temperatures
and holding chambers for the animals.
Two other difficulties, which weaken any conclusion to be drawn from data
like those of Fig. 9-7, are the possibility that endogenous timing processes exist
which are important under field conditions but do not lead t o persistent rhythmicity : the equivalent of hour-glass timing processes (Fig. 9- 1 : Tirosz sp.); and
the possibility that endogenous rhythmic timing processes may underlie some other
physiologica,l function of the organism such as respiration or colour Change, without being expressed in locomotor activity. Hence, laboratory observations of
arrhythmic behaviour under constant conditions provide the ecologist with no
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firm foothold for the interpretation of field behaviour ; such observations lead to the
suspicion-but do not demonstrate-that concurrent stimuli under field conditions
are the primary determinant of behaviour.
(e) Lunar and Semilunar Rhythms

The tidal cycle on the shoreline is characterized by a fortnightly amplitude
modulation, due to the phase of the moon, and expressed in the cyclic changes from
spring t o neap tides. These long-period variations in tidal height represent significant environmental fluctuations for many intertidal organisms. One of the most
dramatic of the phenomena involved is the spawning of a small atherinid fish, the
grunion Lezcresthes tenuis, on the beaches of Southern California and Mexico.
During the spring and summer months, on certain nights which are closely correlated
with lunar phase, a t times of night which are closely correlated with high tide,
vast numbers of these fish swarm onto the moist upper beach where, between waves,
they mate and bury their eggs into the sand, thereafter to return t o the sea (Fig.
9-8). The fertilized eggs undergo development while buried in the sand, and the
larvae then hatch some 8 t o 12 days later, when the next series of high spring tides
washes the upper beach (WALKER,1949). The times of intense spawning, both day
of month and time of night, are predictable with great reliability even years in
advance, on the basis only of tide and moon tables. Fig. 9-9 presents data from a n
extended series of careful field observations, which demonstrate the astonishing
regularity of the semilunar rhythm of the grunion.

Fig. 9-8 : Leu~esthestenuis. Masses of grunion spawning between waves on the intertidal beach.
(Reproduced by perrnission of Academ.y Films, Hollywood, California, USA.)
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Fig. 9-9 : Leurwthe-9 &muh. Field data on times of spawning of grunion on the b w h in front of
the Scripps Institution of Oceanography, La Jolle, California (USA), during 1947, based
on systematic observation during the entire season. Plotted are maximum observed rates
of spawning each night. Vertical arrows: nights of maximum integrated spawning ( h h
per night) for eaoh series of spring tides; nuinbers are the days between these maximrt.
1949).
(Data from WALKER,

There have been no successful studies of grunion spawning behaviour under
constant laboratory conditions, and so the full extent t o which endogenous timing
is responsible for the behaviour remains uncertain. Since, however, the ovarian
cycle of the £ish involves ripening of the eggs which takes several days before spawning, some kind of internal timing must be involved in order t o account for the strong
synchronization of the population.
Another well known instance of lunar rhythmicity in the spawning of marine
organisms is that of the palolo worm Eunice viridis of the South Pacific Ocean. I n
this case it seems unlikely that the fortnightly and lunar changes in tidal amplitude
are of importance to the worms, since their normal habitat is deep below the intertidal zone. The observed coincidence of spawning with the last quarter of the moon
has been generally interpreted as a means of synchronizing population reproduction,
so as to maximize the probability of fertilization ; the fact that the spawning is a t a
given moon phase is presumed to be irrelevant to the survival or reproductive success
of the animals. It appears probable in the palolo worm as in the grunion that endogenous timing processes participate in the observed synchronization, but laboratory studies have not yet clearly demonstrated this (e.g. HAGENSCHILD
and coauthors, 1968).
For another species of marine polychaete, however, experimental studies have
apparently demonstrated such an endogenous lunar rhythm in spawning. The
reproductive behaviour of Platynereis dumerili can be synclironized in the laboratory
by means of light given a t night to mimic moonlight, and the population synchrony
seems to persist thereafter for several cycles without further direct stimulation by
artifkial moonlight (HAUENSCHILD,
1960).
The most detailed laboratory studies of lunar and semilunar reproductive
rhythms are tliose of NEUMANN
(1966), who has explored in detail the physiological
processes leading to reproductive synchrony in a species of intertidal insect, the
midge Clunio marinus. At times of extreme low spring tides, i.e., a t intervals of a
fortnight, the adult rnales e&ergefrom their pupal cases and search out the pupae of
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theunwinged females, which they aseist in eclosion. Copulation follows immediately
and the female is then deposited on the substrate, t o lay her eggs before the tide rises
again. The full life cycle of this species lasts several weeks ; the adult insect, however,
lives only a few hours, so synchronization within the population must be maintained
to assure reproductive continuity. The synchrony of these insects under field conditions is probably as complete as that of the grunion.
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Fig. 9-10: Clunio ~narinus.Laboratory data shou-ing semilunar rhythm of spa,wninginduced by
dim illumination a t night, together with simultaneous data from control populations which
did not receive synchronizing stimuli. (a)
Artificial moonlight presented for 4 days
(arrows), and then repeated a t 1-month intervals; (b) artificial moonlight presented for 3
da.ys (arrows), once only. (Da.ta from NEUMANN, 1966, Figs 12 an¿ 18; reproduced by
permission of Springer-Verlag, Berlin.)

One of the primary processes leading to the synchrony of Clunio m r i n u s populations is an endogenous semilunar rhythm, which is synchronizable by means of
1966). Data demondim illumination a t night, simulating moonlight (NEUMANN,
strating the endogenous nature of the semilunar rhythm, under laboratory conditions which exclude direct lunar influence, are shown in Fig. 9-10. The observation
that the period of the rhythm is about 15 days, although the appropriate synchronizing stimulus, moonlight, is available only in a monthly cycle, indicates
that this is an instance in which endogenous timing processes play a very important
role in field behaviour. If the insects were to rely only on direct lunar stimuli for
population synchrony, the series of spring tides associated with either new moon or
full moon would be unavailable to them, although the tidal cycle is quite comparable
a t full and new moon. These data represent a unique case in the literature on endogenous rhythms, in which an internal rhythm with a given period ( 1 P 1 5 days) is
naturally synchronized by an environmental stimulus which recurs a t twice that
period (29 days). It is entirely possible, in the laboratory, to synchronize the circadian rhythm of a finch, for example, to a 24-hr period by means of a light cycle
with a period of 48 hrs, but only in an organism like C . m r i n u s does this kind of
potential have a clear ecological relevance.
The data of Fig. 9-10 demonstrate a physiological system which is sufficient to
account for the fact that Clunio m r i n u s ecloses and reproduces on the appropriate
days of the month, but an additional process is necessary to provide synchrony with
has demonstrated for most populations of C .
the times of low tides. NEUMANN
marinus, from various places along the European coast, that an endogenous circadian rhythm, synchronized by the lightidark regime, is responsible for the time of
day a t whicli eclosion takes place. Thus, this species has evolved a remarkably
indirect means of coordinating its activities with the environment: in order to
achieve synchrony with the extreme low tides, the insects rely upon an endogenous
fortnightly rhythm synchronized by moonlight, to c o n h e eclosion to the days of
the month on which extreme low tides occur; and rely upon an endogenous daily
rhythm, synchronized by sunlight, to confine eclosion to that time of day a t which
the substrate will be exposed by the low tide.
On different portions of the European coast, the extreme low tides occur a t
different times of day, and it has been found that populations of Clunio marinus
from different areas, when brought into the laboratory, show differences in the
time of day of eclosion which correspond with habitat differences in time of day of
the low spring tides. By means of elaborate breeding experiments, NEUMANN
(1966) has, furthermore, demonstrated that these population differences in timing
are associated with a polygenic system of inheritance : not only do the animals inherit the capacity to synchronize their reproduction with the environment, but they
also inherit a phasing of the activity measured relative to the day-night cycle, which
is appropriate to the tidal cycle on the particular coastline on which they live.
Probably the most significant aspect, for the ecologist, of these studies on
Clunio m r i n u s is the demonstration that in a predictable environment, an animal
can rely on very indirect timing cues. The relevant environmental time to which the
animals coordinate their reproductive activity is extreme low tide ; neither moonlight nor sunlight is of direct importance to the reproduction, but the endogenous
rhythmic system of C . rnarinus permits the insects to utilize these reliable environmental time cues to produce synchrony with the appropriate tidal phase.
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Although most of the literature on lunar rhythms deals with reproductive activities, like those of the grunion, of the palolo worm and of Clunio marinw, recent
evidence has demonstrated lunar periodicity in several other functions of an intertidal invertebrate. As shown in Fig. 9-11, the level of locomotor activity of isolated
individuals of the sand-beach isopod Excirolana chiltoni is maximal a t the times of
month of highest spring tides, when the isopods are kept in the laboratory (see also
ENRIOHT,1972); and, as shown in Fig. 9-12, these maxima recur a t intervals of
about 15 a.nd/or 30 days.
Field data have also shown that moulting of Excirolana chiltoni-as well as
feeding, distribution on the shore, and reproduction-vary
with a fortnightly
periodicity: moulting and birth of the young occur predominantly during tl-ie
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Fig. 9-12: Excirokrna chiltoni. Lunar and semilunar rhythms of a sand-beach isopod. Plots of
total activity per day of individual isopods, showing repetition of activity peaks a t intervals
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of about 15 days and of about 30 days. (original ;s& E ~ I G R T 1972
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week before highest high tides; these are times of minimal feeding activity, as well
as lowest zonation of the isopods on the intertidal beach (KLAPOW,1971).
Cycles of this sort would be particularly troublesome to the ecologist who
attempts to inkrpret population biology on the basis of limited field data; samples
of a field population taken t o estimate parameters involved in reproduction, feeding
rate and growth could be seriously biased, depending upon the time of month a t
which data were collected.

.

( f ) Annual Cycles
Both in the terrestrial and the marine environment, annual variations in distribution, reproduction, feeding habits and basic physiology are conspicuous.
The involvement of internal timing processes in the achievement of this environmental synchrony is clearly demonstrated in the array of phenomena designated as
photoperiodic responses : dependence of growth and reproductive processes upon
seasonal differences in daylength. It would be surprising indeed if marine organisms
do not also show adaptation to season based upon photoperiodic timing processes.
1 am unaware of any convincing demonstration of such a dependence on daylength
in a marine form, but it is a possibility which the ecologist, in attempting to interpret his field data, must keep in mind. Even if photoperiodism is of minor significance
in oceans and coastalwaters-and it may not be!-it seems veryprobable that marine
organisms often synchronize their activities with season in a way that is relatively
independent of concurrent conditions ; for example, environmental temperature or
food availability in February might be largely responsible for the timing of reproductive activity which begins in May. Once again, then, the ecologist must be on
guard against the common prejudice that a given biological event now is associated
primarily with conditions prevailing now.
Recently, evidence has been obtained for both rodents and birds that animals
maintained under constant conditions can show an endogenous annual rhythm :
that annual cycles in behaviour and physiology can persist in the absence of photoperiodic timing information. The suspicion therefore arises that endogenous annual
rhythms may exist in marine organisms; however, the possibility of such a longpersistent oscillation under constant conditions is of less interest and concern to the
ecologist than the possibility that on a shorter-term basis of several months, endogenous timing mechanisms may affect behaviour and physiology.

(5) The Physiology of Endogenous Timing
Since the present chapter is intended to emphasize ecological aspects of endogenous timing processes, no extensive treatment of the underlying physiological
mechanism will be undertaken; the reader is referred to more general reviewr. The
physiologist must admit, however, that too little is known yet about details of the
processes responsible for biological clocks to justify more than a speculative consideration of physiological mechanisms.
Por most of the biologica.1 clocks which have been studied, light (Volume I,
Chapter 2) is by far the most effective synchronizing stimulus; for plants and niany
poikilotherms, cycles of temperature (Volume I, Chapter 3) are also often able to
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synchronize endogenous rhythrns. Because of the usual involvement of light in
synchronization, there has been a widespread tendency to consider biological clocks
as a component discipline in the general field of photobiology, with the implication
that photochemical processes are intimately involved in the timing mechanism.
This is, however, certainly an oversimpl~cation.A wide variety of endogenous
circadian rhythms will persist indehitely when the animal is held in total darkness,
demonstrating that light input is not essential to the proper functioning of the clock.
Circadian rhythms of birds have been synchronized by cycles of noise-both by
conspecific Song (GWWNER,1966 ; MENAKERand E s m , 1966) and by a simple
mechanical buzzer (LOHMANN
and ENRIOHT,1967)-in an otherwise constant environment, demonstrating that light stimuli and temperature are not the only
significant inputs to the synchronizing system. Por the tidal rhythms of certain
arthropods, cycles of mechanical stimuli associated with water turbulente can
synchronize the endogenous rhythm when light cycles cannot (ENRIGIHT,
1965;
KLAPOW,1972), demonstrating that the synchronizing system of biological clocks
is not, of necessity, sensitive primarily t o light. It appears that most organisms with
biological rhytlims rely upon light as a synchronizing stimulus because it is the
most dependable environmental clue for timing events in the natural environment,
and not because light is, in some fundamental way, directly involved in the endogenous rhythmic niechanism. Light is a stimulus which can, but need not, affect that
peripheral aspect of biological clocks which leads to synchronization.
Another line of negative argument that can be made about the physiology of
biological clocks is that the mechanisms are not comparable with those involved in
learning. Many higher vertebrates can be trained to respond, in an experimental
Situation, a t approximately constant intervals of time, ranging from a few seconds
to a few minutes; and one of the earliest experiments with biological clocks involved 'training' bees t o return t o a particular feeding dish at the Same time each
day. There are certain formal similarities in the experimental procedures involved,
which led t o the use of the term 'Zeitgedächtnis' (time-memory) in the literature
on bees, and led others to suggest that a process resembling learning or imprinting
may be involved in daily rhythms (THORPE,1963). Several different lines of evidence, however, indicate that this conclusion is mistaken. HOFFMANN
(1967), for
example, raised lizards in both 18-hr and 36-hr light cycles, and found that in
subsequent exposure to constant conditions, both groups of animals had activity
rhythms with free-running periods near 24 hrs: the animals had not 'learned' the
period of the imposed cycle. As another example, PITTENDRIQH
and BRUCE(1957)
have demonstrated that fruit flies maintained from the egg in complete darkness
show no rhythm in their eclosion ; but that a single light treatment of, say, 4 hrs is
sufficient to induce a clear circadian rhythm in the eclosion. Since the 4-hr treatment
provides no information about the 24-hrlength of the normal day, one must conclude that the period of the rhythm is inherited, not learned. R.ecent experiments
have even led to the discovery of a single gene in Drosophila melanogaster which can
cha.nge the free-running period of their rhythm, from near 24 hrs to near 19 hrs
(KONOPKE
and BENZER,1971); comparable genetic control over period lengths has
also recently been demonstrated in the alga Chlamydomonas reinhardi (BRUCE,
1972).
If, then, biological clocks should not be subsumed under the headuig of photo-
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biology (except, of Course, in the sense that light affects, t o a greater or lesser extent, nearly the whole spectrum of behaviou), nor should they be considered a
special case of learning or 'imprinting', what can one say in a positive sense about
the physiological mechanism? The answer is 'precious lit$le'. Many workers suspect
that protein synthesis may be intimately involved in circadian rhythms. One lule
of evidence supporting that interpretation is that cycloheximide, an inhibitor of
protein synthesis, dramatically lengthens the period of the phototactic rhythm of
Euglena (FELDMAN,
1967); but this exciting development has been deprived of
broad s i g d c a n c e by the subsequent observation that the effect can be Seen only
when the cell culture is growing logarithmically (BRINKMANN,
personal communication) ; a stable cell culture of Euglenu sp., which shows clear circadian rhythmicity,
is unaffected by cycloheximide. Other speculation has involved the possible role
of DNA and/or RNA synthesis in the timing processes underlying biological clocks,
but the net weight of available evidence does not support this proposition as a
generalization.
Most kinds of chemical and pharmacological treatment of the organism seem to be
without any clear effect on the internal rhythm. I n view of this usual immunity,
one of the most interesting recent developments in the attempts t o understand the
biochemistry of biological clocks has been the discovery that heavy water (D,O)
lengthens the period of circadian (and circatidal) rhythms in a whole array of
organisms, ranging from unicellular algae through arthropods to birds and mice
(BRUCEand PITTENDRIQH,
1960; SUTERand RAWSON,1968; ENRIGHT, 1971a
and Literature cited there). Heavy water is known to have many different effects in
biological systems-from influences on ionic activity and hydrogen bonding to
rates of enzyme synthesis-so an influence on the period of a biological rhythm
provides, in itself, very little specific information about mechanisms. More surprising, however, is the observation that the dosage dependence of the effect
(period lengthening per fraction D,O) is quite com.parable over the entire phyletic
assemblage of organisms tested: a period lengthening of about 2% for each 10%
D 2 0 in the tissue fluids. This uniformity of response suggests that heavy water may
interfere with the Same kind of rate-determining processes in plants, arthropods
and vertebrates.
Other experiments have shown that heavy water slows a variety of biological
rhythms in the high-frequency range, from the 500 sec-' discharges of the electric
fish, Stenarchus albifrons, to the respiratory rate of goldfish. I n contrast with the
rather uniform effect on circadian rhythms, however, there is great variability in the
dosage dependence of the effect of D 2 0 on high-frequency rhythms. Hence, the
~iniformityof the effect of circadian rhythms is all the more surprising (ENRIQHT,
1971a).
Another recent experimental finding that may be of broad significance is the
fact that ethyl alcohol slows the biological clock of the intertidal isopod, Excirolana
chiltoni, in a simple dosage-dependent manner (ENRIGHT,1971b), and has also been
reported to have a similar effect on the bean plant Phaseolus multijlorus (KELLER,
1960). It is generally accepted that the majority of effects attributable to alcohols
in biological systems are associated with solution of the alcohol molecule in cellular
membranes, with a consequent effect upon the fluxes across membranes and the
chemical processes within them. Hence the observed effects of alcohol on E. chiltoni

and P.multi;forw-if they prove to begeneral-would strongly implicate membrane
processes as rate-limiting factors in biological clocks. This interpretation is also
consistent with the observed effects of heavy water, which, among its other influences, can be expected to affect cellular electrochemistry by altering ion mobility.
The available data are, however, far too few to justify this interpretation as more
than speculative. At present it seems fair to admit that although we have a great
deal of data about the behavioural and physiological phenomena which vary due to
endogenous timing processe, far more research will be required before we can
legitimately discuss 'Mechanisms of Orientation in Time'.
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abalones, 600
Abramb brama, 665, 670, 682, 696, 699, 889,
901
Acarlirr daußi,560
A . tonsa, 674, 902
Acetabztlaria, 475
AcholoE m t e r h l a , 61 1
A c i l i w sulcatw, 505, 523, 524, 531, 538, 539,
903
Acipenser baeri, 681
A. güIdenstädt(i), 681, 698, 699
Acmaea, 611, 889
Actinia equina, 609
A . tenebrosa, 646, 895
Adelogorgia. phyllmclera, 599
Aedm, 520
AZga sp., 569
Aeolidia papillosa, 600, 609, 907
Aeolia landsberrgi, 569
A e q w e a a e q w e u , 562
Agnotm, 886
albacore, 892
Alciope sp., 637
Alcyonium cordloides, 613, 858
Alcyonidium polyoum, 614
Alectrion obsoleta, 865
alewife, 684, 910
algae, 451, 458, 465, 467, 469, 475, 476, 478,
481, 483, 491, 495, 565, 609,614,884,922924, 940, 941
algae, blue-green, 451, 465468, 495
algae, brown, 478, 565
algae, red, 483
Allotheutw subulata, 569
Aloea pseudoharengus, 684, 910
A. sapidissinia, 665, 675, 886
Amaroucium cmtellatum, 566, 889
A . pellucidum, 566, 889
A m b l m y x cinerea, 716,892
A . cinerea cinereu, 715, 716, 854
Ameiurua n e b u l o w , 675, 694,867
A . nebulostu nebulosz~,883
A . sp., 678
Amphibia, 520, 553, 574, 678
Amphipoda, 552,567,583-587,597,602,606,
607, 612, 613, 623, 652, 859. 865, 869, 872,
885, 890, 892, 895, 902, 914, 921, 927, 928,
942, 944
Anabaena varinbilis, 468, 496
Anguilla, 674, 702

A . anguilh, 658-665, 670, 674, 676, 679-681,
683, 684, 688, 6 9 6 6 9 7 , 702-704, 707, 863,
864, 866, 873, 888, 895, 909-911
A . japonica., 880
A . rostrda, 664, 695, 704, 890
A . sp., 662, 673, 674, 678
A . vzdgank, 865, 866, 885
Anguillidae, 670, 704
Annelide, 561, 864, 892
Anomura, 573, 859, 928
Anostraca, 587
Anser i&&, 915
a n t , 517, 540
Anthomedusae, 643
Anthoplewa elegantiaaMna, 6 18
A. midwii, 618, 892
anthozoan, 6 13
Aplysia julicsna, 609, 872
A. l z m ~ c i m627,
,
867
Arca zebra, 680
archiannelids, 561, 564, 592, 602, 608, 613,
858
Archidoris m o n t e r e y e ~609,
,
865
Arctocephalw forsteri, 761,890
A . phdipii, 760, 894
A. pusillua, 834, 857, 899
AmtonoE, 866
A . fragilis, 611, 621, 622
A . pulohra, 612
Areniwlu, 567, 860
A . grubei, 64 1
A . marina, 515, 592, 601, 647, 914
Artemia, 905
A . salina, 571, 587, 637
Arthropoda, 515,577,586,589,639,859,880,
885, 913, 941
wcidian, 562, 566, 643, 889
Ascophyllum, 609
A . n o h s u m , 614
AseUua aqucrlacus, 597
Astacura, 673
A u t m w , 629
A . Jluviatilis, 524, 62&630, 640
A . leptodactylw, 640
Aste*
a m u r e d , 672, 916
A . rzhens, 569, 570, 572, 599, 600, 608-611,
616,618, 621,637,647, 863, 881,882,888
A . tenubpina, 878
A . wlgaris, 616, 916
Asterina, 866
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A . gibbosa, 572, 640, 646, 647, 881
asteroids, 572,610,611,616,622,640,646, 670
Astropecten, 637
A . aurancimw, 640
A. .irreg&r&s, 61 1
atherinid, 933
Atheriw mochon, 674
A u l k vespertillo, 61 1, 873
Aurelia, 626
A . aurila, 604, 642
Avena, 474, 480,494,496
A . sativa, 469-471, 473, 476, 477, 479, 491
bmteria, 458, 613, 614, 890, 896
Balaena nrysticetus, 878
Balaenoptera, 838, 903
B . acutorostratcl, 762, 796, 838, 856, 868, 903
B . bairdi, 857
B . borealia, 838, 885
B . edeni, 762, 910
B . m w d w , 762, 763,838,856, 890
B . physalua, 723,762,763, 781,838, 885, 897,
910, 916
Ballasnopteridae, 881, 910
Balanus, 560, 561, 604
B . b&noides, 558, 614, 615, 884, 894
B . balanua, 907, 925, 944
B . imprvviaus, 602, 907
B . perfwatw, 560, 874
barnacles, 567, 599, 602, 603, 614-616, 623,
624,645,855,858,865,884,894,915,925
bass, white, 670, 876
bats, 519, 739, 740, 794, 795, 809, 810, 847,
850,853,872,874,877,899,906,908
Bathygobiw aopwalw, 667, 854
Bathystuma rimator, 680
bees, 500, 503, 506, 509, 514, 516, 543, 552,
582,927,940
Beluga, 856, 883, 899, 905
Bembex rostraia, 551, 864, 879
Beroe, 863
B . ovata, 626
Betaeus, 852
B . harfordi, 600, 612
.
B . macginitieae, 581
birds, 500, 603, 504, 520-522, 526, 549, 551,
794, 796, 874, 875, 878, 884, 890, 896, 903,
904,912,920,927,932,939-941,943
Bivalvia, 567, 583, 601-603, 608, 610, 611,
616, 621, 625, 641, 644, 645, 857, 863, 872,
892, 910,915, 916
Blenniw, 67 1
B . pholis, 680, 930, 931
Rolinopsw infundibulum, 642
Botrytw, 478

Brachiopterigii, 896
Brachydanw rerio, 666, 888
Brachyura, 545, 573, 637, 859,865,875, 888
Branchwmma vesiculosum, 641
bream, 665, 670, 697, 889
Brevoortia tyrannus, 690
Bryopsis, 475
Bryozoa, 566,907
Buccinum undatwrn, 569, 600, 610, 620, 621,
623, 859, 888
Bufo bujo, 507, 550, 870
bullfinch, 511
bullheads, 682
bullhead, yellow, 910
burbot, 662, 674
Busycon camal-um,
620,865

Calamoichthys calabricw, 678
Calanus, 571
C.finmarchicl~,603,604,651,900
C . helgolandicus, 569
Cakinzcs t i b k n , 581, 877
Caliqwr rapaz, 587, 605
Callianassa a f i n k , 608, 870
C. californiemL~,608, 870
Callin.ectea, 556
Calliphora, 86 1
C. sp., 523
Callorhinua ursinw, 722, 732, 761, 834
Cabpteryx splendem, 860
C a m b a m afinia, 599
Cancer antennariua, 610, 617, 863
C. a d t m y i , 610
C.productw, 617, 863
capelin, 662
eaprelids, 567
CapreUa acanthifera, 606
Carassiw a u m t w , 662, 678, 688-690,
874, 883
C. carassiua, 680
Carcharhinidae, 664, 673, 680
Carchurhinus menkowah, 680
Carcinidea maenas, 859, 863
Carcinus, 854, 855, 878, 879, 914
C. maenas, 569, 573, 576, 577, 580-583,
587, 589-593, 595, 596, 599, 600, 604,
607, 617, 632, 635, 643, 651, 861, 866,
880,892,899,906,915,930,931,944
C. SP., 603
Card2somasp., 587, 589
Cardium, 641
Caridea. 573, 853
Carnivora, 713, 714, 757, 758, 849
carp, 690
cat, 552, 553, 878
caterpillar, 505, 678, 85G

870,

586,
605,
868,
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catfiah, 676, 679, 681, 695, 696, 867, 876, 896,
909
C a u d i w chileneis, 597, 642, 916
CavemuLorio obeaa, 926, 943
Centrechinus, 896
C. ( = Diadema) antillamm, 646
C&aotwr,
671
Centropagee hamatus, 560, 587
Cephalopoda, 515, 543, 551, 556, 569, 581,
587, 589, 604, 625, 636, 639, 643, 855, 864,
880,913
Ceramium, 478
Cerithium sp., 605
Cetacea, 519,648,709,711,713,723,733,734,
736-740, 755, 764, 765, 77&781, 785, 790,
796, 797, 828, 832, 833, 838, 849, 853-855,
858, 859, 861, 862, 864, 866,868-870,871873, 876, 877, 880, 881, 884486,889, 890,
893, 894, 897, 899, 900, 902, 903, 906, 907,
909-911,915, 916
Chaetognatha, 651, 652, 871, 879, 893,906
Choetoptew pergamentclceue, 620
chanieleons. 504
Chura, 478, 496
C.foetido, 476, 477
Churybdaeu sp., 637
Chelicerata, 587
Chenqpus, 640
chickens, 551, 653
Chirocephalu~,905
Chiroptera, 903
chitons, 657, 564, 614, 645, 855
C h l a m y h m , 494
C. rei+di(i),
461-465, 496, 940, 942
C h h y s , 626
C. operculork, 626, 627
Chlorella, 489, 495
C . fwca, 496
Chromod&
d r a , 598, 609, 866
Chrysaora quinquecirrha, 616, 887
Chthalomus slelldue, 645
Cichlasoma, 676
cichlid, 548
Cirripedia, 616, 865, 906
Cladocera, 560, 692, 602, 643, 858
clams, 617, 650, 876, 879, 884
clam, West Indian beach, 912
CZibanoriw mGanthropus, 599,600
Clunw, 944
C. marimua, 934-936, 938
Clupea harengils, 657, 658, 666, 673, 682, 704,
705, 876
clupeids, 663, 690, 691
coalfish, 662
cod, 617, 662, 707
Codium, 478

Coelenteratct, 604, 616, 858, 899
Coenobita clypeutus, 597, 914
Coleoptera, 563
C o l l o d i a , 890
C. brevirostris unhlor, 794
Conus, 640
C. mawnoreus, 611, 873
Convoluta roswffensis, 592, 642, 871, 872
Copepoda, 523, 558, 560, 561, 563, 567, 569,
571, 574, 575, 580, 587, 603-605, 610, 612,
643, 651, 858, 863, 871, 881, 895, 902, 911,
921, 922
Copilia, 874
C. q d r a t a , 580
coral &h, 500, 551
corals, 562, 598, 616, 886
Cwophium, 890
C. arenarium, 607, 612, 623, 872
C. Longicme, 567
C. volutalor, 606, 607, 612, 623, 872, 892
Corycoeus angliewr, 569
Coltus, 671
Cotylwhiza, 626
C. tuberculata, 626
crabs, 502, 504, 521, 544, 546, 555, 557, 558,
573, 576, 577, 580-583, 586, 589-593,
595-597, 599, 601, 607, 616, 617, 620-622,
632, 635, 640, 642, 649, 650, 652, 671, 680,
707, 715, 800, 855, 866-868, 874, 878, 879,
882, 883, 892, 899, 901, 905, 906, 908, 912,
914, 928
crab, Chinese, 601
crab, fiddler, 557, 573, 577, 581, 586, 642, 647,
649, 854, 865, 866, 877, 878, 885, 901, 912,
927, 931, 932, 942-944
crab, ghost, 586, 649, 866, 878, 904
crab, hermit, 545, 581, 597, 622, 650, 914
crab, horseshoe, 561,567, 568, 580,608,643
crab, mangrove, 586
crab, mud, 635
crab, Spider, 589, 868
crab, xanthid, 605
C r a n g a , 629
C. crangon, 593, 596, 599, 601, 653, 859, 863,
871, 876, 913
C. septemspimsa, 596, 875
C. vulgaris, 632, 877, 887, 890
Crassostreavirginieo, 603,615,618,865
Cratena aurantia, 609
crayfish, 517,524,552,589,599,628,634,640,
878, 907, 913,914
Crenicichla sozatalie, 548
Cren-,
671
Crepult~la,864
C. nivea, 609
C . williamsi, 609
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Crotalidae, 515
n
Crustacea, 505, 517, 518, 520, 529, 542, 543,
545, 551, 558, 560, 561, 566, 569, 571-573,
580, 586, 587, 594-596, 599, 604, 605, 608,
610, 617, 624, 625, 627, 631, 632, 634, 637,
639, 640, 648, 650, 652, 735, 843, 853-855,
859, 864-867, 871, 873, 876, 880, 883-887,
895, 898, 901-904, 906, 913-915, 927,929,
942, 944
Ctenalabnu, w i l l w , 680
ctenophore, 530, 562, 604, 625, 626, 642, 651,
878, 908
Cumacea, 612, 613, 623, 914
Cumellrr vuiqaris, 612, 623, 914
cuttlefish, 556, 580, 581, 865, 890
Cyanea, 626
Cyathura carinatca, 642
Cyclops, sp., 520
Cyclopteru~,671
Cymatiidae, 886
cyprids, 602, 603, 614, 615, 623, 855
C y ~ o p s . i s9,11
Cyprinidae, 670, 674, 676, 682, 688, 897
Cyprinum carpw, 690
Cyprinodontiformes, 676
Cystophora crietalo, 761,909

Daphnäu, 864,913
D . lung2spina, 598
D. bnqiapina hyalina, 906
D. magna, 577-579, 643, 900
D . p d a , 578,580, 643
D. sp., 643
Decapoda, 546, 569, 570, 587, 600, 603, 625,
629, 632, 637, 871, 875-877, 880, 883, 888,
903,915
Delphinapterue lewirs, 738,752,843,856,905
Delphinidoidea, 709, 711, 713, 723, 724, 729,
731, 734, 739, 745, 746, 748-750, 752, 756,
764, 776, 783-786, 792, 794, 795-797, 801,
803, 807-809, 843, 845, 847, 850-852, 869,
870, 872, 881, 886, 890
Delphinw delphG, 711, 712, 730, 731, 734,
736, 746, 765, 769-772, 789, 797, 799, S06,
807, 812, 822, 823, 825, 826, 828-831, 842,
843, 856, 861, 862, 875, 884, 897, 906, 910,
912
D . sp., 843
Dendmater e z c e n t h , 610
Dendrocodum lacteum, 563, 876, 91 1
desmids, 451, 465, 469
D i a d e m antüiurum, 621, 622, 906
D . setomrn, 552, 581, 639
Diodumene lucirre, 616, 914
diatoms, 451,465, 496, 614

Dictyota dkhotuma, 483
dinoflagellate, 494, 495
Dwpatra cuprea, 61 6, 889
Diplodua sargus, 516, 673
Diplosoma lGterknurn, 562, 644, 865
Dixippw nwrosua, 6 19
dog, 517
dogfish, 662, 673, 678, 867, 888, 896, 900
dolphins, 710-713,724,726,727,729,730,734,
736, 745, 746, 749, 752, 764-766, 769-771,
780, 784, 786-788, 800-803, 806, 807, 811,
819, 823-825, 829, 845, 847-850, 852-856,
861-863, 866874, 877, 88@-882, 884-889,
892, 893, 897, 899, 900, 903, 905-907, 909,
911,916
dolphin,Amazon, 729,777,778,781,788,797,
828, 862,866, 875, 886
dolphin, Asov, 788, 797, 868, 916
dolphin, bottle-nosed, 710, 724,734,825,865,
862, 868-870, 877, 880, 882, 886-888, 891,
896,899, 901, 909
dolphin, Ganges, 738, 777, 797, 800, 897
dolphin, Indian river, 797, 800
dolphin, L a Plata, 797, 801, 897
dolphin, North Pacific white-sided, 562, 728,
797, 825, 862, 874
dolphin, Risso's, 862
dolphin, spinner, 747
dolphin, spotted, 862
Donacilla anguaiu, 611, 886
D m , 650,887
D. dendriahtwr, 912
D. gouIdii, 650, 879
D. wrkbilia, 910, 911
Doeilla sp., 649
dragonfly, 514, 620
Dtasophh, 653
D . melanogcbster, 940, 943
Dryopterk, 474,475
D.filiz W , 470, 473, 474, 491, 494, 496
Lhg&,
859
D. dorolocephala, 653, 655
Dugong dugon, 722
dytiscid, 505, 538, 540
Dytbcua marginali-s, 506, 538, 903
Echinomrdium cordatum, 620
Echinodermata, 566, 569, 572, 600, 611, 625,
640, 646, 647, 867, 870, 892, 899
echinoids, 572, 613, 621, 625
Echininus nodzcloeus, 594, 885
ectoproct, 566
eels, 658-662,
664-666,
670, 674-676,
679-681, 694-699, 702-704, 867, 859, 860,
864, 872, 876, 880, 884, 888, 890, 895, 903,
909, 916
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eel, American, 664
eel, Atlantic, 704
eel, electric, 516
eel, glaas, 696
eel, silver, 658, 665, 666, 670, 676, 684, 696,
698, 704, 872, 888, 910
eel, yellow, 665, 670, 681, 696, 910
elwmobranchs, 631, 691, 692, 695, 867, 892,
915
Electrgihol-us eleclricus, 5 1 6
Elminiua modestw, 558,614, 884
Elodea, 483
E . canadenaia, 487, 496
~ l ~ s imridis,
cr
582,871
Ernerita analoga, 928, 929
Enhydra lutrls, 714, 715, 737, 758, 778
Entomostraca, 916
Equiaetum, 478,494
Eriqrrdhw barbdw, 731, 761, 763
Eriocheir sinenaie, 601, 896
E&tol&, 891
E. tmaz, 524. 868
E d W rubecuiu, 890, 915
Eschrichtiidae, 836
Eschtichliua gibboaus, 866, 897
E . glaucwr, 868
E . robwtt~8,723, 733, 762, 796, 832, 836, 837,
839, 840, 900
E8m, 676
E . lucius, 662, 663, 665, 672, 674, 889
Edmkena auatrdia, 763
E . g W i a , 763
Euglena, 460, 494, 495, 497, 566, 867, 941943
E . gracilia, 4 5 8 4 6 7 , 469, 492, 494, 497
Eugwgia d e m , 699
Eumelopias juktue, 717-720, 759, 761, 779,
834, 863, 889, 894, 901
Eunice d i a , 934,943
EuniceUa cavolinii, 599, 912
E . p a g u m , 882
E . bernhardw, 569, 573, 587, 699, 650,
873
E u p h a k sp.. 637
E. mperba, 653
euphausiids, 643
1Fupymna M#&,
687
Eurydia pulchra, 601, 607, 870, 881
Eulytemora afinia, 610
E . M m a n i , 610
Euthynnue afinie, 676,862
Etctunnus pelannie, 843
Eutonia indicans, 651
Evaeleriae fmachdii, 611
EzCirdana ch&oni, 928, 929, 931, 937, 938,
941, 943

Fascwhria tulipa, 609, 622, 906
ferrets, 715
üre-flies, 889
fishes, 500, 504, 506, 514, 516, 520, 621, 524526, 529, 532, 535, 536, 546, 548, 551-553,
561, 575, 598, 603, 621, 648, 652, 657ff, 715,
724, 734-737, 826, 843, 853-860, 863, 86&
868, 871-873, 876-884, 887-889, 892, 893,
895-899, 902, 903, 905-916, 943, 944
fish, electric, 515, 516, 694, 941
fish, gadid, 707, 91 1
fish, gobiid, 854
&h, lantern, 722
fish, parrot, 667-669, 915
fish, sparid, 673
flagellates, 451, 452, 458, 459, 462-465, 491,
492, 495, 515, 614, 875, 896, 923
f h t f k h , 674, 675, 692
flies, 524, 529, 531, 532, 859
flies, fruit, 940
flounder, 677
FluetreUidra h b p d a , 614
fox, flying, 796
frogs, 504, 529, 678
Fucsceae, 495,868
F m , 478-482, 494-496, 609, 865
F . furcatua, 478, 480, 482
F . eewa.tua, 478, 479, 481, 482, 491, 614, 914
F . sp., 479
F. wmhdoaus, 478,483, 614
Funuria, 478, 483, 495
Fundulw notli, 669, 873
fungi, 458

Gadadae, 676, 690
G&,
671
G. msrlangus, 680,900
G. rnorhua, 617, 662, 673, 680, 706
GahtAm isatermedia, 569, 573
G. sp., 605
U a m h m k aflnia, 669,873
Gammcrruaduebeni, 597, 885
a. o m i c u s , 697,607,865,885
Qashmtew mdeatus, 662,663, 666,672, 679
Gastropoda, 546, 564, 566, 569, 570, 576, 677,
583, 587, 588, 594, 600, 605, 608-612, 614,
616, 620-623, 625, 635, 640, 643, 645, 653,
867, 860, 861, 864, 865, 868, 873, 884-886,
892, 893, 895, 900, 902, 913, 915
gastrotrich, 613, 615
Cfeearcinush t e d w , 649, 883
gerne, 651
Wichthys rn+abüG, 758
Uinglymoslomaciwdum, 673
G. sp., 680
Ulobice.phala, 775, 826
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C f . maclorhyncha, 775, 797, 823, 824, 844
G. Aw,
769, 770, 772-775, 797, 812, 824,
844, 861, 913
Q. scamnaoni, 747, 862
gobies, 667
gobiids, 675
Gobio gobw, 663
Qobiw, 67 1
G. niger, 680
goldfish, 662,678, 870,880,883,901,916,941
Qonionemue, 892, 916
G. murbachi(i),561, 916
Qoniopsis, 903
G. cruentata,586,687
CTonoda&ylwr bredini, 574
C f . glcrbrow, 576, 858
Gonyaulaz, 943
G. polyedra, 922, 924, 943, 944
goose, graylag, 529
gorgonians, 599
gorgonids, 6 13
Qrampua grineus, 733,777,862
grunion, 933-935, 938, 944
gull, 562
guppy, 660, 688, 885
Qymnarchw niloticw, 692, 887
Gymnocorhymbw &tnetzii, 524
Gyrnnophallidse, 583
Gymnotidae, 515, 692
Uyrodinium, 515
C f . dorsum, 462-465, 495

holothuriai~s,565, 572,597,625,642,646,857,
916
Hornarus, 555, 629
H . americanzce, 591, 598, 610, 617, 622, 630,
634, 635, 648, 652, 852, 854, 864, 875, 889,
894
H . g a m m a m , 605, 617, 869, 888
H . vulgark, 573, 599, 629, 858, 886
Homo, 711
Hormidium, 483
H . flaccidum, 484, 486
H w o h w o , 675, 681
Hydrobia ulvae, 601, 605, 853,893
Hydrodarnal.ls gigm, 722
hydroids, 609, 651, 881
hydromedusa, 562, 637, 651
Hydrurga leptonyx, 761
Hymenoptera, 889
Hyperoodon ampullalus, 843, 856
H. p l a n i f r m , 736

Iotalurz~e,681, 856
I. nebzhsus, 694
I. notalw, 682
Idotea baltiea, 597
In& geoffrensis, 724, 729, 747, 748, 764, 765,
777, 778, 781, 787, 788, 797-799, 803, 804,
806, 828, 862, 866, 875, 880, 886, 896, 897
insects, 502, 514, 519, 521, 526, 575, 603, 887,
889, 914, 936936
Isopode, 569,586,587,597,601,607,642,648,
875, 881, 885, 895, 921, 922, 928, 937-939,
941, 942

haddock, 676

H a l i c h o m g r y g n ~ 761,
,
835
Hal.icwe, 870
Haliotes, 600, 640
Hdwtie, 612
Hal.lstaura cellularia, 562
hamster, golden, 550, 551, 903
Harpacticoidea, 592, 915
Harpactw fdvua, 663, 858
Helianthus a n n u w , 457,493
Hemichromis bimaculalw, 682, 885
H . fasciatw, 682
Hernimys-i-s, 871
H . l a m m e , 564, 637-639
H . lamornei, 569
Hepeetia stipes, 680
herring, 657, 658, 665, 682, 704-706, 859, 876,
899
herring, Atlantic, 704
herring, Downs, 705, 706
Helerocypris sdinus, 607, 872
Hippolyte, 637
Hwtmbphoca fm&a, 731, 761

Ja&ua,555
jellyfish, 735

Katsuwonwr pelamie, 706,916
Kogia, 748, 752
K . breviceps, 752, 755, 777, 844, 856, 862, 866,
882
kokanee, 685, 888
krill, 653, 896, 907
Labidocera aeetiva, 587
Labrus bergylta, 691, 904
L. m d w , 680
Lagenorhynchw, 803
L . actw, 874
L . cruciger, 746
L . obliquerlena, 728, 729, 765, 784, 797-799,
806, 825, 862, 907
Lambis lanibis, 61 1
Laminaria, 907
Lampetrafluv2otilZe, 674, 901
lamprey, 662, 674,901
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L a n k conchzlega, 599, 916
Lwaea rubra, 567, 645, 892
Leander, 574
L. xiphias, 569, 637, 638, 640
Lebistes reticulatus, 885
Lemna, 483
L . trimlca, 485, 486, 489, 492, 493, 497
Lepm anaatijera, G1G
Lepidochi8m.a cinereus, 564, 645, 646, 869
Lepornis megalotis, G84, 875
Leptodiw floridunus, 605
L e p m y s i s meditcwanea, 639
Leptonychotcs, 903, 913
L. weddelli, 737, 758, 760, 763, 834, 882, 884,
903

Leucaspiw delineu,tus, 666, 694
Leuciscw ruiilus, 907
Leuckarliara sp., 637
Leuwthea mu.lticornk, 65 1
Leuresthea tcnu&, 933, 934, 944
Libinia, 868
L. emarginata, 557, 589
Ligia, 855
L . baudinianu, 597
L. oceanicu, 651, 853
limpets, 557, 694, 609, 615, 623, 854, 865
Liniulus, 6G7, 568, 863, 864, 876, 885, 913
I,.polyphemw, 561, 568, 580, 587, 608, G43,
895

Lithothamnion polynaorphztm, 6 14
Littorina, 576, 588, 863, 864, 871, 873
L . irrorata, 623, 875
L . littoralis ( = obscurata), 587, 644
L. littorea, 557, 564, 570, 577, 583, 587, 610,
644, 645, 864, 867, 869, 881, 893

L. n e r i t d e s , 577, 587, 644-646
L. obtusata, 592, 609, 644, 855, 868, 869, 880
L. planaxis, 893
L. pumtata, 577,583,869
L. rudis, 570
L. saxatilis, 577, 587, 623, 869
L. sp., 588
littorinids, 594, 597, 644-646
Iizards, 940
loach, 662, 883, 911
Lobodon ~a~rcinophagua,
76 1
lobsters, 505, 551, 555, 556,591,598,599,610,
616, 617, 622, 634, 640, 652, 854, 858, 864,
869, 874, 875, 886, 888, 889, 894
lobstcr, rock, 914, 916
lobstcr, spiny, 543, 544, 556, 557, 632, 651,
877, 887, 904
J~oligoforbesi,604, 643
L . leadei, 908
L. pealei, 556
L . sp., 643
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L. vulgari-s, 556, 617, 637, 860, 910
Lota loia, 662, 663, 074, 679, OS0
L . mlgaris, 519
Lohlurua natalis, 910
Lucioperca luciopcrco, 662, 665
lugworms, 592, G01
Luidia ciliaris, 61 1
Lutra canadewis, 7 79
Lutrinae, 876
Lymnaea stagnalis, 646, 873
Lysiosqz~illaeusebia, 574
mackerel, 682, 877
Macoma b a l t h k , 583, 601, 857, 850, 908
Macropipw holsatus, 558, 601, 607, 671, 707,
892, 912

Macropodus, 676
maggot, 528
Maja ( M a i a ) ,915
M . squiwdo, 560, 593
A l . verrucosa, 632, 635
Malacostraca, 625
Mslapteruridae, 855
J ~ d a p t e r u r u seleclric~ls,675, 681, 853
Mallotus trillosus, 662
ma~nmals,~na.rine,70011', 829, X5:1, SG6, 869,
876, 879-881, 884, 8S!), 893, 894, 898, 900,
90 1
marintees, 722, 723, 7-38, 761, 763, S76, 891,
903
mariateo, Amazon, 7G1, SG9
rnai~atec,Caribbean, 744
manateo, Florida, 732, 761, 762, 835, 891
mnntid, 504, 514
Marthasteriasglacialis, (i10,611,616, 610,888,
911
Mediaater aequalw, 613, 857
Medusue, 561, 562, 635, 871, 879, 892,916
Megademna lyra, 850
Megaptera boops, 890
M . nova.ea?agliae, 733, 734, 763, ä-6, 838-840
Melanogramrnz~aeglejlczi-q,G75
Melarapha ( = Littorina) ncritoidcs, 677,8GD
Meliponini, 5 16
Mellita sexies-perforata, G 13
Merlangiu.9 merlangua, 673, 691, 707
Meaoplodon, 875, 892
M . de%siroslris, 777
Metriclium senile, 609, 907
mice, 941, 944
Micrasterias denticulata, 407, 469, 491, 493,
496
Micromeszstiua poutausot~,G73
Millepora diclrotoma, 599, 0 12
millipeds, 506
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minnows, 507, 520, 521, 678, 682, 873
M i r o u n g a angwtirostris, 760, 761, 825, 826,
835
Misgurnus a n g u i l l i cawlcttw, 662
M.fosdia, 676, 911
M i x o d i a p b m u a laciniatus, 904
Mnim undulddum, 497
Mollusca, 546, 557, 561, 567, 582, 583, 587,
610, 611, 625-627, 641, 645, 853-855, 864,
865, 872, 884, 885, 888, 892, 893, 910, 913,
915
Molwretrea cuvernosa, 616, 886
monkey, 551, 553
Monodonta m,564, 894
M. li7teata, 623
Monhcuta ferruginoao, 620, 621, 872, 892
M. a~batriata,621, 872
Mormyrides, 5 15
M o r u l i n u s chrysophake d h , 897
mosquito, 5 19
mosquitofish, 669, 873
mosses, 469
Mougwtiu, 475, 483, 486, 496
M. sp., 470, 475, 483-486, 490, 491
mudsucker, 758
Mugil, 674
M. cephalw, 879
M. sp., 666, 674
Mugilidae, 671, 674
Murex, 640
M u r h dijonz2ea, 599
M.f r u t d a , 599
Muricidae, 915
mussels, 5 17
M w t e l a corninea, 7 15
M.f. r e W , 715
mustelids, 7 15, 7 16
M w t e l w canis, 678
M. luevi-9, 680
M. m n a w , 662
M. mwtelua, 673
M y o t i s luc$ugu, 810
Mysidacea, 546, 564, 569, 587, 588, 598, 604,
606,625,638, 640,642,643,871,900
M y d i u m , 854, 913
M . gracile, 587, 588, 638, 880
Mysis, 580, 624, 625, 637,913
M. chamaelaeon, 560
M. onaata,569
M. sp., 628
Mystelidae, 714
Mysticeti, 711, 713, 723, 732, 733, 735, 738,
744, 757, 762, 763, 793, 794, 796, 828, 835,
840, 844, 848, 849, 897
M y t i l w edulis, 609, 643, 856, 863
M. galloprovinna2is, 613

N m , 640
N. i w a s s a t a , 569
N. mutddis, 610, 913
N. obsokta, 587, 588
N. ret-,
620, 877
Nassarius foesatus, 600, 621
N. lzlteostoma, 61 1, 623
N. obsoletus, 561, 583, 600, 608, 612, 614,
616-618, 621, 623, 653, 654, 863, 865, 875,
902
Natica, 640
N. unzfasciata, 611,623
naticid, 611, 886
Navanaz inennis, 623, 857, 895
Negaprim brevirostris, 691, 854, 893
N. sp., 680
Nemachilus barbatzdwi, 663
N w p h o c a cinerea, 761
N. hookeri, 761
Nwphocae?tcrphocaeno.ides, 776, 797, 801
Nepa, 519
Nephrops, 907
N. m e g i n u r , 653
Nephtys, 864, 892
N. ciroaa, 564
N. incba, 607
Nereidae, 873
Nereis diver&lor,
564, 570, 576, 583, 605,
853,859, 877
N. dumerili, 567
N.jucata, 650, 873
Neritacea, 9 12
N e r ü a plieata, 583, 912
Nerophis, 671
N h c r a spinipes, 592, 595, 915
N h c h i u , 452
N. communh, 467, 468, 496
Nodolitkwina g r a n u l r r h , 594, 597, 894
N. tuberculata, 594
Nostocaceae, 468
Notmnc~stus,914
N o t o n e ylauca,
~
520, 889
Nototropis sp., 921, 922
Nudibranchia, 598-600, 609, 858
N y m p h g r a d e , 606,892

octocoral, 899
Octopoda, 500, 518, 521, 551, 634, 639, 641,
900
Octopw, 625, 879, 891, 909, 913, 916
octopus, coral reef, 581, 916
Octopt~sH w , 581, 916
0. vulgaria, 581, 587, 589, 622, 632-634, 636,
637, 639, 641, 648, 860, 867, 890, 904, 908,
916
Ocypode, 649, 866, 878
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0. ceratophthalmw, 586, 587, 649, 650
0. q d r a t a , 587, 649, 904
Ocypodidaa, 901
Odobenw, 903
0. roamarw, 738, 758, 760, 761, 763
0. rosmurw divergens, 827, 835, 870
Odontoceti, 519, 648, 709, 71 1,713, 723-731,
733-735, 738, 740, 712, 744-767, 762, 7 6 6
780, 782, 785, 793-797, 799-801, 803, 809,
810, 812, 822, 824, 825, 828, 829, 840-846,
848, 849, 861, 862, 890, 894, 897, 899, 902
Oerstedia dwsaLi8,569
Olivdla biplkata, 566, 868
Onchidiumjhidiznum, 557
Ofacorhynchue,856
0. gorhcha, 683, 685, 699, 700, 877
0. keta, 670, 686
0. k k t c h , 686-688, 874
O.nerka, 658,669,670,685,701,867,870,874,
881, 888, 889
0. sp., 672, 673
0 . tshuwytacha, 677, 682, 686, 687, 874, 875
Onos, 671
Ophelia b i m i a , ö l 3 , 914
Opheodesoma spectcrbilis, 565, 566, 857
ophiuroids, 646
Opistobranchia, 569, 582, 609, 623, 865, 872,
895
Orchestiu gamrnarelb, 597
0 . meddewanea, 584
0. platensis, 584
Orchestoidea benedicti, 584
0 . corniculata, 584, 585, 865, 869
Orcinus, 903
0. wca, 729,735,747,764,765, 787-789,797,
799, 803, 826, 832, 841, 842, 875, 907
Oscillatoriaceae, 465
Osmunda, 478
Ostariophysi, 676, 690, 897, 899
ostracods, 607, 608
Oshea edulis, 609, 615, 856, 884
Olari~byronia, 761
O.@uescens, 761, 912
Otariidae, 720, 737, 778, 872, 883
Otoplana sp., 641, 647
otter, Asian 'clawless', 715, 854, 892, 905
otter, river, 779
oysters, 609, 615, 618, 621, 870, 884

P. mdua, 599, 630
P. sp., 628
P. squilb, 625
P. xiphias, 599, 625
Pdoemonetes, 573, 629, 888
P. varian.8, 522-524, 629, 632, 638, 867
P. dgaria, 648
Palinuru-8 dgaria, 640, 652, 867
Pdythoa, 899
P. psammophiiirr, 618, 899
Panulirus, 555
P. argw, 543,556,557,617,632,877,888
P.interruptw, 630, 648, 652, 887, 914, 9113
Para&hthys lethostigma, 677, 866
Parameciurn, 653, 859
Passer domesticus, 943
Patella aspera, 557
P. depressa, 557
P . wdgata, 557, 594, 854
Potiria miniala, 6 19
Peclen, 860, 876
P. irradian-8, 576
P. d m w , 611,910
Pehgia, 626
Pelvelia, 47 8
P.fastigiata, 478
Penaeus azteczu, 595, 653, 901
P. d w a r u m , 593,595,600,653,878,879,882,
908
P. rnembramzeeus, 637
P. sp., 637
p e n y i n s , 898
Pennales, 468
Peruzfluv.iatilW, 662, 663, 665
perch, 505, 665
Percidae, 674, 676
Peringiu (=HydroZ>ia)ulvae, 5G1, 570, 583,
601, 893
periwinkles, 645, 867, 869, 875, 894
Peromysw, 944
Pehomyzon mari7~us,5 16
Phialidium gregarium, 563
P. hemisphericum, 562
Phoca vitulina, 717-720, 731, 761, 779, 786788, 791, 795, 835, 880
Phocidae, 720, 737, 778, 779
Phowenu, 748, 910
P.phocoeruz, 711, 724, 745, 746, 764, 775, 776,
781, 782, 787, 789, 791, 792, 797, 799, 804806, 819, 821-823, 853, 861, 868, 895, 903,
907, 908, 911
Phocoenoides dalli, 734
Phormidium, 458,465, 467, 468
P. autunanale, 467
P. sp., 466
P. uncinatum, 466, 467

Phoronb psammophiJa, 599
Phozinus, 876
P . laevis, 521, 667, 915
P . phozin.us, 663, 678, 682, 690, 897
Phywrnycm, 469, 494
P . blakesleeanus, 491
Phylloswpz~s,522
P . collybita, 549
P . trochilus, 549
Phyllothalestria mysis, 523, 567
Physeter, 752, 755, 854
Physa acuta, 623
P . calodon, 733-738, 748, 752-755, 776, 777,
807, 810, 812, 825, 826, 838, 840, 841, 849,
862, 894, 899
P . rnacrocephalus, 856
Physeteridae, 752, 902
pigeons, 882
pike, 665, 673, 674
Pinnipedia, 711, 713, 717, 718, 720, 722, 726,
732, 735-738, 742-744, 757, 758, 761, 778,
779, 781, 786, 793-795, 825, 827, 828, 834,
835, 847-849, 852, 861, 873, 885, 891, 893,
896, 898,902-904, 908
Pinnixia chaetopterana, 620
Piswter bseviapinzls, 6 10
Pisces, 896, 897, 904
plaice, 556, 664, 693, 854, 912
Planaria, 515, 516, 561, 563, 653, 655, 855,
859, 876, 907
Platanbta g a n g e t k , 711, 724, 729, 738, 765,
777,797,800,828,829,853,854,897
P . idi,711, 724,729, 746, 749,750,777, 785,
797, 800, 806, 829, 897, 899
Platanistidae, 897, 902
Platichthys, 671
P.+,
680
Platynerew durnerili, 934
Plewtus towmendii, 810
Pleurobrcrchiapileua, 562,604,626,642,651
Pleurobranchaea culifomzk, 635, 915
Pleuronectes, 67 1
P . platessa, 556, 664, 674, 680, 692, 707, 854,
912
Pneumatophorzte japonicw , 877
Podarke pugettensis, 619
Podon polyphemoides. 592, 602, 852, 858
Poecilia reticulatus (reticulafia),660, 688, 689
Polinices conicus, 6 11
Pollachius wirens, 662
Polychrteta, 561, 564, 567. 570. 576, 599, 607,
612, 613, 615, 616, 619, 620, 625, 637, 641,
643, 647, 650, 843, 864, 866, 867, 873, 874,
889, 892, 914, 934
Polygordius, 643
P . sp., 561

polynoid, 631
Polyophlalmm p k t u s , 567
Polypteridae, 678, 896
Polyphmcs, sp., 678
PolysiphonM, 478
Polyzoa, 614, 865, 901
Pontella meadii, 587
PontopweM a f i n w , 597, 885
Pontoporia blainvillei, 71 1, 745, 748, 797, 801,
897, 902
Porania pulvillus, 61 1
Porcellw scaber, 516
Poronotus tricanthus, 690
porpoises, 804, 808, 817, 823, 854, 855, 861,
862, 866, 868, 869, 871, 873, 881, 882,885887, 889, 891, 893-896, 899, 900, 903, 906,
907,909, 91 1, 915
porpoise, bottlenosed, 869, 870, 881,882,894,
902
porpoise, common, 842
porpoise, Dall, 734, 842
porpoise, finless, 776, 797, 801
porpoise, harbour, 775, 789, 791, 853
Portunus sanguinolen~tus,610
P . sp., 603
prawns, 867
Prionotus, 902
P~ocambarus,913
P . ckzrkii, 589, 634, 878
Processa cartdiculata, 569, 637, 638, 640
Prosobranchia, 583, 601, 623, 627, 640, 873,
886, 893, 912, 913, 915
Protista, 566
Protoddoides symbwticus, 613, 858
Protodrilus, 880
P . rubropharyngeus, 613, 615, 874
P. syrnbioticw, 592,608, 613, 874
protozoans, 515, 526, 527, 859
Psammechinus miliaria, 637
Pseudodiaptomus coronatus, 6 10
Psesldorca craasidens, 776, 824, 861, 862
Pterotrachea, 872
P . c o r o ~637,
, 640
P . m u t h , 627, 637, 640
pulmonates, 557, 623
Pusa hispida, 731, 761, 779
Pycnogonida, 606,892
Pyrrhula europa,ea, 51 1

Raja clauata, 512, 680, 692, 888
R. sp., 692
R.ajidae, 691
Ranatra, 51 9
Raniceps, 67 1
R. raninus, 680
rats, 552, 553
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ray h h , 512, 881, 888
R W i a n e c t e s g h w , 853
Rhinolophidae, 903
roach, 665, 682
Roccw chryops, 670, 876
Rosettue sp., 796
Roetanga pulehra, 609, 865
rudds, 682
Rutilw rwtilw, 665, 670, 671, 682
Sabelia& alveolata, 615, 9 14
S. &n&sa,
561, 615,881, 915
Sabelliphdus sarsi, 612, 863
Sacculincl, 596
SagiUa, 561
S . elegans, 651
S. 8et08a, 906
salamander, 678
S h o d p i l a w , 683
S. h r k i i , 670, 685, 691, 880, 886, 888, 908
S. gairclneräi, 662,663, 671,679,680,875,894
S . irideus, 662
S . e d a r , 679, 680, 686, 688, 695, 702, 857,908
S . sp., 674, 678
S . truita, 680, 906
S. t r u t h m. tarw, 906
salmon, Atlantic, 688, 702,908
aalmon, Baltic, 702, 857
eelmon, chinook, 686, 874
salmon. chum, 878, 891
salmon, coho, 853,859,880
saimon, Pacific, 658, 684, 702, 706, 856, 901
e e h o n , pink, 683, 685, 699, 700, 877
salmon, silvor, 686, 874
salmon, socl<eye,701, 867, 869, 870, 874, 878,
881, 888, 889
Salmonidae, 500,549,661,669, 670, 672,674,
677, 680, 682-686, 688, 699, 701, 702, 704,
736, 841, 842, 853, 857, 859, 865, 869, 875,
876, 879, 888, 895, 904,911
Sdvelinue fontinalk, 67 1
sand doller, 610
sandhopper, 552, 567,577,583-585, 697, G48,
895, 914
S w g a s ~ s l me c h i n o c a ~ , 5 6 5
Sar& mirabdia, 562
sdlops, 576.910
~Qcurdiniw
erythrophthalmua, 682
iS'carz~sw e h t i n u e , 667,668
S. guacumaia, 667, 668
Schislomyais apcapcrilw,
606
scoldep& fdiginosa, 613, 615, 866
S m b e r ecomber, 682
S c y l b r h h u s , 678
S. canioula, 680, 692, 693
S. sp., 673
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S . eteUark, 673
Scylla sewaka, 635, 636, 901
Scyllium m n k l a , 888
Scyphomedusae, 625, 626, 642, 858, 878
sea anemones, (509, 616, 618, 646, 887, 8'33,
895, 907, 914
sea cows, 722
sm fans, 874, 912
seals, 713, 720, 722, 731, 735, 737, 778, 789,
829, 855, 857, 864, 865, 868, 872, 878-880,
882, 883, 886, 8 8 9 4 9 1 , 893, 890, 901, 902,
908,912, 914
setll, Alaska fur,834, 855, 882
seal, bearded, 761
seal, Cape fur, 834, 899
seal, crabeater, 761
seal, elephant, 88G
seal, fur, 894, 896, 898, 899, U03
seal, grey, 761, 835, 905
seal, harbour, 717, 761, 78G, 787, 791, 795,
870, 880, 905
seal, harp, 760, 761,789,891, 905, 909
seal, Hawaiian monk, 882
seal, hooded, 761, 909
sml, leopard, 761
seal, New Zealand fur, 761, 890
scal, Northern elcphant, 760, 761, 825, 82G,
855
seal, Northernfur, 722,732,761,834,879,896
seal, Northern hair, 890
seal, ribbon, 761
seal, ringed, 779
seal, South African fur, 834
seal, Weddell, 737, 758, 7G0, 834, 882, 884,
899, 903, 913
sealions, 713,715,722, 737,743,778,779,786,
794, 796, 811, 829, 855, 861, 868, 872, 878,
882, 889, 894, 898, 902, 906, 014
soa lion, California, 744, 758, 787, 790, 826,
827, 858, 859, 869, 872, 896, 898, 904, 905,
914
soo. Iion, Northern, 834
sea lion, South Arnerican, 761
sea lion, Southern, 912
~ e lion,
a
Steller, 717, 759, 863, 882, 804, 901,
905
sea nettle, 887
sea otter, 713-715, 731, 737, 738, 758, 778,
781, 848, 849, 872,880, 882, 887
soo. otter, Southern, 91 1
sea pen, 926, 943
sca 'primate', 912
scn-star, 570, 572, 599, 608-610, GlY, 610,
047, 867, 860, 863, 878, 882, 888, 889, 9OG,
910, 911, 916
ses-urchin, 552,581,599,621,639,646, 896

972
seaweed, 562, 614
selachians, 905
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S. spallanzoni, 61 2, 863

S . 8pallanzcmi var. brevispira, G 12

Seluginelh, 483
Spirogyra, 475
S. marbmaii, 484, 486
Spirorbis, 884
S.boreal&, 614, 890, 914
Semotilzce, 690
S. a t r W w , 883
S. rilpeaLrEB ( = urnbelimtua), 614
Sepia, 580, 913
S. s p i r w b k ( = boreal&), 615, 884, 894
S. o@inalis, 556,581,637,649,860,8G5,807, sponges, 735
890, 910
squid, 556, 617, 722, 735, 843, 892,909
squidfish, 909
SepioteMhkz leaeaiana, 587
serpulids, 614, 907
SquiUa mantis, 574, 639
Sesarma curacaoemia, 649
Steatwnia caripenskz, 794
S. r e c t m , 649
Stenarchua albijrom, 941
shad, 665, 675, 886
Slenella cueruleoalba, 71 1, 782, 783, 786, 792
sharks, 516, 517, 520, 664, 673, 678, 680, S. grafimani, 746, 747, 842, 843
690-693, 785, 854, 873, 878, 881, 892, 893, S. longiroatrk, 747, 749, 752, 843
915
S. phqiodon, 776, 825, 844,862,915
shipworm, 613
8.
roseiventris, 840
shrews, 794, 873
S. sp., 823
Shrimp, brown, 901
S. styz, 812, 861
shrimp, pink, 593, 600, 653, 882, 908
Stena bredane&,
776, 861, 894
Shrimps, 522-524,536,540,552,557,569,574,
stickleback, 666
581, 593, 595, 596, 600, 601, 608, 612, 616,
stomatopods, 574, 576, 867, 873,
617, 625, 629, 632, 637-640, 653, 800, 852,
Stomotoca atm, 562
858, 869, 863, 869, 875, 876, 878, 879, 884, Stombue gibbedus, 611
896
S. luhuanus, 61 1
silkworm, 552
Strongylocentrotua jrannScanua, 581
Siluridae, 676, 679
sturgeon, 675, 681, 699
Siluroidea, 855
sunfish, 684, 875
S i m b , 7 11
Sylvia ilihxapiUa, 549
S. borin, 549
Siphamia pewnutcrto, 552
Synaphobranchidae, 860
Siphonariia dternata, 557, 865
Sirenia, 711,713,722, 723, 732,735, 738,739,
Synaphobranchua kaupi, 704
744, 757, 761, 778, 779, 793, 794, 828, 836,
Synuptcr, 860
S. digildo, 642
848, 849. 870, 878
skates, 691, 692
S w g d i u r n n.sp., 606, 607, 928, 929, 942
slugs, 609, 857, 907
Syncoryne mirabüb, 651
Smerinw omYaia, 856
snaila. 516517, 564, 577, 583, 588, 589, 694, Talitridae, 597, 880, 895, 914, 927
Tditrua, 504
598, 600-602, 605, 608, 610-612, 623, 644T. soltator, 552, 557, 577, 583-587. 597, 648,
646, 654, 655, 854, 856, 859, 860, 864, 865,
881, 894, 912, 913
857, 859, 895, 914, 944
snail, mud, 655, 859, 860, 863
Talurchatia deshayeaei(i), 584, 597, 895
snakes, 515, 517
T. kmgZconia, 584
T. mabi,
584-586, 869,895,902
.
611
Solaster p o p p 0 8 ~ 600,610,
T. megalophthrrlma, 584
$018, 664, 707, 912
Solea e o h , 664, 674, 707, 912
Tapea jarponica, 617
Solen, 641
Tectariua mukatw, 594
teleosts, 520,661, 671, 880,868,871, 880
S . &, 641
Solalicr, 862
Telesb riisei, 599
S.~uviobilie,778
Tenrecidae, 794.873
Teredo notwgica, 613,876
s w ~phaloplem,651
Sphyrno sp.. 680
termites, 517
spiders, 515, 535, 885
Thalassinidea, 573
Thunidae, 662, 664, 670
S p i d b . 671
Spirographis patwnina, 6 12
Thunnue albacorea, 843
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T. thynnw, 706,910
Thyone briareus, 646, 907
Tinca tincu, 663
Tiron sp., 921, 922,932
T k b e furcata, 687
t o d , 504,607, 520, 64S551, 870
Todarodes paeifiourr, 656,892,902
Tomop&ria sp., 637
T m d l a lineata, 614, 855
Torpedo s p . , 692
Trachurw japonicec8, 662
trachymedusa, 561
trematode, 583, 908
Trichechua, 732,903
T. inunguk, 722, 761, 869
T. mandua, 722
T. r n a n d w latiroatria, 722, 723, 732, 744, 761,
762, 835
T. mandw m a d u a , 722
T. aenegalensis, 722
Triclwgaater, 902
T d o b o d r i l w helcieri, 564,565, 602, 858
Trinch&
aurantia, 600
Trochua, 640
trout, 662, 670, 684, 906
trout, brook, 865
trout, brown, 865, 906
trout, cutthroat, 670, 880, 885, 888, 908
trout, rainbow, 662, 671,865, 894, 916
Tubifex sp., 678
T W r i c r indivisa, 609
T. larynx, 609
TuleuriOccanS san8iburica, 552, 581, 639
tuna, 676, 680, 843, 862, 896, 916
tuna, bluefin, 889
tuna, skipjack, 706, 914, 916
TurbaneUa hyalina, 613, 615, 858
turbellariam. 592, 625, 641, 642, 647
Tureiopa, 887
T. aduneus, 740, 901
T . gdli, 796, 797, 806, 823, 869, 911
T. trutacdu~,710, 711, 722-728, 734, 738,
746752, 766, 764-769, 771, 776, 782, 784,
787-789, 797-799, 801-806, 812-820, 822826, 847, 862, 866, 868-870, 877, 880, 881,
885-888,894,899,900,902,909,912,916
Tyloa Idrdlii, 584, 585, 587, 895
T. p n c t d u a , 585, 648, 875

Uca, 649,865, 886,901,942
U. anndipea, 912

U . crendda, 931,932, 943
U . minax, 650, 901, 931
U. merk, 649
U.pugilator, 577,581,586,587, 642,649,854,
877, 901

U. pugnax, 573,581,647,649,854,901,944
U. rapax, 567, 649, 875
U. tangeri, 557, 581, 586, 587, 853, 875
Ulva hctua, 609
Uroaalpinz cinereu, 598, 608, 609, 857, 870,
915
vallket-iu, 483,496
V. epimlk,489
V. @rdktarta, 484,486488,491
Vaucheria, 483
V. awsilk, 48&486
Venua, 641
V i r b i w , 637
Volwz, 458,460, 653
V. aurew, 468-480,467,496

welruses, 713,737,758,760,827,860,870,899,
902

warblers, 549, 875
wasps, 551, 879
waterbeetles, 505, 523, 524, 631
whales, 711,713,725, 733-736,744,753,763,
793, 796,
844, 850,
871-873,
889-893,
911, 916

809, 830,
854-856,
875-877,
897, 899,

832, 833, 835, 841, 842,
861, 862, 864, 866, 868,
879-882, 884, 885, 887,
900, 90Z904, 906, 908-

whale, baleen, 762, 796, 832, 839, 854, 867,
875, 893, 916

whale, beaked, 713,777, 844, 864, 890,892
whale, blue, 838, 856, 866, 889, 901
whale, bottlenose, 736, 843, 856
whale, California gray, 853, 868
whale, Eden's, 910
whale, f&e killer, 824, 862
whale, h,723, 762, 838, 889, 894, 897, 901,
903, 909

whale, k b a c k , 896. 910
whale, grey, 723, 733, 762, 796, 832, 836, 837,
866,873,879,897,898,900,914,916

whale, humpback, 723, 733, 763, 839, 840,
866, 868, 880, 885, 896

whale, killor, 729,735,789,832,841,

875,903,

907

whale, Minke, 762, 796, 838, 856, 903
whale, pilot, 772, 842, 868, 869, 861, 862,
885, 913

whale, right, 763, 863, 896
whale, sei, 838, 842, 879, 881, 894
whale, sperm, 733, 735-738, 776, 777, 810,
825, 846, 856, 867, 862, 864, 873, 879, 893,
894, 899,909,916
whale, white, 738, 843,. 881-883, 905
whelks, 500, 620, 621
whiting, 691, 693, 900
winkles, 683, 588, 645, 707
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wood lice, 528
worms, 500, 561,602, 608, 613, 619, 641, 650,
874, 876

worrn, palalo, 934, 938, 943
worm, wire, 563, 597, 886

Xenqpus km&, 520, 884
Xiphosura, 587
Zcdophw, cul~ornhnue, 715, 717, 719-722,
743, 744, 758, 759, 779, 786-788, 790, 791,

793-795, 810, 826, 827, 834, 849, 8
872, 889, 896, 898, 905, 914
zander, 665
Zea mays, 495
zebrefish, 666, 888
Zenorchopterus, 871, 913
Z. d b p , 661, 662
Zirphiw cavivmtris, 844, 854, 890
Zoanthidea, 618, 899
Zwroes, 671
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Accents, marnrnal sounds, 725, 726
Accommodation, odontocete eye, 725
Acoustic discrimination, 758, 801
angular, 792
Acoustic energy, 648, 649, 740
mammals, 756
'Acoustic eye', 703
'Acoustic lens', 749-752
Acoustic orientation, 514, 740
defmition, 741
iishes, 68S691
mammals, 849, 851
Acoustic prey detection, invertebrates, 651
Acoustics, deiinition, 741
Acoustic shock, invertebrates, 650
Acoustic trap, odontocetes, 845
Active biosonar, 514, 806, 807
definition, 742
delphinids, 847, 849
experiments On, 801
mammals, 793-806
signals
odontocetes, 764,765,804,805,818,820,
850
Aerial vision, Mysticeti, 723
Odontoceti, 725, 726
Afference, 508
Aggrega,tion in light gradients, 562, 563
Aggregations, invertebrates, 614-6 16
Aggression, mammals, 828
'Alarm clock', 918
Alarm signal, delphinids, 823
Alarm-substance, fishes, 688
Alcohol, effect on rhythms, 941, 942
'Allgemeiner Lagereflex', 640
Allocortical complex, dolphin, 7 12
Allothetic cues, 515
Allothetic orientation, 506
Ametropia, definition, 7 14
Ampullae of Lorenzini, 691, 692
Analyser, polarized light, 588, 589
Angle
discriinination
fishes, 661
orientation, 601
Angular acceleration, 635-637
Angular deceleration, 635, 637
Animals, dorsal-light reaction, 528
electric fields, 515
gravity orientation, 512, 514, 525, 545
h.oining, 503
intertidal

salinity orientation, 594, 595
kineses, 526-528
'Minokinesis', 528
'Miiiotaxis', 528
light
compass reaction, 528
trap, 527
magnetic fields, 503, 516
menotaxis, 627, 628
mnemotaxis, 527, 528
normal position, 503
orientation
in space, 499-852
in time, 917-942
orthokinesis, 628
phobotaxis, 527
phototaxis, 527
polarization, 519
preference position, 503
statoliths, 517
taxes, 526-532, 536, 537
telotaxis, 527-529
topotaxis, 527
tropisms, 526-530, 532
tropotaxis, 527-529
turning tendency, 522, 523, 537-539
ventral-gravity reaction, 528
ventra,l-light reaction, 528
vertical migration, 546, 547
Annual cycles-see Cycles
Anosmatic odontocetes, 735, 738
Archicortex, dolphins, 712
'Arthropodin', 515
Arytenoepiglottic tube, 746
Aspect angle, 809
A s t i p a t i s m , definition, 714
~stronomicalorientation, 585
ATP. light action in plants, 489, 490, 492, 493
Attachment, invertebrates, 615, 624
Aubert phenomenon, 542
Audiogra,m, mammals, 787-789
Auditory 'pictures', 519
Aiiditory sensitivity, mammals, 787-789
Autophasing hypothesis, 91 8
Auxin, 472, 473, 477
Avoidance reactions
fishes, 675, 683
invertebrates, 610, 61 1
Bangs, Pinnipedia, 759
Barks, Odontoceti, 766
Pinnipedia, 758, 760
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Barokinesis, 604
Barth's Organ, invertebrates, 649
'Basic orientation', 534
Behavioural correlates of sounds, Odontoceti,
812-824

Benthos, daily rhythrns, 925-928
pressure orientation, 605-607
'Bicomponent model', 540
Bico-ordinate orientation, 503
Binaural hearing, 790-792
Binaural interaction, mammals, 850, 851
Binaural localization, 520
Bio-acoustics, dehition, 741
Biologicai clocks, 918, 919, 939-941
Biological rhythms, 917-942
Bioluminescence, irnportance for pinniped
vision, 722
Biosonar, active-see Active biosonar
passive-see Passive biosonar
Blubber, importance for sound uptake in
mammals, 782
Blue-light, responses of plants, 462, 468-470,
474, 475, 479, 487, 488, 491-493

Body
contrtct
mammals, 828
'directional sign', 508
orientation
coincident, 502
space constant, 502
related orientation, 501
Brachyencephaly, 701
Brain, cetacean, 711
cortex, 787
Breathing, diving mammals, 736, 737
Breeding, Pinnipedia, 834
Brightness sensitivity, tishes, 662
Burst pulses, Pinnipedia, 743
Buzzing, Pinnipedia, 759
By-passing principle, plants, 453, 454, 486
'Calypso', R. V., 771, 821
Catadromous fish migrations, 702
Celestial cues, 667
Celestial orientation, 586, 927
flshes, 667
Ce11 division, rhythmicity, 923, 924
synchronization to light-dark cycle, 923
Central auditory structures, 785
Central disposition-see Disposition, central
Cerebellum, cetaceans, 711
Chain, cybernetics, 535
'Chase squawk', 811, 813, 814
Chemical orientation, 616-624
'Chemical sense', fishm, 679
Chemokinesis, 621

Chemoreception, 516
-es,
683
invertebrates, 60€t624
mammals, 735
Chemoreceptors, 516, 573
h h e s , 679
Chemoresponses, plants, 452
Chloronema, 474, 475
Chloronemata, 474
Chlorophylls, 452
Chloroplast, centrifugability, 487-489
light perception, 484-486
orientation movernente in plants, 451, 452,
483-490

ecological significance, 490
shape
light-induced changes, 491
'Circadian clock', 919
Circadian cycles, luminescence, 923
Circadian period, 927
Circadian rhythms, 548, 918, 919, 926, 928,
931, 940, 941

Circatidal rhythrns, 918, 919
Circus movements, invertebrates, 568, 569
Classfication, mammais, 711, 713
orientation reactions, 527, 528
underwater targets
odoncocetes, 799, 800
Click, duration, 766, 767, 802
trains, 802, 806
duration, 766
Clicks, 810
active-biosonar, 818
discrimination, 802, 818, 819
Odontoceti, 747, 751, 764-768,776-778
'orientation', 768, 802
Pinnipedia, 743, 744, 758-760
Clocks, 'alarm', 918
biological, 918, 939-941
circadian, 919
diurnal, 548
endogenous, 584,917-942
Comtal migrators, fishes, 707
salinity orientation, 595, 596
CO, fixation, 490, 492, 493
Coincident body orientation, 502
Coleoptile, geotropism, 477, 478
phototropism, 470-474
Colour changes, rhythmicity, 927
Communication, by sounds, 811-826
chemically mediated, 610
rnarnmals, 710, 711
Compass Course, 667
fishes, 659, 667, 669, 670
movements, 694-699
orientation, 706
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ss orientation, 502, 503
nsation, distorted vision, 553
ous, 541
ical, 542, 543
~ e n s a t i otheory'
n
of orientation, 533
nsatory movements, 543, 545
632-634
alk, 640
tition, iiahes, 664
sed systems, 543-647
ted environment effects, mammal
orientation, 829
oning, mamrnals, 848
retina, 549
t Situation sounds', delphinids, 819
t chemoreception-see
Chemoreception
r-related orientation, invertebrates,
575,577
st perception, invertebrates, 680
, phototactic sensitivity of plants, 464
inate orientation, 501
ary discharges', 532
ponding loci', 514
cetaceans, 711, 712
orientation, 502, 503
hip sounds, delphinids, 81 1, 813, 814,
821
Pinnipedia, 759
ng on slopes, invertebrates, 644
g on vertical substrates, invertebrates,
644
cone, illumination in invertebrates,
578, 579
05, 506, 513, 516
hetic, 515
ory, 519, 756-778, 796826
ical, 616
tional, 508
ence copy, 522
rical, 515
tational, 517
tory-olfactory, 738
hetic, 521
thetic, 522
452 ff
etic, 516
anical, 520
ensory, 521, 522
ry, 521
mai, 515, 731, 732
l, 516, 581, 714-731,

emoreception, 546
rated potential5

fish orientation, 704
orientation
fishes, 67%674
reception, 516
receptors, 521
Cybernetic contiol rnechanism, plants, 456,
457
Cybernetics of orientation, 534-540
Cycles, annual, 920, 939
circadian, 923
'forcing', 918, 919
menstrual, 919
Cycloheximide, effects on rhythms, 941
Cyclosis, plants, 487
Cytoplasmic streaming, plants, 487, 489
Daily rhythm-see Rhythms, daily
Daylengbh, importmce for mysticete reproduction, 723
rekase of mammal migrations, 840
Day-night cycles, 925-927
Delay time, 510
Delphinid-tune association, 843
Deportation, h h , 659
Depth regulation, compensatory, 604, 605
Desiccation, invertebrate orientation, 597
Detection of underwater targets, Odontoceti,
799,800
Dialects, mammals, 825, 826
Dichroic principle, plants, 454, 455, 486
Dioptric adaptations, 7 17
Dioptric mechanism, Carnivora, 7 16
Directional choices, fishes, 696, 697
Directional discrimination, W e s , 661
Directional hearing, 790-792
Directionality, fkhes, 696, 697
Directional orientation, 501
Directional stabilization, 521
Direction, h d i n g , 510, 512
-intensity controversy, 661
measurement by delphinids, 807
of locomotion by invertebrates, 572
Direct orientation, 504, 506
Discrimination, acoustic, 792, 798, 799
auditory, 818, 819
by fishes
direction, 661
shape, 661
visual angle, 661
clicks, 802, 818, 819
individual sounds of mammals, 825
niechanical oscillations, 828
of acoustic targets, 792-81 1
of target
quality, 803
shape, 806
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Discrimination-continued
strength, 798, 799
'Disparate' loci, 514
Displacement, of retinal image, 514
plankton, 556, 558
Disposition
central, 505, 522, 536-538
importance for mammal orientation,
846,847
endogenous, 505
specific, 505, 531
specific central, 532, 537
Dissolved gases
orientation
fishes, 677
invertebrates., 607.. 608
Dissolved substances, invertebrate orienta1
tion, 608-624
Distance, determination, 514
evaluation, 515
orientation, 502, 504, 522, 526
invertebrates, 618
'Distress call', 81 1-813
Distribution, Carnivora, 715
estuarine invertebrates, 602, 603
intertidal invertebrates, 594
mammals, 711, 713,732-734, 843
plant chloroplasts, 483, 484
Disturbance detectors, invertebrates, 652
'Diurnal animals', 925
Diurnal clock, 548
Diving depths, mammals, 832
Diving manlmals, 736, 737
DNA sylithesis, role in timing, 941
Dorninance signals, delphinids, 822, 823
Doppler shift, 807, 808
Dorsal-light reaction, animals, 528
fkhes, 689
invertebrates, 590, 637-639
Downstream movement, fishes, 701, 706
invertebrates, 600
'Dreherregungen', 534
'Drehkommando', 534
Drifting
passive
fishes, 707
Ear
birds, 520
cetaceans, 778, 779, 781
mammals, 520
nystagmus movements, 543
pinnipeds, 778
sea otter, 778
sirenians, 778
Echo intensity, 807

Echoloca.tion, defhition, 742
delphinids, 849
mammals, 794
Echoranging, definition, 742
delphinids, 849, 850
inamn~als,794
EEG-see Electroencephalogram
Efference, 508
copy, 532, 541, 590
cues, 522
hypothesis, 534
'E1asis'-see Distance, orientation
Electric fields, 735
animals, 515
application t,o fisheries, 653
orienta.tion
fishes, 791-799
invertebrates, 652, 653
mammals, 826
polarity induction in plants, 481
Electrical perception, 694
Electric fishes, 691-694
Electric ogans, 516
fishes, 691, 692
Electroencephalogram, fishes, 686, 68
Electrofishing, shrimp, 653
Electrolocation
fishes
active, 692
passive, 692, 693
Electroreceptor, 515, 516
fishes, 691, 692
Emergence rhythms, intertidal insec
935
Emmetropia, definition, 714
Emmetropic vision, Carnivora, 7 15
Mysticeti, 723
Odontoceti, 725
Pinnipedia, 7 17
Endogenous cloclts, 584, 9 17-942-se
Interna1 clock
Endogenous 'readiness', 919
Endogenous rhythms, 919, 920
Endogenous t,iming, 9 17-942
Epinasty, plants, 476
Equilibrium
Organ
mammals, 739
orientation, 503, 504, 625, 640
invertebrates, 632, 637, 638
Escape responses, invertebrates, 59
610, 611, 651
Escarpment,~,import,ance for delphi
gration, 831, 843, 844
Experience, 811
importance in orientation, 552, 553
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marnmals, 846, 847
Pinnipedia, 834
E Y ~
anatomy
nauplius, 570, 571
movements
compensatory, 632-634
exploratory, 7 14
idle, 714
mammals, 714
pursuit, 7 14
spontaneous, 714
tremor-like, 580, 581
Mysticetes, 723
nystagmus movements, 543
Odontoceti, 724, 725, 729
Pinnipedia, 722
Sirenia, 722, 723
-statocyst interaction, 637-639
Eyestalk movement, compensatory, 640
shrimp, 629-632
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Far-field sounds, 741
Feedback, control mechanisms, 536, 537
loop, 535-538, 544, 545, 547
orientation, 535, 536
visua,l, 553, 591
Feeding, mammals, 833, 842
responses
fishes, 693
rhythmicity, 938, 939
sounds
delphinids, 819, 821, 822
'Fight-squawk', 814, 816
Fisheries, g a r avoidance, 665
Fishes
alarm substance, 688
angle discrimination, 661
avoidance reactions, 675, 683
brightness sensitivity, 662
'chemical sense', 679
chemoreception, 683
chemoreceptors, 679
competition, 664
deportation, 659
directional choices, 696, 697
directional discrimination, 661
directiona.lity, 696, 697
dorsal-light reaction, 689
downstream movements, 701, 706
drifting
passive, 707
electric, 691-694
Organs, 691, 692
electroencephalogram, 686, 687

olectrolocation
active, 692
passive, 692, 693
electroreceptora, 691, 692
feeding responses, 693
food
perception, 680
search, 680-682
gear avoidance, 665
gustation, 679-681
gustatory receptors, 681, 682
gustatory sense, 679, 680
hearing, 690
homing, 659, 670, 673, 683-688, 691, 707
klinotaxis, 690
lateral-line
receptors, 673
system, 690
light curtains, 665, 666
lunar periodicity, 660
menotaxis, 667, 701
migration, 658, 659, 663, 664, 667, 684686, 696, 698, 705
catadromous, 702
coastal, 707
horizontal, 664, 667
vertical, 663
migratory cycles, 699-707
obstacle detection, 665
odour perception, 678
olfaction, 677-680, 682-684, 686, 704
olfactory mucosa, 663
olfactory Organ, 678, 679
olfactory sensitivity, 678, 679
optical ctbilities, 662
organic substances perception, 677
orientation
acoustic, 68s691
celestial cues, 667
compass-course, 659, 667, 669, 670, 694699,706
current, 672-674
current-generated potentials, 704
dissolved gases, 677
electric fields, 691-699
geom8gnet.i~fields, 694, 695
gravity, 688, 689
inertia, 688, 689
landmarks, 661, 667
light, 659-670
magnetic fields, 691-699
organic substances, 677
polarized light, 669
pressure, 676
salinity, 672
sound, 689-691
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Fishes-mntinued
substratum, 675
sun azimuth, 669
temperature, 670-672
vibration, 689-691
visual, 666, 670
water movement, 672
'osmoreceptors', 672
paesive drifting, 707
phototaxis, 662
pit organs, 679, 694
releasing factor, 658, 659
retins, 663
rheotaxis, 673, 674
schooling, 666, 683
sequential-odour hypothesis, 686, 687
shape discrimination, 661
single-odour hypothesis, 686
social contact, 666, 675, 682, 683
sound
discrimination, 690
perception, 690, 691
spswning-site detection, 666
stato-acoustical organ, 690
swimbladder, 690
tagging, 657, 665, 670, 705
taste organs, 681
telemetric tracking, 657, 670, 697-699, 706
telotaxis, 667
thennoreception, 671
thermosensitivity, 671
tidal currents, 664
topographic memory, 667
transplantation, 659, 683
ultrasonic tracking, 697-699, 706
vibration perception, 690, 691
vision, 662
visual contact, 666
visual food acquisition, 664, 665
Weber apparatus, 676
Weber's ossicles, 676
Fixation region, invertebrates, 568, 573
'Fixed action pattern', 500
Food
availability
cyclic changes, 923
detection
fishes, 664, 674, 675
invertebrates, 608
hding
gastropods, 546
perception
fishes, 680
search
fishes, 680-682
selection

invertebrates, 609, 61
'Forced movement', inver
'Forcing cycle', 918, 919
Form vision, crabs, 581
invertebrates, 575-581
Free-running rhythms, 919
Frequency transformstion
Fright reactions, invertebr
Fright Signal, delphinids, 8

Gear avoidance, fishes, 665
'General position reflex', i
643
Geomagnetic field, W orie
Geometry of orientation, d
Georesponses, planta, 452
'Geotactic orientation', inv
Geotaxis
invertebrates, 624, 626
orientation, 641-648
-phototaxis interaction,
Geotropic response, plants,
Geotropism, plants, 452,47
Gliding algae, phototaxis,
Goal, arees, 504
orientation, 504, 516
Golgi vesicles, plants, 476
Gradient
direction
determination, 509, 51
measurement, 511
Gravity
invertebrates, 590
localization, 518
orientation
animal, 512, 519, 525,
h h , 688, 689
invertebrate, 624-648
marnmal, 739
man, 542, 544
plant, 476
spiny lobster, 544
perception
invertebrates, 646
plankton migration, 642,
receptors, 517, 519
Gregariousness, invertebrat
Group-effect orientation, pl
Group hairs, invertebrates,
Growth, plant orientation,
Grunion spswning, 933, 934
Gustation, 677
lishes, 679-681
marnmals, 737, 738
Gustatory-olfactory cues, 7
Gustatory receptors, fishes,
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Gustatory sense, fishes, 679,680
'Hair-peg organs' , 599
Hairs, free hook, 635
group, 635
statolith, 635
thread, 635, 648
Head movements (scanning), odontocetes,
727,728, 803
Hearing, dehition, 648, 742
directional
mammals, 790-792
fishes, 690
invertebrates, 649
Heavy water (D,O), effect on rhythms, 941,
942
'Heliotropic'-see Phototaxis, positive
Herd structure, mammals, 838, 839, 841-843
Hertz, deikition, 741
Homing, animals, 503
fishm, 659, 670, 683-688, 691,707
invertebrates, 557
pinnipeds, 834, 835
Horizontal migration, fishes, 664, 667
Hour-glass timing, 932
Humidity, invertebrate orientation, 597
Hunting strategies, killer whales, 841, 842
mammals, 832
Hydrostatic pressurssee Pressure
Hyperopia, definition, 714
'Hysteresis effect', invertebrates, 634
IAA-see Auxin
Identification, acquisition of parameters, 551
of cues, 506, 508
visual, 550, 551
Idiothetic cues, 521
Idiothetic orientation, 506, 514
Immediate orientation, 504
Imprinting, 940,941
importance for mammal orientation, 846,
847
Index value, 505, 531, 536-54Gsee also Set
point
Indirect orientation, 504
Individual recognition, 552
Individual signature, sounds of mammals,
Induction of polarity
plmts, 451,452,473,478-483
by electric fields, 481
by ionic gradients, 480,481
by water movement, 481, 482
Inertie, &h orientation, 688,689
Inertial yidance, 837, 851
Inertial navigation, 735
Innate 'sense' of direction, 585

Input system, 509
Input units, 509-51 1, 513
multiple, 509
one, 509
two, 509, 511, 513, 516
Integration, sensory motor, 552, 553
Intellectual capacity, mammals, 71 1
'Intensity theory', 560
Interaural distance, 792
Interferences, sonic, 809-81 1
Interna1 clock, 548, 584, 586see also
Endogenous clocks
Intertidal &als
orientation
pressure, 605-607
d i n i t y , 595
water movement, 598-603
Intracellular orientation, plants, 483-491
Intraclick interval, 766, 767
Invertebrates
acoustic prey detection, 651
acoustic shock, 650
aggregations, 614-6 16
attachment, 615
avoidance reactions, 610, 611
Barth's Organ, 649
chemoreception, 60&624
circus movements, 568, 569
contour-rela.ted orieritation, 575, 577
contrmt perception, 580
crawling on slopes, 644
crawling on vertical Substrates, 644
critical cone illumination, 578, 579
direction of locomotion, 572
distribution, 594, 602, 603
disturbance detectors, 652
dorsal-light reaction, 590, 637-639
downstream movement, 600
escape responses, 594,595, 610, 611,
fixation region, 568
food
detection, 608
selection, 609, 617, 618
'forced movement', 567
form vision, 575-581
fright reaction, 660
'general position reflex', 640, 643
geotwtic orienta.tion, 647
geotaxis, 624, 625, 641-648
gravity perception, 646
gregariousness, 614-61 6
group hairs, 635
hearing, 649
homing, 557
hook hairs, free, 635
'hysteresis effect', 634
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Invertebrate-inued
kineses, 559, 564
'klinokinesis', 559, 563, 620
light-compass rea.ction, 539, 582-586
light trap, 575
locomotion direction, 572
'longitudinal phototaxis', 575
mass migration, 556
mechanoreception, 650
menotaxis, 582, 586
metamorphosis, 613, 615
migration
&sponse to saliriity, 593-596
response to water movement, 602, 603
seasonal, 593
thermal control, 593
'off reaction', 576
'olfactory conditioiiing', 612
'optokinetic memory', 573, 580, 591
optokinetic response, 580, 591
orientation
chemical, 61G624
dissolved gases, 607, 608
dissolved substances, 608-624
distance, 618
electric fields, 652, 653
equilibrium, 632, 637, 638
gravity, 624-648
huinidity, 597
ion ratios, 596, 597
light, 558-591
lunar, 584, 585
lunar-compass, 585
magnetic fields, 653-655
organic substances, 608-624
pressure, 603-607
salinity, 593-596
sign reversal, 558
sound, 648-652
sun-compass, 540, 552, 584
temperature, 591-593
tidal currents, 601
trmsverse, 581-590
vibration, 648-652
water movement, 598, 599
oriented movements, 588
orthokinesis, 559, 563, 619, 620
parasitism, 6 12
perception
polarized light, 587, 588
rotation, 635-637
phobotaxis, 562, 563
phonoreception, 650, 651
'phonotaxis', 652
photokinesis, 559-566
ph~toklinot~xis,
566, 567, 645

photo-orthokinesis, 563
phototaxis, 560, 566-571, 576
phototelotaxis, 568-571
phototropotaxis, 567, 568, 571,
polarized light
perception, 588
sensitivity, 584, 587
proprioception, 591,599, 632, 64
positioning, 590, 624-641
rapping, 649
releasing factors, 557, 558
rheotaxis, 598, 600-602
righting, 640
scanning, 580
settlement, 612-616, 623, 624
sexual attraction, 609, 610
sexual relationships, 609, 610
'shadow reaction', 576
skototaxis, 575-577, 581
sonic trackiilg, 557
sound
detection, 652
production, 652
statocysts, 624-642, 646, 648
statoliths, 625, 626, 628, 630, 635
stridulation, 652
substrate
preference, 612-614
se,lection, 612-614
syrnbiosis, 61 1, 612
tactile chemical sense, 615, 624
tagging, 556
ta.xes, 559, 562
thigmotaxis, 645
thread hairs, 636, 648
tidal currents
effects on distribution, 602, 603
'transversal phototaxis', 575
two-light experiments, 567, 668,
upstream movement, 600
ventral-light reaction, 637
vertical migration, 602, 603
vibration
perception, 651
sensitivity, 650
visual stimuli, 537
water-movement perception, 598,
Ionic gradient, polarity induction
480, 481
Ion ratios, invertebrate orientation,
Jacobson's organ, 5 17
Johnston's organ, 520
Ketamine, 829
'Kinaasthetic' orientation, 506
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Kineses, animals, 526-528
invertebrates, 559, 564
Kinesis, 509, 563
'Kinesthesia', 522
'Klinokinesis', 520, 563, 620
animals, 528, 562
invertebrates, 559
Klinotaxis, 620, 621
animals, 528
fishes, 690
Labile direction, 539
Labile orientation, 539
Labile point, 539
Landrnarka, 506, 516, 667
orientation, 503, 551, 582, 667
fishes, 661
ma,mmals, 837
La,ndwa.rd orientation, crabs, 577
Larynx, odontocetes, 745-748, 755
Lateral disparity, 514
Lateral-line
receptors, 673
system
fishes, 690
Lateral orientation, crabs, 573
Learning, 940, 941
efficiency
mammals, 711, 811
pinnipeds, 834
importance in orientation, 551, 552
mammals, 846, 847
of reference stimuli, 552
of spatia.1 parameters, 552
Lens principle, plants, 453, 454
'Lichtrückenreflex', 637
Light
action
mechanisms of, 462-464, 472, 480
prinlary process, 489, 490
chloroplast shape, 491
compass reaction-see also Sun-compass
orientation
animab, 528
invertebrates, 639, 582-586
curtains (barriers)
fishes, 665, 666
-dark cycles, 925, 926
direction
perception by plants, 453-455, 466
-gravity correlation
invertebrate orientation, 639
orientation
fishes, 659-670
invertebrates, 558-591
mammals. 713-731

plants, 452-476, 478-480, 482-491
water beetle, 524
perception
by plants, 452-466, 466, 469-472
chloroplasts, 4 8 6 4 8 6
polarity induction in plants, 473, 478-483
polarized, 559, 586
release of mammal migration, 840
sources
natural, 559
tonic effects in plants, 473
trap
animals, 507
invertebrates, 575
plants, 457, 464
Local acconts, mammals, 825, 826
'Locality studies', 551
'Localization', 505, 506, 508, 509, 512, 530,
551
auditory, 791
binaural, 520
gravity, 518
monaural, 520
'Loca.1 sign', 508, 51 1, 513
Loci, corresponding, 5 14
disparate, 5 14
Locomotion, direction of invertebrates, 672
ecological significance, 555
plant orientation, 457-469
sidewise in crabs. 573
Locomotor
activity
rhythmicity, 925, 928-932, 937, 938
tidal rhythmicity, 592, 593
Locus orientation, 504
'Longitudinal phototaxis', invertebrates, 575
Loop, cybernetics, 535
feedback, 535538, 544, 545, 547
feed forward, 635
Luminescerice, rhythmicity, 924
Lunar-compass orientation, invertebrates,
585
Lunar orientation, invertebrates, 584, 585
Lunar periodicity, fishes, 660
Lunar rhythms-ee
Rhythms, lunar
MAA-see Minimum a.udible angles
Magnetic fields
orientation
animals in general, 503, 516
fishes, 691-699
invertebrates, 653-655
mammals, 826
Mammals, accents, 825, 826
acoustic energy, 756
active biosonar, 793-806
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Mammala-continwd
aggrmsion, 728
audiograms, 787-789
auditory sensitivity, 787-789
binaural interaction, 850, 851
biosonar, 793
blubber, 782
body contact, 828
burst pulses, 743
chemoreception, 735
claseilication, 7 11, 7 13
close-distance observation, 832
communication, 710, 711
by sounds, 811-826
conditioning, 848
dialects, 825, 826
distribution, 711, 713, 732-734, 843
diving, 736, 737
diving depths, 832
ears, 520, 778, 779, 781
echolocation, 794
echoranging, 794
equilibrium Organ, 739
feeding, 833, 842
gustation, 737, 738
hearing, 790-792
herd structure, 838,839, 841-843
hunting strategies, 832
individual sound signature, 824, 825
inertial navigation, 735
intellectual capacity, 7 11
learning, 711, 811
local accents, 825, 826
mechmoreception, 826-828
migration, 732, 733
migratory cycles, 829-844, 851,852
muzzle contact, 827,828
navigation, 828, 829, 847
neural structures, 711
olfaction, 737, 738
orientation
acoustic, 848, 851
concerted environrnental effects, 829
electric fields, 826
gravity, 739
landrnarks, 837
light, 713-731
magnetic field, 826
mechanical stimuli, 826-828
multi-cue effects, 829
organic substances, 737-739
pressure, 736, 737
salinity, 734, 735
sound, 73S826
substratum, 736
temperature, 731-734

vibration, 739-826
visual, 722-724, 849
water movement, 735
passive biosonar, 793, 794
percussion noises, 757
phonation, 742-778
proprioception, 739, 837
proprioceptors, 827
radio-tracking, 829-831, 835
release of migration, 833, 840
reproduction, 833, 834, 839
respiratory noises, 757
'respiratory subunits', 842
segregation, 839, 842, 852
sound
generation, 742-856
properties, 856-878
routes to inner ear, 881
source localization, 850, 851
'stabilization', 848
tactile perception, 828
tagging, 829-831, 840
taste buds, 738
thermal gradient, 73 1
thermoregulation, 73 1, 734
transmitter attachment, 830, 832
zoogeography, 733
'Map and compms' hypothesis, 503
'Marineland of Florida', 828
'Marineland of the Pacific', 819, 827
Mass migrations, invertebrates, 556
Measurement
direction
delphinids, 850
range
delphinids, 850
Mechanical stimuli, mammal orientation,
826-828

Mechanisms of light action, 46%464,472
Mechanoreception, invertebrates, 650
marnmals, 826-828
Melon, 748-852
Menotaxis, animals, 527, 528
fishes, 667, 701
invertebrates, 582, 586
Menstrual rhythm, 918, 919
Mesh cybernetics, 535
Metageotaxis, 526
Metamorphosis, invertebrates, 613, 615
Metaphototaxis, 526
Migrations
fishes, 658, 659, 663, 664, 667, 686686,
696, 698, 705

catadromous, 702
invertebrates, 555-557
response to aalinity, 593-596
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Migrations-wntinued
response to water movement, 602, 603
seaaonal, 593
thermal control, 693
mammaia, 732, 733
Mysticeti, 835--840
Odontoceti, 840
phytoplankton, 923-925
Pinnipedia, 834, 835
plankton, 642
Sirenia, 835
timin@;
mammals, 837
vertical, 546, 547
zooplankton, 921, 922
Migratory cycles, eels, 702-704
&hes, 699-707
herring, 704-706
mammals, 82S844, 851, 852
salmon, 699-702
Migratory restlessness, 522, 549
Minimum audible angles, 790
Mnemotaxis, animals, 527, 528
Modality, 515
Monaurral localization, 520
Moonlight, 919
effects on biological ihythms, 933-936
'Motivation', 505
Motoric orientation, 499
Motor side, animal orientation, 553
Movement, rotatory, 501
translatory, 501
Müller phenomenon, 542
Multi-cue effects, mammal orientation, 829
'Muscle tension theory', 647
Museau du singe, 753-756
Muzzle contact, mammals, 827, 828
Myopia, dehition, 714
Myopic vision, Mysticeti, 723
Nasal plugs, odontocetes, 745-747
Navigation, deiinition, 503
inertial
mammals, 735
mammals, 828, 829, 837
Odontoceti, 730, 731
Pinnipedia, 834
Near-field Sounds, 741
Neocortex, cetaceans, 7 11, 712,
odontocetes, 787
'Nervous compensation', 541
Neural structures, mammals, 7 11
Neurophysiological mechanisms of
tion, 54%551
'Nocturnal animals'. 925

respiratary, 767
'Non-rhythmicity', 920
Non-sensory cues, 521
Normal position, animals, 503
Nystagmus, crabs, 590
ear movements, 543
eye movements 543, 635
Object of orientation, definition, 500
Object orientation, 504
Obstacle detection, fishes, 665
Odour-see Olfaction
Odour perception, fishes, 678
'Off-reaction', invertebrates, 576
Olfaction, 677
fishes, 677-680, 682-684, 686, 704
mammals, 737, 738
'Olfactory conditioning', invertebrates, 612
Olfactory-gustatory cues, mammals, 738
Olfectory mucosa, fishes, 663
Olfactory Organ, Gshes, 678, 679
'Olfactory pits', odontocetes, 738
Olfactory sensitivity, fishes, 678, 679
Optical abilities, fishes, 662
'Optokinetic memory', invertebrates, 573,
580, 591
Optokinetic response, invertebrates, 580, 591
Optomotor mechmism, 531, 532
Oiganic substances
orientation
fishes, 677
invertebrates, 608-624
mamrnals, 737-739
Orientation, aoustic, 514, 689-691
astronomical, 585
basic, 534
bico-ordinate, 503
body, 501,502
celestial, 586, 667
chemical, 616-624
'clicks'
odontocetes, 768, 802
compass, 502, 503
'compensation theory', 633
contour-related, 575, 577
CO-ordinate,501
Course, 502, 503
current, 672-674
dehition, 499, 529
direct, 504, 506
directional, 501
distance, 502, 604, 522, 526
early terminology, 529, 530
equilibrium, 603, 504, 625, 632, 637, 638,
640
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Orientation-continued
geometry of
definition, 501
geotactic, 541-548
goal, 504, 516
gravity
animals, 512, 619, 625, 545
plants, 476
idiothetic, 506, 514
immediate, 604
indirect, 504
in time, 917-942
'kinaesthetic', 506
labile, 539
landrnark, 503, 551
locus, 504
motoric, 499
object, 504
perceptive, 499
primary, 503
proximate, 604
reactions
classification, 527, 528
release, 505
response
animals, 531, 532
Pimipedia, 721
plants, 451, 455, 456, 463
rotatory, 501, 526
seaward, 577
secondary, 503
sign reversal, 658
space-related, 501
spatial
animals
general principles, 499-501
definition, 499
fishes, 657-707
invertebrates, 655-655
mammals, 709-852
plants, 451-493
stable, 539
sun-compass, 540, 547, 548, 552
target, 504
territorial, 551
transverse, 528, 581-590
transverse gravity, 625
visual attack, 581
Oriented movements, invertebrates, 588
Orienting responses, Pinnipedia, 719
Orthokinesis, 563, 619, 620
animals, 528, 562
invertebrates, 559
'Osmoreceptors', fishes, 672
Otocysts, 648
dehition, 625

Pacemakers, 548
Paleocortex, delphinids, 7 12
Palolo spawning, 734
Parasitism, invertebrah, 612
Passive biosonar, 806, 807
defkition, 742
mammals, 793, 794
Passive drifting, iishes, 707
Perception
light
plants, 452-455, 466, 469-472
moving objects
fishes, 662
polarized light
invertebrates, 587, 588
rotation
invertebrates, 635-637
Perceptive orientation, 499
Percussion noises, marnmals, 757
Periarchicortex, dolphins, 7 12
Periodic-shading principle, plants, 454, 455,
459,461

Phase control, rhythms, 919
Pheromones, 610, 683; 686, 688
Phobic response, plan.,
457, 458, 461-463,

I
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Phobotaxis, animals, 527
invertebrates, 562, 563
Phonation, mammals, 742-778
Phonoreception, definition, 648, 742
invertebrates, 650, 651
'Phonotaxis', invertebrates, 652
Photochemical processes, involvement in
timing, 940
Photokinesis, invertebrates, 559-566
plants, 457, 458, 460, 462, 467-469
Photoklinotaxis, invertebrates, 566, 567, 645
Photomotions, plants, 458, 460
Photon, 455
Photo-orthokinesis, invertebrates, 564
Photophobic response, plants, 457-460, 466,
468

Photophobotaxis, plants, 457
Photopolarizability, plants, 478-483
Photoreceptor, plants, 452, 453, 455, 458,
460-462, 464, 468, 469, 472, 479,
480,484,486,489, 491
Photosensitivity, echinoderms, 572
Photosynthesis, rhythmicity, 923, 924
Phototactic orientation, plants, 458, 459,461
Phototactic sensitivity, plants, 464
Phototaxis, animals, 527

ecological significance in phytoplankton,
464, 465

fishes, 662
-geotaxis interaction, 643-645

I
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Phototaxis-continued
invertebrates, 560, 566-571, 576
longitudinal, 575
non-naturai aspects in invertebrates, 574,
575

plmts, 452, 457-469
positive, 561
transversal, 675
Phototelotaxis, invertebrates, 568-571
Phototopotaxis-see Phototaxis
Phototropic response, plants, 470, 472-475
Phototropism, coleoptile, 470-474
plants, 451, 452, 469-475
ecological signiücance, 475, 476
Phototropotaxis, invertebrates, 567,568,571,
572

'Physical compensation', 542, 543
Phytochrome, 452
Piloting, 503
Pit Organs, fishes, 679, 694
Plankters, displacement, 556, 558
oriented responses, 560
pressure orientation, 604
vertical migrations, 546, 547, 558, 642
water-movement orientation, 602
Plankton, daily rhythms, 920-925
Plants, ATP light action, 489, 490, 492, 493
blue-light responses, 462, 468-470, 474,
475, 479, 487, 488, 491-493
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by-passing principle, 453, 454, 486
chemoresponses, 452
chloroplast
distribution, 483, 484
movements, 451, 452, 483-490
cyb0rnet.i~control mechanism, 456, 457
cytoplssmic streaming, 487, 489
dichroic principle, 454, 455, 486
epinasty, 476
georesponses, 452
geotropism, 452, 473, 476-478
Golgi vesicles, 476
induction of polarity, 451, 452, 473, 478483

lens principle, 453, 454
light
action, 462-464, 472, 480
direction perception, 453-455, 466
perception, 452-455, 466, 469-472
tonic effects, 473
trap, 457, 464
orientation
gravity, 276
group-effect, 481, 482
growth, 469-478
intracellular, 483-491
locornotion, 467-469

response, 451, 455, 456, 463
space, 451-494
principles, 451, 452
time, 917-922
periodic-shading principle, 454, 455, 459,
401

phobio response, 457,458,461-463,467
photokinesis, 457, 458, 460, 462, 467-469
photomotions, 458, 460
photophobic response, 457-460, 466, 468
photophobotaxis, 457
photopolarizability, 478-483
photoreceptor, 452,453,455, 458,460-462,
464, 468, 469, 472, 479, 480, 484,
486,489, 491
phototactic orientation, 458, 459, 461
phototactic sensitivity, 464
phototaxis, 452. 457-469
phototropic response, 470, 472-475
phototropism, 451, 452, 469-475
polarotropism, 474, 475
rheoresponses, 452
sha,do\v principle, 453, 454, 461, 463
statoliths, 476-478
st,imuli, 452, 453
stop response, 458, 459, 463
tactic responses, 451
taxis, 451
thigmoresponses, 452
tonic processes, 464
Plastids, orientation movements, 483
Polarity induction in plants, 451, 452, 473,
478-483
Polarization, 559, 587, 588
animals, 519
Polarized light, 559
analyser, 588, 589
fishes, 661, 662
orientation, 669

invertebrates
perception, 588
sensitivity, 586, 587
plants, 479
Polarotropism, plants, 474, 475
Positioning, invertebrates, 590, 624-641
Preference position., animals, 503
Pressure
-gradient discrimina.tion
ma.mmals, 736
orientation
fishes, 676
invertebrates, 603-607
mamma,ls, 736, 737
perception, 603, 604
sensitivity
&hes, 676
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Pressur-inued
invertebrates, 606, 607
vertical migration, 546, 547
Prey detection, acoustic, 651
Primary orientation, 503
Principles of orientation
animals, 498-50 1
plants, 451, 452
Problem solving, odontocetes, 724-729
Progeotaxis, 526
Prophototaxis, 526
Proprioception, 506, 521, 522
invertebrates, 591, 599, 632, 640, 641, 650
mammals, 739, 837
Proprioceptor, 543, 632
mamrnals, 827
Protonema, 474
Proximate orientation, 504
Quantum, 455
'Querdisparation', 514
Radar, 739, 809
Radio beacon, 830
Radio-traclung, mammals, 829-83 1, 835
Range, active biosonar, 806, 807
measurement by delphinids, 807, 850
passive biosonar, 806, 807
Rapping, invertebrates, 649
Raster, mechanism, 519
Organs, 613
units, 518
visual, 513
'Readiness', endogenous, 919
Re-afference principle, 530-534, 590, 591
Receptor, 508, 599, 634, 636, 639, 651
Reference stimuli, 551, 552
'Relaxation oscillations', 748
Release of migration, mammals, 833, 840
Release of orientation. 505
Releaser, 658, 659
Releasing factors, 505
fishes, 658, 659
invertebrates, 557, 558
Releasing mechanisms, 552
Releasing stimuli, 508, 552
Re-orientation, 531, 532, 537
Repetition rate, mammals, 760, 766, 777, 801,
806, 807, 810
Reproduction, mamrnals, 833, 834, 839
Reproductive rhythms, 933-936, 938, 939
Respiratory noises, mammals, 757
'Respiratory subunits', inammals, 842
Restlessness, migratory birds, 522, 549
Retina, fishes, 663

Retinal elements, 5
Retinal image disp
Rheoklinotaxis, 62
Rheoresponses, pla
Rheotaxis, 620
tishes, 673, 674, 6
invertebrates, 59
Rhinophores, 699
Rhythmicity, feedi
moulting, 939
seasonal, 939
tidal locomotor,
Rhythms
are they endogen
benthic organism
biological, 91 7-94
circadian, 918, 91
circatidal, 918
daily, 919-928, 9
ecoiogical phenom
ecological signific
emergence, 934, 9
endogenous, 919,
free-running, 919
lunar, 933-939
meiistrual, 918
phase control, 91
phytoplankton, 9
reproductive, 933
semilunar, 933-93
spawning, 933, 93
synchronization,
tidal, 928-933
zooplankton, 920Righting, invertebra
RNA, role in tirning
Rods, retina, 549
Ronchi rulings, 715,
Rotatory movemen
Rotatory orientation

Salinity
gradient
discrimination b
invertebrates, 593
mammals, 734, 73
orientation
fishes, 672
Scanning
head movements o
803
internal, 803
invertebrates, 580
sequential measur
Scatterers, 809
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Schooling, fishes, 666, 683
'Schreckreaktion'-see Phobotaxis
Scolopidial receptors, arthropods, 520
See-star-mollusc interactions, 610, 611
Seaward orientation, crabs, 677
'Sea World', 832
Secondaq orientation, 603
Seeing, mammals, 7 14
Segregation, mammah, 839, 842, 852
Semilunar rhythms-see Rhythms, semilunar
'Sense of depth', 603
Sensitivity
phototwtic
plants, 464
Sensory a,daptation, 620
Sensory cues, 521
Sensory-motor integration, 552, 553
Sensory processes, 5 14
Sequential-odour hypothesis, fishes, 686, 688
Set point, 456, 505, 531, 636
Settlement, invertebrates, 612-616, 623, 624
Sexual attraction, invertebrates, 609, 610
Sexual relationships, invertebrates, 609, 610
'Sex yelp', 811, 813, 814
Shadow
effect
directional hearing, 790
principle
plants, 463, 464, 461, 463
'reactions'
invertebrates, 576
Shape discrimination, iishes, 661
'Shock' reactions, 563, 565
Side-swimming, delphinids, 828
Signature sounds, mammals, 824, 825
Sign reversal, invertebrate orientation, 558
'Silent navigating', 730
Singing, hurnpback whale, 763
Single-odour hypothesis, iishes, 686
Skin, importance for sound uptake in mammals, 782
Skototaxis, invertebrates, 675-677, 581
Smell-see Olfaction
Smelling, Mysticeti, 738
Odontoceti, 738
Pinnipedia, 737, 738
sea otter, 737
Sirenia, 738
Social contact, fishes, 666, 675, 682, 683
Sonar, 739, 809
'Song', humpback whale, 763
Sonic interferences, counteraction of, 809-81 1
Sonic tracking, invertebrates, 557
Sound(s)
active biosonar, 764
as orientation cue, 792-81 1

behavioural correlates in odontocetes, 812824

Carnivora, 758
communicative

importance,

memmds,

811-826

contours
odontocetes, 824
deünition, 740-742
detection
invertebrates, 652
diffraction, 741
discrirnination
fishes, 690
'division', 807, 808
-echo interval, 807
frequency
definition, 741
generation, 742-806
mammals in general, 742
Mysticeti, 744
Odontoceti, 744
Pinnipedia, 743, 744
Sirenia, 744
impedance
defuution, 741
individual signature, mammals, 824
intensity
definition, 741
mimicry, 768, 769
delphinids, 824
Mysticeti, 762, 763
navigation
delphinids, 847
Odontoceti, 764-778
orientation
fishes, 689-691
invertebretes, 648-652
mammals, 739-826
perception
cetaceans, 779,780
fkhes, 690, 691
mammals in general, 778
odontocetes, 782, 783
otters, 779
pinnipeds, 779
sirenians, 779
Pinnipedia, 759-761
production
invertebrates, 652
properties
mammals, 75C778
reception
de.finition, 648
reflection, 741
reflector, 755
refraction, 741
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routes to inner ear of mammals, 781
scattering, 741
Sirenia, 761, 762
-sourCe localization
mammals, 850, 851
velocity, 739
deiinition, 741
Space constancy, mechanisms of, 540-543
neurons, 542
Space-related orientation, 501
Spatial memory, 850
Spatial orientation, definition, 499
Spawning rhythms, fishes, 933,934
invertebrates, 934
Spawning-site detection, fishes, 666
Spermaceti Organ, 752-755
'Sperrstellung', plant flagella, 459
'Stabilization', mammals, 848
Stato-acoustical Organ, iishes, 690
Statocysts, 517, 518, 521, 529, 543, 546
definition, 625
-eye interaction, 637-639
invertebrate, 624-642, 646, 648
Statoliths, animals, 5 17
definition, 625
invertebrates, 625, 626, 628, 630, 635, 638
hairs, 635
plants, 476-478
Stereoscopic vision, 514
Stimuli
mechanical
responses of mammals, 826-828
plants, 452, 453
proprioceptive, 640
releasing, 557
visual
invertebrates, 637
Stimulus, 508
-choice apparatus
visual discrimination in odontocetes,
'

727, 728

direction, 514
parameters, 522-526
Stop response, plants, 458, 459, 463
Stranding of whales, 844, 845
Stridulation, invertebrates, 652
Stridulatory organs, invertebrates, 649
'Strömungssinn', 672
Substratum, f%h orientation, 675
mammal orientation, 736
preference
invertebrates, 612-614
selection
invertebrates, 6 12-614
Successive re,sponses,526

Sun
azimuth
fish orientation, 669
-compass
orientation, 547, 548, 552-see
Light-compass reaction
invertebrates, 540, 584
navigation
odontocetes, 730, 731
Swimbladder, fishes, 690
Swimming activity
rhythmicity, 929
Symbiosis, invertebrates, 611, 612
Synchronization, cell division, 923
reproductive activities, 933-936, 938
rhythms, 919, 939, 940
System analysis of orientation, 534-540

also

Tactic responses, plants, 451
'Tactile chemical sense', invertebrates, 615,
624

Tactile perception, mammals, 828
Tagging, fishes, 657, 665, 670, 705
invertebrates, 556
mammals, 829-831, 840
Target, orientation, 504
quality discrimination
odontocetes, 803
shape discrimination
odontocetes, 806
strength discrimination
odontocetes, 798-800
Taste-see also Gustation
buds
fishes, 679
mammals, 738
organs
f%hes, 681
Taxes, 562
animals in general, 526-532, 536, 537
invertebrates, 559
plants, 451
Telernetric tracking, fishes, 657, 670, 697699, 706

Telencephalization, 7 11
Telotaxis
animals in general, 527-529
fishes, 667
Temperature
orientation
fishes, 670-672
invertebrates, 591-593
mammals, 731-734
releaser of orientational behaviour
odontocetes, 734

.
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Tempera,ture-continued
sensitivity
odontocetes, 734
Temporal control
animal orientation, 547
Territorial orientation, 551
Thermal gradient
discrimination by odontocetes, 734
in mammals, 731
Thermoreception, fishes, 67 1
Thermoregulation, mamnials, 731, 734
Thermosensitivity, fkhes, 67 1
Thigmoresponses, plants, 452
Thigmotaxis, invertebrates, 645
Thread hairs, invertebrates, 635, 648
Threat calls, pinnipeds, 825, 826, 835
Tidal currents, fishes, 664
invertebrates
distribution, 602, 603
orientation, 601
Tidal locomotor rhythmicity, 592, 593
Tidal regime, 930
Tidal rhythms, 928-933
Tidal timing, 928-933
Timbre, 790
Time compensation, 552
Time-differente tones, 808
Timing, endogenous, 917-942
hour-glass, 932
-memory, 940
physiological aspects, 939, 940
processes, 917-942
tidal, 928-933
Tonic effects of light on plants, 473
Tonic processes, plants, 464
'Tonus hypothesis', 527
Topographic memory, fishes, 667
Topotaxis, animals, 527
'Trained-seal experiments', 847
Transition, positive to negative response of
plants, 464
Translatory movement, 501
Transmitter attachment, mammals, 830, 832
Transplantation, fishes, 659, 683
'Transversal phototaxis', invertebrates, 575
Transverse gravity orientation, 625
Transverse orientation, animals, 528
invertebrates, 581-590
'Trapping effect', 507, 575
'Trial and error' methods, 509
Triangulation, 744
Tropism, animals, 526-530, 532
plants, 451
'theory', 567
Tropotaxis, 620
anirnals, 527-529

Tube feet, directed locomotion, 572
Tuna-delphinid associations, 843
Tuniing, 663
'Turning command', 634
'Turning excitations', 534
Turning tendency, animals, 522,523,537-539
Two-light experiments, invertebrates, 567,
568, 570
Ultrasonic acoustic lenses, 751
Ult.rasonic tracking, fishes, 697-699, 706
'Unterscl~iedsempfindlichkeit',561, 562'
Upstream movement, invertebrates, 600
Ventra,l-gravity reaction, anima,ls, 528
Ventral-light reaction, animals, 528
invertebrates, 637
Vertical migration
fishes, 546, 547, 663
invertebrates
water-movement orientation, 602, 603
Ji bration, as orientation cue, 792-81 1
definition, 741
orientation
fishes, 689-691
invertebrates, 648-652
mammals, 739-826
perception
fishes, 690, 691
invertebrates, 651
reception
defhition, 648
sensitivity
invertebrates, 650
Vibrissae, mechanoreceptors in mammals,
827, 828
Vision, Carnivora, 7 15
fishes, 662
Odontoceti, 729
Pinnipedia, 7 17
Sirenia, 723
stereoscopic, 514
water-air, 660
Visual abilities, Ca,rnivora, 715
general, 714
Odontocoti, 724, 725, 729
Pinnipedia, 7 17, 722
Sirenia, 722
Visual acuity, Carnivora, 715, 716
definition, 7 14
Mysticeti, 723
Odontoceti, 724-729
Pinnipedia, 7 17-720, 722
Visual angles, Carnivora, 716
Pinnipcdia, 718, 720, 721
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Visual-atta.ck orientation, Sepia,581
Visual contact, fishes, 666
Visual discrimination, Carnivora, 716
Odontoceti, 726-728
Pinnipedia, 7 17
Visual food acquisition, fishes, 664, 665
Visual 'landmarks', 714
Visual mechanisms, 514
feedback, 553, 591
field, 549, 550
Stimuli
invertebrates, 637
Visual orientation, fishes, 666, 670
mammsls, 849
Mysticeti, 723
Odontoceti, 724
Pinnipedia, 722
'Visual window', 660
Vocal cords, Odontoceti, 744, 745
Pinnipedia, 743, 761
Vocalization-see Phonation
Vocal mimicry, 769
delphinids, 824
'Voluntary movements', eyes, 591

Waggle dance, bees, 552
Water-air vision, 660
Water movement
orientation
fishes, 672
invertebrates, 598-603
mammals, 735
perception
invertebrates, 598, 599
polarity induction in plants, 481, 482
Weber's ossicles, fishes, 676
Whimy Sounds, Pimipedia,758
Whistle contours, delphinids, 824
Whistles, Odontoceti, 766
Pinnipedia, 760
'Whistle squawks', 817
Wind receptors, 521
Y-meze apparatus, 621, 622
'Zeitgeber', 648
'Zeitgedächtnis', 940
'Zugunruhe', 522
Zoogeography, mammals, 733

